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EOREITORD

A successful maritime strategy has heen for hundreds oi years the
essential guarantee of our continued existence as  a nation. Up to tne
First World Ylar this had heen achieved hy forces of ships, both war and
merchant, in direct action at sea with the consequent ability to ensure
supplies^ prevent invasion and land militaiy expeditions where required.
In 1914, for the first time in history, the submarine and its natural enemy
the aircraft took a part in war. Henceforth the growing
integrating into Sea \Yar no less than into Land bar until by 191 o a full

maritime air power had been developed.

our

grown

five volumes to recount the Royal Air Force in
I mustIt is my task in these ^ n. c

Maritime War in the Atlantic and Heme Waters from 1918 to 1545.

therefore go back to the First World Y/ar to trace the growth of
maritime air power which in April 1918 was handed over to the .
Force and this is done in Chapter II. Before attempting this I ̂ ^ve thought
it necessary to give a brief account, in Chapter I, of the ,

both political and administrative, which led to the creation of th
Service.

were officiallyY/hen, on 1 April 1918, the two flying services _ _
amalgamated there was of course no change in operational policies,
as the Sea War was concerned the new Air Council and Air Staff continued
consultation with the Admiralty to direct the course of maritime air

operations in unbroken sequence. The significance lay in the fact that
maritime air power, which had been built up by the Royal Naval Air Se^ic
in integration with the Admiralty over the past 3^ years was now wielded by
a part of the Royal Air Force and it is from this date that the story oi
their part in Maritime War starts.

As far

subsequent chapters deal with the peace years during which there
was a decline in the means to exercise maritime air power which resulted i
a state of unpreparedness in 1939 when war was once more imminent.

The

D, V, PEYTON-WARD

SECRET(91320)9
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CI-IA.PTER I

EVENTS LEAJ1E& TO THE CEEATION OF TIE _B.OYAL AIR FORCE

^  The start of separate Air Services

In November 19’H, the Prime Minister requested^the
standing Sub-ooramittee of the Imperial Defence Committee to

consider, under the chairmanship of Lord- Haldane, the future
development of aerial navigation for naval and military pur
poses and the measures which might be taken to secure to this

The chief of theircountry an efficient aerial service,
recommendations were;-

The creation of a British Aeronautical Service, to
be regarded as one and to be designated "The
Flying Corps".

(2) The Corps to consist of a Naval Wing, a Military
Wing, and a Central Flying School for the training
of pilots.

The Flying Corps to be kept in the closest possible
collaboration with the Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics and with the Aircraft Factory so that
the work of experiment and research should have its
due influence on practice,

A permanent consiiltative committee, named The Air
Committee, to be appointed to deal with all aero
nautical questions affecting both the Admiralty and
the War Office,

A detailed scheme to give effect to the above was completed by
technical Sub-committee and approved by the Imperial Defence

Committee by 25 April 19'12, Having been authorised by Royal
TiTarrant on 1 3 April, the Royal Flying Corps was constituted
on 13 May 1912,

Almost immediately the diverse aims of the two V/ings
resulted in a drift apart. The Admiralty took steps to set

up a ne\? department to supervise the Naval Wing and appointed
Captain Murray Sueter as Director of the Air Department, T--
earlier Naval Flying School under Commander C, R, Samson was

supposed, under the terms of the Royal Flying Corps Warrant,
to merge into the Central Flying School but it continued to

function independently for the training of naval flying
officers.

(1)

(5)

(0

a

The

The Y/ar in the

Air

Vol.I

PP.198, 199

ibid

P.207

The Air Committee first met in July 1912 and consisted
of;-.

Col jnel J. E, B. Seely, Secretary of State for War 
-

Chairman

Sir John Jellicoe, Second Sea Lord - later became
Vice-Chairman

The Director of Military Training - ’Jar Office
The Director of the Air Department - Admiralty
The Commanding Officers of the Naval V/ing, the Military
YYing, and the Central Flying School
The Superintendent of the Royal Aircraft Factory,

This Committee had no executive power and decisions on policy
still rested with the Admiralty and War Office, It was thus

(91320)11 SECEET
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little more than a debating society in which opinions v/ere

exchanged,
Y^ings was complete and on 1 July the Naval Y/ing officially
became the Eoyal Naval Air Service under Admiralty control

leaving the Military Vfing to continue as the Royal Flying Corps
under the War Office,

(ii) The outbreak of War and the formation of the Joint Yfar
Air Committee

By the summer of 1914 the divergence of the two
The War in

the Air

ibid

p.273

When war came, the Expeditionary Force toox witn xnem
four squadrons of aeroplanes which represented almost the

entire operational streng-bh of the Royal Flying Corps, Left
behind in England were 116 discarded and obsolete aircraft
with an assemblage of some 300 half trained personnel. The

man appointed on 7 August 1914 to command this remnant of the
Military ’Jing - Major Hugh Montague Trenohard - was destined to
exert an influe

exaggerated,(1)
nee in air matters which cannot be

ibid

pp,417-423

Even before the war the naval and military wings were
rivals for the limited output of aircraft. There were no more

than a dozen manufacturing firms outside the Royal Aircraft

Factory. Such a situation vms not new to the Admiralty who

had always contracted out most of their warship construction.
Their policy was to buy airframes, engines and spares in any

With their exten-available market, be it British or French,
sive experience allied to a larger monetary allotment for air
development the Admiralty had already outdistanced the ’Jar
Office who were new to this technique and v/ho were mainly

dependent on the output from nationalised sources,
rapidly increasing demands for different types of aircraft the
War Office was compelled to enter the private market to

increasing degree,
authority which most clearly knew what it wanted, and could pay
for it, got the pick of a small market. The need for a con
trolling body was thus felt at a very early stage.

Under the

an

The inevitable result was that the

Soon after the outbreak of war the Air Committee faded out

as even a shadowy means of advising on the rival claims and for

a time personal co-operation between the Director of Military
Aeronautics and the Admiralty Director of the Air Department
secured an allocation of aeroplanes and engines betv;een the two

Provisionally it was agreed that allAir Services,

The War ' in

the Air

ibid

pp.425, 426
and

Vol.III p.259

landplanes available in the United Kingdom should at once be
allotted to the War Office and all seaplanes to the Admiralty,
So long as the supply problem was confined to existing produo-
tfon there was little cause for frictionj for instance in

early December 1914» appeal from the War Office the
Admiralty handed over a further 18 landplanes just completed
followed at intervals by another 80 in the next six months

together v/ith 100 American Curtiss machines built and building
to an Admiralty order.

Vol.I

PP.474, 475

He set to work and organised, trained and created new
squadrons,'
Vfings and took command of the First Wing in France on
18 November 1914. Afterwards in August 1915 He succeeded
General'Henderson in command of the R.F.C. in Prance with

the rank of Brigadier General,

He initiated the formation of squadrons into
(1)

(91320)12 SECRET
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However, T/hen it came to the planning and ordering for
the future there was increasing rivalry between the two air

services both for British production and French (on which
were still largely dependent even in Regarding the
French industry an attempt was made in Jamxary 1916 to lessen
this friction when a joint naval and military commission was

set up^in Paris under the direction of the British naval
attache.

we
Vol.III

p.262f

in ParliamentEarly in 1916 there were strong expressions
that there should be an Air Minister in entire control of the

air services with status equal to that of the First Lord of the

Admiralty and of the Secretary of State for War but this

opinion was in advance of Whitehall and on 15 February 1916
the Prime Minister (Mr. Asquith) was content to appoint a new

committee, known as the Joint War Air Committee, under the
chairmanship of Lord Derby to collaborate in and oo-erdinate
the question of supplies and design for material for the
Naval and Military Air Services.(l) It was ̂  strong
committee but it lasted barely two months because it had no

executive powers and no authority to resolve conflicting
policies between the two Services. Apart from this major
reason, given in his letter of resignation, Lord Derby stated
that it was quite impossible in his view to bring the two

sides closer together unless and \intil the whole system of the
air services was changed and they were amalgamated into one

Air Service as he personally considered they iiltimately must

be but, though difficult even in peace time, he thought it
practically impossible in vmr time.

ibid

pp,268-270

( The first Air Board

Lord Curzon, the Lord President of the Council, took up
the question and after exploring a3d. possible solutions he
recommended that an Air Board be created with greatly
increased functions as a preliminary to an Air Ministry,
Mr, Balfour, speaking for the Admiralty, opposed any deroga
tion of the Navy’s right to be master in its ovm house which
included all naval aviation matters. The whole subject was

debated in the War Committee on 11 May 1916 and it was

decided to set up an Air Board of virhich the president must
be a Cabinet Minister, two naval representatives of whom
must be either a member of the Board of Admiralty or alv/ays

present at its meetings when air matters were discussed, two
military representatives of vfhom one must be a member of the

Army Council, a member of independent administrative
experience, and a parliamentary representative in the other
House to the President, Unfortunately in its constitution
this Board also had no executive powers and, although charged
with the duty of organising the supply of material and

preventing competition, it had no authority to lay down

policy on vdiich the nature of aircraft orders placed must
depend.

one

ibid

pp. 271-275

(1) In addition to the Chairman the other members were:-^
Lord Montagu of Beaulieu,,,. Independent adviser
Rear-Admiral C, L, Vaughan-LeeV
Commodore Murray Sueter T
Squadron Commander Yf, Briggs )
Major General Sir David Henderson)
Lieut.-Colonel E. L. Ellington ) representatives
Sir Maurice Hankey) both of the Imperial
Major C, L, Storr ) Defence Committee

SECRET

•Admiralty
represent ative s

.War Office

•Secretaries
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(1) and at theLord Curaon was appointed as President
first meeting of the Board on 22 May 1916 he made it clear
that he took a very wide vie?; of its duties and expected
ultimately to have to advise the Eovemment on the creation
of a larger body to deal v;ith questions of the air and the

formation of a separate Air Service, It is hardly surprising
that the minutes of subsequent meetings reveal growing diver

gences of opinion culminating in October in an open breach
between the Board and the Admiralty, Lord Curzon’s report on
this was bitterly opposed by Mr, Balfour, the First Lord, and
ill feeling became rampant between the Services in Y/hitehall
circles#

ibid

pp,276-278

A typical example of the Board’s anomalous position came
later in October, Colonel Barfes, representing the French Air

Service, attended a meeting at the Admiralty on 22 October and
pleaded the great importance of bombing operations against
German industry. This was in complete agreement withThe War in

the Air

Vol,II p,2)-52
Admiralty views and their current venture in long range bomb

ing by No, 3 Naval V/ing from Luxeuil near Nancy,v2)
Operations by this Wing had already been held up since May by
the voluntary surrender to the E,F.C, of two thirds of their

aeroplanes and the Admiralty now put a memorandimi before the

Air Board requesting that it be laid down that the Navy should
keep an effective force of at least 200 bombers in France

(including Dunkirk) and to implement this policy some 1,000
engines would be required. Sir David Henderson strenuously
resisted this proposal which also drew a strong letter of

protest on 1 November 1916 from Sir Douglas Haig the C-in-C
British Army in France, His vievf was that, until he had

sufficient E.F.C, strength on the Western Front to ensure

adequate air co-operation, the bombing of Germany was in the

nature of a luxury.

No decision had been reached by 20 November when  a letter

arrived from Sir Douglas Haig asking for twenty extra fighter
squadrons. The matter was anxiously debated by the Air
Board and on 11 December their meeting was attended by
Major General Trenchard who made it clear that the E,,F.C,

squadrons alread^r promised for the coming winter woixld not be

enough and in addition there was an insufficiency of spares.
The Air Board put the matter before the Admiralty who then

agreed to place four additional squadrons at the disposal of
the R.F,C, and to surrender 35 of the 100 Rolls-Royoe engines

on demand together v;ith 60 complete Spad aeroplanes from their
contract of 120,(3)

•»

ibid

Vol.III p,279

ibid

p,280

(1) The other members were:-

Rear-Admiral F, C. T, Tudor (Third Sea Lord)
Rear-Admiral C, L. Vaughan-Lee (Director of Naval Air
Service)

Lieut,-General Sir David Henderson (Director General of
Hilitaiy Aeronautics)
Brigadier General YT, S, Brancker (Director of Army Air
Organisation)

Lord Sydenham
Major J. L. Baird, M,P.
An account of this venture is given in Chapter II (viii).
These transfers resulted in considerable reductions in

naval air stations at home and ultimately enforced the

disbandment of No, 3 Wing at Luxeuil,

(2)
(3)
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(iv) The Second Air Board

On 7 Deceinher 1916, Mr* Lloyd Ceorge succeeded
Mr* Asquith as Prime Minister and among other changes heibrmed
a compact v/ar Cabinet in place of the much larger War

Committee, At a Yfar Cabinet meeting on 22 December it was
decided that the Powers of the Air Board should be widened,

A virtually new Board was constituted in which the President
was deemed to be a Minister and the Air Board a Ministry,

Lord Cowdray was appointed President and held the first meet

ing on 5 January 1917* Its constitution was defined by an
Order in Coiincil dated 6 February 1917(0 and it became in
effect a Ministry of Supply and as suoh was eminently
successful in that it eliminated competition between the two

air services and, in co-ordination with the Ministry of

Munitions, rationalised the programmes for air t3cpansion but

it still had no control over the policy or uses to which the

aircraft were put.

It was, hoxvever, some time before measures taken by this
organisation could bear fruit and in spite of the assistance
rendered by the R,N,A,S, the supply problem for the R.P.C,

in France was acute in the early part of 1917» Actually on

9 April there wei^ no more than 50 operational squadrons with

the Amy in France including the four attached R.N.A.S,
squadrons and another naval squadron was transferred in June

just before the start of the Ypres Offensive*

By July 1917 Lord Cov/dray, looking at his paper schedules
of aircraft production, could see a considerable surplus of

aircraft above what woiiLd be required to meet the essential

needs of the navy and of the army* In his view this surplus
shoiild constitute a bombing force which could be put to effec

tive use only if the Air Board possessed a war staff* When

this proposition was put to the Board it was bluntly stated

by both the Army and Navy members that if the Board took upon
itself to say what were the uses to which aeroplanes or sea

planes should be put, the War Office and the Admiralty would

resent and resist suoh intervention. However, almost at

that moment the matter was being taken out of the Board’s
hands*

( The effects of the first daylight air raids on London

Only t¥TO daylight attacks on London were made by G-otha
landplanes - 13 June and 7 July 1917* The effects were out

of all proportion to any damage or loss of life inflicted*
The air defence was negligible and the public outcry was so
serious that the Government had to order the recall from the

Western Front of two first class R.F.C, fighter squadrons and

to divert to Home Defence all the new aircraft promised for

The War in

the Air

Vol.VI p,6

The Y/ar

in the Air

Vol*IV

PP.ISif, 155

(l) The composition of the Second Air Board vms:-
Viscount Cowdray,
Major J, L, Baird
Commodore Godfrey Paine
Lieut,-General Sir David Henderson

..President

Parliamentary Secr

Director

etary
..Fifth Sea Lord

General of

Military Aeronautics
) MinistryMr* William Weir .Controller of .

Aeronautical Supplies
Mr* Percy Martin .Controller of Petrol Engines) Munitions
Sir Paul Harvey and Mr* Moilnally .Secretaries

of
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reinforcement to the Army in Prance* This at a time v/hen the
Army was desperately short and about to start an offensive in
Flanders, It certainly lent colour to the belief that the

bombing of important homeland centres might have significant
strategic results independently of any other war operations.

This hasty decision y/as, in itself, of little use.
Field Marshal Lord French, who was in command of the Home
Defence Forces, pointed out that such diversion of fighter air
craft would still leave vdiolly inadequate air forces with which
to meet any repetition of these air raids. In fact y/e had not

enough aircraft to meet our requirements. The Chief of the
Imperial General Staff, Sir ¥illiam Robertson, obtained ¥ar
Cabinet approval for the doubling of the strength of the R.F.C.
with a correspoi:iding expansion in the R.N.A.S. but this v/as no
immediate answer to the situation neither did it go to the root
of the matter. In a letter to Sir Douglas Haig he said "the
Army and Navy noy/ say what they want, the Air Board considers
their wants, and finally the Ministry of Munitions makes the
machines, I am inclined to think that we need a separata air
service,"

(vi) The Smuts Reports in favour of a separate Air Force

Home Defence had ceased to be a "side show" and now took

rank as a major concern of British Strategy alongside the Anti-
U-boat Campaign and the Western Front, The Government set up
a committee on 11 July 1917 to examine, in consultation with
representatives of the Admiralty, the General Staff and the
C*"in—C, Home forces with such other experts as were desired,
the follov/ing:-

1, The defence arrangements for home defence against air
raids,

2. The air organisation generally and the higher direc
tion of air operations.

The chairman of the Committee was the Prime Minister
(Mr, Lloyd George) but he was too occupied to give more than
the prestige of his name and the Committee was really a one-
man affair and that one man was Lieut,-General J, C, Smuts,
selected for his non—political outlook, unbiased opinion and
absolute honesty. After hearing expert evidence, his first
report dealing vd.th Home Defence was presented on 19 July 1917,
Briefly, it recommended that an anti-aircraft gun barrage cover
ing London should be established and three new fighter squadrons
trained to fight in formation be made ready as rapidly as
possible. For the organisation it recommended that a senior
officer of air experience should have executive command, under
Lord French, of the whole defences of the London area which
were to include all fixed and mobile guns and searchlights in
the London, Harwich, Thames, Medway and Dover areas, the exist
ing six R.F.C, home defence squadrons, and all the Observer
Corps stations east of a line between Grantham and Portsmouth.
This report received Cabinet approval later in July.

His second report dealing ̂ yith air organisation and
higher direction was placed before the War Cabinet
17 August 1917.

service had outgrown the ancillary and subordinate role of its
infancy and was capable of acting extensively on its ovm.

on

In it he expressed the view that the air

ibid

Vol.V

p.ii-0

The War in

the Air

Vol.V pp,42-Zj4
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There follov;ed the prophetic utterance "As far as can at

present be foreseen there is absolutely no limit to the scale

of its future independent uar use. The day may not be far off

T/hen aerial operations with their devastation of enemy lands

and destruction of industrial and populous centres on a vast

scale may become the principal operation of war, to v/hich the
older forms of military?' and naval operations may become
secondary and subordinate

recently approved programmes for air expansion would result in
a future surplus of aeroplanes after the requirements of the
army and of the navy had been met and the creation of an Air

Staff to plan and direct independent operations was urgent.
The design of aircraft and engines for such operations must be
settled in accordance with the policy which would direct their
future strategic employment, a fact which made equally urgent
the need to form an Air Ministry, On the question as to
Tifhether the Navy and the Army should retain their othi special
air services in addition to the air forces controlled by the
Air Ministry, he was adamant that this would make confusion
hopeless and render the solution of the air problem impossible.
The maintenance of three Air Services was out of the question.
The only possible course was to establish one Unified Air

Service which woifLd absorb the existing services under
arrangements which would fully safeguard the efficiency and
secure the closest intimacy betvreen the Army and the Navy and
the porticns of the Air Service allotted or seconded to them.
In this respect he said it was necessary'' for all Air units
detailed for naval and military' work to come directly under
the orders of the naval or armj'" commanders of the forces with
?;hich they were associated. While realising that for some
years to come the Air Service would be largely dependent on
the officers of the Navy and Army who were already employed in
air work, it was necessary in the future for a considerable
number of regular officers of both the older Services to be

seconded to the Air Service for definite periods (not less than
four or five years) so that they could utilise to advantage the
contingents of the Air Force put at their disposal,
by pointing out

publicity to the magnitude of oui"' air construction programme.
It was important for the winning of the war that we should not
only secure air predominance but secure it on a very large
scale and having secured it we should make every effort and
sacrifice to maintain it fox' the future. Air supremacy may
in the long run become as imponta.nt a factor in the defence of
the Empire as sea supremacy," From both these points of view
it was necessary that not too much publicity be given to the
plans and intentions and "the necessary measures should be
defended on the grounds of their inherent and obvious
ableness and utility, and because of the desirability of
preventing conflict and securing harmony betv/een naval and
military requirements,"

It will be noticed that this very important report r/as
concerned with three major objectives;~

1, The creation and direction of an Independent Force
for strategic bombing,

2. The reorga.nisation, concentration and direction of
all aviation under a, separate and autonomous Air
Service,

He went on to say that the

He ended

hoT/ undesirable it would be to give too much

reason-

The War in

the Air

Vol,VI

App, II

ibid

ibid
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3. The concealment of true plans and intentions hy
directing publicity to the desirability of preventing
conflict and securing harmony betv/een naval and
military requirements.

Regarding the latter, publicity was only too vfell so directed
and gave rise to the widely held myth, still prevalent, that
the Royal Air Force v/as onlj?' created to stop the bickering
between the Army’s Royal Flying Corps supposedly fighting for
its life in France and the Admiralty’s Royal Naval Air Service

lolling at home in the luxury of unlimited air supplies.

On 2A August the Var Cabinet accepted the recommendations
for a separate Air Service and appointed a Committee under .
Lleut,-&eneral Smuts to v/ork out the details of amalgamation^'^)
This body was knom as the Air Organisation Committee,
Sir Douglas Haig v/as distinctly lukev;arm about some of the

recommendations and thought that the future for strategic
bombing was unsupported at present by fact. He was sceptical
about there being any surplus of aircraft with which to

attempt it observing that his orm needs of aircraft were still

very far from being met nor was it clear that his wastage rate
had been allowed for,

(vii) The creation of^an independent bombing force

Follov/ing the improvement in the Horae Air Defences put
in train after Smuts' first report in July, no Gotha raids
reached London and were coiofined during August to diminishing
attacks in the extreme south-eastern areas of Kent and Essex,

Finally at the end of the month the enemy'gave up daylight
operations and took to moonlight night air raids. The first
of these to reach London was during the night of

September 1917. The defences at night virere once more
poTJerless and public opinion was again inflamed, this time
demanding retaliation against German cities. The War
Cabinet instructed Lieiit,-General Smuts to explore the
question of counter-bombing attacks and Major General Trenchard

was sent home from France to help in the consultations. As

an immediate measure a bombing Wing (No,41) was organised to
operate from Ochey near Nancy,(2) Originally it consisted of
three squadrons with the intention of a rapid increase in
strength. But there vms no promised surplus of aircraft with
which to build this little detachment into a properly consti
tuted long range bombing force. The Cabinet appointed yet
another committee to make recommendations about priorities in
aircraft production. This was the Aerial Operations
Committee under the chairmanship of Lieut,-General Smuts(3),
At their first meeting they agreed to ask for additional pov/er
to settle priorities for all munition programmes and not only

Vol,VI

App,III

ibid

Vol.V

pp.90, 91

ibid

Vol,VI

P.17

0) The other members were Lord Cowdray, Major Baird, M.P
Commodore Godfrey Paine, Sir David Henderson and
Lord Hugh Cecil,
An account of the independent bombing operations is
given in Chapter II (xix)
The other members were:-

Sir Eric Geddes

Lord Derby
Lord Covfdray
Mr, "Tinston ChurohiD

First Lord of the Admiralty
...■ Secretary of State for War

President of the Air Board
Minister of Munitions,

• >

(2)

(3)
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for air production. This was granted and from
8 October 1917 the Committee was knov/n as the War Priorities

Committee,

(viii) Dela;^'-s before the passing of the Air Eoroe Act

Meanwhile there was delay in any publication ef the
G-ovemment’s intention to form a separate air service,
continued night raids by Gcthas on south-eastern England and

London in particular kept public criticism inflamed at the

apparent lack of any active policy. Misgivings spread to
those in close touch with the G-overnment, A member of the

Air Board (Admiral Mark Kerr) addressed a forceful
raemorandxjm to Lord Cowdray in vihioh he foreshadowed a far

heavier bombing campaign against England and pointed out "the

extraordinary danger of delay in forming the Air Ministry
and commencing on a proper Air Policy," This paper was
circulated amongst the War Cabinet and eventually on
15 October the Cabinet, still fearful of taking the plunge,
appointed an Air Policy Committee, again under
Lieut,-General Smuts’ chairmanship, to advise the Cabinet
pending the establishment of an Air Ministry.(l) Further
oritioisra of this hesitancy came on 26 October from
Lord Milner(2) in a memoranduun stating "Ministry or no
Ministry, an Air Staff is the urgent necessity" and went on

to declare that the Air Policy Committee could not possibly
perform the task of constantly reviewing air policy,
co-ordinating the requirements of. the Array and the Navy, and
devising the best methods of offense and defence in the new

art of independent aerial warfare.

The

The T/ar in

the Air

Vol.VI

PP.18, 19

However, nothing was done until 6 November v/hen the
7fer Cabinet approved the draft of the Air Force Bill which

had been completed by the Air Organisation Committee and
decided to lay it before Parliament, On 16 November
occurred an unfortunate incident, Mr, Lloyd G-eorge had
privately offered the nev; post of Secretary of State for Air
to Lord Northoliffe, The latter published a letter in the
Times newspaper giving his reasons for declining the offer.
Lord Cowdray read this letter with a shook as he had assumed
that as President of the Air Board he v/ould continue to be

the responsible Minister when the Air Board was diily enlarged
into an Air Ministry, His position now had become diffi
cult and he therefore resigned.

ibid

p.21

Lord Cow-dray was succeeded as President of the Air Board
Meantime the Air Forceby Lord Rothermere on 23 November,

Bill had been introduced in Parliament, was passed and
received Royal Assent on 29 November 1917,
Council were issued on 21 December and 2 January 1918
defining the composition and duties of the Air Council which
came into being on 3 January with Lord Rotherraiere as the
first Secretary of State for the Air Force and

Orders in

ibid

PP.22, 23

(1) The other members were:— The First Lord of the

Admiralty, the Secretary of State for War and the
President of the Air Board, Various officers,
including Major-G-eneral Trenchard, were called by the
Committee from time to time for advice.
Lord Milner was a member of the v/ar Cabinet without
portfolio.

(2)
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Major-Oeneral Sir Hugh Trenohard as the first Chief of the

Air Staff,(l) Sir Douglas Haig vfas extremely critical of the
decision to take Sir Hugh Trenohard may from his command in

Erance and openly stated that his removal from active command

in the field v/ould directly impair the offensive fighting
efficiency of the Royal flying Corps. Happily this did not

occur but it 3hov\rs in what high esteem he was held on the
Western Front,

(ix') The Royal Air Force comes into being

The new Air Council had a difficult and complex task.
It had to assemble and organise the necessary administrative
and technical staffs, to take over the duties vi/hich had been

the concern of the Air Policy Committee, and to take all the
essential steps for the amalgamation of the tvro flying
Services into the Air Force,(2) Enough had been done towards
the end of March to make it possible for an announcement that

on 1 April 1918 the Royal Air Force would officially come into
being as a separate Service,(5)

Unliappily the unity which at long last had been achieved
between the flying services was not a feature of the first Air

Council, There had already appeared grave differences of

view between the Chief of the Air Staff and the Secretary of
State for Air,

ment on 18 March and next day tendered his resignation,
was accepted by the War Cabinet and Major-Ceneral F. H, Sykes
was appointed in his place. Then the Vice-President,
Sir David Henderson, resigned on the grounds that he could not
work with the new Chief of the Air Staff, Finally on 25 April
Lord Rothermere resigned his appointment and viras followed a

few days later by Sir Henry Norman who had been appointed by
Lord Rothermere as the additional member of the Air Council,

Sir Hugh Trenchard submitted his final state-
This

This, however, was the end of the disintegration.
Lord Rothermere was succeeded as Secretary of State on

27 April by Sir 'William ''Weir and there were subsequently only
minor changes, '^//'hen the war ended the composition of the Air

(l) Members of the first Air Council:-
Lord Rothermere,,

Major J, L, Baird
Lieut,-General Sir David Henderson

Secretary.' of Sta

• • •

te for the Air Force

Parliamentary Under Secretary of State
Additional member

and Vice-President

Major-General Sir Hugh- Trenohard
Rear-Admiral Mark Kerr

Commodore Godfrey M, Paine,.Master-General of Personnel
Major-General T/f, S. Brancker

Chief of the Air Sta

iController-General o

ff

Deputy Chief of the Air Staff

• • •

f

Equipment
Sir William ''Weir ,,,,Director General of Aircraft

Production in the Ministry of Munitions.
Sir John Hunter. .Administrator of Works and Buildings,
A Royal Proclamation was published on 7 March 1918 giving
approval to the title "Royal Air Force",
It shoiild be noted that airships remained under Admiralty
administration until after the war.

(2)

(3)
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Council v/as as under;-

Lord 'Heir of Eastwood - Secretary of State for Air

Parliamentary Under Secretary
of State

Major-Creneral E. H. Sykes - Chief of the Air Staff

Major-Ueneral ¥. S. Branoker - Haster-Ueneral of
Personnel

Major-Ueneral E. L. Ellington - Controller-General of
Equipment

Major-General Sir Godfrey Paine - Inspector-General of
the R.A.E.

Sir Arthur Duokham - Director-General of Aircraft
Production (in the Ministry of
Munitions)

Sir John Hunter - Administrator of Works and Buildings

Major J, L. Baird, M.P.

Yl. A, Rohinson, Esq, - Secretary
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CffiVPTEE II

(1)
TFE &ROV/TH OE I44RI:TIME AIR PdlER

1914 to 1918

(i) Developments prior to Aufflist 1914

Y/hen the Royal Flying Corps v/as instituted in April 1912,
the Array already had a clear out requirement for the aeroplane
in war. This was for reconnaissance in the field of Army

operations and consequently the Military YYing was developed
entirely v/ith this end in view. The later additions of

prevention of enemy scouting, artillery spotting and ground
support to troops merely accentuated the essential short

range nature of Army co-operation.

Up to raid-1912 the technical development of neither land-

plane, seaplane nor airship had advanced sufficiently to allow
employment of aircraft at sea with the Fleet and naval aviation
was still experimenting to find uses for the nevir arm. In this
respect it is of lasting interest to note that as early as

January 1912 a submarine officer (Lieutenant H, A, Williamson),
v/ho had gained his flying certificate, advocated in a paper the
use of aerojplanes for the detection of and attack on

hostile submarines, and showed how heavy bombs fused to

explode 20 feet below the surface might be used to destroy
these craft when caught on the surface. It is melancholy to

reflect that it was not until 28 years later in July 1940 that
such "depth charges" came into use by aircraft and not till
July 1942 that the 20 foot detonation v/as achieved,(2)

The War in

the Air

Vol.I

p,266

After formation, the Naval \Ying of the Royal Flying Corps
concerned vfith the question of the defence of our coastswas

against raiding sorties by enemy warships and minelaying.
In October 1912 the Admiralty started to establish a chain of
air stations along our east and southeast coasts and by the
Spring of 1913 such stations were at Cromarty, Yarmouth,
Felixstov/e, King’s North for airships. Isle of Grain,
Eastchuroh (the H,Q. and Flying School), at Calshot in
Southampton V/ater and an old cruiser (H,M-S, Nermes)
experimentally fitted to carry two seaplanes,
the Admiralty'' took up the question of a special seaplane
carrier,

was taken over and completely redesigned,
bridge structure were placed right aft so as to give a flying
deck 150 feet long and the holds adapted into a single hangar

She Yias not launched

I  was

Later in 1913

A cargo steamer of 7,450 tons, building at Blyth,
The machinery and

capable of accommodating ten seaplanes,

See Map
N0.I

until September 1914 and came into commission as
H.M.S, Ark Royal on 9 December 1914*(3)

(1) The follcjwing references have been used in this brief account:-
The Official Histories of the War in the Air, Vols. I to VI end Naval
Operations, Vols, I to V: The R.N.A.S, in Home Waters, Parts I, II and III
held In the Air Ministry Historical Branch under Index Nos, 21/13/1385, 1901,
1908 and 1930; Admiralty Monthly A/S Reports end various statistical
information in the Admiralty Historical Section,

(2) See R.A.F. In Maritime War, Atlantic and Home Waters, Vol,II App, IV and
Vol,III p,81,

(3) When the Government decided in January 1915 that the Navy should attack the
Dardenelles, the Ark Royal was sent out and arrived at Tenedos on
17 February. She remained in Mediterranean waters for the rest of the war.
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The Admiralty policy required in the future a fighter as

well as a scouting type of seaplane to operate from a ship and
landplane types for fighter and patrol duties along the coast.
Much attention was given by the Admii-alty* s Air Department to

the evolution of a long endurance airship for extended recon

naissance, a flying boat for open sea patrols and  a landplane
v/hich could undertake the bombing of enemy bases. The designs
of an efficient bomb sight and bomb release gear were furthered

by frequent exercises and early experiments were made in the
mounting of machine guns. All in all the Naval Yfing was more
interested in the use of landplanes as fighting machines than

were the Military Wing and, of course, the training was of a

specialised maritime nature.

ibid

pp,264-270

By mid-1914 the fundamentally differing requirements had

caused the two Wings to drift so far apart that on ̂  July 1914
this separation was officially recognised,
became the Royal Naval Air Service with a constitution of its

own and with special naval air ranks,(l) The flying school at
Eastohurch, the air stations along the coasts and all aircraft
employed for naval purposes were grouped under the control of
the Central Air Office at Sheeiness and administered by the

Director of Air Department at the Admiralty,
Military Wing continued as the Royal Flying Corps with the

Just

The Naval fiTing

Henceforward th

duties of army co-operation under War Office control,

ibid

p.273

e

before war broke out the War Office claimed sole responsibility
for all the air defence of this country. It was then esti

mated that this would require six squadrons totalling 162
landplanes for the protection of defended ports between
Cromarty and Plymouth, When the Expeditionary Force went to

France they took with them almost the whole operational strength
of the Royal Flying Corps and England lay ?dde open to air

The Admiralty had perforce to shoulder this unlooked-attack,

ibid

Vol,II

pp.73-76

for burden,(2)

(ii'i The First World War breaks put

The first war operations by the R.N.A.S, consisted of

coastal reconnaissance patrols by all types of aircraft betv/een

Kinnairds Head in Aberdeenshire to Dungeness in Kent, but after

the invasion of Belgium in the opening weeks of the war these

patrols were concentrated to between the Humber and the North
Foreland with a temporary extension to the Belgian coast to

cover the passage of the Expeditionary Force to France,
initial east coast patrols were against possible air attacks on

defended ports, then against enemy surface craft minelaying
which started on 8 August, and from early September the duty of
wa+ohing for hostile submarines was added. During this period
new air stations were opened at Killingholme, Dundee and

Scapa Flow,

The
ibid

Vol.I

pp,560, 364

(1) Wing Captain, V/ing Commander, Squadron Commander, Flight
Commander, Flight Lieutenant and Flight Sub-Lieutenant,
The respective strengths on 4 August 1914 were:-
R,N,A,S, - 7 airships, 52 seaplanes and 39 landplanes
manned by 128-officers and about 700 petty officers

and men,

- 179 landplanes manned by I46 officers and 1,097
other ranks.

Of this total there went to France four squadrons totalling
63 landplanes manned by 105 officers and 755 other ranks.
Ref; ■ The ¥/ar in the Air, Vol,I, pp,357, 411 •

R.F.C,

(2)
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For the primarj^ duty of air co-operation with the Fleet

the Admiralty had on the outbreak of war taken over^three
22 knot cross-Channel steamers - the Empress, Engadine and

Riviera - ?;hich were fitted out to carry three or four sea-
These had to he hoisted out and hack again from

For longer endurance work with the
planes each,
the water when operating,
Erand Fleet the old Cunard liner Campania was purchased,
reconstructed ¥/ith a 1 20 foot flying deck and adapted to

cari^^ ten or eleven seaplanes, hut she was not commissioned
until May 1915.

Meanwhile offensive action had started against the enemy

in Belgium. The Eastchuroh squadron (No, 3) consisting of
ten assorted landplanes under Wing Commander C, R, Samson

operated for a few days at the end of August from Ostend and
then settled at Dunkirk with the primary duty of attacking
Eerman airship sheds,(l) More aircraft v;ere flovm
that nominally the force consisted of NoSs, 1, 2 and 3 naval
squadrons of twelve land.planes each hut in these early days
tv/o or three machines were often the most a squadron could

muster for operations,
force vfho fle^r to an advanced aii-field near Ant^ferp and

carried out the first long range homhing raids,
made on the Zeppelin sheds at Dusseldorf and Cologne on

22 September and 8 October 191^# 0^ 'the latter date Flight-
Lieutenant R. L. E. Marix destroyed the military Zeppelin ̂
in its shed at Dusseldorf,

The Eerman advance through Belgium tov/ards the coast and

the enemy occupation of Ostend and Zeehrugge put an end to

such operations from advanced airfields, and, after co

operating with the Array during the "Tpres battle, the R.N.A.S,
landplane units arrived hack in Dunkirk early in Novemher,(2)
Concurrentlj-', naval surface forces were bombarding the
seaward flank of the enemy advance along the Belgian coast and
in order to give air support and to patrol against enemy su'b-
marines it was decided to establish a seaplane base at Dunkirk,
This was effected at the end of October by transport in

H.M.S._ Hermes but when returning empty to Dover she was sunk
by'a U-boat’,” The seaplanes, under Squadron Commander
J, W, Seddon did good vrork during the next month in spotting
for bombardments, patrolling the Belgian coast and bombing the
initial U-boat assembly plant in Bruges,

As the Rl'iineland Zeppelin sheds virere nov? outside the

range of Dunkirk based aircraft, attention was directed to

those remaining in reach from either France or from the North

Sea, A raid was planned from France and took place on

21 November 1914 by four R.N.A.S. landplanes which had been

flown down to Belfort for the purpose. The attack was made

across so

It was aircraft from this little

These were

ibid

PP.371-376

ibid

p.390

ibid

P.393

ibid

PP.396-398

(1) Not only were the Zeppelin bases attacked beca,use of

their value to enemy sea reconnaissance but the airships
were an incipient bombing threat to this country, the air
defence of which was now an Admiralty responsibility.
During this tvro month period of mobility. Wing Commander
Samson ox*ganised armoured car sections manned by R.N.A.S,
personnel who not only succoured aircraft forced to land

near enemy-held positions but actively assisted Array
operations. Later, vfhen trench warfare had immobilised
the battle front, this personnel was used to man
armoured trains carrying naval g\ons.

(2)
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the Zeppelin sheds at Eriedrichshafen on Lake Constance and
was successful in inflicting considerable damage to a Zeppelin
nearing completion and in destroying the hydrogen gas plant.
The overseas operation v/as against sheds on the North German
coast,

Riviera, each with three aircraft aboard, escorted by light
cruisers and destroyers proceeded across to the vicinity of

Seven sea-

on

The three seaplane carriers Empress, Engadine and

Heligoland by the morning of Christmas Day
planes were hoisted out and got away to attack sheds believed
to be at Cuxhaven,

dropped on the port and a detailed reconnaissance made of the

High Seas Eleet lying in the Schillig Roads,

No sheds were located but bombs were

(iii') The First U-boat Campaign

U-boats were now operating direct from Flanders ports and

were making their presence increasingly felt by successful
attacks in the eastern Channel area. An additional seaplane
station was therefore opened at Dover on 21 November but the

sea and air patrols proved of little value in preventing
free passage by the U-boats,
ship Formidable was stink with heavy loss of life off the Isle

of Wight and a little later U, 21 carried out an uithindered
cruise into the Irish Sea, ”T6IloT/ihg this demonstration of

extended operational possibilities the German Admiralty on

A February 1915 issued a declaration that from 18 February the
waters around the British Isles were a war zone in v/hich all

enemy ships would be attacks1 and neutrals would navigate at

uheir peril. So started the First U-boat Campaign in which

merchant ship losses rose steadily per month from nine in

February to over 50 in June and Jioly,

The opening of this Campaign led to an immediate concen
tration of naval aircraft for the bombing of U-boat bases in

Belgium. Land and seaplanes from Hendon, Eastchurch and from
• the carrier Empress were sent to reinforce those already at
Dover and Dunkirk. Bombing attacks actually started from

11 February but the Dardanelles Campaign was beginning to draw

off naval air strength and at the end of February No,3 Naval

Squadron departed for this area. Their place at Dunkirk was

taken bj^ No, 1 Squadron of seven landplanes under Squadron
Commander A. M, Longmore. More bombing attacks took place
in March and April but v;ith little result on U-boat operations.

On 1 January 1915 the battle-
The War in

the Air

Vol.II

PP.3A0, 3M

ibid

PP.3A2, 343

Where numbers permitted, a limited amount of seaplane
patrolling was done off certain stretches of coast and the

obvious lack of resources stimulated the development of small

airships. Experiments and trials early in 1915 produced the

Submarine Scout type of small non-rigid airship known familiarly
as "Blimps", The first bases for these were opened at Capel,
near Folkestone, on 8 May and Polegate, near Eastbourne, on
6 July, They were follovred on 15 July by others at Luce Bay
and Larne for the North Channel area and at Anglesea for the

Irish Sea in mid-September,

ibid

PP.345-347

The First U-boat Campaign reached its climax in Home
Waters in August 1915 when some 60 vessels of all sizes were
sunk. The highlight occurred on the 19th with the sinking
without warning of the liner Arabic. Earlier, in May, the

sinking of the Cunarder Lusitania had strained relations bet?/een

America and Germany but the loss of further American lives in
the Arabic brought the two countries to the brink of war.

After a violent clash between German political and naval authori

ties, orders were issued forbidding attacks on passenger vessels

ibid

PP.369>370
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In view of increasing Britishwithout previous vfaming,
surface and air patrols this curt resulted in the withdrawal
hy the end of Septeraber of all U-boats from the English

The Flanders U-boatChannel and western approaches,
flotillas continued operating off the East Coast v/here the

unfortunate fishing fleets suffered heavily, but merchant
losses fell rapidly by half in Septeraber and then almost

ceased till the end of January 1916,

(iv) Action against Zeppelins

Concurrently with the First U-boat Campaign, the other
threat to this country'- made its appearance. Military raiding
Zeppelins were being housed in sheds erected in Belgium and
the first skirmishing sorties to England started at the end of

April,(l) Early in May Southend was attacked but the naval

pilots who went up made no interception of the returning air

ships, The Dunkirk based landplanes went into action on

17 May and LZ,59 was severely damaged in flight when returning
to Belgium, The first raid on London ¥/as made by LZ,g8 on
31 May who was not intercepted but she was destroyed in her

shed on 7 June by two Dunkirk aircraft. Immediately after

wards Flight Sub-Lieutenant E. A. J, Wameford engaged and

destroyed LZ,37 in flight with small bombs when she was

returning from an abortive raid^ for which he was awarded the
V,C. These losses resulted in the Belgian sheds being
abandoned except for emergency landings.

Attempts to operate seaplanes from the carriers against
naval Zeppelins either in flight across the North Sea or in
their sheds on the North German coast met with no success.

Such attempts took place twice in March, tiiloe in May and once
in July 1915* Although the naval policy against Zeppelin
raids was mainly to direct attacks on their bases, measures

were also taken to engage them at night above their targets.
Additional stations were opened along the Yorkshire coast and

landing grounds were established between the Wash and the

Thames estuary to facilitate night patrols, Aei-oplanes and

pilots were distributed before dark to these latter ready for
take off when warnings were received of Zeppelin movements.
However, this night flying (up to September 1915) entailed a
considerable wastage of pilots and material in crashes ?;ithout

any result on the enemy. In the 89 night flights carried
out, tvrenty aircraft were wrecked, three pilots killed and
eight seriously injured.

ibid

PP.358-361

(■v) The integration of the Naval Air Service into the Royal
Navy

Even by January 1915 the rapidly expanding R.N.A.S. was
creating problems of administration and control,
the stress of the U-boat and Zeppelin Campaigns, ooastal air
stations were mtiltiplying and inland fighter defence stations
had been established at Hendon, Chingford, Yformwood Scrubbs

Now under

(l) Military Zeppelins were prefixed by the letters LZ,
naval Zeppelins by the letter L,
Zeppelin raid was from a German North Sea base on
19 January 1915 when bombs were dropped at random in
East Anglia, The second naval raid was not till li*. April
when one airship dropped bombs harmlesslj'- in the Tyne area
followed nex± night by harmless attacks in the Lowestoft
area.

The first naval
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All were still directed by the Centi-al Officeand Roeharapton.
at Sheeraess, itself situated in the C.-in-C, Noi-e's area of

Efficient control was no longer possible and in
Eebruary the Admiralty decided to abolish the Central Air Office
and bring the whole of the R.W.A.S. \inder the orders of the

Director of Air Department. As the R.N.A.S. were recruited
and administered differently to the regular Royal Navy this

decision Wcas followed by argument between the Air Department and
the C.-in-C, Nore over the application of the Naval Discipline
A.ct to the numeraus units of the R.N,A..S, in his command#

This relatively parochial question was overlaid by considera

tions of naval air policy betiveen the new Eirst Lord(l) and the
Coramander-in-Chief &rand fleet (Sir John Jellicoe). The

in a memorandum dated li- June 1915» laid down v/hat he

command.

C.-in-C

The T/ar in

the Air Vol, I

pp.2^1 -2^83

considered to be the functions of a Naval Air Service as
• >

follov/s: -

(a) Observation duties from the coast generally, and from
naval bases in particular,

(b) The attack of enemy aircraft wherever met.

(c) The aerial defence of all naval centres such as
doolcj^ards and magazines since the Array had apparently
left this duty to the Navy,

(d) Scouting for U-boats and enemy minelayers.

In discussions v/ith Mr, Balfour in London over these and other

points of policy Sir John Jelliooe agreed to Mr,
proposal to arrange for the War Office to take over the
R.n".A.S.*s anti-aircraft ground defence organisation, all the

R.N.A.S, armoured oar squadrons and the three R.N.A.S, armoured
trains operating in France, He also agreed to the proposal
that the operational control of naval aviation should no longer

under the Air Department at the Admiralty but be exercised
by the Senior naval officers in the ar^as from which they worked.
In July the whole question was considered by the Board of

Admiralty and regulations for the complete reorganisation of the

Naval Air Sei-'vice were issued, to take effect from 1 August 1915.

Briefly, this meant that the R.N.A.S, ceased to be a

naval co-operation force and became an integral part of the
The various air stations (now over fifty in
placed ̂ mder the general orders of the senior naval

officer in ¥^hose district they were situated and an air seiwioe

officer was appointed to each as adviser on air technical
matters. The post of Director of Air Department v/as abolished

and in place a non-teohnical flag officer(2) was made responsi
ble for the Naval Air Service in a newly created post of
Director of Air Services wliile the former Director of Ai.r

Department (Commodore Murray Sueter) was freed to give his
undivided time and attention to the development and supply of
aircraft in the post of Superintendent of Aircraft Construction,
Sv/eeping changes vrere made in the administration and construc
tion branches so that in effect a new air service was formed in

Balfour* s

come

Royal Navy,
number) were

ibid

Vol. II

PP.35ii--356

ibid

Vol. I

pp.2(155-2^87

(1) On 25 May 1915, the Prime Minister (Mr, Asquith) formed
his Coalition Ministry with Mr, Balfour replacing
Mr. Winston Churchill as First Ror-d and AdmirsA

Sir Henry Jackson in place of Lord Fisher as First Sea Lord,

(2) Rear-Admiral C. L. Vaughan-Lee,
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which there was a large proportion of regular naval officers

with no special knowledge of aircraft hut who brought with

them powers of organisation, a strict sense of naval discipline
and the pride of the ancient service to Y/hich they belonged.

The Immediate and tangible resifLts were that, in place
of scabtered training stations, a central training depot was
set up at Cranwell in Lincolnshire with a complete system of
instruction and graduation of pupils(l), a designs department
v/as set up in Whitehall, the airship service was taken in hand
for more rapid development for anti-U-boat patrol work(2) and
the Dover/Dunkirk area was amalgamated under the Dover Naval

Command (Admiral Bacon) who became responsible for all land
and sea planes based at Dover and Dimkirk together v/ith the

S.S. airship stations at Capel and Polegate.

(vi) The expansion of the Dunkirk Force

This formed the largest air .group in the R.N.A.S, and the

operational command of it was given to Wing Commander
C. L. Lambe, At this time No, 2 Naval Squadron under V/ing
Commander E. L. Uerrard had just relieved No* 1 Squadron at

Dunkirk but on 1 5 August they v/ere withdravm for service at the

Dardanelles, Ho¥/ever, during their short stay at Dunkirk,
aircraft from the squadron succeeded on 10 August in so

damaging naval Zeppelin L.l2 in flight that it only landed with

difficulty near Ostend and had to be scrapped soon after.

Their place at Dunkirk was once more taken by No,  1 Squadron,

Soon after Wing Commander Lambe*s appointment he obtained
approval to combine all the aircraft at Dover and Dunkirk into

one Wing - No, 1 - based at St,Pol, just west of Dunkirk, He

aimed at a v/ing strength of eight squadrons of six aircraft
each but under the constant drain to the Dardanelles area it

was much later in the year before his aim was approached.
Meanwhile No, 1 Squadron continued to participate in sporadic
bombing attacks on German naval bases in Belgium, in support
and spotting for H.M. ship bombardments in which seaplanes from

the Riviera took part, and in attacks on U-boats rfhenever seen

off the Belgian coast. One such attack was made by Squadron
Commander A. W, Bigsworth on 26 August v/hen he bombed a
surfaced U-boat off Ostend from 500 feet v^ith 2-65 lb, bombs,
A direct hit and a very near miss were clainnd. The U-boat

disappeared stem first at a very steep angle but no loss was

admitted by the enemy. Several other air attacks were made

between September and November, None are kno¥m to have been

lethal but the German U-Boat History mentions that UB.6 and
UC,1 were damaged by them.

By November 1915, considerable reinforcements in personnel
v;ere in sight from the retraining of officers and men released

from the armoured car units and Wing Commander Lambe sought
approval for a ?fider offensive policy including the organisation
of a special bombing force. He pointed out that bombing, to

The War in

the Air

VoloII

PP.371-373

ibid

Po-!;-26

A.H.B.

21/13/1385
PP.27,28

ibid

p.427

(1) Cranwell was not officially opened until 1 April 1916,
It was under the command of Cojiimodore G. H, Paine as

H.M.S. Daedalus.

At this time there were only a few of the S.S. non-rigid
Blimps in service but there ?/ere 50 on order,
decided to complete these but further construction should

be of a larger Coastal or "C" type of greater endurance.

It v/as
(2)
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"be effective, must not only be made in force but must also be
sustained. The essential routine work of reconnaissance, «

operation with naval forces and air photography would fully
occupy No, 1 Wing and he urged the formation of two additional
wings for bombing purposes. He proposed that No, ii-Wing of
four squadrons, under Squadron Commander C, L, Courtney,
should go to the Dunlcirk area from Eastchuroh and that a new

No, 5 Wing be created by detaching four squadrons from No, 1
YiTing so that all Y/ings would consist of four squadrons.
There would also be a squs-dron at Dover for local dexence and

training duties, Einally he proposed to alter the classifica
tion of units whereby six aircraft would henceforv,'ard form a

Plight, two or three Plights form a Squadron and  a Wing would
be composed of a varying number of squadrons thus bringing the
organisation of aircraft into line with the system in force in
the E.P.C.

All these proposals were approved and V/ing Commander
Lambe's programme took shape early In. 6 following the
release of large naval air resources after the evacuation of

Gallipoli and the assumption by the War Office in Pebruary 1916
of the bur’deh of Home Defence against air raids,

(vii') The bombing of land targets

Action by the reconstituted Dunkirk force opened in
March 1916. No, 5 Wing, based at Coudekerque under Squadron
Leader S, D. A. Grey, aided by Prench and Belgian aircraft
attacked the Genaan main aiifield at Houltave, between Ostend

and Bruges, while seaplanes from the Riviera, Yindex and
Dunlcirk attacked Zeebrugge, No, A Wing was not established
until mid-April at their airfield at Petite Synthe, Both

Wings bombed enemy airfields and other targets in Belgium on

2if April and again on the 5th and 19 May, Naval sea and
landplane fighters took part as escorts to the bombers and

protection against air attack was given to H.M. ships operat
ing off the coast, V/hen the German retaliatory bombing of the
Dunkirk area started in earnest late in May, two fliglits of

naval fighters from No, 1 Wing v/ere established at Pumes as
air defence. These flights formed the. first homogeneous
fighter \mit of the R.N.A.S.

ibid

P,A31

See Map No,1

The lessons drawn at the time from this bombing are
Wing Commander Lambe reported "that it is inad-interesting,

visable to carry out offensive operations unless you have

sufficient pilots and machines to continue it by day and night
and also a sufficiency of fast fighting machines to pi’event

In his comments Admiral Bacon said "The chiefretaliation,

lesson learned by our airmen in Planders is, I hope, mhe one

T/hioh the Military have knovm for some time, namely, that

indiscriminate bombing is useless, I intend to limit day
bombing to such occasions of general attack or a general
advance by the Army or to the attack of submarines and other

vessels at sea. Night bombing may be useful against vessels
in harbour vhen present in sufficient numbers to make success

probable but otherwise bomb-dropping leads merely to the

strengthening of anti-aircraft defences without adequate com

pensation." He went on to point out the urgent necessity for
fighter aircraft "to drive off hostile aircraft from the north,
south, east and west and the success of' any operation I have in
viev; will depend on this,"

ibid

p,A3A

All organised bombing by the Dunkirk Porce was, therefore,
stopped until the beginning of August 1916 when it vras resumed
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in an attempt to divert enemy air activity from the Somme
Front Offensive. A v/ider range of hombing ?/as agreed between

Lambe and &eneral Trenchard so as to include the more distant

airfields in Belgium as vrell as ammiinition dumps, the Antwerp
shipyards and Zeppelin sheds. All these targets were attacked

fairly continuously during August and September, Tovrards the
end of October a call from the Army for fighter assistance to

the R.F.C. was answered by equipping from the Dunkirk i/ings a
squadron of eighteen experienced figliter pilots. This ¥/as

knov/n as No, 8 Naval Squadron led by Squadron Commander
&, R, Bromet, They-fought with the R.F.C. on the Somme Front

and do¥vn to the end of December they destroyed 21\. enemy

planes with a loss of only two pilots.

The bombing offensive against Ostend and Zeebrugge was

reopened early in November and was continued to the end of the

Although the material damage inflicted by these raidsyear,

was small, the fear of attack compelled the enemy to keep his
destroyers inland at Bruges and the consequent serious delay
in getting to sea dovm the canal had a frustrating effect on

their operations, in fact one v/hole flotilla was sent back to
T/ilhelmshaven.

(viii) Long range bombing jjito Gp_rmaj^_J^^ n_aya_l airqraft

During this period a significant bombing venture was in

The project of long distance bombing raids intotrain,

Germany had, from the outbreak of v;ar, been in the Admiralty
mind but it v/as not till the spring of 1916 that suitable air
craft were at last forthcoming,
French authorities that naval bombers should work from an

It was arranged with the

airfield at Luxeuil, in the Nancy area, from v/hich were
accessible many centres engaged in steel production for use in

submarine construction, Gaijtain ¥, L, Elder, R.N, was sent
at the beginning of May to arrange for the reception of the new

bombing force to be knoTO as No, 3 Wing, It was hoped that by
July it Tfould be equipped with 35 bombing aeroplanes and 20

filters. It was intended that this strength should gradually
be increased to a total of 100 planes.

ibid

p.452

However, an urgent plea from the R.F.C, was received in

June for help to make good a deficiency of no less than twelve

squadrons before the opening of the Somme Offensive, This was

answered by the Adrairalty at the expense of their new bombing
wing. By the middle of September they had handed over 62
aeroplanes. As a result No, 3 Wing had too few aircraft to

make bombing possible on any scale until October and from then

until the end of the year weather seriously curtailed
operations.

The first serious raid took place on 12 October on the

Mauser Factory at Obemdorf, Subsequent raids up to the end

of the year viere made on the Thyssen Works at Hagendingen, the

steel works at Volklingen, the blast furnaces of St, Ingbert
and the iron works at Dillingen but the scale of attack was

nothing like what had been initially envisaged, there being
only a strength of kl aircraft by the end of 1§16, The
v/eather early in 1917 continued to handicap operations but
raids were made on steel works and blast furnaces on

23 January, 25 February, and the 4th and 22 March, During
April there were attacks on railway junctions and on the town

of Freiburg as a direct reprisal for the sinking of the

hospital ship Asturias by a U-boat.

ibid

Yol,VI

pp,120-122
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Resulting from another call at the end of for assist-
to the R.E.C. the Adniralty agreed to make further

Among these was the surrender of
anoe

transfers from the R.W.A.S,
half of a contract nearing completion of high powered engines
and complete bomber aircraft,
and in May 191? No, 3 Wing was broken up,
that Sir Douglas Haig objected to an independent naval air

detachment operating against targets of their ofm choosing, in
fact he had said as much back in November when he wrote to the

V/ar Office pointing out the imperative need for squadrons in
Long distance bombing, he went on to say,

of defeating the enemy was entirely secondary to the

This spelt the end of the force
There is no doubt

the battle line.

as a means

above requirement.

In the light of fuller knowledge after the war it became
clear that results were not dependent on the frequency of the

raids neither should their value have been judged on purely
“  , These first long range bombing attacks gave

jolt to the morale of the industrial population and
had an adverse effect on the output of munitions but chiefly

they compelled the enemy to divert aeroplanes, labour and
materials to the beginnings of v?idespread schemes of home
defence,

(ix) Air supporb to the fleet c

This requirement consisted mainly of reconnaissance in
aid of the G-rand Fleet when it put to sea and of action to

prevent similar reconnaissance by enemy Zeppelins,
late start in airship design in this country precluded the

production of anything like the Zeppelins upon which years of^
Consequently we were limited in

rapid expansion to small non-rigid types of low endurance
suitable only for inshore work. The Grand Fleet had therefore
to rely on carrier-borne aircraft for its requirements.

At the end of 1915 another carrier had been commissioned.
This was the ex-passenger steamer Vikin^’, renamed Vindex
and converted to carry five seaplanes aft and two single seater

fighter landplanes fonmrd on a short flying off deck.
Escorted by the Harwich force of light cruisers and destroyers,

.  her aircraft made raids against the naval Zeppelin sheds at

Hage, near Emden, in January 1916 and against those believed to
be at Hoyer on the Schlesvdg coast in March, follov/ed on 3 May
by an attack in company with aircraft from the Engadine against
those at Tondem. All were unsuccessful, either because of

rough water conditions or poor visibility. In the latter
attack the naval Zeppelin when reconnoitring the covering
naval force, was damaged by gunfire and finally destroyed when
effecting repairs on the v/ater by submarine E.3I.
mainly ov/ing to sea conditions and visibility tbat neither side
were able to provide adequate air reconnaissance durmng the

Battle of Jutland^) nor during the subsequent August sortie
of the High Seas Fleet but it ooiad have been of decisive
importance on both occasions.

material grovinds,
a severe .

•Hi

The very

development had been expended.

It was

The War in

the Air Vol,II

pp.396-398

See Map No,1

ibid

pp,A02,R03

ibid

pp, 404-419

(1) The, Campania, oarig^ing ten seaplanes, was througli no fault
of her ovm not present during the action. The Engadine
was the only carrier with the Fleet and one of her
seaplanes made a reconnaissance sighting report in the

opening stages.
Ref: The War in the Air Vol, II p, 406,
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An episode of interest occurred on 2 August ydien the
Vindex was at sea and sighted in daylight several Zeppelins
"returning from raiding England,
flown off and engaged one of them with explosive darts but

unfortunately the hits secured failed to ignite the gasbag.
As a result this form of attack was abandoned in favour of

incendiary bullets in the machine gun ammunition.

At the end of September a detailed ,air reconnaissance of

the Schillig Roads was planned before sending in an attacking
force of high speed torpedo-carrying motor boats,(i) This
operation was notable in that a

It was intended to put down on the v/ater off the
derraan coast for refuelling by a destroyer, make the recon

naissance and then again be refuelled for the return journey.
Unfortunately the Vfeather broke and the flying boat in

attempting the first refuelling in a choppy sea had its wing
damaged by the destroyer. This reconnaissance was attempted
again in October using the Yindex and her seaplanes. The

flying off and return hoisting in was completely successful
but thick fog covered the Schillig Roads and nothing could be
seen of the High Seas fleet.

The advent of an operational flying boat was one of the
features of 19i6,
initiated and developed by Commander J. C. Porte,
retired naval officer before the war, he had worked in America
with the Curtiss Company bn the design of a large flying boat
to be called "The America" for the first flight across the

Atlantic, When war came he abandoned the enterprise, came

home to join the R.N.A.S, and brought Virith him the first two

engined Curtiss boat. As a result of bis advice an order was

given by the Adraii-alty in August 191^ Tor* two experimental
Curtiss flying boats. Tests of these v/ere conducted by him
at Felixstovire and in March 1915 s,n order was given for 50 of

similar design but with engines of higher horse pov/er. These

engines proved unsatisfactory'- but by substituting Anzani

engines they were at least useful for training and very
limited patrol vrork. It was apparent that the hull yyas too
weak to v/ithstand take off or alighting on any but a calm sea

and Commander Porte redesigned the whole hull into what became

a nev; tjpe - the Felixstowe flying boat. Another order was

given at the end of 1915 an additional 50 Curtiss flying
boats of a larger size but the first one, delivered in

July 1916, revealed the same underpo'wered engine and hull
weakness. Again Commander Porte re-equipped with more power-
fiil engines and redesigned the hull into a larger form of the

Felixstoive type. These 'bwo classes were knovm as the Small
and the Large Americas, Later on other refinements were

incorporated and the types became the F,1 and F,2a,

{x) The Second U-boat Campaign

Resulting from the reorganisation of the Naval Air Service

the use of airships for anti-U-boat work was rapidly expanded.
The production of the 3.S. Blimp type was in full spate early

A single seater fighter was

flying boat from Felixstowe
was used.

This more robust form of the seaplane was
As a

ibid

PP.M4-M5

ibid

pp.i^20-A21

ibid

Vol, lY

PP,16-19

(1) These were known as C.M.Bs (Coastal Motor Boats) in the
First World War and as M.T.Bs (Motor Torpedo Boats) in
the Second World War,
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in 1916 and was followed soon after the Spring hy the Coastal

"C" type,(l) Kingsnorth, on the Medway, was the airship dock

yard and centre of invention and experiment. From here the

airships were floim out to nev/ly opened stations for the anti-
U-hoat patrol areas:-

^rahrolre for the St, G-eorge’s Channel area
Mill 1j nn for the Channel Approach area
Pulh^ for the East Anglia coast
Howden for the Yorkshire coast

Ea,st Fortune for the Forth area

Longside^Tor the Kinnaird Head area
Kirtaffall for co-operation with the G-rand Fleet,

Owing to its limited offensive qualities at this time, the
f\inotion of the airship v/as the detection of U-hoats and the

passing of these reports to the surface craft engaged on

patrols in the different areas. To ensui'e an accurate datiM

point for such signals the airship made its call sign every
hour to enable shore W/T stations to get regular orosshearing
fixes.

The War in

the Air

Vol,II

pp.381-385

See Map No.1

The U-boat War flared up for a short time from mid-
February 1916 following the replacement in the German High
Command of Admiral Tirpitz by Admiral Soheer who was a strong
advocate of ruthless submarine action. Shipping losses

promptly rose at the end of February and during March to over

AO vessels. On 2A March the passenger vessel Sussex v/as sunk

vithout warning with heavy loss of civilian life including a

number of Merioans, A note threatening to break off dip
lomatic relations led to another internal clash in Germany and
once more orders were issued a month later that no passenger

ships virere to be sunk without warning, and although the sink
ings rose further in April they fell away to an average of 20
of all sizes during the summer months,(2)

After the Battle of Jutland and still more so after the

unsuccessful sortie by the High Seas Fleet in August 1916, the
German High Command realised that only the crushing of English
economic life through U-boat action against her commerce held

out any prospect of a victorious end to the v/ar. In defiance

of the political heads in Germany, the U-boat war was
sharpened. Attacks with and vd.thout previous wamirg spread
steadily v/estward through the English Channel to the open
Atlantic. In effect the Second U-boat Campaign had started

and shipping losses leapt from 18 in July to 77 i^^ August and
82 in September, Seaplane patrols were redoubled along the

Belgian coast against the Flanders U-boat and destroyer
flotilla movements. More seaplane stations were opened at

Berabridge and Portland to link up existing air patrols by
Blimps working from Capel and Polegate in the eastern and from

ibid

p.AOl

Vol, IF

p.1

(1) By the end of 1916 the programme of 50 S.S. type was
completed, 27 Coastal "C" type had been delivered and an

improved S.S, called the Zero type was in the course of
construction.

Although there was this fall in Home Water sinkings, the

depredations by U-boats in the Mediterranean continued
unabated,

October 1915 and, with the exception of January and March

1916, accounted for a steady average of 2A vessels per
month up to the end of JixLy 1916,

They had started as a serious factor in

(2)
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But the intensi-Mullion in the ;vestem end of the Channel,
fioation of patrols either hj surface or air craft were no

more than palliatives.

In October the U-boat operations v/ere stepped up and
extended, northvfard as far as the White Sea and westvirard to
the coast of America where U._55 sank five ships off Newport
harbour. The month’s loss’es reached the unprecedented total

of M+3 in Home Uaters and Atlantic with a further 2? in the
Mediterranean,

brought a strong letter from Sir John Jelliooe at Scapa^Elow
to the AdBiiralty urging far more energetic measux-es against
the U-boats and warning "that losses in merchant shipping
vinless checked might by the summer of 19"17 have such a serious

effect upon the import of food and raw materials as to force
the acceptance of peace terms which the Contjjiental

military position would not justify."

On 22 November 1916, Admiral Sir John Jelliooe was
offered and aceepted the post of First Sea Lortl and
Admiral Sir David Beatty took over command of the Grand Fleet,
On 7 December Mr, Lloyd George replaced Mr. Asquith as Prime
Minister and Mr, Balfour was succeeded as First Lord of the

Admiralty by Sir Edward Carson,
Admiralty set up a special Anti-Submarine Division under
Rear-Admiral A, L. Duff and shortly afterwards the Director of
Air Services was made a member of the Board as a Fifth Sea

Loi'’d(l), As sr.ch he would now be able to speak with authority
on naval air matters on the Air Board in like manner to the

War Office representative who already was a member of the Army
Council, These changes in the naval high command wei'’e
destined to have considerable influence on the expansion of

maritime air pov/er, particxxlarly in the increase of all tjq>es
for employment in anti—U-boat measures and in the development
of aircraft for co-operation v/ith the Fleet,

By the end of January 1917 the current U-boat campaign had

grown into a very serious threat sinking as they had some 1)38
vessels of all sizes in Atlantic and Home Waters since the

beginning of October, The most dangerous area lay in the

English Channel and out into the S.W, Approaches, Our defence

of the mass of converging shipping still consisted of area

patrols by sux-rface craft with limited co-operation in search

by seaplanes and airships. As the danger area spread west

wards moi-'e air patrols were required but the majoritj^- of naval
air stations vrex-e on the East Coast. Pi-’oposals were made to

establish new bases as rapidly as possible in Cornwall and

along the South Ii'ish Coast, Seaplane stations were accord

ingly opened at Plymouth and Newlyn, and "Large America" .
flying boats were based in the Scilly Islands, Opposition
by the Vice-Admiral Queenstown to aircruft of any Icind fms-
trated the institution of any air patrols off South Ireland so

an ail’ base was established at Fishguard to augment the air

ship patrols from Pembroke, Regarding the duties of aircx-aft,
it was decided that seaplanes and flying boats supplemented by
landplanes should carry out what v/ere called the offensive
searches and airships should merely report any U-boats sighted
and give warnings to shipping in the vicinity.

The absence of any fx’esh plan of defence

on us

A fortnight later the

ibid

ibid

PP«4-6, kl

(1) Commodore G. Li. Paine had just succeeded Rear-Admiral
Vaughan-Lee as Director of Air Services and became 5th
Sea Lord on 51 January’- 1917»
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(xi) Unrestricted U-boat ¥arfare

The so-called Unrestricted U-boat ¥arfare started on

1 February 1917 but this declaration by the Uermans was no more

than a public notice of uhat had virtually been happening for

some time,(l) Already the acceleration in supplying guns to
merchant ships had resulted in U-boat submerged attack with

no warning by torpedoes in place of surfaced gunfire*
significance in date lay in the fact that it was timed to
coincide with a rapid rise in the numbers of U-boats sent out

on operations,
had been rising througliout 1916 from only hO in January to

over 100 by the end of the year,
were 49 boats based in Noirbh Eerman ports, 33 in Flanders and
26 in the Mediterranean area,

were sent to sea during Febrnraiy and were kept at sea for as

long as possible,
among ships of greater tonnage than 500 &,ll,T,(2) rose from
about 100 during January to 106 in February and jumped to 136
in March, and 1A^9 in April.(3) It was this rise in the number
of U-boats operating at sea that caused the rapid increase in

sinlcings and not the "unrestricted” nature of U-boat warfare.

During the months of February, March and April there was
a frantic effort to increase the air patrol coverage off .

our coasts in co-operation with yet more surface hunting cra,ft,

Landplane stations were opened at Pravfle Point, Uullion and

Pembroke, a' series of fan patrols extended from headlands in

southwest England and Wales, other patrols lined the offshore
waters in the English Channel and the whole East Coast from
the north of Scotland to the North Foreland was searched by

the seaplanes, flying boats and airships of the various
Commands, But these measures, widespread and intricate as

they were, proved entirely inadequate,

(xii) The introduction of escorted convoys

our

Any

The operational strength of the TT-boat Fleet

On 1 February’ 1917 there

The maximum number of these

In the Home 'Waters and Atlantic the loss

By the end of April, in which 20^ of all United Kingdom
overseas trade was sunk, the sui^plies in this country had

dropped to a critical level and the Fleet was almost immobilised
througla lack of coal and fuel. Only two lines of policy
remained. Either an intensified concentration of sea/air
forces into htmts for the U-boats or the adoption of >2scorted

On these alternatives naval opinion was sharply
Heroifullj'- the scales were tipped in favour of the

convoys,

divided,

latter by a belated realisation of the value that very limited

convoy had proved in the latter half of 1916 for food ships
coming from Holland and early in 1917 for the French cross-
Channel coal trade. A similar limited convoy procedure was

(1) The political effect of this final flouting of American
protests was the entry into the nwar on the side of the
Allies of the United States on 6 April 191
Detailed and classified statistics relating to ships sunk,
area and conditions of loss were not compiled before
Febimiary 1917 and thereafter only included merchant ships
of 500 &.R.T. and above. See Appendix I,
To these figures must be added those for the Mediterranean
and the unknowns which together amounted to 32 in

February, 2G in March and 77 in April, The gross loss to
U-boats in April in all areas and of all sizes of vessels
was 354 totalling 854,549 tons.

(2)

(3)
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started at the end of April to Scandinavia and along parts of
the East Coast, An expex'imental ocean convoy was sailed from

G-ibi'altar on 10 Hay and before reaching the dangerous South-

Y/estem Approaches it received a destroyer escort followed by
air escort by a flying boat from the Scillies, No attack on

the convoy v/as attempted,

A special convoy organisation division T/as set up at the

Admiralty and although a starb was made in June it was not

till July and August respectively that regular homeward and

outward bound ocean convoys were sailing. During iiay, the

Home Waters and Atlantic losses fell to 11A ships but this was

because the endurance at sea of the initial U-boat strike was

spent, the sinkings rose once more in Jime to ^3k■ ships.
Even now there were many who ^Yere dubious about the step being
taken to go into convoy and many papers were ?/ritten both for
and against. Among those in favour, perhaps the most succinct
came from the American Admiral Yf, S, Sims, commanding the
American Naval forces in European waters. As it covers the
proper use of air as well as surface forces in what is still
a vital part of maritime strategy an extract of his ovm words
follows:-

"There is certainly no sovereign solution for the
submarine menace except through well-established methods
of warfare based upon fundamental military principles.
The cardinal principle of concentration of effort is at
present being pursued by the enemy and not by the Allies,
The enemy's submarine mission is and must continue to be
the destruction of merchant shipping. Their object is
to avoid contact \/ith anti«-submarine craft and this they
can almost always do. as the submarine can see the
surface craft at many tirnes the distance the surface
craft can see a periscope. Moreover the submarine
greatly fears the anti-submarine craft because of the
great danger of the depth charges. Our tactics must
therefore be such as to force the submarine to incur
this danger in order to get within range of merchantmen.
It therefore seems to go without question that the only
course for us to pursue is to revert to the ancient
practice of convoy. This will be purely an offensive
measure, because if we concentrate our shipping into
convoys and protect it with our naval forces we will
thereby force the enemy, in order to carry out its
mission, to encounter naval forces vdiich are a great
danger to the submarine. At present our naval forces
are wearing down their personnel and material in attempt
ing to seek and engage an enemy whose object is to avoid
such encounters. With the convoy system the conditions
will be reversed. Our escorting forces can work on a
deliberate pre-arranged plan v/hile the enemy will be
forced to disperse his forces and seek us. In a v/ord,
the handicap yjo nov; labour londer will be shifted to the
enejiiyj we will have adopted the essential principle of
concentration vdiile the enemy vfill lose it.

In July the shipping losses fell once more to 112
merchantmen and the next three month period August/Ootober
saw the benefit of convo5'' in xxnmistakable figures in contrast

1!

A report from
Admiral Sims to

YTashington
dated

29 June 1917
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(1)
to the heav^'- loss among ships still being sailed independently
and such improvement continued up to the end of the year.

(xiii) Anti-U-boat operations become the major oonoern of
naval aviation

(S’) Patrol aircraft

The A/U flying effort was not classified in detail until
1 June 1917, During the first five months of the year the

total flying hours by all kinds of aircraft engaged on

this duty was about 12,500 and resiPLted in 59 sightings of
which 25 were attacked. The detailed figures for aircraft and

airships during subsequent months are given in Appendix II,
Vfhat may have been the first shared air kill occurred on

2J+ April when a flying boat was sent out in answer to an S.O.S,
from a ship being attacked south of Portland Bill, The U-boat
was found on the surface and attacked with 2-100 lb, bombs

after which she dived leaving oil on the surface. About an

hour later a destroyer arrived and sighted the U-boat again
surfaced but stopped in the same position,
depth charge attack was made after which more oil came to the
surface. Postwar comparison with Uerman records establish
that UB.59 was in this area but never returned to harbour.

She dived and a

See Appendix III

Y/hile the adoption of a convoy system was being debated,
it was decided to develop anti-U-boat operations from
Eelixstowe. Many U-boats on passage to their patrol areas

from ports in Planders passed on the surface near the North

Hinder Light Vessel, A method of search was devised which was
to become familiar as the Spider Y/eb system. The v/eb was an

octagonal area sixty miles in diameter with eight arms radiating
Three sets of linesfrom the centre thirty miles in length,

See Map No,1

The YYar in the

Air Vol.IV

PP.53, 54
joined the ams at ten, twenty and thirty miles out from the
centre. The eight sectors each sub-divided into three thus

provided all kinds of combinations of patrol, U-boats, like

the Zeppelins, were veiy free with the use of their wireless
and when direction-finding indications were received from a

U-boat, a reference to the chart on which the Spider Ueb was
superimposed gave the sectors of the Y/'eb likely to result in a
sighting. The scheme was started on 13 April 1917
end of the month in 27 patrols there were eight sightings of
U-boats of which three were bombed but no results were

oonfirmedw(2)

Independent
loss

rate

0) Convoy
loss

rate

No, SunkNo. of

Ships
Convoyed

Total

Ships
Sunk

inPeriod

Convoy

.  lOfo0.31?^May/July 360 8,707 27

0.2!-1^Aug,/0ot, 8.58^021*j6 11,812 49

(2) By July the Spider web System was in use from stations
in the South West Approaches and later y/as instituted
at points along our East Coast,
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The large flying boat could carry 4 - 250 lb. hombs which

were supposed "bo be lebhal bo a U—boab of bhose bines if a
direob hib were secured and damaging in bhe case of a near miss.
The firsb ols-imed success came on 20 May vfhen 2  - 230 lb,

bombs were dropped close ahead of a diving U—boab*s conning
bower in a posibion ben miles easb of bhe North Hinder Lighb

G-erman records reveal bhab UC .56 was in bhe vioxniby
Definibe

Vessel

bhe day in quesbion bub never regained harbour,
successes came in Jiily v/hen on bhe 21\.th five flying boabs

sighbed a surfaced U-boab and dropped 250 lb, bombs around bhe
periscope as she 'lived near bhe same lighb vessel. Much oil
and wreckage came bo bhe surface marking bhe end of UC,1,
On bhe 29bh, UB^^20 was found on bhe surface north of Zeebrugge
by a Nelixsbowe'flying boab vdiose abback wibh four bombs pub

As she lay helpless on bhe surface a
A furbher

on

her oub of acbion,

second flying boab coraplebed her desbrucbion,

See Appendix III

success occurred on 28 Sepberaber when a flying boab, senb oub

on a Web pabral follov/ing a Yf/T inberoepbion, duly sighbed a
surfaced U-boab bo bhe soubhward of bhe Noxi;h Hinder, One

250 lb. bomb crippled her and a second direob hib sanlo her.
She was laber idenbified as UC,6,

In July a seaplane sbabion was opened ab Cherbourg boaug-
The new sbabionmenb bhe anbi-U-boab pabrols in bhe Channel,

soon saw aobion,

reporbed norbheasb of Cherbourg, a seaplane was senb oub, made
bv;o sighbings followed by an abbaok wibh iOO lb, bombs which
were claimed as direcb hibs,

possible bub UB,52 was in bhe neighbourhood and did nob rebum
bo harbour.

On bhe morning of 18 Augusb a U-boab v/as

No oonfirmabion has been

Pabrols were also floiivn along bhe Flanders coasb by
jJunlcirk seaplanes bub bhey fo\md ever increasing opposibion
from G-ennan aircrafb and ib became necessary bo escorb bhe

seaplanes wibh fighber aircrafb,
were used fi’om Dunkirk,

From July large flying boabs
On 22 Sepbember bhe escorbing fighber

sighbed a surfaced U-boab near bhe Wesb Hinder Lighb Vessel,

The flying-boab abbacked wibh 250 lb, bombs and claimed bo have

sunk ib. Once more, oonfirmabion is nob forthcoming bub
UC .72 never returned bo harbour and miglib have been bhe victim.

The enemy air opi^osition increased during bhe autumn months

necessitating bhe. expansion of escort fighters into a

"Seaplane Defence Squadron", Ab bhe end of bhe year ib was

decided bo use landplanes for bhe A/U pabrols and bhe flying
boats and seaplanes were returned bo Felixstowe and Dover,

ibid

Vol. IV

PP«73, Ik

Patrol flying formed bhe bulk of anbi-U-boab flying up bo
bhe end of bhe year and it is most significant bhab in bhe

areas of heaviest loss, bhe easb coast of England and the
coastal waters around Cornwall and Devon, and where most of bhe

shipping was still sailing independently, bhe air effort was

being dissipated in area pabrols to no effect,

(b) Convqj'' air escorb

So far as bhe air service was concerned, bhe convoy
system brought great advantages,
area of search and made ib easier bo sysbemise bhe employment
of all anbi-U-boab aircrafb. These could now be organised bo

provide:-

(i) Escorts for convoys
(ii) Routine patrols
(iii) Emergency pabrols for hinting U-boabs definitely

reported.

Ib narrowed and defined the

See Appendix I
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The non-rigid airships proved invaluable for escorting convoys
and for vrorking vdth surface craft in protracted hunts of

located U-hoats, The flying boats were also used as escorts

but their main employment v/as patrol over waters outside the

range of sea and landplanes. Landplanes were found especially
useful when immediate and speedy action was called for in

positions close inshore,

U-boats treated escorting aircraft v/ith great respect and

down to the end of 1917 there was only one instance of a ship

being lost from a convoy receiving air escort. This respect
resulted in fev/ opportunities for successful air attack but

mainly because of airships' lack of speed of approach and the

light armament carried. Unfortunately the statistics of the

flying compiled from June 1917 onwartLs are not classified as to
task and it is therefor-^ not possible to give the sightings and
attacks made by air escorts as opposed to air patrols,

'Jhat may have been the first kill by an escoii: aircraft
took place on 28 June, A large flying boat from Eelixstowe,
when escorting a food convoy from Holland, sighted a surfaced
U-boat ahead of the convoy to the west’ward of the North Hinder,

A bombing attack v/as made on the U-boat as she dived T/hich viras

followed by considerable oil and bubbles, UB,36 may have been
destroyed as she never returned from patrol in this area.

Another form of air escort was that afforded by kite

balloons. They had been developed during the latter part of
1916 for use in the Grand Fleet, After the introduction of the

convoy system they were found of the greatest value in convoy
escorts and in A/U surface patrol craft. Although there is
evidence of only one U-boat (U,69) being destroyed as a result
of kite balloon co-operation, they always acted as a serious
deterrent to U-boat freedom of action. Enemy records confirm

that U-boat captains found them most embarrassluig and it is a
fact that no convoy was ever molested v;hen kite balloons were

being flown by the escorts.

Their increasing use went far to compensate for the slender
Even at the end of 1917 a-ir escortamount of aircraft escort,

was mainly confined to ocean convoys in the S.17. Approaches and

other places v/here the routes v;ere well offshore,
total of 7,023 anti-U-boat sorties since 1 June, only 853 had
been devoted to convoy escort.

Out of a

(o) The growth of A/U forces

At the end of 1915 only 22 airships and about 120 heavier
than air machines were available for A/lS duties,
grown by the end of I9I6 to V7 airships and I60 heavier than

The magnitude of the U-boat menace in 1917 kad
resxilted by the end of the year in a leap up to 63 airships and
314 flying boats, seaplanes and landplanes. This represented
70 per cent of the ll.N.A.S, strength at home. Air operations
stretched round the whole of the United Kingdom except part of
the v/est coast of Scotland,

Luce Bay, Lame, Anglesea , Pembroke, Mullion with its two sub
stations Laira and Bridport, Polegate, Capel, Howden, East

Fortune and Longside, Seaplane and flying boat stations were

at Fishg-uard, the Soillies, Newlyn, Cattewater (Plymouth),
Torquay, Portland, Cherbourg, Calshot, Bembridge, Newhaven,
Dover, Westgate, Felixstowe, Yarmouth, Killingholrae, Hornsea,
Seaton Carev/, South Shields, Dundee and Strath Beg,
landplanes were stationed at Hullion, Padstow, Prawle Point,

This had

air craft.

Air Ships were operating from

Naval

Admty,
a/s Monthly
Reports

See Map No,1
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Dover, Y/almer, Yarmouth, Burgh Castle and Eedcar, To these
various stations must he added aircraft vfhich operated under

the direct conti-ol of the C.-in-C, Crand Fleet - seaplanes
from Catfirth, Stemess, 6capa Flow, Houton and E.osyth, and

Ituidplanes from Turnliouse, Snioogroo and Donihristle,

(xivl Aircraft amament agpqnst the_ _U-hoat

Much attention had and was being given to evolving an

adequate weapon against the U-boat, Earlier in 1917,
experience had shovm tha.t the smaller sizes of bombs (the
16 lb,, 65 lb., and 100 lb.) were all insufficient to ensure
destruction. This had led to the introduction of the 230 lb,
bomb which could be fuzed for direct impact or delay action

giving detonation at about 7-0 feet,
this bomb took place in May 1917*
trials led to the conclusion that a bomb effective up to 2i-5
feet from the U-boat's hull v;as requii’ed to give a

reasonable prospect of a successful attack,
folloT?ed which established the effective distances from the

hull of various amounts of explosive which were foimd to be;-

7-0 lbs, at 10 feet from the hull, 120 lbs, at 35 feet, and
300 lbs, at 70 feet,
this meant that the heavier charge must be standardised and

it was therefore strongly recommended that whenever possible
the light case 520 lb, bomb carrying 300 lbs, of explosive
shoiild be carried,(I)

The first attacks with

Further calculations and

Experiments

..'hen related to the mean bombing error

One other point of interest emerges from decisions taken

in 1917 to make the air more deadly to the U-boat and relates

to camouflage,
more inconspicuous to U-boat look-outs an order was given
to treat the fabric v;ith a silver grey colour and paint the
under parts white so as to relieve the dark silhouette
shadow,(2)

In order to make airships and kite balloons

It is often forgotten that the hydrophone, which vras the

universal means among surface craft for the detection of

submerged U-boats, v;as adapted for use by aircraft, A non-

directional type was used from seaplanes in the Mediterranean
duning July 1917 but its non-directional property discounted
its value. At home further experiments were carried out at

Y/estgate early in -1918 but in the rougher hi-me waters the

seaplane was not suitable, A bi-directional hydrophone
hanging "lO feet underv/ater from a spar was later used by a
number of large ilmerioa flying boats but the advent of rough
v^eather in the autumn of 1918 prevented any convincing
operational results, Meanvdiile a hydrophone had been
mounted in a streamlined casing for tovdng by an airship.
Various types were produced of which the most successful was

the "Rubber Eel”, This was in use during September 1918

(1) Reference Admiralty A/S Division Report for December 1917*
It is a melancholy thought that for the first year and a

half of the Second V.'orld Mar the majority of A/U aircraft
only carried a 100 lb, and a few 250 lb, bombs against a

very much more robust U-boat,
Ref: The R.A.F. in Maritime Vfar Vol,II pp,50, 51 •
When the viiite painting Y/as first introduced in
August 197-1 to Coastal Command R.A.F. it was regarded as

a new discovery.
Ref: The R.A.F. in Maritime War Vol.II App, XII,
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A supply to all Zero t3T)efrom "C

airships was ordered hut deliveries were not made before the
cessation of hostilities.

type airships at Mullion,

(xv) Deyelojpment in Carriers and Shipbome a,iroraft during 19'1_7

Mention has been mad.e that with Jellicoe at the Admiralty

and Beatty in command of the G-rand fleet another phase of

maritime air expansion vras opened,
importance of the air in anti-U-boat measures. Another form

of expansion was put in train in February 1917 when
Admiral Beatty stated his air requirements for the G-rand Fleet
which were:-

¥e have seen the rise in

(i) Reconnaissance over the North Sea

(ii) Screening of the fleet by aircraft while on passage

(iii) Landplanes for duty with the fleet

(iv) Seaplane carriers

The use of seaplanes and kite balloons(l) as aids to
gimnery.

He recommended that systematic reconnaissance of the North Sea

should be done by large flying boats supplemented by non-rigid
airships. The latter, of Coastal "C" or the new N.S. type,
should provide a screen when the fleet left its bases by
daylight, Landplanes were to be carried by the Campania, and

Manxman(2) for close fleet reconnaissance and for attacks on

Zeppelins,

(v)

The War in the

Air Vol, IV

p,6

There was one other carr-ier available to the G-rand Fleet -

the Engadine - but she only carried four seaplanes and had no
flight deck. These three carriers, who were too slov; for

consistent work with the fleet at sea, accommodated a total of

only 12 reconnaissance and 12 fighter aircraft. Tentative
plans for larger and faster carriers had been in existence
since May 1916 but as such a vessel vrould take at least 18
months to construct it had been decided in August 1916 to

acquire an unfinished Italian liner - the Conte Rosso - then
lying at Messrs, Beardmore, She vms renamed H,M.S, Argus and
Viras entirely re-designed above the waterline but in

February 1917 she was still far from completion. Ultimately
she was launched in December 1917*

ibid

pp, 8-10

(1) Kite balloons first received attention for employment v/ith

the Grand Fleet in June 1915 hut the early Draohen type
proved unsuitable. It v/as not till mid-19l6 that the
French Caquct type was acquired and adapted for sea work.

This type was supplied to some Grand Fleet taiits in the

latter part of I916 and their success led to a firm require
ment for supply to many types of Grand Fleet ships. Their

initial use was to spot for ship bombardments at the
Dardanelles,

The Manxman was formerly a passenger steamer on the Isle
of Man serwice. She vms taken over and commissioned in

December 1916 to carry seaplanes aft and baby fighter sea
planes forward on a fli^it deck. It was now recommended
that the latter should be replaced by small landplane
fighters as giving a better chance of engaging Zeppelins,
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To meet Admiral Beatty's pressing need and after much
discussion it was decided to modify- H.M,S. Eurious(l) into an
aircraft carrier capable of flying off up to ten aircraft.
She came into service as a carrier in July and shortly
aftervTards v/hile under way. Squadron Commander E. H. Dunning
succeeded in landing an aircraft back on the flight deck,
thus becoming the first man to alight on a moving ship.
This opened up such possibilities that it v/as decided to pay
her off again for further reconstruction incorqjorating a

This alteration vras not complete untillanding-on deck aft,

ibid

pp.10-13

March 19i8»

Independently of Admiral Beatty's request, the Admiralty
Tirith G-ovemment approval in Eebruary 191 / took over two

merchant ships then building, for conversion into short
range North Sea carriers,
renamed

unchanged,
to carry nine and eight aircraft respecti/ely.
two ocean-going carriers were prepared in April 1917 tut only

proceeded with.(2) In August 1917 the Admiralty
revievred the carrier position and decided to modify the light
cruiser Cavendish^ then building at Belfast, to carry six

landplanes with a flying-off deck forward and a landing deck
She ¥/as renamed H.M.S. Vindictive but did not oommis-

These were the Stookholme,

S, Pegs-sus, and the Mairana,, whose name vras
They were completed in August and September 1917

Designs for

one was

aft,

ibid

p.14

sion until October 1918,

Between April and July 1917 the Man..ion^an vdth Orand fleet
escort and the Vindex with the Harv>rioh iiglit cruiser force

operated ¥/ith numerous minelaying expeditions to the Oerman
coasts but no opportvuiities were found to engage enemy air

patrols. The flying boats had better luck,
v;as decided that the ''Large Americas" stationed at Felixstowe,
Yarmouth and Killingholme should, in addition to their duties

of reconnaissance and anti-U-boat patrols, be used to inter

cept patrolling Zeppelins
indicated the presence of these airships, the flying boats

to be sent out and s\absequent direction finding fixes
relayed to them by Vf/T, The scheme was put into operation
from 26 April and resulted on 1i',. Hay in the naval Zeppelin
L._22 being destroyed near the Terschelling Light Vessel by a
flying boat from Yarmouth, After an indecisive action vdth
another Zeppelin on 5 June in the same area, a second success

came on 1A June when a Felixstowe flying boat destroyed the

L.ii-^ off the island of Vlieland, Three more interceptions
T/ere made during July but in each case the enemy airship
escaped by rapidly climbing out of range.

j.n April it

When wireless intelligence

were

Another kind of experiment was to have far reaching
At Rosyth an extemporised platform was mountedresults,

just forward of the bridge of the light cinxiser Yarmouth
to carry a small landplane fighter v/hich r/as successfully
flown cff in trials during June 1917.
Yannouth with her fighter v;as in company with other ships
covering a niinelaying operation off the Danish coast.

On 21 August, the

(l) The Furious, Ulorious and Courageous vrare large, fast,
heavily gunned light cruisers then nearing completion,

(2) This was H.M.S. Hermes, the first ship specifically
designed as an aircraft carrier but she was not launched
before the end of the war.
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A reconnoitering Zeppelin vfas siglited, the fighter v/as flo\vn
off and destroyed soon after. Similar flying-off plat
forms were immediately fitted in other liglit cruisers and it
was

Glorious.

The whole o_uestion of shipbpme, as opposed to carrier-
borne, aircraft v/as simplified and extended by successful
trials during October 1917 in which an aircraft v/as flown off

from a specially fitted structure on top. of one of the gun
turrets in the battle-cruiser Ilejtulse. By training the

turret the aircraft could fly off “into the "felt" wind without
the necessity for the parent ship to leave the battle formation.

By early 1918 these turret platforms had been fitted in all
battle cruisers and in the Glorious and Courageous while for

light cruisers a rotatable platform vras designed and fitted
either on the forecastle or just abaft the funnels.

The requirement for systematic and long endurance recon
naissance over the North Sea was more difficult to satisfy.
The existing Coastal "C" type of airship had insufficient
endurance and it was hoped that the nevf North Sea or N,S, type
with a patrol duration of 20 hours would meet the case. The
first one - N.S.1 - became operational at Pulham in April 1917
and by July the N.S.1 and N.S.3 were occasionally \ised from
East Fortune for fleet reconnaissance with the battlecruiser
squadron but the type was still of too limited a range and too
subject to wea.ther conditions. Air reconnaissance with the
Grand Fleet was found to be better performed by kite balloons

which by the end of 1917 were or could be carried in all
classes of major warships. Towards the end of the year three

rigid airships (R.23, R,2Ii. and R.25) carried out their accept
ance flights but" were not operational until 1918,(1)

In view of the rapid increase in provision of naval air

craft specifically earmarked for duties with the fleet and
also because the imminent creation of an autonomous Air

Service was likely to complicate the administration of the

Fleet air component, the C.-in-C, Grand Fleet requested that a

Flag Officer be appointed to coinmand the Grand Fleet carriers
and be in charge of all aircraft working with the fleet. The

Admiralty concurred and on 3 Januaiy 1918 Rear-Admiral
R, F. Phillimore was created Admiral Commanding Aircraft,
Under his orders were placed the carriers, the shore depots,
and the air stations at Donibristle, Rosjrth, Smoogroo,
Scapa Flow, and Tumhouse,

(xvi) The Dunkirk Force in 191.7

Photographic reconnaissance on 1 February 1917 disclosed
German shipping of all kinds completely icebound in Bruges
harbour,

and three U-boats,

launched by Nos. A and 5 Wings but no desti-oyers or U-boats

were hit, A long spell of bad flying weath'^r prevented any
further bombing until early April. Night attacks were then

agreed to fit them in the future to the Courageous and

Among the vessels immobilised were 19 destroyers
During the next ten days attacks were

(1) The first rigid airship to be,built was "No, 9" and
became operational, in April 1917 found unsatis
factory due to her low ceiling. Subsequently she was
used only for training purposes.
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made by seaplanes on Zeebrugge and the occasion was marked

by the first use of the 520 lb« bomb.

During April the Dunkirk air units vwre reorganised
following the despatch of four naval fighter squadrons to
reinforce the E.E.C.

into the strength of Dimkirk pilots but the backing of these

squadrons during their service with the E.,E,C, was a further
drain.

No, 1 Wing at St, Pol was made responsible for all naval co

operation and took over the administration of the seaplanes
at Dunkirk and Dover,

Not only did this transfer cut seriou

ibid

Vol. IV

pp,78-81 sly

No, A Ifing v\ras moved forward to La Panne and provided offen

sive patrols and fighter escorts including the protection
of bombardment ships from enemy air attack.

jig*, -5 ~^^ing was charged with the duty of day and night bombingo

The first Handley Page bombing squadron joined No, 5
¥ing in April and on the 2Jrd had their first daylight action
escorted by fighters against five G-erman destroyers sighted
off Ostend, One destroyer was sunk and one damaged, A

similar action three day's later was unsuccessful and enemy
fighters shot down one bomber. Efforts to rescue the crew

resulted in further loss including a Erench flying boat and

Handley Page operations v;ere thereafter restricted to night
bombing.

ibid

p. 82

During May and June all the Dunkirk aircraft were used
for suppor-t and spotting duties in a series of naval bombard

ments of Zeebrugge and Ostend, In June another naval
squadron was transferred to the R.E.C, and from July the

Dunkirk Eorce was increasingly engaged in operations to help
the Army during the Ypres Offensive, To induce the enemy to
withdraw fighter squadrons from the Army front, escorted day
light bombing of enemy airfields, and day and night bombing of
enemy rail communications and bases in Belgiim v;as carried out

during July, August and September, An additional task was

the flying of interception patrols against the Belgian based

Gothas engaged in raiding England and specific bombing attacks
were made on their airfields near Ghent, The enemy
retaliated in no uncertain manner and in the course of sus

tained enemy bombing attacks at the end of September immense

damage was done to the aircraft base and depot at St, Pol

which temporarily crippled the Dunkirk Wings, In October
the Handley Pages carried out several night attacks on

Zeebrugge besides other targets in Belgitim, Nine of these

aircraft attempted on 23 October to bomb marshalling yards and
barracks in Cologne as part of the retaliatory poJ.icy on

German cities adopted by the War Cabinet, Bad weather
frustrated this attempt and the bombs were dropped on alter

native targets in Belgium, Poor v/eather continued to limit

operations through the winter up to the end of Eebruary 1918
but sporadic attacks on enemy bases in Elanders were flO¥/n

whenever possible.

ibid

p. 101

It is of interest to note that this bombing of naval
bases in Belgium, which was never continuous or particularly
damaging, forced the Germans to construct ever-increasing
ferro-ooncrete covered protection over sheds, docks, vrorkshops
and ammunition storages. In particular", at Bimiges a large
section of the docl<yard basin was roofed over with concrete

ibid

pp. 105-107
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two metres thick and divided into bays in v/hich U-boats lay
secure from all bombing attacks. In the Second world War, the
mere threat of bombing attack resulted in similar but vastly
more extensive construction at the Biscay port U-boat bases,(l)

The Dunkirk Force was called upon to do too much by too

many people. There was the purely naval work required by the
Vice-Admiral Dover, demands in connexion with military opera
tions, action required against Zeppelin and Uothas in transit
to and from raids on England, and the continuous calls for the

bombing of U-boat and other naval bases in Belgium,
resiilt v/as a diversity of objectives and the dissipation of an

effort lessened by the steady drain of pilots and aircraft to

help the E,E,C,

(xvii) Air work with the Fleet in 19iS

Follov?ing the solution in the latter part of 'I9'i7 of the

carriage of fighters in all classes of light and battle
cruisers, an Admiralty Committee made the follov/ing decisions

16 January 1918:-

1, It was approved that fighters should be carried in all

types of fighting ships and that reconnaissance and
torpedo planes(2) should only be carried in special
cariders.

The

on

2, That the Pegasus and Hairana shoifLd be altered to

carry fighters,

3, That the Campania be retained for training purposes
and the fitting of a flying-on deck be postponed
until further experience had been gained with the
.Argus and Cavendish (later to become the Vindictive),

If, It was approved to convert the ex-Chilean battleship
Almirante Cochrane, then building at Elswick, into an

aircraft carrier,T3)

In March 1918 the Furious rejoined the Crand Fleet after being
fitted with a flying^n deck aft and became the flagship of the
Admiral Commanding Aircraft, Hov/ever, it vms soon found quite
impracticable to fly on except at anchor or at very s?.ow

steaming speed owing to the air turbulence set up by the centre

(1) See the E.,A,F, in Maritime War Volme III pp,

347, 350.
The toi’pedo had long been one of the chief weapons of
naval warfare and its carriage in either seaplane or land-

plane was actively pursued as early as 1913,
some success had attended the use of torpedo carrying seab-

planes at G-allipoli, the project faded away and it v/as not

till 1916 that a torpedo landplane called the Cuckoo v/as

designed by Messrs. Sopwith, It was produced the follow
ing year by Messrs, Blackburn and a large production
programme approved in November 1917. Deliveries did not
start till June 1918 and by mid-August there were 26
completed. The first operational squadron was
embarked in the Argus in October 1918,
Ref: The 'Jar in the Air Volume I, pp,466-i|.69.
The ship was renamed H.M.S, Eagle and launched in June 1918.

Although

(2)

(3)
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superstnicture and fujanel. Landing-on nas aband.oned and

pending some solution the Eurious oari-ied on operating Virith

only flying-off facilities’^ Schemes were investigated for
either placing the superstructure to one side of the deck or
right in the stem of the ship. Both ideas were incorporated
in the redesigning of the aircraft carriers then under
construction. In the case of the Argus the whole super-
structure was removed and the funnel abolished by fitting
smoke ducts at the stem so providing an absolutely clear

flying deck. These alterations put her acceptance trials
back until September 1913 and she was not operational before

the Armistice, In the case of the Eagle (ex-Chilean
battleship) the other scheme was put into effect,
funnel and bridge superstructure v/as placed over to one side

of the flying deck in the form of a streamlined island,
too did not become operational before the end of the virar.

During the spring an innovation was instituted to
increase the range of aircraft by tovdng them to the scene of

action on skid lighters astern of destroyers. In the case of

flying boats this v/as not veiy successful so they continued to

be used normally against Zeppelin patrols and on 10 May a
Killingholme flying boat destroyed L,62 about 60 miles west of
Heligoland, However, there was increasing opposition to all
forais of reconnaissance flights by enemj'' seaplanes and many
combats resulted. The cai-rier Furious escorted by light
cruisers did much routine scouting off the coast of Denmark

and in July carried out an operation against the naval
Zeppelin sheds at Tondem in Schleswig, On the 19th her

aircraft attacked and destro^’-ed L,3K and L.60 as they lay in
their sheds, imother Zeppelin - L_,5_3 was destmyed on

10 August in the Heligoland Bight by a landplane filter
which took off from a skid ligliter in tow from a destroyer
with the HarvTich Strike Force.

The

She

During the late summer of 1910 the question was raised
as to the administration of the E..A,F. units co-operating
with the Fleet. At a meeting held at Scapa Flow on
29 August it Tfas agreed that these units should forra a Grand

Fleet Group, to be knovm as No, 29 Group, for administration
and disciplinary purposes under the command of a Brigadier-
General Pl.xI.F, This was approved by the Admiralty and Air

C,-in-C,

Grand Fleet

No, 2873/
H.P.OO36

No, 29 Group consisted of all R.A.F. unitsMinistry,
embarked in ships of the Grand Fleet and the units and

stations provided ashore for co-operation with the Fleet,
The control of Fleet Air Operations remained in the hands of

the Admiral Commanding Aircraft,

(xvi1i) The R.A.F, take over the Dunkirk Force dn April 1918

One of the first measures taken by the new Air Council
after its creation on 3 January 1918 was a proposal to the
Admiralty that the air forces in the Dunkirl/Dover area
should be reorganised and this was agreed to as under:-

A Wing to be attached permanently to the Dunkirk
Command for naval operations under the direct
command of the Vice-Admiral Dover,

would be arranged by the R.F.C.

1.

Maintenance

2. For local operations, any assistance needed shotQ.d
bo requested from the R.F.C. Commander in the
Dunkirk area.
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For larger operations the Vioe-Adrairal Dover should
apply to the Field Marshal Commanding in France,

For major operations necessitating a considerable
concentration of air forces it v/as presumed the
Admiralty'’ would communicate with the Amy Council and
the Air Council,

The strength of the above T/ing to be one squadron for

reconnaissance, one squadron for anti-U-boat work,
and three squadrons of fighters.

By March 1918 the arrangements for amalgamating the two Air
Services were nearing completion and the ex-naval squadrons had

the figure 200 added to their previous distinguishing number

with the figure 60 added to the V/ing number in the new Royal
Air Force system. Thus it v/as the 6lst Tiing that was .
permanently attached to the Dunkirk Command while the 64th and
65th Wings were grouped as the VII Brigade of the R,A,F, and

placed under the orders of the Field Marshal Commanding in
France,(1) It was never intended that the VII Brigade squadrons
should be moved from the coastal area as the objective was to

operate them under the orders of the Air Council in a large
scale of bombing attacks on German naval targets on .or near the

Belgian coast. It was further intended to build this Brigade
into a northern bombing force as a counterpart to the proposed
southern bombing force to be based near Nancy,
to be known as the Independent Bombing Force, duly came into

being but the fomer never materialised, partly because of the
failure in aircraft production but mostly because in the stress
of the Geman 1918 Offensive all the squadrons which could

possibly be spared were moved, with Admiralty agmement, to the
vital battle fronts,(2)

The remaining squadrons, which by Hay 1918 numbered six,(3)
together with air units at Dover were formed into No, 5 Group
R,A,F, under the command of Brigadier-General C, L, Lambe,

The predominant feature of the Dunkirk air effort during April
and May was the co-operation with the Navy in the famous- block-
ship actions at Zeebrugge and Ostend, This consisted of

continual air photography, reconnaissance of the Belgian coast

and ports, and anti-U-boat patrols before these operations and
the bombing of enemy batteries during the attacks.

3.

5.

This latter.

During June and July, No, 5 Group was re-inforced by four
Bombing attacks were madesquadrons of the new 82nd Wing,

against enemy docks, rail centres and airtields, and at the end
of September on enemy ground troops and communications during
the opening stages of the Flanders Offensive, These bombing
operations were mei’ged during October in the final Army drive
through Belgiimi,

The 61 st Wing consisted of Nos, 201, 202, 210, 213 and

217 Sqdns,
The 64th Wing consisted of Nos, 203, 20A, 208 and 209
Sqdns,
The 65th Wing consisted of Nos, 205, 206, 207, 211 and

21A Sqdns,
The squadrons so transferred were Nos, 201 and 210 from the
61st Wing and Nos. 203, 205, 206, 208 and 209 from the

VII Brigade v/hioh ims then disbanded.
The six squadrons ytere Nos, 202 , 201
217.

211 , 213, 21ii- and

(0

(2)

(3)
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(xix') The Independent Bombj^g Eorce

It will he remembered that the first organised indepen
dent and relatively long ranged bombing into Germany was done

by the naval No. 3 Wing ba,sed at Lm:euil in the Nancy area.

The operations from October 1916 until its disbandment in

May 1917 have been given in Section (viii).
Germany were restaxiied as a direct consequence of the night
raids on London by Gotha landplanes in September 1917*
his famous report of 17 August, Lieut. General Smuts had said
that the recently approved air expansion prograimne would pro
duce a surplus of aeroplanes which should be employed in

independent bombing operations. The public outcry after the

September night raids by Gothas had specified retaliation on

German cities. Accordingly the War Cabinet requested Smuts

to make proposals for carrying the air T/ar into Germany at the
earliest moment. On examination of the means, Smuts was

dismayed to find how backward v/as the delivery of aircraft.
Not only was there little likelihood of the recent doubling of
the E.E.C. being fulfilled in the foreseeable future but the

previous programme, approved in December I916, vras well behind
schedule,(1)
early in 1918 there would be a substantial surplus and it was

partly to direct this surplus that a separate Air Ministry and
Staff had been agreed to. Now they were infomed that the

much smaller earlier programme, sanctioned exclusively for the

k.F.C, with the Army, was not being fulfilled.

As an immediate measure the War Cabinet, after hearing
advice from Smuts and General Trenchard, approved the foriaa-
tion of a special unit entitled the Alst Y/ing to carry out

independent bombing operations from a base airfield at Oohey
near Nancy, This Y/ing consisted of No, 55 R.F.C. Squadron
for day bombiirg and Nos, 100 R.E.C, and I6 R.N.A.S. Squadrons
for night bombing,(2) under the command of Lieut,--Colonel
C. L. N. Neviall, The objectives were much the same as for

the earlier Luxeuil force, namely the coal and iron fields of

Lorraine and the Saar, the chemical works at Liannheim and

miscellaneous-war industries in Cologne, Stuttgart, Mainz

and Coblenz, The bombing campaign opened on 17 October 1917
and was carried on through the v/inter under very poor weather

conditions. On 1 February 1918 under the ne;v R.A.F.
nomenclature the V/ing became the VIII Brigade R.A.F. but the

strength remained the same until Hay when Nos, 99 and 10A
Squadrons joined up, Betv/een 17 October 1917 and  5 June 1918
the force made 1A2 raids.

Such attacks on

The War Cabinet had been led to believe that

The Y/ar in

the Air

Vol. VI

pp.39-41

0) This December 1916 programme was to complete by
September 1917 a total R.F.C. establishment of IO6
squadrons of ;?hich 76 were for the \7estei-n Front, This
latter did not include ten long range bombing squadrons
which had already been sanctioned in June I9I6 after
request by Major-General Trenchard, The actual strength
of the R.F.C. in France in November 1917 was only 53

squadrons including two transferred from the R.N.A.S,
The recent July 1917 programme was for a total R.F.C,
establisliraent of 200 squadrons including 50 long range
bombing squadrons and for the doubling of the R.N.A.S,
No, 16 Naval Sqdn, were Handley Pages who were withdrawn
from the Yorkshire coast where they had been employed
on anti-U-boat duties.

(2)
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In May the IJar Cabinet decided to create a larger Indepen
dent Bom'Ding Eorce for an extended and sustained offensive
against German munition centres. The command vras given to

Major-General Sir Hu^ Trenchard who took up his appointment
on 6 Jvme 1918, The objectives were attacks on as many of

the large industrial centres as it was possible to reach so as

to create the most widespread morale effect and to cripple
retaliatory enemy air operations by bombing their airfields.
Such operations started on 8 Jmie with the same five squadrons
organised in two ¥ings(l) which were intended to expand to a

strength of 60 squadrons. The force was augmented during
August by four more bombing squadrons (Nos, 97, 110, 115 and
215) and one fighter squadron in September (No, 45) and that
was all.

ibid

Chap, IV

Up to the end of the war some 360 air; raids were carried
out in which I60 tons of bombs were dropped by day and 390

tons by night and of this amount 220 tons were released on

enemy airfields. As a result, attacks cn Allied airfields
became negligible and not a single aeroplane ;vas destroyed by
enemy bombing during the period 5 June to 11 November 1918.
The confirmed effects from German records include:-

A definite weakening of the German national will,
particularly during the late summer of 1918,

(ii) A falling off in the production of essential war
materials chiefly through loss of time as a result
of the numerous air raid alarms but partly because of

the lovfered morale of the vrorkers,

(iii) A large diversion of enemy figiiter squadrons, A/A
guns, searchlights, and material and labour to both
active and passive schemes of defence.

This was effected by a little force never numbering more than

nine squadrons - far below the ambitious proclamation in

August 1917. from 40 new long range bombing squadrons sanc

tioned in July 1917, the succession of programmes rose to a

peak of 104 squadrons sanctioned in August 1918, The war
ended with only nine squadrons which was still one short of
the number Major-General Trenchard had asked for in June 1916 -
a yea,r before an independent bombing force had been thought of,

(xx'l The R.A.E, in the U-boat Uar during 1918

(i)

ibid

They foundBy early 1918 the U-boat tactics had changed,
by experience that their operations had small chance of success
unless conducted close inshore where a mass of independent

merchant shipping could still be found on their vray to a port
of assembly for convoy or after they had dispersed from ocean

In the latter weeks of 1917 the number of ships sunk
Moreover an

ever increasing number of attacks were taking place at night
which caught the defence at the weakest place,(2)

convoy,

within ten miles of the coast rose steadily,
The War In the Air

Vol. VI

pp, 329-332 and
Admty, Hist, Section
records.

(1) 41st Wing - Day bombing - Nos. 55, 99 and 104 Sqdns,
83rd Wing - Night bombing - Nos, IOO and 216 Sqdns,

(2) Percentage of U-boat attacks that were made at night:-

May/July Aug, /Oct,Feb,/April
1918

Nov,/Jan.
1917/1918

Fetk/Apr. May/July Aug, /Oct,
191819181917 19171917

41.9 31.5 37.528,5 54.221.4 17.8
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During Jejiuary 1918 the losses within this helt reached
The landplane. nowsixty per cent of the total sinkings,

took on a new importance for A/U work as it could operate from

any suitable airfield near the coast but the measures taken
of a makeshift kindagainst this inshore U-boat campaign wei'e

See Appendix I

until nearly the end of March, Then a considered scheme was

put forvrard by Captain E, M, Groves, R.N
controller of the technical department of the Air Ministry,
This consisted of so-called protective lanes for merchant
ships within ten or fifteen miles of the coast to be
patrolled by aircraft at a density of one every 20 minutes
which, it was held, would frighten the U-boats away, A
large number of semi-obsolete landplanes were disposed in

twenty seven flights of six aircraft each around the coast
from St, Abb's Head to the Humber, along the English Channel

coast, and in the Irish Sea to augment the existing area

patrol systems.

the deputy-•»

By this time the Air Ministry, who since January had
been gathering the reins, took over the administration of all
the maritime air forces(l). The continuity of day to day
operations continued through the same individuals at group and
squadron .level but from the official date 1 April 1918 they

Royal Air force and assumed Air Force rank and
,(2) To the end of the war, however, maritime air

were now

uniforms

policy and dispositions wex’e virtually directed by the

Admiralty and the control of actual operations continued to

be exercised by the naval area commanders. Early in April
the Admiralty forwarded to the Air Ministry their polioy for

the emplojnnent of airoraft engaged in the anti-U-boat
campaign. Briefly this was:-

In Coastal Areas - An operational air group for each
strategic area, the headquarters of vdiioh to be in immediate
touch with the naval area commander and with the local base

intelligence officer, and linked by telephone with all air
stations and W/T stations in the Group,

Duties

(a) Kite balloons for suitable surface craft when

available, for escort to convoys azid to T;ork
with surface hunting flotillas,

Landplanes to maintain intensive patrol of an
inshore zone 15 to 20 miles from the coast.

(t)

(o) Seaplanes and flying boats to work further to
seaward on sweeps, escorting, and in co-operation
with hunting craft.

Airships vrould be employed principally for escort
ing and searching ahead of convoys but also to
co-operate with hunting flotillas, in diverting
traffic, and in searching for mines.

(d)

(l) Excepting airships v/hich remained under the Admiralty,
(2) R.A.F. rank was military in character similar to the

R.F.C.

naval uniform until discarded for fair wear and tear.

The remmibering of ex-R.N.A.S, Wings and Squadrons has

already been alluded to.

The ex-R.N.A.S. were alloY/ed to continue in
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All personnel to be specially trained in submarine
hunting,(1)

Each air station to be in \T/T touch .vfith its patrol
aircraft,

A svstera of D/E stations to be established.

In mine barrage area_s - Aircraft to patrol each mine barrage
Gc^pei U-boats to dive into deep minefields.

Attacks on enemy naval bases - Bases in Belgium to be attacked

as nearly continuously as possible. Bases in Germany as

opportunity offered and as the range of aircraft developed.

There followed a list of aircraft types most needed and

the numbers required to be available by the end of

Eor anti-U-boat and bombing duties

(e)

(f)

(s)

area so as

A landplane to carry 1-520 lb, or 2-230 lb,
bombs. -13 sqdns,

(6h8 A/c)

A light fighter bomber for the Yarmouth,
Boulo^e and Ostend areas

.  i

-13 flights
(78 A/C)

-165 requiredA large flying boat to carry 2-520 lb, bombs

A small flying boat
or'float type
seaplane

Airships - S.S, Twin type

to carry 1-520 lb, or
2-230 lb, bombs

-180 required

-115 required

Eor the Grand Eleet

Eight seaplanes and landplanes of various types.

This policy and the recommendations were accepted by the Air
Ministry and four Groups were established in the strategic
areas - No, 5 Group for the Dimkirl/Pover area. No, 10 for
the Portsmouth area. No, 9 for the Plymouth area and No, 18

In the event the requirement programmefor the East Coast,

outlined above proved quite impossible to implement and as
far as numbers went only a little more than half was available

(1) A school for A/U observers v;as opened at Aldeburgh.
Books and pamphlets dealing with U-boat tactics were
issued to all stations and they, were visited by expert
lecturers.
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in November IS'lS, The various expansion programmes and

actual strengths are given belov/ in footnote(l).

During April, May and June the major work of Nos. 9, 10
and 18 Groups was the maintenance of the inshore patrols in

co-operation with the surface hunting flotillas,  — --

of fl3^ing increased hut with little result on the U-hoat

operations,
dently sailing traffic was a failure,
continued to he heav3'‘ and although in May the Dover mine

barrage v/as at last made effective in stopping the passage of
U-boats through the Strait, there was no .abatement in U-boat

off the East Coast or in the Bristol Channel,

The amount

The scheme of protective lanes for the indepen-
April sinkings

success

neither did they suffer any losses from the hunting patrols.

A start was made at last in June to put coastv/ise traffic

into convoy and by the end of July nearly all East Coast

shipping had been so organised, A proportion of the airship,
flying boat, seaplane and landplane patrols was utilised to

provide air escort and cover. Ship sinkings steadily
decreased throughout the summer and autumn and vrere accom

panied by rising losses among the U-boats in vdiich the air

escorts plajred a part. On ̂ 0 hay UC_,49 was shared sunk
off Sunderland between a landplane on convoy escort and the

subsequent air/sea hunt, UC,7Q was shared sunk on 28 August
off Y/hitby betY/een a landplane on convoy cover and the des-

troj'-er Ouse; it is of interest that the aircraft used a
520 lb, bomb. The last success was the destruction of UB.115

on 29 September off Newbiggin Point shared between the rigid
airship R.2_9 and H.M. ships engaged in escort to  a convoy.
Sinkings continued high in the Bristol Channel area until the

end of September when at last coastal convoys were instituted
along the North CornY/all and Devon stretch. Here again the

patrol aircraft were used more profitably as escorts and cover
to the convoys.

Even with the experience gained in 1917, there were in

1918 far more air sorties on area patrols than on escort to

convoys but the proportion devoted to convoys rose from one in

eight'to one in five sorties and only three ships were sunk
from convoys receiving air escort.

The War in

the Air

Vol, VI

pp.345-348

See Appendix III

0) Flying
boats and

Seaplanes

TotalLandplanesDescription

1,428467961Programme approved in
August 1917 for
completion by June 1918

1,180647 533Revised in November 1917

428119309Actually on operating
stations on 1 January 1918

1,273920353Programme requested in
April 1918 for completion
by December 1918

Actually on operating
stations on 9 November 1918 687382305
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(xxi) Suirnnaiy and C onolusions

This hrief survey of the 1914--'19'18 h’ar in Home Waters

shovrs the grovrth of maritime air power from very small begin
nings to a position of great importance. The development
was effected by the Admiralty and the Royal Naval Air Service

but by the amalgamation of the air services in 1918 the burden
of continuity v^as placed on the Royal Air Force and it is from

this date that the story of the R.A.F. in Maritime War really
starts. Although the immense expansion in the maritime air

forces planned to be attained by the end of the war did not

materialise, the strength of the purely maritime side of the
R.A.P, in Home Ymters on 11 November 1918 was A3 squadrons and

seven flights numbering about 685 planes and 105 airships. No

less than 57 of these squadrons (285 flying boats and seaplanes,
and 272 landplanes) were engaged on anti-U-boat duties together
with all the airships.

See Appendix IV
and V

Anti-U-boat

It can therefore be seen that the outstanding task was

anti-U-boat and .under this heading it Was agreed that the pro
vision of air escort and cover to convoys, both ocean and

inshore, was a most essential task. By the end of the war

much confused reasoning had been clarified and experience had

shown that the convoy system, with adequate surface and air

escort, far from being defensive was highly offensive in

character for not only did-it prevent ships from being sunk

b-'it the escorts destroyed more U-boats than any other method

of direct attack. Area patrol unrelated to convoy movements
was useless.

The conclusion of the Naval Staff in 1918 on the correct

'  usage of air escort was that "a single escorting machine should

keep close to the convoy as, for fear of being betrayed by the
track of their torpedoes, the U-boat commanders refrain from

attack on convoys v;ith aerial escort. The ideal v/as that a

convoy should be escorted by at least two aircraft, one keeping
close and one cruising wide to prevent a submarine on the sur

face from getting into a position to attack. The rear of the

convoy should not be omitted,, for a submarine may be following
on the chance of getting in an attack after dark,"(l)

Although aircraft sank few U-boats(2), the development of
a suitable weapon of attack had shown that nothing less than

the 520 lb, bomb was really effective. Regarding the preva
lence of night attack by surfaced U-boats it is of interest

that the mounting of searchlights in aircraft was advocated. (5)
Experience had also shovm the necessity for the exchange of

views between the crev/s of 'aircraft and ships vdiich resulted

in "increased efficiency in operations, because each branch has
understood something of the conditions under which the other

worked,"(2;.)

(l) This was forgotten and not restated as policy
until October 19A0.

Ref: The R.A.F, in Maritime War Vol, II, p,272,
(2) A list of U-boats probably sunk or shared sunk by

aircraft is' given at Appendix III,
(3) It was not until June 192i-2 that this v/as put into operation.

Ref: The R.A.F. in Maritime T/ar Vol, III, p.8A,
(a) This was forgotten,, and not restated as policy until May 19A1.

Ref: The R.A.F. in Maritime War Vol, II, p,507.
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The last seven months of the maritime air war operations
were under R.A.P. participation and the experiences with their
lessons should have been indoctrinated against a future emer

gency by the Air Staff no less than by the Admiralty,

Fleet reconnaissance and support

Although only six squadrons and seven flights of air
craft were attached to the Erand Fleet in the closing months

of the war, the importance of air reconnaissance and support
to naval operations by either the Erand Fleet or detached naval
forces T^as of greater importance than this small allocation
would imply. The tardy production of seagoing carriers had
stimulated the successful carriage of both scouting and

filter types in the major warships themselves but, as these

were essentially "one shot aircraft" and could not be recovered
after flying off, it v;as realised that the satisfaction of the

air requirement lay in the large fast carriers either just in
commission or completing at the end of the war.

Bombing

Finally, the bombing of enemy occupied or homeland Eerman
targets was recognised as a maritime air task in so far as

they contained naval objectives, under ?/hich broad heading
came mmierous ?/ar industries as well as naval bases,

R.N.A.S. had taken the first initiative in this direction and

it was only due to extraneous reasons that this form of attack

was not exploited more fully,
such bombing to be effective must be fairly continuous by day
and night, and even if effective the results would be long
terra and not immediate.

The

It was, hov7ever, realised that

Maritime Air Power

In all the foregoing maritime tasks it was, at one time

or another, fomd necessary to provide fighter protection
either as escort or to prevent enemy air retaliation so that

the definition of maritime air power had come to include not

only the basic sea reconnaissance and action against enemy
forces at sea but the equally important components of fighter
and. bomber.

Service levels to remember and profit by war experience during
the peace years that follovred which led to the disregard of

many of these requirements and which goes far to explain hov/

unprepared was the maritime part of the R.A.F. in 1939*

It was the failure at Political as well as at
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CliAFTER III

THE P0ST^7AR EMERCENCE OE THE_PEm'lMM AIR FORCE
l¥ovemye7 191’8"to ApiHl

(i) Demobilisation anR the first Scheme for a postwar Air
Force

At the Armistice on 11 November 1918 the strength of the

Royal Air Force in all theatres araomted to 193 full squadrons
and 15 flights of operational aircraft with 18? training
squadrons, aggregating to a total establishment of 22,647
aircraft of all types manned by 27,333 officers and 263,837
other ranks. These were based at 286 home stations and 274

abroad, excluding home defence landing grounds and emergency
airfields abroad totalling 115 iu all.

On 12 December 1918, the Secretary of State for the Air

Force (Lord Y/eir) submitted a paper to the Y^ar Cabinet on the
Postwar Air Force,

which not only dealt with the military side but stressed the

importance of planning for civil flying and its influence on

the development of all types of aviation,
feat'inres were the proposals as to the postwar functions of the

R.A.F. and Air Ministry v/hich were as folloTirs:-

It was a long and comprehensive document

The salient

See Location of

units in

App, V

War Cabinet

Paper G.T.6478
Military _S_ec_tion

To form an Imperial Air Staff on the lines of the
Imperial G-eneral Staff la the War Office.

To provide specialised lanits to co-operate with land
forces.

1.

A.H.3.

ID2/100 -
End,3 Nos. 1
and 2

2.

To prodde specialised units to co-operate Vidth sea
forces.

To provide an Air Fleet comprising a striking force
and a home defence force.

3.

4.

To provide a general reserve, to be drawn from
commercial air services where possible.

To provide a cadre of lighter-than-air services for
coastguard duties.

To assume responsibility for all anti-aircraft
measures.

5.

6.

7.

8. To uiidertake the training of all pilots.

To provide such aerial services as may be required
by other Government Departments, e.g. Police or
Surveys.

9.

Civil Section

To be constituted as the authority on all questions
of civilian air transport.

To undertaice mail, goods, and passenger services.

To carry out fmotions of inspections and certifica
tion of aircraft under domestic legislation shortly
to be introduced.

1.

2.

5.
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To own and maintain all aerodromes.

To initiate such steps as may be necessary to secijire
rights in international air routes.

To inaugurate a Meteorological Department,

To mdertake teclrmical research for the development
of aviation.

Then follovred a summary of the proposed strength, character,
and disposition of the Postwar R.A.F, which amounted to a
total of some 60 full strength squadrons v/ith a further 90
reduced to .cadre,

the majority of the fiiLl strength squadrons to Overseas Areas

leaving only a small force in the United Kingdom for general
purposes and co-operation with the G-rand Fleet. Finally
there vjere more detailed proposals governing civil aviation,
the talcing over from the Ministry of Mmitions of the func

tions of Supply and Technical design, and the pi.u?chase of
■whatever aerodromes v/ere r’equj.red for the peacetime establish
ment of the R.A.F.

figures were not intended to be more than approximate because
yet the Cabinet had made no decision how far demobilisation

was to go.

5.

6,

7.

The estimate envisaged the deployment of

The Paper made it clear that the strength

as

ibid

ibid

On i1 January 1919 Sir Htigh Trenchard was recalled to the
R.A.F, to talce the post of Chief of the Air Staff during the
difficult period of adjustment to Peace conditions and later
in the month Mr, Winston Churchill was appointed Secretary of
State for the Air Forcev’') in addition to his post as
Secretary of State for War,

As foreshadowed in the Cabinet Paper, the Air Ministry in
February appointed a Director-General of Production and
Research to the Air Council, This was the precursor to the
taking over from the Ministry of Munitions of the supply,
design, and construction of aircraft,(2) At the same time
the Air Ministry created a Department of Civil Aviation and
appointed a Controller-General to the Air Council for setting
up the necessary machinerjr to apply the Air Navigation
Regulations,

The reaction to all these proposals by the Admiralty was
submitted to the Cabinet on 7 January 1920 and was generally
favourable, particularly the provisions regarding the second
ing of young officers and men of the Navy and Army for
definite periods in the co-operation squadrons. The First
Sea Lord (Admiral Wemyss) proposed that the complement of the
Nav3^ should be maintained at from 5 to 20 per cent (according
to rank) above what was required to man the ships, and that this
proportion should be secondea in periods of about t'vvo years
to the R.A.F. aften?ards returning for at least one year to

out ordinary Naval work, when the question of theircarry

Air Ministry
y/eekly Order
No, 67
Jan, 1919

Air Ministry
A.P. 125
P. h2J>

War Cabinet

Paper G.T.66I5

A,H.B.
ID2/100 -
ends,2 and 3 "
No, 3

(1) The designation of Secretary of State for Air was not
officially introduced \mtil March 1919.

(2) It will be remembered frow Chapter I (ix) that the
Director-General of Aircraft Production in the wartime
Air Comcil was a Ministry of Munitions appointment with
a seat on the Council,
the Air Ministry did not actually talce effect until
1 January 1920.

In the event this transfer to
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■being seconded for a further period could be raised again.
But there was a section in his memorandum virhich claimed that
Air Force personnel afloat shoxild form a definite part of the
complement of warships and be entirely under Naval discipline.
The formal acceptance of the complete programme for^the^Post
war Air Force v/as, he said, subject to further examination by
the Naval Staff,

(iij - Initial signs of controversy betvreen the Services

This examination viras completed in February and on the
20th the Admiralty fonvarded a letter to the Air Ministry
which included their requirements for the future Naval Air
Policy,
claims:-

Among these there vfere the folloYfing specific

1. As lighter-than-air craft for naval purposes (Of
fered essentially from those designed for civil
purposes,
duction of naval airships should be in the hands of
the Admiralty.

2, All personnel required for naval air purposes afloat
should be naval officers and ratings serving under
the Naval Discipline Act but they should be trained
in Air Force Schools.
Naval Personnel and permaiiently classed as such.
The necessary training in the flying of heavier-
than-air machines over the sea should be undertaken
by the R.A.F.

3. Regarding lighter-than-air craft, officers and men
should be selected and trained by the Admiralty.

A, Heavier-than-air machines from shore stations, whose
operations were controlled by the various Naval
C,s-in-C., should as heretofore be provided and
manned by R.A.F, Personnel, It vms assumed that
the Air Ministry would ensure the necessary training
for the efficient performance of anti-submarine
patrol duties.

The supply and equipment of Kite Balloons should be
carried out by the R.A.F, but the officers and men
should be provided and trained as In the case of
lighter-than-air craft.

With the exception of No.(a) the Air Council refused to
accept any of these claims as they enunciated an entirely new
policy contrary' to that agreed to by the Admiralty in their
War Cabinet Paper &.T.6613 of the 7 January. In any case
these claims VYOuld, if accepted, be tantamount to the restora
tion of a separate Naval Air Service which was contrary to the
policjY embodied in the Air Force Constitution Act,

Pending a reply from the Admiralty, there were exchanges
of views among various depai-tments inside the Air Ministry on
the scale and conditions of co-operation with the Navy,
These v/ere inevitably bound up in speculation as to the
ultimate basis of peace time air strength. One proposal
?;ent as far as recommending that as aircraft carriers were in
fact mobile aerodromes, they should come completely under the
command of the G.O.C. Royal Air Force (Marine) and have only
a nucleus naval crevY for steaming and navigation,
there ?;ere interdepartmental opinions expressed in the

SECRJCT

it was necessary that the design and pro-

They should be entered as

5.

Similarly

Admty. Letter
M.0701

A.H.B.

ID 2/100
End, 3
Nos.A and 5

A.M. Letter
B.9186
22.3.19
A.H.B.

ID2/100
end. 3
No. 6

ibid
encl.l
aird
D.of P memo, to
C.A.S. 1A.5.19
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Admiralty but no official answer was given to the Air Council's
letter until 9 August T^hen the Admiralty adhered to their claim

that the personnel for air work afloat must be Naval. They
were, however, prepared to agree that in ships that were

purely carriers 25 per cent of the officers should be R.A.P.
seconded to the Navy for periods of one or two years at a time.

They were unable to agree to the seconding of young Naval

officers to the R.A.P. for any other purpose than for initial

flying training.

On 10 September the Air Comoil replied totally disagree
ing with any seconding of R.A.F. officers to the Navy and as

features of declared Cabinet policy they insisted on:-

1. That Naval officers be seconded to the R.A.F. for

periods of not less than three years.

2. The responsibilities for training shall be at the
discretion of the Air Ministry.

Admty. Letter
c.w. 26451/19

A.H.B.

ID 2/100
Enel.3 - No.11

A.M. Letter

A. 19450.

A.H.B.

ibid - No.15

That the allotment of personnel for air units working
with the Fleet shall be the responsibility of the
Air Ministry.

3.

Any failure to agree should be followed by recourse to the \/ar
Cabinet for final ruling.(l)

Ciii) Demobilisation continues

Meanwhile demobilisation of the enormous wartime R.A.F.

had been proceeding towards the approximate figures given in
By early AprilLord V/eir* s scheme for the Postwar Air Force,

the number of operational squadrons on the Continent and Over-

had fallen to 44- with parallel reduction of the maritimeseas

air component. Added impetus vias given to a fresh rm-down
when on 28 Jme 1919 the Treaty of Versailles was signed.
Under Article 198 of this Treaty G-erraany was expressly for

bidden to build or possess any military aircraft,
the fact that the only other European Air Power (France)
our close ally and because of increasing moves tovmrds a more

general disarmament it was decided to reduce very materially
the home and continental air forces and only maintain a

minimum of operational squadrons for our overseas commitments.

In view of

was

(a) Rationalisation_ of the R.A.F. and introductionj)_f new
r aides

The T/hole subject of R.A.P. ̂ rsonnel was in a state of
flux dming the Summer of 1919. In the midst of continuing
demobilisation v/ith no decision as yet on the ultimate strength
of the R.A.P. the question of v/ho would remain and under what
conditions of Service was becoming acute,

no permanent officers, those forming the R.A.P.
being under the following categories;-

(a) Naval officers seconded from the Navy,

(b) Army officers seconded from the Army.

(0) Naval warrant officers commissioned by the R.A.F.
from the Navy.

In July there vrere
at that time

Memo, from

C.A.S. to

S. of S.

July 1919

See Section (iv).(1) No reply was ever made to this letter.
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(d) Temporaiy Array officers seconded from the Army,

(e) Temporary officers in the R.A.E,

For months all these officers vfere asking what they were,

whether they were to he sent hack to the Navy and Army, or

v/hether they were going to he kept in the Air Force and if so
under v/hat conditions,

numbers of good officers v;ere resigning to seek employment
elsewhere.

Discontent was rising and large

The Cabinet, after much discussion and examination of

the problem decided it v/as absolutely necessary to get some
foimdation for a Permanent Air Force at once. As  a prelimin

ary measure they sanctioned an allocation of 1,500 permanent
commissions and 2,500 temporary commissions for periods from

two to five years. The problem was how to apportion these

categories of commissions to the existing officer personnel
without unfairness always remembering that many more junior
officers vrere required than could hope for promotion to the

relatively few higher ranlcs.

In August 1919 were gazetted the first postwar permanent
commissions to the R.A.F. amounting to a total of 1,065
officers of all ranks and in the same month, k August,.ne
standardised titles for officer rank came into force.' '

In the words of the Official Order "the new titles are to

preserve and emphasise the principle of the independence and

integrity of the Royal Air Force as a separate service among
fighting services of the Crown, Hitherto the titles borne

have been exclusively military in character, and as such they
are not suited to a force which has not only to serve the

special needs of the Army, but also those of the Navy, and in
addition has a strategic and tactical sphere of action
independent of the other two fighting services",

(b) - The creation of R.A.F, Coastal Area

w

ibid

A.M.

Weekly Order
No. 973
27.8.19

During the Summer the Air Council made proposals to the

Admiralty fora reorganisation of the R.A.F. mits detailed to
After an exchange of amendmentsco-operate vdth the Navy.

(1) the ranks and comparison with the Navy and ArrayneTiT

ArmyNavyAir Force

Field Marshal

Ceneral

Lieutenant* General

Major-Oeneral
Brigadier-General

Admiral of the Fleet

Admiral

Vice Admiral

Re ar-Admiral

Commodore 1st and

2nd Class

Captain of 3 yi'S
seniority

Captain under 3 yj^s
and Commanders

Lieuteiiant-Commander

Lieutenant

S ub-Lieutenant

Chief Gunner

Marshal of the Air

Air Chief Marshal

Air Marshal

Air Vice-Marshal

Air Commodore

ColonelGroup Captain

Lieutenant-ColonelVifing Commander

Major
C apt ain
Lieutenant

Second Lieutenant

Squadron Leader
Flight Lieutenant
Flying Officer
Pilot Officer

Ref: A.M. Weekly Order No, 973 as amended by No, 1052 of
18.9.19.
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dioring J\iLy and August, agreement was reached and onA.H.B.

ID2/100
end. 3
Nos. 7 to 1A

September 1919 all air units working with the Navy, includ
ing airships,("^) vrere centralised administratively mder the
command of an Air Force officer with the title of Air Officer

Coimaanding the Coast a
Kensington, London.(2

15

Area with H.l. offices in Thurloe Place,

The duties of tliis officer were;-

1. He was in command of all Air Units in the United
Kingdom working with the Navy with the exception of
personnel embarked in ships of His Majesty’s Fleet.

2. He was adviser to the Board of Admiralty on all
questions appertaining to Naval Aerial Policy (the
C.A.S. acting as chief adviser).

3. He acted as adviser to the Naval C.s-in-C. at the
various Home Stations.

He was directly responsible to the Air Ministry for
training but kept in close touch with the Admiralty
to ensure consideration of their vie?/s on this

subject.

He was responsible to the Air Ministry on all
questions of supply and maintenance of Air Units
vrorking with the Navy in home waters.

The Coastal Area vas organised into the following administra
tive groups;-

4.

5,

A.M.

Y/eekly Order
No. 1173
24.10.19

(A) ForThe operational units in home Naval Commands,
all operational purposes they continued, as hereto
fore, to work under the orders of the respective
Naval C.s-in-C. who each had the senior combatant
R.A.F. officer in the Command as his local adviser

but on important questions of policy reference was
to be made to the A.O.C.

the Air Units were under the orders of the A.O.C.
For all other purposes

Coastal Area,

(B) This consisted of the aircraft forNo. 29 Croup,
embarkation on H.M. Ships together with their shore
bases and establishments. Yidien embarked i'l ships the

personnel and material vms under the command of and
administered by the Naval Commander afloat,
on shox'e they came for all purposes imder the Air
Commanding officer No, 29 G-roup whose headquarters
were at North Queensferry,

Y/hen

ibid

(0 This consisted of the R.A.F, estab-No. 10 Croup.

lishments engaged in training the R.A.F, and Naval
Personnel required by Air Units co-operating Y;ith
the Na’y both at home and abroad,
were at Warsash, Southampton.

The headquarters

(l) in August it Viras decided by the Cabinet that the Airship
Service should be transferred from the Admiralty to the

Air Ministry with effect from 22 October 1919.
Y/eekly Order No. 1181 of 30.10.19.

(2) The first A.O.C. Coastal Area was Air Vice-Marshal
A, V. Vyvyan, C.B., D.S.O.

Ref: A.M.
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At the time of near-final negotiations in August the aircraft

strength in (a) was eight squadrons (of wliich four were cadres)
and six fligiits; (b) was tv/o flights and 72 aircraft for

(C) was one squadron.warships;

The Ten Year Ruling resiiLts in virtual^ li^qffldajy^qn_^
the R.A.F.

The pace of heduotion and demobilisation became still
rapid after 15 August 1919 when Mr. Lloyd G-eorge’s War _

directed the three Service Departments to revise their
estimates upon the assumption that the British Empire y/quld
not be engaged in any great war during the next
The'effect of this ruling coming on top of the provisions
the Treaty of Versailles hit the R.A.E. particularly hard.
By October the Home and Overseas strengths had been cut a
further 50 per cent and the maritime component in Home Waters
reduced to three squadrons (of which one was a cadre) plus a
feviT flights borne in H.M. Ships, Coastal Area therefore
consisted only of Nos. 10 and 29 Groups at skeleton strength.

more

Cabinet

in

See Appendix IV
and V

From October to December the headlong reduction con
tinued amounting to a virtual liquidation of the R.A.F. and by

end of the year the total personnel in round numbers vms
On 3 January 1920

the

only A,000 officers and 3'!,500 other ranks,
it was announced that since the end of the war 26,087 officers,

21,259 cadets and 227,229 other ranks had been demobilised.

At home the R.A.F. consisted of:-

A Strike Force - Two squadrons.

Army Co-operation - One flight for each Array Division
and one squadron for work with the Artillery,

One reconnaissance squadron, a halfNaval Co-operation - , -
squadron of torpedo planes and one flight each of fighter
landplanes, float seaplanes and flying boats.

conditions it had of course proved impossible
to implement any of the programme outlined in Lord Jeir*s
original scheme for the postwar Air Force (except for a much
reduced overseas force). Even the August allocations to my

co-operation and the Coastal Area for naval co-operation were
much reduced by the winter. Refusal to make alloY/ances for
this state of affairs or to give the Air Ministry time to

controversy with

Under these

"get its peacetime breath" resulted in more
both the Admiralty and the War Office each of whom had at

least a permanent edifice as a foundation on which to
reconstruct their peacetime strength.

Details of the reduced allocations and a covering letter
by the C.A.S. outlining the special difficulties attendant on
the drastic and enforced run-down of the R.A.F, were forwarded

to the Admiralty and War Office on 17 November,
letter the C.A.S. stressed the fact that he would make every

endeavour to provide the minimum establishment necessary to

keep in being the co-operation of aircraft with the Navy and
the Army but it would be at least two years before the
reconstruction of the R.A.F. could take effect and the normal

He hoped the Staffs of the Navy and the

In his

requirements met.

A.H.B.

ID 2/100
end,17 and 18

Array would appreciate and alloY/ for the special circumstances
until the R.A.F. had got on its feet again.
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The Admiralty replied leather lonhelpfully on 20 November
that they vifere surprised they had not been officially consulted
about the effect of the demobilisation on the Naval require

ments agreed to on 7 January 1919 before being confronted with

the actual reduction now in November, and they hoped that in

future a more normal procedure v/ould be followed,
protest was sent by them to the Air Council on 9 December that

provision for naval co-operation was inadequate and they
wished to know when their previous list of requii’ements would
be met.

A formal

ibid

Nos. 19 to 21

ibid

Nos, 22 and 23

This was answered on the 13th by the Air Council drawing
their Lordships' attention to the fact that certain demands

made by them in February had amounted virtually to a separate
naval air service and had been refused hj the Air Council on

22 March. A subsequent proposal made by the Council on
10 September to submit the argument to Cabinet arbitration had
never been answered.

Further exchanges were interrupted by the publication of
the new scheme for the Permanent Air Force.

(V) The Peri^n^en-^ Organisation of the Postwar R.A,F.

During the course of the C.A.S, (Sir Hugh Trenchard)
had, under direction by Mr, Winston Churchill, been preparing

scheme for the permanent organisation of the Royal Air Force,
This reconstruction on to a peace footing was a gigantic task

of extreme difficilLty as the Air Staff had, under the pressure
of the Ten Years Ruling and rigid Oovernment economy, been

required to demobilise practically the v/hole force recruited
and trained during the war.
available for a permanent force,
the C.A.S. on 25 November and submitted to the Cabinet by w-hom
it received immediate approval in principle,
the memorandum was laid before both Houses of Parliament as a

l?hite Paper (Cmd.467), As it ranks in importance with the
earlier 1917 Report by Lieut-G-eneral Smuts and is in fact the
fmdamental charter for the R.A.F. there follovf very copious

extracts, as much of it concerned the permanence of the
maritime component.

Sir Hugh Trenchard opened by stating that the problem of

firming the R.A.F. on a peace basis differed from that v/hich
confronted the older services. The whole Air Force was

practically a war creation on a temporary basis,
nel with few exceptions viras enlisted for the duration of the
war and accommodation had perforce to he of an entirely
temporary character. It might be compared to the prophet
Jonah's gourd in that the necessities of v\rar created it in a

night but the economies of peace had caused it to v;ither in a

day and he was now faced with the necessity of replacing it

Vifith a plant of deeper root.

The princip]e to be kept in mind, he said, in forming the
•framework of the Air Service ?/as that in the future the main

portion of it vrould consist of an Independent Force together
with Service personnel required in carrying out Aeronautical
Research, In addition there would be a small part of it

specially trained for yrork vifith the Navy, and  a small part
especially trained for work with the Array, these two small
portions probably becoming in the future an arm of the older

a

There was thus no framevrork

The scheme was completed by

On 11 December

The perscn-

A.H.B.

ID2/110
ends, 4 to 18

Cmd, 467

A.H.B.

IIiyi68/7
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(1)
The governing principles were to concentratesei*vices.

attention on providing for the needs of the moment and to lay
the foundations of a highly trained and efficient force which,
though not cs-pahle of expansion in its present fox'm, co\.ild be
made so without any drastic alteration should necessity arise

in years to come,
reduce operational squadrons to the minimum considered essen

tial for our garrisons overseas vrlth a very small number in

the United Kingdom as a reserve and to concentrate the vihole

of the remainder of our resom-ces on perfecting the training
of officers aiid men.

Broadly spealcing the principle was to

It was proposed to provide eight squadrons for India and

three for Mesopotamia, As recent events had she’.m the value

of aircraft in dealing vd.th frontier troubles it was not too

much to hope that before long it might be possible to regard
K..A.?. units as a substitute for part of the military
garrisons with all the advantage of speed of action, economy
in cost and the saving of casualties. In Egypt it Vi:as pro
posed to station seven squadrons not only as a valuable means

of communication but because they would be situated vdtliin

easy reach of the most probable centres of unrest,
added to its natural weather advantages for aviation made it

the obvious locality for a small R.A.F. reserve.
Mediterranean there would be one flight of seaplanes at

Alexandria and one flight at Malta,

The operational squadrons quartered in the United Kingdom,
apart from those for co-operation with the Army and Navy,
would number only txvo, eventually to be four, and would be

employed on communication du.ties forming a small reserve in
case of need. For co-operation with the Array it was proposed
to provide eventually one flight per division for work with

troop training and one or more squadrons for work with the

artillery training and annual gun practice. For co-operation
with the Navy it xvas proposed eventually to provide three

landplane squadrons, one flying boat squadron and one float-

seaplane squadron. Landplanes would no longer be carried
permanently in capital sliips as was done during the war but

would be embarked only v/hen requa.red to take part in Fleet

exercises. The landplane squadrons vrould consist of one

reconnaissance/spotting squadron, one of fighters, and one

of torpedo carrying machines. The two former would be based
on the Firth of Forth and the latter at Uosport, together
vidth a small experimental unit in order to develop fully tliis
important form of naval co-operation.

The Admiralty proposed to keep tv;o aircraft carriers in

commission, one being equipped with float seaplanes for
service in the Mediterranean and the other remaining at home

to be used primarily for training and experimental purposes
but ready if necessary to embark a flight of torpedo or other

type machines.

This

In the

ibid

ibid

(1) In after years it was established personally from
Sir Hugh Trenchard that he bitterly regretted the sen
tence underlined. He had no intention of holding out

any possibility of separate air services but merely
intended to indicate a vei>'- close co-operation with the

two older Services wliile remaining an integral part of

the R.A.F. He had made this view qi.iite clear to the
First Sea Lord (Lord Beatty) in a personal letter dated
22 November 1919 (A.E.B. IE2/100 encl.2A). Unfortixnately
this somewhat ambiguous vrording in the memorsndum v/as to

provide much ammunition for the opponents of the
separate R.A.F.
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The Airship Service was, he said, a diffioiilt problem.
The cost of large rigid types in peace v;as prohibitive and

their use in war was still in the experimental stage. It was

proposed therefore to keep onljr one station (Ho’ffden) in full
commission and to retain as a sta.rt one large rigid and tvro

non-i-igids purely to allow research and development to
continue.('0

Then followed the heart of this memorandum under the head

ing of the extreme importance of training. Sir Hugh prefaced
this section by a statement that the present need was not the

creation of the full number of squadrons we might eventually
reqvdre to meet strategic needs but was first and foremost the

malcing of a sound framework on ¥/hich to build a Service vdiich,
while giving us now a fev; essential operational squadrons
adequately trained and equipped, would be capable of producing
whatever time might show to he necessary in the future. In

this respect the matter of supreme importance was research.
This was the underlying reason for the transfer of the Depart
ments of Suppljr and Research from the Ministry of Munitions to

the Air Ministry. Steady and minterrupted progress in

research was vital to the efficiency of the Air Force and on it

depended the leading position v;e had established at such heavy
cost during the T/ar.
fore be retained.(2)

The existing establishments must there-

ibid

Before explaining the trai.ning proposals in detail, he

laid dovm certain postulates. It vras essential to create an

Air Force spirit or rather to foster the spirit which had

existed to a high degree during the war and to perpetuate it

during the peace years. Apart from preserving in the permanent
units the designating nurabers of squadrons virhich had made great
names for themselves during the war, this object could only be
attained by:~

(a) The creation of an Air Force Cadet,College for
permanently commissioned officers.''-^'*

(1) Later in 1920, under the stringent economy policy of the

G-overnment, the money proposed in the preliminary 1921 Air
Estimates for construction and development of airships
had to be cut.

consisted the Admiralty ¥?ho replied in November 1920 that

"the disadvantages of airships at the present time were
considered too serious to \varrant their inclusion in naval

air forces end they v/ere against the retention of even a

small airship organisation if it vrould in any v;ay preju
dice Naval requirements for heavier-than-air squadrons."
Accordingly the Air Ministry'- abandoned the Service airship
and the decision thus agreed with the Admiralty was duly
reported to the Committee of Imperial Defence.
Ref; A.H.B./IHC/5A/10/10 encl.15.
The principal research establishments were at Farnborough,
Biggin Hill, Martlesham Heath and Isle of G-raiii.
research v/as carried out at Cardington and Hov/den.
The R.A.F. Cadet College was opened at Cranwell in
February 1920 v;ith Air Commodore C. A. H. Longcroft as the
first Commandant,

for some years and vrere formally opened by H.R.H. the
Prince of Y/ales on 11 October 1934.

Before talcing this action the Air Ministry

Airship

Permanent buildings were not completed

(2)

(3)
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(1)
(b) The creation of an Air Staff College,

(c) The enlisting of the hulk of the skilled ranks as
hoys and training them initio in the Air
Service.(2)

Ihid

There followed details of the training proposed for both

officers and men. Regarding oi’ficers, it was stated that

owing to the necessity of a large number of junior officers

Ti/ith a relative paucity of higher appointments it v/as not

possible to offer a career for all. Consequently only
some 50 per cent of the officers required had been granted

the remainder being obtained on short
or by seconding officers from the Army

and Navy. G-reat importance was attached to the last class

since an interchange of officers was bound to make for closer

and more intelligent co-operation between the Services,
Mention was made of two other minor chaimels of entry for

permanent commissions, these were from the Universities and
from the rafiks, A list of technical schools was given for

instruction in Gunnery, Navigation, Engines, Wireless,
Photography and a school for flying instructors.

Regarding the higher orgaiiisation in the United Kingdom,
all units v/orking with the Navy had recently been formed into
one Command known as the Coastal Area R,A,F. The tv/o remain

ing Commands nov/ known as the Northern and Southern Areas

v;ould in April 1?20 be amalgamated into one Command to be
known as the Inland Area, Each Area would have its Repair

Depot, at Henlov; for the Inland Area and at Donibristle for
the Coastal Area.

permanent commissions,
service commissions^?/

When reading through this very comprehensive document,
it must be realised that a policy of rigid economy and

retrenchment v/as being pursued by the Government and
Sir Hugh Tpenchard v/as compelled to plan in the sure know
ledge that for many years to come there would only be very
small funds available for the Air Service,

of his far sighted v/isdom that the major proportion of these
limited resources were devoted to carefully planned training

and research programmes instead of to current production of

contemporary aircraft,
ing a numerically imposing front line force such as was done

by France and v/hich on the approach of war was found to be

largely obsolete.

It is a measur

Ve thus avoided the error of build-

e

(1) The R.A.F. Staff College xms opened at /mdover on 2). April
1922 vdth Air Commodore H, R, M. Brooke-Pophara as the
first Commandant,

Kalton Park, with its v/ell equipped technical shops, was

decided on as the most suitable place for this training.
Until full accommodation was built, use was made also of

Cranv/ell and Eastohurch for housing,
the end of 1926 that all aircraft apprentices could be
accommodated at Halton Park.

Thus started the Short Service Scheme aind it originally

applied to pilots who had previously served in the
Air Force. Ref: A.M. ihekly Orders Nos, 781 and 866
of July 1919. At the end of 1?20 the Scheme was
extended to civilian candidates.

It ¥/as not until

(2)

(3)
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(vi) Naval reaction to the Scheme

After perusal of the document the Admiralty immediately
pounced on the section containing Trenchard*s unguarded state

ment that the tvio small parts of the Air Force specially
trained for work with the Navy and Army would probably in the

future become arms of the older Services. This, the Board
said, was entirely in accordance v?ith their views and they vrould
like to see it take place immediately. They also claimed as a
corollary that it must include all personnel and material in
connection with naval air vrork either afloat or on land includ

ing the lighter-than-air craft. In the course of this long
letter thej'" claimed control over money voted by the Covernment

for naval air co-operation, the appointment of naval observers

for reconnaissance, torpedo firing, bomb dropping, and a free
hand in arranging periods of service for naval officers,
suggestions for research, and development of types of aircraft.

Admty. Letter
M.0530A

A.H.B.

ID 2/100
end. 5
No. 24

The Air Council in their reply v/ere first concerned, to

correct the erroneous interpretation of the yo^ds "probably in
future become an arm of the older Services."

they could not accept the Admiralty’s renewed claim to the air

personnel and materJ.al employed on naval air work as tliis

amounted to a separate Naval Air Service, neither could they
countenance any financial provision for a part of the R.A.F.
being in the charge of the Admiralty and finally they adlaered
to their opinion that the provision of personnel for air vrork
must be their I'esponsibility.

Furthermore

ibid

end. 3

No. 25

A month later the Admiralty accepted these refusals and
assured the Air Council that they had no desire to establish a
separate Naval Air Service. The letter went on to ask whether
the naval officers seconded to the R.A.F. would be employed
entirely on naval co-operation work or not, and invited the
Air Council's agreement as to the extent naval control should

be exercised over air operations. In reply the Air Council
said they did not envisage thal every seconded officer should

necessarily cany out air vrork with the Navy for the whole of

his seconded period but that some should gain useful experience
for short times in the other branches of the Air Service.

Regarding operational control they agreed that this should be
exercised by the Admiralty over all air mits embarked in and

flovm from H.M. warships and aircraft carriers, and v/hen not
flovm from ships, over only those aircraft allotted for air

work with the Fleet. It vrould not apply to air operations
originated by the Air Staff for the full execution of which

the assistance of the Navy had been invoked. Finadly the
Air Council carae out with a memorable statement on the inter-

Sei-'vice i-elations v/hich can v/ell be quoted in full;-

Admty. Letter
M.O. 203
1S.2.20.

A.M, Letter

A. 19438/36
19.3.20

A.H.B.

ID 2/100
end. 3
Nos,28 and 29

(1) This matter had already been raised in the House of Commons
by Colonel Moore Brabazon and the meaning made clear that

the R.A.F. ivorking with the Navy always remained  a part
of the R.A.F. The section specially trained for vrork
vd.th the Navy in v/hich wei-e naval officers seconded to the

R.A.F. was an arm of the Navjr only in that they v/ould not
normally be regarded as available for other R.A.F.

The principle for the Army would be the same.purposes.

Ref: Hansard, Vol.223 N0.I5I p.l6, also A.H.B./ID2/100
end.3 No.25.
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"Any Air Eoroe units which are maintained for the purpose
of naval co-oxjeration must come absolutely under the
command of the local senior naval officer in order that

unity of command may be secured in all tactical
operations,
dealings with the senior officer of the R..A.E. under them

will not lose sight of the fact that he is not a sub
ordinate of their ovm Service but v;ill remember that he

belongs to a diffei-ent Service, for the administration of

which a separate Ministry is responsible,
procedure will be for the senior naval officer to
indicate the object he has in vie;r to the R.A.E. officer
concerned, leaving it to the latter to determine the
method of execution,"

At the same time naval officers in their

The usual

ibid

During January and February the postwar Air Force was gradu
ally talcing shape on the solid foimdation laid by Trenchard's
White Paper. At the time of the introduction of the Air

Estimates in March 1920 there were in all 23 full squadrons,
four more in cadre and six nev squadrons in process of forming.
Most of the full squadrons were in Overseas Commands located

in accordance T/ith the llhlte Paper proposals. At home there
were in the Inland Area and Ireland three full squadrons,
three more in cadre and one forming, and in the Coastal Area
there vrere two full squadrons, two forming and one in cadre.
No immediate increase Vifas contemplated, the whole effort being
concentrated on bringing these squadrons up to strength and
on training. All that the C.A.S. wished for was to be left

unhindered by controversy for a space in order to consolidate
and the prospect appeared rosy as the Admiralty's assurance
in their letter of 18 February had been reaffirmed in the
First Lord's statement when introducing the Navy Estimates
for 1920/21 (Cmd,Sl9). In the appended "Notes on Naval
Policy", paragraph 78 reads as follows;-

See

Location of

Units App, V
for March 1920

“To remove all misconception it should be stated with
emphasis that we in no way contemplate a retiorn to a

separate Naval Air Service, It is recognised that the
Air Ministry was created b5>- Parliament as the result of

war e:xperience to further development and maintenance of

air povrer, and to separate entirely- from the Air Ministry
that part dealing ivLth the Navy would be to retard
progress and result in a 7;eaicening both in development
and the training of air personnel,"

(vii) Training and Secondment

The questions at issue now left the sphere of high
policy and became semi-official discussions between the Air
Ministry Director of Personnel and the Second Sea Lord as to

the seconding of officers from the Navy and the form of train

ing to be adopted, V/hile the period of demobilisation had

been progressing in 1919, training was, as heretofore,
devoted mainl^r to airmanshii:) in all its forms and it was

expected that in the co-operation squadi-'ons the other two

Services would continue to provide their ovm officers to do
any necessaiy observer ?rork. Neither the Admiralty nor the

',/ar Office had questioned this until 9 July 1219 idien the
latter convened a conference on tMs matter. It ̂ 7as then

agreed that Army officers should be trained for artillery
spotting and long range reconnaissance observers. This was

modified by the Air Coincil on 7 February 1920 on the grounds
that to obtain knowledge on long range reconnaissance it must

A.H.B,

ID 2/100
end,4

Section (3)
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be fought for and therefore involved the question of air

fighting tactics so that for this duty the observers must be
The Army CouJicil had no objection and

indeed saw xio real reason for Army officers necessarily to do
artillery spotting either.

R.A.F. officers.

With the Nav^f" the question of observers did not arise
until the end of 1019 as there vfere up till then  a number of

ex-Naval Warrant Officers available v/ho had performed these
duties during the war. The question of their replacement was
considered and in January 1920 the Air Council informed the

Admiralty that they had the matter of Observers for Naval
Co-operation under attention. On 26 May the C.-in-C, Atlantic
Fleet reported through the Admiralty that the training for

pilots and observers with the Fleet was not satisfactory either

for spotting or reconnaissance as they did not get sufficient
instruction in Fleet procedure. Resulting from discussion
v/ithin the Air Ministry it was decided to put up  a proposal to
divide naval observation work into three sections:-

ibid

1. G-unnery Spotting,

Reconnaissance for the Fleet,

Patrol work (Coastal and ilnti-submarine),

Gunnery Spotting should be done by a naval officer who would
be attached to the R.A.F. during training but not seconded.
The same procedure would apply to 1/T operators who ’would be
naval ratings.

2.

3.

ibid

Reconnaissance for the Fleet xvas considered to entail having
to fight for the information rendering it essential that the
observer should be an R.A.F. officer.

Patrol Work v/ould be doxie entirely by shore based aircraft
and was therefore an R.A.F. function.

A scheme on the above lines was forwarded to the Admiralty
on 19 August and, after two reminders, the Admira3.ty replied
on 22 December concurring as regards Gunnerj'' Spotting and

Patrol Work but stating they considered reconnaissance, even
moi’e essentially thaii spotting, cal.led for Naval officers

because it required considerable naval knovfledge to malce correct

reports and deductions; moreover they thought a Naval officer

could easily receive sufficient training in aerial fighting
and air tactics.

WTiile not agreeing iidth the latter statements, the Air
Ministry went ahead from January 1921 with arrangements to
train attached Naval officers and v7/T operalex’S for Gunnery
Spotting, Nothing further transpired about observers until
22 July 1921 Ydien the Admii'’alty informed the Air Council that
they had decided to form a special branch of the Royal Navy
for observers on similar lines to other specialist branches
for guuxnerj;-, torpedo etc. The year ended with  a letter from
the Air Council inviting discussion as to the future of these
specialised Naval observers and pointing out that their train
ing must be under the control of the A.O.C. Coastal Area and

their qualification assessed by him.

ibid

Regarding the issue of secondment must go back to early
In the Acljnii’alty view the four year period accepted by1920.
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the Array Cotincil was impracticable in the Navy as an officer
woixLd lose all touch with the conditions of his sea profession.
On 13 February 1920 the Air Comcil put forvmrd. proposals of
which the principal points v/ere:-

A.H.B.

ID2/100
encl.A

Section (2) 1. That Naval officers seconded T/ould be given
commissions in the E,.A.F. as Flying officers.

2. That they would have the rank, pay, and authority
of their Air Force grading for all R.A.F, pvirposes.

5. That they would wear the Service dress of .l.A.F.
but retain the full dress and mess dress of the Navy.

4. That they v/ould be seconded for three years - any
extension being subject to the concurrence of the
Admiralty,

The Admiralty deferred their ansyrer until 24 April ̂ yhen they
replied that further discussion was necessary but in order

that there might be no delay in starting the training, tv/elve
officers v/ould be loaned (not seconded) for one year, at the
end of which time it was hoped that agreement could be reached.
To this the Air Council objected that if the officers y/ere

withdrawn or at liberty to withdraw after their year's initial
training, the expense of that training would have been
incurred Vifithout any corresponding service in return. They
suggested three years as a minimum and insisted that these

officers must be seconded to the R.A.F. and, while reserving
complete freedom v/ith regard to their posting, they had no

intention of employing aziy considerable proportion otherwise
than in appointments connected with naval work.

ibid

On 15 June 1920 the Admiralty agreed to secondment for

three years and further stated that they concuirred v/ith the

Air Council that it viras in the interest of the Navj,' as y;ell
as of the 2..A.F. for free circulation of officers to talce

place betvreen the different branches of the Air Service but

added that they must insist that naval yrork should primarily
be done by officers seconded from the Navy,
Council, who had been continually pressing to get the matter

settled, replied on 23 June agreeing to talce twelve naval
officers for training under the agreement novi reached.

The Air

The Admiralty promulgated a notice to the Fleet in July
and on 10 August sent the names of nine officers,
examination only seven of these were found to be medically
fit and on 27 November the Air Council pressed the Admiralty
to arrange for further supply as valuable time v;as being
lost and training facilities kept open y/ithout result.
Nothing traiispired mtil 10 January 1921, when the Admiralty
made a lengthy reply stating that the notice to the Fleet

had revealed few volunteers end suggesting a reconsideration
of the conditions.

On

This revolved around the points put
forward by the Air Council nearly a year before in Pebrueuy
1920. The Admii’alty no?/ stated:-

That three years secondment y/as too long as the
officers would be at a disadvantage on return to
the Navy and they therefore proposed a reduction
to tyro years.
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2. That Naval Lieutenants seconded should he pa,id as
Plight Lieutenants and not as Plying officers.

3. That there was great feeling against wearing R.A.P,
service dress.

h That a definite promise should he given of employ
ment in naval aircraft.

To this the Air Council replied on 18 January 1921 that they
could not accept these proposals because firstly,  a tvro year
period v/ould he a waste of money in training; secondly, the

proposed rate of pay would create injustice to R.A.P, officers;
and thirdly, it was impracticable to exercise authority in
R.A.P. stations in naval uniform and moi'eover those officers

already seconded had accepted the change without demur,
Finally the Council said that they must now tiy and make up,
by training from other sources, the valuable time which had
been v/asted over this discussion,

further conference they y;ould be glad to arrange,
another month's delay the Admiraltj'' concurred in the advantage
x'/hich v/ould have accx-ued had the scheme been successful but as

svifficient volunteers v/ere not forthcoming they considered
it desirable to postpone fxirther discussion mtil it vas known
what response was made to a call for Naval officers to

volunteer for duty as observers which they were proposing to
malce.

If the Admiralty wished a
After

ibid

It is difficult to resist the conclusion that the

Admira,lty had no real intention of ti^^ing to malce a success
of any secondment scheme but were determined to have complete
control over at least the observer branch,
on the reconnaissance side to the exclusion of all else was

iiigh-lightedin a GJ^J). pqxer by the Ila.val Staff in April1921 dn
Tifhich they considered ''that for Naval XTork it is the qualities
of observation and reconnaissance rather than attack which are

likely to prove the most vaduable in the futxnre development of
aircraft and which enable them to act on occasion as a substi

tute for the cori-esponding Naval Surface units''.

This insistence

C.I.D. 136c
April 1921
A.Ii.B.

IB/V4

Plowever, this paper was one of several circulated at the
time by both the Admiralty and V/ar Office ?/hich opiened the
first big battle against the Air Force and xvliich is dealt
X7ith in the nexct chanter.
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CMETEE. IV

.INTER-SERVICE COETROVEF^Y - 1921 TO 1923

(i) P£OJi^sal to discqi^lm^^ the construqtion of hattleships

In November 1920 the Admiralty requested a Cabinet deci

sion on the whole question of naval strength. The
Government’s policy of a "One-Power Naval Standard" required a
nev/ construction programme to be started in the financial year
1921/22, This had to include several battleships which the
Naval Staff considered v/ould remain the standard major

unit for at least 20 years. There were many, however, who

thought that the growing attack potential of submarines and

aircraft v/ould render the battleship obsolete long before this

date. Public interest was focused on the subject by a series

of articles in the "Times" newspaper durluig December 1920 by
Rear-Admiral Hall in which he claimed that not only v/as the

battleship doomed but that our sea supremacy could be as

adequately and more economically maintained by relatively
light surface craft, submarines and aircraft.

Cabinet and

C.I.D, Memos,

N,1 to N,5

A.H.B.ID^SS

N.S.C.2.

A.K.B./ID^88

On 29 December the Prime Minister directed that a Sub

committee of the Committee of Imperial Defenoe(l) should meet
to hear evidence on the question of the capital ship in the
Royal Navy and report such evidence and opinions to the main
Commit'cee» The Sub-Committee(2) heard a mass of expert
evidence from Naval and Air force officers,

expected the mo2?e senior naval officers supported the battle

ship but others of lesser rank considered the submarine as a

dan,gerous menace,
bombs T/as discounted because of the great hoigtit of release

necessary for penetration and the consequent difficulty of

hitting the target, while effective air attack with torpedoes
from low altitude vrere held to be unlikely in view of the

projected new multi-barrelled A/A pom-pom armament.
Regarding the submarine menace, aircraft v/ere not considered
to constitute any threat by dix’ect attack but their presence
over infested v/aters was held to be of value in forcing the

submergence of a-n;;, ’ hostile submarines lying in the path of a
squadron or convo3’' and so restricting their tactical radius of
attack.

As might be

Successful aircraft attack with heavy

The Chief of the Air Staff in his evidence made no

A.H.B./ID^89
ends, 1 to 14

clairfls for existing air attack possibilities but he v;as

confident that, given the money for development, in 10 years
time the efficiency of attack could be so improved that

aircraft would be able to sinlc battleships within a radius of
Meanwhile he considered that500 miles from a shore station,

ibid

end, 12

steps necessary to obtain and maintain supremacy in the air

v/ere more important than building capital ships v/ith their

questionable value to sea supremacy.

0) As the Committee of Imperial Defence and its sub
committees feature frequently in the subsequent text of

this volume, an explanation of its history, position and

authority is given at Appendix VII,
The Sub-Committee ;vas composed as under: -

Bonar Law (Chairman)
Hr, V/inston Churchill - Secretary of State for Air

H, Long - First Lord of the Admiralty
Sir Robert Home - Chancellor of the Exchequer
Sir Eric Geddes - Minister of Transport
Admiral of the Fleet Lord Beatty - First Sea Lord

Hr

Hr

(2)
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After long and careful consideration of loth written and

oral evidence, the Sub-Cornmittee, although differing amongst
themselves on minor points, came to the conclusion that the

capital ship remained the basis of Sea Povrer and that in any
period of time with which they were concerned there v/as no

development likely to occur to alter this position. Their

report to this effect was issued on 2 March 1921,

C.I.D. N.11

A.Ii.B./lD?/88
end, 10

fii) The Balfour Sub-Committee on the role of the Air Force

Arising out of the statements and opinions expressed
during the course of the Bonar Lav; Enquiry, the Air Staff

prepared a paper dealing \Yith the role of the Air Eorce in the

system of Imperial Defence, This v/as circulated by
Mr, l.'inston Churchill as C.I.D, paper No. 1 35G later in

March 1921. Briefly the claims put for^Yard ?;ere as follov/s:-

The primary function of the Air Eorce in the future
would be the defence of these Islands from invasion

by air from the continent of Europe, This defence
would largely take the form of a counter-offensive
from the air assisted by a ground organisation co
ordinated by the Air Ministrjr.

Certain responsibilities at present assigned to the
Navy and Army could be more economically and just as
adequately carried out by Air units, notably the
maintenance of order in certain areas of unrest in

the Middle East, the protection of the British
Islands from Overseas invasion, coast defence and
the protection of merchant shipping in certain areas.

Under present conditions the strength of the R.A.E,
at home vras absorbed by its functions as an
auxiliarjY to the Navy and Army, and, while the
proper discharge of these fimctions was of vital
importance, there should be more use made of the Air
Eorce as an independent arm used not as an auxiliary
but as a substitute for Naval and Military forces.

(a)

(1)

(c)

a.h.b./ibAA

A,H.B./ID^68(b)
pages 5 and 6

This paper may be considered as the starting point of the more

serious controversy which ranged with varying degrees of

intensity for the next four or five years. It was quiold-y
follovired by memoranda prepared bjr the Naval and G-eneral Staffs

which vigorously resisted most of the claims put fonr/ard by
the Air Staff,(l) Other papers dealing with the various
aspects of the problem and the extent of co-operation between

the Services viere circulated in the ensuing weeks,(2) These
papers and memoranda were considered by the Committee of

Imperial Defence and they empowered a Standing Defence Sub-

Committee, under the chainnanship of Mr, A. J, Balfour
(Lord President of the Council), to go into the v/hole question.

(l) By the Admiralty - C.I.D. I36C {2^/k/2^) and by the V/ar
Office - C.I.D. 139c (25/5/21). Eef: Both are in
A.H.B./IB/V^i-*

(2) By the ACiniralty - C.I.D. 270B
By the War Office - C.I.D. 272B
By the Air Ministry - C.I.D. I4.OC (27/5/21), 1i)-1C
(Jtme 1921) and 275B (l6/6/21),
Ref; All are contained in A,H.B,/IB/3/2 and TB/l^/l,,

(7/5/21)
(7/6/21)
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Accordingly the status and duties of the Air Service were

investigated by this Sub-Committee during the early summer of
1921 and each of the three Services stated their vlevs both

orally and in writing. It was fomd impossible to arrive at
any decision v/hich was acceptable to all three fighting ser
vices and a memorandum (C.I.D. 1if9C) was therefore issued by
Mr, Balfour on 26 July 1921 in v/hich he drew the following
conclusions;-

A.H.B.

IIK/5i;/lO/lO
and

H)2/68(b)
page 6

1. That the Air Force must be autonomous in matters of

administration and education.

2. That in the case of defence against air raids the
Army and the Navy must play a secondary role.

That in the case of military operations by land
or naval operations by sea the Air Force must be in
strict subordination to the Ceneral or Admiral in

supreme command.

3.

4. That in other cases, such as the protection of
commei-ce or attack on enemy harbours or inland
towns, the relations betv/een the Air Force and the
other Services must be regarded rather as a matter
of co-opex-ation than that of the strict subordination

necessary when the aeroplanes were acting merely as
aiixiliaries.

ibid Mr, Balfour ended by saying that this threefold relation
between the Air Force and the two other Seiwioes had no exact

precedent and vrould undoubtedly require tact and judgement on
the part of the Departments oonoemed.
to be logical and he was convinced that any attempt to reduce
the nevi: Air Force to an inferior position would seriously
hamper its vigorous development and might put us at a serious
disadvantage compared v/ith nations who, for whatever reason,
had abandoned rivalry at sea aiid desired to exploit to the
utmost the new yreapon v;hose edge could not be completely
tunaed by. any hostile superiority in fleets or armies.

Some of these conclusions v/ere not agreed by the
Admiralty, particularly those in which the Air Force was
regarded as an equal partner in co-operation,
the First Sea Lord said that *he knew of no operation in which
the Nays'" the Air have to co-operate in which the Navy would
not play a more important part than the Air Service*.
G-eneral Staff refused to accept any part of the conclusions and
the C.I.&.S, (Sir Henry '.Tilson) came out v/ith  a long and
agfpressive memorandun in v/hich he criticised Hr, Balfour’s

judgement, restated his claim for the abolition of the autono
mous Air Force and ended by demanding an examination into the

Air Force finances which, he said, would reveal the extrava
gancies of the Third Service,

the Air Staff expressed his amazement at this intemperate
attack, di’ew attention to the more glaring errors and mis
statements, and concluded that it v/as the bitterness of

failure which caused the Chief of one great Service to make
the unprecedented demand for an examination into the finances

of another - an attack perilously akin to Satan rebulcing sin,
Hov/ever, the Air Force would welcome such a scrutiny provided
it embraced all three Services,

But it seemed to him

In a memorandum

The

In a brief reply, the Chief of

C.I.D. 153c

a.h.b./;ib/V4

C.I.D. 150c

A.H.B./lIii/i/V7
enol, 5

ibid

enol, 6
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(iii) The Ceddes Committee and subsequent Cabinet Comraittee

The Government had already appointed a Committee to enquire
into National Expenditure and their investigations naturaRly
covered the question of the cost of the three figliting services.

ICnown as the Geddes Committee they had started their examina

tion at the end of August 1921.

Sir Eric Geddes (Chairman)
Lord Inchoape
Lord Earingdon
Sir Joseph Maclay
Sir Guy Granet
Mr. G. A, Steel (Secretary)

The members vrere:-

The terms of reference \rere to make recommendations to the

Chancellor of the Exchequer (Sir Robert Horne) for effecting
forthwith all possible reductions in the National Expenditure
on Supply Services. In so far as questions of policy were
involved in the expenditure under discussion, these would
remain for the exclusive consideration of the Cabinet; but it
was open to the Committee to review the expenditure and to

indicate the economies which might be effected if particular
policies were either adopted, abandoned or modified.

The Committee soon reported that the subject was of such

complexity and the need for retrenchment so imperative that
they proposed not to delay a report until the whole field had
been covered but to deal with Departments Y/here great
expenditure was involved as it was there that substantial
economies must be looked for,

fore came out as interim reports,
divided into three parts. Part I covered the Righting
Services, Part II dealt with Education, Health, Labour and Old
Age Pensions, and Part III reviewed the question of
Pensions.

Their recommendations there-

The first of these was

17ar

Other interim reports followed at intervals and

A.H,B./ID2/64

tiie Einal''£eport was not issued 'Lmtil 21 Pebruary 1922.

In this Narrative we are only concerned v/ith Part I of
the Eirst Inteiujn Report rdiich was submitted to the Chancellor
of the Exchequer in December 1921,
that in 1919 the Government had given instructions that the
estimates for the three Eighting Services were to be framed
'on the assumption that no great vmr was to be anticipated
v/ithin the next ten years'.
upon the principle of a 'One-Power Standard' which had been
adop'ood by the Government,
framed to provide certain gaz’risons overseas with a system of
reliefs for those garrisons knoYm as the 'Cardwell System',
The Air Force based its estimates on different considerations
in that they provided for the air needs of the Nav3^ and the
Army, and for the maintenance of a small Independent force as
a reserve.

In it the Committee noted

The Navy now based its estimates

The Army estimates were now

They also provided large sums of money for
education, training and research in the art of air navigation
and fighting, and for civil aviation,
struck with the fact that, in spite of the above reduced commit
ments, in the Provisional Service Estimates for 192^23, the
fifth year after the Armistice, v^ith a broken and exhausted
Europe and v/ith no German menace, v^e were to have far greater
fighting povYer, a larger personnel and greater preparations for
war than ever before in our history.

The Committee was much

They Y/ere of the opinion

ibid

3
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that these Estimates lacked co-ordination and until co

ordination was attaj.ned much overlapping and wasteful
expenditure v/as inevitable*

The Navy and Army had both urged orally and in writing
that the most effective and most economical use could not be

made of their Air Arms so long as the personnel was controlled

by another Service and suggested in general terms that
economies could be effected by the transference of these air
forces to their control. The bar Office also suggested
economies in supply, transport, education and medical services
which would result from such transference,(l) The Committee
did not accept this proposal and pointed out that by dividing
the Air force between the two Senior Services duplication
would be inevitable vfith consequent extravagant v;aste.
v/as the further disadvantage that without a separate existence

there was a grave danger that the Air Service would be unable

to v/ork out developments which might, in the next decade or so,
entirely revolutionise methods of attack and defence thus

rendering possible very large economies in the cost of 'the'

Fighting Services as a whole by substituting Air for Land or
Sea Forces.

There

ibid

The Committee had not been convinced that the Air Force

was less economically administered than the other tv/o Services

but they were impressed by the fact that public funds were
being spent in both the older Services because of their over

lapping with the Air, However, in their opinion full economy
could not be realised under existing conditions - the three

Forces must be brought mider a Co-ordinating Authority such as

a Ministry of Defence, and such a Ministiy in embryo already
existed in the Committee of Imperial Defence, All the argu
ments urged for the absorption of the Air Force into the tv/o

older Services applied also to the fusion of the three Services

under one Minister and great importance was attached to a

settlement of this question.

ibid

A detailed examination of each of the Service Estimates
Drastic cutsfor the year 1922/23 followed in the report,

were recomiTiended in all three Services - the Navy from £81

million to o£6C million, the Army from £75 million to
£55 million, and the Air Force from £13^ million to only
£15 million v/hich included the cost of air forces in Iraq,
Palestine and Egypt.

January 1922 was spent by the Service Departments in
pondering these unwelcome reductions. Upon careful scrutiny
of the Committee’s figures for the £5-g million out, the Air
Ministry discovered several anomalies and misapprehensions
imder which the proposed outs would only amount to a total
saving of £2-^ million. Furthermore this sum could equally be
saved by economies in other directions v/hich did not bear so

heavily on the squadron.strength at home. Their revised
figure v/as given as £11 million excluding the air forces in the
Middle East, The Admiralty criticised the Deport v/here it
touched upon the relations between the Navy and the Air,
particularly on the Committee's statement that the absorption
of the Air Force by the tv/o Older Services must result in

A.H.B./IDV65
ends, A and 6

ibid

end, 5

(l) This suggestion v/as again included in C.I.D.159C which the
Secretaiy of State for War (Sir Laming \;orthington-Evans)
sent to the Cabinet on A February 1922,
(iv) and (viii).

See sections
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wasteful duplication in experimental, design, supply and train
ing, They also protested strongly against the proposed
drastic reduction in the number of E..A.]?, squadrons allocated
to Fleet work.

Memoranda on these points as well as general protests by
all three Services against the severity of the cuts VYere
considered bj^ the Cabinet virho appointed a Committee to adjixli-
cate on the G-eddes Committee recommendations,
consisted of:-

The Committee

G.P.3692A
appendices
A.H.B./ID^65
end, 7

Mr, Winston Churchill - Secretary of State for the
Colonies (Chairman)

- Lord Chancellor

- Secretary of State for India
- President of the Board of Trade

Lord Birkenhead

Mr, E. S, Montagu
Mr, Stanley Bald’dn

They made their report on 4 February 1922 and as far as con
cerned the proposed Air Force Estimates, only a reduction of

million on the revised figure was decided as any further
economy would have to be at the expense of schools and training
establishments at home necessary’- to create a well-disciplined
and efficient Air Force, The Committee vms strongly Impressed,
as had been the G-eddes Committee, by the sense of economy and
thrifty administration possessed by the Chief of the Air Staff,
They did not feel that there ^Tas any large opening for further
pruning as the result might well be to destroy the efficiency
of the whole force and to a large extent v/aste such funds
virere still allocated to it,

considered reasonable at ElOf million excludlaig the Middle East
air forces.

as

The Air Estimates 7rere therefore

C,P,3692
ibid

end, 7

(iv) Further attacks on the Autonomous Air Force culminate in
a G-ovemment jironounoement

The V/ar Office, who had refused to accept the Balfour
Sub-Committee conclusions, nov? ignored the opinions expressed
by the G-eddes Committee and early in February 1922 the
ecretary of State for Y/ar (Sir Laming Worthington-Evans) laid

before the Cabinet a paper proposing the transfer of the Air
Ministry to the War Office, The Secretar;}^ of State for Air(l)
in opposing this claim recapitulated the more recent cases in
which similar demands by both the Admiralty and War Office had
been overruled by imparfcial arbitration and deplored the per
petual controversy y/hich was good for none of the Services
and led to nothing but discord,
more likely to result from willing and sympathetic co-operation
than from the conditions brought about by these constant efforts
to create friction by advocating the abolition of the Air
Ministry whenever an opportunity presented itself,
added to these remarks when almost simultaneously the Admiralty
launched a full blooded attack in a memorandum circulated to
the Cabinet which included the following:-

"The Admiralty is the sole authority responsible for the
defence of our sea communications, and has in the past
been responsible for advising as to the whole of require
ments for carrying out the naval policy of the Government

o

He said that economies were

Point y/as

C,I,D.159C
which became

C.P.3681
a,h,b./ib/V4

C,I.D,161C and
162C which

became C,P.3735
and 3736
A,H,B,/IB/V'4

(l) This was Captain F, S, Guest y/ho had taken over the post
from Hr. Winston Churchill on 14 February 1921,
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C.P.5700

oontaining
0.1.0.-1600

and for seeing that the expenditure approved is
allooated to the hest possible advantage.

The advent of the air weapon, which has become an
integral part of our Fleets, has provided the sole
exception to this wise rule. The efficiency of the
Fleet and its tactical and strategical employment are
largely dependent upon the efficiency of aerial equipment.
The strength of naval air units depends upon Air Ministry
finance. The Navy needs an air personnel totally
different from that which the Air Force requires,"

"It would be undesirable, in fact it is impossible,
fully to develop in this memorandum the argument in
favour of the abolition of the Separate Air Force, It
can only be said that the Admiralty are convinced of the
necessity for this step both from the point of viev? of
economy and efficiency,"

These main issues together with a recapitulation of previous
arguments by the three contending Departments were summarised
in a C.I.D. Paper by the Secretary (Sir Maurice Hankey) and
submitted to the Cabinet on 17 February 1922,

After once again considering the opposing arguments, the
Cabinet endorsed the previous conclusions of the July 1921
Balfour Sub-Committee and on 15 March 1922 decided that these

findings should form the basis of a Covemmental pronounce
ment in the House of Commons which should include  a further

statement that, while the Covemment did not propose to lay
down a policy for all time, the separate Air Ministry should
be maintained and that a sub-committee of the Committee of

Imperial Defence should be appointed to enquire into the
existing system of Naval and Air oo-operation and to advise
as to the way in which the Air Force could give to the Navy
the air service which the Navy requires.

Accordingly on 16 March 1922, in the House of Commons,
the Lord Privy Seal (Mr, Austin Chamberlain) made  a long state
ment in the course of which he recapitulated in somewhat biting
terms the rivalries between the Army and Navy which had made
necessary the creation of the Air Ministry and the constitution
of a separate homogeneous Air Force stressing the fact that it
was not theory derived from speculation in the past but was
practical experience after trying a great many other experi
ments which with the deficiencies they left proved the
necessity of creating the system now in force. He did not
want it thought that the G-ovemment were blind to the diffi

culties of the present system or to the present lack of perfect
harmony but in the Government's view the objections to the
absoi-ption of the Air Force by the Navy and Army were far
greater than any objections which could be raised against the
separate Air Ministry and Staff,
result of recent deliberation the Government had come to
oeitain decisions on policy v/hioh could not be confined to the
naval considerations alone of co-operation between the Air
Force and the Navj'’ but must cover a survey of the whole
position. He then read out the four principles enunciated by
the Balfour Sub-Committee and said that the Government would
appoint either a Standing Committee or the Sub-Committee of the
Committee of Imperial Defence to examine carefully into the
system of naval and air co-operation and to advise on how best
we could secure that the Air Force should be enabled to render

to the Navy the aid that they may require. Finally, in

SECEET

re-

He went on to say that as a

A.H.B.

IIK/5V10/10

C.I,D.163C
which became

C.P.375i^
A.H.B./IB/V4

Cabinet Office

18,22.1

A.H.B.

ID^68 (b)
page 7

Hansard Vol,151
No. 28

A.H.B./ID2/132
Separate Air
Force Part I

end. No,12
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ibid summing up, he said 'the G-overnment believed that to abolish

the Air Ministiy, to re~absorb the Air Service into the Array
and Navy, vroiild be a fatally retrograde step,
removed a little fi'iction and facilitated the co-operation
betvreen the Air Sei-vice and purely Naval and Military opera
tions, which is very doubtful, it would unquestionably retard
the development of the Air Services in their own element in

which it may be that the future of national defence lies,

take this step would be to bring back also all the evils of
divided control.

Services should regard themselves as the common servants of

the nation in endeavouring to attain a single object,
cannot be achieved so long as the existence of the Air Ministr;^''
and the Air Force remains in doubt and the Government thought
it right and fair to that Service, and no less fair to the
other two Services, that they should define their attitude in
this matter so that all may kno?/ what is expected of them and
what system they v/ould have to follow,'

^ Mi*, Churchill's efforts to settle the Nayy/Air Force
controversy ~~

Immediately after this pronouncement in Parliament it was
arranged with the approval of t2ie First Lord of the Admiralty
and the Secretary of State for Air that, before the Sub
committee of the Committee of Imperial Defence v/as convened,
an attempt should be made by Mr. Ninston Churchill (Secretary
of State for the Colonies) to arrive at an arrangement
agreeable to both Services by bringing the First Sea Lord and
the C.A.S, together in informal discussion,
by Mr. Churchill who sent a memorandum on the subject to the
two contestants on 17 March 1922 of which the following is
precis:-

Even if it

To

V/hat is now required is that the three

This

This was initiated

a

ibid

A.H.B./ID2/96
page 262

(1) The study and direction of a supreme sea battle
belongs in its integrity to the Admiralty,

It follows that the role of aircraft in the sea

battle must be prescribed by the Admiralty,

It folloT/s also that the Admiralty should prescribe
the quantity of aircraft'employed and the proportional
naval expenditure on aircraft for battle purposes.

From this it follo\?s that the Admiralty should ask
Parliament for the money and have full and unfettered
control over the said aircraft while employed for
naval purposes.

On the other hand, the Air Ministry was the reposi
tory of the science of aviation in all its branches

and v/as the supreme professional authority on aerial
war as a vdiole.

(2)

(3)

(i.)ibid

page 263

(5)

(6) The relations of the Air Hinistrjr to the Admiralty
in respect of purely naval services should be of the

nature of a laboratory and. shop for matei'*ial, and a
school and staff college for persormel.

The general unity of the Air Service should be
preserved even in regard to air-men of naval origin
serving under the Admiralty and for this purpose
there should, be an interchange of personnel between

(7)
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the Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force, and every
effort should be made to prevent crystallisation
into opposite and rival schools,

(8) The Royal Air Force should be regarded as the
parent service for all airmen in their capacity as
airmen.

In his reply, the First Sea Lord (Lord Beatty) said the
Admiralty had no desire to interfere with the Independent Air
Force v/hose co-operation with the Royal Navy was entirely a
separate question,

the Fleet which at present was supplied by another Service
over which the Admiralty had no control,
the Fleet v/as similar in all respects to either the capital
ship unit, the light cruiser unit or the destroyer imit,
a naval unit it must be manned, trained and controlled by the
Navy for the Navy,

In the Air Ministry both Mi-, Churchill* s memorandum and
Lord Beatty’s rep]y were circulated to Air Staff branches and
produced several reasoned ansv/ers for the consideration of

A reply was made to Mr, Churchill on 22 March by
the C,A,S. in which he maintained that the Admiralty demand
amounted to the thin edge of the wedge towards a separate
Naval Air Service,

formed, it was still immature and it was too early to thinlc
of moving in the direction of detaching the small branches
specially trained for work with the Navy and Army, However,
he was prepared, if the Navy would not attempt to push their
claims for more control over the Air Service than those out
lined below, to adopt the final solution foreshadowed in his
1919 Vfhite Paper but he asked in return for real goodjvill
from the Admiralty and he promised, on behalf of the Air
Force, to do his level best to understand the Admiralty's
anxiety in this matter and to give them all the responsibi
lity he possibly could,
to was as imder:-

What he demanded was a naval air arm for

The air unit for

As

the C.A.S.

Even though the central Air Force was nov

The system he was prepared to agree

ibid

page 264

A,H.B,/rD^100
End. 9

/

A,H.B./ID^96
pages 26z^.-267

1. The Admiralty to ask for what they required for
their Fleet and the Air Ministry would provide it.

The Admiralty to pay to the Air Ministry a grant-
in-aid. to cover the expenditure.

The Air Ministry to keep all imits up to strength
in per-soi^el and material, and all personnel should
remain vvith the Navy for a period of three years.
In return the .Navy must offer every facility to
Naval officers to become airmen and encourage a
few to go for general service in the Air Force to
gain wide air experience.

The training of the personnel prior to their alloca
tion to the Fleet, to be an Air Ministry
responsibility.

All personnel, both of Naval and Air Force origin,
should remain and be paid as aiitoen but should be
at all times in all respects nnder the absolute
orders of the Admiralty to do all that
required as airmen.

v/as

2,

3.

k.

5.
ibid
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6. All personnel v^hen ashore to he accommodated at Air
Force stations vriiich would he administered and paid

for hy the Air Ministry hut would remain under Naval
control for all practices and exercises designed to
maintain their efficiency for Fleet v/ork.

A senior Air Force officer, with a small staff of
permanent Air Force officers, to he on the staffs of
all Admirals commanding independent Fleets,

7.

Arising out of personal discussions on certain of these
points with Mr. Churchill, the C.A.S, added three further
clauses after a final meeting with him on 4 Hay:-

8. as in supreme command of all FleetsThe Admiralty,
and naval operations, to keep in the closest touch
with the R.A.F, Coastal Area and to enable such

close touch it vras desirable that the Coastal Area

Headquarters should he housed in the Admiralty or
close hy.

ibid 9. The Admiralty to he responsible for the number of
units required for embarkation with the Navy afloat
and for the payment for the same, and to he respon
sible for all air work hy these units both when
embarked and v/hile at shore stations when the work

is for the Navy afloat.

page 268

10. The Air Ministry to be responsible for all air
operations from shore bases, not only in their
independent capacity in carrying out the air defence
of Great Britain and other work allotted to them,
but also for those aerial operations carried out in
co-operation with the Navy to assist the Fleet in
operations afloat.

This comprehensive offer has been given in detail in
order to sho?/ the utmost that the Air Ministry was prepared to
go in satisfaction of Admiralty requirements for Fleet air
work v/hile still preserving the integrity of the Air Force,
The document v/as sent to Lord Beatty by Mr, Churchill at the
beginning of July and a conference on it v/as held at the

House of Commons on 10 July 1922 at vdiich were present
Mr, Winston Churchill, Lord Beatty, Sir Hugh Trenchard with
Sir John Chancellor as secretary. Lord Beatty opened by
still insisting that, as the Adniralty were responsible for
the fighting efficiency of the Fleet, they could not discharge
their duty so long as they had not absolute control over a

service which now formed an integral part of the fighting
force of the Fleet and was essential to the efficient conduct

of a naval action, Mr, Churchill pointed out that this was
in fact a demand for a separate air service which in vie'w of
the recent Cabinet pronouncement he could not discuss. His
object no?/ was to bring together the divergent views of the
Admiralty and Air Hinistr;}'- on the subject of co-operation.
Sir Hu^i Trenchard. asked v/hat precisely ?/as ?/rong v/ith the
existing system when adjusted by his tabled proposals. There
was no friction bet?/een the junior officers of the Navy and
Air Service but he feared that if a Naval Air Service ?/ere

re-created it ?/ould stagnate with no senior Air Force officers
available. The great advantage of the Unified Air Service was
that it permitted the use of bomber and fighter squadrons
indifferently for Air Force, Naval or Military duties as
exigencies demanded. Lord Beatty avoided any direct answer

C,A,S,

Personal Papei^s

ibid
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to these remarks and reverted to the disagreement about the
provision of officer personnel and Mr. Churchill finally
directed that each side should prepare a report on how their
differing schemes y/ould vrork out in practice showing the res
pective expenditure and career futures of the personnel
concerned. He would then convene a further meeting.

During the ensiling weeks of Julj'- and early August tempers
rose and several strongly yrorded letters wei^e sent to
Mr. Churchill by each of the opposing factions in which the
Admiralty continued to demand complete control of the Fleet
air units and the Air Ministry continued to oppose on the
grounds that this would constitute a separate Air Force,
The matter passed out of informal discussion by the circula

tion of a Paper by the Admiralty to the Committee of Imperial
Defence on 22 July containing the follovdng;-

’There is no desire on the part of the Admiralty either
to abolish the Air Ministry or to destroy the Royal Air

Force, On the contrary, the Admiralty vrould regard such

a step as retrograde and detrimental to their own, as well
as to the national, interest
the Navy is a Naval Unit of the fighting fleet exactly
similar to the Light Cruiser or Destroyer Arm, It is for
use in the sea battle. The Naval Air Unit does not form

a separate Naval Air Service, The unit is a naval unit,
an arm of the Fleet, equipped by the Navy for the Navy,
The Naval Air Unit v;ill act v/ith other units in the

naval battle, it cannot be vdthdravm from a modem fleet
without destroying the composition of that fleet ,
The duties and activities of the Independent Air Force,
which should be the Air Ministry's responsibility, are
entirely separate from those of the Air Arm of the Navy,
Air Forces are required to co-operate with the Navy in

the control of sea communications and defence of bases,
and not being definite naval air units are available for

other air purposes if necessary. Such air forces miglat
advantageously form a Naval Ning under the Air Ministiy
keeping in close touch with the Sea Service, The deci
sions of H.i'i, Government in regard to the function and
responsibility of the Independent Air Force under the Air

Ministry are clear and definite, and at the moment are not
being called in question,*

A fev; days later, Mr, Uinston Churchill (Secretary of
State for the Colonies) drew up a memorandum simimarising the
system and intentions of the independent Air Force since its
inception v/ith regard to co-operation with the Army and the
Navy, He deplored the continuous opposition and attempts to
split off from the Air Force the arms working for the two older
Services, He maintained that an organisation on the existing
lines would be far more efficient, harmonious and economic
than the divided and disjointed rivalries which v^ould result
from the alternative schemes put forward. All that was
needed to make the present system a complete success was per
severance and a termination of the disturbing uncertainty of
the last two years.

,  But the Air Arm cf

A.H.B,/ID^100
ends, V+-^6

C.I.D.357B
A.H.B.

IIK/5VIO/IO

lB/3/8
and

C,I.D.360B

A.H.B./IB/3/8

The Admiralty Paper was answered on 26 July by the
Secretary of State for Air in v^hich he refuted their conten

tion that the aircraft w-orking with the Fleet v/ere a naval
unit similar to the Light Cruiser or Destroyer arms,
and similar quibbles appeared to him to stem from an underly
ing fear by the Admiralty that they had not full control of

SECRET

This.C.I.D,362B

A.H.B./IB/3/8
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these air imits but under the present sjT'stem they did have
complete disciplinaiy aad__operational control of all shipborne
Air Eorce units. The letter included a memorandum by the
C.A.S, in which he dealt in detail v/ith all the Admiralty com
plaints and showed hov/ their abstract principles and contentions
were divorced from any concrete proofs that the existing system
was in any v/ay failing to give satisfaction.

The Secretary of State for Aii- followed up this ansv/er by a
direct appeal to the Cabinet drawing their attention to certain
considerations to be pondered v/hen they examined the demand of

the Admiralty for a separate Naval Air Service for, he said,
sti’ipped of the camouflage of teolmical detail with which the
argument was obscured, the Admiralty’s demand was no more and
no less, firstly, the question should be examined broadly
from a political and not from a professional point of vievf.
Secondly, a correct solution of the air problem vras of import
ance to the T/ell-being of the Empire, whether in peace or war,
and consequently there was need for avoiding a premature
decision,

of the sound and symmetrical structure of the present Unified
Air Eorce and it could not now be liglitly pulled down in a day
and re-formed as two or three different Services,

He went on to instance the occasions in February 1920 ¥/hen
the Admiralty repudiated any id.ea of opposing the autonomous
nature of the Air force, then in Eebrua,py 1922 clamoured for
its abolition and nov;, less than six months later, their
convictions had apparently undergone another reversal but he
noted that in this most recent disavowal the Naval Staff let

fall the remark that the function aiad responsibility of the
Independent Air Eorce under the Air Ministry v/ere not at the
moment being called in question. It v/as impossible to resist
the conclusion that their present proposals were but the thin
edge of the wedge which, once inserted, v/ould be driven in
deeper and deeper to cause an ever v/idening fissure.

Continuing, he said, the Acliairalty’s claims in C,I,D,357B
were based on abstract statements of theoretical principle and
had little practical value. The counter—claims and counter
arguments were a waste of time and effort. The Air Ministry
vrere prepared to reaffirm their acceptance of the principle
that the Naval Commander should have complete operational and
disciplinaiy control of air units accompanying the fleet and
that no such unit would be v^ithdrawn from the fleet without the
consent of the Admiralty, unless by the overriding authority of
the Cabinet, The Air Ministry had not been able to give the
Navy all the machines tliey would like but this applied equally
to Army requirements and the R,A.E. requirements for Home .
Defence but the only bar to a fiiller provision had been lack

In so far as concerned aircraft to accompany the
fleet, the Navy had received thh full tale of machines
warranted by its existing carrier capacity and therefore has
all the aircraft which it can at present profitably accommodate.
Furthermore the Admiralty have not pointed out any tangible
defects of the present system worthy of serious consideration,

finally he urged that the existing system be further
tried out for a period of at least tv/o years observing that the
five years repeatedly stated necessary to reconstruct the
Postvirar Air force would not be completed until 192A, If the
Admiralty will second to the Air force a sufficient mxaber of
•fficer’s of appropinate ranlc, the R.A.F, will train them in
flying and air organisation so that should the Eovemment at

five laborious years had gone to the building up

of funds.

A,H,B./ID^132
Part II

end. No, 2

ibid

ibid
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some future date decide to reverse their recent policy deci

sion, the Admiralty worald then he in a far better position
to undertake the administration of its oma Naval Air Arm than

they are today,

f vi) An increase in R.A.E strend;h approved for Home Defence

Arising out of the Cabinet endorsement of the Balfour
Sub-Committee conolusions, the Standing Defence Sub-Committee
had decided to institute a special enquiry into the dangers to
T7hioh the United Kingdom was e3q>osed from air attack,
report had been rendered in April 1922 to. the effect that if
the Government decided that the Continental air menace, as

outlined in the attached Air Staff memoinndum, demanded a
greater state of preparedness than existed, steps should be
taken to strengthen the Air Eoroe at home*(l) After
oonsidemtion during May bv the Standing Defence Sub-Committee,
the chairman (Lord Balfour) submitted a Note (C.I.,D.108a)
to the Prime Minister with a view of obtaining a policy deci

sion by the Cabinet or a full meeting of the Committee of

pnperial Defence with the Prime Minister in the Chair.

After consideration of various papers and statements on

the subjeot(2) the Committee of Imperial Defence agreed to
the proposals for an increase in the Home Defence Force.
These received Cabinet approval and were annotmoed by the
Prime Minister in the House of Commons on 3 August 1922 as
under; -

The

1. An addition should be made to the R.A.P, for Home

Defence of 20 new squadrons (500 aircraft) at an
increased cost of £2 million per annum.

2. The Air Ministry were onpowered to place orders at
once with private firms for a certain number of
aeroplanes the bulk of which would be delivered
the next year.

3» The foregoing decision would not prejudice a fur
ther expansion of the R,A.F. if later on this was
found necessary to our national security. This
question would be considered in the li^t of the
financial sitxiatipn next year and of the air policy
adopted by other Powers.

At the same time it was announced that the enquiry into the
system of Naval and Air co-operation had not yet been
completed.

(vii^ The Navy/Air Force controversy comes to a head

Not only was the enquiry not completed but no fxurther
progress at all was being made by the informal disoTissions
with Mr, Winston Churchill, The impasse remained unaltered
until the resignation of Mr, Lloyd George^ s Government in

October 1922 brought further hopes of a settlement to an end
and the Imperial Defence Sub-Committee on the subject was

(1) This was C,I,D,106A.
(2) These were C.I,D,107A and 109A to i15A.

contained in A.H,B./IB/S/3,
All are
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never oonvened.(l) However, the ooirtroversy continued in the
form of propaganda issued by both contestants and much lobby
ing in Parliamentary circles.

The matter came to a head on 20 February 1923 v/hen the

Prime Minister sent for Lord Heatty and pressed for a post
ponement of the issue until the recent Air Force esq^ansion
scheme was more fully imder way but the First Sea Lord was not
to be moved in his determination to force the issue to a

point. A compromise was suggested by the new First Lord of

the Admiralty (Mr. L. S, Amery) that in order to preserve the
outward integrity of the Air Foroe the naval vinits, manned by
naval personnel and a sprinkling of Air Foroe officers, should

be shown on both the Admiralt-y and Air Force Lists, and that

the Admiralty should make a grant-in-aid to the Air Foroe

Estimates for the naval personnel,
entirely under the Admiralty for pay, promotion and everything
else but would receive their initial training with the R.A.F,
But both the Secretary of State for Air and the G.A.S.
(Sir Hugh Tranohard) took the view that there was no chance
of peace upon these terms.

These latter would be

C.A.S.

Personal Papers

On 22. February, Lord Beatty saw Sir Samuel Hoare and said
that when he first took up his appointment he had been asked

by Sir Hugh Trenohard not to press the issue for the Naval Air

Units as in a short time the Air Force would be strong enough
to: .stand by itself virithout the Naval Units. Year after year
he had been put off and now with the Air Force expansion scheme

in train he could wait no longer and insisted on the issue

being joined at once. Sir Samuel told him if that was his

view the only course to be taken viras to refer the case to an

impartial enquiry.

ibid

Later on the same day the First Lord and Secretary of

State for Air saw the Prime Minister and agreed to abide by
the findings of a Committee to be appointed without delay into

This Committee to bethe whole question of National Defence,
either a Cabinet Committee or one composed of two or three

accepted authorities such as Lord Balfour, Lord T/eir and
Lord Esher,

allocated by the Admiralty for the separate Naval Air Arm shotild

be attached to the Air Force for discipline and training.
Should the decision go in favour of the Navy, they would con
tinue as Naval Airmen in the Naval Air Arm,

agreed that in the interim period dviring which the Ccmmittee

was sitting there sliould be a truce on both sides in the matter

of propaganda.

Pending the report, the naval personnel already

Finally it was

A.H.B./ID^IOO
end, 17

(l) Mr, A, Bonar Law replaced Hr, Lloyd Ceorge as Prime Minister
and on 2 November 1922, Sir Samuel Hoare was appointed
Secretary !of State for Air in place of Captain F, E, Cuest,
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(viii) T^e Salisbury Main Committee on.. National Defence

Accordingly on 9 March 1923 the Prime Minister directed
that a Sub-Committee of the Committee of Imperial Defence(l)
should meet to enquire into the co-operation and correlation
between the Navy, Array and Air force from the point of view of

National and Imperial Defence generally, including the
question of establishing some co-ordinating authority, whether

'by a Ministry of Defence or otherv/ise, and, in particular, to
deal with;-

(a)A.H.B. The relations of the Navy and Air force as regards
the control of fleet air work.ID^68(a)

page iv
(t) The corresponding relations betv;een the Army and

Air force.

(c) The standard to be aimed at for defining the
strength of the Air force for purposes of Home and
Imperial Defence,

At its first meeting, on 15 March, the Sub-Committee discussed
their terms of reference and the general method of conducting
the enquirj’- whose scope necessarily covered a vast field of
investigation. Having taken note that the Admiralty did not
dispute the existence of a sej^arate Air Ministry, it was
agreed that a special Sub-Coraraittee should be appointed with
Lord Balfour in the Chair, and Lord Peel and Lord ¥eir as
members, to enquire into term of reference (a) - ’The
relations of the Navy and Air foi-oe as regards the control of
fleet air vrork’ - on the understanding that their enquiries
would have to be correla-ted to the main enquiry.

To avoid confusion the parent body is hereafter referred-
to as Lord Salisbury’s Main Committee and any sub-committees 

■

appointed by them by their chairman’s name e,g. Lord Balfour’s
Sub-Committee,

ibid

pages 31-33

Although not strictly germane to the story of the
Maritime Air force, the conclusions of the Main Committee are
of great interest. During the course of its meetings, which
lasted up to the end of October,(2) it was found that some
immediate recommendations \?ere d.esirable for submission to

The earliest of these formed the subject of an
Interim Report (H.D. A6 and 1,7 dated 12 June) in v/hich was
the Cabinet,

(1) The composition of this Sub-Committee
Lord Salisbury (Chairman) - Lord President of the Council
Mr, Stanley Baldwin - Chancellor of the Exchequer
Lord Curzon - Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
The Duke of Devonshire - Secretary of State for the Colonies
Lord Derby - Secretary of State for War
Lord Peel - Secretary of State for India
Mr, L, S, /imery, M.P. - First Lord of the Admiralty
Sir Samuel Hoare - Secretary of State for Air
Lord Balfour

Lord Weir

Sir Maurice Hmikey - Secretary
(2) For those who wish to read the final complete Report, see A.H.B,/ID2/68(A)

pages 2 to 20,
C.P.if6l(23).
colleagues for their prolonged labours on this Enquiry, the Prime Minister
and Cabinet agreed on 16 November 1923 to approve It. Ref; Cabinet 56 (23)
contained in A,H.B./IA/36/1 end, 56,
Parliament and published as Cmd,2029.

was;-

It was dated 15 November and was laid before the Cabinet as
After thanking the Lord President of the Council and his

It was announced In both "Houses of
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urged a prompt increase in the R.A.E. for Home Defence to a

strength adequate for protection against air attack hy the
strongest Air Eorce within striking distance of this country,(1
The Report received Cabinet approval on 20 June (Cabinet 3^(23)
and on the same day it was announced in both Houses of
Parliament that the Home Defence Air Force would be increased

as soon as possible to 52 squadrons (17 fighter and 35 bomber)
thus adding 34 new squadrons to the authorised strength of the
Royal Air Force,(2)

The subject of co-ordination for the thi-ee Services

received much attention and it was finally concluded that no
form of Defence Ministry would be superior to the existing
machinery under the Committee of Imperial Defence but the
membership of this Committee should be enlarged to include the
three Chiefs of Staff,(3) During the heai’ing of evidence,
Sir Hugh Trenchard suggested the formation of a Chiefs of Staff
Committee to advise the Committee and Cabinet on Defence

problems so that a co-ordinated policy could be presented
instead of each Service producing its own independent opinions.
He also strongly advocated the early institution of a
Joint Staff College,
of consideration since December 1922 by a special sub-committee
under the chairmanship of Mr. E. F. L. Rood, M.P.(4) They made
their report on 11 May 1923 and recommended the establishment

a Joint College, to be called the Imperial Defence College,
v/hioh should be located in London,

ted from graduates of the Staff Colleges and officers of the
Dominion forces should be eligible fox’ admission,
should be exercised by the Committee of Imperial Defence vdio
Trould lay dov/n the policy to form the basis for the instruction
given which aimed at producing a body of officers trained to
look at the problems of war as a whole with a ooimnon doctrine
in I’egard to defence policy,
were accepted by the Covemraent and the decisions were presented
to Parliament in August I923 in Gmd. 1938.(5)

Regarding the co-operation and correlation betv/een the
three Services from the point of view of National and Imperial
Defence, the Main Committee, after' long considei’ation of the

This latter project had been the subject

of

Students should be seleo-

o’apcrvxsxon

All the above recommendations

A.H.B.

ID2/68(a)
pages 14-16

IA/36/1
end, 32

and

A.H.B.

ID2/68(a)
pages 6-12
and 18-20

ibid

page 229

C.I.D.409B
A.H.B.

ID2/68(b)
pages 193-197

A.H.B.

IIK/5VIO/7
end, 1

0) Relevant Papers concerning this subject - N.D. 4, 6, 10, 11,
21, 24, 25, 27, 31, 32, 37, 39, 41, 42, hi,, 46 and 47 -
all of which are in A.Ii.B./lD2/68(B).
The Air Forces of the Dominions viere not included in the
authorised figure. At this time there were in existence
the South African Air Force (first formed 9 August 1920,
the Royal Australian Air Force (first formed on
1 April 1921, and the Royal Canadian Air Force (first
formed on 1 April 1922),
Relevant Papers - N.D. 7 to 9, 13, 15, 28, 54 to 56, 59
and 66 (C.P.346 (23)) - all of which are in A.H.B,/ID2/68(b)
The other members were:- Rear-Adniral H. R, Richmond,
Hajor-G-enez’al C. F. Romer, Air Vice-Marshal
Sir w'. &, H. Salmond and Mr, E H, Millar (Treasury).

(2)

(3)

(4)

The Chiefs of Staff Committee was not officially instituted
as a Standing Committee to the Imperial Defence Committee
until May 1926 (C.I.D.685B), and the Imperial Defence
College was not finally approved until Juie 1926,
first course opened in January 1927 (C.I.D.698B),

The

(5)
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evidence submitted, put forward no suggestions to change iu

anj'- way the principles enunciated in July 1921 hy Mr. Balfour

and adopted hy the &ovemment in the House of Commons
pronouncement on 16 March 1922 but they did recommend further
examination of an additional principle that where more than

one Service was concerned in belligerent operations, one

Service should be selected as the predominant partner. It is

of interest that during the evidence given, the Naval Staff

considered that in the early stages of a vmr with  a V/estem

European Power it would be necessarj'' to divert north-about
Scotland all the mercantile traffic bound to and from the East

Coast until such time as co-operation by the Air Force could

be relied on for the protection of convoys against enemy air
and submarine attack. But the Naval Staff refused to accept
the views of the Air Staff as to the probable enforced closing
of the .v'estem Mediterranean to British merchant shipping
through enemy air action. The widest difference of opinion
between the two Services shovi^ed itself on the question as to
what degree the advent of air power would affect free naval
and shipping movements in the narrow seas and the Committee
recommended further investigation into this subjeot,(l)

The enquiry into the term of reference (b) - 'The
corresponding relations between the Army and Air Force' -

produced another series of v/ar Office attacks on the existence

of the separate Air Force in v/hich, however, they nere not
supported by the Admiralty who were only concerned to get their
o\m Naval Air Arm detached from the main body of the R,A,F.
The Main Committee were quite unable to accept the views
expressed by the G-eneral Staff but Lord Derby asked that his
dissent from this conclusion might be recorded,(2) The
Cabinet concurred v;ith the finding on 9 July and confirmed the
existing situation under which the Royal Air Force v/as admini
stered by the Air Ministry as a separate Department of State,

A.H.B.

ID^68(a)
pages 6 and 18

ibid

page 5

One other matter among ¥ar Office claims deserves to be

An earlier ¥ar Office accusation of extravagantmentioned,

duplication by the separate Air Force in certain administrative
sections had been under examination by a special sub-committee
appointed by the Cabinet under the chairmanship of Lord ¥eir.
The sections concerned were the Medical, Dental and Chaplain
branches- and the sub-committee found that no substantial

economy could be secured by amalgamation uirder Amy control
whereas efficiency vrould definitely suffer under such a scheme.
Their report v/as accepted by the Cabinet on 30 May 1923.
(Cabinet ,1A;. (23) (2)),

C,I.D.388B
which became

C.P.22 (23)
A.H.B./IB/3/8
and

ID^68(b) .
page 141

.(ix) The Balfour Sub-Committee on the Fleet Air Arm

Before relating the proceedings and conclusions of this
important Sub-Committee it would be as yrell to give a brief
account of the R.A

the units for Fleet work vrere provided, manned and trained.
From novf onwards such mits becaiae knovsi as the Fleet Air Arm,

Coastal Ai-ea and the system under which

(1) Relevant Papers - N.D. 5, 12, 16, 18 to 20, 26, 30, 35,
45 ftnd 53 - all of which are in A,H.B./ID^68(b),
Relevant Papers - N.D. 14, 23, 33, 34, 3S, kO, 50 to 52,
57 (C.P.292(23)). and 58 (c.P.299(23)5 - all of which are
in A,H.B./ID^68(b) , In addition, two Papers Vfere cir
culated dii-eot to the Cabinet by the S. of S, for War,
C.P.296(23) against the continuance of a separate Air
Service and C.P.294(23) criticising the Air Staff scheme
for Home Defence, Both were refuted by the S, of S, for

Air in C.P.310(23) dated 5 July.
SECRET
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(2)
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(a) The Coastal Area organisation in April 192J,

relationship with the Hayy

The Air Officer Commanding Coastal Area was adviser in

the first place to the Admiralty on air matters (the
C.A.S, was chief adviser to the Admiralty),

The Senior Air Staff Officer (S.A.S.O.) of Coastal Area
was always in close touch with the head of the
Admiralty Naval Air Division,

The C,-in~C, Atlantic Eleet had an E..A.E, officer on

his staff as air adviser.

(a)

1,

2,

3.

A.H.B,

ID2/96
pages 3A2-3Mh

The Captain of an aircraft carrier had a Wing Commander
who acted as air adviser.

5. The Croup Captains in command at No, 10 Croup and the
R.A.E. base at Leuohars had orders to keep in close
touch with the various naval C,s-in-C

Officers of H,M.S,_ Excellent (Naval Cunnery School) ,
H.a.S. Vernon (Naval Torpedo School), the Naval Signal
School and the Submarine Headquarters at Cosport,
Exercises were continually being carried out in co
operation v/ith these establishments.

the Commanding•»

(t) The supply of jiircraft X^^ the Fleet _Air Arm wa,s as
f oliov^s; -

1, New design, experimental and research work \?ere
carried out by the Air Ministry but naval requirements
were incorporated after consultation vfith Admiralty
technicians.

ibid

pages 338-3I(.0
2, The Air Ministry v;as solely responsible for the

production of all the aircr-aft. The numbers required
were agreed vdth the Admiralty and were maintained by
the Air Ministry at full streng-bh together with the
correct proportions of machines in reserve, the neces
sary spare parts and the various shore establishments
required for their maintenance, N.B. the strength
v/as governed by the number of Carriers in commission
and the Air Ministry had made arrangements in their
programme to provide for an increase when the two new
Carriers were complete in 1923/24«(1)

3. No, 10 Croup and Il.A.F. Leuchars were responsible to

supply machines and personnel to the Carriers,
fljding-off-turret machines were required, Leuohars
did this as well.

If

(1) The strength and disposition of Il.A.F, Coastal Area, includ
ing the Fleet Air Arm, is given for April 1923 in Appendix V,
Starting from May, the ’Squadron* as a unit was i-eplaoed by
the ’Flight’ of six aircraft as it was usually only six
machines of a t3q>e that were embarked on a Carrier,
expansion in the numbers of these Flights commenced in this
month.

Appendix YI,

An

The performance of aircraft types is given in
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k-. An officer at A.H.Q. Coastal Area was detailed
solely for technical duties in the Carriers and was
a member of the Joint Technical Committee,

Carrier had a permanent staff consisting of a Wing
Commander and technical officers, and a certain
number of other ranlcs, who remained permanently in
the ship•

Each

5. Flights of different types of machines were embarked
as ordered by the C,-in-C, Axtlantio Fleet,

5, E:xp>erience had shown that sufficient training could
not be given in a Carrier to keep the flights at a
proper pitch of efficiency and it was the custom to
disembark them at least every six months for inten
sive training on an aerodrome,
never disembarked v/ithout the concurrence of the

Senior Naval Officer,

These units were

(c) The supply of personnel was effected as under:-

1. The Air Ministrjr was responsible for the aupply of
officers and other ranlcs for duty ̂ 7ith the Fleet Air
A.rm with the exception of certain naval officers
employed as observers in * spotting' machines and the
naval W/T operators working with them. The existing
nuiiibers at home were 115 officers and 631 other
ranlcs. Up to date there had been a certain number •

of R.A.F. officers with previous naval experience in
the Fleet Air Arm but these numbers vrould diminish
as time went on.

ibid

pages 3A0
and 341

2, The supply of R.A.F, officers to meet future demands
would contain a proportion of officers holding
permanent commissions as well as those with short
service commissions.

3. The Air Ministry had hoped that the system of
'seconding' naval officers to the R.A..F. would
provide a large proporcion of the Fleet A.ir Arm but
this system v;as looked on T/ith disfavour by the
Admiralty and in consequence had proved a failure
up to date.

ibid

pages 350-353

(a) Operational procedure

The A.O.C, Coastal Area dealt direct with the various

Naval C,s-in-C, on operational matters involving
the embarking and disembarking of machiues and
personnel.

1.

2, Orders for the aircraft actually embarked were
given by the C,-in-C, of the Fleet or Squadron to
which the Carrier was attached, assisted by his air
adviser.

3. Orders for the aircraft when disembarked were given
by the A.O.C. Coastal Area working in oonjimction
with the Naval C,-in-C, in accordance with the
exercises required.

All reports on operations were forwarded, direct by
the R.A

and a copy to the A..0.C, Coastal Area.
officers concerned to the Naval C,-in-C,

4.
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5. After operations a conference usually took place
akoard the fleet or squadron flagship, attended by
the E.,A,r, officers concerned.

6. If bombing experiments vrere required, application
was made by the A.O.C. Coastal Area to the Air
Ministry as no bombing imits existed in the Coastal
Area Command.

7. Air units when embarked on boai-d H.M, Ships or
Carriers automatically came under the Naval Discipline
Act,A.H.B,

IIIV'5ViO/lO
Pack No, 2 8. Air units when disembarked came under the orders of

the A,0,C, Coastal Area but the Naval personnel did
not come under the Air Porce Discipline Act,

All r'equests from the Navy for Aerial Operations
were received by the Oroup Captains at No, 10 Group
and Leuchars v/ho instructed the unit concerned to

provide aircraft and issued general air instructions
for the operation required together with any instruc
tions he might receive from the Navy bearing on the
particular operation. In the case of a major opera
tion, the H.Q. Coastal Area v/as informed.

9.

ibid During the year 1922 aei'ial operations included the
following;- Long Distance Reconnaissance, Torpedo attacks(l)
on the fleet and on sin^e ships. Dusk Torpedo attacks, Bomb

dropping on H.M.S. Agamemnon, Machine gun firing at
H.M.S.Agamemnon, spotting fall of shot for H,M. Ships,
Lookout exercises ¥;ith the fleet, ¥/T exercises, Visual Signal
exercises, Inclination exercises v;ith the fleet. General
Photographic work for the fleet. Smoke Screen exercises, and

Observing of Submarines,

(e) Training of Persoiinel

The following essentials vrere carried out at other
E.A.f. establishments and not done in the Coastal

Area schools:- Initial and preliminary flying train
ing up to the handling of the Service type machines
except seaplanes; Aerial Gunner^'' and Bombing
instruction; Photographic instruction; and the
training of other ranks in their various trades
before being drafted into the Coastal Area,

Annual Training in the Coastal Area in the following
subjeots;-

Signals and V//T with special reference to naval
procedure and requirements.

Aerial Reconnaissance, including fleet formations,
tactics and ship recognition.

1.

2.

5. fleet Spotting, including Range and Bearing finding,
and concentration of fire signals and procedure.,ibid

Air Navigation and Pilotage including Compasses,
Charts, and Haps.

4.

(l) See Appendix X,
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Seamanship, Naval Routine and Etiquette.

The above syllabus was taught during tvro periods, each of

tvro months, each year and in addition complete courses of

G-rouiid and Aerial &unnery were carried out by all officers

annually.

5.

Sjeoial Courses for officers req uirlng Iiifdier trajning - in
fleet work

Marine Observers - Six months course at Lee-on-Solent

which comprised all the subjects enmerated under
Annual Training but at a much higher standard and with
the additional subjects of convoy and anti-submarine
work together with practical v/ork carried out with the
fleet,

pass througli a two months course of Aerial G-unnery and

Bombing at Eastchuroh and then to complete six months
practical work in a Service Squadron before being granted
a specialist qualification,
also vient through this course except for the Eastchuroh
portion.

Air Pilotage - A three months course at Calshot had

recently been substituted for the special years course
in Aerial Navigation which had by nov/ supplied a suf
ficiency of highly trained Navigators.
Pilotage course was considered adequate to enable Pilots
to navigate out of sight of land,
subjects of instruments, compasses, meteorology, charts,
D,R, navigation, mathematics and trigonometry together
with practical air work,

T.yai^^ing - Three months course at Calshot to

candidates who had already qualified in the air as pilots
of land machines,

supply of pilots for seaplanes, amphibians and flying
boats.

Pupils on this course were also required to

The Naval Officer Observers

Tte Air

It included the

This course was to maintain the

ibid

?.o.^P.edo Jork - Six months course at Gosport which v/as
for pilots of Torpedo flights. In addition to a working
knowledge of the weapon itself,. pupils v^ere taught the
strategy and tactics employed by the torpedo squadrons.
Selected pupils were sent on for further instruction in

stripping, assembling and running torpedoes at the Naval
Torpedo School in H.M.S, Vernon,
officers, a number of fitters were trained in torpedo
fitting.

In addition toibid

PJ'^Qtog^nphy - Selected officers were sent periodically
to the R.A.f, School of Photography^ for both short and
long courses and all Observers wei'e required to attain
the standard for fleet work.

Operators - Subsequent to their initial training,
all wireless operators were ti-aineci in Naval Procedure with

their service, squadrons and naval TT/t operators vvere
trained in air v/ork.

Deck Landing - All pilots destined for embarkation in
Carriers vrere trained in Deck Landing which was first
carried out on marked-out decks on the aerodrome and then

in actual practice on H.M.S. Argus,
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The jjroceedj^gs of the Sub-Committee

The details of the R.A Coastal Area organisation have
been given rather fully in order to shou to what degree the
Air Ministry had gone in making every possible effort to provide
an efficient fleet Air Arm,

•d-‘ •

Basically the Admiralty complaint
was insistence on the historic principle that, as the sole
responsibility for fleet efficiency was vested by Letters
Patent in the Lords Commissioners, the Board must have complete
control over all arms contributing to this efficiency,
these now included the relatively new Air Arm nothing less than
a clean cut from the R.A.F, to the Navy would satisfy them.
It followed that they were not interested in making' the existing
or any other system workable and this explarjis much of their
inconsistent and sometimes nebulous oritioism that, although
they could point to no serious failure on the part of the R.A.E
thej'' could themselves do the job better. On the other hand,
the case for the Air Ministry was equally fervid insistence
the more recent principle of a single and undivided Air
Service which could satisfy the closest oo-opera,tion demands
from the Navy y/hile still preserving its integrity.

As

• >

on

The Balfour Sub-Comraittee held its first meeting
20 March 1923 and decided to circulate the Papers containing
the more recent opinions at issue on the relations betyyeen
the tvro Services(’l) and then to call for oral evidence from
the first Sea Lord, the Chief of the Air Staff and the respec
tive officers concerned with actual experience in the existing
conditions,

memoranda were submitted by both sides in which their arguments
v/ere stated and refutations of their opponents expanded in
greater detail than could be done in oral oonditions,(2)

Oral evidence started at the second meeting on 22 March and
was from the first Sea Lord (Lord Beatty) in favour of the
creation of a separate Naval Air Arm to undertake all naval air
work. He contended that the existing situation whereby an
essentially naval task was entrusted to another Service y/as not
only illogical and difficult to iraplemBXLt. yrithout constant
friction but was extravagantly expensive in the amomt of dupli
cation and overlapping of personnel and establishments which
it entailed. Sir Hugh Trenchard (C.A.S.) followed with evi
dence denying these statements and ended by stressing the fa.ot
that a separate Naval Air Arm yrauld ultimately require a com
pletely separate ground organisation thus far outstripping in
cost any small overlapping which y;as now possibly occurring.
Having heard the opinions of the Assistant Chief of the Naval
Staff, which were in support of a separate Naval Air Arm, and
the A,0,C, Coastal Area on the details of the existing system,
the Sub-Committee then heard evidence from the Air Member for
Supply and Research,(5) This laid bare the true extent of the

on

In addition and from time to time a number of

a,h,b,/id^96
page iO

ibid

pages 12-55

ibid

pages 55-62

(1) These fapers were:-
C.I.D.357B - Memo by the first Lord - 22/7/22
C,I.D.560B - Memo by S, of S, for the Colonies - 25/7/22
C,1.,D,562B - Memo by S, of S, for Air - 27/7/22
and the Summary of discussions between Mr, Churchill,
Lord Beatty and Sir Hugir Trenchard,
in Section (v),

(2) These memoranda yyere numbered N,D,(r)2 up to N.D.(r)19 and
are contained in A.H.B./ID2/96 imder the heading of
Memoranda,

(3) This yras Air Vice-

All are mentioned

Marshal Sir rf. G-. II. Salmond.
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extra oost involved in any major change as it became clear

that if a wholly Naval Air Arm was permitted it would
inevitably result not only in the duplication of operational
organisation but in completely separate Supply and Research

Departments stemming from the axiom that the user must be

under the same control as the producer, particularly in the
case of aircraft vj-here the user's life was at stake.

Then followed a number of higla ranking naval Gommanders(l)
who put in very telling arguments from their own esqierience
on the impossibility of naval air tasks ever being accom

plished by a branch of the R.A.I'', irith the same efficiency as
would obtain vdth purely naval personnel in a Naval Air Arm.

ibid

pages 120-159

Curiously enough the hottest opposition to any change
came from Rear-Admiral Hurray Sueter, M.P. who was speaking
on behalf of the Parliamentary Air Committee. His evidence
carried weight as it ?/as he who had started the Naval Air

Service in 1912 and had remained with it until the end of the

war. He drew attention to the inefficient and obstructive

nature of Admiralty Air Administration before and during the

war resulting, in spite of frequent suggestions, in the

absence of any rigid airship for sea reconnaissance compara
ble to the G-erman Zeppelin, the lack of any efficient
aircraft carriers, the failure to develop the torpedo plane
and the blocking of the early development of the big Handley
Page aircraft. It would be, he said, a retrograde step
to give the Admiralty any control whatever over the Air
Services.

ibid

pages 200-208

The case for the Admiralty vfas summed up on 18 dime by
Lord Beatty and for the Air Hinistiy by Sir Hugii Trenchard
on 5 July in which each cross-examined somewhat forcibly
certain statements made during the course of previous
evidence.

Coastal Area training establishments in the Gosport area and

the aircraft carriers Argus and Eaglq at Portsmouth in order
to see and hear for themselves the relations bet^veen the two

Services at the operational and training level,

(^) .Conclusions and recommendations by the Sub-Cqininittee

After final meetings amongst themselves on the 15th(2)
and 20 July the Sub-Committee issued their Report (N.D.6o)
on 21 July 1923,

On 13 July, Lord Peel and Lord Y/eir visited the

ibid

pages 208-255

Part I summarised the courses of action advocated by the

contending sides and the Sub-Committee stated that, although
the present system coiald not remain alt-ogether unchanged,
they did not think it possible to sever completely the Air
organisation which did vrork for the Pleet from the Air

organisation which was responsible for Home Defence against
air attack and for co-operating with the Army in other
ope rational theat res,
extremes was the one which they recommended.

A course somewhere between the two

ibid

pages 5-5

(1) Notably Admiral Sir John de Robeok and Vice-Admiral
Sir Richard Phillimore,

176-197.
Lord Balfour had for some time been ill and this

meeting took place in his room at the Grand Hotel,
Sheringhara where he vms convalescing.

Ref; A.H.B, ID^96 pages

(2)
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Part II described the existing system in general terms
and Part III itemised the Sub-Committee's recommendations for

its improvement which briefly vfere as follows

That it should be the settled practice of the Air
Ministry to consult with the Admiralty before
appointments were made to the positions of Air
Officer Commanding the Coastal Area, the G-roup
Captains in contact with the Navy and the Senior Air
Officer on board a Carrier,

1.

That in the event of the Air Ministry for one reason
or another not carrying into effect the wishes of
the Admiralty regarding the material demanded, there
should be an appeal by either party to the Committee
of Imperial Defence,

That the two Departments should in collaboration draw
up a code of regulations which vfould make clear
the relations regarding discipline at all points where
they came 3.n contact.

That the question of which Department's Estimates
should include the cost of the Eleet Air Arm should

be settled by the Treasury in consultation with the
two Services.

2.

3.
ibid

pages 5-8

It-.

That on board ship when under the Naval Discipline
Act the position of a member of the Air Force did not
differ in law, and should not differ in practice,
from the position of, say, a Marine,

That the Air Ministry'’ should accept the principle that

all reports on officers of the Fleet Air Arm should
be signed by the Captain of the ship and passed
through the Naval C,-in-C, to the A.O.C, Coastal Area,

5.

6.

That it be definitely laid down that the personnel,
material and reserves of the Fleet Air Arm should not

be virithdravm by the Air Ministry without either the
consent of the Admiralty or a decision of the
Cabinet,

7.

8. That the subject of duplication of effort between the
purely Naval Service and the Air Service should be
looked into by the two Departments and measures taken
to avoid all overlapping.

ibid

9. As in time of war the two Services may have to co
operate as a whole, it was vital that in times of
peace they should form a,n accurate estimate of each
others needs and capacities, therefore it was recom
mended that:-

(i) Naval Officers should be appointed to the
Air Staff,

(ii) Air Officers should be appointed to the
Naval Nar Staff,

(iii) Some means should be devised to utilise

the virealth of technical knowledge at the
disposa.1 of the Admiralty in the technical
departments of the Air Ministry.
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10, It was even more important that the junior ranks
of the two Services should have a considerable

sprinkling of persons familiar virith the needs and
capacities of the other Service, The Air Eorce
look to the system of naval seconding for carrying
out half of this policy. Unfortunately seconding
from the Navy to the Air Eorce had been a failure but

■ it must be pointed out that there has been a mis
understanding of the liabilities attached,
duties of the seconded officer, though carried out in

the air, remained nevei-theless Naval duties, and the
Captain ¥/hom he has to obey continued to be a Naval
Captain, In order to make the situation clear it
was recommended that no seconded Naval officer

should be asked to pei'form non-naval air duties,
except with the consent of the Admiralty,

The

ibid

It was further recommended that the uniform of a

Naval flying man should be distinguished from the
flying men xmder the Air Eorce by some differentiat
ing badge.

11.

If the secondment scheme succeeded, it might well
be that the numbers vrould exceed the 30 per cent
contemplated by the Air Ministry,
saw no reason vfhy 30 per cent should be regarded as
the maximum and it was proposed to leave it to the
Admiralty to determine what the proportion should be,
subject to the proviso that not less than 30 per
cent of Air Eorce officers should serve on board the

Carriers,

The Sub-Committee

12.
ibid

13, That Observers for fleet Reconnaissance, as well as

for Spotting, should be Naval Officers seconded or
otherwise,

(D) Endors^\ent^ by_ the S alisbury Maii^Coiami-y;_e_e

On 23 July, the Admiralty sent a Paper (N.D.63) to the
Main Committee in ?fhich they disagreed with the findings of the

Balfour Sub-Coimnittee, They maintained that the major princi
ple of complete Admiralty responsibility for all arms involved

in the figliting efficiency of the fleet had been confused by
the Sub-Committee v?ith a different and far less important
principle which the Air Ministry was advancing, viz,, that the

Air Service should not be ’dismembered' by the removal of an

arm less than 5 per cent of the total Air force of todaj'- and a
much smaller percentage of the Air force in contemplation,
Aparl; from this main question the Admiralty disagreed entirely
with the secondment paxiposals and continued to request definite

and undivided control over the personnel of the fleet Air Arm

and of its training, A similar Paper (N.D.62|.), but going into
more detail, was issued by the first Lord in virhich he claimed
the only solution was to make a clean cut in favour of the

Navy,

A.H.B.

IDV68(b)
pages 321 and
322

ibid

pages 323 and
32k

The whole matter nov; came before Lord Salisbury's llain

Committee, At its I8th meeting on 26 July the argument was

developed in full bj^ the first Lord, the Secretary of State
for Air, Lord V/eir and Lord Peel, A majoritj'’ agreement was

reached by the Committee supporting the Report with dissen-

tion by-Hr, Amery and Lord Derby, On the follov/ing day at a
further meeting of the Main Committee a clause was insei’ted to

A.H.B.

ID^68(a)
pages 243-2R9
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ibid

pages 251-253
the effect that Naval officers attached or seconded to the
Eleet Air Arm should retain their naval uniform v>dth the addi

tion of a special badge denoting the Air Branch. The Main
Committee then agreed to recommend the Cabinet to adopt the
E.eport of the Balfour Sub-Committee and recorded the dissen-

tion of the Eirst Lord and the Seci-etary of State for War,

Lord Salisbury T/rote a memorandum on 30 July which
summarised the reasoning both of his ovm and the Balfour Sub
committee, He ma-de the point that the shore-based air forces
and the shipborne air force miglit y;ell be called upon to act
together. Such common action raiglrt be very difficult with
out unity of method in the two air forces,
them was to be draTrn, where should it lie?
based aircraft which patx-ol the coast and co-oper’ate with the
Navy to belong also to the Navy or were they to belong to the
general Air Service? it was clear that all had the closest

relations v/ith both the sea and the shox’e, and illustrated the
necessity for a Single Air Service. Economy pointed in the
same direction and the conclusion against the duplication of
training schools, aerodromes and building plant vras evident.
The Single Air Service was the recommendation he submitted to

the Cabinet but it was necessarj-' to add that no solution would
work, whether as contended for by the Admiralty or by the Air
Ministry, except bj?' the goodwill and public spirit of the
Services concerned. Whatever might be the decision of the
dovemment or of Parliament, thejr had a right to expect a full
measux-e of that goodwill and public spirit from all ranks in
the armed for-ces of the Crovm,

The Sub-Committee's conclusions and recommendations

together yfith the remai’ks thereon by Lord Salisbury's Main
Committee were accepted and adopted by the Eovemment who
presented them to Parliament in August 1923 (Cmd, 193S)*

If a line between

L'ere the shore-

N.D.67
also C.P.363
23))
A.H.B.

ID2/68(a)
pages 231
and 332

ibid

page 13 and
in^5i/io/7
end, 1
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CI-IAFTER V

NAW/AIR CONTROVERSY - 1923 to 1928

(i) Disagreement _oyer ;bhe imple'meni^ng of Balfour
S ub-C ommitte e Recommendations

It might be thought that here at last vas a decisive end

to the controversy over the continued existence of the

separate independent Air Force and to the question of hov^ the

shipborne Fleet Air Arm was to be supplied, manned and trained.
But it was not to be so.

On 12 October 1923 the Air Ministry forwarded to the
Admiralty their proposals for implementing the thirteen
recommendations made by the Balfour Sub-Committee towards the

regulation and satisfaction of conditions governing the control
of the Fleet Air Arm, The Admiralty reply, dated 13 November,

A,H,B,

ID1/97
encL, 1

stated that although every effort would be made to make the

scheme work, it was regarded by them as a trial of an e::qperi-
raental nature. There follov/ed a long detailed examinationibid

ends, 2

and 3
of each of the recommendations with the Admiralty’s ideas as

to how they shorld be implemented,
;/ere acceptable to the Air Ministry, in others they went far

be^'-ond and differed fundamentally from the Air Ministry’s
proposals.

Yhile in some cases these

In dismay the Air Ministry replied on 11 January 1924
that the tenor of these v/as so inconsistent vfith the obvious

intentioiis of the Command Paper 1938> amounting in fact to the
almost complete segregation of Naval air units from the rest

of the R.A.F,, that if they represented the Board’s final

considered view the Air Council could only siiggest that the
interpretation should be referred for decision to the
Committee of Imperial Defence. This was followed by a
memorandum by Sir Samuel Hoare to the Committee in v/hich he

summarised the points of difference in interpretation with an

appendix analysing the two sets of proposals. The main
disagreements came under the heading of personnel and the Air
Hinistiy refused to accept the following Adiairalty proposals:-

ibid

end, 4

ibid

end. 5

1. That all designs for B'.A.A. aircraft shodd be
examined by Admiralty technicians (observing that
the Admiralty had no competent teclinicians of this
nature),

That all W/T apparatus for F.A.A. aircraft shodd
be designed exclusively by the Wavy.

2.

3. That the R.A.F, shore station .commander should be

responsible to the Naval commanding officer of the
Carrier for the conduct of training disembarked
air crews.

That the whole of the ’other rank’ personnel for
air duties on board Carriers shodd be naval and

'were not to be attached to the Air Force.

4.

5. That the permissible JO per cent Naval officer
complement of the F.A.A, shodd be calcdated from
the combined total of shipborne and shore estab-
lishiiient posts. This wodd reqdre the large
increase of 150 naval officers to receive flying
training during 1924.
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6. That Naval Observers should be given a short course
in flaring and receive higher pay than pilots.

Shortly after the circulation of this memorandum the
Conservative Covernment fell axid. a Labour administration took

office on 23 January with Mr. Ramsay MacDonald as Prime
Minister, Lord Thompson was appointed Secretary of State

for Air in place of Sir Samuel Hoare and Lord Chelmsford
became First Lord of the Admiralty instead of Mr. L. S. Amerj'-.
The new Departmental Ministers immediately took up contesting
positions in the controversy. Among other piecemeal items

which he took in isolation from their context, Lord Chelmsford
fastened on a statement in Part II of the Balfour Report in
which the R.il.F. Coastal Area was described as the 'organisa
tion provided by the Air Ministry for the purpose of
adrainistoring the Fleet Air Arm on land, subject to the

general control of the A.ir Ministry'. This, the First Lord

asserted in a letter dated 14 February, showed that the Fleet
Air Arm vfas not confined to carrier borne units and must

include the Coascal Area shore establishjnents and training
schools. The Chief of the Air Staff penned some strong
comments on this letter and observed that there was no

evidence that Lord Chelmsford had even read the Air Ministry's
memorandum and the .Admiralty's attitude seemed to be that the

appointment of s. new First Lord meant that the whole question
of the relations between the Navy and the Air Force could now
be considered de novo.

ibid

end, 8

ibid

On 27 Februaiy, Lord Thompson replied officially that
the Admiralty's proposals seemed quite at variance with the
intentions of the authors of the Balfour Report and there was

little hope of settling the differences by personal correspon
dence,

impartial authority and to him the most suitable was the

three authors of the Report, Lords Balfour, Peel and heir.

The First Lord agreed to this solution and both Ministers
wrote early in March to the Cabinet asking for the appointment
of a special Committee to interpret the recommendations.

(i i) The Haldane Enquiry re suit s_ in the Trenchard/iveyes
Agi-’oement

There was nothing for it but a reference to an

ibid

end. 10

ibid

ends. 11

and 12

At a meeting of the Cabinet held on 12 March 1924 the
Lord Chancellor (Lord Haldane) vms requested, as Chairman of
the Committee of Imperial Defence, to enquire into the inter

pretation of any doubtful points in the Report of the Bdfour

Sub-Committee on the relations between the Navy and the Air
Force,

Cabinet 1>(24)
Conclusion 4

A.H.B.

ID2/97 end. 19

Loi'd Haldane opened the enquiry on 20 March with a
preliminary discussion on some of the points at issue with

the C.A.S. (Sir Hugh Trenchard) and the D.C.N.S. (Vice-
Admiral Sir Roger Keyes),
and the C.A-.S. found himself i.n the invidious position of

defence against what he regarded as new and unv? arrant able

claims bjr the Admiralty instead of a discussion on the

application of dearly stated recommendations in the Balfour

Committee Report,
he said he got the impression that the whole discussion was

being conducted on the supposition that the Admiralty's inter-

preta,tions of the Balfouz’ recommendations vrere correct - a

point of view y/hich he keenly contested.

This was continued on the 25th

In a letter to Lord Ealdane on the 26th

C.A.S.

Personal Papers
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On 28 March an informal meeting took place v:ith
Lord Haldane in the Chair at which were present the two chief
contestants and members of their staffs,

romd the two main Admiralty claims, firstly, that the R.A.P.

Coastal Area should be regarded as Fleet Air Arm for the pur
pose of deciding the 70 per cent figure for naval officer
attaoliiaent with the consequent large increase in the number

to be trained, end secondly, that all ’other ranks' on board
the Carriers should be naval personnel,
argument it was agreed that these subjects together with

other questions on personnel should be decided by  a series of

dd-rect negotiations betv/een Trenchard and Keyes,

Discussion ranged

After considerable

ibid

Accordingly these two men, v/ho it is not often remembered
v/ere related by ties of marriage, got dovm to a protracted
hammering out of differences upon each one of the Balfour
recommendations. Throughout April, May and June this
continued and culminated on 2|- July 192A in a joint letter to

Lord Haldane enclosing the agre^m^nts reached on behalf of
the Air Ministry and Admiralty,
on which they failed to agree was the one concerning the
incidence of cost of the Fleet Air Arm as between the trio

1 The only recommendation

Departments and that they had referred to the Treasury for

decision,(2) 'In their covering letter they said they both
recognised that, in trying out the scheme, amendments would no
doubt from time to time be required in the light of practical
experience, but they hoped that the main principles v/ould pro
vide a la,sting and satisfactory settlement of the questions
which had been so long at issue between the Admiraltj^’ and Air

Ministrji", Lord Haldane replied that the Agreement seemed

excellent and he accepted it adding 'this piece of work on

your part is an example of what skill, combined vdth
forbearance, can effect'.

ibid

Lord Haldane infoitned the Cabinet on 11 July of the
successful conclusion of his enquiry, paid tribute to the two

men responsible, and submitted the detaiied Agreement,
Ticas approved by the Cabinet on Ip July who directed its

inclusion in the archives of the Committee of Imperial Defence,

The Trenchard/feeyes Agreement was circulated as C.I.D.503B
and is a voluminous document,

give short summaries of the agreements achieved on the points
at issue as listed in section (i):-

This

It is only necessary here to

C.P. 354(22|.)
A.K,B.

ID2/97 encl,1
Cabinet 41(22,.)
Conclusion 5

Q

A.H.B.

IB/3/11

1. Design of aircraft

The Admir4Lty would list the numbers of aircraft
required together with the performances desired.
The Air Ministry would then prepare detailed

(1) A full record of all letters and discussions dxoring the
three months is contained in a folder 'The Trenchard-

Keyes Agreement' among the C.A.S, Personal Papers,
This matter was settled by a conference held at the
Treasury on 30 October 1924. The Treasury ruled that
provision should in future years be made on Navy
Estimates for a grant-in-aid of Air Votes in respect of

the cost of the Fleet Air Arm. Both the Admiralty and
Air Ministry accepted this decision.
Ref: A.Ho3./lD2/97' end. 20.'

(2)
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epecifioations incorporating these and a)iy subseotient
amendments by the Naval Staff, The Air Ministry
woifLd be responsible for constructing the aircraft.

Yt aj^aratiis
Naval requirements for ’I/T, R/T, V/S etc. woxild be
communicated to the Air Ministry by the Admiralty,
-iny difficulties in meeting these would be the
subject of conference betvreen the Directors of the

Signal Department (Admiralty) and Research (Air
Ministry). The Air Ministry wo\ild keep the
Admiralty informed of any proposed improvements or
new ventures under experimental trial, and there
would be free exchange of tecimical discussion.
The final design would be carried out by the Air
Ministry’-.

2.

ibid

3. Training ashore

ITien it was necessary to land units of the Eleet
Air Arm to carry out training and exercises, the
C.O. of the Carrier would inform the appropriate
R.A.E. Commander on shore of the nature of training
required. The R.A.F. Commander would be responsible
that facilities were given and that the type of
training required was carried out. This was to
have preference over other requirements at those
aerodromes set apart for the purposes of the Fleet
Air Arm,

C_^arrier_JRe_^sonne 1 ̂ qf^ ' other ranics'

Naval ratings would be substituted for airmen in
certaixi duties and trades:-

4.

(a) Seamen to replace Aircraft hands (general
duties).

Marine attendants to be provided for Naval
officers.

Naval cooks would replace RA-.F. cooks.

Naval torpedo ratings would replace R.A.F,
fitters torpedo.

Certain trades such as Acetylene T/elders,
Blacksmiths, Carpenters, Fabric 'Yorkers, and
Machinists ’would be carried out by Naval
personnel.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

This substitution would be gradual, the extent to
TiThich it was progi’essed being made dependent on
experience.

5* of Naval officers

An agreed Admiralty Fleet Order ivas published
asking for volunteers for Naval Air ''.'ork of the
Fleet by which, to the extent of 70 per cent, the
officer personnel emploj'-ed in the Fleet Air Arm

(1)

(1) A 0. No. 10bG, also issued as A.M.W.O. No, 55'1 dated
25 Ji-ily 1924.

.X' ,

A copy is in C.f.D. 503B.
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might he provided for Naval officers attached
temporarily to the E.A.E, for specific periods.
These officers wotild he granted Air Force ranlc
during attachment aiad vvould he eligible for
advancement in the E.A.F, irrespective of their
Nav3=' rank. They v/ould continue to wear naval
uniform hut v/ith a distinguishing badge indicating
attachment to the R.A.F. for service in the F.A.A.

They would continue to draw their full naval pay
with an additional allowance of 6s, Od. a day for
flying duties. They would he available for ship
duty in the Carrier in addition to flying duty and
to emphasise this they vrould, when appointed to a
Carrier, receive an appointment from the Admiralty
as well as from the Air Ministry, Advancement in
their naval rank would continue as under general
naval regulations and service in the F.A.A. woiiLd
he considered as good toY^ards promotion as if they
had sex-ved in any other naval specialist branch.

From among the number of officers Yvho volunteered,
54 would be selected to undergo the first course,
A further 54 vrould he required for each of the
second axid subsequent courses, vdiich vrould start at

intervals of approximately six months until such
time as the total required had been trained,
numbers vrore required to make up the 70 per cent
officer complement in the expanding carrier-borne
F.A.A.

them ashore though Naval or Marine officers who had
six or eight years' air experience might be favour
ably considered for higher posts in the F.A.A. both
ashore and afloat.

Thes

There was no question of employing any of

e

6. Naval Observers

It Viras decided that in future all air observation

duties for the Fleet, including gunnery spotting ■
and reconnaissance, should be conried out by Naval
Observers v/ho vrould not be attached to the E.A.F,

(iii) Relative ranlc in the three 3ervioes

One other matter came up for consideration at this time.
This was the question of relative ranlc in the three Services,
now that attached naval officers were to be given  a specific
ranlc in the R.A.F. After the original creation of Air Force

ranlcs in '19'19 (see Chapter III section (iii) (a)) the relative
positions allotted to Air Commodores and below gave cause for
dissatisfaction in the older Services. After failure to

agree in conferences, this feeling vas finally voiced by the
Admiralty in a paper* sent to the. Cabinet early in 1921. It
v/as then proposed that the matter should go before an impartial
arbitrator of Cabinet rank for decision and to this the Air

Ministry fully agreed on 27 April 1921. However, nothing
transpired and it was July 1922 before the Secretary of State

for Air drew attention to the existing position and the

renewed complaints from the other two Services, He appended
a proposal for certain changes to be made in the comparative
ranks of Mr Commodore and below:-

A.H.B./III.55

C.P.2805/21

C.P.2890/21

C.P. 4107/22
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A.H.B.

III.55

Air Force Rank Naval Ranlc Army Rank

Air Commodore

&roup Captain

Wing Commander

Squadron Leader

Flight Lieutenant

C 010ne1-C ommandant

Colonel

Lieutenant-Colonel

Commodore

Captain

Commander

Lieutenant-Commander

Lieutenant of 4 years
and over*

Lieutenant of under

4 yeax-s

S uh -L i e ut e n ant

Major

Captain

Flying Officer Lieutenant

Pilot Officer Second Lieutenant

To this the Admiralty replied that, as the ranlcs of Commodore

in the Navy and Colonel-Commandant in the Army were ptirely
temporary ranks, the relative ranlc of Air Commodore had no

meaning. They also claimed that all naval lieutenants should

rank vdth Captains in the Army and Flight Lieutenants in the

Air Force, and that naval suh-lieutenants should he upgraded
to the equivalent of Army lieutenants and Air Force flying
officers.

The Cabinet at last appointed a Committee in July 1922,
under the chairuianship of Hr. Stanley Baldwin, to arbitrate.

In his draft i-eport and subsequent memorandum dated 26 October
Mr. Baldwin supported the Admiralty's views but his recommenda

tions were not accepted b.3'' either the Wax’ Office in C.P.4512
(20 November) or the Air Ministry in C.P.4349 (7 December).
The latter made the point that the naval sub-lieutenant was a

yomg officer learning his profession, he never exceeded the

age of 23 years, and ’.-as only serving in his ranlc for a very
short time -whereas the period of sei’vioe for a flying- officer

in the Air Force was of much longer duration and often con

tinued up to the age of 30 years,
therefore be a Lieubenant R.N.

His equivalent rank should

C. P.1293/22

A.H.B.

III.55

ibid

The deadlock continued uiitil June 1924 when the then First

Lord (Lord Chelmsford) pointed out in C.P.336/24 that the
question of relative ranlc had still not been decided. The

Secretary'" of State for Air (Lord Thompson) shaned the vie'w
that an early settlement ?;as most desirable in the interests

of all three Services. It was agreed to put forward a pro

posal that Lord Haldane, v.iio was already conducting an inter

service enquiry, should be invited to arbitrate.

Accordingljr the Cabinet asked Lord Haldane on 2 July to

undertake this duty. After heai’ing the representatives of

the three Services, he reported on 16 October 1924, that he ¥/as
unable to find a practical solution which vjas acceptable to

the Army and the Air Force for -bhe ranks belo?/ that of Rear-

Admiral in the Nayj^ so he gave an overall ruiling on the

comparative' ranlcs as below:-

ibid

ibid

end. 42A
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Air Eoroe EanlcNaval Eanlc Array Rank

Admiral of the Fleet ■the Royal
(1)

Field Marshal Marshal of
Air Force

Admiral G-eneral Air Chief Marshal

Yioe-Admiral Air MarshalLieutenant deneral

Rear-Admiral Major General Air Vioe-Harshal

ibid Commodore, 1st and
2nd Glass

C olonel-C oramandant
and

Colonel on the
St af f

Air Commodore

Captain Croup CaptainColonel

Commander Lie ut en ant-C olonel Wing Commander

Lieutenant -Coraraa-ndei' Major Squadron Leader

Lieutenant Captain Flight Lieutenant

S ub-Lieut enant Lieutenant Flying Officer or
Observer Officer

Commissioned Warrait
Officer

Second Lieutenant Pilot Officer

ibid

end. 5^•^A
This ruling was dulyregylarised by an Order in Couiaoil dated
6 February 1925 and has r'emained in, force ever since,

(iv) pisa^reement^ .over Airship Control

Once more it was thought that controversy was at last
settled but again it appeared. This time it was over the
question of airships. It wall be remembered that back in
November 1920, under the current stringeno economj'' policy, the
Air Ministry ceased teraporarilj'- to develop or construct new
airships. In 1922 the Burney Scheme was proposed whereby a
private compan;- should develop airships mainlj'- at Government
expense for Imperial Communications, Questions of finance
held up the scheme during the whole of 1923 after the fall
of the Conservative Government the new Labour Administration
again investigated the Burney Scheme, Early in 1921;. they
turned it down on the score of expense and opposition to the
setting up of a private monopoljr, Hov/ever, in May 1921;- an
alternative scheme, which had been put foi’ward in February by
the Secretaig- of State for Air, v.’as accepted by the Cabinet,
In tills the Government and not the commei-cial company was in
charge of development and the Air Ministry was authorised to
recondition two of the existing paid off airsMps (R.33 and
R,36) for a series of full-scale experiments, to carry out
resean'ch for and construct a large airship (R.IOI) at
Cardington together with the erection of such ground

A.E.B.
ID';y'71
end, li-1

C.P.101i-(2iO,
257(21;.} and
271)124)

A.Ii.B.
IA/1/3

(1) The change in tho designation of the most senior ranlc of
the Royal Air Force from Marshal of the Air to Marshal of
the Royal Air Force was approved by the King on
27 February 1925, (A.M. File 575011;./25 Enel, 11A).
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facilities as might be necessary at home, in .Egj'-pt, and in
India,

interests to commence the simultaneous building of a second
large airship to their ovm design at Howden vdiich, if success
ful uiider trial, v/ould be subject to lease by the Covernment
if req\xired for defence purposes.

In addition, a contract was placed with the BurneyA.H.B.

ID2/7i
end. k2.

In the Cabinet approval for this scheme they had, v/hen
describing the possible uses to v/hich this experimental airship
might be put, used the phrase Svhose primary function should be
naval reconnaissance’ although several, other possibilities were

envisaged such as the transport of aircraft, the transport of

troops, and in the scheme of Home Defence - hence the use of

the \¥ord 'primary*. Soon a.fter the successful outcome of the

Trenchard/^vejres discussions in July 1924-, the Admiralty seized
on this \7ording about naval reconnaissance and claimed that

this and all subsequent airships must be manned and controlled

by the Navj'. This despite the accepted policy of thi’ee suc

cessive Governments that airslnp development and manning v/as

the responsibility of the Air Miiiistr^r, not the Admiralty.
Rising bitterness between the two Departments came to a head in

October vmen, at the request of the Prime Minister,
Lord Haldane undertook an investigation into the subject.

He convened two meetings during the third w^eek of October

at v/hich v/ere present the represent alive s of the Admiralty and
Air Ministry, after which he circulated his impressions.
These were considered by the Secretary of State for Air to be

of so biased a nat\.U''e and so contrary'' to the accepted
principles governing Hav^yAir relations that they drew very
strong protests from him. They were at once taicen up by the
Eirst Lord in an answering memorandum wliich contained the old

familiar demands that Naval duties must be done by Naval per
sonnel under Naval command and that the Navy w'ould not have

complete confidence in any airsliip developed or manned by
another Service,

C.I.D.522B

C.I.D.523B

Eai'ly in November the Labour Government was defeated
and in.the General Election the Conservatives vrere returned to

.Iw Just before vacating office Lord Thompson circulated
a memoraiidum on 4 November in VYliioh he deplored this claim by
the Board of Admiralty, They were, he said, demanding a

separate Naval Airship Service and were re-opening under a

trivial pretext a question vdiich, in the interests of all three

fighting Services , the Air Comicil had hoped was at last
closed. And there for the moment the matter remained in

abeyance.

(V) The Colygn CoimBittee

power

C.I.D.529B

All in

A,II.B,

IB/3/11

Meanwliile during the latter part of 1924 and early 1925
_the various I'earraiigements agreed to between Trenchard and

Keyes rrei-e implemented and the amended fleet A
was tried out in practice.,
bad feeling or rancour bet?/een the t?;o Services at the opera
tional level either in the Carriers or the Coastal Area

in?m scheme

There had been and still was no

(l) Sir Samuel Hoare wa,s once more appointed as Secretary of
State for Air and Mr. C. Bridgeraan became Eirst Lord
of the Admiralty.
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estaTalisliments "but there was a ceaseless nibhling at the

policy agreements by the Admiralty staff v/ho were obviously
oiily awaiting an opijoi-tunity to re-open the battle at a high
level.

Such an opportunity oajne in the late summer of 1125.
The Government v/as alarmed by the steady rise since 1922 in
the Service Estimates and appointed a special committee to
enq\aire into the subject. It was appointed by Treasury
Minute on 15 August 1925 ivlth terms of reference to investigate
the exi^enditure falling upon Nav3^, Army, and Air Votes and to
mal^e i-ecommendations with a view to effecting reduction in the
cost of these services. The members were:-

A.H.B.

IA/28/1

Lord Golvjjni

Lord Chalmers

Lord Bradbinry

¥. a, Fraser

H, Parker

Chairman

)Secretary

Asst. Secretary )

The Admiralty went into action straight may and informed the
Conunittee that a considerable saving in their Vote vrould result
from ail untrammelled omiersliip of the Fleet Air Arm,
further evidence to the Committee, the Admii-alty threvir over
board all the recommendations of the 1 ,■ '23 Salisbur;>^ and Balfour
Committees, declared that the Trenchard/Keyes Agreement v;as
mworkable and claimed that the scheme under v/hich the Fleet
Air Arm functioned viras a failure,
completely separate Naval Air Service \/as put forrmrd and,
sensing a.possible victory for the Admiralty, the T/ar Office
at once entered a similar claim for a separate Army Air Force
which soon merged into the old familiar attack on the
existence of the third Service,

Treasury

In

Once moi-e the demaiid for a

A.H.B.
ID2/71
ends, 29
aiid 30

Shocked by this resurrection of bitter controversy the
Air Ministry retaliated by saying that the Trenchard/Kej'-es
Agreement had. only been achieved b3'- v;holesale abandonment of
their real convictions in the cause of inter-service peace and
that in reality they coiILd run the Fleet Air Arm v?ith the same
or even better efficiency at far less cost if they had never
departed from their original scheme of allov/ing only 20 per
cent of posts to be filled by attached Naval pilots,
further pointed out that the ratio of 70 per cent Naval pilots
\?hich had been for-ced on them was continually being increased
to apply to all kinds of shorebased posts in the Coastal Area
and Technical Air Braiiohes which were never envisaged in any
of the recommendations or conclusions reached by impar’tial
enquiry.

They

ibid
end,

Resistance, -fco all these demands and claims was embodied
in a memorandum by the C.A.S. and sent to the Committee on
28 October, It was divided into six headings under which
were given full deteals of the, Organisation since the vfar, the
proposed Air Force Estimates for 1926/27 virith economies to be
effected on the basis of existing xjolicj'’, the Home Defence
expansion scheme, .the provision aid cost of the Fleet Air Arm
and proposals for substantial saving, eaid the functions of the
Air Service in relation to the othei‘ Services,

asked that, if like previous committees. Lord Golv;yn
came to the conclusion that the Separate Air Service was to
remain, the^r codd this time recommend in no uncertain manner
that they de'precated very strongly the continual raising of

C.A.S.

ibid

end. 1Z;.
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the sme argumeut whenever the subject of econoi^y was discussed
via., that tne only way was to abolish the third Service,
ns.ead ox wov-king steadily on for economy and efficiency the

always preparing defences against
attaclp from^the other Services. The momit of time p/hich
ohe Air oervice had had to devote year after year to defend
ing los existeiice was incalculable. It was bad for the i;hole
Service, it was bad for the development of our defences,
it was bad for econornjr itself.

and

mid-December axi enormous number of written queries by
the Cornmit-cee on the subject of Air force expenditure v/ere
axiswered by the Air ministry together v/ith much oral evidence.
Similarly the Committee read and heard the evidence from the
oyher two Services. The Committee's deport to the Prime
fillister was made on 2p December 1925 and as far as affected
tne relations and questions at issue between the Services
completely vindicated the Air Ministr-y'g resistance
lart 1, which dealt with general policy on Defence ExpenCdture,
Clause o loundidiat the root cause of the collective increase
in Dexence Estimates was the lack of a co-oiriinating control
and tna-c the I925 decision whereby the Committee of Imperial
Dexenoe should consider such expenditure had
results hoped for.

In

not had the

ibid

ends. 1

to Z|.3

Clause 7 stated that the Committee found no remedy for
immediate X’eduction of expenditu.re either in the creation of

minister of^Defexice to replace the three existing Service
i'.iinisiei--s or in the abolition of the Air Ministry which was
urged by the two older Departments. On the contrary, they
afiii-med the necessity for an independent Air Ministry to
administer a single Unified Air Service which should cany
out all air work whether for the Navjr, Army, or Central Air
i'orce. Tney did not thinlc that any of the savings which the
other two Departments claimed vrould result from its dismember
ment would materialise, nor vrould any such possible savings
compensate in any way for the greater saving which vrould,
obey noped, be secured by the extended substitution of 4ir
Power as a substantive arm.

A.H.B.

IV2S/I

Clause 8 dealt with the Fleet Air ArmT  „ - aiiP the Committee
ouabed tnat while they recognised the special value of the
use^ of naval officers as Obsex’vers, they saw no reason I'-or
dieir employment as Pilots. Regarding the existing arrange-
mencs, reached as a compromise between the conflicting views
ox^xxie two Services, they recormuended that the futuiro basis
which the Fleet Air Arm should be manned was to be:-

on

(a) Officers for observation duties to
i'laval Officers.

continue to be

ibid

(b) Not mox’e than 50 peia cent of the x-emaining officer
personnel of the Fleet xiir Arm (i.e. that poiriion
of the Air Force which was normally erabax-ked in
Carriers) should consist of attached Naval Officers,
though it should be un.jLei-'stood that officers
comprising this 30 per cent would also be eligible
for senior appointments in Air Force units con
nected with the training and maintenance of the
Fleet Air Arm.

(c) The balance of not less than 70
consist of Air

'

Foiroe Officers
 per cent should

including a suitable,
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proportion of officers holding short-service
commissions so as to provide an adequate reserve on
an eoonomical basis.

(d) The substitution of Naval ratings for Air Force
personnel in Carriers should be confined to cases
Ydiere it ?/as definitely established that a reduction
in numbers could thus be effected.

In Clauses 9 ai'id 10 the Committee concluded that the

desired reduction of Defence Expenditure could only be secured
if the G-overnment fixed a total for Ns/cional Defence,

to be arrived at by a Cabinet Committee consisting of the Prime

Minister as President, a Chairman as deputy, the Chancellor of

the Exchequer and the Foreign Secretary, v;ith the three Service
Ministers not as members but presenting their Estimates to it

for appi-oval.
of allocating the total so fixed between the three Departments,

This

The same Committee to be charged with the duty

ibid

After some cutting criticism in Clause 14 of the v/asteful
method in the Admiralty administration, the Report ¥/ent on in

Parts II, III and IV to criticise in detail the expenditure by
the three Services,

eluded that it ’was practicable to reduce the Navy Estimates by
iCy million, and the Array and Air Force bj'' E2 million each.

The Committee finally reported that it had proved impossible
to gain agi’eement to this reduction by the Navj- but there was

little sei'ious opposition by the Army and none by the Air Force.

Resulting from this the Committee con-

In the Air Ministry the feeling v/as one of relief that not

only was the principle of the Unified Air Force once more

upheld but that the Admiralty's claim for a separate Naval Air

Service was again refused and furthermore the percentages of

officer personnel in the Fleet Air Arm were actually reversed
in favour of the Air Force.

18 January 1926 that it was of great importance that these
recommendations should be clinched at once by their explicit
adoption by the Cabinet and in a form v/hich vrould relieve the

Air Force from the chronic uncertainty of the future under

vfhich it had laboured for so long.

The C.A.S. remarked on

Moreover, as the

A.H.B.

ID2/71
end. 50

Secretarj'- of State for Air pointed out on 21 January, the reduc

tion of the Air Estimates to the Col^Yjm Committee figure
depended largely on the ne?/ percentages for the Fleet Air Arm

being enforced.

ibid

end, 54

Later in the month, rumours reached the Air Ministry that

the Admiralty intended after all to accept the financial cuts

proposed in the Colwyn Report but would ignore the more unpalat
able clauses including the nevf percentages for the Fleet Air

Arm until a lapse of time enabled them to re-open the whole

subject on the grouiid that no decisive ruling had been

Vith this in mind the C.A.S. on 27 January
Chui-chillV')

expressed,
wrote an impassioned letter to Mr. Winston

ibid

end. 55

man vdio originally had put him into the job of creating an

independent Air Fo:.ce.
the Colvyn Committee and said that as the Prime Minister had

stated last November in the House of Commons that the question

of abolishing the Air Ministry in the interests of economy

as the

In it he gave the salient findings of

(l) At this time Mr, Winston Churchill was Chancellor of the
Exchequer.
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ibid

exicl, 55
and efficiencjr would fall v/ithin the scope of the Cola^n
Committee, it ¥/as reasonable therefore that the Cabinet should
endorse all the findings under this head. Let there be no
more Committees, he continued, to v^aste their time and ours on
issues which have been tried and retried half-a-dozen times

and have without exception always given a verdict in favour
of the Air Service, He appealed to him to persuade the
G-overnment to give a 'once and for all' decisive endorsement.

As can be imagined the Colwyn Report 'was received by the
Admiralty ¥?ith anger. In a letter to the Prime Minister
dated 30 January, the first Lord denied all knoy;ledge of any
claim to abolish the Air Ministry but he still maintained the
claims to the fleet Air Arm in the interests of economy and
efficiency. Briefly these v;ere:-

A.H.B.

ID/5/6

(a) That liaison y;ith the Air Ministry in matters of
research and design be strengthened.

That in view of it having been proved that sailors
could fly, the entire personnel of the fleet Air
Arm shoiiLd be naval.

(b)

(c) That the Admiralty should assume r'esponsibility for
the Coastal ilrea vrork noyy performed by the Air
Ministi'y,

Certain noy/ that the Admiralty would ignore the Coliyyn
Committee findings, the C.A.S. say/ the Prime Minister on
Pebruary and personally put his case in a similar form as

that addressed to Mr’, Churchill. He subsequently confirmed
his remarks in a letter and begged him to endorse Clause 7
and 8 of the Report. This yyas folloyred on 12 Pebruarji" by an
official letter to the Prime Minister from the Secretary of
State for Air in v/hich the disputes about the fleet Air Arm
were recapitulated and the relevant findings by the Colyyyn
Committee vyere high-lighted. It ended by emphasising the
need for an immediate decision and expressed the opinion
that a final pronouncement would at long last bring to an end
this harmful controversy.

(vi) Arbitrabion bxJ'il®,--SHSS. Minister

A.Ii.B.

ID2/71
end, 37

A.H.B,

ID2/98
end, 12

Mr, Baldvyin was sympathetic but contented himself y/ith
This hean immediate public endorsement of Clause 7 onljr,

did in the House of Commons on 25 february 1926 yyhen, in
answer to a question put by Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, he said:-

'I thinlc it essential to aiinoimce ■ that, in accordance
yd-th the policy of sxiccessive Adninistrations, the
Government have no intention of re-opening the question
of the separate xlir Arm and Air Ministry. Pe intend to
pursue the organisation of Imperial Defence on the exist
ing basis of three co-equal Services. It is in the
interests of the fighting Services that controversy upon
this subject shodd ncyy cease. he are convinced that
the y/ay to secure the higher co-ordination in our
Defence machinery'-, indispensable to full efficiency and
indeed to economy, lies not in the abolition of any one
of the three established arms of His Majesty's forces
but ixi combixied action between all thrcee through the
machinezy of the Committee of Imperial Defence and the

A.H.B.

IIA/'1/A7
end, 25
and

Hansard

25.2.26
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agency of the recently instituted Committee of Chiefs of
Staff,

to devote themselves loyally and vrhole-heartedly to tliis
end.'

'e are sure that vra caii rely upon all concerned

Regarding the Fleet Air Arm dispute, the Prime Minister
requested further information and on 8 March the C.A.S. sent

him a memorandum giving the same fT-ill details as given in
evidence hefoi’e the Colvjyn Committee, and in which the cost
of a 70 per cent Naval ratio was shorn to exceed that of an

Arm manned by 80 per cent R.A.F. officers by Eij.00,000.
much more therefore ivould the extravagance be if the Nav^r
realised their present demand for 100 per cent including all
the Coastal Area.

How

A.H.B.

ID 2/9 8
end. 21

On their part the Admiralty for the moment did not stress
their demand for the transfer of the ?ifhole Fleet Air Arm but

in the ensuing weeks put forvirard specific claims to have
complete control over the shorebased units known as Coastal

Reconnaissance Flights,('l) similar complete control over Air
ships, and to have Naval Engineer officers trained in flying
so that they could replace R.A.F. officers in teolmical posts.

ibid

ends. 14,
16 and 18

Relations between the two Departments became increasingly
bitter during April but i-ecourse to higher authoritj'' was
temporarily held up by the G-eneral Strike in May.
June the First Lord wrote the Prime Minister giving a further

statement in v/hich the Admiralty contentions vrere brought up
to date and emphasising the extreme urgency for a decision on
the questions at issue.

Air once more outlined the grounds for the Air Hinisti^/’ s
opposition and asked for final arbitration.

Early in

On 9 June the Secretary of State for

ibid

end. 22

This ?/as given by the Prime Minister in a long letter
dated 2 July 1926 and addressed to the two Ministers
concerned. In his preliminary remarks he noted thai; the
Trenchard/Keyes Agreement of 4 July 1924 was covered by a
letter signed by the tvro representatives exjiressing 'a hope
that the main principles of the scheme would provide a lasting
and satisfactory'- settlement of the questions at issue*.
Yet within little more than tv/elve months these main principles
vrere agaiii re-opened before the Colvyn Committee,
impossible to achieve progress if decisions of the G-overnment

were to be put in question at every opportunity,
arbitration was given under four headings:-

It was

His

ibid

encl. 23

1. The necessity for an. independent Air Ministiy/' to
adjninis-fcer a Single 'Unified Air Service to carry
qu-t all work whe-faher for the Na-V3'-, Army or Central
Air Force — He had already announced in the House
of Commons that the Government had no intention of

(l) In fact there were at this time only two such Flights -
No. 480 (Flying boats) at Calshot and No. 481 (Float sea-
plaives) at Malta but in the near future the formation of
others was envisaged, not onty at various bases in the

United Kingdom but overseas at Singapore, Aden and
Karachi,

carried out, among other functions, naval co-operation
work they did not form part of the Fleet Air Arm and
were entirety manned and administei-ed by the Air
Ministry.

•Although the Coastal Reconnaissance Flights
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re-opening the question of the separate Air Arm and
Air Ministry. The Air Ministry'" must continue to be
responsible , subject to the adjustments made by the
Balfour iteport and the TrenchardAeyes Agreement,
for the raising, training and maintaining of the
Fleet Air Arm vvhich at sea came under the operational
and disciplinary control of the A.dmiralty, by v/hom
the Carriers v/ere built.

ibid

2. Qhae neroentage of Naval and Air Force officers in
the Fleet Air Arm He v/as not prepared to reverse
the recommendations of the Balfour Committee which

to leave it to the Admiralty to determine what
the proportion should be, subject to the proviso that
not less than 30 per cent of Air Force officers,
whether regular or short-service, should serve on
board the Carriers'.

were

Pie did, ho?;ever, urge theibid

Admiralty in their own interests to weigh very care
fully the advantages of greater economy on which the
Colvo''!^ Committee based its recommendation.
Admiralty v?o\fLd now dismiss from their minds all
thought of an exclusively Naval Fleet Air Arm they
might find it advantageous to reduce the proportion
of Naval officers.

If the

The officer personnel at aerodromes jjqd. shore estab-

PAsPiments necessary_^_for the maintenance and operations
9f. the. Fleet .Air Ann
that the Balfour Committee intended the proportion
of Officers in the Fleet Air Arm to apply only to
those serving on board the Cari-iers and his decision
was that the 70-30 ratio should applj?- only to the
Fleet Air Arm afloat and not to any shor’e
e st ablishraent.

He had satisfied himself

3.

The control of R,A.F, unites o_£erat^iT£ frpm^.shoqqe
bas_esj^ hilP’-'-'i yo the Adjniralty as Naval Co-operation
thiits and to the Air Force as Coastal ITeoonnaissance

Ills decision was that tliis matter fell

•within the principle in regard to the co-operation of
the three Services announced in the House of Commons

on -16 March 1922 i.e, 'That in other oases (such as
the protection of commerce and attack on enemy
harbours and inland torrns) the relations between the
Air Force and the other Services should be rather a

Fld.ghts

4.

ibid

matter of co-operation than that of strict
subordination'. He thought the vfhole question
clearly reqxiired a detailed joint examination by the
Staffs of the two Services and he understood that

this was envisaged already by the CPiiefs of Staff
Committee in their C.IJ). 701B.C.I.D.701B

para, 40
A.H.B,/IB/3/15 He did not propose to deal with the question of Airsliips as he

had been informed that the Admiralty novr had no desire to be

concerned with the tv;o experimental airships mder construc

tion, Finally the Prime Minister said that from a study of

the questions submitted to his arbitration he had formed the

impression that tPie liaison between the tv/o Departments had

not hitherto been as close as might be desired. He there

fore urged the tvio Ministers concerned to strengthen the

inter-Departmental raachinerj'" and. gave advice as to how tliis

might be effected.
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Here at last ¥»as a clear out decision by the Head of the
Oovernment vmich bade fair to settle finally the long inter-

service controversy. The tv/o Departmental Ministers exchanged
letters of mutual assurance on future wholehearted co-operation
and agreed to institute joint staff meetings to discuss the
outstanding matter of shorebased aircraft control and other

minor points still at issue. The C.A.S. marked the occasion

by writing a general letter to his Air Vice-Marshals explain
ing the Prime Minister's rulings, expressing his belief that

all conti'oversy was at an end, and oa-lling for unqualified
good feeling and co-operation in the future.

(vii) Sjiorebased maritime_ a,ircraft to_ remain jyie
Air Ministry

It was in this new atmosphere of 'svreet reasonableness
that the question of oYmership of the Coastal Reconnaissance
Units was investigated. Prior to the Prime Minister's
arbitration certain requirements for maritime aircraft had

f

A.H.B.

Id/3/6

A.I-I.B.

ID2/98
end. 2A

been put for\.'ard by the Admiralty, These included a specific
number of shorebased aircraft for Naval Co-operation duties,(wA.H.B.

ID 2/101
Part I

end. A

facilities to accommodate ashore the Fleet Air Arm units aboard

the Cai-'riers overseas at Singapore and Malta, and a general
expansion in Fleet Air Arm strength in readiness for the new
Carriers about to commission The policy underlying these
requix-ements Viras subsequently discussed between the Staffs and

in Chiefs of Staff Committee but the question of ownership of
shorebased maritime aircraft formed the subject of direct

negotiation between the C.A,S. and the D.C.N.S. (Vice-Admiral
Sir F, Field) in the absence of the First Sea Lord
(Lord Beatt3r) who vms sick,
between these tvro it was agreed on 20 July that the shorebased
maritime aircraft shodd continue to be under the Air Ministry
and that in peacetime the programme of their training and
exercises should be arranged for the convenience of both
parties so as to secure the maximum amount of co-operation
between these units and the Navy,

lifter an exchange of views

In time of v^ar the

ibid

Part II

end. 13

question of their emploinnent vifould go through the organisation
of the Chiefs of Staff Committee,

these units should have the standardised name of 'Coastal
S-econnaissance Units'.

It was also agreed that

(viii) Disagreement over proposed entry of naval ratings as
:s

A new rift betTfeen the two Services made its appearance
in November 1926. The Admiralts?', through their seif-
appointed burden of 70 per cent naval pilots and v/ith a Fleet
Air Arm expansion of the offing, found themselves unable to
find the requisite number of officer volunteers. On
2A November the^/' proposed to introduce Seamen or Marine
raiings as pilots up to 25 per cent of their quota. Their

scheme provided, after the 3^ear's preliminary flying training,
for five years service as a pilot after which they would
return to ordinary naval duties and act as a reserve.

A.H.B.

ID/3/2
end of

(l) An iminediate increase to 23 aircraft at home and 26
abroad compared vfith the existing five at home and six
at Malta. A future expansion to A6 at home by 1929.

(2) This amounted to a total of 2A1 aircraft by 1935 compared
with, the existing strength of 105.
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In their reijly of 23 December, the Air Ministry agreed
that the maintenance of 70 per cent naval officer pilots Tiras a

needlessly extravagant vmy of manning the fleet Air Arm and

provided no adequate reserve but they stated that any substitu

tion of officers should be by Airmen pilots, Ttie v/hole
object of the attacimnent of naval pilots to the fleet Air Arm

as recommended by the Balfour Comuiittee was to ultimately
permeate the higher rajUcs of the Navy v^ith first hand air

experience v/hich obviously would not result from Able Seamen

appointments. Moreover, as Airmen pilots had a better basic

experience in handling aircraft as well as three years train

ing as a.li’craft apprentices, they would produce as large as
and a better reserve v/hich ?/as much easier to keep in flying
training because they returned after the tour of duty to air

squadrons in the R.A.E. Furthermore there already existed
airmen pilots in the Central R.A.F. squadrons.

ibid

On 19 February 1927, the First Lord wrote to the Secretary
of State for Air that the Air Ministry's viev/s were noted but

he could not accept any reduction in the 70 per cent naval

quota T/hich was 'the very minimum necessarj'- for the operation
of the Fleet Air Arm in a manner at all suited to navalA.H.B.

ID2/99
cncls.l

and 2

He 8.dmitted that the Balfour Agreementrequirements'.
referred exclusively to Officer's but he held each Service to

be free to introduce non-commissioned pilots within its own

To this the Secretai'y of State replied on 11 Marchquota,

that the proposal was entirely new and he could not agree.
Moreover the point was not raised in the AdmiraJ.ty claims

submitted for the Prime Minister's arbitration in July 1926
although it was expressly stated by them that their case

covered all outstaiiding questions,
continued in the same vein, but with risin,
the end of May,

An exchange of letters
acerbity, until

ibid

ends. 5, 11,
13 and 16

The First Lord then referred the question to the Prime
Minister for a decision in a letter to which was appended his

version of the dispute. For liis part the Secretary of State

for Air suggested to the Prime Minister that, as his arbitra

tion of a year ago had settled all outstanding questions
between the two Departments, he might not tliink it necessaiy
to do so again upon this new point, but if he did so decide

a statement of the Air Ministry''s case would be sent. This
was done on 11 July giving f\xll reasoning for the Air

Ministr;)'' s refusal to accept what had now become an

Admiralty demand backed up by misstatements,

(ix) Arbitration by Lord Salisbury.

Ov/ing to the pressure, upon the Prime Minister's time he

found it impossible to give the matter his attention during
the remainder' of 1927. In January 1920, faced as he v/as with

the bvrrdens of a new Parliaflientar^- Session, he asked
Lord Salisbury (the Lord Privy Seal) to undertalce the arbitra
tion on his behalf. On 30 January, the Secretary of State

for Air sent hol'd Salisbury’- a long memorandum in v/hich was

embodied the rulings by previous Cabinet Committees on Fleet

Air Arm personnel matter's, the course of the disputes on this

subject dovm to the Colv/jm Committee, and the subsequent
appearance of this nev/ demand b3r the Admiralty together v/ith

the reasons for the Air Ministry refusal to accep)t it.

ibid

ends, 17,
18 and 21

ibid

end. 23

The feeling betr/een the two Departments was v/orsened on

10 February when the Admiraltj'" issued a Fleet Order altering
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the period of attachment for naval pilots to the Fleet Air

Arm in defiance of disagreement by the Air Ministry and which

formed one of the points then sub .judice by Lord Salisbury,
The subsequent angry exchange of letters continued until the
end of the month.

Lord Salisbury ¥/ith their detailed oases and on the
22 March 1928 he sent his reasoned arbitration to the Prime

Minister v;ho concurred in them.

By early March both sides had furnished

Yery briefly they were:-

ibid

ends, 2k-

to 27 and

30 , 32,
33, 38, 39
and A1

00

See also

C.I.D, 86TB
A.H.3.

IB/3/17
(1) The source from which Naval pilots were to be

recruited was the ranlcs of Naval Officers,

(2) The period of attachment to the R..A,B’, of all naval
pilots vfas to be prescribed by the Admiralt3* vdth
the concurrence of the Air Ministry, but that
concurrence should not be unreasoiiably witlilield.

(3) If there remained any point v/hich could not be
adjusted between them by the Services themselves,
an appeal should be made to the Chiefs of Staff
presided over by the Chairmaia of the Impeidal
Defence Committee,

This proved to be the last of serious controversy betu'een the
two Services for a number of years-years vfliich saw a grovdng
disillusionment about measures of general disarmament and an

awalcening to the thi’eat of a resurgent &ermany,

(x) Summaiy

There is no doubt that during the 1919/22 period there
existed a veiy real possibility that the Air Force v/ould lose

its identit;^ as a separate Service,
Air Force officers vrere ex-Army vdth all the late war precepts
still in memo3.y of the ancillary nature of the air arm,
Reabsorbtion by the 7/ar Office was the more likely in tiiat
between eaidy 1919 and 1921 the two Services had  a common

political head,

naval control as a more sympathetic atmosphere for their
aspirations,

vdth the Royal Navy in its tradition, training and general
outlook seemed much more alcin to the enthusiasts who were

convinced that the future lay in brealcing new ground in l/ar

both strategically/- and tactically so as to talce full advan
tage of the freedom of the third element,
been engendered by the experience of the 191^/18 ’Jar in which
the Navy had displayed far more enterprise in utilising the
new-found air possibilities than the rigid conception of
Army Co-operation which had been the role of the

Many of the high ranlc

On the other hand there were some who saw

The innate flexibility of mind associated

This feeling had

.C.■;71

Moreover in the immediate postwar period there vfas no
Specific Peacetime Role to act as a rally point for the Air
Force, analagous to the traditional policing ox* the Seven
Seas by the Na-vy/' and the maintenance of order in the Empire
by the Army. It was not till the Roybal Air Force had such
signal successes in sujipressing unrest in Somaliland,
Palestine and Iraq at a fraction of the cost of military
expeditions that a special role became apparent. This was
made even more apparent in 1922 v/hen the R.A,F. v/as empowered
to raise 20 squadrons from Home Defence (increased, to 52
squadrons in 1J23).
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ThenceforvYard the R.A.E. Role remained distinct in that

it could not he performed by either of the older Services.
Although it had to Y/eather some further attacks, the Separate
Air Service was never again in serious danger. Most of the
subsequent attacks came from the Admiralty but v/ere directed
mainly to recover ownership of the fleet Air Arm. I’c has been

since admitted, even by Lord Trenchard, that perhaps the
conti-'ol and development of all maritime aircraft should have

remained vrith the Navy from 1919 onYjards. Certainly the sub
sequent bitterness of Navj'/Air controversy can be attributed
to the insistence of the Air Council to perpetuate the
anachronistic Fleet Air Arm, At the same time it must be

said that before thej'- ultimately regained the Fleet Air Arm,
the Admiralty displayed a positive genius for tactless demands

backed up at times vfith completely \mtenable overstatements
and dubious political lobbying.

After the March 1928 arbitration by L.ord Calisburj'- there

follovred a period of some years of relative peace betYveen the

tYYO Services during Yyhich both sides endeavoured to malce the

joint Fleet Air Arm scheme a success in providing for naval
aviation afloat,

examine the tactical policies together \Yith the operational
training and exercises wliich YYere progressing unaffected by all
the high level controversies.

It is convenient therefore to turn back and
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CHAPTER VI

SLOW EXPANSION AND HIvlETED OPERATIONAL TEiLlNING

1923 TO 1934

(i) Introduction

During the years from 19I9 to 1923 the maritime com
ponent of the Royal Air Force v/as almost exclusively ship-
home and working imder the orders of the Fleet,
its size was limited to the numher of aircraft carriers

Tdiich the A-dmiralty could keep in comimission and it rarely
numbered more than 48 aircraft,

under R.A.F. Coastal Area ownership, was even more circm-

scrihed in strength and consisted of only one squadron of

ten flying boats i-vho were nominally responsible in case of

7/ar for anti-submarine patrols, convoy protection, reconnais
sance and attack on enemy naval forces in narrow Tiraters,(l)
Not only v/as national economy a bar to any increase in this

tiny force but it tos part of the Air Ministry policy of

flexibility that air mits primarily allotted to Home Defence

could, if the situation needed it, co-operate from shore
bases in performing some of these duties,
the Home Defence Force wa.s regarded as a general reserve
of air power viiich -would be dra-wn upon for other areas and
duties if the situation permitted.(2)
Rule

this position had to be accepted much as
liked it.C3)

As such

The shorebased element,

In other words

With the "Ten Year

in force and no pressing foreign menace in sight,
the Admiralty dis-

Although the creation of a Home Defence Foz-'ce of

20 squadrons was approved by the Cabinet in A.iagust 1922, few
squadrons were serviceable a year later in 1 923 when the
Government decided to adopt an Expansion Programme to pro
vide 52 squadrons (35 Bomber and 17 Fighter) by April 1930,
This again had prodzxjed few squadrons before it was slovred

dovm. by Cabinet order in 1925 and the completion date put
off to 1935.

13 regular squadrons of bomber aircraft in service,
their main task that of attacking an enemy’s air potential
thei-’e had been no training or exercise in maritime duties

for which they might never be req-uired.
Sion was possible from purely Home Defence training was

expended on trial bombings of target battleships  - a subject
dealt vidth in Chapter IX,

So in January 1929 there were still only
With

\i/hat small diver-

See Appendix V

(1) There was a squadron of mixed flying boats and seaplanes
in the Mediterranean but they were administered by the

Air Authority at Malta,
This v±e\7 \tb.s officially reaffirmed in Jme 1 926 by
the Chiefs of Staff in C.0,S,41 aJid confirmed by the
Committee of Imperial Defence in C,I,D.701-B,
This doctrine of flexibility of ’ubiquity’ to v/hich the

Air Staff adhered from 1 920 omvards was never accepted
by the Admiralty as producing true efficiency,
belief has alv/ays been that air tasks at sea, v/hether
by shipborne or shorebased aircraft, need specialised
training and personnel,
of all trades is Master of none.

Their

Their motto is that a Jack

(2)

(3)
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(ii) The eerly years and linuted training of shorebased
maritime aircrai’t

In 1 923 the one shore based maatime squadron at home was

reduced to a Coastal Fieconnaissance Plight of seven P,5 type
flying boats based at Calshot, Much of their time was spent
in conjunction with the Seaplane Training Plight in giving
operational experience to the trainees. Occasionally, when

Fleet exercises were being conducted in the Channel area, their
flying boats took part in air reconnaissance exercises. They
were also sometimes employed in"sighting and report" exercises
with the submarines based, at Gosport, Similarly, at the end

of 1 923 the Mediterranean squadron was cut dovm to one flight
of 12 seaplanes thus reducing even the small ai'nount of co

operation reconnaissance exercises that they had been doing-
with the Mediterranean Fleet,

Up to the end of 1928 there are few records of any
systematic operational exercises by the shore based aircraft.

Much of their tme during summer months v/as spent on extended

cimiises to test their ability to operate from temporary bases.

There Yr&s also fairly continuous development flying to improve
the types of flying boat,
1922 a cruise \ias made to the Scilly Islands in company ̂ 7ith

the carrier Ark Royal to test the comparative performances of

several types of flying boats.

For instance, during the autumn of

In the same year the flight

A.H.B.

ID2/133
end, 6 of five P,2,A boats of No, 26? Squadron at Malta carried out

20 cruises of varying distances on extended trials,
summer of 192-’+# three F.3 boats left Felixstowe to co-operate
with the Scottish Fishery Board in location of shoals of fish
and to test the maintenance of a flight of flying boats at an

isolated base mth no special air facilities,
involved much sea patrolling and provided good training for

By March I925 the 'Southampton* flying boat

In the

Tlie task

reconnaissance.

A.H.B.

11^/1/56
end, 25

was being produced as a replacement for the P.5 and in
July 1926 a cruise to Aboukir was under-taken by two Southamptons
during which they covered some 6,000 miles.

A.H.B.

ID2/133
end, 3'l

In May 1925 the Admiralty put in a demand for this tiny
shorebased element to be raised immediately to a total of 23

flying boats at home and 26 abroad, with a further 23 boats at
home by 1929, National economy was, however, still an

effective curb and by April 1926 the strength remained at

only six Southampton flying boats at home and twelve Fairey
HID seaplanes at Malta. V/ith such limited numbers,
operational training and exercises were almost non-existent
eind the Admiralty v/as increasingly concerned about the question
of protection of commerce in the narrow seas in the event of
a war with a Western Power. It will be remembered from

Chapter V section (vii) that in July 1926 agreement vra.s
reached betvreen the Chief of the Air Staff and the Deputy Chief
of the Naval Staff that the Coastal, Reconnaissance flights
should continue under Air Ministry control and it had been

assumed by them that there would be early discussions leading
to decisions at Committee of Imperial Defence level on a policy
for the co-operation between the Navy and Air Force in commerce

protection. In fact, by 1929 no such decisions had been

arrived at although a few exercises between Y^-arships and shore-

based aircraft had been staged. The reason v/as not far to

seek. Up to October 1923 there "lYas only one flight of such
aircraft at home and one at Malta, No progress could be made

in formulating any co-operation technique with such a tiny
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force,

virtually confined during the years 1923 to 1928 to the

air units raised and employed for the Fleet and -vvhich by
mid-1 923 T/ere Icnoim as the Fleet Air Arm.

(iii) The expansion of the shipborne or Fleet Air Arm

Systematic operational exercises vrere, therefore,

comoonent

The nuinber of shipborne aircraft or Fleet Air Arm rose

from a dimiinutive first line strength of 46 in April 1 923
to 82|- by April 1924 and 105 83^ April 1926. Dviring these
years the Carriers were the Argus, Hermes, Eagle, Furious
and Pegasus but not all were in commission at any one time.

In ordei' to be ready to provision the two large carriers
then under reconstruction (Courageous and Glorious) the
Admiralty on 25 May 1926 put forward a programme of expan
sion which required a total of 241 aircraft by 1935. This

figure of 241 was arrived at by totalling the full stowage
capacity of the tvro new carriers Tdth those already in
corcmission and addi

ships and cruisers,
to this prograimne plus the earlier request for shorebased
flying boats partly because they did not believe that the

Carriers could actually operate the numbers so craiimied into

their stowage, partly because of the difficulties in raising
and training the new personnel, and partly because of the
ever present question of financial stringency.

In July 1926 the Air Ministry made a coimter proposal
which they considered more realistic. They undertook to
buiild up the Fleet Air Arm to 12)4 aircraft by 1930 and to
increase the shore based Coastal Reconnaissance flights by
five flying boats at home, five in the Far East at Singapore
and six seaplanes in Ceylon or the Persian Gulf by mid-1929.

a further 50 aircraft for capital
The Air Ministry could not agree:?f)

A.H.B.

HA/1/41
end. 17

ibid

As far as the Coastal Reconnaissance programme -vvas
concerned this did not satisfy the Admiralty for at a

Combined Inter-Service Meeting held on 31 March 1927 they
produced a memorandum outlining their requirements for

flying boat strength in which the minimum needs before an

outbreak of war vrere 41 flights at home and 12 flights in
the Far East,

increase was considered necessary nor how many boats rrere

to constitute a flight but on a rough basis this meant 200
at home and 60 in the Far East,

quite unrea]. in 1927 even as a very distant target date,
’No war for ten years rule’ alone put it out of court,
though the original ’Ten year Rule’ of 1919 was withdrawn in

July 1 928 it was rep»laced by an assumption of no major Y/ar
for ten years which ran continuously from day to day but was

subject to an annual re-affirmation by the Cabinet,
re-affirmation was made in June 1929.

the 1 928 and 1 929 annual reviews of Imperial Defence Policy
the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee recorded that the number

of aircraft authorised for Coastal Reconnaissance units urns

•considerably belowY the minimum considered necessary.

The paper did not give a date by which this

Such figures were of cours

Al-

Such

Ho^rever, in both

ibid

end. 25

e
The

C.I.D.358-C

C.I.D.896-B

C.I.D.9OO-B

and 92h8-B

(1) The allocation of aircraft was:- Courageous 52,
Glorious 52, Furious 36, Hermes 15, Eagle 18, Argus 15#
Tindjctiye 3, and 50 for battleships and cruisers.
These latter were to be spotters and fighters.
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In fact, by mid-1 929 the first line strength of the
Fleet Air Arm had reached 1lj.1 aircraft, and the shorebased
element of maritime aircraft v7as 20 at home and 20 abroad. (1)
In July 1929 another two programaaes for the future expansion
of the maritime air forces were put by the Admiralty before
the Fighting Services Committee of the Cabinet. In one,
the existing Fleet Air Arm strength was to be rai.sed as soon
as possible to the 2i.i-1 aircr
176 were for the Carriei-sl^)
and cruisers. In the other, the shorebased force was to
expand to 46 flying boats and 48 torpedo bombers at home,
and to 41 flying boats and 72 torpedo bombers abroad (mostly
in the Far East).

aft previously claimed. Of these

F.S.(20) 9
A.H.B.

IIA/1/41
end. 63

c.p.332(29)

,
and 65 were for capital ships

Both these programmes were under consideration during the
autumn of 1 929 but although accepting that some expansion r>rB.s
most desirable, the Air Ministry was more concerned about the
larger question of repercussions of such increases in the
forthcoming General Disarmament Conference,
story is continued in Section (viii).
the types of aircraft provided for the Fleet Air Arm.

(iv) Fleet Air Arm supply and aircraft types

Before recounting the training and exercises carried out
by the Fleet Air Arm it is as well to visualise the supply
conditions pertaining to this branch of the R.A.F. from 1923
onwards and to note the types of aircraft with which it was
equipped.

The subsequent
Tfe will now turn to

The Balfour Cormiittee of I923 laid dcvna that the then

existing arrangements for new design, experimental and
research vrorlc to meet Naval requirements \'?ere to continue to

be carried out by the Air Ministr5>- after consultation vdth

the Admiralty. In this the Air Ministry was to utilise the
services of certain ex-Naval officers who had transferred to

the Air Force and were to be guided by a Joint Technical
Committee on aviation arrangements in H.M. ships,
satisfactory fcr a period but the ex-Naval officers referred

to gradually disappeared through retirement and their
experience was not replaced by Air Force officers ivith the

Fleet Air Arm owing to their relatively short time of service
with this branch.

This was

Moreover there vfas by 1 930 a general lack
of contact by senior Naval officers with the atmosphere of

aviation and a similar lack of realisation by senior Air

Force officers of the Navy’s needs.

(1) In September 1928 a torpedo bomber squadron of 12
Horsley aircraft was formed at home and in October
another flying boab fli^t was added. On 1 January 1929
the flying boat flights v/ere re-numbered as Squadrons
thoigh still remaining at a strength of six aircraft
(4 I.E. plus 2 I.R.). By the autxmm of 1929 there vrere
two squadrons of flying boats and one of torpedo bombers
at home, one squadron of seaplanes at Malta, one squadron
of flying boats at Basrah in the Persian Gulf and one
squadron of flying boats at Singapore. Details are at

Appendix V under the appropriate year and month.
The Carriers ymre now listed as the Courageous 52,
Glorious 52, Ftirious 36, Ea.gle 18, Ifemes 15# and
Vindictive 3.

(2)
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In the Advisory Committee on P.A.A. aircraft types
and its Technical Sub-Committee, although there vras naval

representation, the direction v/as mainly an Air Force
matter. It was therefore inevitable that R.A.P. types of

aircraft were adapted to F.A.A. use and not specifically
designed as o£irricr borne naval aircraft either as regards
performance and duty or their ease of stowage in  a carrier.

These adaptions of aircraft basically designed for R.A.P.
land operations presented no particular disadvantage virhile
such types were small and light but mth the arrival of

more advanced, heavier and larger aircraft the P.A.A. tended

to be stuck with either obsolete or inferior types. Except
in the case of torpedo carrying aircraft special designs
for naval aviation v/ere virtiially ruled out. This need

for specialised design w&s realised in Anerica from 1 929
onwards and thereafter purely naval types of aircraft were
provided for the U,S. Fleet by such firms as Grumman and
Vought who were encouraged to devote their whole energy to
this end. There were of course further handicaps in this
country imposed by financial stringency and the influence
of incessant preparatory and main Disarmament Conferences
bet\reen 1 926 and 1934.
America and Japan, y/ere not so restricted either by political,
financial or inter-service differences of opinion and they
forged ahead not only in carrier design but in number of air
craft wiiich, contrarj^ to British practice, v/ere exclusively
designed for naval vrork. This led to the possession by
these comtries in the 2nd World ViTar of a much higher stan
dard of carrier aircraft than that available to us.

However, other countries, notably

Admty.
C.B.3307(1)
Chap, II

ibid

The Air i.iinistry p>olicy of ’ubiquity* Thereby in theory
any aircraft type or crew could with a minimum of adaptation
and training perform any task received Governmental support
right up to 1937 in the case of the Fleet Air Arm and for

many years after in respect of shorebased aviation. Yhether

complete control by the Admiralty v/ould have resulted in a
less or greater state of unpreparedness in our 1939 maritime
air power is still a subject for debate.

In May 1 923 the Fleet Air Arm was reorganised into
Flights of six aircraft because this unit was most suited
to handling either operationally in Carriers at sea or in
disembarked shore training. The four categories of aircraft
were Fighters, Spotters, Reconnaissance, and Torpedo,
The names are self explanatory of their duties except that
the primary task of a Spotter was the detection and report
of any change of course by the enemy fleet and a
constant estimation of the inclination between this and

the line of fire - fall of shot spotting was of secondary
importance.

Althoiigh in 1924 a small amphibian (the Seagull III)
TTas introduced to combine spotting and short range reconnais
sance it was not till April 1 928 that the Fairey IIIF was
adapted to merge the two categories into Spotter Reconnaissance
Plights,

distinct, throvigh 1 933 when the larger Carriers in commission
enabled Plights to be fused into squadrons of twelve aircraft,
until 1 935 when the Shark aircraft was introduced which

combined Spotter Reconnaissance with Torpedo duties,
type was loiown as a Torpedo/Spotter/Reconnaissance or
T.S.R. for short,

the famous Swordfish,

Thereafter the three categories remained

This

In 1936 the Shark was replaced by
The same year saw the introduction
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of the equally famous Walrus as a catapult reconnaissance air

craft carried in battleships and cruisers.

Appendix V shovra the disposition of Fleet Air Arm flights
aiid squadrons on various dates between 1 923 and  1 937 while
Appendix VI gives details of aircraft types, pei-formances and

year of introduction into service.

(v) Fleet Air Arm operational training and exercises -

1921 to 193^

It must be remembered that from 1921 until the end of

1928, tlie maritime component of the R.A.F. was almost exclu

sively shipbome,
first shorebased torpedo-bomber squadron became operational
and not until rrell into 1 929 was the minute flying boat force
increased,

was in the hands of the Navy, the administration, all the

initial training and much of the operational training was done

by the E.A.F,
amount of time Tiiich the carriers could spend at sea on

practising their aircraft aiid the bulk of the flying training
had to be done while disembarked at the E.A.P, stations in

East Scotland and around Portsmouth,

mth the Fleet at sea took place only occasionally and on

termination it was the custom for the Naval authority afloat

to indicate to the E.A.F. Station Commander in what respect it
was wished that training should be intensified or altered.

It was not till the latter date that the

Although the -operational control, when shipborne.

The national financial stringency limited the

Full scale exercises

Records of the training in reconnaissance and spotting
are scantj^ but exercises in these took place on all occasions

of Fleet Gunnery practices,
is more complete and as these always culminated in an airborne

torpedo attack it is this aspect that is most to the fore,

was the Fleet Action, in \^ich the shipborne aircraft's primary
weapon viras the torpedo, which dominated in the minds of all

and every exercise was designed mth this end in view,

(a) Torpedo attack exercises

In vie?/- of a conmonly held belief that the Air Ministry
have always been opposed to or at least lukewarm towards the

use of the torjpcdo, it may be stated here that the importance
of the torpedo as an airborne v/eapon vrs.s stressed continuously
by Lord Trenchard right up to the end of his tenure of the

post of Chief of the Air Staff in December 1929.

The evidence from Fleet Exercises

It

A.H.B.

ID/76 ̂
end. 6

The division of responsibility betTveen the Admiralty and

Air Ministry for the development of torpedoes and bombs for

use against ships was the subject of correspondence between

the tTO Departments during 1922,
of the question the conclusions of the Air Council were to

recognise 'that the Admiralty possess peculiar experience in

the employment of the torpedo as well as the mechanisra for

future development and that under these circumstances the

logical and economical course appears to be to adopt the

principle of the responsibility of the biggest user acting
in close collaboration with the other Department concerned.
On this principle the development of torpedoes should lie with

the Admiralty and bomb development vd.th the Air Ministry
whilst in both cases design is a matter of agreement betv/een
the two Services concerned*,

After an exhaustive review

A.H.B.

ID2/133
end. 5
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This policy i/ms readily agreed to by the Admiralty and

was put into practice by both Departments,
unit experimenting ydth torpedoes and the operational
torpedo units were in the closest touch with the R.N. Torpedo
School and exex-cises were carried out in conjvuaction with the
Fleet,

an increasing scale during the next four and a half years.
It is t-innecessary to describe each exercise and  a typical
example will suffice

Both the air

Such exercises had started in 1 921 and continued on

Atlantic Fleet Exercise - 5 April 1923

Setting - Red Fleet (hostile) to advance up Channel to
bombard Blue naval bases at Portland or Isle of Yfight.

Instructions - Blue reconnaissance aircraft to locate

Red Fleet so as to signal back positions to enable
Blue submarines to attack Red Fleet and then to enable

air torpedo attack by Blue strike aircraft.

Blue Air forces

At Cattewater -

At Calshot

At Portland -

4 flying boats
2 flying boats
3 Fairey HID

( 3 ITalrus
(12 Dart torpedo planesAt Gosport

A.H.B.

IIK/54/10/10
Pack No. 1

Action

The first flying boat left Cattewater at dawn darkness.
The Red Fleet was first reported at 0547 hours and was
shadowed up Channel to the longitude of Portland,
reports were sent to Admiral (s) who stated they were
valuable but hazy weather frustrated many submarine
attacks omng to low periscope visibility.

All

Torpedo Attack

The formation adopted by the Battle Fleet to receive
attack viTas in a ‘V’ mth the flagship at the centre and
the vri.ng ships t¥ro or three points before the beam with

the screening destroyers close in to the capital ships.
The 12 Darts took off from Gosport in tvro divisions
vd.th the sub~flights in succession,
leaders were fitted with B/1,

The divisional

Ov/ing to the poor visibility, the leader of the
2nd Division sighted the Fleet first and \7ent straight

Result five hits on the Warspite, Barham and
The 1st Division attaeked four

in.

Valiant - one miss.

minutes later.

Valiant - three misses.
ResiHt three hits on Repulse and

Summary

Seven capital, ships present -
Eight hits on four of the ships -
Approximate range of firing

12 torpedoes dropped
Four misses

700 yards
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Appendix X contains a full list of all torpedo attack exercises

carried out Taetween July 1921 and January 1926 including a lai’ge
batch from H.M.S, Eagle in the Mediterranean, In all, a total

of 304 torpedoes ■p.'ere dropped of which 156 secured hits.

The resultant opinion on the value of air torpedo attack was
embodied in an Air Staff memorandum in May 1926, The opening
paragraphs stated that the question of torpedo attack against
capital ships vra.s difficult to estimate. Peacetime conditions
of exercise vrere necessarily unreal both as to the conditions
under which aPleet might have to accept attack and the opposition
•'A'hich the aircraft might have to face. It was claimed by the
Admiralty that A/A fire could prevent an attack at very close
range but they were of the opinion that this sux^position was
open to doubt. Even under conditions favourable to ships
fire, aircraft v/ere likely to succeed in launching torpiedoes and,
given su.ffici.ent numbers and a properly organised attack, it
seemed very improbable that ships by their OTm efforts would
lorevent a determined attack from being driven home. Nothing
but single-seater fighter protection would prevent at least two-
thirds of the attaclcing aircraft from■ dropiDing their torpedoes.
There folloived a description of attack fornations, approach and
release tactics, ' In conclusion it was estimated that i'?hen
operating against capital ships under war conditions at least
two-thirds of the attackers would succeed in launching torpedoes
at a decisive range, and of these at least one-third, i.e.
22 per cent of the whole, would hit the target.

t

A.H.B.
ID2/11
end, 1

This vie\T was in agreement with, an earlier report by. the
Commanding Officer of H.M.S. Eagle in which he said:-

*It is unfortunate that no means are available for testing
the va1.ue of the gun against an attack by torpedo planes.
One attack, carefully analysed and applied to the results
of firing at fast moving targets, gave the impression that
a very small percentage of machines would be put out of
action before they had functioned,
attacks during Fleet action appears to be sufficiently
great to merit the embarkation of as many Torpedo Flights
as can be arranged without affecting efficient
reconnaissance.’ •

The value of such

ibid

The,0-in-C. Mediterranean Fleet was more cautious though he
too reported in January 1926 t&.t ’results show that the
aeroplane can claim a higher proportion of hits than any
other type of torpedo user,
be lost sight of that peace conditions limit the defence
more than the attack,

that this form of attack- \7ill be invariably successful but
undoubtedly the menace is great and, with a larger explosive
charge in the torpedo and higher performance aeroplanes
this menace will increase,’

At the same time it must not

It should not be assumed therefore
ibid

Resulting from the torpedo attack exercises carried out
during 1926 and up to July 1927 the Air Council resolved the
methods of improvement under three headi.ngs:-
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The efficiency of the vreiapon - The existing Me. VIII* torpedo
carrying a 320 Ih c
with a 500 lb head,

torpedo left room for improvement although the dropping gear
had been strengthened. The coming introduction of the new
two-seater torpedo-bombing aircraft would enhance the
efficiency of attack.

aharge head was being replaced by the Mk. X
.  ) The technical efficiency of theibid

end. 3

The tactics of attack - The tactic of ’scatter attack’

vdiereby the machines kept formation and height till over the
target and then dived rapidly and independently to the attack

was more likely to effect surprise and ensure immunity from

gunfire. Every attacker should aim at dropping within a

distance of 1,000 yards from the target as attacks beyond
this range had far less prospect of success. It was agreed
that the existing ’one flight per ship’ theory of attack \?as
correct in that the decisive crippling of one ship vrould
hamper a hostile fleet more than single hits on several
ships.

The personal factor - This T/as in the opinion of the Air
Council by far the most Important and viiich if not fostered
from the initial stage vrould never ensure success however

perfect the weapon and tactics might be. The present pre-
liininary training was, broadly speaking, adequate but it was
only by the most regular and sustai.ned practice afterwards
that a pilot could maintain his skill in attack. The
Council desired to stress this continual practice most
strongly and they urged the Admiralty to give it their
fullest consideration, as it was only after pilots joined
the Fleet Air Arm that such practice could be given and it
ms not within the scope of the R.A.E. authorities to
provide the opportunities throughout a torpedo pilot’s
career. Finally the Air Council suggested that the possible
and at present unlmoTm effect of gunfire upon aircraft should
not be allo\wed to minimise the potentialities of the torpedo
plane or to curtail the offensive spirit of its personnel
during peacetime. It was unfortunately apparent that this
hypothetical accuracy of A/A fire vras leading to dangerous
conclusions being draiim from peacetime training in that the
aircraft were being influenced to drop at long range instead
of pressing home to a pointblank 1,000 yards.

The 1 927 season of torpedo attacks ended with an
interesting exercise carried out by four flights of aircraft
flovm off a ’hostile’ carrier at sea and directed at the Fleet

lying in the vindefended anchorage of Cromarty Firth,
Torpedoes were not actually dropped but the supporting

ibid

ibid in

Appendix III

(1) The previous torpedo had been in Service use since the

end of 1916, and was the 18 inch Mark IX which was
obsolescent by 1926:-
Weight - 1,099 lb. Speed - 29 loiots. Range - 2,000 yards
Explosive - 250 lb.
The standard tome do in 1926 wras the 18 inch Mark VIII*:-

Weight - 1,420 lb. Speed - 29 Imots for 4>000 yards
35 knots for 2,500 yards

Explosive - 320 lb.
The newf torpedo was the 18 inch Mark X:-

Weight - 1,430 lb. Speed - 35 loiots. Range - 1,800 yards
Explosive - 500 lb.
Ref; A.H.B./iia/iA end. I7A.
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The a/a gunnerybombing attack used bags of flour,
arrangements of the Fleet \mre thrown into complete disorder

by the simultaneous arrival of bombing aircrai’t and very Iott
level torpedo attacks.

The foregoing continued to represent the Air Staff vievirs

on torpedo attack procedinre by shipborne aircraft and, indeed,
these never afterwards changed as far as concerned the train

ing and employment of torpedo aircraft as the rjrimary i/veapon

in the Fleet Air Arm, (1) Torpedo attack exercise records are
not complete after the year 1929 "but up to then they were as
tabulated below:-

Atlantic and Mediterranean Fleet combined results

A.Ii.B.

IIA/i/23
end, 57

Bad

runs

Percentage
Hits

Torpedoes
dropped

Year Hits

1926 18 3445135

401927 173 70 37

226 98 43.31928 30

51.6181 341929 351 I

(b) Bombing and Fighting training

In 1 923 the Admiralty put forward a proposal for the
development of bombing by Fleet Air Arm units of the R.A.F,

In a repljr the Air Staff put it on record on 8 October 1923
that if the Admiralty required an aircraft for bombing it must

be a two-seater and embody proper facilities for \ising a bomb-

sight. It was not practical to put heavy bombs in either the

reconnaissance or fighter tjrtoes and they opposed the production
of a separate fleet-bomber to carry heavy bombs as it wodd
mean adding a fifth type of fleet aircraft with the attendant

disadvantage of adding to the congestion in carriers of a type
of plane that might seldom be required. They favovured the

development of the torpedo plane into a two-seater capable of
carrying an alternative load of either one lieavy bomb or one

torpedo thereby avoiding a new class of aircraft and putting
at the Fleet Commander's disposal a choice of strike vreapons.
Until such a plane was in production the two-seater Fairey HID
reconnaissance plane vras in 1 924 given a bomb load of one

A.H.B.

IIA/1/41
end, 7

(1) That the torpedo continued in high regard bj- the Air
Staff was exemplified in 1928 by the introduction of the

shorebased torpedo-bomber for Coast Defence. This regard
was unaltered up to 1932 but in that year certain qualifi
cations were made in view of the blister protection being

given to capital ships (see A.H.B./IIA/1/4 end. 53).
The change of priority to bombs for use by shorebased air

craft against ships did' 'hot come till 1 935 after the

series of bombing trials af'ainst the Centurion (see
Chapter IX (v)) and applied only to the Metropolitan
Bomber Force which was the only force capable of bringing
a heavy attack to bear on major navd units. As the
bomb Tiras their Tireapon par excellence, it was unthinlcable
to give them a dual weapon dth dl the disadvantages of

special airci-aft and special training.
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230 lb bomb.(l)
same lines as that given to the Central R.A.F. bomber
aircraft.

Bombing training was, of course, on the

On 20 June 1925 the Admiralty intijnated their intention
of issuing their own Training Syllabus to cover bombing and
firing practices for units of the Fleet Air Arm.
Air Ministry replied pointing out that the proposed Admiralty
syllabus was based on an Air Ministry training scheme which,
owing to later experience, was already out of date and
suggesting that a meeting be held to secure an agreed
syllabus incorporating this experience.

The

ibid

encl, 2if

Hov/ever, the Admiralty stated that they could see no

object in such a meeting as they had now modified their
own suggested syllabus (OU.5358) to allov/ for the special
conditions of attack on sea targets and they proposed to

put it in operation forthwith, (2) The Air Ministry lArrote
on 24 September 1925 regretting the Admiralty’s attitude,
expressed the opinion that it would be preferable to co

ordinate all requirements in one manual, and offering certain
helpful comments and corrections to the Admiralty's syllabus.

ibid

That this Syllabus ?/as incomplete and faulty v/as not
admitted until June 1928 vihen the C,-in-C, Atlantic Fleet

Yorote to the A.O.C, Coastal Area suggesting a general
reconsideration of the training scheme. Resulting from
Joint conferences in the Furious the Air Member for

Personnnel wrote Admiral Tomlcinson at the Admiralty saying
that the Fleet Air Arm flights needed much more systematic
training on shore o^vlng to the limitations upon training
when embarked and pointed out that OU,5358# the syllabus
prepared by the Navy, vrould necessarily have to be com

pletely revised.

ibid

After a year's indecision on the matter, on 5 July 1929
it was given as the viev/ of the C,-in-C, Atlantic Fleet

that a naval scheme of training was wanted, not an R.A.F.
scheme, and that most of the training could be done
afloat -

C.-in-C.

even that done ashore must be under the Naval

Nevertheless Admiral Tomkinson agreed to try
the experiment of attaching Fleet Air Arm units to A.D.G.B.

practice camps as recommended by the Air Member for
Personnel. Following visits to R.A.F. units under traininibid

App.A
g

and affiliation, the Admiralty at last realised that
OU.5358 v/ould have to be completely rewritten and on
27 September 1929 the Air Ministry agreed to co-operate,
help in the revision and print the nevir manuals,
added to this necessity by the publication of the results

Point was

(1) The introduction in 1 928 of the Fairey IIIF Mark IIIB
enabled a load of two 230 lb bombs to be carried but
it was not till November 1 929 that the two-seater
Ripon IIA torpedo plane became operational with an
alternative load of one 18 inch torpedo or 1,600 lb
of bombs.

This document was remarkable in that its 17 pages
avoided a single reference to the fact that the mits,
for whose training it provided, were part of the R.A.F.
Moreover, the term 'Senior Officer of the Fleet Air
Arm' was used throughout instead of 'Senior Air Force
Officer' which was the term agreed to between the
Services.

See Appendix VI.
(2)
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in the recent hombing trials against the Centurion in -vTfhich

the Fleet A:Lr Arm squadron obtained a percentage of only
10 as against 18 837- the A.D.G.B. squadrons.

At a further conference on 23 December 1929 it was agreed
that the Fleet Air Arm flights should carry out exactly the

. same firing and bombing practices at the Air Force Practice

Camps as the regular R.A.F. squadrons^
•practices could be better carried out vidth the Fleet or on

naival ranges and a short description of these latter v/as

appended.

Certain additional

ibid

App.B

(vi) Shorebased aircraft and their operational training -

1929 to 193^

One of the problems which occupied the three Services and

the Committee of Imperial Defence from 1921 onwards was that of

Coast Defence. This title vfas something of a misnomer be

cause the issue was really over the Defended Ports, not the

coast between them. Were they to depend on defence b3^ fixed
Coast Artiller3r or Air Forces or a combination of both - the

course of the opposing arguments do not concern us here until
mid-1928, by which time it had been agreed that Air Forces had
a part in such defence. A somewhat nebulous commitment was

vdshed on to the scanty flying boat formations that were in

existence for reconnaissance to give warning of the ap-proach
of any hostile seaborne threat and in July 1928 a Coast
Defence Torpedo Plight ws.s formed at Donibristle in the

Coastal Area Command. They were eq-uipped mth Horsley
bomber aircraft adapted to cPTry one I8 inch Mark VTII
torpedo and \¥ere intended to attack any enemy major units that

might threaten our defended ports. In September the Flight
Y/as strengthened, and became No, % Squadron still at
Donibristle from where continuous practice in dropping dvamny
and runner torpedoes was carried o\.it.

In January 1929 the two flying boat flights at home -were

renumbered as Nos. 201 and 203 Squadrons (each on four
outhamptons) and they together Yd.th the tv/elve torpedo

planes foi-roed the entire sliorebased maritime force in home

waters, (■!) In March, No. 203 Squadron Y/as transferred over
seas to Basrali in the Persian Gulf and althoiagh  a neviT No. 204
Squadron v/as formed at home it did not become fully operational
uintil the folloYving year. Operational exercises v/ere fev/ and
far between. The torpedo squadron, after training attacks on
single ships dviring May and June, took part in one Fleet
Exercise in October in'which their, attack on 'the flagship
(H.M.S. Nelson) resulted in four hits out six torpedoes

'■ dropped, Mos't of the one flying boat squadron's Yirork was
Yidth the Anti-Submarine School at Portland and consis'ted of
•demonstration flydng', i.e-. accustoming the ptersonnel of
each Service to the aspects of the other, and to sDnple forms
of fleet escort.

A.H.B.

IIA/1/23
ends. 1
to 34

See Appendix VI
for pei'fomance

A.H.B.
IIA/1/4
end. 30

See Appendix XI

During 1930 the Home based flying boat squadrons vrere
Nos, 201 and 204 augmented in June by the formation of No. 209
Squadron on Iris III flying boats. Eight exercises Yvith the

(1) Abroad, there was the renumbered No. 202 Squadron of
Fairey HID float planes at Malta, and a flight of fo\nr
Southampton flying boats at Singapore (shortly to be
renajned No. 205 Squadron),
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Fleet were carried ovit vichich took the form of search,
shadow and reporting of the Fleet for the benefit of sub

marine attacks, anti-submarine escort to the Fleet, and
interception patrols in co-operation with surface forces
against raiders. 'Demonstration* flying was done with the
a/s School and No, 201 Squadron carried out an extended
cruise in the Baltic during September, No. 36 Squadron
did not exercise with the Fleet but continued practice
training and in September was despatched overseas to
Singapore, In its place. No, 100 Squadron was transferred
in November from A,D.G,B, to Coastal Area and its Horsley
aircraft were adapted as torpedo planes.

ibid

In 1931> between March and May, No. 209 Squadron carried
out an extensive cruise in the Eastern Mediterranean but

subsequently much trouble was experienced vd.th the Iris

flying boats and the Squadron took no part in exercises at
home. Nos, 201 and 204 Squadrons only took part in three
Fleet exercises but carried out several anti-submarine patrol
trials vdth the 5th S/M Flotilla and the A/S School at
Portland, No, 100 Squadron co-operated vdth Fleet Air Armibid

aircraft from the Courageous in torpedo attacks on the Fleet
at anchor in Cromarty Firth and further exercises at sea with
the Courageous, During July and August this squadron did
their annual training in bombing.

There had been several unfavouirable reports from the
C»“in-C, Atlantic Fleet on the standard of the flying boat
work in Fleet exercises in 1929 and 1930.
in a report _ after the March 1 931 Exercise AY in which the
C,-in-C, said that from the lessons of this exercise it was

clear that there had been little, if any, advance in the
efficiency of flying boat squadrons to carry out naval duties.
If efficient co-operation coxild not be obtained under the
existing system, a tx-ansfer of flying boat units to the
Fleet Air Arm ox- to direct naval control was essential,
foCTvarding this report to the Air Ministry, the Admiralty said
they felt that existing arrangements were inadequate and
seemed unlikely to improve unless a considerably greater
degree of control in the organisation and training of the
shorebased units was exercised by them.

These culminated

In

Admty letter
M. 02529/31

The years 1932 and 1933 saw a considerable increase in

the number and scope of the various exercises. Although
No, 209 Squadron continued to be out of the line for most of

the period owing to troubles \idth the Iris V, the other two
flying boat squadrons took part in twelve Fleet Reconnaissance
exercises, six exercises with a/S forces, two exercises in
night reconnaissance and shadowing, and a Coast Defence
exercise off East Scotland. They also carried out summer

See Appendix XT

cruises in Scottish water and in the Baltic.(1)
their normal torpedo practice training, No. 100 Squadron did
three sets of squadron torpedo attacks on uinits of the Fleet,

As well as

In January 1934# No. 100 Squadron was despatched
to Singapore and in May a relief squadron was transferred to

overseas

(1) Another flying boat squadron was formed in this period.
This i7as No. 210 Squadron on Southamptons, They were a
long time equipxjing and working up, and only took part in
one local exercise from Calshot in 1933,
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Coastal Area from No. 21 Group Inland Area, This vms
No. 22 Squadron who vrere equipped with Vildeheest torpedo-
bombers. After preliminary torpedo practice training, they
carried out a number of attacks against single units of the

Fleet during September and October, All four flying boat
squadrons took part at one time or another during the year
in four Fleet Exercises, three special exercises in night
reconnaissance and shadowing, a three day and night continuous
flying in co-operation with the ASDIC development branch and a
Coast Defence exercise in the Channel area. No. 201 Squadron
also undertook a five week Summer Cruise around the British

Isles,

ibid

Svimmary

At the end of 1 934 the strength of the shorebased maritime

force at home vras four flying boat squadrons and one
bomber squadron - not a gi^eat increase in five years
is difficult to sum up the standard of operational efficiency
in the flying boat squadrons because, except for the
generalisation of co-operation with the Fleet, there was as
yet no specific role apportioned. The Admiraltjr were plainly
not satisfied with the situation. After perusal of the very
scanty squadron and headquarter records which are available
of this period it does appear that most of the exercises were
unreal and humdruim consisting as they did of the eternal search

for and reporting of a fleet whose position was tolerably well

known before talce off, the tedious shadowing of the Fleet, the
stereotyped anti-submarine escort of the Fleet in which their
only purpose was to force submarines to dive and the location
of Fleet units so as to enable submarines to attack them.

The work with the Portland A/S School was not much more
interesting as the aircraft were nevei' intensively trained to
attack the submarine and more often than not were either

spectators or used for observation purposes in ASDIC hunt
exercises.

The torpedo training appears to have been good in all
three of the torpedo-bomber squadrons, for instance No. 3^
Squadron in 1929 and up to July 1930 dropped nearly 1,100
torpedoes in practice. The actual attack exercises against
Fleet units or the Fleet itself numbered in all, eight for
No, 36, ten for No. 100 and twrelve for No. 22 Squadron. G?he
average percentage of hits was a shade under 50 which compared
favourably with the shipborne torpedo plane performances,

(vii) Anti-Submarine Training

(a) The influence of ASDIC

In the light of after events, the lack of serious atten
tion given to anti-submarine training is very noticeable,

.There seems no doubt that the major reason for this was the
development of the submarine \jndervfater location device ASDIC

(1) Abroad there was No. 202 Squadron, still on floatplanes,
at Malta, No. ,203 Squadron at Basrah, and two torpedo-
bomber squadrons together vd.th No. 205 flying boat
squadron at Singapore,
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for use by surface craft,(0 After the war a paper was
prepared by Captain A. K. Waistell, C.B., R.N., dated
12 Jai^uary 1 921 ̂  in which the progress in this form of

submarine detection was described together with a brief
explanation of the equipment. At that time, under
favourable conditions, good results had been obtained up
to 6,000 yards and trials agaj.nst a submarine had
shoTm that it could be detected and held at a range of

2,500 yards. Exercises regularly carried out at the
Portland a/s School established that once the submarine
was detected, hovrever much it might attempt to escape, the

ASDIC hunt would be successful on an average of three times
out of four.

Admty,
N,S,C.17 in
evidence to

C.I.D.

Sub-Committee

In a report contained in C,I,D, if73“B of 24 December 1923
the Admiralty were of the opinion 'that at the end of the
first three months of war they would have dominated the

submarine attack*. Two years later in C,I.D. 639-B of

21 October 1 925 the Admiralty slightly qualified this
opinion, not because of any lessening of faith in the
device, but in v±e\Y of the cuts in the number of new
destroyers approved in the Estimates and the lack of funds

to develop A/S measures in auxiliary patrol craft and to
construct a class of special a/s vessels. Although they
still had every hope of having the submarine menace in

hand by the end of three months of war, they considered it

prudent for the country to take precautions to stock up
against starvation. There was no mention of any reqmre-
ment for aircraft in a purely anti-submarine role,

(b) The forgotten lessons of the 1914/18 War

This was the more strange as the experiences of the
Rar were fresh in some niinds. In a lecture given at the

R,A,P. Staff College diiring the 4th Coirrse (1925/26) some
facts were given on the subject by Sauadron Leader
J, K, Waugh D,S.C
experience in the R.N,A.S. and R.A.P.

strilcing remarl^s were:-

1, The effectiveness of air escort or patrol cannot be

Judged by the number of submarines sighted or sunlc.
The real criterion should be the tonnage of ships sunk
or dainaged in the convoy escorted or the eirea patrolled.

2, The fact that an air unit might seldom sight a submarine
was not necessai'ily due to their absence from the area

but to the fact that they were chary of attacking when
aircraft T/ere present. It had frequently occurred that

if there was a gap of a da,y or even part of a day in

the air cover or escort, ships 'would be attacked in an
otherwise trouble free area.

who was speaking from his own war
Among his more

• >

A.H.B.

Il/l 22
pp, 66 to 75

The most striking proof of the value of aircraft was
afforded by the convoy statistics. Prom April 1917
till the end of the war, 312 ships v/ere torpedoed
whilst in convoy and of these attaclcs only 'two occiurred
when the convoy was under" air escort.

3.

(1) The ASDIC was originally'- conceived by Professors Langouin
(Prench) and Chilov/ski (polish). They were members of a
small committee of scientists set up in September 1917 to

study the problem of undervrater detection of submarines.
The title of the committee was the Allied Submarine

Detection Investigation Committee, hence the name ASDIC,
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if. The optimum air escort was found to be two, one to search
the area ahead and on the bows of the convoy up to 5 miles,
the other to cover the rear sectors to prevent the convoy
being trailed.

5. By the end of the war it had been accepted that relatively
heavy bombs of iiigh explosive/weight ratio were essential
for attack. The desirable 500 pounder could only be
carried by a few wartiire aircraft types and the one in
general use had been the 230 pounder of which several
could be carried. They were fuzed to explode at a depth
of about 40 feet and were effective against submarines on

the surface and down to 60 feet submergence.

Although during 1917 and 1918 some 236 air attacks on
submarines were made, on].y about 10 were thought to have

been sunk with a further 15 possibly damaged. Tliis
lamentably small ra.tio of success could have been improved
by restraining the exuberance of pilots. On sighting a

submarine the pilot's sole idea was to attack as soon as

possible. In most cases by the time they arrived over the

position, the submarine had dived leaving only a swirl and

a few air bubbles. Although the actual position of the

enemy was a matter of pure guesswork this, as a rule, did

not deter the pilot from releasing all bombs on the off

chance of a lucJky hit. Broadly spealcing, only -vdien some

portion of the enemy could be seen at the moment of attack

should bombs be released,(1) Had the pilot been content
to wait about in the vicinity for half an hour or so it

was more than probable that the submarine would re-appear
when an opportunity for a successful attack would present
itself. This had been confirmed in the few cases ■vdien an
attack was withheld, (2)

6.

ibid

7. In his recommenda.tions. for the future, the lecturer put
firstly the continuous air patrolling over navigational
focal points if shipping was running independently but
as soon as convoy was instituted convoy air escort assumed
overall importance and in this duty the bringing up of
surface A/S forces to a sighting position was just as
valuable as any air attack. Only lastly should aircraft
be employed in the search for and attack on submarines in
their transit areas,(3)

ibid

8. In conclusion the lecturer said that the greatest lesson
he had learned was that only by the closest and most loyal
co-operation between air and sea forces was it possible to
meet the submarine menace and conquer it.

Such wise and precise advice did not appear in any Air Staff or
Naval Staff policy, appreciation or instruction on Anti-Submarine

(1) It was July 1941 before this important lesson was
•rediscovered' and incorporated in Anti-U-Boat Policy,
See Volume III, Chapter II (ix) of the R.A.P. in
Maritime l?ar.

(2) Not till Jme 1 943 was tlois policy of witWiolding an
attack and retiring out of sight for a space officially

SeeIt was then known as 'Baiting Tactics',adopted.
Vol. IV App. VI of the R.A.P. in Maritime War.
This latter important but unpopular lesson was borne out
in the 2nd World War statistics but is still not loniver-

(3)

sally admitted.
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measures. Neither got any further than a generalisation
that aircraft might he of assistance in reporting the
presence of submarines well ahead of the Fleet,
negative approach to the subject is vrell exemplified in a

paper on the Submarine Menace submitted by the Naval Staff

to the Committee of Imperial Defence on 29 June 1931. After

enumerating the heavy losses from German U-boats in the

1914/18 Tifar, it surveyed the extent to wiiich other nations,
particularly France, viere building submarines and gave a
short account of the limited resources now possessed by the
British Navy in countering submarine attack in a future ivar.

Regarding ASDIC the paper pointed out that good results
could only be obtained in moderate sea conditions at moderate

speeds and vri.th very well-trained personnel. There were,
hovrever, very limited numbers of vessels fitted with this

appai’atus and in view of the fact that when the convoy system
was in operation there were an average of 23 separate convoys
at sea on any one day in the Atlantic alone, of -I'iiich at least

ene-third were in the submarine danger area, the ASDIC
protection to convoys was likely to be very small. Regarding
the influence of aircraft on Anti-Submarine measures, during
the war Allied aircraft only effected the destruction of seven
out of a total of 188 U-boats destroyed. Subsequent fleet
experience pointed to the fact that the potentialities of
aircraft in this respect had not materially altered but they
had extended their capabilities for reconnaissance and this
should help to increase the chances of attack on submarines
by vessels fitted with ASDIC.

This

C.I.D.

1077-B
A.H.B.

IB/3/21

In face of such a lukcYfarm attitude it was hardly sur
prising that anti-submarine measures did not take  a very high
place in the cm-’riculum of air training for the maritime
squadrons of the R.A.F. Moreover, this passive outlook
was reflected in the desultory progress made in the develop
ment and production of an anti-submarine bomb. Appendix VIII
gives the unhappy story of this useless weapon which in 1934
was still only in limited production and quite imi^roven
against a realistic target,

(viii) Disarmament Policy - 1929 to 1933

Towards the end of 1929 there was in the immediate offing
a Five Power Naval Conference to be held in London follo-vTed by
the General Disarmament Conference to be held at Geneva as

soon as the Preparatory Disarmament meetings had evolved an
acceptable agenda. (l) Natux'ally any agreement among the Five
Naval Powers to alter the existing carrier tonnage limitations
Trould affect the consequent requirement for shipbome aircraft.
In the case of Great Britain the shipbome aircraft or Fleet

Air Arm was an integral part of the Royal Air Force and any
large increase in the existing Fleet Air Arm would result in

the absorption by the Navy of an excessive proportion of our
total air strength either as restricted by financial considera
tions or as fixed by the Disarmament Conference, In other

words every aircraft granted to the Navy resulted in one less
for Home Defence, It was therefore of vital interest to the

Air Mnistry that the authorised carrier tonnage should be

ID2/93
encl, 4

(1) These Prepar-atory Disarmament meetings had been going on
since 1926 with as yet no agreed basis of comparison or
definition in sight.
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materially reduced and it seemed to them that this might he
perfectly feasible.

Below, is given a table showing the carrier tonnage limits

as agreed in the 1922 Yifashington Naval Treaty and alongside
are the figures up to which each coimtry had built by
December 1929:~

Washington
Tonnage Limit

Present Tonnage
Built or BuildingCountry

108,000 (6 carriers)

78,000 (3 carriers)

6l,000 (3 carriers)

21,000 (l carrier)

Nil

135,000A.H.B.

iia/i/34
encl. 62

Great Britain

U.S.A. 135,000

81,000

60,000

60,000

Japan

Prance

Italy

N.B, Originally the maximum individual carrier tonnage
.  , was 27,000 but. in October 1925 Great Britain

proposed 23,000 tons.

The latest Admiralty requirement specified I76 aircraft
to be carrier borne leaving the remaining 65 as shipborne in
capital ships and cruisers. Taking the Glorious class
(22,500 tons) carrying 52 aircraft as a basis, it would
require about 76,000 tons of modem carrier tonnage to
accommodate these 176 aircraft so that the authorised limit

could safely be lowered to, say, 78,000 tons which would be

parity with the existing U.S.A. tonnage and of course would

involve corresponding proportional cuts in the other three

povrers. There was also another point niiich the Air Mnistry
desired to stress. In the Washington Treaty there was no

limit p>ut to the construction of carriers under 10,000 tons

displacement. Should any foreign povrer decide to construct
large numbers of such small carriers the threat to our far

flung ocean communications would be serious,

(a). The London Naval Conference

ibid

end. 63

ibid

ends. 65
and 66

'  j,. A letter expressing these vie’ws was sent by the Secretary
of State for Air to the Prime Minister on I7 December
An Admiralty memorandum was circulated early in January 1930
to the London Naval Conference Committee recommending a new

authorised limit of 125,000 for carrier tonnage and malcing no
reference to an inclusion of carriers imder 10,000 tons.

Whereupon Lord Thompson sent another and more urgent letter to

the Prime Mnister dated 13 January in which he expressed his

bitter disappointment at the Admiralty’s failure to grasp the
chance of a really TOrthT/hile reduction in carrier tonnage and
pointing out the implications of the consequent increase in

Fleet Air Arm strength detracting from the Home Defence ability
to defend this country against attack by Eijropean land based

A.H'.B,

ID2/93
encl. 7

L.N.C.(E) 10
also

C.P.5 (30)

A.H.B.

ID2/93
encl. 13

(1) The Labour Party had come into pov/er again on 8 June 1 929
with Mi’. J. Ramsay MacDonald as Prime Minister,
Lord Thompson as Secretary of State for Air and
Mr. A. V. Alexander as First Lord of the Admiralty.
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aircraft. (1) A copy of this letter v/as sent to the
First Lord of the Admiralty who replied on 20 January
denying all the assimptions made and took up the old
argument that;-

The Fleet Air Arm existed purely for Naval needs.
It was required to work with the Fleet in any part
of the world and its strength viras fixed according
to the requirements of the Fleet and nothing else.

Far from being a part of the Royal Air Force, the
Fleet Air Arm v/as for all practical purposes an
integral part of the Navy, Its aircraft were for
naval work and paid for by Naval Votes and its
personnel was JO per cent naval.

Disregarding this return to the old controversy betvreen
the two Services, Lord Thompson on 1 February addressed tvro
memoreinda to the London Naval Conference Committee,
first he advanced reasons for the definite inclusion in the

permitted carrier tonnage figiures of any aarrier of or under

10,000 tons displacemexit and the consequent withdrawal of
the proposal to include such small carriers in the cruiser

category. In the second he deprecated the Admiralty state
ment in their L.N.C.(e) 10 that we could accept no reduction
from the figure of 125,000 tons. Theii' requirement was

for 176 aircraft to be carrier borne, a number calculated
from the existing carrier accommodation but the First Sea

Lord (Admiral Sir Charles Madden) had just foreshadoT/ed in
the Committee that an early replacement was intended of the

three old carriers by modem large units, hence presumably
the figure of 125,000 tons. Apart from the fact that
10,000 tons vras a derisory cut after all the protestations
in the cause of disarmament, he pointed out that the insis

tence on this figure meant that, based on the capacity of

modern carriers, there might soon be a requirement for

28if shipborne aircraft to which must be added the 65
stipulated in F.S.(29)9 for capital ships and cruisers
malcing a target programme for at least 350 aircraft. If

this had been a matter solely of Naval requirements it

^  woiold, he said, be less open to objection but he was bound
to consider it in relation to the wider question of limita

tion of total sir strength in the Disarmamenc Conference which
would follow the Naval Conference. If at Geneva we could

settle for parity with France, the most ponrerful Eiiropean
Air Force, v/e might well agree on the figure of 1,000 first

line aircraft. The disproportion of 350 of these aircraft
having to be in the Fleet Air Arm would seriously compromise
our minimtim Home Defence requirements let alone our commitments

abroad. He submitted, therefore, that the maximum carrier
tonnage should not be above 100,000 which gave ample scope and
to spare for the accommodation and operation of all the

aircraft the Admiralty required.

Notice was taken of these papers for, in a memorandum
published by the Government on 4 February 1930 summarising
the position to be taken by this country at the Conference,

(a)

(t)

In the

ibid

l.n.c.(e) 14
A.H.B.

IIA/1/34
end, 84

L.N.C.(E) 15

ibid

ibid

(1) This fear was heightened by a Cabinet decision in
December 1929 that the 1923 Air Expansion Scheme was to

be retarded again and involved the postponement of the

completion date from 1935 to 1938.
1055-B - A.H.B. 1^3/21.
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it was stated, among other propositions, that His Majesty's
Government considered that the aircraft carrier tonnage figure
should include all such vessels of 10,000 tons and under, and
proposed a total of, say, 100,000 tons for the British and

■  United States navies as compared with the total of 135,000
tons authorised under the Washington Treaty with an adjustment
in ratio for other nations; and that the maximum size should

not exceed 25,000 tons with the age extended from 20 to

26 years.

A.H.B.

IIV1/34.
end, 90

In the event the London Naval Conference Agreement, which

was signed at St, James's Palace on 22 April 1930, while stipu
lating that the description ' aircraft carrier' should include
all such vessels of -vtiatever displacement, made no alteration
at all in the total authorised tonnage allocation of
155,606 for this country and America, The way was thus wide
open for even larger expansion claims for Fleet Air Arm
strength. However, recognising the impracticability of ̂ y
immediate increase in carrier construction, (1) the Admirdty
in June 1930 put forward to the Fighting Services Committee
of the Cabinet a revised development prograime for the

Air Arm, The requirement figure was 241 aircraft by 1939 or

213 by 1936 in viiich year it was proposed that the matter
should again be reviev/ed. In an explanatory paragraph it was
stated that, after considering both immediate needs and

, national econony, it was undesirable to press for^ a new ^
carrier and they did not anticipate asking for this carrier
to be laid down before 193^ unless foreign programmes rendered
this necessary.

A.H.B.

ID2/92

P.S.(29) 31
A.H.B.

IA/1AI
end. 116

page 3

(b) Disarmament quotas

With this Fleet Air Arm requirement in mind, the Air
Ministry continued the never-ending task of estimating the
Metropolitan and Overseas needs in arriving at a total
strength figure which could be justified, compared and possibly
form a basis for negotiation in the deliberations of the ^ ^
preparatory Disarmament Commission. In a periodical revision
of these in July 1931 it was considered by the Air Stai’f that
Coast Defence requirements had been underestimated. There ha
been no official programme of expansion since that of _
July 1 926 but it was tacitly understood that a steady increase
was reasonable towards an upper limit by 1936 of ?2 flyi^
boats and an unspecified number of torpedo bombers or other

landplanes.

A.H.B.

IIA/i/34
end, 108

The actual strength in 1931 was 12 flyi.ng boats and 12

torpedo bombers at home, and 8 flying boats, 12 seaplanes^d
12 torpedo bombers abroad - a total of 56 aircraft, (,2; ̂ It
,was now thought that a more realistic figure to, adopt in

with the French Air Force would be aparity comparisons
declared strength of; -

35 flying boats^
180 landpl.anes )

40 flying boats
136 landplanes

abroadat home

(1) This 'impracticability' \Tas partly because of the world
wide economic blizzard #iich was commencing and partly

• because of the June 1930 re-affiliation by the Cabinet
that there would be no major war for the next ten years 

-

C.I.D.1055B.

(2) Details of disposition are at Appendix V.
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This vms not in any sense a dated expansion programme but

vrould form part of the total upper limit figure for the

R.A.E. comparable to the agreed upper limit tonnages in the
Naval Treaties, Moreover the Cabinet had on 20 July 1931

again reaffirmed that the Fighting Services Estimates should
still assume that there would be no major v/ar for ten years.

In fact, the first line strength of the Maritime Air forces
remained small and in February 1 932, at the time of the

opening of the Disarmament Conference at Geneva amounted to
only;-

C.I.D.1058-B
A.H.B.

IB/3/21

AbroadAt home

8 flying boats
12 floatplanes
12 landplanes
62 F.A.A. aircraft

16 flying boats

12 landplanes
96 F.A.A. aircraft

It T/as, hoT/ever, in February 1932 that the Chiefs of
Staff Sub-Committee in reviewing Imperial Defence Policy
drew a sombre pictm'’e of the appalling weakness and unreadi
ness to which our Defence Forces had been reduced by the

cumulative results of all the *No v/ar for ten years’ rulings

and they recommended that this pernicious assumption should
This had particular reference to our weaknessbe cancelled,

C.I.D.1082-B
ibid

in the Far East with emphasis on the Singapore commitment.
The recommendation was accepted by the C.I.D, in March 1932
but was not endorsed by the Cabinet for another eleven
precious months.

(o) Clashes with the Admiralty

Not unreasonably, even in the face of the economic
blizzard still svreeping the v/orld and of a recent recommenda

tion by the Cabinet Committee on Disarmament that negotiations
be opened vri.th the United States to prevent competition in

numbers of shipborne aircraft, the First Lord of the
Admiralty(l) issued a memorandum in TJhich a minimm Fleet

Air Arm strength of 400 aircraft was asked for by 1936.
This request, he said, represented the tactical requirements
of the fleet and was ’ an absolute and not a relative
factor’.

A.H.B.

ID/3/6

Lord Londonderry queried the whole paper as, apant from
its effect on the R.A.F. strength negotiations then starting
in the Geneva Disarmament Conference, the claim on the face

of it was irrespective of whatever standard v/as put fo2rward

by the United States or Japan, both of whom were about to be
asked by our Government to reduce their carrier tonnage.
Although the 400 aircraft might be Tdthin the carrier
capacity allowed us by the Naval Treaty, it very greatly
exceeded the number that could be accommodated in the Fleet

as at present constituted or was likely for many years.
There had been, he said, no development in foreign programmes
since June 1930 which called for any enlargement of the

programme lAhich the Admiralty were then ]prepared to accept.

A.H.B.

IIA/1/34
end. 116

(1) On 24 August 1 931 the Labour Government had resigned
and a Coalition Government was formed, still under
Ramsay MacDonald but containing many Conservative and
Liberal members. At this time the First Lord was
Sir Bolton E3nres-Monsell and the Secretary of State
for Air was Lord Londonderry.
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The mere building up to the exact authorised tonnage was

financially ruinous and might become disastrous to our position
if it resulted in all the chief Naval Powers doing the same.

The First Lord replied on 19 April 1952 and laid bare
one of the constant causes for disagreement between the two

He said that the insuperable obstacle was theDepartments,
assuiaption by the Air Ministry that vre must combine a global
limitation figure for all categories of aircraft that would not
be in excess of that of France, with parity in the metropolitan

Naval defence was concernedand immediately adjacent areas,

A.H.B.

ID/3/6

not with France alone but with Naval Povrers all over the world
and the needs of the Fleet in shipbome aircraft were determined

by considerations of naval strategy and tactics v/hioh could not
give way to considerations of the quantitive limitations of
other categories of aircraft.

Hovirever, once again the demand for a large increase in
Fleet Air Arm streng-th was not pressed further as in spite of
the gloomy and well-founded forebodings of the Chiefs of Staff
Sub—Committee and the strong C.I.D. recommendation to cancel

the ‘Ten Year Assumption* the Cabinet ruled that the parlous
state of the country’s finances were even more serious than

the existing military risks. Partly on this account and partly
because it was not desired to prejudice the work of the

Disarmament Conference by any increase in our ovm forces,
broad investigation of our pressing defence requirements was
undertaken.

The other constant cause of disagreement made its
reappearance on 30 duly 1932.
First Lord that certain measures v^hich had recently been

settled in conference affecting the conditions of entry,
service and promotion in the Fleet Air Arm had at  a stroke
been denounced by ah Air Ministry demand that the agreed
temporary 50 cent representation in the ranks of Squadron
Leader and Wing Commander until 1936 Shou3.d be made a permament
arrangement and extended down to Flight Lieutenants. The sub
stitution of a 50 5 50 ratio for the existing 70  i 30 division
was quite unacceptable to the Admiralty,

Lord Londonderry wrote back on 2;. August that, far from the
Air Ministry’s proposal being new or revolutionary, the

Admiralty’s counter-proposal that they should retain 70 per
cent of Flight Lieutenant posts for naval officers was a clear
breach of the agreed basis for the above conference discussions.
This basis had been arrived at by an Air Council letter of

1 March 1932 expressing a hope that the AiSmiralty would
eliminate any continuance of the contention that the 70 : 30
ratio was a predetermined ’must’ and to which the Admiralty had

replied on 7 April that they agreed to the problem being
examined from a general policy point of view rather than the
maintenance of any fixed ratio of naval officers in the Fleet
Air Arm, Lord Londonderry went on to say that the v/hole
matter stemmed from the Balfour Committee findings of 1925

when the Admiralty had promptly claimed the upper limit
('70 per cent) v/hich that finding had tentatively mentioned
only a possible figure. Ever since, the Air Ministry had
maintained that this percentage was not a satisfactory basis

for the manning of the Fleet Air Arm, They had been supported
in their view by the Colwyn Committee in 1925 who recommended
that the naval ratio should be reduced to 30 cent and by
Mr, Baldwin in 1926 who appealed to the Admiralty in their otm

interests to agree to a lov/er ratio. He had hoped, therefore.

no

This was an accusation by the

as

C.I.D.1087-B
A.H.B,

IB/3/21

A.H.B.

ID/3/6

ibid

ibid
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that the recent conference implied T/illingness to discuss the

70 ; 30 ratio which had so long obstructed agreement between

the t?ro Departments and the settlement of any permanent policy.
He also mentioned in his letter other concessions by the Air

Ministry since 1926 such as the granting of 50 per cent of

posts in all carriers and shore establisl’iments, and the

promotion of naval officers to Air force rank at much lower

ages than their Air Force colleagues in the same units. The

offer of 50 per cent to the Air Force quota in the higher ranks
only Lintil 1936 v/as for far too short a time,
fixed over a period long enough to allow the human individuals
affected to work out their careers xmder it.

Further deliberations continued in the combined con
ference until December 1932 when settlement was reached on

details of entry, promotion and length of service for naval
officer pilots. It v^as also agreed that a limited number of
R.A.F, sergeant pilots would be employed in the R.A.F. quota
and that carrier posts should continue to be on a 50 :  50
ratio but that there should be 100 per cent allocation of naval

pilots to all the catapult flights in capital ships and
cruisers,

(ix) The grovfing Oerman menace forces belated rearmament

Early in 1933 Japan invaded the Chinese province of
Jehol and gave notice of withdray/al from the League of

Nations, In February 1933, at long last, the Cabinet
definitely ended the ‘Ten Year Rule' and endorsed the pre
vious policy of the Committee of Imperial Defence 'that a
start shorrld be made in providing commitments which are

purely defensive including the defence of bases, first
priority being given to requirements in the Far East'•

In June 1933, the C.I.D, Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee
in their annual review of Imperial Defence drew particular
attention to the increasing rapidity of Geman re-annament and
as far as our Air Forces were concerned they recommended the

hastening of the completion of the Air Expansion Programme of

1923 as the Home Defence Force was still short by ten
squadrons of the 52 then approved. But still nothing was

done by the Government,

Meanwhile the Disarmament Conference, which had opened at

Geneva on 8 February 1932,(1) sov/ed the seed of its
ultimate failure by the August decision to allow Germany to

rearm on the grounds that only if she received this permission
would she subsequently submit to be controlled by disarmament
proposals. Further set-backs had resulted from Japan's
onslaught on China later in 1932, the obvious failure by the
League of Nations to impose sanctions on her and the increas

ing discredit into vfhich this body was rapidly falling.
However, the Conference pursued a frustrated way for another

year bogged down in hopeless attempts to achieve numerical

It must be

own

Cab.inet 9 (33)
conclusion 3

C.I.D.

1113-B
A.H.B.

IB/3/22

(1) It must be remembered that prior to this opening there
had been six long years of Preparatory Commissions in

order to obtain an agenda agreeable to the Ly6 polyglot
nations who insisted on their voice being heard,
the full story of these and the Confer-ence itself see

A.H.B.IIA/l/3if Parts 2 and 3.

For
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limitation of international air strength to a reasonably low

level and finally foundering on impossible suggestions to

prohibit all bombing from the air, and the increasingly aggres
sive tone by Germany under the National Socialist Party led by
Herr Hitler, culminating in Germany’s withdrawal in
October 1933 with notice of resignation ff®m the League of
Nations.

The time \ms overdue for a thorough review of our commit
ments as a whole and of our means for meeting them,

15 November 1933 the Cabinet appointed a Defence Reqvdrements
Committee to examine the position and submit a programme for

remedying the deficiencies existing in the Services which had
resulted from the long and crippling imposition of the ‘No. War
for ten years' rule.

Towards the end of December, the Admiralty submitted their
construction programme for the year 1934 to the Defence
Requirements Priorities Sub-Committee, This included provision
for the laying down of a large carrier together with additional
shore accommodation and training facilities for its aircraft.

They intended that the 12 aircraft required for the carrier
should be in addition to the existing programme strength,
some.unaccountable reason the paper was not circulated to the

Secretary of State for Air or the Air Ministry,

The Under-Secretary (Sir Philip Sassoon), acting for
Lord Londonderry absent in India, wrote on 11 January 1934
s^xying he had heard of this paper and asking the first Lord to
hold his hand until his Department had had a chance of discuss

ing the implications from the air supply angle,
replied that he was quite unable to accept this suggestion.
His remarks followed very closely those of April 1932 when much
the same situation had arisen except that now both the United

States and Japan were steadily building carriers up to the

Treaty limits, A somewhat acid exchange of letters follov/ed
in which each contradicted the opinions of the other and ended
with the inevitable remark that the fleet Air Arm was an

essential part of the Royal Navy, not an integral part of the

Royal Air force.

At last.
on

for

The first Lord

Cabinet 62 (33
Conclusion 5(h

C.P.311(33)

A.H.B.

ID/3/6

ibid

On his return from India in february 1934, Lord Londonderry
supported the stand taken by Sir Philip Sassoon that the Air
Ministry should certainly have been consulted before the demand
for the 72 aircraft became a Cabinet Paper and wrote to the
Prime Minister about it. He (Mr, Ramsay MacDonald) expressed
surprise that there should be such open disagreement between the
political heads of Departments when from his enquiries he foxmd
that no such differences existed in the Chiefs of Staff Sub-^

In his reply Lord Londonderry saidCommittee on the subject,

ibid

and ID^103

that this occasion was by no means the first diffioxilty he had
had both with the Admiralty and the War Office,
maintained that the Admiralty ought never to have put their

paper before a Ca,binet Committee without the Aii’ Ministry being
informed. In the event the Naval programme was approved but

the Committee took note that the provision of a new carrier

vroizld involve future extra expenditure by the Air Ministry,

He still

ID ̂102
ends, 1 to 4

On 5 March 1934, the Defence Requirements Committee
presented their report for meeting the deficiencies in v;hich
they considered it of first importance that the 1923 Home

Defence Air programme of 52 squadrons should be completed as

soon as possible in order to meet the German menace,
addition they recommended a five year programme to make good

In
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our worst deficiencies whereby another 40 squadrons would

be created.(l) They also said that there still remained insuf
ficient flying boats at home for convoy duties or defence
against submarines, for reconnaissance in co-operation with the
Navy, and insufficient fighters to assist in the defence of
home ports and Inland cities in the noi'thern half of England,
To meet these requirements a minimum of 25 squadrons were

and above the 40 already mentioned.necessary over

This report Viras examined by a Ministerial Committee then

considering the requirements of Imperial Defence and they
thought it important enough to anticipate their Einal Report
by submitting immediately to the Cabinet that portion which
dealt with Air Defence, In this they endorsed the need for a

special Five Year Programme of expansion to make good the
worst deficiencies amounting to 55 squadrons for Home Defence,
4^ squadrons for the Fleet Air Arm and 4 squadrons for the Far

Together with the 1925 Expansion Programme this would
give by April 1959 an R.A.F. first line strength of 1,252
aircraft, of v/hioh S60 would be at home and 292 overseas, and
a Fleet Air Arm of 215 aircraft. This was known as Air

Expansion Scheme A,(2) and vfas to be completed by
31 March 1939.

East,

Although the necessity for a further 25 squadrons for
naval co-operation and the extension north’ward of Home Defence

was recognised, the country's finances and aii-craft production
potential could not meet this requirement during the next five
years, but in order to test the possibility of interchanging
Home Defence iinits with Fleet Air Arm units in case of

emergency they recommended that the Admiralty and Air Ministry-
should concert experiments iir training two or more squadrons
from each of these forces in the dual foie and to report in

the course of the next two-years to the G.I.D.

C.P. 193(54)
and

C.I.D.1148-B

This Report was accepted by the Cabinet and the substance
of the above special programme was announced in the House of
Commons on 19 Julj^ 1954. Henceforth it was openly accepted
that our defence preparations were to be planned v/ith Germany
as the probable enemy.

These squadrons consisted of 80 aircraft, including 16
flying boats, for the Far.East, 110 aircraft for the Home
Defence Force and 51 aircraft to make good the existing
deficiency in the Fleet Air Arm v/ith provision of a

further 192 aircraft for future naval construction during

the years 1955 to 1940 (12(4 for two new carriers and 4S
for new capital ships and cruisers).

Metropolitan Air Force

- 28 (5) Sqdns, - 356 aircraft
- 41 (8) Sqdns, - 476 aircraft

Sqdns, - 60 aircraft
Sqdns, - 2^8 aircraft
Sqdns, - 24 aircraft
Sqdns, - I6 aircraft

Fighter
Bomber

Army Co-op
Coastal &.P. - 4

Torpedo bomber- 2
Flying boats

(1)

(2)

N,B. Bracketed figures indicate hov; many were non-regular
auxiliary squadrons.

5

4

Overseas Air Force

All types, including flying boats *• 27 sqdns, -
292 aircraft

Fleet Air Arm

At home and overseas 5T“i~^'~s'qdns, - 215 aircraft,
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CHAPTER VII

KEKB\\rEP ACCELERATED BEARIviAtflHT

193A TO 1.936

(i) InterohangeaEilitjr of aircraft and manning oontroversz

Up to the end of 1933 all Home Defence proposals were
based on the possibility of war with Erance but the public and
the House of Commons had foxmd it difficult to believe in any

great danger from this quarter,
financial stringency had resulted in the long reign of the

•No virar for ten years' rule. In consequence there was

failure to provide by 193^^ more than A2 of the 52 Home Defence

squadrons considered necessary in 1923, liov/ever, six months
of a possible Certnan threat had already resulted in apprxjval
for an extra 33 squadrons.
Disarmament Conference there were only remote chances of
international numerical limitation of air forces and conse

quently from this angle all Air Ministrjr opposition to Eleet

Air Arm expansion was at an end. But there remained the curb
on our total air strength imposed by considerations of

national finance and the limited output of the aircraft
industry. There also remained the constant undercurrent of

Admiralty dissatisfaction with the system of Eleet Air Arm

administration by the Royal Air Force,

The reasons underlying the Covemment interest in the
feasibility of a dual role by units of the Fleet Air Arm and
the Home Defence Force T/ere that they were in doubt as to

whether the Five Year Programme vms sufficient to make good
our deficiency in Home Defence, and whether it would be
politically and financially practicaile to meet the cost \mless

there was some degree of interchangeability between Fleet Air

Arm and Home Defence squadrons. Discussions on this latter

subject took place during July 1934 in a Ministerial Sub
committee on the Allocation of Air Forces where it was finally

decided that, though possibly F.A.A, aircraft could be used in

Home Defence, the converse v/as not possible. However, the

Air Ministry did not accept this opinion and believed that a

part of the Home Defence personnel could be adequately trained

to provide a part of the complement of Carriers, in the

Fighter and Torpedo squadrons. They agreed that an experiment
in the use of E.A.A. squadrons for Home Defence should be

tried but thought that a similar experiment in the use of Horae

Defence personnel in the F.A.A, should also be tried.

This feeling and the

¥ith the demise of the

A.H.B.

ID2/^02
5th conclusions

ibid

end. 11

During the course of the discussions in the Sub-Committee
the subject of manning and reserves received attention.
Regarding the question of R.A,F. reserves, the members thought
it better in Parliamentary pronouncements to publish the

increase in the number of first line squadrons while hiding
the fact that there was no war reserve backing in preference to

only adding a few squadrons but using the money voted to pro
vide a pi'oper reserve backing. Hence the start of the 'vfindow

dressing' policy vfhich was the feature of so many of the sub

sequent Expansion Schemes, But this policy was no solution to

the conditions peculiar to the Fleet Air Arm with its mixed

Naval and Air Force personnel.

This problem was made more difficult by the intrusion of

an old controversy. The first sign had come in March when

the Admiralty had reopened their claim for the entry of lov/er

ibid

3rd conclusions
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deck rating pilots into the Fleet Air Arm, Consideration of

this subject had been delegated to an inter-service conference

scheduled for July but the publication of the G-ovemment’s
Expansion Scheme A had caused a postponement. After making a
number of proposals dealing with Fleet Air Arm manning,
training, organisation and reserves the Air Ministry suggested
in October that this postponed inter-service conference might
not only discuss the naval rating pilot system but look into

the interohcaigeability of squadrons proposition because both

had an intimate bearing on manning and training methods.

This brought a sharp reply on 1 2 November 1954 fi^om the

First Sea Lord (Admiral Sir Emle Chatfield) to the effect
that he could not agree to the rating pilot question being dealt
with in conjunction with an entirely different matter of

almost national strategy. He preferred to discuss  a plain
interchange of one or two squadrons to see how they got on in
favour of any arguments on manning, training ajid organisation.
These latter merited separate treatment as in the Admiralty
view the existing manning arrangements led to inefficiency
owing to the much shorter period of attacliment of junior R.A.F.
officers to the Fleet Air Arm than the original four years
contemplated in the 1923 Balfour Report, The constant changes
of R.A.F, personnel with their resulting lack of naval
experience interfered considerably with Fleet training and put
a brake on progress. However, he agreed that a conference to

discuss the exchange of squadrons trial was necessary and

suggested it should take piece at an early date.

This was replied to by the C.A.S, (Air Chief Marshal
Sir Edward Ellington) on 3 December in which he confined him

self to the question of the dual role and agreed that a trial
exchange of two or more squadrons from each force might be

carried out during the summer of 19,55» The necessity for

this trial was largely discounted at the end of April 1935
by a statement in the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee that ’there
can be no idea of counting on the Fleet Air Arm aircraft, even

though they may be stationed at home, as an integral part of
the R.A.F. Metropolitan first line strength’. Accordingly,
the Fleet Air Arm was henoeforvmid. no longer reckoned as part
of the Royal Air Force in parity comparisons with the German
Air Force,

A.H.B,

IIA/1/41
end, 31

ibid

C.0.S.574
and

C.1.D,

1179-B

Regarding the naval rating question, this continued to
rankle betv/een the two Departments and was coupled with rising
dissatisfaction by the Admiralty with the terms of service of

R.A.F. pilots in the Fleet Air Arm, Moreover the Admiralty
v;ere having very great dii’ficulty in recruiting sufficient
naval- officer pilots to compete with the authorised expansion
in the Fleet Air Arm and the whole subject vms becoming a

cause of acute disagreement between the two Departments, A

memorandvua was sent by the First Lord to the Secretary of State

for Air on 20 May 1935 in which he said that efforts to resolve

this problem had failed over the x-eoent months, evidently due
to a fundamental difference of view. The Admiralty held that

the Fleet Air Arm vms a vital and integral part of the Royal
Navy; the Air Ministry, on the contrary, held that it was part
of the Royal Air Force allocated for duty with the Fleet and

that matters affecting its composition, administration and

development must be legarded primai’ily i'rom the standpoint of

the Royal Air Force. Another instance, he said, of this
fundamental difference was the curtailment by the Air Ministry
of the time of'service of the R.A.F. quota of pilots in the

A.H.B.

ID2/103
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Eleet Air Arm. The 1923 Balfour Committee had reckoned it

should he four years, the Adjuiralty thought it should now he

far longer hut in fact it had been gradually reduced and now
There was no douht that with theonly averaged 23 months,

present difficulties the Naval personnel was unhappy as they
had to serve tv/o masters and the individual* s career during an

important part of his life was felt to he in the hands of
another Department - the result was lack of volunteers,
these circumstances he had no option hut to ask for the

appointment of a Cabinet Committee to enquire into the^con
ditions arising out of the dual control of the Fleet Air Arm
and to make early recommendations with regard to the employ
ment of naval rating pilots and the term of service of R.A.F.

pilots in the Fleet Air Arm,

In
ibid

However, in June 1935 there vms a reshuffle of posts in
the Coalition Government and Lord Londonderiy v/as replaced as
Secretary of State for Air by Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister with
Mr, Stanley Baldwin as Prime Minister instead of
Mr, Rajnsay MacDonald, In vievf of these changes the First
Lord’s memorandum with its request for a Cabinet Enquiry was
not circulated to the Cabinet but an official answer to all

the charges vms prepared at the Air Ministry ready if and
when the subject ;ms reopened.

(ii) Accelerated R.A.F. Expansion Programmes - 1935. and 1936

Meanwhile .at the end of March 1935> Sir John Simon and

Mr. Eden had held very unsettling conversations in Berlin with
Herr Hitler, He had informed his visitors that Germany had

already reached parity with Great Britain in air strength and
intended in the future to achieve parity with the French Air
Force in France and North Africa,

at an approximate total of 2,000 aircraft,
were sceptical whether this was the immediate target for

Germany's expansion but they considered that a force of 126
squadrons of 1,500 first line aircraft could reasonably be

achieved by April 1937 though it would be 1939 before this

force could be put on a war footing as regards training,
equipment and reserves.

To counter this nev/ threat the Air Staff proposed that

the R.A.F, be expanded to 1,332 first line aircraft by
April 1939, This was referred to the Ministerial Committee
on Defence Requirements but they did not consider this as
sufficient and appointed a sub-committee under the chairman

ship of Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister(l) to prepare  a revised
and accelerated programme. It was considered that the
politically binding pledges on 'air parity' given by
Mr, Baldwin (as Lord President of the Council) on  8 March and
again on 28 November 193A vrould need to be honoured,(2)

These forces were assessed
The Air Staff

ibid

C.P.69(35)

C.O.S.373
15 Apr. 1935

(1)
(

This was before he became Secretary of State for Air,
The pledge given on 8 March 1934 v:as:-
'In conclusion I say that if all our efforts fail and it

is not possible to obtain this equality in such matters
as I have indicated, then
to it that in air strength and in air pov^er this country
shall no longer be in a position inferior to any
country vfithin striking distance of our shores,'
Ref; Hansard Col. 2078,

this Government will see

2)
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The redrafted px’ogramme, which came to he laiovm as Expansion
Scheme C, vfas designed to provide a Metropolitan Air Force

of 123 squadrons of 1,512 first line aircraft hy 3I March 1937.
Details are given in footnote (I), There was no increase
suggested for the Overseas Air Force or the Fleet Air Arm but
it was noted that the latter which then nmbered 17k- aircraft

should, after achieving its authorised 213 aircraft by 1937»
be subsequently increased to 277 Dy Apid.1 1939.

In an endeavour to keep Germany’s naval rearmament in

check an Anglo-German Naval Agreement v/as signed on
18 June 1935 under which Germany was permitted to build up to
35 per cent of the British Fleet in each category of surface

ships and to .'1.5 per cent in submarine tonnage by the end of
192^2, These ratios were subject to certain transfer rights
as between one category'’ and another which v;ere set out in

detail in an exchange of Notes which folloT/ed, Under
para, 2(f) Germany later obtained the contingent right to

parity in submarine tonnage,(2)

Soon after the signing of this Naval Agreement, the
Defence Requirements Committee was invited by the Cabinet to
re-examine the Defence Forces Expansion Programmes in the

light of the more general German rearmament. Their Report
was presented on 22f Juljr 1935 in which, after recording the

gloomy international situation, they recommended  a further

speed-up in all three Service programmes regardless of cost
so as to be in a reasonable state of preparedness for war

early in-1939 and they requested further time in which to

woi'k our precise details. These were completed by
November 1935 and as far as the Air Force was concerned
amounted to the completion of the already authorised enqjiin-
sipn programme by 1937 with the addition of one more squadron
and increases in squadron establisliments at home, ten more

squadrons for deployment abroad, a much increased entry of
pilots to build up the totally inadequate reserve, and

similar increases in reserve aircraft, stores and other^
equipment. This would give us an Air Force of 2,20ii- first
line aircraft by 1939 of which 1,736 could be classified as
Metropolitan Air Force, Regarding the Fleet Air Arm, the

Admiralty stated that development plans made it necessary to
ask for an increase in the April 1939 figure from 277 to 312
and by to 502.. aircraft. In addition they req-iired a

Cabinet (29) 35
May 1935

D.R.C.27

D.R.C.30

( 5) Squadrons -
(11) Squadrons -

Squadrons -
Squadrons -
Squadrons -
Squadrons -

(1) Fighters
Bombers

Army Co-op
Coastal G.P. - 7
Coastal T.B, - 2

Flying Boats - 6

- 35
- 68

5

ii-20 aircraft
816 aircraft

90 aircraft
126 aircraft

2ii- aircraft
36 aircraft

Squadrons - 1,512 aircraftTotal -123

N.B, The numbers in brackets indicate hov/ ma,ny squadrons
were non-regular auxiliary.

(2) Germany gave her intention to complete by the end of 1939:-
One nev/ 35,000 ton battleship, three heavy cruisers, one

aircraft carrier, sixteen large destroyers and forty
submarines in addition to two 26,000 ton battlecruisers
and one liglrt cruiser then under construction,
existing German Navy included three 10,000 ton pocket
battleships, seven light cruisers, twelve large and
twelve small destroyers, and twenty-four srao,ll sub>narines,

SECRET
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modem shore estahlishment of their own to accommodate dis—

embarked aircraft v/hile under training.

The figures of D.R,C,27 were considered by the Cabinet
Committee on Defence Policy and approved on 25 Pebruary 193^
as Air Expansion Scheme E«(l)

In March 193^ the international situation took a turn for

the worse, G-ermany re-occupied the PJiinela-nd and it became
apparent that, with much of our slender maritime defence
force deployed in the Mediterranean against an aggressive Italy
engaged in the Abyssinian ¥ar, the meagre remnant at home vra,s
utterly incapable of meeting any threat from an equally
aggressive minded G-eriiumy. It viras stated in C.0,S,i».6O(j,P,)
dated 29 April 1936 that, among other deficiencies in air co

operation T/ith the Navy, there were no aircraft ava-ilable in

this country virhich could be allotted solely for coastal
reconnaissance against enemy surface craft other than six to

eight flying boats. All further requirements for Naval
Co-operation v;ould have to be found from the resources of the
Fleet Air Arm,

In Hay 1936, the Y/ar Organisation Committee introduced
what was called the vfestem Plan v/hich applied to the mobili

sation and disposition arrangements for a possible major virarin
Europe as contrasted with those for the Mediterranean crisis.
Emergency plans were related to consecutive pei-iods - Phase I

was April to October 1936, Phase II was October 1936 to
April 1937, Phase III was April to October 1937 et sequetur,

(iii) The formation of Bomber, Fighter and Coastal
Commands, i~93'^~~'

From the point of view of the general organisation of the

Royal Air Force the large increases contemplated by Expansion
Schemes C and F necessitated in particular the abolition of
the old Air Defence of Creat Britain Command and the separa

tion of the offensive or bomber organisation from the
defensive or fighter force. Some concern was also expressed
that unless the Bomber and Filter forces were placed under

separate Commanders-in-Chief the need for an adequate
Striking Force might be subordinated to the more pressing
claims of defence. It ms, therefore, decided that there
should be instituted Bomber and Fighter Commands each with an

Air Officer Commaaider-in-Chief responsible directly to the

Cabinet(lO) 56

C,0,S,it42

A.M. S,37140
end, I5A
and

S.321it.5
end, I7A

A.M, S,35318
Part I

end, 6b

(1) Fighters
Bombers

Army Co-op
Coastal &,R,

Coastal T.B.

Flying Boats

A20 aircraft
990 aircraft
132 aircraft
126 aircraft

32 aircraft
36 aircraft

5) Squadrons -
68 (11) Squadrons -

A) Squadrons -
Squadrons -
Squadrons -
Squadrons -

30

11

7
2

6

Squadrons - 1,736 aircraftMetropolitan Total - 12A

Squadrons - A68 aircraft
of all types

37Overseas

- 161 Squadrons - 2,20A aircraftR«A,F, Total

N.B. The numbers in brackets indicate hov; many squadrons
were non-regdar auxiliary.
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This specialisation meant that the newAir Ministry,
organisation of the Royal Air Eox’oe was to he huilt up on a
functional basis,

•Area' formations of the A.D.&.B, wei’e replaced in
Janiiary 1936 by 'G-roups* and at the same time the Inland and
Coasted. ’Areas' were elevated into Commands but still under

As a first move tov/az’ds this, the former
ibid

end. 8A

only an Air Officer Commanding,

During subsequent months measures were taken to provide
for the decentralising of administrative responsibilities
within the new framev;ork. These, with the exception of

personnel questions, were now to be centred at Commend
Headquarters and made the concern of an Air Officer Administra
tion who was to relieve his C,-in-C, of as much administrative

work as possible thus enabling C.s-in-C, to devote more time
to the strategical, operational and training aspects of their

At each operational Command Headquarters there
also to be a Senior Air Staff Officer whose duty was to assist

the C,-in-C, on the more important operational questions which

fell outside the competence of a Group Comraender,
exception to the general principle underlying the reorganisa
tion was that the administration of personnel was to be vested

in the Group Headquarters on the grounds that the operational
efficiency of units depended largely on the discipline and
trainimg of personnel,
appointed to the staff of the Group Headquarters to advise
their Commanders on maintenance, supply and vrorks px'oblems
affecting the units within the Group, On general administra
tive questions, stations and units were to communicate directly
Y/ith their Command Headquarters and on personnel matters with

the Groups who were empowered to deal directlj^' YYith the Air
See App, V for Ministry, This organisation was brought into force in
the dispositions August 193^ "the appointments of Air Officer Commanders-in-
in Dec, Chief to the new Bomber, Fighter and Training Commands,

wasCommands,

The

ibid

end, 39A Maintenance Liaison Officers- were

The case of Coastal Command was different in many v/ays.

Under Expansion Scheme C provision was made for seven General

Purpose(l) squadrons vdth an initiaf equipment of. 1S aircraft
each, two Torpedo Bomber squadrons of 12 I.E, each and six
Flying boat squadrons of six aircraft ea,ch. The two torpedo
bomber squadrons were intended, in war, to come under Bomber
Command but apart from that the new Coastal Force YYOuld con

sist of 13 squadrons of 162 aircraft instead of the eight
squadrons of 6A aircraft provided by Expansion Scheme A,
VYas clear that the former organisation of Coastal .irea vrauld

be incapable of dealing with the greatly increased resources,
furthermore the functional basis vfould not satisfy the

geographical claims for co-operation with the Navy,

In spite of this reasona.ng, in February'- 1936 the Air
Ministry Director of Organisation proposed the xmderraentioned
Scheme for the Command:-

It

(1) These squadrons were renamed General Reconnaissance
squadrons in August 1935,
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- Air Marshal

- Air Commodore

- Air Commodore

-  G-roup Captain

A.iu. 3.55818
Part I

end, 1CA

A, 0. C. *“in*"C •

A.O, Administration
S.Aa S.0•

S.E.S.O. i

No, 17 G-rou^Mo, 16 Group The E.A.A.

(except for
shore

training)

E.A.A. Shore

training and
training estab
lishments at Lee-

on-Solent,
Gosport, Calshot
and Thomey
Island,

Six P/B Sdns, Seven G.R, Sdns.

Tv/o T.B. Sdns,

N.B. The Group Commanders were to be Air Commodores, each

a S th i 3 • 0 e

There was some doubt expressed by both the Deputy Chief of the

Air Staff and the Command H.Q, Staff whether the above func

tional grouping would be preferable to a geographical grouping,
particularly as the organisation of the Groups would need to be

related to local Naval Commands and that, in war, the Group
Headquarters Tirould have to operate both landplane reconnais
sance and flying boat squadrons. After considerable
discussion it was decided in March 193^ that the functional
plan should be adopted but later it was found impossible,
owing to personnel shortages, to form three Groups simul
taneously, The Plying boat squadrons were, therefore,
amalgamated into No, 16 Group which was formed at Lee-on-
Solent on 1 December 1936.

The Deputy Chief of the Air Staff (Air Vice-Marshal
Courtne^)only accepted this arrangement with reluctance.
His opinion vms that at least two operational Groups should

be formed in peacetime, each organised to throw off another

one in war, thus provision would be made for four Groups,
corresponding to the number of local Naval Commands, This

represented the ’ideal' requirements for Coastal Command Group
organisation. If it had been done, many of the difficulties
experienced later during the Munich crisis vrould not have

been experienced.

As it waS) by the end of the year 1936 there v/as one
opera-tional Group Headquarters (No, 16 Reconnaissance) ,(1)
one training Group Headquarters (No, 17 Training) and the
Command Headquarters, all located at Lee-on-Solent.
A.O.C., who had become A,0,C,-in-C, on lif July 1936,(2) turned

The

ibid

end, 263

See Chapter ZI
(iii) for full
account

(1) No. 16 Group consisted of:-
Three G.R, squadrons of Ansons located at Bircham Newton
Two T.B. squadrons of Vildebeest located at Donibristle
Pive P/B squadrons of Londons, Singapores, Southamptons
and Scapas located at Calshot, Pelixstowe, Mount Batten
and Pembroke Dock,

Air Marshal Sir Arthur Longmore, who had been A.O.C.
Coastal Area since 1 October 1934> was made A,0,C,-in-C,
Coastal Command on 1A July 1936,
relieved by Air Marshal P. B. Joubert de la Perte on
1 September 1936,
Ref: Loose Minute A.R.8(b) of 9 Oct, 1958,

See Appendix V,

Six weeks later he wa

(2)

s
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over to the nevif staff oi^ganisation officially on 1 January 1957«
The achiiinistration and training of the fleet Air Arm units

remained directly under the Headquarters of Coastal Command as
also did an R.A.f, detachment at Bermuda,(1)

(iv) The Admiralty/Air Ministry clash over the miumi
Fleet Xir Arm

the

The summer months of 1935 had Brought no solution to the

controversy over the questions of naval rating pilots and
terms of service for E..A.F, pilots in the Fleet Air Arm, To
this vms added further disagreement as to how reserves neces

sary to hack the first line F.A.A, strength were to he huilt
up. All this hoiled up into a complaint hy the First Lord^
over the amount of control which the iVdmiralty could exercise

over the conditions and manning of the Fleet Air Arm followed

hy a suggestion that a Cabinet Minister should hold an enquiry
into the validity of the 1925 Balfour Agreement,
Secretary of State for Air immediately protested tnat the

reopening of the principles of this Agreement v;as a question
that both the late and the present Prime Minister refused to

allow even to he brought before the Cabinet, If v/hat was
desired was a consideration of hovf on matters of detail the

Balfour recommendations could be most satisfactorily worked,
that was a matter he had long ago suggested ought to be fully
and frankly discussed betv/een the Services,

A meeting took place on 1 October 1935 between the
Political and Service heads of the tvro Departments with

Sir Maurice Hankey in the Chair at which the questions at
issue were discussed in great detail. There was, hov^ever,
still no agreement, in fact the naval viev7 vi?as that the whole
situation was now impossible and the system rapidly breaking
down. It was, therefore, left that in the ensuing weeks the
Air Ministry woiILd investigate to what extent the period of
attacliment of R.A.F. officers to the F.A.A, could be increased;
to determine what v;as the existing position regarding reserves;

and to make proposals for improving the present position^

On 1 November the Secretary of State for Air v/rote the

First Lord a long letter on the above points and making ,

suggestions on other matters v/hich he thought the two

Departments ought to discuss, A further meeting tfok place
on 22 November, again under the chairmanship of
Sir Maurice Hankey, The subject vms confined to the problem
of reserves and after discussion it appeared that the only
way to i-emedy the deficiencies v/as to accept naval rating
pilots or increase the R.A.F, ratio of officer and airmen

pilots. In either case the result vrould be that the number
of naval officers in the F,A.A, would fall.belov/ the Admiralty

claimed figure of 70 per cent. It was pointed out by the Air
side that this ratio was of the Admiralty’s choosing. If it

was uneconomic for building up a reserve, it was for them to

settle on an economic figure and leave the R,A,F. to provide
the balance. But it was q\oite obvious that the root of the
matter was the Admiralty’s profound dissatisfaction with the

entire system.

During the next few months it became plain that no inter

departmental discussion was likely to arrive at any lasting

The

A.H.B,

ID/3/6

M,P.IA

A,H,B,

lD2/\03

ibid

M.P,2

A,H,B.

lIl/k-2/^

(l) For the catapult aircraft in H.M, cruisers on the station»
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agreement and on 21 April 195^ the Eirst Lord wrote to the
newly created Minister for Co-ordination of Defence(l) out
lining the points at issue and asking him to carry out an

early enquiry into the vfhole matter. The Secretary of State
for Air, v/hile erspressing agreement to this enquiry, stipu
lated that it must not include any discussion of the old

separate E.A.A. controversy. Accordingly early in May 193^,
with the concurrence of the Prime Minister:, Sir Thomas Inskip
was appointed to hold an enquiry and investigate the whole

question of F.A.A. manning and reserves,

(v) The first Inskip Enquiry - 1936

A.H.B,

id/3/6

A.H.B.

ID 04(A)
end. 5

On 19 May 1936, Sir Thomas called on the two Departments
to furnish him with their statements on the problem. These

consisted of a series of five detailed papers (A to. e) by the
Admiralty setting forth their grievances and claims, a state

ment by the Air Ministry on the existing organisation of the
Fleet Air Arm and their comments on the various Admiralty

From remarks in Admiralty Papers E and F it waspapers,

ibid

ends, 6 to 11

ibid

ends, 15
and 19

ibid

end, 12

apparent that they intended to once more press for the navali-
sation of the F.A.A, and to this was now to be added the

complete control of the shorebased R.A.F. co-operation
squadrons.

Lord Swinton(2) had a private tdk with Sir Thomas on
the 8 June saying that he refused to discuss any Admiralty
proposals as long as any of them involved a complete change of
system, this being exactly the issue which the Prime Minister
had directed he vrodd not have reopened.
Sir Thomas wrote the First Lord(3) asking for the grievances
of the Navy under the heading of manning and reserves only,
and said it v/odd be difficdt to consider them if they were

prefaced by categorical statements that only a complete change
of system could remedy them.

The First Lord replied on 18 June that the Naval Staff
wodd delete any paragraphs that seemed to prejudice
Sir Thomas Inskip's decision. This should not, hov;ever,
imply that they had not strong and definite views upon the

question of control but they were anxious for an impartial
investigation of the naval grievances. He had told the Board
that it ¥/as Sir Thomas's intention to carry out an enquiry into
specific manning grievances and not to give any ultimate
opinion on the Tdder issue until it was seen hoy; far possible
it was to remove the present cause of discontent.

This letter was sent for information to Lord Svdnton and

in the covering note Sir Thomas said that his Enquirs' v/odd be
under the particdar headings of:-

1, Provision of personnel
2, The period of service
3. The question of reserves

On 12 June

ibid

end, 16

A.H.B.

ID/3/6

ibid

0) The office of Minister for the Co-ordination of Defence

T/as inaugurated in March 1936 and the first appointment
was Sir Thomas Inskip,
The Secretary of State for Air, Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister,
had just become Viscount Swinton,
Sir Samuel Hoare had just replaced Sir Bolton Eyres-4Ionsell
as First Lord of the Admiralty,

(2)

(3)
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and he asked for a statement of the Air Ministry's views upon
them,

which dealt very exhaustively with the subjects.
This was forthccming on 9 July in a long memorandum

A.H.B.

ID 04(A)
end. 20

The Enquiry opened on 13 July 193^ with Sir Thomas Inskip
resent the senior members of

I  The terms of reference were,
in the Chair and at which v/ere

the Admiralty and Air Ministry
as the Chairma.n announced, ah Enquiry not into the whole

question but limited to the provision of personnel, the period
of service, and reserves of the Fleet Air Arm with a view to
seeing how they could be made to work better than it was stated
they worked at the present time.

At the first and second meetings the Admiralty

representatives put their case which throughout complained that
the dual system resulted in loss of efficiency mainly due to
the fact that the Air Force quota were not ’ sailors’ and v/hose
time of service with the F.A.A, was far too short and hinting

that a separate service was the only solution,
opened the Air Ministry's reply by quoting from a 1935 report
in which the C.-in-C, Atlantic Fleet had eulogised the work of

the F.A.A, in a recent prolonged Fleet Exercise as showing
marked efficiency and went on to quote from the First Sea Lord’s
own remarks in July 1934 before a Cabinet Sub-Committee that he

deprecated any raising of the old controversy about a separate
P.A.A, and that since the 1928 Salisbury Committee decision

things had gone very smoothly and the F.A.A, system was working
well. Having as he thought spiked the gun of separate se^
vice argument. Lord Swinton went on to outline the Air Ministry's
proposals for achieving the 100 per cent reserve of pilots
which the Admiralty considered a sufficient backing for the
F.A.A,

pre

.(i)

Lord Swinton

ibid

ends, 22

and 23

A.H.B.

ID2/102
1st conclusions

The next two meetings were spent in detailed discussion
as to hov; long it took to produce a reasonably efficient pilot
for Fleet work v/hich had a vital bearing on the total period
of service in the F.A.A, by either naval or air force pilots
with its consequent effect on the build-^p of reserves,
was in these meetings that disagreement v/as most marked,
particularly over the continual inference by the Admiralty
representatives that the only solution was complete naval con
trol of the manning and training system. The only point of

contact was an offer by the Air Ministry'" to try as a:'; experiment
the entry of 12 naval ratings as pilots.

The final meetings failed completely to achieve agreement
on the vexed question of reserves and after further exchange of
opinions by correspondence Sir Thomas Inskip issued his Report
on 3 November 1936, In it he gave his opinion that the

minimum period of service in the F.A.A, by R.A.F. pilots shodd

be four years, he accepted the Air Ministry's offer for a trial
entry of 12 to 15 naval rating pilots but he gave no precise

It

A.H.B.

ID2/104(b)
end. 17

(l) Those present were;-
Adml, of Fleet Sir Erde Chatfield
Adml. Sir Dunbar Nasmith
Vice-Adml, Sir R, Henderson

Rear-Adml, Kennedy-Purvis
Viscount Swinton

Air Chief Marshal Sir Edvrard Ellington - C.A.S,
Air Marshal Sir F, Bowhill

- 1st S.

- A.M.P.

L.

- 2nd S.L,

— 3rd S.L,
- A.C.N.S.

- S. of S, for Air
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opinion or ruling on anj'' raethod whereby a 100 per cent reserve
could be built up. Moreover the increase of the R.A.E,
period to four years from the existing two years made such a

The concluding paragraph of thebuild-up impracticable.
Report appeared to be out of accord v/ith the avovred assurance
that the existing Fleet Air Arm constitution was not to be

questioned for it read:-

’No system could be satisfactory v/hich subordinated the
first-line efficiency of the Fleet Air Arm to the
maintenance of the system, and I have no doubt that this
will be recognised by those responsible for putting into

It is no doubt true that a
The corapo-

force the above suggestions,
simple system would be easier to administer,
site system not only sets a higher task in administrative
method, but demands for its smooth working the closest

A constant endeavour iscontacts and collaboration,

ibid

para, 21

necessary to avoid over-elaboration tending to duplica
tion of work. Clearly some difference of view may arise
in the tv/o Departments on a major question. In such a
case the matter should be brought at ohce before Ministers
for decision,’

As the C.A.S. remarked in his comments to Lord Swinton,
the Report could not have been more unsatisfactory,
had given an opinion on only one of the three subjects under

investigation, thereby making the other two even more difficult
and had shirked a decision on them’,

Sir Thomas Inskip himself was in doubt as to whether his

findings, limited in scope as they were by the ban on the
separate service issue, v;ere of much value. In a long letter
to the Prime Minister, dated 5 November, he said as much and
added that the probability of an alteration in the constitu

tional position of the Fleet Air Arm was being and had been

continuously lobbied both inside and outside naval circles.
He forecasted that some form of further enquiry would be

required before this unhealthy atmosphere was dissipated,
copy of this letter was sent to Lord Swinton who showed it to

Lord Weir, one of the pillars of the 1925 Balfour Committee,
Lord Weir wrote a blunt letter to the Prime Minister to the

effect that he himself was dead against any such enquiry, that

the present situation had been catered for b,v his Committee,
and the only answer short of disruption was that the tv;o

Services must learn to work together in the existing system.

However, confirmation was given to the Admiralty by the
Air Ministry, on 25 November, of their intention to do their
best to ensure a four year tour for R,A,F, pilots in the F.A.A.

and they would accept 12 to 15 naval rating pilots for flying
training. They warned that the increase in length of tour
v/oiald have an adverse effect upon the reserve of pilots
available to the F.A.A,

Mention has been made in this section of the Admiralty’s
avowed intention to lay claim to the complete control of all
the shorebased maritime aviation,

branch of the R.A.F. was growing and the next chapter gives
the story from July 1934 to the end of 1937»

’ Inskip

A

The strength of this

ibid

ends, 15
and 18

A.H.B,

ID/3/6

ibid

A.Ii.B.

ID2/102(.(b)
end, 19

SECRET
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CIU.PTEE. VIII

AIRCMIT - JULY 1954 TO MD 0E.,.1.i5J.

(i) Comparison with, the United States

The omiilative effect of the long period of restriction
in the Defence Services was probably most felt by the Coastal
Area of the R.A.P. whose resources in July 1954 vrere scanty and

whose organisation itself was comparatively rudimentary,
shorebased operational units comprised only four squadrons of

flying boats (total initial establishment eight Southaraptons
and eight Singapore s) and one squadji-on of torpedo bombers

(established at tv/elve Vildebeests). There were no londplane
squadrons for reconnaissance, patrol or anti-submarine duties.

It was still the theoretical plan to provide these in

emergency together with bomber strikes from the Home Defence
Unfortunately for shorebased maritime aviation the

newly arising Uerman menace was considered as an air threat
against the homeland only and in the following years of
feverish rearmament little was spared for the equally import-

It is true that in

The

force.

ant protection at sea of our commerce,
the Expansion Scheme A there was provision for four squadrons
of Ueneral Purpose landplanes but the first of these did not
appear until November 1935 and was then employed at the
G-eneral Reconnaissance School at Manston, None became
operational imtil the autumn of 1936. Until then the Home
shorebased force remained at the diminutive figure of 28

aircraft. The bulk of Coastal Area's organisation^was devoted
to that portion of the Fleet Air Arm which was stationed in
Home Uaters which in July 1934 consisted of nine squadrons
and three flights amouiiting in all to 120 aircraft,^ )
as we have seen, v;as a difficult commitment owing to the
incessant attempts by the Admiralty to obtain administrative
as well as operational control.

This,

Regarding the claim by the Admiralty to ovra. the Coastal
shorebased \mits as well as the Fleet Air Arm, it is of

interest to note what was happening across the Atlantic in

the case of the other great Naval Po?rer - the United Sta,tes
of America. Under their National Defence Act of 1920 the

scope and responsibilities of the U.S. Army and Navy Air
Services had been very ambiguously worded. The Army Air

Corps continued to claim the right and responsibilities of
all aerial defence and offense from the coast against enemy

surface and air craft including the safeguarding of coastwise

merchant shipping, thus limiting the U.S. Navy Air Service

ashore to flj^ing training and experimental work. The Navy
Air Service, on the other hand, demanded that all defensive

offensive operations of the Armj'" Aii” Corps should cease
at the tide line.

or

A. H. B.

IIA/1/47
end. 31

For years this difference raged, mtil in 1931 a- general
agreement rather favourable to the ,Army Air Cor7)S vas

ached and made public by the respective Army and Nav3'‘ Chiefs
In July 1932 the British Air Attach# was told by

the U.S. Navy Chief Air Staff Officer that the Naval Air

re

of Staff,

(1) In June 1933 all the Fleet Air Flights that were borne in
Carriers had been reorganised into Squadrons. Aircraft
borne in capital ships and cruisers remained as Flights.
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Service had no intention of abiding by the recent agreement^by
which coast defence duties had been al.located to the Array Air
Corps, ■
obtain control over the U.B.

communications and flying service, to assist them in a

modernised scheme of coast defence,

opposed by the Navy Department virho planned to amalgamate the
Coast G-uard with the Navy,

In 1933 the ih-ny Air Corps vms malcing attempts to
Coast G-uard Service, with its goo

In t’nis they vrere hotly

d

ibid

Early in 1934 the Naval authorities repudiated all
previous agreements , the Array orders for amphibian aircraft
suitable for coast defence were cancelled, and che c^uarrel

In the event itraged more bitterly than ever before,
continued to rage and never more bitterly thm afH:er the entry
of America into the subsequent World War 11,

polloy for their use in Trade DefenceFirst signs of a

In the annual review of Imperial Defence Policy by the

Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee it was stated in April 1935 that

in regard to air co-operation in Coast Defence at home there
four flying boat squadrons available to viork with the

In addition, six out of the total of 75 land-
plane squadrons vliich would eventually be available for Home
Defence ¥rould be so trained and equippedv^j that they Yfoiild

capable of employment either with the air counter-offensive or,
if circumstances required, on attacks on enemy vessels approach
ing our shores. Providing the air situation elsev/here
permitted, other squadrons of the Home Defence Force could be
regarded as capable of assisting in the defence of our coasts
in an emergeno3''.

were

naval fox’ces.

be
C.I.D.

1181-B

App, 2

The Naval Staff remained unconvinced a>id dissatisfied with

v/hat they called an
as air defence of trade in home v/aters.
First Sea Lord raised a rea^uest in the Defence Requirements
Committee for the formation of mobile air units based on depot

ships in connection with the protection of trade routes and it
was agreed that the whole subject of the co-operation of shore-
based aircraft should be discussed between the Admiralty and

the Air Ministrjr.

lliile an ALiiairal-oj!' memorandum on the subject v/as being

prepared the Air Staff circulated a paper on 25 October
opitomisin;’; the position of shorebased maritime aviation,
brief, it was stated that we should never have enough ^roraft
to be able to say of such and such a unit that its duties were

solelj’’ naval co-operation or solely coast defence. In fact
any unit such as an A.D.G-.B. bomber squadron might in the last
resort have to assist in repelling a bombardment by hostile

warships. However, on the T;hole it was correct to say that
there were certain units w'hose principal duties comprised
reconnaissance and patrolling over the sea, usually in conjunc
tion with naval forces, and there ?rere other units

ad hoc’ policy for such a major commitment
On 9 October 1935 the

In

A.H.B. .

lIA/1/41
end, 35

in Maritime -/ar'' Volume III,(l) Reference '’The R.A.F,
Chap. Ill (iii) and Volxmie IV, Chap. I (v).

(2) This referred to the four- Coastal General Prrrpose and
two Coastal Torpedo Bomber squadrons to be provided by
April 1939 in Air Exparrsion Scheme A.
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of the torpedo homber type charged vdth coast defence dutie
These units corapi'ised the follo\'.dng ty^jes:-

Flying Boats - It was hoped to relieve flying boat units

of much routine patrol duties by the introduction of the
Ceneral Reconnaissance (&.R.) class of tmit,
vfould enable flying boats to do the work for T/hich they
Ytere particularly suited vis. long distance reconnads-
sance from teraporarg'' bases. For instance two F/B
squadrons had been sent to '^gypt in the present
Abyssinian -7ar emergency piumarily for co-operation with
the Mediterranean Fleet ¥irith S.3,_ Mane la as a base vessel,

Similar'ly No, 210

Squadron had been sent to G-ibraltar and No, 203 Squadron
to Aden.

G-.R. squadrons - It was hoped to produce a land type of

aircraft costing much less than the frying boat and less
vulnerable to hostile action,

ground in the vicinity of its padrol area, far more
patrolling could be done for a given outlay. " ‘'
this nature would, be situated in areas Tdiere enemy
submarines were likely to be active.

This

the vifhole forming No, 4 (f/b) '..dng

¥orking from a landing

Units of

ibid

For use in coast defence against
There were tv/o squadrons

Torpedo Bombers -
'^preaching hostile warships,
at Singapore and one at home though this latter had been
sent to Malta cl.uring the present emergency.

This relatively modest programme was S¥?amped on
30 October when the Admiralty issued their memorandum on the

requirements of aircraft for the protection of trade and for
In this Paper the Naval Staff elaboratedcoastal operations,

the idea of small carriers equipped v/ith amphibian aircraft to

carry out the major task of reconnaissance.
ooLU’se, to be naval manned and naval controlled,
aircraft vrere included and the Paper inferred that they also
vrould be under naval control.

They v< ere, of
Shorebased

In suramarj'- the requirements
for ?¥ar were:-

Italy alone^Japan aloneUernmny jil one
1 medium carrier

(30 ariiphibians)
2 medium carriers

(60 amphibians)
1 medium carrier

(30 amphibians)A.M.

s. 36710
end-.. IB 7 small carriers

(105 amphibians)

8 Coastal aircraft

6 small carriers

(90 amphibians)
i

|l62 Coastal aircraft

7 small carriers

(105 amphibians)

24 Coastal aircraft

The Naval Staff I'ealised that, for financial reasons, all

these forces could not be provided in peace time but it vsras

considered that the following proportion was a I’easonable
reqiTirement:-

(1) By now these had been increased in Expansion Scheme C
to seven General Purpose, two Torpedo Bomber and six
F.lying Boat squadrons aggregating 186 aircraft by
April 1939.
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1 medim carrier

(30 amphibians)

4 small carriers

(60 amphibians) ,

81 Coastal aircraft at home with 100 per cent reserve

36 Coastal aircraft at Singapore

Aerodromes and other facilities at various places around our

coasts and in the Par East in Malaya were also listed,
was noted in the sections dealing with the duties of these

aircraft that their primary purpose against raiders and sub

marines T/as only to report location and bring up patrolling
cruisers or ASDIC fitted surface craft who would carry out the

actual attack.

It
ibid

The Paper was out to pieces in a ruthless criticism by the
Air Ministry Plans Divisionv"') e:cposing the old naval demand
for an expensive separate air service vmsting the national
resources and rigidly tied to purely'’ defensive duties. It

was particularly noted that in performing this ancillary task
the aircraft vrere not to be regarded as the primary weapon.

They were only to find the raider or submarine and, although
capable of flying at 200 ra.p.h. and of carrying bombs able to
dispose' of the enemy when found, yet the Admiralty plan
envisaged these aircraft calling up surface craft, capable of
only 30 knots or so, to the area Indicated so as to act as the
primary v/eapon in attank.

ibid

end, 2A

The answering Air Ministry memorandum was issued on
A January 1936.
definite limit to the nation's first line strength imposed by
the national resources in finance, material, personnel and

V/ithin that limit must be compressed the
If large

In this it was stressed that there vms a

industrial capacity,
requirements in aircraft for all military purposes,
numbers of aircraft were specialised in ancillary roles the

total air power of the nation was proportionately reduced.
Some degree of specialisation was unavoidable, such as the
Fleet Air Arm to the Fleet and the Army Co-operation squadrons

to the Army but it was vital that the greatest possible propor
tion of our national air forces sho'uld be ubiq'uitp'us and capable
of employment when and T/here necessary on whatever task was

most pressing in any given circumstances.

ibid

end. 9B

In the more detailed sections on duties, it was stated
of dealing dth enemy submarines (which ittnat a better means

was noted the Admiralty no longer regarded as a serious threat

in view of modern A/S developments) lay in a long range bombing
offensive against the enemy's main submarine bases and building

The Air Ministry did not regard the surface raider^
the Admiralty seemed to consider it (princi-

as
yards,
such a menace as

ibid

pally because in contrast to the last war, the modern merchant
ships all carried wireless), but they did see Air Attack
very serious threat both against shipping at sea and in

In their opinion the most effective ansvrer

as a

terminal ports,
successful air counter-offensive against the sources of

the enemy's air po'vve.r , and the eventual attainment of air

superioi-ity.

¥ifas a

(1) The author was G-roup Captain A, T. Harris.
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Finally, it was not proposed to put fonvard in this Paper
details as to the nuiaber or precise location of squadrons
required for Trade Defence as these v;ould be discussed in the
joint review which woudd have to be carried out by the Naval

In broad outline, hov/ever, the basic
principle vrao held to be versatility and mobility of Air Forces,
and that the extra squadrons over and above the minimum neces
sary for local air defence should be equipped vfith modern
high performance multi-engined shorebased aircraft with crews
trained in reconnaissance, bombing and navigation duties.
They ?rould then be capable of employment v^rith the main air
offensive or the protection of shipping,

(iii) Mmp-^aitx clgjm_^t_o_ control maritime shorebase_d
aircraft

and Air Staffs.

ibid

In February 1936 the Air Staff put on record their fears
that the Admiralty were contemplating a renewed attempt to
regain not only the Fleet Air Arm but aa.l the shorebased
maritime aircraft as well. They recalled that in their
previous October appreciation they had pointed out the
of specialisation for tasks ancillary to the operations of

The Adrfliralty's October memorandum
had been the first official indication of a new demand for a
separate reconnaissance force of small carriers viith amphibian

Moreovei- tliis policy was not confined to shipbome
aircraft and it was clear that it included entire responsi
bility for shorebased aircraft on coast defence, trade
protection and naval co-operation in every form.
evidence had since been forthcoming through semi-ofiioial and
unofficial chaimels including press propaganda that this was
the Naval Staff's objective. The next step had been a claim
early in 1936 in the Defence Eequirements Committee for a^
Fleet Air Arm base ashore at an estimated cost of 55 million.
This was the entering of a wedge to secure a completely
separate naval shorebased air force v/ith all the intolerable
duplication and waste which had resulted in the similar case
during the 1912|./l7 War and v/hich was a minor reason for the
formation of tlie unified E.A.F. in 1918.(.^) The only solu
tion was to adhere strictly to the existing arrangement
whereby the Admiralty controlled
provided for employment with the Fleet and all other air
forces remained under Air Ministry control without prejudi

dangers

the other tvro Services.

aircraft.

air forces specificallythe

A.H.B.

IIA/1/61/9
and

IIA/l/2f1
end. 36

ibid

to the possibility of a proportion being from time to time
allotted to duties of co-operation vdth Naval forces.

In the following month the nevrly appointed Minister for
the Co-ordination of Defence (Sir Thomas Inskip) requested
the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee to investigate the problem
of protecting our seaborne trade in time of v^ar. They
directed in Hay that the Admiralty and Air^Ministry^memoranda
on the subject should be put before the Joint Planning
Coramitten as a basis for a considered C.I.D. Paper v/ith terms
of reference:-

to our(a) Hov.' fax’ they regarded air attack as a menace
materials in time of warsupplies of food and ra?;

(1) The major reason was, of course, to make possible the
principle of strategic bombing put foimmrd by
&enei-al Smuts - See Chapter l(vi).
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(b) How such attack should be oouateired.

(0) What part the R.A.P. shoiold play in co-operation
with both the other Services in the protection of
trade.

To revert for a moment to specific reasons of complaint by
the Admiralty against the existing constitution of shorebased
maritime co-operation. It will be remembered from the previous
Chapter's section (v) that certain Admiralty Papers were sent
to Sir Thomas Inskip in the preliminary stage of his enquiry
into the Fleet Air Arm manning and reserve question. Two of

them put forward claims to control the shorebased squadrons and

furnished specific evidence in support. In A,dmiralty Paper B
it v;as stated that at present no machinery existed for satis

factorily co-ordinating the work of ships vfith shorebased
aircraft. There was no common headquarters or staff

organisation although there was a nominal channel between the
-in-C, and the A.O.G. on each station abroad and at
The aircraft v/hioh were provided for duties ancil

lary to operationa by the sea-going navy were officered by
R.A.F. personnel only. Their tredning and contact with the

Navy vms limited to occasional exercises in conjunction virith
them and there was no permanent organisation for regular
contact and common duties between them or for their more

systematic mutual training. Paper F went even further as it

stated that the pr'ovision of shorebased aircraft v/as entirely
inadequate and. the training of such units did not coiiform ?/ith
naval requirements nor was the Admiralty freely consulted in

tliis matter. The grievances v;ere summed up as follov^s:-

1. 'It is and has, long been the considered opinion of
the Board and C,s-in-C. that the Fleet Air Arm and

other Naval Co-operation Units are not functioning
satisfactorily.

2, Moreover the shorebased Naval Co-operation Units,
which are an indispensable factor in any operation,
are wholly outside the control of the Navy whether
operationally or in respect, of their strength or
their training.

The aircraft required for naval vrork, v/he',her shore-
based or embarked, are no\v specialised by differences
in construction and equipment, and are as unsuitable
for land work as land aircraft are for naval service.

naval

home,

A.H.B.

ID2/101i/(A)
end. 7

page 8

ibid

end, 12

page 6

ibid

It is dearly the responsibility of the Air Ministry
to provide for and undertalce action by means of
il.A.F. forces against eneraj^ industrial centres, ports
and air bases but the defence of sea communi

4.

cations involving operations at sea against enemy
forces vdiether surface ships, submarines or aircraft
is clearly the responsibility of the Admiralty and
it must remain undivided. The Adairdty ought not

(1) There v;as much substance in this complaint although the
Air Ministry maintained that the A.O.C. Coastal Area and

his staff existed lar;ely for this very purpose,
fact remained, hovrever, that there was no common head
quarters, no close liaison and no common doctrine.

The
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to be asked to accept their responsibility virithout
full and undivided povrers in regard to the provision,
manning, training and operation of all the forces
Vifhich are normally reqToired for its service.

Although these remarks about shorebased aircraft were withdrawn

as having no bearing on Sir Thomas Inskip's limited Enquiry
they remained a statement of Admiralty convictions and as such

were advanced on every occasion v/hen any kind of naval air

co-operation was under consideration,

(iv) The first positive requirement for naval co-operation

The Joint Planners issued their report on 2 July 1956
under C.O.S.ItBS (J«P.) which dealt with the question of Trade
Defence and Food Supply in time of war,
that the paragraphs which considered attack by enemy submarines

contained the following;-

I

It is of interest

'As compared v/ith the situation in 1915 bo 191? the
problem of dealing with the submarine was more simplified
by the invention of the ASDIC, So important is this
development that, when the present policy of fitting all
small warships is completed as it will shortly, the sub

marine will never again be able to present us with the

problem we were faced with in 1v17 an.d in fact it is

considered that v/ar experience, will show that with
adequate defences, the operation of submarines against
merchant vessels in convoj'' can be made unprofitable and a

nation which has started such a policy would, as  a result

of the heavy losses in submarines, be compelled before
long to abandon it.'

C.0.3.488 (J.P.)

A.II.B.

IB/6/14

This was followed by consideration of v.iiat part the Air would

talce. Here appeared the fmdaraental disagreement between the
Air and Naval Staffs. The- Air Staff maintained that the

correct ans?irer to all the fonns that enemy air attack might
talce lay in the provision of fighters to defend bases and

ports, and bombers for an immediate counter-offensive. If

laxge numbers of aircraft were specialised and thus prevented
from being used on purely air operations, the total air power
of the nation vms proportionately reduced, shorebased aircraft
must under no circumstances be permanently subordinated to

ancillary duties however much they might appear to be suitable

for co-operation in local surface operations over the sea.
As regards training and navigation standards for long ranges
over the sea, such standards vere equally provided for by
that now given to long range bomber squadrons. The Naval

Staff, on the other hand, considered that large numbers of
shorebased aircraft would be required for naval co-operation
in trade defence, both for reconnaissance and attack which

essentially involved highly specialised training and the
provision of such aircraft in peacetime. In their view,
therefore, if a considerable nmber of shorebased aircraft
v/as not specialised in a role ancillary to sea forces, the
power of the Admiralty to protect seaborne trade would be

seriously reduced.

ibid

Another disagreement was sho?rn over the question of safe

guarding shipping in the narrow v/aters,
maintained that convoy, although the obvious ansv>rer to

unrestricted submarine attack where the enemy's speed was

slow, ̂ vas not the answer to similar unrestricted attack by

The Air Staff
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enemy aircraft. They considered in this that the Admiralty
overestimated the effect of A/A gunfire and vinderestimated the
effect of homhing. Moreover the convoy ^stem automatically
saved enemy aircraft much waste of time and energy in search
for individual ships by collecting all potential targets and
proclaiming their identity beyond all doubt. Convoy against

air threat might,fisher endanger our supplies instead of
protecting them,A'-'

ibid

It wa,3 agreed, however, that the major part to be played
by the R.A.F. would consist of a general air offensive to deal

with the threat from enemy aircraft, surface raiders and
submarines at its source. Direct co-operation v/ith the Navy
would take the form of reconnaissance by shorebased aircraft
for enemy warships, raiders and submarines to facilitate the
concentration of our siirfaoe forces against them end, in cer
tain oirciMstances, to attack with the locating aircraft,
exceptional circumstances some particularly important convoy
might require fighter defence.

In

It was felt in the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee that the

disagreements must be solved before issue as a C.I.D. Paper and
on 23 July the C.A.S, proposed to omit these paragraphs in
favour of tvro short statements:-

1, The defence of trade vjas a joint responsibility of
the three Services in co-operation.

The most effective antidote to Air attack v/ould be a

successful air counter-offensive against the soviroes
of this menace and this was the responsibility of the
Air Ministry,

0

C.O.S.504

and to require the Joint Planners to prepare a detailed plan
as regards the employment of air forces which shovild iiaolude:-

(i) the additional air bases required

(ii) The proportion of the Metropolitan air striking force
which should specifically be trained for the attack

of enecoy naval forces if and when required,

(iii) If it was considered unavoidable that aircraft must
be specialised for a role ancillarj?- to sea forces
and if so how many shovild be specialised,

(iv) The best disposition of G.R. squadrons at home to
enable them to fulfil thoir alternative roles of

trade defence, air reconnaissance or the general air
offensive in a European War.

This did not satisfy the First Sea Lord and on 7 August he

suggested that, as it was not essontiul to the Joint Planners
that the Chiefs of Staff should resolve immediately the points

of disagreement, they should leave questions of principle

(1) A point of interest - In an Air Staff memorandum dated ten
years previously (12 Feb, 1926) it was stated that the
antidote to enemj?- air attack on our seaboi'ne commerce was

to adopt convoy and carry a few filter aircraft either on

platforms on large merchant sliips or in small aircraft
carriers escorting the convoys, Eeference: A.H.B./1/4
end,15.
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aside and concentrate on the technical side of the subject.
Their terms of reference should therefore be:-

Prenare an estimate of the mmibers and types of
shorebased aircraft required to be specialised in
a role ancillary to sea forces to assist in the
protection of our trade vdien at sea.

To r'eport on the aerodrome and base organisation
required for these air’craft, both in permanent
occupation aiid for reinforcing air units in an
emergency.

The above investigations to cover War with Germany,
War Vfith Japan, and simixLtaneous Wars on the assump'-
tion that v/e would remain on the defensive in the

Far East till the war against Germany was won.

Due regard should be paid to the use of the flying
boats.

The C.A.S. disagreed Virith the Y/ording of this suggestion as he

said it assumed before investigation that large numbers of

aircraft vrould be specialised in a role ancillary to sea forces

- a principle YYhich the Air Staff could not accept,
ingljr he put forv/ard still another form for the Terms of
deference VYhich read;-

(a) To examine the 'lYorst case* Y;hich might arise:-

(i) In a v/ar VYith Gerraanj'-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Accord-

C.0.S.5O8

A.lvi.

s. 36710
end. 22A

(ii) In a vYar VYith Japan

In a Y'Yar YYitli both siraultaneouslj'’ on the

assumption tha,t vve should remain on the
defensive in the East until the war v/ith

Germany was won.

To estimate the probable type, sources and scales of
attack YYhioh YYOuld be experienced on our trade
routes in each of the above contingencies.

To estimate the size and type of the force required
to meet such attacks.

(iii)C.O.S.5I2

29 Sept. 1936

(b)

(0)

To consider the most effective disposition of the
forces requd.red under (c) above in war, and to
estimate what additional aerodromes and other

facilities should be provided in peace for this
purpose.

This nevY form was agreed to by the First Sea Lord on 14 October
and the Terras of Reference were passed to the Joint Platiners.

With an unfortunate sense of timing the -Admiralty almost

simultaneously gave notice of a future reiuirement for I50
light reconnaissance aircraft for use in Y/ar in the 75 Armed
Merchant Cruisers v/hich the,y proposed to commission.
Air Ministry queried the propriet3?- of putting such an

additional strain on the aircraft industrs;- when it was

becoming more ajid more obvious that there VYas difficulty in

providing even for the existing vital air expansion programme.
The matter was referred to the Minister for Co-ordination and

30 December 1,;36 he ruled that the Air Ministry should

(d)

The

on

C.I.D.

1278-B

C.I.D.

1280-B
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accept this requirement as an increase in the Fleet Air Arm for
which provision should be made, but only to become effective on

mobilisation, without prejudice hov<ever to any prioritj'’ directed
by the C.I.D. for other requirements hy the Air Ministry. Ke
further ruled that no decision as to the personnel required

should be made at this stage but it shouad be considered^ as
part of the whole question of personnel v/hen the Air Ministry
was in a position to completely reviev^ their requirements.

The Joint Planners rendered the first part of their report

on 15 December 195o.
G-erman3rv1)
report, it was considered that the main defence against enemy
air attack on our shipping either at sea or in port lay in a
successful general air counter-offensive,
face y/arship attack it was most impox’tant to obtain information
of their movements in the North Sea and to co-operate in the

Northern Blockade Patrol. In the case of restricted submai-ine

attack, definite areas would be patrolled by anti-submarine
vessels yrorking v/here necessary in co-operation with a:i.rcraft.
In unrestricted warfare, convoy would be adopted aiad aircraft
woudd be required to co-operate ’;ri.th the surface craft escorts.
The minimum numbers of shorebased aircraft requiired were

estimated as under:-

This dealt only with a war vdth
In smraary of this longassumed to occur in 1939y •

Against enemy sur-

C.I.D.

129>B

C.0.3.535 (J.P.)

For air recoiinaisaance in the North Sea (t>outh of ohe
line Firth of Forth to S.v7. Norway) to be car-ried out

twice daily - A total of O4 aircraft

For Air co-operation with the Northern Blockade
Patrol - A total of 12 aircraft

1.

2.ibid

of unrestricted submarine and airt
In the ‘vrorst case
attack at sea the convoy system yrould be inaugurated.
One aircraft to be maintained continuously in the air
during da^rlight hours yvith each convoy where attack
was likely - A total of I65 aii-craft

3.

For air reconnaissance from oversea Atlantic ports
against anj’’ surface raiders wlaioh succeeded in get
ting out we should re-'uire 12 aircraft at each of the

main ports of Halifeuc (N.S. ),^ Kingston (Jamaica),
Oibraltar and Sierra Leone - A total 01 AJ aircraft.

4.

ibid

thus a minimum total of 261 shorebased aircraft
The location of existing aerodn mes was

There y/as

required at home,
considered suitable for the North Sea reconnaissance air forces

and the disposition |*or
given as in footnote

close co-operation wdth convoys was

On 2 November, Sir Thomas Inskip had requested the
investigation to be hastened and to this end only Part I
dealing with a G-erracinTrar viras submitted, leaving Parts II
and III to folloyy.

Tharaes to Poidlond - IS ad.rcraft; Portlaiid to estern
Approaches - 30; '.estern Approaches to Milford Haven - 16;
Bristol to Milford Haven - 6; Milford Haven to Liverpool
and Belfast - 18; Belfast to the Clyde and northabout to

the Forth - 51; Scandinavian convoys - 8;
Thames - 18, Total - I65.
Prior to the adoption of convoy in any or all of these

. the aircraft y/ould provide co-operation with the

Forth to

areas

(1)

(2)

,
j!inti-Submai’ine surface patrol forces.
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Although this Report was accepted by the Chiefs of St.uff
Sub-Committee as a numerical basis repx'esenting the re(j.uire-
ments for air oo-operation with the Navy,v1/ it still left
unresolved the question of how much or hovt little the new

Coastal Command's shorebased aircraft were to be specialised
shipping protection duties. The issue was still whether

these aircraft should be regarded as solely for nav^^
co-operation or whether they should be free to participate, if
the need ai'ose, tri.th Bomber Command in a general air counter
offensive. The Air Staff took the view that the primary
function of Coastal Command in v/ar could not be established
beforehand since the particular strategic needs of future

conflicts could not be predicted. The object of this con

tention was to keep open the possibility of employing the

Coastal Isiidplane units on the air offensive vfhich, it was ^
believed, vrorld be our best means of couitering the knock-out
blow from the air which was generally assumed to be the

strategy underlying dermany's massive air rearmament,
as the Joint Planners' investigations into the air requirements

foi“ the protection of trade had not been completed (tney still
had to report on the two other v^ar cases) it was possible to

maintain this attitude. Thus although there_was no 
uncom

promising opposition to the 'specialisation' in theory, for
fear of precipitating an official Admiralty demand for control
of all shorebased maritime aviation, there was constant delay
in reaching any decision,
determine at an early stage Coastal Command's operational role

in war with consequent xii-rfortunate reijercussions on its train--

on

So long

This resulted in failure to

ing policy.

(■''') Operational exercises and increase in -abrengtjb _1^9J5_,^

Meanwhile the exercise programme had sunlc to a low ebb
during the years 1935 and 1936* '^ery fevf exercises took
place in home wat- ^rs. From January to Jme 1935j 210
Squadron was engaged in flying new Singapore flying boats out
to re-equip No. 205 Squadron at Singapore. No. 209 continued
to have aircraft troubles for the whole year in spite of re
equipping with the Perth flying boat in place of the Iris V,
and the newly formed No. 230 Squadron vrere not operational on
their Singapores until mid-Surmaer, Only Nos. 201 and 204
flying boat aird No. 22 torpedo-bomber squadrons vrere available
during the first half of the year. They took part in two
Fleet exercises, a small Coast Defence exercise and two
exercises with the 5th S/M Flotilla and the A/S School \irhile
No. 22 Squadron cai-ried out some torpedo attacks on a target
cruiser.

See Appendix XI

All exercises ceased from mid-Summer onwards because of
the rising tension occasioned by the Italo/Abyssinian '/.'ar.
Nos. 204 and 210 Squadrons re-armed respectively with Scapa
and Rangcon flj^'ing boats end in September v/ere despatoned
abroad. No. 210 to G-ibraltar and No. 204 together jfith No. 2^0
Squadron to Alexandria. No. 22 Squadron followed In October
and was stationed at Malta. All these squadrons, including
the xaermanent No. 202 (now on Scapa flying boats), carried out
special patrols designed to meet the strained relationship
with Italy and also co-operated in exercises vsith the
Mediterra-iean Fleet.

(l) At this stage.(December 193^) there were only 50 shore-
based aircraft in Coastal Command.
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This major detachment continued in Mediterranean vfaters
into 1936 and up to the end of August,
only Nos. 201 and 209 Squadrons, the latter being now partially
operational on a mixture of Singapore and Southcjnptons.
Between them they carried out four shado?dng exercises with
the 1 St Battle Squadron and two exercises with the 3rd S/M

September 193^ saw the
return home from the Mediterranean of the three flying boat

squadrons but No. 230 was immediately despatched to the Par
East and No. 210 came out of the line to re-equip vrilth Singapore
boats. The torpedo-bomber squadron returned later in the year.
Thus only Nos. 201, 204 and209 Squadrons were available for
exercises during the last quarter of 193^.

Pleet reconnaissance and night shadowing exercise was

At home there were

Flotilla a-nd the Portland A/S School.

In October an

extensive

ibid

carried out by them in the North Sea and in this tliejr were

joined on the last day of operations by the first of the G-.R.

landplane squadrons - No. 48 eqmpped with Anson aircraft.^ )
During the x'eraa.ining two months, the three flying boat squadrons
only took part in shadowing exercises with single units of the
1st Battle Squadron and one A/S Patrol exercise with submarines.

Between the last months of 1936 and mid-1937 the newly
established Coastal Command received some welcome increases.
An additional torpedo-bomber squadron (No. k-2.) was formed
the nucleus of a flight from No. 22 Squadron, a nevf flying boat
squadron (No. 228) became operational on a mixed equipment of
one London, one Scapa and three Singapores,and the land based
&.R. Anson squadrons were forming in rapid succession. Of

these. No. 206 appeared in the autumn of 1936, followed by
Nos. 220 and 269 at the end of the year and Nos. 224, 21? anR

233 Squadrons during the first half of 1937. Re-equipment to
the latest types of flying boat was proceeding and by^March 1937
both Nos. 201 and 204 Squadrons had Londons and the first

Stranraer had gone to No.

on

228 Squadron.

’/ith this groining force becoming full}'’ operational, the
mmierous and diverse inexercises during 1937 were far more

character. There were two full scale combined exercises, one

being Trade Protection and the other Coast Defence (exercise
CDX). Fleet exercises numbered seven, three exercises in

night operations took place and there wei'e six torpedo and
bombing attack exercises besides the normal routine practice
v/ith these weapons. Four exercises viere done with the
submarine flotillas and two v^ith the Portland A/3 School with
additional ship and submarine recognition exercises. BetT/een

August and December, three of the flying boat squadrons
(Nos. 204, 209 and 21O) were detached to the Western
Mediterranean v/here they were emplojred on ’anti-piracy’ patrols

“  Several

ibid

under the Nyon Agreement during the Spanish Civil f
A/S exercises were also carried out ivith destroyers and sub
marines from G-ibraltar.

ar.

the end of 1935»(1) No. 48 Squadron wa.s actually formied at
From January 1936 the squadron was equipped with Cloudy
aircraft until re-arming with, Jlnsons in the summer. The

squadron was attached to No. 25 Group, Training Command
and stationed at Hanston, Kent. They were employed in

giving operational experience to the G.R. Training School
courses. Until September 1933, when they were incoiTpor-
ated in Coastad Command, the squadron participated in
several Fleet Exercises v^hen these took place within range
of Mansion.
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In addition during 1937 there were several independent
No. 201 went to Malta for 14 days incruises hy squadrons.

January, No. 210 spent all April cruising in the Mediterranean,
No. 209 \rexit to Malta for 16 days in May/June and, after the
termination in December of the Nyon Agreement patrols,
No. 204 Squadron left on an extended cruise to Australia.

(vi) Vacillation ii\j1;ecid;i^ Coastal Command* s Role in virar

As seen from Chapter VII (iii). Coastal 'Area* vms up
graded to Coastal ‘Command* in January 193*5 but the change over
to a new scheme of internal organisation was not complete until

the end of that year.
Marshal P. B. Joubert de la Ferte, C.B., C.ivi.O
his new staff orgemisation came officially into being on

1 January 1937.
accepted the first part of the Joint Planners* Report giving
the numerical requirements for the future maritime shorebased

air co-operation with the Navj'".
to a minimum total of 261 aircraft but at this date the

strength of Coastal Command* s shorebased aircraft was only 90
first line aircraft made up of five flj^'ing boat squadrons
(one just formed), three G-.S. Anson squadrons (one just formed)
and two Vildebeest torpedo-bomber squadrons (one just formed).
The various stations were all \onder No. 16 (Reconnaissance)
G-roup T/hose headquarters were at Lee-on-Solent.

Up to the end tf 1936 the naval co-operation exercises
’Which Tirere carried out had been disjointed and characterised
by a general lack of realism,
role in war apportioned to the Coastal units,
approach had been put forv/ard at the end of 1935 in an Air
Staff paper in which it was stated that the primary role of the
shorebased units ’was Coast Defence involving reconnai

for the Fleet, patrols off shore, the attack of enemy ships and
general co-operation with naval forces but it Trent on to say
that if the air threat to this oountr3'- exceeded the seaborne

threat, the G-.R. and Torpedo-Bomber squadrons vrere to assist
the counter air offensive against targets in enemy territory.
In the event of an extra-European war it v/as probable that a

large proportion, if not all, of the Coastal units might be
required immediately fox’ employment ovei-seas.
provision actually took place when three out of the four

flying boat squadrons and the only torpedo-bomber squadron
were sent to the Mediterraneaji during the Italian crisis

between September 1935 and August 193°.

By then the A.O.C.-in-C. was Air
D.S.O., and• >

The Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee had just

In Home Waters these amounted

Theire was still no definite
The nearest

ancess

This latter

See

Appendix V
appropriate
date

A.H.

S. 32145
end, 9A

After these squadrons had returned later in 193o, the
first two G.R. ixnson squadrons vrere formed and on 23 November
the Air Staff defined the emergency emploj^ment of Coastal
units if hostilities broke out during the next six months.

Assumiixg that G-ermanj'- would be the enerajr, the role of the

Flaring Boat and G-.R. squadrons wodd be to locate and report
-.craft and submarines; to shadovT enemy naval

and to be prepared to attack such
They vrexld also be requiired to report any movement

.) vdiile the

enemy surfaoe
forces by day and night;
forces,

of enemj^ aircraft (N.B. As yet there was no R.D.F

ibid

end. 23A

fl3'‘ing boats might, in addition, be required to keep watch over

oei-’tain enemy poi-ts and naval bases. The Torpedo-Bomber
squadron ¥/odd either be required to reinforce Bomber Command
or act as a striking force against enemy surface ships.
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Slightly in advance of the Joint Planners’ first report
on trade defence, the Air Staff on 7 December 193^ put on
record their view of the North Sea Reconnaissance requirement.
This was considered as covering the following purposes:-

The protection of trade, in particular against air,
surface and submarine raiders operating against our
shipping.

In aid of fleet operations, in particular the
observation of activity in enemy bases and during
the approach period prior to contact between the
opposing fleet units.

To provide warning of the approach of enemy aircraft,
Yfhether vdth shore bombing objectives or to attack
our shipping.

(a)

(t)

(c)

In the Air Staff view it was patently wasteful if this general
reconnaissance iffas to be met by planning for each individual

requirement as opposed to being regarded and plannea as
combined requirement. i/hile the stated r’equirement of tv/o

of the North Sea southward of the line Firth of

a

daily sv/eeps

A.M.

s. 56710
end. 34A.

Forth to South Nonr/ay fulfilled the requirement of trade
ex^bent each of the otherdefence, it also covei-ed to a certain

Furthermore much of the reconnaissance in thepui’poses.

southern part of the North Sea might be done by the regdar
bomber traffic on the way to and from their objectives in

Germany. If enemy air opposition appeared, it might reqdre
formations of bomber aircraft who, however, must in addition

function be employed on attackingto their reconnaissance

either the naval bases themselves or other objectives on

near the reconnaissance routes.

or

i,7hile the Air Staff did not dispute that a certain minimum

of aircraft would be reqdred to fulfil the trade defence^
reconnaissaiice, they did in fact strongly dispute that this
number must be definitely tied down to that requirement alone.

They held the view that a great deal of experiment and practice
wodd be required before the reconnaissance ̂ problem of the
North Sea or any other area codd be economically and satis

factorily solved as a vdiole and the detailed requirements^in
each case vrodd only emerge as a rosdt of experience during

There Y/odd be
wodd not be

the development of any individual camijaign.
periods when fdl reconnaissance for all purposes
essential and other periods when a very considerable addition

might be temporarily reqdred. The &.R. aircraft were to al
intents, a light bomber type and while it vjodd be inconceiv
able that v;e shodd have standing idle a number of ̂aircraft
well sdted for use in the main bomber offensive, it would-be
still more unv/ise to be unable, through insufiicient training,
to transfer a niunber of the metropolitan force to the defence
of trade or reconnaissance or other operation over the sea^
shodd this become the vital necessity of the moment. ^  This
principle of preserving flexibility within our total air
resources was the prime essential if we YTere to meet the many
and varied menaces in the Tridely differing areas in \/hich

they developed.

ibid

On 22 December 1936 Air Marshal Joubert gave his views
He concluded

on

what irere Coastal Command's responsibilities,
that as it was likely that the most immediate threat wodd be
from the German Air Force it was probable that his Command

A.M.

s.56076
end. SA
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would be mainly concerned in supporting Bomber and Fighter
Commands. However, until the threat from the G-ermm Navy had

t. some Coastal mits would be needed to assist in the
In a

been met,
task of protecting sea
\7&r against ari enemy be^rond effective
G-reat Bi-itain, he asserted that the main responsibility of

nd would be to act as a source of reinforcements

communications in narrow v/aters.
air range from

Coastal Coiuiii;

to units already based abroad.

None of these views were agreed in bj'- the Air Ministry
In an able minute dated 1 March 1937

C.) pointed out
offensive nor the

Branch most concerned,

the Department for Naval Co-operation (D.O..
that neither partj.oipation in a general air
provision of overseas reinforcements were duties which shoula
be under-fcalren before our sea

and the threat of seaborne attack removed,
that the German fleet would wait passively in harbour was^
unjustifiable and even if the Germa;i pocket battleships did

not put to sea, the submarine and surface raider menace would

probably be sufficiently serious as to malce any daversion
Coastal units to other tasks uimarrantable. The minute sug-

therefore, that the primarj^ role of Coastal Command
Unless this was adopted

'1 •

communications had been a.ssured
The assumption

gested,
should be ‘maritime co-operation'.

A.M.

3.40559
end. 9A

there would be a definite reaction from the Admiralty in

favour of transferring control of these units to the Nav}/.
It seemed to follow from the specialised training required for

Coastal Command's units that their role in war should also be

specialised. Units which operated over the sea undoubtedly^
had a harder task and renuired more training than those working

It would be quite impossible to include courses in
ship recognition, coast defence, anti-submarine patrols, naval

co-operation, protection of trade, sea reconnaissance etc., :
the training of Bomber and Fighter pilots without detra.ctij.ig
from the efficienc3r of their basic R.A.F. fumctions.
such specialist training to Coastal units and then to employ
them, to strengthen the counter air offensive vrould not only
be illogical but grossly uneconomic.

over land.

in

To give

ibid

Unfortuna-tely this clear‘-‘sighted appreciation oi the

problem did not make the impression it should have and the^Air
Staff adopted a compromise solution. This T/as contained in

the Air Ministry instructions given to Coastal Command on

25 March 1937 ?*ich were to remain valid un‘-,il further notice

and superseded all earlier instructions<• After preliminary
general remarks the document ran as folloyis:-

'Broadlj'' speaking there are tv70 main roles on which
the units of Coastal Command be employed in V7ar;-

ibid

end. 18A
an.d

k.li,

3.321i|-5
end. 28A

Co-operation with the Bomber Command in the main
strategical air offensive.

1.

Co-operation vicith naval forces and such army
forces as are allotted for coast defence in

countering enemy attacks on our coast and sea
c o mraunic ations.

2.

The relative importance of these two roles v/ill ve-Ty in

different campaigns
definitely whether one or the other is

and it is impossible to state
fne primary role.
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The imitsas a combination of both may well be necessary,
of the Coastal Command must therefore be trained to carry out
both roles.’

This impracticable dual role continued in force while the
fate of Coastal Command hung in the balance d.uring the early
summer, and even after the Admiralty claim to the shorebased
\jnits were rejeoted(l) it remained in force until the final
report on Trade Defence Reiuirements was approved by the

Committee of Imperial Defence in December 1937 when at last a
definite V’ar Role t/8-S adopted. (2)

(l) See Chapter X (v).
(2) See Chapter XI (i).
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CI-IA.FTEE. IX

BOMB VERSUS BjVTTLESHIP

i,921 TO 1.939

(i) Intraduction

By the final stage of the First Yforld T/ar it v/as plain
that aircraft would soon be capable of dropping relatively
heavy bombs on vrarships,
the possibilities of the new vreapon of the air should be

investigated against the capital ship which represented the

accepted basic unit and backbone of naval power#

The course of these investigations and trials cannot
conveniently be fitted into the chronologically arranged
chapters of this volume as they had little to do with high
level policy on the Unified Air Force or v/ith the Fleet Air
Arm controversy^* It is considered, therefore, that the sub

ject is better treated as an independent self-contained
chapter.

It was natural that, after the war.

The very nature of the subject automatically raised
inter-seiwice contention and gave rise to sweeping claims

by either side which were incapable of positive proof in the

necesse,rily unreal conditions of peacetime trials* Small
wonder was it that the controversy dragged on year after year
but the real disservice was that in focussing attention on the

capital ship, it helped to perpetuate the theory that our next
naval war would continue to be a matter of main fleet action

with bombing aircraft acting as an ancillary weapon*

The net result as far as the Air Force vfas concerned was

an unending series of academic fine weather bomb-dropping
exercises at a slow moving target in a knorm position, and a

complete absence of any training in primarily searching for

and hitting a highly mobile detachment of warships in the

open sea far from our ovm sea forces - the only form of target
offered by the Uerman Navy in the Second Y7orld '.Tar, The

"Bomb versus Battleship" controversy has much to answer for
in the uni-eadiness of the Air for maritime v/ar in 1939.

Except for attacks on U-boats, there had been virtually
no experience during the 191^13 './ar of bombing attacks on
ships at sea*(l) During the postv/ar reorganisation of the Air
Force no thought could be given to such possibilities until

the tentative evidence given by the Air Staff before the Bonar

Law Committee early in 1921, This brought rejoinders from

naval opinion that air attack v/as limited by so many factors

that it could be discounted for many years ahead*(2)

/-K

(1) The only instance at sea occurred in April 1917 v/hen
Handley Page bombers attacked five G-erraan destroyers off

Ostend - see Chapter II (xvi). Later, in 1918 the
German battlecruiser Goeben was attacked by R.N.A.S,
aircraft after she had run aground in the Dardanelles.
Three days continuous attack secured ver^r few hits and

no more than superficial damage v/as inflicted.
See Chapter IV (i).(2)
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However, attention was focussed on the still nebulous
possibilities of air attack by a series of trials conducted in
American waters during O'uly 1921, These were held on the

suggestion of deneral W, Mitchell (then the Assisttmt Chief of
the U.S. Army Air Service) but were actually conducted by the
U.S. Navy Department and v;ere v/atched by the British Naval
Attache. deneral Mitchell’s concern was to disprove the

current naval opinion that battleships could not be sunk by
air attack but the U.S. Naval Staff were mainly interested to

discover how much capital ships cou3.d be damaged by direct hits
with bombs of various calibre. It was, therefore, their
concern to limit strictly the number of hits so that they could
from time to time examine the effects.

C.I.D.

N.D.22

A.H.B.

ID2/68 (b)

The testing ground lay in deep water some 75 miles off the

Virginia Capes where certain ex-Cerraan wai-^hips were moored.
The bombing was carried out from a relatively low altitude by
U.S. Naval Air seaplanes and some twin engined Martin bombers
of the U.S. Army A±r Service. The first trial v/as on the

light cruiser Erar^urt which was hit by twelve medium 250 lb.
and 550 lb. bombs*out"of some 60 released. Much damage vms

done to the upper deck and superstructure but the ship was in
no danger of sinlcing. Half an hour later, six Martin
bombers dropped twelve 600 lb, bombs in ten minutes and the
last bomb \?as a very near miss which e:q)loded almost under the

The effect was immediate in thatship abreast the forecastle,

A.H.B,

IIA/Vh-
Enel, 5

the Frankfurt sank bows first a few minutes later.

After this rather unexpectedly rapid disposal, the Naval

authorities took every precaution against a repetition in the

case of the major trial which \ms on the battleship
OstfrieBland. On 20 July she was attacked with 52 bombs of

various sizes up to 600 lbs. Four direct hits and four near

misses were scored but only resulted in damage to the upper
works. On the following morning Martin bombers dropped five

1,000 lb, bombs and scored tlu-ee direct hits, after which the
attack was stopped. Two of these hits penetrated the upper
deck causing considerable wreckage below but the umpires
decided that under war conditions she could have made port,^
A I’urther attack was then allowed with Martin bombers carrying

2,000 lb. bombs. Six were released, one hit the forecastle
and three others were near misses bursting very close off the

starboard bow and port side of the ship Virhioh then settled by
the stem and ten minutes later capsized to port.

ibid

The report on these two episodes vms rendered the Joint
U.S. Army and Navj^ Board under the presidency of General Pershing
and on which there v/as no representative of the Air Services.
The British Naval Attache noted that tliroughout the Report the

■  predominating influence of the Navy members was very evident
in playing dovm any conclusion favourable to air attack. In
his own observations he stressed the effect of near miss bursts

under water v;hioh "were so immediate and ovenvhelming as to

render it immaterial whether these two vessels were possessed
viratertight integrity or not",

failed to convey a correct impi'ession oi
The official account, he

the disastrous
01

.o

said,

ibid

and

IIA/V56.
end, A

effects of these particular bombs".

Although these i^esults came as a shock to American
naval opinion they rightly pointed out that the experiments

carx-ied out under the most favourable conditions for

aircraft, against moored targets with no A/A opposition, and
v/ithout oi'^TiTS for taking damage control measures. To this the

¥/ei'e

ibid
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air authorities replied that there was no ammunition in the

magazines or turret handing rooms to explode, and no steam

pressure in the toilers. Ear from settling any question the
results opened the long "Bomb versus Battleship" argument in
both American and British service circles.

Other trials took place concurrently on destroyers and

submarines but their significance was lost in the greater
interest attached to the capital ship results. Eor instance,
the ex-&erman destroyer S,132 took tvro hours to be sunk by
5 inch gunfire from a cruiser but the ̂ J.02 was sent to the
bottom in 20 minutes by one air attack in virhich the aircraft
released 3OO lb, bombs. Still more significantly the ex-

German submarine U._117 was sunk in five minutes by aircraft

using 300 lb, bombT but U.I^S took 29 minutes and one
hour and a half to sink under gunfire from destroyers.

That capital ships could be sunk by heavy bombs was
further demonstrated in September 1921 when the old U,S,

battleship Alab^^ T;as sent to the bottom by 2,000 lb, bombs
and in September ̂  923 vfhen the target ship NeYif Jersey of
15,000 tons sank in five minutes after receiving direct hits.
In the same month her sister ship the yarginia vras attacked

with 1';- - 1,000 lb. bombs from 10,000 feet.-“A direct hit just
abaft the main mast reduced the funnels, superstructure and

upper deck to a tangled mass and 20 minutes later the ship
fo-undered.

ibid

However, the other side of the picture was demonstrated
in a later trial on the uncompleted battleship Y/ashington.
After three 2,000 lb, bombs and tv/o i;.00 lb, torpedo vrarheads
had been exploded successively in contact Virith or close to the

ship's bottom, the ship remained afloat for four days and rode
out a gale at her moorings. This test was specially to the

fore in a report of a Naval Board set up by President Coolidge
early in 1925. In the Board's findings it was concluded
thtit: -

"  the battleship of today, whilst not invulnerable
to airplane attack, still po'ssesses very efficient
structural protection as shown bjr the experiments on the

Washington. The battleship of the future can be so
designed as to the distribution of her armour on deck and
sides and as to interior sub-division that she will not

be subject to fatal damage from the air. The effect of

plunging long range gun hits on a ship's deck has now
become closely analagous to the effect of hits by heavy
aerial bombs. By armouring the decks with six to seven
inches of armour v/e at once and at the same time effectively

meet any practicable attack from the air and also the
attack by gun projectiles fired at the greatest probable
battle ranges. The interior subdivision will resist
an;r mining effect from aerial bombs. It cannot be said,
therefore, that air attack has rendered the battleship
obsolete,"

The 1921 experimental bombing of the Ostfriesland
naturally stimulated British interest but the trials over here
were not on the ambitious scale which \?as undertaken in

American waters,

a view to destroying the target but rather to increase the

accuracy of bombing and improve the methods and tactics of

Moreover the tests were not conducted with
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Such trials commenced later in against theair attack,

old battleship Agamemnon which had been fitted out as a

mobile target ship and were caiu-'ied out by Handley Page bombers
in individual attacks from A,000 to 8,000 feet with the ship

steering a steady course. Sixty-one bombs were dropped
resulting in hits. Similar trials were contunued in
August 1922 by D.H.9A, Vickers Viray and Handley Page aircraft
from 2,000 to 8,000 feet but the poor visibility conditions
reduced the hitting percentage to only 8. Further trials
were conducted in 1923 when formation salvo bombing was intro-

Theduced and the height raised to 8

A.H.B.

ID^153
end. 3
and

lU/Vk
end, 6
and

ID^90

,000 to 1 A,000 feet,
individual attack hits fell again to 2^ but the formation
bombing secured 10^. No sea trids wei-e d.one in 192A.
addition to these "under way" trials against the Agam_em_ngn
there were experiments against the old battleships M^i^rch and
Marlborough with statically exploded bombs to determine the

to which a ship's fighting efficiency could be impaired
More ambitious

carried out during 1925 and

In

by hits which would not actually sink her,
trials against the A^o£eninon were ‘

A.H.B.

ID2/11
end. 1

bombs were released up to 1A,000 feet v/ith the target ship
steaming faster and steering varying courses but not taking
avoiding action.avoiding action. The results wei-e ve^ disappointing in th

ID 2/90

at
formation salvo bombing hits fell to and no hits at all

Lack of adequatewere reooid.ed for the individual a,ttacks.
training and the faulty use of equipment was the direct cause
of this failure but the bombsight itself was plainly a reason

for the progressively worsening results in spite of the
favourable thougla arbifioial tactical conditions.

In a November 1926 summary of results of ti’ials held
during the years 1921 to 1925 it was estimated that the average
percentage of direct hits was 5#5 with a further 5-5 per cent
near misses,(l) The report went on to say that the trials
were carried out under purely ejq)erimental conditions and _
stituted onlj'- the initial stages of development of the bombing
of ships at sea by aircraft. Nev; designs of bomb sights and
other instrumental aids wex-e on the way which together with
more intensive training vrauld increase the accuracy. Although
no "under way" trials were held for the next three years it
was possible to make a fairly systematic evaluation of the
chances of air attack against ships. As yet it was only t,
attack on capital ships that argument raged around and even
this was narrowed to capital ships in a Fleet, The Fleet,
either cruising alone or in action with the enemy fleet, was

the ultimate objective of all consideration.

con-

17A/^/K
end. 17

The Air Staff put on record a recapitulation of the
attack on a capital ship in a paper dated

In summary this considered that there were two
various forms of

2 May 1928.
methods of sinking a ship:-

(a) By so damaging the ship internally that she blows up
This could only be achieved by directdr flocds,

hits v/ith armour piercing bombs.

(b) By flooding the ship througli under water attack.
Tl'iis could be achieved by;-

(l) A bomb falling within 10 feet of the ship's side was
reckoned as a nea.r miss.
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A near miss T/ith high explosive horahs.(i)A.H.B.

iia/1/4
enol, 19 A direct hit by a torpedo,

A di-rect hit on the bottom by the buoyant
bomb (see next section),

was by far the most difficult, lengthy and costly
method. In order to inflict the requisite damage bombs must

be dropped from a oonsidei*able height so ns to penetrate the
vitals of the ship and in large numbers because of the lov/

percentage of explosive in armour piercing bombs. The target
was small and moving and required the aircraft to make a

steady approach for some time thereby presenting good oppor
tunities to a/a fire and losing any element of surprise,
Cloud at lower than 10,000 feet vrould force the aircraft to
such low altitudes that the naceosnry velocity of the bombs

for penetration could not be attained.

(ii)

(iii)

(A)

As regards (b) (i), recent trials indicated that the near
miss Tirith existing bombs could be disregarded as an effective
method of sinking a ship. Against a battleslrip’s side

and the prospective blister protection the small ratio
little or no result.

armour

of explosive in the standard bombs gave

On the other hand, in the case of (b) (ii) airci'aft
possessed pov;ers out of all proportion greater than those
possessed b;'' destroyers or submarines by reason of its range,
its speed and mobility, the third dimension of its action^and
great element of surprise, and the small fleeting target it

presented to the guns of the ships. Moreover, torpedo air
craft were at a greater tactical advantage than aircraft
bombing from high altitudes. They could operate on days of
low visibility, make use of cloud to cover their approach and

retreat, and unlike the bomb which misses its target, their
torpedoes might find another target in the ships of the

squadron or fleet adjacent to the actual ship fired at.

However, they suffered the same disadvantage as other craft
using the torpedo in that thej^ were compelled to strike a

part of the ship virhich was nov/ protected against this form
of attack.

ibid

Here the attackThere remained the buoyant or B-bomb,
was made on the most vulnerable part of the ship and which

so far vms entirely unprotected,
high percentage of explosive and the aircraft delivering the
attack were in an even better, tactical position than the

torpedo plane in that they had a free choice of altitude, no

sighting was required, and the bomb could be dropped during a
dive necessitating neither the steady approach of the bomber

nor the level wave-top flight of the torpedo plane.

The bomb itself, carried a

ibid

At this date, therefore, neither the A.P. nor the S.A.P,
bomb, which were the only types which could hurt  a capital
ship, T/ere considered of much value and in any case compared
unfavourably with the gun; the airborne torpedo was regarded

the weapon most likely to obtain hits but the Buoyant Bomb,
if current development could surmount initial teething
troubles, seemed to present the best chance of successful
attack.

as
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(lii) Types of BomTjs_,_ _Bo_mb Sights and DistriTj.utprs

(a) Conventional types of 13011118

After the 191^-1918 ar the R.A.I', v;as left vath large

stocks of bombs which were a mixed collection of all shapes

Owing to the preoccupation with the rebuilding ofand sizes,

the R.A.E. it Tiras 1923 before consideration was complete as to

the form and design of the future standard bombs,
year the Air Staff stated the requirement as four sizes, all
of the Ceneral Purpose (&.P.) categor;i'',(l) These were of
30 lbs., 120 lbs., 250 lbs, and 500 lbs, weight. The 30 lb,
bomb was foimd to require such constant re-design that in

July 1525, after extended trials, only the three larger sizes

were put into production. In July 1927 designs were approved
for a 1,000 and a 2,000 lb. &.P. bomb. Development of these
continued until July 1932 when the Air Staff decided that in
view of the limited carrying capacity of near future aircraft

design, the weight of any type of bomb must be limited to
500 lbs. and thereafter until 1938 only the three ligliter
sizes would continue. In June 1938 the re-introduction of

bombs of 1,000 lbs. and over was recommended as not only could
the modern bombers carry them but a much heavier bomb than 'che

500 pounder vras required to attack such targets as dams.
The previous development was resumed

In this

aqueducts and canals,
but neither of the heavy bombs came into Service until 19A0,

Although an Armour Piercing Bomb (A.P.) had been proposed
as early as 1921, it^was" not tilfthe end of 1925 that the
design for the Mk.I i;-50 lb, A.P. bomb was approved and not till

Subsequent modifications to over-
constructional weakness resulted in a Mark II design

By nov7.

1928 was it manufactured.
come

virhich was not fully approved until March 1932.
however, much heavier deck armour was being fitted in capital
ships and the bomb was plainly unequal to its task of penetra
tion, In July 1932 the Air Staff agreed that the requirement
had lapsed and the v/hole A50 lb. A.P. series was abandoned.
The need for a much heavier A.P, bomb had been foreseen and

as early as 192A some models of a 1,500 lb, A.P, bomb were
Trials in 192? ?/ere unsatisfactory and early in

1928 it was decided to redesign the bomb to weigh 2,000 lbs.

but to continue with the 1,500 pounder for trials data. The

next three years were taken up with experiments and trials,
and by November 1931 the empty Mark I 1,500 lb. A.P. bomb was

approved. It still remained to finalise the type and method
of filling. Similar trials were conducted concurrently with

the 2,000 lb, A.P. bomb and in May 1932 the empty form of this
Then in July 1932 came the Air Staff

constructed.

bomb was approved,
decision to limit the weight of all individual bombs to 500 lbs.
and development of both these bombs was abandoned,
the 2,000 lb. size \vas revived at the end of May 193^ in view
of the adequate oarr:i'-ing capacity of the new types of aircraft

envisaged, the trials and development were not completed until
just after the outbreak of war in 1939,

Although

an explosive/;Yeight ratio of bctvireen 25
the S.xi.P. bomb was about 18 per cent,

(1) The &,P. bomb had
and 30 per cent,
and the A.P. bomb only 13 per cent.
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The 5 emi "Airflojur
500 Ih, w^i^t diX no^f Valce*'thei^^^ tinder service
conditions until March 1951 and were first dropped from^
aircraft in trials against the target ship Marlborou^i in

February 1952.

Light case Anti-<Submarine .Bombs did not become a
requirement until July 1922i- and were to be of 250 and 500 lbs,
weight, A year later the Admiralty asked for an additional
size of 100 lbs. and designs for all three sizes went forward

with a priority on the production of the 100 lb, size,
great trouble was e:q)erienoed with the fuzing and construction
of these bombs necessitating constant re-design. Up to

Jmie I95S, four distinct Marks had been reproduced in varying
small quantities but none proved at all satisfactory,

A more detailed account of all the above tj^es of bombs
given at Appendix VIII and it is true to say that in

September 1959 the R.A.E. had no bombs larger than the
500 lbs, size and that these were essentially little
different from those used in 1918, This position was not so

much a reflection on those responsible foi- armament design as
the unavoidable result of the policy dictated by economy and
the considered remoteness of actual warfare,

(b) The Buoyant B-Bomb

Up to date the main air menace to the battleship v;as held
to be the torpedo plane and the bomber. Early in 1928 there
came a third v/eapon from virhich decisive results v/ere hoped.
This was the Buoyant Bomb which, it was intended, would be
released in numbers from the air ahead of the enemy fleet.

After entering the water the bomb was designed to rise slov/ly
to the surface and detonate on the bottoms of the advancing

ships. No convincing results had yet been obtained in trials
but in view of the armouring of ships’ decks against bombs

and the fitment of blisters along the waterline against
torpedoes and near miss bombs, this vreapon which aimed at the

unprotectable bottom of a ship was hailed as the triumphal
answer to all the belittling of other air attack methods.

The B-bomb had been resurrected in 1925 from a previously
abandoned project. Trial experimental bombs v/ere completed
in 1925 but considerable teething troubles were encountered
which necessitated several fresh designs. Trials continued
during the next tv/o years and in 1928 these gave promise of a

worthv/hile weapon. However, further delays occurred over the
production of a reliable fuze and it v/as not till early 1951
that the bomb was ready for sea trials against a ship. These

were sufficiently promising for its future to be considered at

an Admiralty Conference in February 1952 v^rhen definite proof
was required as to whether the bomb would invariably detonate

if it came up underneath a ship, to v/hat degree would this

detonation affect the ship, and how close ahead must it be

dropped to fi-ustrate avoiding action by the ship. Before

these questions could be answered, further full scale trials

were required but those carried out in 1955 and 195^- were

unconvincing and the last two questions wero.- never ansv^ered.

In the interim, however, the bomb was practically rebuilt to
new designs but a reliable fuze was not fitted until 1959
when at last the B-bomb v/as accepted as a standard weapon.

Thereafter they v^ere in regular service.

Very

is
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On the outbreak of war, the B-bomb was issued in quantity
to Coastal Command but vfas only used on very infrequent
occasions and with no result whatever so that it soon lapsed

Although technically sound as a missile, it v/as
A fuller account of this bomb

as a Tfeapon,

operationally inappropriate,
is given at Appendiic VITI,

(c) Bomb Sights

The first really efficient device was the Course-Setting
Borabsight (C.S.B.S.),
\vorld bar by Mr, H. E.
Laboratories, for attack on submarines,
this sight had superseded all others and for the next 22 years
was the standard bombsight of the ll.A.I?. though with considera
ble structural and material modifications,

mechanical vector triangle whose three elements, air speed,
virind speed and direction, and resulting ground speed, could be
measured. The first two 'were calculated and set on the bomb-

sight by the bomb aimer, and the third was the resultant of
The height bar, carrying a movable open

back sight ̂ vas calibrated in aircraft height and v;as angularly
tilted to allow for bomb ballistics. Indication of the

calculated point of bomb impact on the ground was continuously
given by sighting through a back sight attached to the ''height
bar" and a fore sight attached to the junction of wind speed
and ground speed bars,

Unfortmiately two major difficulties were inherent in

the design:-

This was designed during the first
V/'imperis, then head of the Air Ministry

By the end of 1917

Briefly, it was a

their combination.

Extracts from

R,A,F, Armament

Vol, I

Chapter 19

The sight had to be level during the run-up and
release.

Corrections in course given by the bomb aimer to the
pilot in order to track the aircraft directly over
the target involved an adjustment of all three sides

the vector triangle which, although semi-automatic
through a system of gears, did involve oontiiaual
re-orientation of the siglat v/ith the magnetic compass.

01

(a)

(t)

The original Mark I C.S.B.S. allowed for bombing between
200 and 2,500 feet, at air speeds from 55 to 100 Imots, and
in winds of 0 to 50 Icnots. It was followed in 1919 by a

Hark II version adapted for high altitude bombing. _ This
remained, Tfith various modifications to keep pace with increas-

erformance and iiaproved bomb ballistics, standai-d
In this year the Mark II was replaced by the

ing aircraft p
until 1929,(1)
Mark VII equipped with a fourth vector moohanism designed for

On this the enemy speed could be set anduse against ships,
automatically allowed for in the mechanical vector triangle
previously described. Three types "A", "B" and "C" were
produced, the latter two being specially calibrated in knots
for fleet Air Arm and Coastal R.A.f. squadron use. Various

small improvementr. vfere also* incorporated and resulted in a

highly efficient instrument giving, in practiced hands,
astonishinglj?" accurate results, Ho?/ever, it must be remembered

(1) During this 10 year period, there were special Marks III
and IV introduced for use in airships and two Marks (V and
Vl) using ligliter metals in an endea'vour to cut down
weight but none of these lasted any time in Service,
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that Practice Csjnp and even Target Ship conditions
were rerj artifioial.(l)

The Air Ministry Laboratory was finally disbanded in
1932 after it had produced its last variant of the C.S.B.S,,
the Mark VIII, and thereafter new sight design was largely
in the hands of the Instrument Department of the Royal Aircraft

Establishment (R.A.E.) at Earnborough. Here was d.esigned in

1937 the Mark TA C.S.B.S. which, beside replacing the trail
angle setting by a known "terminal velocity constant marked
on the relevant height scale, introduced the automatic
orientation of the sight by means of an electrically controlled

"Distant. Reading Compass". However, no amount of ingenuity^
could avoid the necessity of an absolutely level position being
maintained by the aircraft during its run up to the target
which called for extremely accurate flying and intense concen

tration on the part of the pilot. The desirable "flat" turn
when tracking alterations of course vjere being made became

increasingly difficult vdth the advent of i:he higher perform-
aircraft which started to appear in 1937 an<l it became

imperative to allow for a "banked" turn,
longed the length of the run-up so that the aircraft could be
accurately settled but added to the bomb aimer’s already
complicated last minute tasks. An attempt to assist in these
was the fitting of the whole sight in an azimuth bracket v/hich
could thus be rotated on its ovoi axis.

ance

This not only pro-

A final effort to simplify matters was made early in 1939
bj'" the designing of an entirely new sight - the Mark 2.
embodied many so-called improvements but converted the C.S.B.S.
into . an instrument so unvdeldy as to be impracticable and

like its predecessor (the complete Mk.IX) did not come into
The unmodified Mark IX C.S.B.S. was the standard

This

service,

instrument in general use in the R.A.F. bomber squadrons at
the outbreak of the Second World War,

( Bomb releases and the introduction of Bomb Distributors

By the end of the I914/I8 War the release of bombs vras
done by the pilot or bomb aimer pulling on a length of wire
attached to a release hook. With the postwar increasing size

of aircraft the old vigoi-ous tug on a long wire became imprac
ticable and there had to be substituted the relatively feeble

pull of an electromagnet! furthermore, the progress in bomb
sighting made it essential that bombs should be released with

certainty and instantaneously. Many designs were tried,
including a small electrically fired coi'dite cartridge device,
but it was 1931 before a reasonably satisfactory electro
magnetic release gear vjas produced. Under the varj^ng service
conditions of weather and temperature numerous modifications
wei’e found necessaiy in succeeding years and it vras not till
193^!- that a standard release gear vras introduced into service.
Even then it still meant that each bomb had to be released

separately.

Early in 1931 Air Marshal Sir Edward Ellington
(A.O.C.-in-C, A.D.&.B.) had written to the Air Ministry'-
suggesting a bomb release gear which could drop bombs at timed

(1) Average bombing errors of 5G yards from 10,000 feet were
a normal achievement, vdiereas under war conditions even
as late as 19A3 errors of 200 to 3OO yards were the
common order.
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intervals after the initial release by the pilot or bomb aimer,

so producing a line of bomb bursts at stated di-stonces apart
This was the first appearance of the Stickon the ground.

Bombing technique and was envisaged by the A.O.C.-in-C, as of
particular use to ensure at least one hit out of ten bombs
aimed at a narrow target like a bridge or a railv/ay line.

This release gear was called a Bomb Distributor and the

first instrument was designed and completed by the Royal
Aircraft Establishment (E.A.E.) in October 1951. It was con
structed from automatic telephone apparatus and had a speed

range of one bomb in tv/o seconds to eight bombs  a second,
was issued to No, 12 Squadron on Hart bombers for trial in

February 1932 but, although partially successful in operation,
was found to be too unreliable. After many modifications a

completely nev/ design was undertaken by the manufacturers.
Before completion, there was an Air Staff requirement in

January ^^3h■ for an automatic distributor capable of being
operated by a push button on the pilot's control column which
had to drop bombs in a stick, or to release bombs singly, or
to release all bombs together. It was not until April 1935
that a prototype vras ready and in its first form (Type 17 A)
it was found to be too bulky. Moreover, a fur-bher requirement

added that it had to be capable of movement from the

It

was now

Extracts from
R.A.F, Armament
Vol, I
Chapter 20

pilot's position either to the prone position of the bomb
aimer or to the air gunner's firing position. This all meant
considerable modification and redesign of components which was
increased before completion by yet another requirement to
release successive sticks of eight bombs up to a maximum of
four sticks.

The first unit of the new Type V automatic bomb distribu
tor was forwarded to the R.A.E, for examination in June 1937*
Hovirever, the accuracy of bomb spacing vras very poor and the
delay setting inaccurate and unreliable. Another re—design
was discussed at a Joint Service Conference on 26 October 1937*
At this meeting the Naval Staff stated their requirements v/hich
were for a total of 16 bombs, no delay, and an accuracy of 15
per cent. It did not appear possible that one distributor
model could be made to meet the different requirements of the
Air and Naval Staffs but at the end of the year these respec
tive requirements viere radicall3'’ altered and it
by differing the calibration the separate needs of the two
staffs could be met on the one model.

was found that

By January 1938 the drawings of a redesigned instrument
had been prepared and in due course a type trial vms carried

Reports on this indicated that the apparatus was satis-
However, on further

out.
factory and production was recommended,
consideration it was decided that the rather specialised
character of the component parts were not susceptible to quantity

As an alternative, a distributor on the automaticproduction,
telephone principle, which could easily be produced on standard
telephone components, was proposed and accepted.

A prototype of this design was readjy for trials in
October 1958 and these confirmed the instruflient to be accurate,
easy to manipulate and robust in construction,
modification, the distributor (Type Vl) vms recommended for
introduction into service in November 1938 and in 1939 was the
standard fitment in all bombers,
that no form of bomb distributor had been fitted before the
outbreak of war to any of Coastal Command's maritime squadrons

After minor

It should be noted, however,
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with the exception of the one American type Hudson squadron
who had but nine of the Type V distribute

(iv) The effectiveness of gunnery

As in the cases of bomb and torpedo attacks by aircraft
against ships there had been little or no experience from
the 191ii/'l3 War upon v/hich to base opinion of anti-aircraft
fire. From 1923, air torpedo attack had been frequently
exercised against the Fleet at sea, albeit under unrealistic
conditions, while bombing vras confined to infrequent
experimental trials against the target ship Agamemnon under
even more unrealistic conditions. Over both methods of attack

hung the uncertainties of naval anti-aircraft gunfire and it
was inevitable that the air and sea protagonists should advance

widely differing opinions. Attempts had been made to prove
its effectiveness by examining the results of A/A fire at
targets towed by aeroplanes. In England these trials had

been few up to 1921;., The annual allov*'anct; of ammunition for

high angle gun practice in battleships and cruisers was only
ifO rounds per gun, increased late in 1921|- to 80,
firing in November 192i.;. by Castor against a sleeve tar

get towed at 2,500 feet was reported by a naval observer to
have resulted in no material damage at all to an aeropla.ne in

the position of the target. In America, there was  a much
advertised firing by their fleet in March 1925 at sleeve
targets tcv/ed at 6,000 feet. No hits were recorded by the
880 rounds fired.

•v-iO

A test

A,H.B.

ID/^11
end. 1

In March 1926 the Air Staff produced a memorandum on the

subject. After recapitulating the I’esults of trials up to
date they came to the conclusion that, v/ith uncertainties
such as the three dimension movement of aircraft, the small

"fatal zone" of shell, the high speed approach of the
relatively tiny ta,rget, and the mounting of the A/A guns on
unstable ships* deck platforms, the chance of A/A gun success
vras highly problematical but they granted that it was likely
to be greater in countering air torpedo attack than aga-inst
bombing, attack. Further exercises during 1926 and 1927 by
high angle and turret guns using shell and shrapnel against
sleeve targets and gliders implied that slight improvement

taking place but the Admiralty* s mainXii Hiarl;;si!iansliip w;
interest viras focussed on the 2 pdr, pom-pom

The development of the multi-barrel Pom-Pom vias
recommended as early as 1921 by the Naval A/A &unnery
Committee, This committee had been constituted in 1920 and

included Air Force representatives. During the next six years
many experiments on a trial v/eapon were conducted by the
Ordnance Committee in connection with the mechanical develop

ment and in September and October of 1927 some full scale

firing practices v;ere carried out against glider aix’oraft at

low alti-'-udes. There v/ere 11 glider runs during which most

of the firing was done at betv;een 500 and 1,000 yards range
with- the ship stationary. No hits were registered bj'- the
260 romids fired. Such results hardly substantiated the

current Admiralty claims of "considerable increase in accuracy
of a/a firing" and "the steadily groY/ing power and accuracy of
a/a armament ",

At the beginning of 1928, the naval estimates for the
ensuing year Yvere \mder' discussion with the Treasury,
Admiralty had included an item of £163,000 as a first
instalment tov/ards full scale production of the Mark H

The

ibid

end, 3
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multiple pom-pom to arm all the ships of the fleet, the probable
ultimate total cost being million. The Treasury took the

view that it vias necessary to kno?; more about this proposal
before sanctioning such expenditure,
into communication virith the Air Ministry on the subjeot who

replied tha.t eiqpenditure on this scale should certainly not be
embarked upon until the proposal had been examined by the Air
Staff and more particularly by the Army Eeneral Staff who knew
far more about anti-aircraft matters than the Admiralty,

Unofficially they got

At a Cabinet meeting in Eebruary 1928, attention was dravm

to the Admiralty proposal for e>:penditure on a weapon that had
not been tested in concert with the Air Ministry and it was

suggested that the merits of this weapon shoidd be discussed by
the Committee of Imperial Defence, However, in a minute to the

Treasury dated 8 May the Admiralty maintained that they alone
competent to advise the Government on the counter to a form

of attack, i.e, torpedo aircraft, to vdiich ships alone were
To this the Chancellor of the Exchequer replied that the

were

open,

C.I.D. 891-B
Page 10

C.P.169 (28)

question must be referred to the Committee of Imperial Defence
and it was brought up for discussion at their 237th Meeting on
10 July 1928. In spite of positive claims put forward by the
First Sea Lord it was decided after considerable discussion that

the Admiralty must produce further evidence before the gun went
into general production but it was agreed between the Admiralty
and Treasury that twelve guns with the minimum of ammunition
would be provided at a cost of £559»000 spread over three years.
It was expected that the guns and mountings would be delivered

by October 1930*

C.I.D.893-B

C.I.D.897-B

Subsequently, on 8 August 1928, the Air Ministry received
the report on the gun trials oarried out earlier betv/een April

This showed that the weapon was inand June of that year,

fact by no means as satisfactory as the First Sea Lord had made
out at the meeting mentioned above. The recorded results were

that 8,83ii- rounds had been fired under the easiest possible
conditions from a stationary ship at the simplest form of

glider and sleeve targets and only 26 hixs were obtained of
Thus, even counting splinterwhich Ilf were by splinters only,

C.A.S. Papers
on relations

between the

Navy and R.A.F.
192A to 1929

hits, which would probably not have harmed an aeroplane, the
percentage of hits vms only 0,32^. Moreover the five naval
officers who formed the Trials Committee were by no means

impressed either with the infallibility or perfection of the
weapon. They did, however, claim it to be superior to any
other Ttreapon available but rightly concluded that until a more
suitable and realistic target was provided there was a grave

danger of false conclusions being dra\m.

Regarding the provision of a more realistic target, the
Air Ministry Research Department had been constantly
occupied since 1920 in the endeavour to develop a wii’eless or

automatically controlled target,(l) Trials of cenbain types,
which had been v/itnessed by the Admiralty in 1925 and again in
1928, had shovm that so far they did not meet requirements.
Though experiments were still progressing, it was felt by the
Air Staff that there was little chance of ever getting a radio-

controlled aircraft which yrould at all accurately simulate air

torpedo attack but thei-e was every possibility of one Y/hich

(l) The idea of a radio-controlled target aircraft for use in

naval A/A exercises was first suggested by the Air Ministry
to the Admiralty in April 1920.
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The final trials ofcould represent a bomhing attack,
an aircraft took place in March 1935 and were completely
successful - the aircraft flev/ for 39 minutus and obeyed 43

This first tj^pe to becontrol signals from H.M.S. Castor,
produced vras the Eairey Que~en and an improved model \ms given
the name of _£ueen Bee which became the accepted designation
for the type, “liowever, up to; i929 the possibilities of
effective naval A/A fire were mere expressions of opinion
unsupported by any reliable evidence.

( High Altitud^ bombing gets a nev; lease of life

The climate of opinion regarding the merits of different
forms of attack virhioh had been expressed by the Air Staff

appreciation dated May 1928 underwent a drastic change
The first signs of thisbetvreen the years 1929 and 1935»

came in 1929 with the introduction of the Mark VII Bomb Sight
fitted with a fourth vector which allovred a setting for the

This year also saw the provision of
The new

speed of a target ship,
the battleship Centurion in place of the Agamemnon,
target ship was equipped vfith full radio-control, ooxild steam
faster and make frequent alterations of course and speed.

A.H.B.

IIA/1/4
ends, 5'1 & 3S
also

ID 2/90
The first Cenbwion trials took place during September

1929 off the Humber and were done by Nos, 7 and 207 Sqdns,
Virginia and Eairey III 1? bombers respectively and using

Both individual and
on

the new Mk, VII 4th Vector Bomb Sight,
formation attacks were carried out from 3,000 to 6,000 feet on

the Centurion who steered a steady course at constant speed
for half the trials and on zig-zag courses at varying speeds
for the other half,

bombing resiilts under either set of conditions,
there were 152 bombs dropped in individual attacks of which

19^ hit and 156 bombs released in formation salvo bombing vdiioh
secured 17/ hits. These results, were so superior to any
obtained in previous years under easier conditions that
interest was once more directed to high altitude bombing.

In fact there was little difference in
In all,

No trials against the Centurion were conducted during
^  The1930 tut another series took place in September 1931»

bombing was done by Nos, 7 and 101 Sqdns, on Virginia and

Sidestrand bombers, again using the Mk, VII Bomb Sight,
Attacks took place from altitudes between 2j.„000 and 6,000
feet and the Centurion varied hex' course and speed throughout

The 95 bombs dropped individually secured JiCf/othe trials,

ibid

end, 47
hits and for the 162 bombs dropped in formation salvoes the

hitting percentage was 34,
sive increase in accuracy,

sepa.rate trial, 18 B-bombs were dropped ahead of the Centurion
from 300 feet. It was estimated by the target ship that nine

of these came up and struck the bottom of the ship but posi
tive confirma.tion was not obtained ovixng to the failure of

the batteries activating the audible hit device in the bombs.

This represented another impres-
Eor the first time, and in a

See

Appendix VIII

No trials at sea were done in 1932 and in September 1933

a more ambitious programme vras undertaken,
altitude precision bombing in salvoes from 9,000 feet by tliree
aircraft in very close formation, high altitude pattern

There was high
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bombing(l) up to 16,000 feet by a whole squadron, dive
bombing at 45° with release at 1 ,500 feet and B-bombing ahead

of the target ship which was taking full avoiding action
throughout the trials.

Four bomber squadrons took part and the results ’.'fere as
under: -

Per

cen

tage
Dropped HitsSquadr>on ! Nature

6 5511 Salvoes

(ih56 bombs)
Pattern bombing

8,000 to 16,000
feet.

No, 12

(Harts) (12 bombs) (3)

A.H.B.

10^90 and
IIA/1/4
end, 55

33 20195 bombsPrecision bomb

ing 8,000 to
9,000 feet.

No. 101

(Sidestrands)

38128334 bombsDive bombing
release at

1,500 ft.

No. 33^
(Harts)

No hits as all bombs \rere

!  dropped too far ahead of the
;  target.

B-bombingNo, 40

(Gordons)

These trials showed that, although over 5Cfo of the patterns
straddled the target, it was as yet a wasteful method of

securing a fe\Y certain hits. The highlight was the accuracy
of dive bombing but it was realised by the Air Staff that
this method did not ensure sufficient velocity to penetrate
the deck of a modem battleship,(2) It was also noted that

(1) Pattern bombing was done by the Squadron aircraft flying
at pre-arranged bearings and distances from each other
with simultaneous release of bombs on a signal from the

leader,

fall around the target and ensure at least one certain
hit,
not be introduced until a reliable Bomb Distributor had

The resultant pattern of bombs was intended to

It was the precursor of stick bombing which could

been developed.
It was after these trials that the Admiralty definitely
gave up high bombing in the Fleet Air Arm in favour of

dive bombing, iunong the reasons leading to this deci
sion were:-

(2)

(i) Dive bombing promised a much greater number of
hits with the minimum of training.

The torpedo plane was the onl3^ type capable of
carrying heavj'' bombs and no suitable bomb sight
for this small aircraft had been developed.
Consequently the accuracy was unsatisfactory
and even with hits b;^ a 1,000 lb, bomb there
was no guarantee of penetration against the
modern deck armour of a capital ship.
It seemed wiser to have nothing larger than a
500 lb, bomb, of which more could be carried,::
and rely on the greater accuracy of dive bomb
ing v/hich, vdiile giving no great armour
penetration, would give a better probability
of damage than high level heavy bombing in the
absence of necessarjr equipment.

(ii)

(iii)
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the precision tombing results from the increased height
vrere not so good.

After some desultory'' correspondence betvifeen the Admiralty
and Air Ministry on the conclusions to be dravm,  a further

The conditionsset of trials took place in September

ibid

end. 56

were n?.uoh the same except that precision bombing was modified
in favour of a distributed salvo,(l) the height of release
for 45° dive bombing was increased to 2,000 feet and a more
scientific pattern was adopted for the pattern bombing.
Again four souadrons took part and the results were as under; -■

—  I — Per-
cen-

tage
HitsDroppedNatureSquadron

50122k- Salvoes
(287 bombs)

Pattern Bombing
10,000 to
14>000 feet.

No. 12
(Harts) (7.5)(22 bombs)

6 3318 Salvoes
(182 bombs)

Distributed
Salvo

10,000 feet.

No. 101
(Sidestrands)

A.H.B.
ID2/90 (3.3)(6 bombs)

18296 bombs 53 bombsDive bombing
release at

2,000 feet.

No. 57
(Harts)

7  39
(5 bombs) (2)

18 Salvoes
(230 bombs)

B-bombingNo. 40
(Gordons)

It was noted that the better pattern bombing bomb hits were
due to the adoption of an improved scientific pattern giving
mere bomb hits when a straddle was obtained* The distributed
Salvo method had a good straddle percentage but as poor a bomb

The increasedhit percentage as the old unscientific pattern,
height of release had an adverse effect on dive bombing,
accuracy and although the B-bomb Salvoes were estimated as
39/0 correctly placed, the underwater time of the x'ising bomb
was obviously erratic.

During these j^'ears since 1930 the other absorbing subject,
that of a/a gunnery, had been developing within the Navy,
From time to time memoranda and statistics were forthcoming
which claimed an ever increasing efficacy of long range
medium calibre High Angle gunfire and the close range multiple
Pom-Pom fire. The arrival in March 1935 of fhe radio-
controlled Queen Bee target aircraft stimulated both firing
practices and increased claims of effectiveness alike.
Another kind of food for thought was provided by the naval
constructors who were fitting battleships v/ith side "blisters"
designed to render the ship impervious to as many as six
torpedo hits. By this time, in naval theory, the battleship
was imrauj;.e by her A/A fire, her deck armour and her blisters
to all forms of air attack. Coming from such responsible
sources the Air Ministry was bound to be influenced to some
degree if only by the constant repetition of this theme.
Although unconvinced by the claims of naval A/A fire against
high altitude bombers, they ^Yere aware of the easier target
presented by the torpedo plane and took serious note of the
protection afforded to the battleship by blisters.

(1) There V7as nov; available in small numbers the first type
of Bomb Distributor but it v/as still in course of modifi
cation ovdng to its erratic performance.
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There were no Cejiturion trials in 1935 hut hy noTf the

Air Staff was reaching *out* towai-ds a consistent theory as to
the best tactical methods of attacking capital ships. These

tactics were liable to constant change under the influence
of the rapid development of aircraft design and equipment and

because the opportvinities for testing them under conditions
even remotely resembling those of actual war were limited.
Up to date the Air Staff had regarded the Agamemnon and
Centurion exercises not so much as trials to advertise the

aocurac^of bombing but rather as a means of developing new
meiihods and- of giving training to a limited number of

squadrons,(l)

The following methods for the attack of capital ships
from the air were advocated by the Air Staff at the end of

1935 and in this order of preference;-

1, Hd^h Altitud.e Level BqmbjJig

This involved the dropping ;of arijioured piercing
bombs from heights of 10,000 feet or above with the
assistance of a precise bomb sigjiting apparatus.
Bombing from a great heiglit v/as necessary in order
to achieve penetration of deck annour and could only
be done when the cloud base ivas high enough, A
particular form of this attack was pattern bombing.
This was still in the experimental stage and at
present was uneconomical but was peculiarly suited
to the attack of "line targets" such as capite.1
ships,
of bombs around and on the target so as to obtain
the greatest probability of securing at least one
hit from each pattern dropped. The particular
distribution in pattern could be obtained by either
the use of a bomb distributor or by aircraft flying
in close pattern formation and releasing their
bombs on a signal from their leader or by a combina
tion of both these means.

Dive Bombing at if5°

This was a method of attack by releasing bombs
on the dive after an approach at altitude. It
could be employed when cloud or other visibility
conditions ruled out the possibility of high altitude
bombing. Either S.A.P., G-.P., or B-borabs were
released on the dive by the pilot's judgement at
heights from 1,500 to 2,000 feet. Against capital
ships it was designed to silence A/A fire, to dis
organise controls and communications, and to lower
the fighting effioiencj^ of the ship as a whole,
could be used to cover simultaneous high level
bombing and torpedo attacks. Among the advantages
of this method were its greater immunity from long
range naval A/A fire because no straiglit or level
run-up to the target was required, it offered greater
opportunities for initial surprise, and it undoubtedly
was more accur’ate when properly carried out.

It involved the mathematical distribution

It

The

(1) Pattern and Precision Bombing were done by Nos, 12 and
101 Sqdns, The squadrons specialised on dive bombing
were Nos, 18, 33 and 57 (all on Harts) and E.A.A. No, 800
Sqdn, on Nimrods and Ospreys.
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disadvantages v/ere loss of penetrative effect
against deck armour, its accuracy varied with the
steepness of the diving angle achieved, and the
unsuitability for it of the modern la,rge fast type
of bomber then coming into service which meant that
a specialised type ViTould have to be developed.

Torpedo Attack

Attacks on warships by aircraft equipped with
torpedoes were the normal role of Fleet Air Arm
aircraft but in time of war the toi^pedo bomber

squadrons of Coastal Command would also be required
In recent years, however, the sides

of capital ships had been, according to naval report,
adequately protected against the torpedo by
specially fitted bulges. Moreover, again on naval
report, the full v/eight of long and close range A/A
defences could be brought with more chance of
success against an aircra>ft which of necessity had
to approach the ship to virithin 1,0CX) yards in level
flight at wave-top height before releasing the
torpedo. Torpedo dropping called for highly
specialised training and required the development
of yet another special type of aircraft. Under
these conditions the Air Staff had revised their

previous high opinion of this weapon.

for this work.

3.

It is interesting to note that the Naval Staff reversed
the order of importance of these three types of attacks,
must be remembered, however, that the Naval choice primarily
applied to the Fleet Air Arm employed against enemy ships who
were not credited v;ith the same advance in defence as claimed

On the otherhand it seemed

It

for our own battleships,
illogical to play dovm any threat by a British shore-ba.sed
air force to an enemy fleet by reference to their own
supposed perfection of defence.

Actually, trials and experiments were quoted in support
of both schools of thought. Staff arguments ¥/ere echoed
by the Departmental Heads as instanced by an exchange of

letters during February 1936 between the Secretary’' of State

for Air and the First Lord of the Admiralty*, Lord Swinton

maintained that the only evidence so far produced in favour

of naval A/A gunfire had been trials at towed targets and
the Queen Bee target. The former were of very limited value
and the latter could not be flown at more than 85 m.p.h.
Even at this slov; target, the results showed that it was
doubtful if it could be hit within the very short critical
period of an air attack, Hovir much more, therefore, was it

unlikely that hits could be secured against modem machines
travelling at 250 m.p.h, Eegarding bomb effects on hull

construction, there had been some experiments with a full

charge 250 lb, bomb but none v/ith a 500 pounder,  A dummy
500 lb, A.P. bomb had given evidence of its penetrative
po?/er but of course none on its destructive effect after

penetration.

A.H.F.

ID/3/6

To this the First Lord replied that, although full
charge 500 lb, bombs 7/ere not dropped on a target ship, two
were placed in the Marlborough in positions to ;vhich it vras

expected they would have penetrated and the detonations did

surprisingly little damage. Others v/ere tested at the
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Shoetuxyness range by being fired out of a mortar against
armoured plates at angles and velocities corresponding to

various heights. These showed that whereas a 15'' S.A.P, gun-
shell would pierce 8 to 9" of armour, a 500 lb, A.P. bomb

dropped from 8,000 feet vrould only penetrate in an
experiment against the "Chatham Elqa,t" it showed that if a

bomb did succeed in penetrating to a shell room or magazine,
one or possibly two compartments would be opened to the sea but

this v/as not catastrophic - it v/as comparable to strilting a
mine, v/hich a capital ship was designed to sustain. As to

naval A/A gunnery, a flight of heavy bombers would present
10 or 20 times the target of a Queen Bee, Although the

maximum long range A/A armament was now only A - A" guns
on a broadside, the new capital ship would have a broadside
of 8 - 5.25" guns with a far higher muzzle velocity. For

close range the new multiple Pom-Poms would have  a nearly
halved time of flight up to 2,000 yards, Y/ith these weapons
the Admiralty confidently expected to achieve effective A/A
defence.

Lord Svrinton returned to the charge with a quotation from

a recent Admiralty trials report in which it was stated that,
if dropped from 3,500 feet or higher, a 500 lb, A.P, bomb

would penetrate all the Marlborough* s decks and go out through
the bottom. Hence apparently the reason for the earlier
omission to try out this bomb. There was. he said, still no
first hand evidence (other than calculation) of what penetra
tion we should get from 8,000 feet upwards on a modem armoured
capital ship nor what would be its explosive effect subse

quently, The bombs "placed" in the Marlborough were assumed

to have penetrated only a very short distance. Instead of

all this theorising, would it not be better to conduct real
live trials,

(vi) The 1936 Sub-Committee on the yi:lnerability of Capital
Ships

Down to 1935 the problems of the vulnerability of capital
ships to air attack had been a technical problem solely the
concern of the Naval and Air Staffs, Y/hen the rise of

Fascism had become more menacing and when disarmament as an

international safeguard against recurrent vreirs had proved a
failure, politicians began to interest themselves in the future
fate of the battleship. The first Nhite Paper on Defence
(March 1935) had explained that when our existing battleships
were designed the advent of air attack in its modern form had

been imforeseen but it pointed out that "their anti-aircraft
armament is being increased to enable them to perform their

primary fimction". Its conclusion vias that "in the Main
Fleet the capital ship remains the essential element upon
which the Vfhole structure of our naval strategy depends".

What brought the "Bombs versus Battleship'* controversy
into the forefront of public discussion was the Italo-
Abyssinian War of 1935/36* The withdrawal cf British naval
units from Malta and the position of the fleet exposed at

Alexandria, at a time v/hen war vdth Italy had seemed imminent,
provoked an agitation in Parliament and the Press, Whatever

may have been the strategic reasons for these naval movements,
attention was focussed on the question of the capital ship's
wilnerability to air attack and hence to the fimdamental
basis of our system of Imperial Defence, A further stimulus

to discussion was given by the Eoverament’s proposal.

ibid

Cmd. A827
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amiomced in the second White Paper on Defence of
3 March 195^, that t\7o nev/ capital ships would he laid down
early in 1937«(l) Before this programme could he discussed
dispassionately it was essential that some authoritive
pronoimcement should he made on the respective merits of the
arguments for and against the capital ship.

The Prime Minister (Mr, Stanley Baldwin) accordingly
appointed a special suh-committee of the Committee of

Imperial Defence on 26 March 195^ and instructed it "to
consider the experiments that have taken place or are pro

posed in connection with the defence against aircraft and

the vulnerability from the air of capital ships."(2)
Between 31 March and 9 July the suh-oommittee held nine

meetings. The first four were devoted to hearing the
evidence of Service experts and in the rest the suh-oommittee
considered the viev/s of distinguished high officers and the

more vociferous members of the "anti-hatt?eship" school.

Cmd. 5107

para, 25

In advocating the retention of the capital ship the
Naval Staff submitted evidence to shov/ that;-

(i) The views of the popular critics should be rejected,

(ii) The air menace to the capital ship could he
adequately countered by naval A/A fire,

(iii) The oapi+al ship of the future could he given
sufficient deck armour to ensure that fatal

damage from the air could he avoided,

(iv) The battleship was indispensable for the defence of
Impei-ial territory and seaborne commerce.

The First Sea Lord,(3) in his evidence, had no diffi
culty in refuting the misinformed and often irresponsible
Press and Parliamentary critics, which included mistatements
on the recent naval strategy in the Mediterranean, exaggera
tions of previous bombing trials in America, and the specious
argument based on the relative high cost of the battleship.
The popular theory of the danger of the "near miss" bomb was

also rejected as Admiraltj?- experiments to test such explosions
close to a ship's side had confirmed that they were not a

vital menace to a modem battleship protected by the bulges
constructed to ward off damage by torpedo attack.

Regarding (ii), the Naval Staff, re?.ying on the progress
made in the science of naval A/A gunnery, made a confident
claim that it would soon have the measure of the air menace

to the capital ship. Details were given as to the amount of

extra deck armour Tdiich was to be provided in the new capital
ships. This was shown, from recent trials with heavy A.P,
bombs, to be more then adequate to satisfy heading (iii).

Admiralty
Paper B
in

A.H.B.

ID ̂90

Admiralty
Papers C
and D

(1) The London Naval Agreement, which prohibited the building of new capital
ships, was due to expire on 31 December 1936,

(2) The members of the Sub-Comralttee were:-
Slr Thomas Insklp (chairman), Viscount Halifax, Nr, Malcolm MacDonald, and
Mr, Walter Runclman, The First Sea Lord and the Chief of the Air Staff
acted as expert advisers, A large number of ex-service witnesses attended
before the sub-coramlttee or submitted memoranda,

(3) The First Sea Lord and Chief of the Naval Staff was Admiral Sir Ernie Chatfleld,
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Finally, the Admiralty claimed that any Imperial Defence
policy based on the absence of the capital ship would result
in disaster.

Of great interest were the views of two responsible and

distinguished officers, Sir John Salmond and Lord Trenchard,
both former Chiefs of the Air Staff, Sir John was sceptical

to the vulnerability of capital ships to air attack, not

because of any A/A defence fire but because he thought it

unlikely that aircraft could attack in sufficient numbers to

obtain the very numerous bomb hits necessary to sink a

battleship. Moreover , only from great heights oould armour

piercing bombs have a hope of penetration, Lov/ bombing and
dive bombing certainly would not do so though they should
cause a loss of efficiency in fighting qualities. He con

cluded with the words "as far as I am aware, the capital
ship is the one remaining surface craft virhich, if hit severely,
will not sinlc. In ray opinion it should have a useful life
for sometime to come in spite of the increasing range and

power of the air arm".

Lord Trenohard gave no definite opinion on the possi
bility of sinking a battleship but he drev; attention to the
various ways in which the action of the main Fleet would be

restricted by the advent of air power in that all itb dis
positions and movements raiglit be governed by that factor.
He also pointed out that attack from the air might well

prevent capital ships from continuing as effective fighting
instruments by compelling lengthy refit and repair. He
also stressed the difficulties which the threat of air attack

would impose on the Admiralty in its search forseoure fleet
bases, A powerful Navy was, in his opinion, essential to

the prestige and unity of the British Empire and there were

many essential functions in the protection of our commerce
which oould only be discharged by appropriate naval forces.

He doubted, however, whether capital ships were indispensa
ble for the discharge of those functions and considered that
the Government should not lay down two ne¥/ battleships but

should concentrate on an increased provision of aircraft,
cruisers, destroyers, submarines and motor toipedo boats.

The views of the Air Staff were ejqjressed in a memorandum
dated 15 April 1936 by Air Chief Marshal Sir Edwarl Ellington,
Chief of the Air Staff, In the main this criticised in

detail the evidence given by the First Sea Lord and contained
in the various Admiralty Papers,(l) It accepted the position
that the essential need for the capital ship had arisen from

the necessity of providing "general cover" for the cruisers

and lighter naval craft engaged on patrol or close escort
But it drew attention to the way in viiich threats

to the capital ship had been accumulating and even before the
advent of air pov:er they had to be protected at sea by whole
flotillas of destroyers, minesv/eepers and cruisers. The
Air Staff had not sufficient confidence in the efficacy of

naval A/A fire to agree with the Admiralty that the new
threat of air attack oould be neutralised with the same

success as that from the torpedo boat, submarine and mine.

as

duties.

Admiralty
Paper A
all in

ID^90

V,C,S, Paper
No, 22

V,C,S, Paper
No, 19

V,C,S. Paper
No. 5

(1) Amongst these was a totally unwarranted accusation by
the Admiralty that the Air Ministry had obstructed the

development of the target aeroplane and the Mark M
Pom-Pom, Ref, Admty, Paper C and C,A.S,*s replies -
both in A.H.B./ID^90.
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They contended that aircraft would not suffer suffi
cient casualties from A/A fire to prevent their attacks on

the Eleet from being effective. By this they meant, not

that battleships would necessarily be sunk but that their

fighting efficiency would be so impaired as to make it neces

sary to send them back to base for lengthy repairs. If this
estimate proved correct, the naval reaction vrould in all

probability be to keep the Fleet withdravm at all times
beyond the range of heavy air attack, Vifith the Fleet
restricted to this extent, the risk appeared to be real that
capital ships vrould not be able to fulfil their traditional
role in sea v/arfare,

(vid^ Tl^ Sub-Committee*s Report - C.I.D.1258-BA.H.B.

IB/3/2A

After lengthy and detailed examination of the mass of

conflicting evidence the Sub-Committee made its report on

30 July 1936, It was hardly surprising that the opinions of
Such "airthe "anti-battleship" school were rejected,

enthusiasts" as had given oral evidence had not been
impressive under cross-examination. The ground was cleared

by dismissing all arguments based on the earlier American
experiments, on the alleged vulnerability of capital ships
to the "near miss" bomb, and on the high relative cost of
battleships. Attention was then concentrated on the two

main technical problems - bombing accuracy and the efficacy
of naval A/A gunnery. In neither v;as any firm conclusion
drawn since the experiments so far conducted had been subject
to a peacetime unreality which inevitably made agreement
between the Naval and Air Staffs impossible.

As far as bombing accuracy was concerned, there v/as
inter-service concurrence on certain statistics derived from

the Centurion trials. The probability of bomb hits for high
altitude level bombing was recorded as II/0 and for dive bomb

ing as 27/0, These figures were, however, largely academic
and the Sub-Committee felt unable to give judgement as to how

far these would be altered by more realistic conditions.

Even more difficult to assess were the probable results
of a/a gunfire. Those so confidently expected by the Naval
Staff could not be accepted because of the difference between

the slow unrealistic Queen Bee targets and the fast modem

aircraft which vrould have to be engaged in war,(l) Nor could
the Sub-Committee have any confidence in the method of estima

tion when the length of the level "run-up" before bomb release

was in dispute between the Naval and Air Staffs, (With the
new automatic bombsight the Air Ministry claimed that the time
of this could be reduced to 20 seconds whereas the Admiralty
doubted this and estimated at least 90 seconds). The Sub
committee therefore considered that the unreal conditions,
although unavoidable, made it difficult if not impossible to

accept any figures of probable hits and casualties until much
more information was available. The same conclusion applied
to dive bombing trials and figures. On the question of

(1) The Queen Bee targets had less than a third of the speed
of modem aircraft, its speed was a known constant and,
owing to their cost, they had to be manoevred more vdth

a view to giving training and to avoid damage rather
than act as an expendable store to be shot dov/n if
possible.
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anunimition supply for the A/A giuis, they urged immediate
investigation in vievY of the immense amount it had been dis

closed that was expended during relatively few and short

periods of action.

In these odrcumstances the strategical factors stressed
by the Admiralty v/ere decisive in determining the Sub-Committee

to recommend that the capital ship should not be abandoned,
¥e had more to lose, the report said, by making a false deci
sion in so vital a matter than had any other povrer,
information at present at their disposal led them to believe

that the day of the capital ship vras not over, now or in the
near future,

wish this country to build no capital ships, other povfers still
continuing to do so. If their theories turn out well founded,
we have wasted money; if ill-founded, v/e vrould, in putting
them to the test, have lost the Empire”,

The Report prefaced the summary of its views with a
strong recommendation that further experiments to test the

vulnerability of capital ships should be carried out and gave
a detailed list of specific trials desix-able.
stressed the need for malcing these e;^eriments as realistic

as peacetime conditions would allow and that the provision of
funds and material to this end should not be stinted.

The

The advocates of the extreme air view would

It also

The Report v;as considered and approved by the Committee
of Imperial Defence at its 282nd meeting on 8 October during
which it was suggested by the First Sea Lord that the further

trials should be supervised by an impartial scientific
committee whose duty should be to ascertain the facts and
deductions to be made from the experiments and act as assessors

in oases where professional opinion might differ. The Report
and this suggestion were approved by the Cabinet on
lA October 1936,

Cabinet 57 (36)

A White Paper summarising the Report was issued and
considered by Parliament in November, This was ordticised in

a thoughtful leader in the Times nev/spaper on 6 November which

displayed considerable foresigiit of subsequent events in the

1939 war, Vv'hile agreeing that the many elements of doubt on
technical and tactical issues increased the difficulties of

the Sub-committee in studying the broader issues of strategy,
the article found the sub-ooimnittee* s final remark a little too

simple. There was no true dividing line betvreen technica.1,
tactical, and strategic values. Although the Sub-Committee
did enter the field of strategy, the extent of such entry was
too limited, './e had been in peril of losing the war in 1917,
although we had then a far larger battle-fleet than nov; in 1936,
because of the havoc that a comparatively small n\xmber of

submarines played on our trade routes and because the destroyers
which were wanted to combat that threat were being kept to safe
guard the battle-fleet. The Sub-Conmiittee had remarked that

"in the absence of a pov/erful British Fleet it v/ould not be

impossible for the ca.pita,l ships of a hypothetical enemy to
place themselves without interference across our trade routes".
Yet it was well to consider the degree of this possibility'" and

to remember the difficulty of "placing" a battle-fleet at a

great distance from its bases. Again, what pov/ers vfere there
who possessed battleships that could be used for this purpose?
Tvro of them lay at distances which seemed to minimize the

possibility of interrupting any vital route. The others lay
in landlocked areas from which emergence vfould be very
hazardous in face of strong flotilla and air forces. If there

Cmd, 5301

A,H,B.

iia/iA
end, 59

ibid
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outstanding feature of the last v.'ar at sea it was thewas one

gener’al reluctance to hazard irre^.daceable hattlesiiips ±n

waters v/here submarines might be lurking thereby imposing^a
marked strategic limitation on the use of battleships,
hazards v/ere multiplied today by the development of aircraft

and high speed motor torpedo boats,
chance that hostile battleships vrould face them and venture on
to trade routes remote from their bases?

Those

Was there a serious

Taking the case put forward by the sub-committee, it was

knovna that the navies of today vrere striving to increase the

speed of their battleships - v/hat if we were to find, too

late, that the enemy's battleships outpaced ours and were able
to sweep the trade routes without being brought to battle?
Might we not regret that the money spent on nev? battleships had
not been invested in more aircraft carriers and flotilla craft?

The whole question of future war vms shrouded in uncertainties,
deeper now than ever before. But if we do decide that the

safer course is to build battleships it xtaz well to realise

that the insurance premium was high compared with the risk and

in covering this risk we would be taking a risk in other

aspects of the strategic issue since the total money that could
be devoted to defence was not unlimited,

(viii) The last series of Organised Bomb^nr< Trials - 1937/38

It will be remembered that in the appiroval by the
Committee of Imperial Defence there v/as a recommendation that

the Naval and Air Staffs should arrange betv/een them for a

further series of trials v/hich, it was hoped, would approxi
mate more closely to v;ar conditions, and that the Admiralty
and Air Ministry should co-operate in the selection of

impartial assessors in cases vdiere professional opinion might
differ. This resulted in the e stablishment on

25 February 1957 of a scientific Sub-Committee of the Committee

of Imperial Defence,(I) It was under the auspices of this
sub-committee of "Assessors on Bombs versus Battleship
Experiments (A.B.E,)" that the final series of trials in 1937
and 1938 were conducted.

The actual arrangements were the joint responsibility of

the Admiralty and Air Ministry and the first series of trials

were intended to throw more light on the val'ie of level and

dive bombing and the length of time necessary for aircraft to

be on a straight course before dropping a properly aimed bomb.

From the Air Ministry side they were arranged by Air Commodore

W, Sholto Douglas (D.S.D.) and on his initiative  a joint ad hoc
committee of naval and air representatives was formed to dis

cuss the programme of trials. At their first meeting on

22 April 1937 it was decided that the schedules of exercises

should be in tv/o parts - Phase I for trials in 1937 with

Hinds and Heyfords using the course-setting bombsight and

Phase II it a later date v/ith modem aircraft using both the

ibid

A.H.B.

ID^90

A.M.

s,39451
end, 13A-
and

S.41^37
end, 5QA

A.M.

s,40054
ends. 9A

and 72B

(1) The Chairman was Lieut,-General Sir Hugh Elies (Master-
General of Ordnance), and the scientific members were
Sir Frank Smith (Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research), Sir Henry Tizard (imperial College of Science
and Technology), and Professor R, H. Fowler (University of
Cambridge), The title was altered on 14 March 1938 to
sub-committee on Bombing and A/A Gunfire Experiments,
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course-setting and automatic 'bonbsights.Cl) It was f\nrbher
decided at an Air Ministry meeting on 29 April that the trials

should be carried out by a small number of specially trained

and screened squadrons of No, 1 G-roup Bomber Command,

After the draft schedules had been circulated to the

Admiralty and thu A.B.E. sub-committee, they were finally
approved on 21 May, Meanwhile on 1A May Bomber Command had

nominated No, 15 Sqdn, (Hinds) for the dive bombing, No, AO Sqdn,
(Hinds) for level bombing and a flight of No, 101 Sqdns,
(Overstrands) for the run-up tests. The final arrangements
and operationa.1 procedure for the Bombing Trials 1937/5'-^ were
appi'oved by the A.B.E, sub-committee on 18 June, The sea
exercises against the Centurion were not fixed in their final

form till 20 July,

Althougla practice started on 21 May, the actual tests v/ere

not begun at Abingdon and Otraoor bombing ranges until 9 June and
were not' oomjjleted till the middle of April 1958, This slow pro
gress was very largely due to the frequent periods of weather

conditions Y/hen accurate bombing from heights of 10,000 feet

and over was impossible and it Yvas not irrelevant that No, 15
Bqdn, was able to complete its dive bombing tests by early
December 1937, But there were other difficulties also.
Overstrands proved an unsuitable type for the "run-up" tests
and at the end of September had to be replaced by  a flight of
Heyfords from No, 166 Sqdn, Also it proved impossible to

complete certain specified serial trials and they had to be

modified, discontinued or transferred to Phase 11,(2 )  Moreover,
although the squadrons vrere screened from the point of vieYY of

postings, it proved impossible to retain the trained orev/s
intact owing to selections from them for training as air pilots
and every time this occurred another crew had to be trained.

Meanwhile the sea exercises against the Centurion took
place between 26 August and 10 September 1937, Ov/ing to the

necessity for periodic maintenance and examination of the ship
betvreen bombing days and to some days oi* impossible weather,
there were only five separate days on which trials were carried

out. These were August 26thi5'tst, September 2nd, 7th and 9th,
A good start v/as made as the C enturion left Plymouth on

26 August on passage to Portsmouth and she vras bombed successfully
in high level attacks between Start Point and Portland Bill,
the aircraft using'..oodsford aerodrome some 70 biiles distant.

In the very hazy conditions it was found that, although the

target ship could be clearly seen from 10,000 feet, the aircraft

themselves TYere invisible to the marking ships belov/. There

after the Centurion worked from Portsmouth in a target area

between Selse3'- Bill and Beachy Head, and the bombers operated
from Tangmere aerodrome about A5 miles av;ay. The plain
unanalysed results were;-

The

ibid

end, 155A.

A,H,B.

end, 63

(1) The vagueness of "a later date" was due to the fact that
the automatic borabsight could not be made available in

1957 and to the scarcity of the modem Blenheim aircraft
in service at that time,

(2) These included serial trials on the effect of speed on
level bombing, llie effect of v/ind velocity above 25 ra,p,h.,
and the effect of bumpy air conditions on dive bombing.
Ref, A.M, S.A005A ends. I38A and 139A.
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Percen

tage
Dropped HitsNatureSquadron

5S 7Level ‘bombing
10,000 feet

No. ls-0

(Hinds)

19 nilNo. 101

(Overstrands)
R\in-up tests

10,000 feet

22,61775No. 15
(Hinds)

ibid Dive bombing
release at 2,000 feet
Average dive

On none of the five days we ire Tfeather conditions favourable

for both high level bombing and for accuracy in the marking

of results, consequently the scientific data produced was not
very satisfactory. As these weather conditions were in no

Tiray abnormal for this season along the south coast of England
it was suggested that there ?ras no future for the Centurion

type of trials. Taken in conjunction with similar weather
frustration at the land bombing ranges it ought to have soimded

a note of warning to the Air Staff as to the unsuitability of

high level bombing being used against ship targets anywhere in
N.Vif, European viraters.

When the Phase I bombing trials were completed in mid-
April 1938, the work of scientific analysis was undertaken.
In order to speed this up. Air Vice-Marshal Douglas (now
Assistant Chief of the Air Staff) gave instructions that it
should be prepared in four sections,
resiilts together with the scientific data were forwarded to

the A,B,E, sub-committee on the following dates:-

This was done and theA.M.

S.2t-1l37
end. 51

Dive Bombing - 27 April 1938
Level bombing - 5 May 1938

Section I

Section II

Section III - Run-up Tests - 7 June 1938
Section IV - General Conclusions - 29 July 1938,

The A.B.E, sub-committee considered sections I, II and
III from 22 June onwards and made section IV the basis for

its conclusions on the 1937/38 Bombing Trials in its Third
Interim Report (1) which was issued 01 J>0 January 1939.

(ix) The Report of the A.B.E. sub-committee on Bombing and
A/TTefence - Tef .~lTrf7DTT51~5^^S^

This important document summarised the results of Phase I

of the trials including the Centurion exercises, and gave the
considered viev/s of the scientific sub-committee on long dis
puted questions in the Bomb versus Battleship controversy.
It is important partly because it was the last impartial
report on the vulnerability of capital ships before the out

break of war, partly because it exercised a considerable
influence on policy regarding the protection of merchant
shipping, and partly because it favoured the employment of

(1) The Sub-Committee’s First Interim Report (C.I.D.I353-B
of 18 Oct, 1937) merely recorded the form and data
required from the agreed bombing and gunnery trials.
The Second Interim Report (C.I.D.I406-B of 21 Feb, 1938)
dealt almost exclusively with the problem of land A/A
defence.
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the torpedo against the battleship in prefer-ence to high
level bombing.

The report began by emphasising the incompleteness of

the trials, and the limitations of its enquiries, both as

regards attack and defence, by the aircraft flying at a speed
of only 120 m,p h.

Theeffects of variable factors on level and dive bombing

As regards level bombing accuracy, the average error
increased T;ith the height of bomb release,
results were:-

The recorded

5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000

80 133 172 217

Height of release in feet -

Average eri-or in yards -

The optimum run-up time was about 80 seconds and if this time
was reduced to AO seconds the bombing error increased by 10^,
By far the greatest source of error vras attributed to the

measurement of wind speed and direction. The average ground
errors due solely to errors in wind estimation vrere about ~J0
yards from 10,000 feet i,e, 50^i of the total error at this
height. Regarding dive bombing, accuracy w:a3 found to decline
with the increase in the height of release for both shallow and

steep angles of dive. The error at 3,000 feet was rouglily
double that at a height of 1.000 feet.

On neither type of bombing was it considered that fatigue
due to long distance approach had any effect while the effect

of avoiding action on the part of the Centurion was negligible.
The effect of bumpy weather conditions in dive bombing the
Centurion was found to have been over-estimated by the Naval

staff. The actual bare results of the Centurion exercises
have already been given and these were bom out by the conclu
sion of similar but more detailed trials on the Abingdon and

Otmoor bombing ranges. It was significant in both that the

average v;eather conditions around these islands were adverse

to high level bombing which was the onl^r method giving hope of
penetration of a battleship’s deck armour.

The Accuracy and Effectiveness of Naval A/A fire

In general the Report did not substantiate the claims made

by the Admiralty,(l) Attention was dravm to the faot that naval
anti-aircraft long range gunnery produced at best only one

third the line accuracy obtained by land service methods. This

was due to the necessity of estimating the course and speed of
the aircraft by eye and could only be remedied by the introduc

tion of a full tachymetric predictor. This v/as not expected
to be in supply until 19A2 though a partial system might be
available in 1540,

In the case of short range weapons, the pub-oommittee
stated that the chances of a vital hit by the eiglit barrel

(l) The naval claim viras that there would be approximately a
chance for each A»5" gun in two minutes against a

single aircraft level-bombing from 10,000 feet whereas the
sub-committee estimated that there wo\ild be only  a 1C^
chance of obtaining a casualty from one control group of

four guns even if the ruia-up time v/as 90 seconds.
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Pom-Pom on a diving aeroplane might be assessed at an average
of one in four attacks and by a four barrel Pom-Pom at one in

ten attacks,(l) They considered that such v/eapons vrould only
be satisfactory with an adequate fire control system but they
pointed out that if the more efficient Kerrison predictor^cum-
pov/er control system was successfully adapted to naval
conditions the eiglit barrel Pom-Pom vfould use far too much
ammunition for the task in view.

As a result of a purely mathematical analysis of the
efficacy of A/A fire as a protection of ships against air
attack the sub-committee gave its opinion that as far as mark-

manship was concerned, honours appeared to be more or less

even with a slight advantage in favour of aircraft,
test of value really lay in the comparable damage done by the
hits on each side - this was, of course, largely in favour of
aircraft,

most favourable bombing targets for aircraft were not the

heavily protected battleships but the more lightly armoured

aircraft carriers, cruisers and destroyers even though in
most oases they presented smaller targets.

But the

However, the sub-committee considered that the

Conclusions

After drav^ing attention once again to the limitations of

the available evidence, the sub-committee stated that the
broad results to date were that two hits on every aircraft
carrier and one on every cruiser might be expected for every

aircraft hit, and that destroyers were virtually defenceless
from air attack. The advent of the faster aeroplane was

likely to syiachronise with an altered bombing teclinique which

would certainly reduce the length of time required for

straight run-up and therefore the length of time the aircraft
was under controlled fire. Thus even if psychological
factors altered after the first few engagements of war in
favour of the defence and a reduced chance of a hit by aircraft,
it was unlikely to be reduced to the same extent as the

chance of a hit by the gun. Moreover, aircraft were becoming
increasingly less vulnerable to shell fire.

Two other important conclusions were stated,
of these was the "the problem of the protection of merchant

shipping from air attack is at present unsolved. Improvised
methods of arming merchant ships with obsolete 12 pounder guns
converted into high angle armament are absolutely valueless".
The second was that "the torpedo is by far the most formidable

of all existing forms of aircraft attack on a fleet",(2)

The first

(1) The Admiralty claimed that 30fo aircraft casualties could
be obtained by each Pom-Pom,

(2) The grounds for the sub-committee’s view T/ere:-
(i) In peace time practices, accuracy v/ith the torpedo

dropped from aircraft was very much greater than
with the bomb,

(ii) The time on straight run-up for a torpedo attack
was only three to ten seconds as compared with 80
seconds for level bombing,

(iii) A hit by a torpedo below the waterline would put a
battleship in dock whereas a bomb hit might only do
superficial damage to a well armoured ship.
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"These conclusions, based on a broad survey of the whole

problem, compelled the sub-committee to express and emphasize
its view that policy as regards air attack on and A/A defence
of a fleet and of merchant shipping should be reviewed in all

aspects - strategical, tactical and supply - without delay".

( War breaks put before completion of the further trials
1^,1252

It can be seen that in two respects the conclusions of the

A.B.E, sub-ooimnittee were contrary to the opinions held by the
Naval and Air Staffs, Firstly, the efficacy of naval A/A
gvinnery had been called in question and secondly, although the
previously claimed accuracies for bombing were on the whole well

fo^mded, the use of hi^i level bombing against the capital ship
was turned down in favour of the airborne torpedo. Air Vice-

Marshal Sholto Douglas’s comment was that this latter conclusion

might well be correct and that the Fleet Air Arm were right to
regard the torpedo as their primary weapon. However, he

doubted if it was worth while equipping even a proportion of

the Metropolitan Force bombers as torpedo bombers ov;ing to the

complications involved in aircraft design and the difficulties
of special training.

Lord Chatfield, who was novf the Minister for Co-ordination
of Defence, was so impressed by the controversial conclusions
of the sub-committee that he felt it necessary to hold a pre

liminary meeting of the Defence Ministers before the Report was
referred to the Committee of Imperial Defence, This v/as held

on 8 February 1939 and, although discussion centred mainly on
the question of protection of merchant shipping, the general
opinion was that the other conclusions in the Third Interim

Report could not be accepted unreservedly as they stood. Thus,
once again, judgement on the main issue of the vulnerability
of capital ships to air attack was suspended pending the accumu
lation of still more evidence in fresh trials during 1939,

A,M.

S,59866
end, 2A

C.I.D.

1528-B

A.M.

S.49866
end, 3A

Meanydrile, as a result of the experience gained in Phase I

trials, the Air Staff had become convinced that the holding of
special bombing trials was an uneconomical way of providing the
A.B.E. sub-committee with the necessary'' scientific data. In

the Spring of 1938, Analysis Sections had been established at
certain of the Armament Training Stations which opened up the
prospect of obtaining this data without the organisation of

special trials. In July the C.A.S, sanctioned this alterna

tive procedure and oh 16 December the A.B.E. sub-committee
agreed to make use of the consolidated repoi'ls of the Analysis
Seooions, This obviated the need for holding Phase II of the

special bombing trials.

On 18 January 1939 a conference was held at the Air
Ministry to discuss the nerr procedure in relation to the 1939
experiments. Prom the discussions it emerged that the compila
tion of the further data required by the sub-committee could
not be made available before the end of 1939. Provisional

schedules of the 1939 trials were agreed and later approved by
the A.B.E, sub-committee. It was also decided that No, 25

(Armament) &roup should analyse the 1939 Armament Training Camp
results to show:-

A.M.

3,41137
ends .

51, 67 and 77

ibid

end, 85

(a) the effect of air speed at release on the accuracy of
level bombing.
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(t) the accuracy of IoviT level bombing with modem
aircraft.

(o) the accuracy of dive bombing with modem aircraft.

During the first eight months of 1939 the A.B.E. sub~
committee continued to take evidence and collect data from the

Admiralty and the Air Ministry but the only substantial .

reports which vrere laid before it were the 1933 Amaraent
Training Camp results made available on 28 August and a  .

summary of Fleet Air Arm Torpedo Aircraft attacks in 1937/38
which v/as sent by the Admiralty on 26 July,
elusions were arrived at on these by the sub-committee, the

Second World V/ar had broken out.

Before any con-

A,M,

S.A9451
ends, 179A
and 175A.

fxi) Summary of the long controversy

Eighteen years of experiments had not fully elucidated
the problem of the vulnerability of capital ships to air
attack. During these years some opinions had been moaified
several times, others had been abandoned and finally some
conclusions of general application had been formulated. For

instance, the views of the extreme "anti-battleship" school
had been discredited, the Admiralty had successfully defended
the capital ship as indispensable for strategic reasons but

the expectations of the Naval Staff as to the effectiveness of

naval A/A gunnery had been shoTWi to be unduly optimistic as
also were the Air Staff’s claims for high level bombing.
While the Navy had never attempted to prove that battleships
could not be hit, the Air Staff ultimately was prepared to

admit that in this respect they were less vulnerable than any
other naval unit but they should have realised that in N,W.
European waters the average weather conditions discounted
success from high level bombing and with it the chance of

disabling a battleship. On the other hand the Air Staff had

given the Eovernment unambiguous warning that the sphere of

battle fleets vrould, in the future, be restricted to areas
outside the range of powerful shore based air forces and in

that they were to be fully confirmed by events. Finally, in

1939 impartial scientific opinion had pronoimced the torpedo
to be the most dangerous of all existing forms of aircraft
attack on capital ships.

It is difficult now so long afterwards to realise the
tenacity of the universal view held in the inter-war years
that action betvreen rival battle fleets was still going to be
the normal course of a sea war. The attack potential of the

ever groviring Air Power thus revolved ceaselessly around the

single objective - the battleship. Could it be hit and if so
¥/ould it be disabled or could it beat off air attack? There

was little room for thought to be given to long range air

search for hostile warships and the far more difficult task

of getting an air strike out to attack what was found, even

less to the development of a technique for the location and
attack on hostile submarines.

Basically, the battleship problem was one which no peace
time experiment under unavoidable laboratory conditions could

hope to resolve. It was one of those difficult questions
arising in the inter-war period upon ¥/hich the experience of

the last war could throvir no light and which were only capable
of solution by a further major conflict. In the event the

number of capital ships sunk or disabled by any kind of bombing
at sea was small but the threat of such attack remained a

potent restriction on their disposition and movements,
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CHAPTER X

THE TRANSFER OP THE ILEET AIR AM - 1937

(i) Reneived Admiralty demand for the Fleet Air Arm

After Sir Thomas Inskip’s findings in his enquiry into
the manning of the Fleet Air Arm (the First Inskip Enquiry)
he gave it as his opinion that some form of further enquiry
would be required in view of the active dissatisfaction in

naval circles with the ■\ivhole constitutional position of the
Fleet Air Arm; furthermore, the tenor of his findings shoTOd
a bias in favour of their ultimate breakaway. In any event,
within a fortnight of the issue of his report the First Sea
Lord launched a full scale attack which was enthusiastically
backed by the recently appointed First Lord of the Admiralty,
Sir Samuel lioare.(l) This attack, by Admiral
Sir Ernie Chatfield, was in the form of a long letter
addressed to the First Lord in which were recapitulated all
the reasons why the Admiralty and Navy at large were con
vinced that the time had come to recognise that the system
had outgrown vdiatever value it might have had in  1 923 and
that it was essential it shoiald be terminated as soon as

possible. He concluded by urging the First Lord to make
.the Prime Mnister a\7are of the fact that the Navy's
efficiency was being seriously and increasingly impaired which,
in his considered Judgement, necessitated a complete and
immediate change in the organisation, administration and con
trol of the Navy's air services.(2)

This letter was sent by the First Lord to the
Prime Minister (Mr. Stanley Baldwin) and Sir Thomas Inskip
on 19 November and to Lord Svdnton (Secretary of State for
Air) on 9 December, It was followed on 21 December by a
communication from the First Lord to Lord Swinton in which he

referred to that clause in the First Inskip Report ’rhereby
the Air Ministry offered, as an experiment, to train 12 to
15 naval ratings as pilots. At this stage, the First Lord
said, it was far too late to regard this as an experiment
and he asked for 34 naval ratings to be tahen at the earliest
possible date and appended a list of special conditions under
which they should be trained and employed in the Fleet Air
Arm. Coming almost on top of the First Sea Lord's aggressive
letter, this abrupt request from Sir Samuel Hoare.seems a
little lacking in finesse but Lord Swinton replied with
dignity that, having given their word to abide by the Inskip
Report, the Air Ministry were prepared to accept this extra
request.

See

Chapter VII
(v)

A.H.B./ID/3/5
Letter dated

16 Nov. 1936

ibid

ibid

Throughout the three winter months Parliament and the
Press was flooded with speeches, articles and letters

(1) It v/as, some may think, cvirious that as Secretary for
State for Air for over six years between 1922 and 1929
and champion in the retention of the F.A.A. within the
R.A.F., Sir Samuel Hoare after only six months at the
Admiralty should become so zealous in rebellion.
Perhaps his a.nside Icnowledge of Air Ministry resistance
tactics was useful to the Board of Admirals.
This amounted to a claim to- form a separate Royal Naval
Air Service.

(2)
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screaming for the removed of the Fleet Air Arm from the admini

strative control of the Air Ministry,
papers produced leaders on the subject which again added to
the stream of almost hysterical and wild accusation and
counter-accusation,

for all' by using M,P,s or other public figures to propagate
the extreme vie^vs held by either side in the controversy.
The two chief protagonists. Lord Trenchard and
Sir Roger Keyes thundered almost daily either in Parliament
or in the Press so releasing still more impassioned letters
from their respective supporters who now included the shore-
based maritime aircraft in the argument.

The national news-

Serving officers joined in this 'free

A.H.B.

ID2/106

(ii) An Enquiry appointed into both the F.A.A. and shore-
based maritime aircraft question

Prom the extent and volme of feeling so expressed it
viras apparent that Governmental notice must be talcen and

Sir Samuel Hoare had little difficiilty in persuading the
Prime Minister that, however much trouble might be involved,
some kind of enquiry was politically necessary. On
16 February 1937 Baldwin wrote to Lord Swinton to this
effect and added that a similar issue on the question of
shorebased aircraft for the defence of shipping viras certain to
arise and might as well be faced now as later. He proposed
to appoint an enquiry into the relations of the Navy and

Air Force with regard to the control of and reaponsibili.ty for
the Fleet Air Arm and naval air operations generally. He

suggested that Sir Thomas Inskip, Lord Halifax (Lord Privy
Seal) and Ifif, Oliver Stanley (President of the Board of Trade)
seemed a siiitable body to conduct the enquiry and he invited

Lord Swinton to say whether he was in agreement with these
proposals.

A.H.B.

ID/3/5

Lord Swinton replied next day in surprise and concern.
He pointed out the Prime Minister's consistent refusal on

the many former occasions to have this issue discussed or

latterly even mentioned. The recent Inskip Enquiry had been

conducted.on this very understanding. Its findings, although
rejecting one of the main contentions of the Air Staff, had

been willingly accepted by the Air Ministry for the common

good. This considered report was now apparently to be dis

carded, The Air Ministry and the Service would of course
submit to any enquiry which thw Prime Minister directed but

it was his duty to point out that the wide scope miast for some
time absorb the attention of the Air Comcil and Staff \t4io

were already seriously ovenTorked by the Expainsion schemes,
and would dissipate energies which ought to be concentrated
on our defence problems.

ibid

For the next ten days the terms of reference for the
enquiry and the method of procedure were discussed between

the two Departments and the liinister for the Co-ordination
■ of Defence, Oh 25 February it was agreed betvreen
Sir Thomas Inskip and Lord Swinton that the enquiry should

be conducted in two stages. In the first, it should
relate to the general strategical and operational background
of the Fleet Air Arm question and in the second, the detailed
problems of administration should be considered in the light
of the general conclusions already arrived at by the first,

Unfortvinately, as will appear later. Sir Thomas Inskip did

not interpret this method of procedure in the same way as

ibid

Letters dated

26 Feb. and
1 March
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either Lord Swinton or the C.A.S, (Sir Edward Ellington).(0
Early in March, as the result of fiurther consultation
between Sir Thomas Inskip and the Prime Mnister, it was
finally decided that the enquiry should not be carried out

by a ministerial sub-committee but by Sir Thomas Inskip in
association with the Chiefs of Staff,
was to concern itself with;-

This joint enquiry

(a) *The functions of the Fleet Mr Arm, particularly
in relation to Naval operations and the efficiency
of the Navy,

The functions of other air units (including G.R,
and flying boat squadrons) v/hich are required to
take part in either naval operations or air
operations over the sea.

(b)

(c) The most effective operational use of the aircraft
and the best administrative arrangements for the
provision, training and control of personnel, for
the supply and equipment, and for the provision of
reserves for such air forces,’

(iii) The Second Inskip Engiury - Stage I

The enquiry opened on 9 April 1937 with a series of
meetings(2) held by Sir Thomas Inskip at which the Chiefs of
Staff discussed the control of naval air work in relation to

the general problem of national defence,
it emerged that

From the discussions

(i) An early decision on the transfer of the admini
strative control of the Fleet Air Arm was regarded
by the Naval staff- as vital.

That no system of Joint responsibility for air/
sea operations, at least in the tactical sphere,
would be acceptable.

(ii)

(iii) That the primary reqvdrement of the Adiriiralty as
regards the shorebased aircraft of Coastal Command
vas not so m\jch for complete transfer as for their
permanent allocation to the task of naval
co-operation.

The importance of these meetings was that they gave
Sir Thomas Inskip a clear indication that the Admiralty
would not be satisfied with anything less than the complete
and early transfer of the Fleet Air Arm from Air Ministry
control but that it might be induced to surrender its demand

for the revival of a Royal Naval Air Service,

202nd, 205th
and 206th Chief

of Staff

Meetings

(1) This pi-ocedure had seemingly been recommended by the
C.A.S. on the cetlculation that if the conclusions on

Stage I were adverse to the naval contentions on the
broad strategical problem of air defence, there TOuld
be no valid reason for proceeding to Stage II of the
enquiry.
These vrere held on 9 April, and 6 and 18 May,(2)
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The Air Ministry* s Case

Meanwhile both the Air Ministry and the Admiralty had
submitted memoranda on various aspects of the Fleet Air Arm
problem. The main Air Ministry memorandim was circulated as
C.O.S. 572 on 20 April,
cedure it confined its attention to the broad strategical
aspects of inter-sezvice co-operation and expounded what may
be called the classical doctrine for the centralised control

of air forces. It began by analysing the problems of defence
raised by the advent of air power and the unprecedented
dangers to which Great Britain was exposed in war under the
threat of air attack. The problem of inter-service relations
was complicated, firstly by the difficulty of demarcating
the respective spheres of responsibility and, secondly by
divergence of views as to the proportion of our total air
resources which should be controlled in an ancillary capacity
by the Navy azid the Army, These problems could not be solved
hj the parochial pursuit by each of the Services of the ideal
of self-sufficiency. The fundamental problem was one of
organisation and how to achieve the most efficient use of the

fighting resources of the country as a whole. It was conten

ded that the solution vrould be found by recognising the inter
dependence of the three Services and by striving for the

maximum degree of co-operation betvreen them. The Admiralty’s
demand for the full control of both the Fleet Air Arm and of

the shorebased naval coAoperation units of Coastal Command

woudd not only involve the, disintegration of the unified air force
but would logically lead to a demand for a shorebased naval,

air striking force for the attack of enengr naval bases.

In accordance with the agreed pro-

C.0.3.+572
in A.H.B./
ID/3/5

The memorandum concluded by saying that the fulfilment
of the Air Force's vital responsibility for the air defence
of Great Britain could only be properly ensured if the nmber

of aircraft specialised by type and allocated to ancillary
tasks could be restricted to the narrowest limits consistent

with the needs of co-operation,
policy of the Air Staff and could be justified:-

This was the accepted

(a) By the country's limited productive capacity vhich
precluded acquiescence in the competing Service
demands for air resources based on the ideal of

self-sufficiency.

ibid

(b) By the need for co-ordinating the complex air
defence requirements of the country as a whole in
order that sectional interests should not be able

to insist on the use of aircraft for their

protection.

(c) By the necessity, of maintaining an adequate air
striking force to offset, so far as possible, the
high vulnerability of Great Britain to foreign
air attack.

Such a policy could only be implemented by the acceptance of

the principle of centralised direction. In the Air Ministry’s
view the defence problem v/as, therefore, indivisible and,
though the particularity of function of the Services could be

accepted, the essential cornerstone of defence would have to

be co-operation.
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The Admiralty*s Case

The Admiralty memorandimi vra.s dated 16 April but was not

circulated as C.O.S, 571 until 20 April, It dealt mainly
mth the administrative aspects of the dispute. The case
for the transfer of full control over the Fleet Air Arm

was based on three main argments. These vjere:-

(i) The great and recent development in the specialisa
tion Of naval air work which demanded a personnel
wholly naval in composition.

(ii) The paramount necessity of allaying the discontent
of naval members of the Fleet Air Arm vd.th

their unsatisfactory statxis vis-a-vis R.A.F.
personnel,

(iii) The need to end, without delay, Admi.ralty
dissatisfaction with R.A.F. administrative control.

Regarding (i), the memorandum stressed the improvement which
had occurred in the postwar period in the arrangements for
carrying aircraft in and operating them from both carriers
and catapult ships, the specialisation of the aircraft them
selves and of their equipment for the conditions of naval
work. Such vrork, which was essentially naval in character,
included reconnaissance, spotting and target observation,
close tactical co-operation with naval vinits, anti-submarine
work, day and night shadowing, convoy vrork, and direct
attack on enemy ships. Although the Admiralty already had
operational control of aircraft fulfilling these functions
whilst they irere embarked, in the Admiralty conception this
control carried with it the right to organise, ti-ain and
equip them. Moreover, naval air operations differed
radically from air operations carried out overland.(l)
This was particularly true of air attack in vdiich special
navigational skill v^ras required to find targets at sea and
special knovfledge was required to identify ships in difficult
weather conditions. Air search and patrol over the sea were
based on scientific naval technique and the tactics employed
in fleet observation work were almost entirely specialised.
Under these conditions personnel engaged on such duties
could not be efficient unless they had close continuous
acquaintance with almost every aspect of naval warfare.
This cotild not possibly be gained in the comparatively short
periods which R.A.F. pilots spent with the Fleet, It
folloYred that the pilot personnel should be drawn exclusively
from naval sources.

C.O.S. 571
in A.H.B./
ID/3/5

ibid

ibid

Regarding (ii), the recommendation of the Balfour Report
and the Trenchard/Keyes Agreements had been inspired by
the laudable intention that each of the tvro Servdces should

attain a deeper knowledge of and respect for the traditions,
technique and outlook of the other and had provided for this

b;y the system of ’attaching' naval officers to the Fleet Air
Arm,

difficiilties and had caused much heart-burning among the
naval personnel who volunteered for service in this branch
of the R.A.F.

That system, ho-ivever, had given rise to many

For instance, the position of the P.A.A.

(l) The Air Staff contention that there was no difference
seems, in the light of later experience,
thoroughly misguided.
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Observers, who were all naval officers and held no R.A.E.
rank, was anomalous. In the air, command of the aircraft
was vested entirely in the pilot v/ith the result that the
observer, who was often more capable of making a correct
tactical decision, v/as left without any executive
responsibility. Other anomalies existed such as the
possibility that a naval pilot could be senior to another
naval pilot in naval rank but Jmior in Air Force rank,
dual rank system also resulted in the loss of the services of
a considerable proportion of fully trained naval pilots
because all naval officers who could not be included in the

quota due for promotion in E.A.P, rank were reverted, after
a certain time, to general naval service.

Again, the overwhelming majority of the higher admini
strative posts concerned with the embarked units

held lyk.A.F. personnel, despite the fact that 85 per cent of
the pilot and observer posts in the shipbome units were held
by naval officers. It was symptomatic that in the establish
ment of the headquarters staff of Coastal Command there was,
at this time, provision for only one post for a naval officer.
The system of providing the maintenance personnel solely from
the Air Force also led to ill-feeling, since it meant that on
board nearly every large ship in the Navy, as well as in the
carriers, a detachment of the R.A.F. was established,
carriers these detachments amounted to several hundreds of
and included thirty or more R.A.F. officers. In the
Admiralty view these grievances could not be remedied except
bj’- the abolition of the dual system from which they vrere
inseparable.

Regarding (iii), the Air Ministry policy for reserves had
obliged the Admiralty to adopt unsatisfactory compromises which
had imfortunate administrative repercussions. The Air
Ministry practice of training large numbers of short-seivice
pilots for the Fleet Air Arm in order to build up the reserves
not only lowered the efficiency of the first-line pilot personnel
but caused an unnecessary \vaste of time in providing R.A.F.
volunteers with elementary naval experience. In the field of

supply, and design of aircraft.the Admiralty expectations had
been disappointed. Although the views of naval officers vrere
generally sjanpathetically heard, it was very difficult for
the Admiralty to exert any decisive influence on the design or
provision of new types. Two specific grievances were that
the Air Ministry’- w/as dilatory in the provision of new service
types of aircraft for the Fleet Air Arm-, and that
insufficient regard was paid to the special equipment require
ments called for in naval air work.

The

were

In the

men

ibid

ibid

ibid

Finally, the R.A.F. administrative control was held
accoimtable for difficiolties in the training of F.A.A. pilots.
Owing to the lack of a sufficiently permanent association wnth
the Navy, R^A.F. personnel engaged in naval air work were not
enabled to acquire the knbwledge and experience necessary for
full efficiency in the Fleet Air Arm, The requisite specialised
standards and technique of close naval co-operation were also

deficient among the shorebased ■units of Coastal Command, mainly
owing to the Air Staff policy of not regarding these aircraft
as primarily for naval co-operation. Above all. Admiralty
dissatisfaction v;as manifested over the inability of the captains
of carriers and catapult ships to exercise definite control over
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the manner in which the shore-training of Fleet Air Arm units
was carried out. Although navad commanders could indicate
their training requirements to the Air Force officers in

command of shore stations, there was always the possibility
that these might not be carried out owing to other factors
such as, the necessity for overhauls and repairs, A
position where those responsible for the fighting efficiency
of the aircraft under their operational control could not
guarantee adequate shore-training was intolerable. The
only solution would be to give the Admiralty full control
over the shore-training stations - in other words to transfer
administrative control of the Fleet Air Arm to the Admiralty,

In conclusion, the memorandum condemned the dual system
because it did not allow proper steps to be taken by the
Admiralty for carrying out the Navy* s responsibilities,
because it would not prove adequate to the task of handling
the planned expansion of the Fleet Air Arm(l) but, above all,
because of the settled conviction throughout the fleet that

the system which had proved so unsatisfactory in peace must
fail in war with the most serious consequences.

On 6 May Sir Thomas Inskip invited both the First Sea
Lord and the C.A.S. to make any comments they wished on the
various memoranda which had so far been submitted by either
side,(2) On the following day Sir Edward Ellington replied
that he did not, at the moment, propose to comment on the
main Admiralty memorandum (C.O.S. 570 since it did not con
cern itself with the wider aspects of the issue then under

consideration. If, at a later stage, it was decided to carry
out an investigation into the conditions of the Fleet Air Arm

itself, he would vdsh to have an opportunity of dealing vdth
the many highly controversial statements made in the Admiralty
paper. This attitude wras fully consonant with the agreed
procedure and was probably meant to reaffirm the Air Staff’s

intention to adhere to that procedure,

(iv) A change of Procedure

During the latter part of May and the first half of June

Sir Thomas Inskip seems to have altered his ideas on the

question of procedure. As he subsequently revealed, he was
at this point anxious to ensure that he should not be debarred

from making an early and a real decision on the whole Fleet

Air Arm dispute. He ms also anxious not to be forced into

a position -viiiere he vrould have to give a purely academic

verdict. If he adhered to the procedure arranged with the
Air Ministry that particialar danger could not be avoided as

he realised by this time that on the pvrely strategical or

operational issue there was virtually nothing for him to

ibid

A.H.B.

ID/3/5

(1) In April 1937 the strength of the P.A.A. was 182 aircraft,
consisting of aircraft in 13 carrierborne squadrons
and 38 catapult aircraft. Under the current Expansion
Scheme P, this strength yms to attain 312 aircraft by
April 1939 and 504 by 1942.
Besides their main Meraorandm, the Air Ministry had sub

mitted others on a historical survey of the various dis

putes bet-ween the two Departments from 1917 'to 1936, a
paper on the ’Co-ordination and Control of Defence
Operations’ - 1937# a memorandum on ’Air Defence and
Divided Control’, and a paper on Plying Boats. All are

contained in A.H.B./ID/3/5,

(2)
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decide since operationally the Fleet Air Arm Tivas already con
trolled by the Admiralty,
would be futile and woxild have aatiafied neither the Admiralty
nor those members of Parliament who expected not merely an
academic discussion but a decision. There seemed no way of
achieving that result except by considering the administrative
or Stage II of the problem before giving any conclusion on
Stage I,

having gone contrary to the original terms of reference but he
felt compelled to accept that risk.

These appear to have been the motives vdiich prompted him
on 23 June to suggest a change of procedure. Writing to the
C.A.S, he suggested that, early in July, evidence of fact and
personal experience should be talcen by a small tiinisterial
Committee consisting of himself. Lord Halifax and
Mr, Oliver Stanley, The purpose of these meetings would be
to consider how far the defects in the Fleet Air Arm alleged in
the Admiralty memorandum could be borne out in fact,
attempt to shift the ground of the enquiry produced a protest
from Lord Swinton who saw Sir Thomas Inskip on the following
day and discussed the suggested change in the presence of
Sir Maurice Hankey, Exactly what occurred at this meeting on
24 Jime is not clear from the available correspondence but
despite lord Swinton* s assertion to the contrary there does
appear to have been a misunderstanding. According to his
own account. Lord Swinton reminded Sir Thomas of the scope of
the enquiry as originally agreed and asked whether it was his
intention to change it so as to adlow him to go into detailed
questions of organisation before deciding the main strategic
principles. Sir Thomas replied that he did not intend to
depart from the general line laid down. But in the inter
charge of opinion which followed it is clear from what occurred
later that Sir Thomas, while fully prepared to abandon his
suggestion of holding a series of ministerial meetings, did not
intend to conform with the procedure previously agreed with
Lord Swinton and the C.A.S.

enquiry on his ovm vidthout the assistance of colleagues and
told Lord Sidnton that he proposed to complete his report and
submit it to the Prime Minister and with his approval present
it to the Cabinet, He then asked Lord Swinton what he thought
would be the next stage. Lord Swinton, fully under the
impression that this report referred to the first stage, said
that this was clearly provided for - assuming the Cabinet
supported his recommendations, he-wbuld then proceed either by
himself or with the assistance of colleagues' to take up with
the two Services points .of difficulty in administration and

organisation and tq.solve those in the light of the previous
Cabinet ruling. Sir Thomas then told Lord Swinton to regard
his letter of 23 June to the C. A.S. as not Written,

Lord Swinton took this to mean that the agreed procedure would
be followed and the administrative issue woxald not be reported
on till after the next stage. He immediately passed this
view to the C.A.S. .But again it is clear from what occurred

latei’ that in his request to Lord Swinton to disregard his
letter Sir Thomas only intended to confirm that he would not
hold the series of ministerial meetings,

Thiis the position was created whereby Lord Swinton and the
C.A.S. continued to believe that Insld.p’s first report woixLd be
on the main strategic principles’of the Defence Forces, to be
follovred by Stage II of the investigation into the administrative
question of the Fleet Air Arm, vihereas in fact Sir Thomas

. Just to have stated that position

He was fully conscious that he would be accused of

This

He agreed to continue the

ibid

A.H.B./
ID/3/5
Letter dated

25 June 1937

ibid

ibid
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regarded the question of administrative control as a principle
on Tnhich he was preparing to decide on the oral and
iwritten material already before him,
aware that Lord Swinton was under a juisapprehension and it
is difficult not to conclude that it was purposefiLLly
allowed to remain,

(v) No Stage II but a final decision given on the vdiole
subject

Just under a month later, on 21 July 1937,
Sir Thomas Inskip made his report to the Prime Minister
(no\7 ¥sr, Neville Chamberlain)^ and b

That the Admiralty should have not only the
operational but the administrative control of the
Fleet Air Arm.

He must have been

conclusions were:-

1.

2. That the Admiralty claim for the operational con
trol of the shore-based aircraft of Coastal Command

should be rejected.

A.H.B.

ID/3/5
In a covering letter to Mr, Chamberlain, Sir Thomas outlined
the reasons why he now gave his verdict on the vdiole subject
and not on the main strategic question first,
had done his best to consider only the Strategic position
but, as pointed out in his Report, so far as the Fleet Air
Arm was concerned there was no question at issue regarding
its operational control or its permanent allocation to and
identification vdth the Fleet, Having taken note of this,
he came to the concliision that the Admiralty should have not
only the operational but the administrative control. However^
when he came to shorebased aircraft he was'dealing with
air units wliich the Admiralty, contrary to the views of the
Air Ministry, asked shoifLd be peraianently allocated to the
Admiralty,

question of operational control, raised the strategic
question of the best use of our available air forces,

had discussed this question in his Report and had come to
the conclusion therein stated that the Admiralty demand
shoiild not be granted,
dations would facilitate the completion of the schemes now in
progress in the Joint Staff Planning Committee for the pro
tection of Seaborne trade.

He said he

This difference of opinion, involving the

He

He also considered that his recoramen-

The actual grounds upon which his reosmmendations were
based were specified in the Report itself. It was evident,
in the first place, that the suggested transfer of full
control over the Fleet Air Arm had not been made because of

its inefficiency vihilst under R.A.F. administration. The

Report referred to the shipbome units 'as a ’force of
remarkable keenness and efficiency* but ’disagreement had
persisted and today the Admiralty and the Air Ministry have

still to be described as the contending parties’. So far
as general principles vrere concerned the Report expressed
sympathy with the Admiralty case for the specialisation of
naval air work and also \7ith the Air Ministry’s plea for
centralised control. But he pointed out that on the one

hand the naval argument for specialisation seemed to apply
only to the shipborne aircraft of the Fleet Air Arm and on
the other that the Air Staff doctrine of unification could

not be rigidly mai.ntained. While, therefore, admitting that

the Air Ministry view seemed to him very convincing, he felt

ibid

ibid
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it necessary to decide ilov; fax the exceptions to the general
principle of centralisation should go. In answering this
question it was necessary to consider separately first the
Fleet Air Arm and secondly the shorebased aircraft.

Tlie Report justified the suggested transfer of the Fleet
Air Arm:

(a) Because that service ims an integral part of the
Fleet. (1)

Because it considered that the shipborne aircraft
would be lil<ely to be more efficient if the
Admiralty v/ere made responsible for their
administration.

(b)

(c) Because the conditions, upon vdiich the
Balfour Settlement of 1923 had been founded, had
changed.

The actual details of transfer ̂ TOVlld require to be worked out
between the two Departments, since no specific plans had yet
been put forward by the Admiralty,
closest co-operation between the Admiralty and Air Ministry as
would, also, the need for meeting the reasonable naval request
for a more decisive voice in settling the type of machine
suitable for the Fleet Air Arm.

This wotild call for the

ibid

The Report justified-the rejection of the Admiralty
claim to control the shorebased aircraft of Coastal Command on

the ground that the limitation of our total resources made it

unjustifiable to lock up aircraft in order to keep every area
simultaneously under continuous observation or that all the

convoys could be continuously protected. Even the more
limited plea that the shorebased units shoiild be permanently
allocated for naval co-operation duties v/as also disallowed
because the needs of the air defences of Great Britain re

quired a continuous adjustment in the proportion of air

forces allotted for trade defence. Admiralty complaints
about the poor standard of specialised tx'aining which v/as
given to units of Coastal Command co\ild be remedied by a much
closer liaison between the Admiralty and the Air Ministry,

The Report concluded ‘The matters submitted to me are, as
is so often found to be the case in an acute controversy,
questions of degree and proportion rather than questions that
can be answered in absolute terms. Partisans outside the

Services often spealc as if there w^as a simple yes or no to
the demand of the Navy and of the Air Force. That is not

possible in my judgement. I regard the Air Mnistry as the

central authority responsible for developing Air PoT/er, They
must conduct experiment and research. The science and the

art of flying must grow under the fostering care of the

Air Ministry. If my view as to the Fleet Air Arm is approved
difficult piroblems are lilcely to arise in giving effect to it.
GoodTd.ll and a determination to make the plan succeed are

essential; if these conditions exist success is certain.

ibid

ibid

(1) "The air unit in a carrier or in a capital ship is a great
deal more than a passenger in a convenient vehicle,
forms partf of the organisation of the ship, and as such is

a factor in the efficiency of the ship, its Mihole raison
d‘etre being the employment of air povrer in naval operations.
Extract from the Report,
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(vi) Indignation in the Air Ministry but Inskip maintains
his vieviTS

The news of Sir Thomas Inskip's recommendations exploded
in the Air Ministry v/ith all the force and lonexpectedness of
a bombshell. Indignation at what was naturally regarded
as a breach of the understanding betvreen Sir Thomas and
Lord Swinton, and consternation that a verdict had been given
without allowing the Air Ministry to submit their detailed
reply to the allegations in the Admiralty memorandum v/ere
the predominant feelings among the Air Staff. Some of this
indignation was passed on by Lord Swinton in letters '.both
to the Prime Mnister and to Sir Thomas. All that could
be done in a practical way, however, was to ensure that
Sir Thomas should consider the Air Staff's comterblast to
the Admiralty's C.O.S. 571 and should consent to be inter-
vie^Ted by the C.A.S. and other serving Air Force officers.

Sir Thomas Inslcip had no alternative but to agree. He
read the memorandum and saw the C.A.S., who was supported by
Air Marshal Mitchell and Air Vice-Marshal Yfelsh in the

presence of Sir Maurice Hankey.
on 26 Jiily.
earlier procedirre and vrhen the C.A.S. protested that it had
not been followed because a definite recommendation had been

made without having fully examined the Air Ministry case,
Sir Thomas replied that the C.A.S. Tiras assuming the position
of a litigant vdio complained to the judge that he had
reached a decision on insufficient evidence. That v/as a
matter for the judge. He then said that he had read the

Air Ministry reply to the Admiralty paper, but those replies
would only be material to the discussion if he had made his

recommendation on the grounds that the existing system v/as
inefficient. In fact he had decided on p>rinciple that the
Fleet Air Arm shotild be entirely Naval on the grounds that
it \ms inherently impossible to have a Fleet Air Arm without
friction unless it was entirely Naval,

There follovred a long discussion on the various diffi
culties virhich would arise'if this scheme was attempted and
as to what woiiLd happen if subsequent investigation found
that the proposed scheme was either impossible or worse
than the existing one. When pressed for a reply Sir Thomas
admitted that he presijmed the Cabinet \7oiild then reverse the
decision, whereupon the C.A.S. pointed out that it was
obviously better that the decision shovild be mthheld mtil
a possible alternative had been examined. On

Sir Maurice Hankey's intervention it was si^gested that the
Air Ministry’s view coiiLd be stated firstly, that the
decision must be one of principle only, and secondly, that it
should be provisional pending investigation of a detailed
scheme, as in their view the principle might prove im
practical in detail. Sir Thomas agreed to report this view

to the Prime Minister and expressed the conviction that if

the Admiralty and the Air Ministry accepted the decision
they could, v/ith goodwill on both sides, work out a better

scheme than the existing one; to \vhich the C.A.S. replied
that with goodwill on both sides the existing scheme would
work.

The interview took place
Sir Thomas admitted that he had accepted the

A.H.B.

ID/3/5
Letters dated

22nd and 23rd
Jvily

contained in

ID/3/5

A.H.B.

ID/3/5

ibid
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This forensic treatment of the Air Staff representatives
was again displayed in Sir Thomas Inskip’s handling of the
Air Ministry’s memoraiidum.
supplementary report dated 25 July. In it he agreed that
the Adjniralty had not yet formulated even in outline any
concrete scheme for giving effect to their demand and that it
was therefore impossible to examine the administrative aspects
of their proposals.

He stated his conclusions in a

He envisaged the preparation of a scheme
and its examination by the Air Ministry as being the next stage
of this enquiry' assuming that the Cabinet approved of his
recommendation for the transfer of the Fleet Air Arm to the

The memorandum proceeded to recapitulate the
Air Ministry thesis already discussed in his main Report that
the three Departments must co-operate on a basis of particular
ity of fmotion. He had nothing to add to his main Report on
this subject. However, the last paragraph of the introduction
in the Air memorandum contained the following passage:-

Admiralty,

ibid

’But the Air Ministry admit that under present conditions
these arrangements do not operate to the fullest efficiency
of which they are capable. The organisation of the Fleet
Air Arm rests upon a partnership between the Navy and the
Air Force and no partnership produces its best results if
the constant aim of one of the partners is to oust the
other from the business. The existence of this spirit at
the Admiralty from the time of the issue of the Balfour
Report oxiwards has mdoubtedly been prejudicial to admini
strative co-operation in matters touching the Fleet Air
Arm, ’

He read this as confirming the impression he had formed that
the existing system had not been conducive to the best
results. It was no part of his duty to apportion the blame
for these conditions but he was of opinion that the control of
the Fleet Air Arm by the Admiralty would be a more natural
order than the present system and as such likely to prodme
results wliich the Air Ministry state are not forthcoming.

The rest of the memorandum was dismissed as containing
either a series of ’fair debating points -ydaich did not affect
his judgement’ or of repetitions of arguments which had already
been advanced in previous Air Ministry memoranda,

(vii) Cabinet consideration and approval

Three days later, on 29 July, Sir Thomas Inskip’s two
Reports were considered by the Cabinet,(l) He opened pro
ceedings by explaining the Reports. Disciission on the various

points was taken up by the various Ministers present. The

new First Lord of the Admiralty(2) said he had inherited this
controversy and since, assuming office he had been surprised to

• ■find the strength of feeling on this subject in the Admiralty
and, indeed, among all naval officers to whom he had spoken.
The Admiralty were satisfied, on the whole, vdth the view

(1 ) The main report on 21. July, together with Inskip’s
covering letter to the Prime Minister, was circulated as
C.P. 199(37) ^d the supplementary report of 26 July
C.P.199A(37). Both are in A.H.B. ID/3/5.

(2) Sir Samuel Hoare, who was now the Home Secretary, had
been replaced as First Lord of the Admiralty in May 1 937
by Sir Alfred Duff-Cooper,

as
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taken by the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence but the

decision on shorebased. aircraft v/as not v/hat they had hoped
forj they were, hovrever, willing to accept it.

Lord Swinton put his case for the retention of the
Fleet Air Arm by asking his colleagues: -

A.H.B.

ID/3/5

(a) Was it sound or justifiable in principle to make
an exception in the case of the Fleet Air Arm

from the general thesis of the Air Ministry
which had been accepted by Sir Thomas Inskip?

Was it advisable to cut off the Fleet Air Arm

from the main stream of aviation development in
research, design, technique and strategy?

Was it reasonable to agree to the principle of
transfer when no one knew wiiat the naval scheme

woxild involve since it had not yet been produced?

Discussion centred round this last point. Sir Samuel Hoare
asked the Cabinet to remember that Lord Balfour and

Lord Salisbury had both admitted that the existing scheme
was of an experimental character and that as the Air Force

grev/, it might have to be reconsidered. The position was
totally different now when we were aiming at some 2,000
first line R.A.F. machines. It was not a question of
creating a new Air Force under the Admiralty, the number
of machines involved would not exceed 500* Y/hen he went
to the Admiralty he had tried to quieten do-'wn this
conti'oversy but he had found it impossible and his view.
¥/as that the Royal Air Force ought to be glad to be quit of
these Naval tinits which must be a nuiisance to them, and
that the R.A.F. as a whole would not be affected.

Chancellor of the Exchequer (Sir John Simon) said that
from a purely Treasury view there ought to be a delay in
announcing a change so that the details could be worked
out and an opinion formed as to virhether it would result in

heavy expenditure or not. As a member of the Cabinet,
hovipever, he felt that the question must be settled at once.
There vrere a nuimber of disagreeable accompaniments to the
controversy which had been taken up by the Press. He
could not see, therefore, how the Cabinet could sepai-ate
without reaching a conclusionj any postponement vrould
leave the Cabinet in a state of doubt and hesitation wliich

from a political point of view would be a serious matter.
His only apprehension in supporting the change was lest
the sense of soreness should be shifted from one Service

to the other. Sir Tliomas then suggested certain ways in
which the detailed problems of transfer might be solved and

pointed out that, financially, the Air Ministry would stand
to gain and the interests of economy would also be served.(1)

(D)

(c)

The

ibid

ibid

(1 ) Under the dual system the Admiralty indented on the Air
Ministry for aircraft and reimbursed it for the machines
supplied but any expansion of the F.A.A. also entailed
a consequential increase in the Air Ministry Votes for

training and other overhead expenses,
the Admiralty wouild no longer be able to increase the

Air Ministry Votes in this way.

After transfer
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All the other members of the Cabinet expressed their
agreement ivith Sir Thomas Inskip's recommendations and in
view of this attitude Lord bv/inton did not record his formal
dissent but he made two formal reservations: —

That abroad, all aircraft landed from the Fleet
for training must go to Air Force Stations and in
such cases the control must be exercised by the
R.A.P. Commanding Officer,

1.

2. That as a matter of principle all aircraft operated
from the shore should fall within the responsibility
of the Air llinistry. In the fullness of time much

ibid

more naval work would be done from the shore than
was the case today.
Admiralty or the Combined General Staff decided
that certain sea units shoiiLd be replaced b^'' land
units these must be Air Force units.

If in the future the

Both these reservations were agreed by the I'inister for
Co-ordination of Defence, The Prime Minister, summing up,
agreed vdth his colleagues and stated that the dual system
could not be allovred to continue because of the ill-feeling
betYveen the Services. He expressed the hope that v/hen the
change over Yvas made it Yrould be effected in a co-operative
spirit - Tidiich, in his opinion, had not been so conspicuous .
at the Admiralty as in the Air Ministry,
Lord to do his utmost to avoid any manifestations of triumph
in his Department, and to urge that the Navy should devote it
self to co-operation.

He asked the First

Cabinet approval Yvas therefore given to
Sir Thomas Inskip's recommendations and the responsibility
for the organisation and administration of the Fleet Air Am
passed to the Admiralty, The tvro Departments Yvere instructed
to Yrork out a scheme of transfer Ydiich should be implemented
by stages and should, talce into account the tY7o reservations

made by Lord Swinton, The responsibility for research,
experiment, development and supply of aircraft and equipment
Yvas to remain Yvith the Air Ministry but arrangements Y?ere to
be made for close liaison on these matters between the tYvo
Departments,

These decisions v/ere announced in the House of Commons

by the rrime Minister on the folloYving day, 30 July 1937.

(viii) Summary

ibid

In spite of the juaiping of the. gun by the Minister for
Co-ordination .of .Defence, taking everything into consideration
the Cabinet decision Y/as undoubtedly the only one that could
have terminated the long and bitter controversies Yi^ch had
divided the tYra Departments, and therein lies its jvistifica-
tion. Fortunately the Air Ministry and the Royal Air Force
loyally observed the Government' s ruling and by  a spirit of
active co-operation did. much to malce possible the detailed
arrangements for. the transfer, which, hoY/ever, did not take
place mtil 24 May 1939, (1) The profound in^rovement in

(l) The actual arrangements and details of the transfer
Yvere effected by stages and YTere not complete until 1941.
An account of these protracted negotiations is given at
Appendix IX,
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the relations hetvreen the two Departments which resulted
was shown not only by the friendly outcome of the Joint
Staff investigation into Trade Defence Recimrements but by
a finer partnership vdth Coastal Command which lasted, ex
cept for an a?/l<r/ard period at the end of 1 940, throughout
the whole of the Second World ¥/ar. However, there were
quite a few, and not only in the Navy, who thought and con
tinued to think that \ihat was sauce for the Fleet Air Arm

goose on the claiai of specialisation was ailso sauce for the
no less specialised gander of the shorebased maritime
squadrons - both ought to have gone to the Admiralty, On
the other hand, had not the R.A.P.'s Cinderella daughter
been involved in maritjjne v/ar, perhaps the Bomber and
Fighter sisters would not have so wholeheartedly undertaken
their immense contributions in minelaying and fighter
protection.
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CHAPTER XI

COASTAL COMlvIAI^D - 1S37 TO END OE 1933

(i) Einal Trade Defence Requirements and aFarRolo given
to Coastal Command

The Second and Third parts of the Joint Planners report,
dealing with a v;ar v/ith Japan, and a war with Japan and

Oermanj^, vrere not approved hy the Chiefs of Staff until

4 November '1937. Regarding a war with Japan onlj'-, it was

assumed that although at peace with Europe, we should be

compelled to retain in Home Y/aters forces sufficient to
neutralise the German naval effort in case of a sudden threat

developing. The full requirements for shorebased aircraft
in the Par East vrere calculated as three G.R. squadrons, one

each at Ceylon, Aden and Penang, two Plying boat squadrons for

naval co-operation in the Indian Ocean aiid possibly one G.R.

squadron at Cape Town, numbering in all 60 aircraft. Plans
were also made for the reinforcement'of Singapore by four

squadrons from India and Iraq.

C.O.S. 621

For a simultaneous war with both Germany and Japan the

arrangements already suggested for the protection of commerce

in the case of separate wars still held good but the necessary
diversion of naval units to the Par East would increase our

aircraft requirements in the European theatre,
estimate was for an additional six Plying boats in the Northern
Patrol and two further squadrons of G.R. aircraft for work in

For this the

In the Indian Ocean wethe northern part of the North Sea,
should only be able to allocate one instead of two Plying Boat
Squadrons for naval co-operation,
re :uired at home up to 291 and reduced the Par East requirement

orts abroad at 48

This brought the numbers

to 54 leaving the Atlantic convoy assembly p

Ibid

and giving a grand total of 593 airor’a]';’!. - ^

Among the remarks from the Chiefs of Staff in approving
these reports v/as a categorical assurance given to the

Admiralty by the C.A.S. that '’where shorebased aircraft were

definitely allocated for trade protection and general recon

naissance duties, they would only be detached in time of war

for other purposes after consultation by and with the approval
of the Chiefs of Staff or, if necessary, some higher authority
such as the Y7ar Cabinet,

in. the light of all the circumstances obtaining at the
The reasons for this surrender on the matter

Such a decision would only be made

time

C.O.S.

221st Meeting

of principle were:-

(a) The Air Staff desired to prevent the Admiralty from
disputing the alteniative employment of the four

(l) At this date (iTovember 1957) the strength of R.A.P.
maritime shorebased forces was:-

Coastal Command Squadrons - Six P/B,
Six G.R. and two T/B = 168

- One P/B
- Three F/B

and two T/B

6R.A.P, Mediterranean

Eastern Commands

42

Total ■|5
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(1)
trade defence squadrons
sive.

on the counter air offen-

Por since the Oovernment decision in Jul,y 1957
to trai'isfer the fleet Air Arm, this possibility of
alternative employment had become the main basis for
the contention that the control of all shorebased

aircraft should remain vested in the .;iir Ministry.

(b) A genuine wish to remove friction with the Admiralty
who still believed that at any moment all aircraft
employed in co-operation vdth other Services might
be vdiistled av/ay.at the whim of a Supreme Air
Commander or the C.A.S. without any reference to the
defence situation as a whole.

C.I.D.

pOprd Meeting-
in

A. a.

3.36710
end. 36a

The object of the long investigation hed now been attained and
the Joint Staffs had reached agreement on the part v\rhich the
Royal Air Force was to play in co-operation with the Navy in
the defence of trade,

considered and approved by the Committee of Imperial Defence on
2 December 1937. As regaids the numbers of aircraft
required(2)j the Secretary of State for Air (Lord Sv/inton) said
that the latest Air Force Expansion Programme J had already
been framed in accordance with the estimated air requirements
for trade protection and it included full provision for the
total needs of naval co-operation in the case of the three
types of wars for which plans had now been completed. This
was not altogether accurate. The programme provided for a
Home strength of 225 aircraft to v/hich was added the 56 air
craft unspecified as to duty to malce 281. Overseas the
provision was nominally 11^6 but this included 60 aircraft for
Singapore and Hong Kong which wer-e not wholly available for
trade defence leaving onljr 86 and m£iklng the grand to'kal 367.

The final report (C.O.S. 640) was

Although Expansion Programme J did not secure Cabinet
approval and had to be cut down for financial reasons, trade
protection had now been recognised as a matter of the most

urgent priority and provision was made for aircraft engaged
on naval co-operation duties in the Metropolitan Air Force on

C.P. 316 (37)
15 Dec. 1937

(1) Four new Trade Defence squadrons (56 aircraft) vrere
included in-the current Air Expansion Programme J,
drawn up in October 1937, but their precise duty and
location was not specified. ■

(2) For ease of reference the minimum aircraft requirements
were:-

i  Simviltaneous

War

Cermany and
Japan

War with 1

J apan
alone

War with

G-ermany
alone

Location

In Horae Vraters

In West Atlantic

ports
Indian Ocean and

Ear East

261 291

A:.8 48

60 54

60Totals 393ly
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(1)C.P. 2L, (33)
21 Jan. 1938

the same scale in the revised scheme knora as K

remained at the figure of 281 in all subsequent expansion
programmes.

Hegarding the role of Coastal Command (now shorn of the
Bleet Air Arm) the action which had been so long delayed by
the necessity to a^vait the results of the Joint Staff inquiry
could now at last be talcen. Eolloviring the assurance given
by the C.A.S. it was clear that the primary role allotted to

the Command must be naval co-operation. Accordingly on

1 December 1937 the Air Ministry informed the A.O.C.-in-C.
that the previous directive of 25 March was cancelled and that

the primary role v/as "trade protection, reconnaissance and

co-operation with the Royal Navy,

(ii) The evolutio_n of the fin-st detailed Ihr*..Plan for the

aid

(I

A.M.

S.39593
end. IIA-

Concurrently' with the long deliberations of the Joint
Staff enqxoiry^ on requirements for co-operation with the Navy
in Defence of Trade was a much wider and equally long study
given to the construction of a detailed War Plan for the Armed

Forces in the event of war v/ith Cermany, The Joint Planning
Committee had been given this task by the Committee of Imperial
Defence as early as November 1 ?34 but progi-ess was frequently
interrupted byr other demands upon their time. Their first

provisional report was approved by the Chiefs of Stsiff
Committee in August 1S'35 and dealt virith the courses open to
Cermany in the event of war in 1939. This gave a clear
indication as to the primary objectives of the cour’ses open to
us which the Joint Planning Committee were then instructed to
consider.

C.O.S.

C.0.3. A01

(J.F.)

Ihe tv'o madia headings cf these v/ere

vulnerability of German industry to air attack and the concept
of using the bomber force as a deterrent and stopper to any

ack by the German Army upon the Low Countries,
headings also came into prominence in the lengthy discussions
avhich continued throughout 1936 upon the measures fox' protec
tion of British trade in the event of war v/ith Germany,
will be remembered fi-om Chapter VIII (iv) that it was
generally agreed, even by the Admiralty, that the best method

of reducing to manageable px’oportions the menace of heavy and

overnedby the allegedO'

The twoa-

It

(1) Expansion Scheme K was outlined on 21 January 1938 in
C.P. 24 (38) and was approved by the Cabinet on 1A March
in Cabinet 12 (38). It provided for the imdennen-
tioned R.A.F. strength to be completed by 31 March 1941:-

Metropolitan Air Force

- 38(9) Squadrons -
- 77(3) Squadrons - 1,360
- 11(4) Squadrons -
- 13(4) Squadrons -

Squadrons -

532

132

245
36

Fighter
Bomber

Army Co-op,
Coastal landplanes
Coastal flying boats - 6

)281
)

145(20)Squadrons - 2,305 aircraft
N.B. The numbers in brackets indicate those squadrons
vliich vrere non-regular auxiliary''.

Overseas Air Forces

39 Squadrons of all types - 490 aircraft.
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sustained air attack upon British shipping at sea, ports, and
inland oommunications would he a bombing counter-offensive
against Germany’s aircraft industry and naval bases. In
actual fact the conviction that Germany Vifould attempt a ”knock-

out blow" by air against the United Kingdom had, before the end
of 1936, come to dominate British planning.

The Joint Planners presented their second report on
26 October 1936 dealing v/ith "The courses open to us".
Part I stated the general governing considerations. Part II

compared the forces of the tvra nations, not only naval,
militaiy and air but also the economic and geographical factors,
Partlll outlined the counter-measures vfhich the British

Services should be ready to adopt. Of these, the most essen
tial were held to be:-

1, To provide for the repelling of an immediate German
air offensive.

2. To prepare measures to help Britain’s potential
allies to repel an immediate land aid air offensive
against themselves.c.o.s. 513

(J.p.)
3. To provide for a counter-offensive that would bring

defeat to the Gerraais in the second phase of the war.

The first, and to a considerable extent the second, must
primarily be the concern of the R.A.P. - and in especial the
concern of the bomber force. Second only to this came the

1;ask, primarily- the role of the Royal Navy, of keeping open »
Britain’s sea communications against Germai sea and air attack
but here, too, the R.A.F. must give vital assistance not only
bjr providing sea reconnaissance and local defence but by
counter offensive measures against German naval and air bases.

The third main task i?as, during the -.opening phase, to help the
French and Belgians in I'epelling a German land and air offen
sive against their countries. This v/as primarily  a matter
for the Arm:/’s Field Force but here also the R.A.F. vrould have

an important part to play.

This report was considered by the Deputy Chiefs of Staff

Sub-Committee and on 5 January 1937 they embodied their views
in C.O.S. 54-0 (D.C.). In this thejr pointed out that Parts I
and II were a little out of date in some particulars and open
to differences of opinion upon others. Although endorsing
the general conclusions reached, they suggested that these two
Parts should not be sent forward to the Committee of Imperial
Defence, Part III, however, they recommended should be

presented and also that the three Service Departments should

now be instructed to examine and prepare precise plans. These
views and suggestions vrere approved by the Chiefs of Staff and

a Paper entitled "Planning for a V/ar with Germany" was prepared
T;hich was issued b^r them dated 15 Febi’uary 1937, After general
policy statements the Paper went on to outline the roles of the

three Services, It began ¥/ith the R.A,F. as upon this Service
vrould fall most of the burden of repelling Britain’s gravest
menace, the German air offensive. Precise proposals yrere

recommended as to the plans to be adopted for R.A.F. bombing

C.O.S. 549
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objectives in G-eivaany, plans to assist the Navy in their task,
and plans to support the

roles of the Nav3^ and then the Array.

The Paper (C.O.S, 5kS) ’=7as approved on 15 May 1537 by the
Cabinet Sub-Coinraittee on Defence Plans (Policy) and instructions
Tfere given to the Air Ministiy to begin the preparation of the

necessarjr detailed operational plans.
October 1937 that the list of plans was accorded priority of

importance and could be tabulated specifically as under;-

After the R.A.P. came the

It v/as not till

YAA. 1 - Attack on G-erman Air Force, its maintenance
organisation and allied industries.

YY.A, 2 - Reconnaissance in home waters and eastern Atlantic

in co-operation with the Navy.

W.A.3 - Co-operation vilth the Navy in convoy protection
in home evaders and eastern Atlantic.

W.A.4 - Attack on concentration areas, lines of communi-
cadion etc. of the derraan Array.

W.A.5 - Attack on G-erman manufacturing sources.

Y7.A.6 - Attack on stores, particularly of oil.

YY.A. 7 - Counter-offensive in co-operation vfith the Eavy
in defence of seaboi-ne trade,

xmderstood the attack of enemy naval bases.
3y this vfas

YY.A.3 - Night attacks on special warlike stores.

Y/.A.9 - Attack on the Kiel Canal.

Y/.A.10 - Destruction of derman shipping in port and of

port facilities, especially Baltic ports.

YY.A.II - Destruction of forests and crops.

YAA.12 - Attacks on the G-erman Fleet or parts of it at
sea or in harbour.

W.A.13 - Attacks on G-erman administrative headquarters,
especially in Berlin.

The maritime objectives were thus W.A. 2, j;, 7, 9, 10 and 12.

Of these, ¥.A. 2, 3 and 12 vi?ere, so far as detailed planning
was concerned, the business of Coastal Command but, having no
strike force other than t\?o short range Vildebeest tor’pedo-
bomber squadrons, the tasks vrere confined to T/.A. 2 and 3.
They were in fact those elaborated at this very time by the
Joint Staff enquiry into the protection of seaboi'ne trade and

vdiich had resulted in the tardy allocation of a definite
primary role for Coastal Command.

(l) As far as the R.A.F. was concerned, a ver^"- full account
of the implementation of C.O.S. 549 is given in the
A.H.B. Volume ''Pre-war evolution of Bomber Command" -

Chapter IV (ii) sections(d), (e) and (h).
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(iii) The Initiation of the Area Comtiined Headquarters scheme

It .has only been briefly mentioned in Chapter VII (iii)
how the ney/ly created Coastal "Command"' vfas initially ori^anlsed
on a fmctional basis, a decision tal^en presumably in line vdth
the reasoning which obviously separated Bomber and Fighter
Commands, However, it was strange that the entirely different
conditions for Coastal Units vrere not appreciated sooner and

more generally at the Air Ministry as reqiu.ring self-contained
groups with headquarters grafted on to the existing system of
naval area Commands, As early as May 1935 such a need was

realised by the A.O.C. Coastal Area, In Ms report on the
fleet exercise XFB he had stated that one of the most import
ant features was the problem of control of the separate air

searching and striking forces in relation to the naval forces

vdth virhom they were co-operating. This vms largely dependent
on close liaison vMth the various naval command headquarters
and could only be achieved efficiently by a system of air

operational headquarters v;ith corresponding communication
facilities. Moreover, as Coastal Area had no strike force

of-its own, the bomber squadrons lent from the A.D.G.B.
Command could not be effective until Coastal Area had some

local operational headquarters from which they could be

controlled. Finally, he said, it was apparent that these

headquarters would have to be .sited geographically to enable

them to co-operate with the corresponding naval headquarters.

A.H.

S.35068
end. 36A

Even more strange was the fact that at the Air Ministry''
little was then knoTO about the naval organisation for the

repdse of seaborne attack on our coasts. It was not till

17 Julj'' 1936 that a map was obtained from the Admiralty showing
the limits of the Naval Home Commands and not till 16 November

was further information received on the subject in reply to an
earlier Air Council e.nquiiy of 28 Julj^. From this it was

possible for the Air Staff to gain.a clearer picture of the

Admiralty schemes for coast defence. By the time tMs had

been digested it was early in 1937. and it became apparent that

the initial.functional grouping of the new Coastal Command was

a mistalce and that the advice given by the D.G.A.S. (Air Vice-
Marshal C. L. Courtney) shodd be adopted.

A.M.

S.321A5
end, 20A

He envisaged the new Command .as consisting of a certain
number of squadrons trained to work ovei” the sea in reconnais

sance, anti-submarine patrols, co.nvoy protection etc. and

that these squadrons, though ha.ving permanent locations in

peacetime, should be capable of being moved wherever they were
most required in time of war, .Though the squadrons should be

I  mobile, the organisation for commanding and directing them

should be fixed on a geographical basis. The coasts of this

country were divided for naval purposes ixito a number of

commands with headquai'ters at Rosyth, Chatham, Portsmouth, and

Plymouth. In v/ar there would be required an Air Group Head

quarters to w'ork alongside each of these naval headquarters.
Although at some periods there might be few or even no squadrons
working from some of these Group Headquarters, the ability was
there to reinfox'oe them if the situation required. The Group
Headquarters itself would know all the conditions attacMng to
its own ar-ea of coastline i.e, where the convoys were, where

the enemy was reputed to be etc., and vrould therefore be in a

position to issue immediate orders to any squadrons under its
command.

A.M.

3,353'!8 Part
end. 74A.
ajid

Minute by
D.C.A.S.

10.1.1937
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All four &i'ouR Headquarters cotild not be provided in

peace but the D.C.A.S. sa?/ no reason why at least tyro should

not be created immediately, each organised to throw off

another one in v?ar; there vrould thus be the four to corres

pond to the four Naval Headquarters, He suggested that
No, 15 Group be established at Plymouth, No, I6 frroup at
Chatham and the Command Headquarters at Portsmouth, It y/as

the difficiILties experienced in the planning and control of

the Coast Defence Exercise CDX (13 to 16 July 1937) which
brought matters to a head. The object of this exercise was

to test the command atid co-ordination of the defences (naval,
militaiy and air) of the fortresses of Portsmouth, Portland
and Plymouth, and to study the detailed handling of the

defending forces. Attacks v/ere to be made on these defended

ports by naval ships and carrier borne air forces under the

control of the C.-in-C, Horae fleet. The airoa of operations
yyas limited to the western half of the English Channel and

the l/estern appiroaches to the Bristol ChaLinel, No mobile

troops took part but the A/A defences and shore batteries were
manned and opportunity yyas taken for the first full-scale test

of the nevif Air Raid Precaution organisation in Southampton and

Portsmouth, The defending air forces consisted of four flying

ibid

A.M.

S.38i|-51 Part II

ends. lA, ID
and IIA

boat squadrons (Londons and Singapores), three G-.R. squadrons
(Ansons), tvro torpedo-bomber squadrons (Vildebeests), one heavy
bomber squadron (li-eyfords), and t\70 fighter squadrons (fury
and G-auntlets). The fighter squadrons were controlled by the
A.O.C, No. 11 Croup Fighter Command and the rest vrere under

the comma,nd of the A.O.C. No, 16 Croup Coastal Command. The

naval defending forces rrere under the C.-in-C. Portsmouth
(Admiral the Earl of Cork and Orrery).

The planning of the defence and its general supervision
vrere entrusted to the C.-in-C, Portsmouth, the C.-in-C,
Southern Army Command and the A.O.C.-in-C, Coastal Command,

It yvas hoped that these three officers wo\xLd together form a

Directing Staff for the exercise but the Naval C.-in-C, opposed
this as he yyished to command his own defending forces himself

independently. The result was an unsatisfactory compromise
yyith only a Naval Liaison officer on the Directing Staff.

The actua.1 control of the defending forces was further
hampered by the insistence of the Naval G,-in-C. on maintain

ing a separate operations room. Moreover, the operation
orders were issvied independently by the three Commanders and

it was inevitable that they showed a marked divergence of

ideas betvreen the Services with a failure to appreciate the

role and capabilities of the units and weapons of the other.
As an exercise it v/as not a success but it did force remedial

measures.

ibid

Air Marshal Joubert (C,-in-C. Coastal Command) was quick
to aot and in a letter dated 26 July 1937 he advocated the

adoption of a unified system of coast defence control based on

strategic considerations,
staffs in combined operation rooms, the necessity of which was

now obvious, could not be superimposed on the existing
ari-angement in vyhich local Naval Conmiands were orgajiised on a

To him it seemed that combinedA.H.

S41 9 60
end. 1A

(1) Shortlj^ after writing this letter, on 16 August 1957, Air
Marshal Joubert was succeeded as A.O.C.-in-C. by Air
Marshal Six* Frederick \7, Bovdiill, K.C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O.
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Port basis, the Army Commands on an Area basis, and the Air
Forces on a fimctional basis. He proposed that the coast

defence should be divided strategically into three main areas -

the Chaimel, the Nor'th Sea and the Western Approaches, vd.th
possibly a sub-area in the Irish Sea. Each of these areas

should be controlled by a combined staff composed of three

senior commanders v/orking on equal terms. These -.vould be a

Haval C.-in-C. of each coastal area, a coast defence Array
Commander and an Air Force Croup Commander. This system vrould

reduce the number of authorities responsible for coast defence

and thereby simplify the establisliment of combined operational
headquaz’ters. As an immediate solution of the air aspect he
suggested that two more Air Croups should be formed in his
Command - one to cover the North Sea area and the other to

cover the Western Approaches - malcing with the existing No. 16
Croup tliree in all, mth the Command Headquax'ters as the co

ordinating authoi-ity and direct channel to the Admiralty.

This letter gave a nev; impulse to the consideration of

Coastal Command* s peace and i?ar organisation for it drew atten

tion to the urgent need fox- the formation of additional
operational groups, it necessitated the talcing of decisions on

th:r higher control of Horae Defence operations, and it raised

the question of the actual T/ar functions of the Headquarters
of Coastal Command. Action was taken at the Air Ministry to
implement some of Air Marshal Joubert's recommendations and on

15 October 1937 the Deputy Director of Organisation proposed
that Ceneral Reconnaissance Croup Headquarters!“I  ) should be
established at Donibristle (Rosyth), at Chatham and at
Mount Batten (Plymouth), and for a C
Belfast.

Wing Headquarters at
It was suggested, hovrever, that in peace only the

A.M.

3.39593
end. 4A

Chatham and Mount Batten Croups should be instituted and that

in ¥/ar the former should throw off the Croup Headquarters at

Donibristle and the latter the ’ ing H.'% at Belfast,
proposals vrere approved with minor modifications at an Air

Ministry conference on 29 October and communicated provision
ally to Coastal Command on 1 December.

T)

These

D.C.O.S.

23rd

Meeting

The Combined Report on the unsatisfactory 1937 CDX
exercise was not issued until 20 December but before this the

Deputy Chiefs of Staff had reached agreement in principle on

14 December that Combined or Area Combined Headquarters should

be established. The Report merely confirmed this opinion.
Further progress was made in their development at  a joint staff
conference held on L January 1938. It was e:qplained to the

naval representatives that the Croup Headquarters, once

established, would be permanent and that no Croup yrotild
specialise either on trade protection or on reconnaissance
only. This marked the definite abandonment of anj^ functional

basis in Coastal■Command. The Deputy Chief of the Naval Staff
expressed his opinion that three oixerational groups ¥7ith
combined headquarters at Rosyth, Chatham and Plymouth were
satisfactory from the point of view of the Navy. The confer
ence then went on to decide the functions of Coastal Comiaand

Headquarters in War. It was agreed that the A.0.C.-in-C.
would: -

A.M.
s.40559
end. 20A

(1) In September 1937, the Flying boat squadrons vrere rated
as C.R. squadrons as well as the Anson landplane squadrons.
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1. Act as the chief adviser to the Admiralty and Air
Ministry on all home air operations involving naval
co-operation.

2. Be responsible for implementing higher strategical
decisions on the employment and duties of the &.R.
squadrons.ibid

3. Vdiere combined action on the part of several Coastal
Command Groups was necessary, he would oo-or‘11.nate
their air operatioxis.

It T/as also decided that the Command Headquarters should
instal an Intelligence Centre for assessing and passing up to
the Central Yifar Room in London the latest information of
interest .to

sources, /

the Admiralty received from air reconnaissance
Ein.all3'-, the Headquarters was required to main

tain liaison Vifith Bomber and Fighter Command headquarters in
order to facilitate the general co-ordination of the three
home-based Air Commands,

A.M,

S,i|.18991
end, 3A

(iv) The Higher Control of Defence Operations

Regarding the first part of Air Marshal Joubert's letter,
his suggested re-organisation of the strategic aspect of Coast
.Defence could only be considered against the general background
of the pi-oblem of Home Defence operations as a vdiole and this
part of his letter gave the Air Staff the opportunity of
urging a decision on the larger question,
the C.A.S, wrote to the Secretary of the Committee of Imperial
Defence proposing that at an early date the Chiefs of Staff
Sub-Committee should consider an Air Ministry memorandum on
this subject entitled "The Co-ordination of Defence Operations,
This paper had been submitted to the Minister for Co-ordination
of Defence at the time o.f the enquiirj?- into the manning of the
Fleet Air Arm (the First Inskip Enquiry) but, as it raised
large issues not dii’ectly concerned vi?ith that controverS3'',
consideration of it had been deferred,

was agreed to and tliis 193^ Memoranduim was referred for

discussion to the Deputy Chiefs of Staff,

On 17 August 1937

The C,A.S.'s proposal

Briefly it put
foCTYard the idea that all the forces concerned with the

security and defence of the United Kingdom should be controlled
by three Supreme Home Defence Commanders acting through a
Joint Staff,

D.C.O.h,

No, 49

Since the re-organisation of the B.,A,F, in 1935/36, the
Air Ministry had provisionally decided that in Vi'ar the
co-ordination of the operatio.nal effort of all the home-based

Air Commands should be entrusted to a Supreme Air Commander
and the proposals in the memoranduim VYould have involved a

similar policj^ for the other two Services, However, when it
ultimately cane before the Deputj'- Chiefs of Staff in
September 1937 it v/as soon apparent that the difficulties of
appointing a Supreme Naval Commander were considered insuper
able by the Admiralty, Furthermore, the Air Staff itself

(1) A sepai-ate Intelligence Staff vfas appointed to H,'i,
Coastal Command in February 1938 and an organisation
was drawn up for Intelligence Staffs throughout the
Command. Ref: A.M. S.49937 encl, 1A.
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A.M. xieve now oT the opinion that the appointment of  a Supreme Air
Commander was not practicable,
the memorandm vms rejected bjr the Deputy Cliiefs of Staff on

15 OctoberCO and they were asked to investigate the whole
problem of the higher control of defence operations.

for these and other reasonsS.A5085
Part I

end, 1A

On 22 April 1938 the report bjr the Deputy Chiefs of Staff
It recommended that there should be estab-was submitted.

lished in London a 7ar Room in each Service Department based

on the Admiralty model of the last v/ar, and a combined
Operational Intelligence Centre to be knomi as the Central Y'ar
Room. This v/as to be equipped with maps and charts aaid
connected by specially protected telephone circuits to the ¥ar

Rooms in the Service Departments and certain other Ministries,
Here the Chiefs of Staffs should meet to review the current

C.I.D.

1i|-25-B
in

A.H.B.

IB/3/26
& 27

situation, malce future plans and take broad strategical
decisions as to the disposition and employment of the defence
forces. A special need for co-ordination was held to exist
where a divided responsibility for defence within  a definite
geographical area vfas shared between two or more of the three
Services, Such a situation arose in four separate spheres -
Home Defence against air attack; Intei-nal Security; defence

of Defended Ports in the United Kingdom; and combined Naval
and Air operations in Horae Waters, -

It is only necessary in this narrative to consider the

co-ordination as presented by naval axid air operations in

Home Waters, The report emphasised that in this sphere veiy
close co-operation vraiILd be required. As fai- as the routine
defence of shipping y/as concerned it was considered that at

Rosyth, the Kore and Plymouth there should be established Area

Combined Headquarters to be used by the Naval and Aii' Force
Commanders controlling the units of those Services in the area

concerned. Contact v/ith the appropriate Army Command was to
be maintained by a Liaison Officer, As regarded naval air
recoiinaissance other than that provided by the Fleet Air Arm

it had been agreed that it would normally be covered by Coastal
Commaiid*s routine air reconnaissance'over the North Sea, Minor
variations covld be arranged between the C,-in-C. Brand Fleet
and the nearest A.C.H.'l. Major variations to meet specific
requests of the C.-in-C. Brand Fleet or other Naval Commanders

■'vould be referred to the Admiralty and a decision might be
obtained either as the result of consultation between the
Admiralty and the A.O.G,-in-G, Coastal Command or, if necessarjr,
by reference to the Central War Room.

ibid

(1) One important consequence of this rejection was the
reorganisation of the Air Staff during the v/inter of
■1937/38. The post of Assistant Chief of the Air Staff
was introduced and the Operations Division was sub-divided
into two branches to deal lyith Home and Overseas air
operations. Thus the executive direction of Air War
vrooild be exercised fi’om the Air Ministry on lines similar
to those in force at the Admiralty for Naval War, The
neviT post of A.C.A.S, was filled by the appointment of
Air Vice-Marshal W. Sholto Douglas on 17 February 1938
and on 7 March Group Captain D. F. Stevenson became
D.D.Ops, (Home) and Wing Commander C. Coryton D.D. Ops.
(Overseas).
Ref: A.M.S.43508.
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All the above recoiiunendatioiis were approved by the
Committee of Imperial Defence on 5 i'iay 1958 and towax'ds the
end of June the outline,vfas communicated to all home-based
Air Commands and G-roups^"' -'
steps to inform all Naval Commaiids,
quarters scheme was nov'/ on an officially recognised basis,

(v) The Area Combined Hea.dquarter Scheme tmder test

while the Admiralty took similar
The Area Combined Hea

321st Meeting
of the C.I.D.

d-

In the spring of 1938 discussions were proceeding for a
combined Coast Defence and Trade Protection exercise in July.

As these progressed the emphasis on combined operational
headquarters became more marked and in the end the exercise

was regarded as a test for the nevdy devised system of Area

Combined Headquarters. To a lesser extent it ivas meant ̂to^
exercise Coastal Command units in their special duty of Nonbh

Sea Reconnaissance and to give Fighter Command some idea of
amount of interference which the routine patrols would

air warning system
the

register on the new^ly installed R.D• X' •

A.M.

S. 1^2857

along the East Coast.

The 1938 C.D.X. was planned to represent the initial
of hostilities between "Blueland'' (C-ermany) andstages

’’Redland" (C-reat Britain) in which the protection^of our sea
borne trade (before convoy was instituted) v/ould involve che

stopping of enemy commerce raiders or warships from brealcing
out into the Atlantic round the north of Scotland. The

raiders were supposed to have left harbour just before the
declaration of vjar and their attempted break-out was to be

covered bj^ attacks against Redland defended ports
Coast using both ships and aircraft. Intelligence of these
hostile intentions was supposed to have reached Redland before
the declaration of war.

on the East

ibid

On the attacking Blueland side were the bulk of the Horae
Fleet and the aircraft of the Fleet Air Arm.V'-)
defending Redland side v/ere skeleton naval forces representing
total strength of nine capital ships, fifteen 6 inch gim

cruisei’S and eight destroyer flotillas. The defending air

forces consisted of eight &.R. squadrons (three flying boat

and five landplsiie), one torpedo-bomber squadron, four Fighter
squadrons aiad six Coast Artillery Co-operation aircraft.
Although all the G-.R. squadrons belonged to No, I6 G-roup
(which was as yet the only Coastal Command G-roup), for the
purpose of the exercise three flying boat squadrons and tvro

landplane squadrons v/ere placed under the control of an A.O.C.
v?ho shared a temporary combined operational headquarters with

the Admiral Commanding the coast of Scotland at Donibristle.v )

On the

a

ibid

(1) Copras of C.I.D. Paper No. 11f25-B v/ere despatched to
these authorities shortly afterwards.

(2) These comprised four battleships, four cri.dsers, two

destroyer .flotillas and one flotilla of submarines.
Tyfo aircraft carriers operated independently repre
senting shore bomber bases and betyreen them carried five

squadrons of Fleet Air Aiwaircraft.
(5) Although the A.O.C. was referred to in this exercise

as commanding No. 10 G-roup, this G-roup did not actually
form until 1 November 15>30.
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The other three landplane G-.R. sauadrons aiid the tor'pedo-homber
squadron were controlled by a temporary No. 16 G-roup Head
quarters at Chatham where the operation room was shared ¥0.th
the Naval C.-in-C, Nore. The four Fighter squadrons,
operating from Sector Stations at North Weald and Hornchurch,

controlled by No. 11 Fighter G-roup headquarters at
Uxbridge. Fortress Combined Headquarters were established at

the Forth, Tyne, Harwich, Medway and Thames to control the sea
front defences of these points.

v/ere.

The whole exercise vias directed and controlled from the

Admiralty \^ar Room, one half of which was occupied by the
Directing Staff - A.C.K.S., D.C.A.S., and the G.O.C. Eastern

Command with their respective staffs, the other half was used

by the Operational Staff - D.C.N.S. controlling the Red naval
forces and the A,0,C.-in-C. Coastal Command the G.S.. force.' /

The exercise began early on 20 July and ended laue on tne 22nd,
the area of operations being bounded on the south by a line
drawn from the South Foreland to Cape Gris Nez and on the

noiiih by the latitude of 62 N,
curtailed a number of air patrols in the northern part of the

North Sea but systematic svreeps Mere flown by the Anson squad-
to ICO miles from the coast throughout and they also

Bad weather on the first day

rolls up

ibid

maintained an -'endless chain" pair'd covering a distance of

220 miles northeastward from Montrose towards the southern end

There Vifas a very marked improvement in reconnais-uf Norrrny.

A.M.

S.A5979
sance by both the flying boats and Ansons, and the accuracy
reports enabled all the attacking ships to be brought to action
by the defending forces,
located but just escaped interception through delay in trans

mitting the sighting report,
rules of the exercise and failed to enter the area of

operations. Useful lessons emerged on the design of patrols,
some of which were unnecessarily complicated, but the general
success of the reconnaissance made a

of

One of the commerce raiders was

The other did not observe the

reat impression upon the
The main fault revealed lay in theNaval Directing Staff,

serious delays in the A.C.H.D.s of the transmission of

impoi-tant messages repor'ting the movements of enemy sea and
air forces. This ?ms due partly to the telepi’inters being
overburdened with messages about movements of defendi-ng air

craft and partly to an over-elaboration of procedure in the
These weaknesses Mere investigatedhandling of enemy reports,

ibid

and remedied without much difficultly soon after the exercise.

A second fa-ult revealed wa»s due to pool’ liaison with the

Fighter Command Group. It had been hoped that interceptions
of attacking aircraft would resiiLt from reports of their

activity sezit in by Coastal Command aircraft while on patrol
the North Sea but delay in re-transmission deprived such

repoi'ts of a.l 1 value to Fighter Command, Similarly the method
of identif^’-ing the defending Coastal air patrols viras so
defective that the information derived, from the R..0.F. wrarning

system proved useless to No, 11 Fighter Group for direct inter

ception" of attacking aircraft. These defects v/ere also
investigated later and more satisfactorj^ arrangements were

made by November.

over

(l) The actual Coastal Command Headouarters were still at
Lee-on-Solent but for the purpose of the exercise were
regarded as being in or near London,
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Suirimar^/'

This exercise was the most important of the naval co
operation tests w'hich had been held by Coastal Command,
confusion during and the recriminations after the 1937 C.D.Z.

were completely absent on this occasion ?fhich demonstrated the

essential soundness of the A.C.H.Q. system. It also proved
valuable in that it clarified the operational status of the

A.O.C.-in-C, Coastal Command and shovred clearly that he must

have his own Operations doom at his own headquarters T/here he

could oo-oi’dinate the operations of his G-roups under normal

conditions. It aj.so indicated that a place shoiILd be

reserved for h-im axid his staff in the Admiralty T'ar Room for

use in emergency. There was, however, one fundamental vreak-
ness vdiich still remained and that was the fact that only one

Operational G-roup (llo, 16) had as yet been formed and tha/c its
permanent headquarters, together with the Command headquarters,
’were still at Lee-on-Solent,

The

(vi) Other operational and training exercises in 1938

The increased range and frequency of exercises, which was

so marked during 1937, continued for most of 1938.
fleet Exercise took place betv/een 17 and 19 January in which

one flying boat, one torpedo-bomber and three Anson squadrons
carried out initial searches, day and night shadowing follo’wed

by bombing and torpodo attacks. In March a five day combined

fleet Exercise (XJC) against the fleet returning from G-ibraltar

provided practice in flying boat searches up to 4-00 miles from
base with subsequent shado’wing by foTU* squadrons which vras

talcen up in due course by inson squadrons('1) and culminating
in bombing and torpedo attacks. Many exercises ¥/ei-e carried

out up to August in co-operation y/ith the Anti-Submarine
School at Portland but these were purely as screens or escorts
and did not include air attack on submarines. Other exercises

y/ith the submarine flotillas were also of a reconnoitring
natiire rather than active counter-measures,

attack training was done against single
bombing of the Centurion took place during June and July.

After March there yrere no big combined exercises untxl
the July C.D.X. Exercise wliich has been described in the

previous section but it is of note that talcing part in tiois
were the first two of the new iunder’land four engined fl5''ing

boats y/ith ’vhich Mo. 210 Squadron v;as then re-arming.
Munich crisis put a stop to all exercises in August and

September and during October only special escort training was

done by No, 217 Squadron vrith the A/S School at Portland,

November saw another large fleet Exercise,
yvhich took place betyreen the 13th and l6th during the passage
of the Home Fleet from Eosyth to the Channel and had as

objectives the exercising of shorebased aircraft in locating.

The first

frequent torpedo
ship targets and

The

This was XJM

(l) It was stressed in the report on this exercise that

navigational, inaccuracy v:as such that the average
error in reporting ship positions was 24 miles,

a.h.bVhk/47/4.
(2) The only other squadron being supplied y;ith Sunderlands

at tliis time vms No, 230 at Singapore,

Ref:
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shadowing and attack, and the testing of passing information
to the C,-in-C, Home Fleet vdien at sea.

Headquarters at Donibristle aiid Chatham were manned and Nos, 18
and 16 Croups controll.ed in all throe squadrons of flying
boats, four G.H. landplane squadrons, the Coil. School aircraft
and one torpedo bomber squadron,
soon as ,possible and make attacks on the Horae Fleet consisting
of three battleships, one aircraft carrier, five cruisers and

twenty-five destroj’-ers.

The Area Combined

Their task was to locate as

The weather was typically North Sea winter aiid no recon

naissance was possible until raidday/l4' November;
No, 18 Group Searches sighted the force but failed to stop to
shadow and did not regain touch for 2^ hours vdien on their
return tracks.

Then the

A signal to attack never materialised owing
to a mismderstanding and it Viras onlj'' m\ioh later, near dusk,
that one Sunderland contacted the force and shadowed for four

A,H,B.

iikAiA
hours. The navigation of all aircraft vras poor, repoi-ts
being as much as eight miles in error on ships only twelve
miles from land. On the 15th the force was relocated by

No, 16 Group aircraft and shadowing udth some attacks lasted
for some three hours in the forenoon mtil fog put an end to

all air operations. The accuracy of reporbing was  a little

better being only six miles in error to start ?d.th but fell

off rapidly as the visibility deteriorated. Poor weather at

first hampei’ed operations again on the I6th but the force was
discovered early in the af'ternoon in the eastern Ch5,nnel by the
G.R, School aircraft and shortly alten^ards was attacked by the
torpedo bomber squadron.

The main conclusions of the exercise were tne continued

inaccuracy of navigation, faults in W/T signalling and the
procedure for identifying aircraft on patrol, faults in ship
recognition, and delays in the Operation Rooms caused by
inexperienced personnel,
said in his report, most if not all of the mistalces covild only
be corrected by more time being given to training.

As the Director of Staff Duties

One interesting exercise occurred in December v/hen
No, 217 Squadron vi&s instructed to seajrchin the Channel for

foreign submarines reported to be passing through towards the
Atlantic,

all v;ere well photographed,

(vii) The groTfth of a detailed War Plan for Coastal Command

The work of compiling detailed plans for naval co-operation
was complex and involved triangular discussions betv;een the

Admiralty, the Air Ministry and the headquarters staff of
Coastal Command,

between the various tasks.

Air Staffs in December 1937 and early January 1938 enabled

preliminary plans to be drarm up.

Six Gerra,an U-boats v/ere located on the surface and

The first problem was settling the priorities
Discussions between the Naval and

The tasks were;-

1. North Sea Reconnaissance

At this date the Adiairalty w'ere not anxious about any
potential threat from the German Battle Fleet,
limitations on German construction in the 1935 Anglo-German
Naval Agreement it would be some time before the German Navy
world be able to present any open challenge to our ovrn Grand
Fleet.

German submarine menace would present no insuperable problem.

Or?ing to the

Similarly, the Naval Staff were confident that the
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The most serious danger, in their view, vvould he likely to

come from po'.verfiil commerce raiders, v;ho would endeavour to

reach ouj:- trade routes without being challenged. The pre
requisite for any successful counter-measures was effective
reconnaissance in the North Sea. Cruiser reconnaissance was

difficult and, under the modern threat of enemy air attack,
hazardous to maintain. That performed by submarines was,
Tfri-th the grovfing improvement likelj^ in enemy anti-submarine
measures, both dangerous and unrem-unerative; moreover, the

Admiralty intended to use them in an offensive role. In

these circumstances the Naval Staff were compelled to rely on

effective air reconnaissance for the spotting of G-erman
commerce raiders trying to brealc out into the Atlantic. Prom

this it was clear that Coastal Command's primary'- task in war

^Yould be North Sea Reconnaissance, A further t3'-pe for v.'hich

provision had to be made was special Pleet Reconnaissance
designed to assist the operations of the C.-in-C. G-rand Pleet
but this would only be required when actual reports were

received of enem^r naval movements.

2, Co-operation with the Northern Patrol

This surface patrol was to be carried out by a force of

eight cruisers, based on Kirkwall, who were to sv;eep the area

between the Shetlands and Nom'ira;'',
co-operation were needed to cover the gaps between the cruisers
aid to divert mercliait vessels either for the surface patrol
to board or for exanination at Kirkvirall.

The aircrsi’t engaged in

Anti-submarine Co-operation3.

The form of this vrou3.d depend upon the policy adopted hj
the G-erraais.

compliaice with international lavY, air co-operation would be
needed i?ith the nineteen groups of submarine hunting surface

units which the Admiralty proposed to use in a so-called .  .

''offensive role" at scattered points around the coastline.^ ^
If unrestricted viarfare was opened, air co-operation vrould be
with the same anti-submarine forces which Yrould now be employed
in a so-called "defensive role" of escort to convoys,

be remembered from Chapter’ VIII (vii) that the minimum aircraft
requirements for these Home Water tasks had been laid dorm in
C.O.S. 6A0 aS'. 251 aircraft for a war vfith Germany alone and

291 for a simultaneous German/japanese war.
requirements the Air Ministry forecast that Coastal Command
lYould have available :-

If attacks were made on our seaborne trade in

It will

To meet these

(1) The bases for these nineteen groups were to be at:-
Leri ick (for the Northern Patrol area), KirlaYall (for
the Pair Isle Chamiel), Scapa Plov; (for the Pentland
Pirth), Aberdeen, Leith (for the Pirth of Poiiih), Tjnie,
Humber, IIar\?ich, Sheerness (for the Thames area), Dover,
Portsmouth, Plymouth, Palmouth, Milford Haven (for the
Sristol Channel), tueenstovm. Lame (for the North
Channel), Lough Swillj'-, and Stornov/ay,
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By ^ April 1933

5 G-.R. iinson snuadrons

5 G-.R, flying boat squadrons - 30 aircraft
1 T/B squadroii '

- '0 aircraft

- -16 aircraft

)
136

By 1 April 1939

- 126 aircraft)
36 aircrafb) 194
32 aircraft)

Strictly speaking the T/B squadrons vrere not trade protection
and at this time were regarded as part of the Air Strike force.

Acting on the Air liinisti^^’s forecasted figures, the liaval
Plans Division at the A.dmiralty drev/ up a proposed allocation
table as under;-

7 G-.R. Auson squadrons
6 G-.l. flying boat squadrons -
2 T/B squadrons'-’

"7ar with Oermany alone - Pre-oonvoy

Full

reguirejnent
April 1938 April 1959

0404 84North Sea Recce,

Northern Patrol

Anti-sub, patrols

1212 12
(1) 98 11440

156 210194

l4.th Jrera^iy .alone ,

848484North Sea Recce,

Northern Patrol

Convoy escorts

6 1212

165on

261156 194

SimiLltaneous war - Pre-convoy

1088484North Sea Recce,

Northern Patr’ol

Anti-sub. patrols

A O
1 o1812

11400
y;.;.0  -

136 22;.0194

Simultaneous War - Convoy in _f orce

10810084North Sea Recce,

Northern Pati’ol

Convoy escorts

Q
1u 112 u

1656840

156 291194

(1) Six aircraft vrereallocated for each of the nineteen
siirface groups so that there could al?;ays be one aircraft

continuously vjith the G-roup,
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From these figures it can he seen that the Admiralty regarded
the North Sea Reconnaissance as the first priority - a

deficiency of 24 aircraft in 1>38 only being accepted in the

case of simultaneous war vjith derraaiijr and Japan,

regarded as necessary f'or the Northern Patrol to alvmys have

at least six aircraft. Thus, ¥/here deficiencies v/ere inevit

able they ?/ere to be accepted at the expense of anti-submarine
patrols and convoy escorts. These allocations were provision
ally accepted at a joint meeting of Naval and Air Staff
representatives on 21 December 1937.

It v/as novf possible for Coastal Command Staff to design a
system of patrols and suggest appropriate war stations for its

sqT.iadrons. The problem of disposition was exceedingly complex.
In the first place, operational considerations made it

impossible for the 'war stations to correspond 'V'/ith the peacetime
stations. Among the reasons for this were that the G-.R. land-

plane squadrons* range was so shox-t that In ?mr they vrould have
to be stationed as near as possible to their patrol line, there
was a shoi-tage of &.R. airfields on the vital stretch of the

noidheastern coastline, and o\/ing to the lack of adequate
torpedo training facilities in the North, the torpedo/bomber
squadrons had, in peace, to be located in the south Tdiile in
war they could only be profitably employed in the northeast.
In the second place, tvo sets of dispositions had to be

planned -■ one to cover the current Phase V of the Y.'estern Plan
and another to cori’espond to the ultimate streng-bh and equip
ment of squadrons undei'* the current expansion scheme. In
order not to disturb the signals communications designed for
the ultimate dispositions and to minimise the unavoidable
moves from peace to ¥^ar stations, it was necessary to ensure
that the Phase V emergency dispositions corresponded, T/henever
practicable, to the ultimate positions. Lastly, the planning
of the patrol sjnstem and decisions on the emergenoj'’ disposi
tions vrere complicated by changes in the Admii-alty v/ar plans
and in the naval coast defence and convoy organisations.

Plans for the employment of squadrons under Phase V
(April to October 1938) were completed by April,
the North Sea Reconnaissance in the southern half was to be

done by Nos, 269, 124, 233, 206 and 220 G-.R. ilnson squadrons.
Two searches dally in tliis area ivere required from each
squadron xirhen the visibility v;as over five miles,
aircraft were to carry two bombs, either the 100 lb.
submarine or the 120 lb. G-.P., for use against surfaced
submarines, armed merchant raiders or hostile aircraft
cari-iers. The flying boat squadrons in this 1938 plan were
all to operate on anti-submarine searches in conjunction with
the 19 surface hunting groups - Nos, 204, 210 and 228 Squadrons
v:ere located in the southwest to cover the T/estern Approaches,
No. 201 Squadron in the Orknej'-s was to co-operate between the
Hebrides and Shetlands, and No. 209 Squadron was to cover the
Firth ot Forth area. Each flying-boat squadron was expected,
on the average, to patrol four axeas (50 by 20 miles in extent)

It was also

Under these

The
anti-A.H.

3.39593

along the roxites used by shipping and each flying boat was to
carry a minimum of tv/o 250 lb. &.F. bombs. No. 42 T/B Squad-
i-on, based at Donibristle, was required to act as a striking
force against any enemj'- ships coming within their range.
Nos. 217 C-.R. and 22 T/B Squadrons were to act as reserves.
All aircraft wei''e to be controlled by No. 16 G-i-oup H. at
Lee-on-Solent,

However,the final emergency dispositions of squadi''ons for
Phase V were not settled till 16 June 1938 because in order to
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provide the numbei’ of G.S.. squadrons necessary to meet the

current naval requirements the existing scale of reserves
behind the landplane squadrons had to be abandoned and six
instead of five of these imits vrere to be mobilised if neces

sary. There vias also a recLisposition of flying boat squadrons.
It v/as pointed out at the Air Ministry conference that the

squadrons operating from East Coast stations coifLd, with the

exception of those now to be based at Invergordon, be expected
to reach their v/ar stations between 2k and hours after

receiving notice to move. The dispositions iiere as under:-

Chatham Group H.Q.Rosyth Group H.Q. Conunand H.Q.

Bircham NewtonMount BattenInvergordon

No. 206
No. 220

No* 201

No. 228
No. 20/f

ThornabjyPembroke DockTayport

No. 1^2No. 209 No, 210

¥arrawellLeuohars

No. 217No. 22k

No. 235

Montrose

No. 269

These paper preparations assumed a nev/ air of reality and

piirpose ?ifhsn the Munich crisis blew up tov/ards the end of
September 193Q culminating in ,a state of national emergency
being declared on 26 September.

(viii) - The Mxinich Crisis as it affected Coastal Command

The crisis began ̂ vith the annual Nazi rally at Nuremberg
wliich opened on 5 September 1958.
Hitler’s speech there on the 12th. Thereafter it rose in a

crescendo of intensity through Chamberlain’s flying visits to

Hitler on the 15th and from the 22nd to the 2ii-th.
eventually ended, after Mussolini’s mediation on the 28th, by
the Muaiich Agreement of 29 September 1938.

It did not prove such a turning point in the evolution of
C/astal Command as it did in that of the other home-based
R.A.P. Commands,

ment of the general war plans for naval co-operation, neither

did it do more than temporarily interrupt and then accelerate
the norrflal evolution of the Command’s war organir3ation.

shortness of the emergency prevented any useful operational
experience being gained by the squadrons, so that the main

importance of the crisis vms. that it provided a test of the

Command's mobilisation arrangements and revealed certain
operational shortages and deficiencies vrtiich the avoidance of

war fortunately enabled to be remedied at a later stage,
of the serious difficulties encountered during the crisis had

actually beenfbreseen by the Command Staff and been pointed out
to the Air Ministry,

emergency v&s the urgent need to accelerate Expansion Scheme L,

It became acute after

it was

It did not substantially affect the develop-

The

Mo st

The main conclusion dravm from the
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(1)
vyhich itself was an accelerated programme,
were among the main difficulties and defects revealed;-

(a) In the Eroup Organisation

The chief difficulty which confronted Coastal
Command when the state of national emergency was declared
on 26 Septemher arose from the fact that only one
Operational G-roup (No. 16) was in existence. Luckily,
arrangements were already in hand for the formation of

No. 18 G-roiip at Rosyth in view of a projected trade
protection exercise scheduled to take place from 18 to
20 0otoher(2) and the Group staff had actually begun to
collect at Lee-on-Solent on 1 September. They were moved
to Donibristle on 26 September and on the follovTing day
Air Commodore C, D, Breese, hitherto of No. 17 Training
Group, was appointed A.O.C, No, IS Group with Group
Captain I, T» Lloyd becoming his Senior Air Staff Officer
on the 29th, No. 18 Group was given the control of
Nos, 201, 209 and 223 flying boat squadrons with war
stations at Invergordon, No, 210 flying boat squadron at

Tayport, aaid Nos, 224 and 235 Anson squadrons at Leuohars
and Montrose respectively.

No, 16 Group was placed under the command of Group
Captain R. L. G, Harix and moved to its war station at

Chatham on 27 September, This Group headquarters
controlled Nos, 206 and 220 Anson squadrons at Biroham
Newton, and No, 269 Anson squadron together with No. 42
Yildebeest T/B squadron at Thornaby,

The following

No. 18 Group
O.R.B,

No, 16 Group
0,R.B.

(1) On 12 March 1938, just as the Cabinet were approving
Expansion Scheme K, Hitler sent his troops into Austria.
This brought the possibility of y/ar appreciably nearer and

a new Scheme L was hurriedly put forward in C.P.86(33)
dated 1 April and approved by the Cabinet on 27 April 1938,
It yms an all-out effort to accelerate Scheme K,

shifts were to be worked in the aircraft industry and

regardless of cost the programme was to be completed by
51 March Even so, it was estimated that the total
strength yrould be at least 20 squadrons behind Germany's
force at this date.

The narrov/ escape from war during the Munich crisis
resulted in Expansion Scheme M, outlined in C.P,218(58)
dated 25 October and approved in principle by the Cabinet
on 7 November 1933 (Cab,55(58)), This provided for an
increase to 50 Squadrons of Fighters (300 aircraft) and
an all-heavy Bomber force of 85 squadrons (l,3S0 aircraft)
by 31 March 19i^2. There was no alteration in the
strength of Coastal Command, which remained at a total of
281 aircraft but the Overseas forces were to be increased

to 49 squadrons of 636 aircraft of all types,
(2) This was exercise XJK, details of T'hlch were issued on

17 September, The objects oi the exercise, v/hioh had to

be abandoned ov/ing to the crisis, were to test Phase VI
of the kestern Plan in so far as it could prevent the
escape of enemy surface craft into the Atlantic and to

try out recognition procedure - Ref; A.M, 3,46230
end, 6B,

Double
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Shortages of personnel did not allow the formation of

No. 15 G-roup, which would otherwise have been at Plymovith,
so the Copland Headquarters at Lee-on-Solent took over the

control of No. 204 flying boat squadron at Hount Batten
an4 No. 2^7 Jknson squadron at T7armvirell,

At Chatham and Donibristle only temporary Area

Combined^.Headquarters were available and these were manned
by hastily assembled officer operations staff. Owing to
shortages in. these. No, I6 G-roup started working its
operations block on 28 September bn a two-watoh basis and

the Chief Signals Officer, was compelled to instruct
officers* wives-in the decoding of cyphers at the height
of the crisis* No, 18 G-roup only managed to man its
operations room by transfers from the other groups or from
the stations at Calshot, Ford and Donibristle, If war 

'

had come there would have been confusion in the Area

Combined Headquarters because there was no common inter-
servioe method for referring to geographical positions for

at this time Bomber and Coastal Commands used a graticule,
the Army , and Fighter Command another kind of grid, and the

Navy ordinaaiy latitude and longitude id.th compass bearings,

Cb) Moves of squadrons to Far Stations

Nos. 16 and 18

G-roup 0,R,Bs.

A.M.

5.46848
end, 42{B

A second difficulty experienced by the Command was
the complicated set of moves from peace to war stations.
Of the fifteen squadrons in the Command only tv/elve were

mobilisable for operationsC"!) and of these no less than
eight had to move at least 270 miles from their peacetime
stations. As an example of their experiences. No, 209
flying boat squadi'on, located in peace at Felixstovre, v&b
ordered to Invergorden on 26 September, Of the six boats
which left on the 27th only one succeeded in reaching its

destination that day owing to thick fog being encountered.
Four aircraft reached various parts of Yorkshire and one

was forced to return to Felixstowe, Three ultimately
arrived at tlieir wai’ station on the 29th but it was not

until the following day, T/hen the crisis was over, that
the squadron was complete at Invergorden,

No, 209 Sqdn.
0 , R, B,

An unnecessary complication arose during the crisis
because the Royal Air Force was not mobilised.
Royal Navy had been mobilised on 28 September and it would
have greatly facilitated the moves of Coastal Command
squadrons if they top could have been mobilised at the

As it was the squadrons moved on their peace-

The

same time,

time establishments resulting in manj' handicaps including
It y/as one ofan acute shortage of mechanical transport,

the curious features of the Munich crisis that the country
yyas brought to the brink of war yyithout Governmental
initiation of an5'- precautionary stage or proclamation of
general mobilisation.

(o) In the Operational Units

In war,or emergency, certain Coastal Command squadrons
v/ere obliged, at this date, to move to stations controlled
by other R.A.F, Commands. For example, Montrose and

(1) Nos, 22, ij-S and 2liO Squadrons v;ere engaged on training
duties.
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WarmTrell T/ere Training Command airfields, while Thornaby
belonged to Bomber Command. This situation caused tv;o
tj^'pes of difficulty during the crisis. Firstly, some
difference of opinion arose between Training and Coastal
Commands over the facilities to be made available at

Montrose and T7armv;ell, accommodation being insufficient
for the G-,R. ‘’lodger units". Secondly, the responsi
bility for the maintenance of bombs, ammunition and
pyrotechnics at Thornaby and Evanton (for Invergordon)
was undefined and stocks of these atad ancillary equipment
were short. Only one mobile torpedo base was eventually
made available for No, k2 Squadron at Thornaby and this

;7as not powerful enough to charge torpedoes.

All three types of aircraft in the Command
experienced their own particular maintenance difficulties.
The most serious, if operations had been prolonged, was the
lack of aii3'' spare Cheetah IX or Pegasus X engines for the

Anson and flj’-ing boat squadrons. Pinnaces and seaplane
tenders for the refuelling and bombing-up of the flying
boat squadrons at Invergordon and Tayport had to be sent

north by sea and did not arrive till the crisis was over.

No flying boat repair depot was available and for major
inspections the flying boats would have had to be sent
back to their peace stations. No. 210 Squadron, recently
re-eqin.pped vvith the new Sunderland flying boat, ivas

handicapped by the lack of essential maintenance gear and

by the absence as yet of any Air Publication dead.ing with
the question of maintenance.

(d) The calling up of Reservists

The earl^/ termination of the crisis saved the signals
organisation of the Command considerable embarrassment in

relation to the calling up of civilian employees belonging
to the reserves of other Services. Oviing to the shortage
of trained R.il.F, Signals Reservists, a number of Naval

and Army reservists were emplo^/ed. The calling up of
these men in the early stages of the emergencj' i;0uld have

materiallj’- affected the effioiencjr of the signals
organisation and the situation was onlj' saved bj?- an

Air Ministry Signal authorising the retention for seven
days of 17ar Office and A.dmiralty Reser ists.
crisis had been prolonged beyond this period of grace the

exodus of this skilled personnel would have had serious
results. The Commaiid also suffered from the Vidthdrawal
of R.A.F. Reservists from kej^ posts in the Signals Branch
for service with other R.A-.F. stations and formations.

If the

A.H.

3,4666'
enc.I, i{£)

(e) Liaison vdth the Admiralty

Finalli', the liaison betvreen the Command Head
quarters at Lee-on-3olent and the Admiralty was
inadequate,

how necessarj^ it was, fz-om the point of view of opera
tional control, that the Air Officer Comraanding-ln-Chlef
should ?rork in close conjmzction with the higher naval
control in the A.diniralty War Room,
of this inadequacy
into foi'’ce a key memorandum on secret recognition
pz’ocedure on 28 September, did not inform the Command of

this step until several days latei'.

The 1938 C.D.X. exercise had demonstrated

It was symptomatic
iat the Admiralty, who had brought01C.C. Report on

Munich Crisis

Para, 10
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(f) Summary

The crisis may he said to have ended, so fa-r as
Coastal Command was concerned, on 6 October 1S'38 when
squadrons were instructed to return to their peace

By 11 October both Nos. 16 and 18 Croup Head-stations,

quarters were back at Lee-on-Solent.

How far yrould the Command have been able to fulfil

its responsibilities if war had broken out? Exercise
C.D.X. had shovaa that the i^stem of operational control
vyas fundamentally somd and that Admiralty requirements
for routine North Sea recomiaissance could have been met

initially. It \\rould, however, have been some time before

the operations rooms at the Area Combined Headquarters
could have been working satisfactorily. The inadequate
facilities for the flying boat squadrons and maintenance
difficulties would soon have imposed a severe limit upon
flying operations. Air protection for the convoys in
the T'estern Approaches would have been scanty, and the

general lack of war reserve aircraft and equipment would,
in the face of the enemy, have brovight operations to a

grinding halt in a meastirable time,

(ix) - Correction of defects revealed in the Munich Crisis

The breathing space afforded after this dress rehearsal
for war T7as of inestimable value to'..,all the Armed Forces and

The immediate preoccupation ofnot least to Coastal Command,

the Command was to rectify the defects and deficiencies which

had come to light,
listed as folloivs:-

The measures taken are for convenience

(a) Simplification of moves from peace to war stations

This was, in many ways, the most Lirgent problem but
unfortunately no easy or quick solution was possible.
Nothing at all co\ILd be done in this direction so far as

mobilisation under the emergency schemes of the V/estern
Plan was concerned. Plans made as the current expansion

scheme matured v/ere also purely oonCdtional. They
depended mainly on the re-equipment of squadrons to new

types and upon the development of new airfields but both

required time to be fulfilled and were subject to delays
in production. Thus, although arraiigements ?/ere made on

3 November 1938 to reduce the number of moves of land-

plane squadrons imider the ultimate scheme for mobilisation
from nine to four, they hinged on the provision of
airfields at Hick and St. Eval which were not expected to

be completed until December 1939. The moves of the three

flying boat squadrons to Scotland could not be eliminated
owing to the necessity of training them in the south of

England.

C.C.

S.9069
Part II

end. 23B

Both Training and Coastal Commands had dravm attention
in their reports on the Mmaich crisis to the need for
regularising the position of the Coastal "lodger'' units.
During the emergency contradictory rtilings had been given
on this question by the Air Ministry, Coastal Coinm.and
having been informed that their operational squadrons had

priority in every respect, while Training Command had been

told that the C.R. squadrons at Montrose and Harmwell
should be afforded only such facilities as ¥/ere available
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after the inci'eased flj^'ing training reriuirements had been

met. On 23 November 1938 the Air Ministry clarified the

position by ruling that "the need of Coastal Command to

be in a position to operate at maximum effort from or
even before the commencement of hostilities malces it

essential that they shall have first call on facilities
at such stations". Operational units ̂ vere, however, to

be as far as possible self-contained in order that the

strain on the Training Command stations should not be
excessive.

A • Ivi«

S,Z|-7182
end, 6A

(b) Mitigation of engine shortage

Every effort was made to increase the production of
Cheetah IX and Pegasus X engines, but the only immediate
step that could be taken was to impose certain flying
restrictions v/ithin the Command during Phase VI
(Oct, 1938 to Apr, 1939) of the Festern Plan,
a state of emergency did not recm'' during this period:-

ProvidedA,M,

2,832f5
end, 7A

Q

The flying hours of all aircraft types, except
the Sunderland I fliring boats, were limited to
10 hours per month per aircraft,(l)

All aircraft were required to fly at economical
cruising speeds.

The production of Cheetah and Pegasus engines steadily
improved during the summer months of 1939 but the
shortage had not been eliminated evexa by the follovri.ng
Septeraber,

1,

2,

(c) Provision of mobile torpedo bases and a depo'
for flying b o at s

Late in October the C,A,S, gave a ruling that more
efficient mobile torpedo bases v;ere to be provided for

the two torpedo-bomber squadrons,
expected to become available by April 1939 but, even at

the end of August, only one had been produced and this
located at Bircham Newton for the use of No, 1^2

These bases vrere

was

Squadron,

In order to avoid the necessity for flying boats to
return to their peace stations for major inspections the

A,0.C.-in-C, suggested the provision of depot ships as

bases vdiich would not only solve this problem but woxild

confer greater mobility on flying boat squadrons either
at home or abroad. After repeated representations by

him, the Air Ministry at 2^ast decided in May 1939 to
charter and fit out one depot ship. S.S. Manela was
accordingly taken up and fitted to accommodate a G-.R. ?/ing
and two flying boat squadrons,
administration of the Command on 18 May vdien it was due

It came under the

(1) These restrictions did not apply dxjring special
exercises or while squadrons were attending Armament
Training stations,
relaxed on 26 May 1939 and for the rest of the summer
applied oiily to London and. Stranraer flyiiig boats.
Ref: A.H.B./lUi/36/l6(l) end. 60.

The 10 hour restriction was
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Its peace function v/as to operate
a nucleus headquarters and one flying hoat squadron in

It was also to he used as a mobile hase

to arrive off Calshot.

Horae u'aters,

dirring Fleet and other large scale exercises and as a

temporary hase for flying boats vdien engaged on armament
training. No. 100 &.R. 17ing began to form on 12 Hay 1939
on a nucleus establisMent.

(d) Permament Proup H.9.S and transfer of Auxiliaiy
Squadrons

Although the headquarters of both No. 16 and No. 18
Groups moved back to Lee-on—Solent on the termination of

the crisis, it vi&s appreciated that the}’' vrould need to
return to their permanent stations as soon as was
convenient. No. 18 Group Head.quarters was transferred to

Ros3''th on 1 November 1938 and Mo. 16 Group Headquarters to
Chatham on 8 November, The opportunity presented by
these moves was taken to incorporate in the Coimnand three

of the four Auxiliary Air Force squadrons vdiich were due

for transfer from Bomber and Fighter Commands uiider
Expansion Scheme L,(1)
ferred (N.o. 6l2
1 November.

Squadron (on Hinds) which went to No, 16 Group,
Squadron (on Hinds) came to the Command on 28 November and,
pending the formation of the Plymouth Group, lYas also
placed in No. 18 Group. These three squadrons all came
from No. 6 Group Bomber Command. The fourth squadron
(No. 608) did not come from No, 12 Group Fighter Command
until 20 March 1939 and went to No. 18 Group,

(e) - Concurrent mobilisation for Coastal Command and the
Royal Na-yy

In his report on matters of major policy brolight to
light by the crisis, the A,0.C.-in-C, (Air Marshal
Sir Frederick Bowhill) had noted '’Difficulty was caused
to Coastal Command, both in personnel and accommodation,
owing to the fact that squadrons had to move to Yjar
stations under Emergency and not Mobilisation conditions.
It is considered that orders given to the Coastal Command
should stxdctly correspond mth H.H, Navy as regards the

degree of mobilisation to be put into force.”

After repeated representations by him to the Air
Ministry betvYeen January and March, measures to ensure
this vrere talcen on 25 May 1939 when, under the terras of

an Ox'der in Council, the Secretary of State for Air was

empoivered to call out for service all or any of the
members of the Auxiliary.’' A±v Force or Air Force Reserve

”if satisfied that their service is urgently required for

ensuring preparedness 'for the defence of the realm against
any external danger”. Special entries vrere made in the

The first sauadron to be trans-

on Hectors) was placed in No, IS Group on
This was followed on 7 November by No, 500

No, 502

A.H.

3.46838
end. 16A

A.H.B.

II[i/52i/lO/l1
en d, 12A &

28A and

Ivlins. 29, 31
and 32

(l) As a result of the Munich crisis, a new R.A.F, Expan
sion Scheme Ivi had been authorised but as mentioned at

the beginning of Section (-vlii) in footnote (l) this
provided for no increase in the number of squadrons
for Coastal Command,

concentrated upon bringing the Command up to its full
establishment -under Scheme L as quiclcly as possible.

SECRJIT
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A, H, Eoverament v.'ar Book and the Air Ministry YJar Book provid
ing that, on naval mobilisation being ordered,
mobilisation of the regular units a^id the Auxiliary Air
Force units of Coastal Command should proceed concur
rently,

(f) Agreement on a standard method of reporting
positions _at

s.46669
end. 11A

Here the difl'iculty v/as to reconcile the divergent
requirements of the Services and even those of the three

R.A.P. Commands, The question of a standard method of
reference had first been raised in January 1938.
Suggestions were put forward by both Bomber a.id Fighter
Commands but neither was entirelj'- sdtable for
astronomical navigation,
advocated a modification of the Fighter Command method.
This was tried in the 1938 C.D.X. exercise aiid proved
satisfactory,
that the current naval method of giving bearing and
distance from lettei’ed positions could not be dispensed
v.dth.

-(TS

ventually Coastal CommandJ-J

The Admiraltj'-, hov?ever, were convinced

Objections were raised that it was too slow and

cumbersome for use in an operation room, that it was
liable to inaccuracies, and that it was impossible to

plot all the lettered positions on the small soale charts

used by modern aircraft.

The need for early agreement on a standard method
viras stressed after the Munich crisis by the A.O.C.-in-C.
Coastal Comraand and on 13 January 1939 a conference vms

held at the Air Ministry, All the Commands favoured a

system based on the graticule, except Fighter Command
fi-hich v/as tied to the grid system for Army Co-operation.
The Admiralty put forw;ard a scheme which employed lettered

positions ba,sed on latitude parallels and longitude
meridians each distinguished by two letters which were
never repeated. The advantage Viras that it could be
combined with the graticule system to give a four-letter
four-figure reference 'which v;ould be ¥rorld 'wide in its

application. ("1) The conference decided that this
combined system should be used by all R.A.F. Commands
vfhen co-operating with the Navy. This decision wa.s
confirmed by the Admiralty on I6 January and the Naval
Staff mdertook the compilation of the necessary Key

(1) Each exact degree of latitude between 70°N and 70 S
and each exact degree of longibude were allotted a
pair of letters. The points of intersection would
thus be defined by four letters, of which the first
two were alwa’rs to be the latitude. A jrrecise
position was always to be reported bj^ the four
letters giving an izitersection nearest south and
west of it. The nmiber of minutes of latitude up

to the precise position would be the first pair of
figures and the number of minutes of longitude east
ward to the precise position v/ould be the second pair

of figures. Example - supposing latitude 58 N was
designated AB and longitude 3 E was CD, then the
signalled report of an enemy ship in ABCD1535 would
decode into 58*^ 15' N x 03 35'
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This stsiidardised method of reporting
and aircraft was announced in an

The•

Lettered Tables,

positions for use by ships
Air Ministry Confidential Order dated 6 March 193
Key Lettered co-ordinates for use in peace were issued as
Admiralty S.P.02276 and the system was brought into force
for all K.A.E. Coram.ands at home and abroad on 1 May 1939.'' '

A.M.C.O.

9/39

(^) -The final location of Coastal Command Headquarters

The Headtjuarters remained for some time still at
Lee-on-Solant despite the difficulties of control experienced

A decision to move to the Londonduring the Munich crisis,
area, in order that close touch could be maintained vrxth
the Admiralty, had been taken as early as July 193S but
proved difficult to implement. A suitable property in the
built-up areas of suburban London ?ms hard to find and

though in September the eventual home of the Command had
been discovered at Northvrood there were disadvantages
connected with it which made the Air Ministry hesitant
about making a final decision,(2) Moreover,
Sir Frederick Bowhill, when consulted about the transfer,
proved reluctant to sacrifice the obvious peacetime advan
tages of remaining at Lee-on-Solent whei^e he was in such
close contact Virith the staffs of the C,-in-C. Home Fleet

.(3) However, the understandrand the C,-in-C, Portsmouth

A.M.

S.39593
Minutes 52
and 54

ing T\rith the Admiralty that Coastal Command II, >. would move
to N.9'. London was reaffirmed in November and it was

confirmed by the Air Ministry in December 1932 that the
wartime need T/ould talce precedence over peacetime

Treasury approval was given for the acqui-convenience,A.M.

sition of Eastbuiy Park Hotel on 11 March 1939 a^^d plans
were made for the move of the headquarters in April.

S.42120
end. 11

The delays experienced in the formation of No, 15
&roup Headquarters at Plymouth proved, nevertheless, deci

sive against the transference. Until No, 15 droup was in

existence, considerations of operational control of the

southwest squadrons made it imperative to retain the
Command headquarters on the south coast. The negotiations
with the bar Office over the transfer of a suitable site at

Mount Wise, Plymouth for the erection of permanent head-

qucrters for No. 15 G-roup v/ere protracted and it was not
till 6 June that the staff moved in. The G-roup Headquarters
started to function on the follodng day and a v;eek later

took over control.(4) The way was nov/ open for the move
of the Command Headquarters from Lee-on-Solent to Eastbury
Park, Northv/ood v/hich ¥/as effected on 7 August 1939 and
?;here it has remained ever since.

(1) On the outbreak of war a fresh table of lettered

co-ordinates was to be promulgated for use and
chaiged periodioall3^ by the Admiralty for security
reasons. Coastal Command adhered to this method of

reporting positions throughout the Second ',7orld iTar.
The property ¥vas the Sastburj^ Park Hotel just outside
Northwood - Middlesex, It had recently been rather
notorious as the '’Chateau de Madidd". One of its

disadvantages ¥vas held to be its distance from any
airfield.

Sir Frederick vms also not aiaxious to resme the

comparative isolation felt by the Coastal Area head-
quancers in former years v/hen it had been established
in Tavistock Place.

The first A.O.C, was Air Commodore k. G-. Pariy, D.S.O.
A.M,3,ii.6652 end, 34A.Ref:

(2)

(3)

(4)
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CH/lPTER XII

THE LAST EI?I HOHTIiS OE PEACE

(1) Development of detail in the A.C.H.Q-, control

One of the modifications arising out of recent exper
ience concerned the extent of the areas controlled ty the
respective Area Combined Headquarters, At an inter-service
conference held on 5 December 1938 a plan was proposed by the
C,-in-C» Home fleet for unifying the control of the whole

North Sea Reconnaissance under a single Headquarters at

Rosyth. Although this had the advantage of making unneces
sary a Headquarters at Chatham, v/hich was considered highly
vulnerable to enemjr air attack, it would alter the vifhole of
Coastal Command's plans for operational control and would

also mean the assumption of responsibility by the Rosyth Naval
Command for the protection of shipping in the North Sea,

Channel,(1} ThisStraits of Dover* and the eastern half of the

A.M.

S,39593
end, iy.\.

rather sweeping proposal was considered to need further
Departmental investigation. However, the conference was

able to agree on a number of details concerning the composi
tion and communications of the Area Combined Headquarters:-

(1) It Tiras agreed in principle that the Navy and Air
force should be represented by officer and opera
tional staffs with full executive authority whereas
the Army was only to be represented by Liaison
Officers from Army Commands or Areas,

Pitreavie Castle was agreed as the site for the
permanent A.C.H.Q. at Rosyth. A temporary site
was approved at Chatham and the conference ruled
that negotiations must be expedited for the purchase
of land and erection of a permanent Headquarters at
Pljraouth,

Communications v/ere required from A.C.H.Q* s to
adjacent Area Headquarters, to the Admiralty, to
Coastal Command H.Q., to local Army Commands, to
independent fortresses (such as Portsmouth), and to
Defended Ports as well as to their own internal Air

Units,

(2)

(3)

(0 finally it was ruled that the above arrangements
should be completed to enable the scheme to fimotion,
on at least a temporary basis, by 1 April 1939,

The suggested abolition of the Chatham A.C.H.Q, vras rejected
on 5 January 1939 on the ground that only tv/o headquarters
would be insufficient to control the reconnaissance and trade

protection operations for the whole of the British Isles,
The local Naval Commands were again revised by the Admiralty,
the main changes being the re-institution of the Portsmouth
Command and the formation of a new Command taking in the

Orkneys and Shetlands,

The net result of these discussions and decisions v/as

that, by 25 January, the limits of the Air G-roup areas were

A.M.

S.A5085
end, 54A

(l) A reoent plan for the unification of operational control
over the v/esteni shipping had resulted in the absorption
of the Portsmouth Naval Command into that of Plymouth,
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redrawn to correspond as closely as possible with the new Naval
Commands. No, 15 &roup boundary now ran i^rom the meridian of

5° Y/est in the English Channel, westabout to the Southernmost
point of the Mull of Kintyre, thence along a line draym north
westwards to position 5700N x 10CX1T and then due ?rest along the
parallel of 57°N, No. 18 &roup boundary started in the west
from the northern limits of No. 15 G-roup, and extended north-

about, taking in the Orlmeys and Shetlands, to a line drawn
across the North Sea from Elamborough Head to the Horn Reefs

light vessel. No. 16 G-roup area was the whole of the North
Sea south of this line and the English Channel as far vrest as

the meridian of 3°\1, (Map No. 2 illustrates these G-roup
boundaries and the local Naval Command limits).

ibid

end, 6kA

No special provision v/as considered necessary for specific
air units to co-operate with the Naval C.-in-C. Portsmouth but

it was decided that, on the outbreak of war, three Air Eoroe
liaison officers should be attached to. his headquarters.
This staff would form the nucleus of a Wing Headquarters if it

proved to be indispensable.

(ii) The final touches given to Coastal Command*  s Yfar Plan

At the end of December 1958 instructions for the employ
ment of Coastal Command aircraft if war should come during
Phase VI of the YTestem Plan (October 1938 to April 1939) were
circulated to all G-roups, the Admiralty and local Naval
C,s-in-C. The following is a description of the air patrols;-

A.H.B.

1115/521/10/11
end. 12fA

(a) North Sea R.econnaissance

The majority of the squadrons were to be concentrated
in the northeast in order to detect G-erman warship commerce

raiders attempting to break out on to the Atlantic trade
routes.

Prom Montrose to the nearest point on the Norv/egi^
coast a continuous blocking patrol was to be floTO during
the hours of daylight in the form of an endless chain.
Aircraft were to take off at intervals of 45 minutes and

follow each other round.

No, 253 G.R, Squadron equipped with Ansons,
the limited range of these aircraft, a gap of 6c miles was
left betvreen the end of the patrol line and the Nonvegian

Until this stretch could be covered by the re-

This patrol was entrusted to
Owing to

coast,

equipment of the Squadron to longer ranged aircraft the

gap was to be filled by reconnaissance submarines, r:_
the purpose of this patrol, visibility was assessed at
10 miles and deficiencies due to reduced visibility vrere

accepted owing to the second chance of sighting v/hen the
aircraft were on the return track.

For

ibid

To provide against the possibility of an escaping
raider passing undetected through the area of the continu
ous patrol during darkness, tvro series cf parallel track
searches were planned to the north and south of it. To
cover the area to the north as far as a line drarm from

the Shetlands to Stadtlandet in Norway, a daily series of
dawn searches was to be carried out by Nos, 201, 209,and
228 flying boat squadrons stationed at Invergordon.(l)

(1) These squadrons were also to co-operate as required
with the Northern Blockade Patrol of surface vessels

engaged on contraband control.
SECRET(91320)22,4
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The tracks of these aircraft were to be 20 miles apart.
The area south of the continuous line patrol dovm to the

latitude of Thomaby was to be searched every evening at

dusk by Anson aircraft from No, 22X[. Squadron at Leuohars
and No, 269 Squadron at Thomaby, Again a gap was left,
owing to the short range of the Ansons, between the ends

of these patrols and the coast of Denmark, Over this
gap parallel track searches from north to south T/ere to

be flown by flying boats from No, 210 Squadron operating
from V/oodliaven, On these southern patrols the Ansons
tracks T/ere to be 15 and those of the flying boats 20

miles apart.

This system of patrols had been based on the calcu
lation that a Oerman raider which entered the area of the

southern patrols after dusk would not be able, during the

hours of darkness, to steam sufficiently far to the north
to evade the northern parallel track dawn searches on the

follovd-ng day,(l) Darloiess, hovirever, was not the only
difficulty in maintaining effective air reconnaissance 

-

there was also the pmblem of bad weather. For the
occasion when it was not possible to operate these routine

patrols and searches, a system of alternative patrols was
devised. As soon as the weather permitted, the flying
boats vi/hich v;ere normally used on the North Sea searches

were to carry ^ parallel track search extending .
roughly 21+0 miles northwest from a datum line dra^m
between the Orkneys and South Uist in the Hebrides,
would give a chance of sighting enemy vessels which
had slipped out of the North Sea during a period of bad
weather,

(b) Anti-submarine Co-operatiqn

Aircraft were required, in the period before the
introduction of convoy, to co-operate with naval anti
submarine units in five of the nineteen areas which had

been specified by the Admiralty,(^) Aircraft from
No, 224 (Anson) Sqdn, were to be responsible for the
Forth area. No, 220 (Anson) Sqdn, for the whole of the
Thames estuary, No, 217 (Anson) Sqdn, for the Start and
Bristol Channel areas, and No, 204 (flying boats) for the
Lizard area. One other area, aroimd the Orlcneys, was to

be covered by Fleet Air Arm aircraft,

(c) Convoy escorts

If the convoy system was introduced, in response to
the development of unrestricted submarine T/arfare, air

craft vrould be required to escort each convoy during
daylight hours. Aircraft for this duty were to be
irovided by Ansons from No, 224 (at Leuchars), No, 269
at Thomaby), No, 220 (at Bircham Newton), No,
at Thomey Island) and flying boats of No, 204 Sqdn,
at Mount Batten), The tviro Auxiliary Air Force Squadrons,

This

ibid

ibid

ibid

(1) As the hours of darloiess were longer in winter than
in summer the eqctent of the area covered by these
searches was to be increased during the v^inter '
months.

At this date, it was not anticipated that
co-operation with all the nineteen hunting groups
would be possible until the Command had attained its
full expansion tinder Scheme L,

SECEET
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Nos, 500 and 502, which had recently been transferred
(in November) to the Command were also to be employed on
convoy escort v/ork in the vicinity of their viar stations
but were only to be used for anti-submarine co-operation
after being re-equipped and properly trained,

(d) Co-operation with the Dover Barrage minelayers

It had recently been requested by the Admiralty that
air cover against surprise enemy attacks should be provided
for the minelayers who would be detailed on the outbreak
of war to lay the Dover Mine Barrage, One aircraft daily

to be provided for this task from No, 500 (Auxiliary)was

ibid

Sqdn, at Detling,

(e) An Air Striking force (1)

The only squadron available for this duty was No, 42
Vildebeest torpedo-bomber squadron stationed at Thomaby,
The other torpedo bomber squadron (No, 22) was cariying
out intensive flying trials with the new Beaufort torpedo-
bomber before they were put into service and the squadron
was held in reserve at Thomey lisland.

At the end of Phase VI the above instructions were re

issued with minor modifications on March 1939 and came into

force for Phase VII (April to September 1939)* On 30 June the
Command Headquarters issued the final version of its war plans,
covering the latter half of Phase VII from 1 July to
30 September 1939, In this document was re-affirmed the Role
of Coastal Command as follows;-

To assist the Home Eleet in the detection and preven

tion of enemy vessels escaping from the North Sea to
the Atlantic,

1,

The provision of air patrols in co-operation with
the anti-submarine surface craft.

2,

A.H.B,

IIK/5^/2/14 or

Air escort to convoys within range.

Air searches, when required, over home viraters.

The provision of an air striking force for duty mainly
on the East Coast,

3.

4.

There followed the statement that the A.O.C.-in-C, Coastal

Command might order re-adjustment of the forces at his disposal
to meet circumstances which required concentration of effort

on any one or more of these functions. For this reason the

plan outlined must be considered as flexible and subject to

amendment to meet existing conditions.

Substantially the arrangements for the various types of

naval co-operation as already mentioned remained unchanged.
Some of the modifications may, however, be given. For example.

(1) The virtual absence of any strike force caused some con
sideration to be given to the provision of one from Bomber

Command resources but as explained in Section (vi) the
proposed action never materialised,
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the North Sea tracks to the north and south of the continu

ous line patrol were lettered for ease of reference; the

alternative patrols to be flown by flying boats in the case

of bad weather in the North Sea were changed to a divergent
sweep and parallel track searches extending northvfestward from

the Orkneys and Shetlands resrpectively; in the case of convoy
being instituted the existing strength of the squadrons
detailed for air escort limited such escort to one aircraft

during the hours of daylight for homeward bound convoys only;
and finally some of the squadron war dispositions were
changed. No, 210 Sunderland Sqdn. was moved from Woodhaven
to Pembroke Dock so as to assist No, 20I|- Sqdn, in the exten

sive and very important Southwest Approach for shipping and

No, 228 Sunderland Sqdn, had just been detached to the
Mediterranean as a reinforcement to that area following a

Chiefs of Staff requirement. So that not only had the rortV
south searches off the coast of Denmark to be cancelled but

there was a weakening in the northern part of the North Sea

reconnaissance. This vi&s partially compensated by station

ing No, 201 Sqdn, in the Shetlands based on S,S,_ fenela as

depot ship. Certain other minor moves were planned and

Map No, 3 shov/s the war stations of all squadrons and the
extent of the air patrols,

(iii) Re-equipment of Coastal Squadrons in 1938/3939

ibid

See Map 3

ibid

At tne time of the Mxmich crisis all seven of the

regular &,R. land-plane squadrons had been equipped with
Ansons,

but had a limited range and a very small bomb load
as early as November 1937 the Air Council had agreed that the

replacement of this type ¥/as a matter of urgency and the C,A.S.

This aircraft had fairly good navigational qualities
,(l) Even

100th Expansion
Progress Meeting had given it as his opinion that it was useless except as a
30.11.37 trainer. The Air Staff requirement for an improved t3q>e was

that it should be capable of being used as a bomber or

alternatively be able to carry a torpedo, that it should have

good navigational qualities and good armament but not neces

sarily a very high speed or general performance. To meet

these requirements the Air Ministry had planned the production
of two new types — the Beaufort and the Botha, The proto
types of these aircraft were, however, not expected to be

available before August or September of 1938*
therefore, been necessary to provide a stop...gap G-.R, type to
replace the Anson, This v/as to be the Bolingbroke but as
this aircraft was found to have certain navigational defects

I06th Expansion and as its manufacture v/ould have delayed that of the Beaufort,
Progress meeting the Air Council decided in December 1937 that it should be

eliminated from the production programme.

It had.

21.12.37

Since no other stop-gap G,R. type could be found in the

British market, the Air Staff investigated the possibility of
purchasing a certain number of aircraft from the United States,

After tho G-erman occupation of Austria in March 1938,_^a
confidential cable was sent to the British Air Attache in

"ifYashington asking whether, in his opinion, there were any
American types of sei'vice aircraft which v/ere likely to be of

(l) The performance figures for the Anson in 1959 were as
follows:-

Effective radius of action - 256 n.miles. Cruising

speed at 2,000 feet 11A knots. Endurance - A2 hours.
Bombload - 2 x 100 lb, bombs.
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use to use and, if so, vfhat were the prospects of reasonably
early deliveries. Croup Captain Pirie, in his reply,
drew p,ttention-to' a-military aircra;Pt la-ios/n-as the D.B-,18
(a converted Douglas civil-air liner) which had the

118th Expansion required &.R. characteristics.
Progress Meeting become intci-ested in the military version of the Lockheed B,14
22,3,38 whose estimated perfonnanoe appeared somewhat superior to the

D.B.18, Y/hen consulted on this alternative possibility, the

Air Attache suggested that an official mission should be sent
to the United States to report on the Lockheed, as there were

conflicting reports on its flying characteristics and its
armament was said to be indifferent. Accordingly  a technical

mission led by Air Commodore Y/eir and consisting of
Messrs, Self, Brand and Engelbaoh, with Air Commodore
A, T, Harris as adviser, was sent to investigate.

Meanwhile the C.A.S, had

After visiting the Lockheed Company's plant at Burbank in

California the mission reported favourably on the B.’Ui- and an

order for 200 ?;as placed, the contract being signed in June,
In October a further 50 v/ere ordered. The first batch to be

128th Expansion delivered in this country arrived in Pebruary 1939 and on
Progress Meeting 25 May the aircraft ;ms officially registered as the Hudson I,
28.6.38 Ihe great advantage of the Hudson vms that its effective radius

of action was nearly double that of the Anson and its bomb

carrying capacity five times as great. It also had increased

speed and endurance,(1)

The original decision taken in regard to the re-equipment
of the regiflar &.R. squadrons was that six should be jre-armed
with Hudsons on the Scheme L establishment of 21 I.E, and 7 I.R.

This meant that of the 200 aircraft on order, 32 woiold be set

aside for peace wastage, the war wastage being provided by roll
ing up sqimdrons when Beaufort and Botha aircraft became
available in sufficient numbers,

was to be the first to re-arm with Beauforts,
The remaining G.R, squadron

A.M.

S,2f6l52^ Part I
end, 1A

Tne priority for re-equipment was determined by the
A,0.C,-in-C, and Air Ministry at the height of the Munich

crisis. Nos, 221j., 233, an<i 269 Sqdns,, who were responsible
for carrying out the most vital of the North Sea reconnaissance
patrx)ls, were to be re-equipped first. Nos, 206 and 220 Sqdns,
were to follow, as they also would be required to vrork over

the North Sea in the ultimate plan. The last squadron to

be re-equipped was to be No, 217 which had been assigned to

convoy escort duties in the Western Channel, The Anson air

craft released in this v/ay were to be used to re-arm the four

Auxiliary Air Force Squadrons (No, 500, 502, 608 and 612),

At the end of February 1939 the above policy was reviewed
and the following changes were made in Marcl^April:-

1, Five (instead of six) of the regular &.R, squadrons
were to 1 e re-armed on Hudsons on the basis of 18 I.E.

plus 6 I.R, As 250 Hudsons were now on order, this
change allowed the squadrons their f"ill reserves and
provided for wastage.

ibid

ends, 5A. and
9A

(1) The performance figures for the Hudson I were as follows:-
Effective radius of action - A95 n,miles. Cruising speed
at 2,000 feet - I65 knots. Endurance - 6 hours.
Bombload - 10 x 100 lb, or k x 250 lb, bombs.
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The tfro torpedo-homber squadi'ons (Vildebeest IV)
T/ere to receive the first Bothas on an establishment

of 14 ijIus 5»

2.

s  • ■

3. The two remaining &.R, squadrons v/ere to be re
armed on Bothas immediately after the torpedo-bomber
squadrons.

ibid

ends, 12A
and 16A

The ultimate intention was to re-equip all regular squadrons
of Coastal Command with Botha aircraft, of which it-86 v/ere on
order,

delivered in September 1939.
The first of these aircraft v/ere expected to be

Very little of this programme had, however, been carried
out by the time war broke out. Only one of the three regular
&.R. Anson Squadrons v^hioh were supposed to complete their re

armament to Hudsons b3'' the end of August had actually done so.

This was No, 221;- Sqdn,(l) Of the four Auxiliary Air Eorce
squadrons, three had only completely re-equipped to Ansons in

July 1939 and the only mobilisable torpedo-bomber squadron
(No, 42) was still equipped with the semi-obsolete
Vildebeest IV aircraft,?2)

The position of the flying boat squadrons at the end of

August 1939 was even vrorse than that of the landplsjie units.
At home there vfere only two squadrons (Nos, 210 and 204)
equipped with a modem type in the shape of Sunderland I,s
and of these No, 204 had only completed its re-equipment
in July,(3) The most serious aspect of the situation was the
failure of the nev; Lervdck flying boat virith which Nos. 201,
209 and 2i[.0 Sqdns, were due to re-equip, A set-back in the

production of the Lerwick had been experienced the effect of
T/hich was that the first boats of this twin-engined type virhioh
should have been delivered in December 1938 ̂ ii i^ot become

available till six months later. Early in August the
Lerv/ick wa.s found to be a complete failure and it became

obvious that orders for this flying boat would have to be

cancelled. This action was taken shortly after the war broke

out and the result was that three of the five flying boat

squadrons in the Command were likely to remain for some time

equipped with the semi-obsolete Londons and Stranraers of low

performance, A further difficulty, v/hich was to cause the

A,0.C,-in-C. considerable anxiety, vms that the number of the

these older tjqpes vras limited and that they were fitted vfith

the Pegasus X engines of which there vras still a shortage.
Maintenance problems v/ere therefore bound to be acute and

this raised the question of how long these three squadrons
would remain capable of fulfilling the operational tasks

allotted to them. Ultimately, in 1940, it became necessary
once again to have recourse to American construction and

30 Catalina flying boats were ordered from the United States.

The final blov? to these re-equipment plans also came in 1940
vdien tii3 Botha proved useless on account of its inability to

fly on one engine under operational conditions.

A.M,

S.41558 Part I
end, 35^-

179th Expansion
Progress Meeting
4.0 .39 .

A.M,

3,41558 Part I
end, 112A

See E.,A.E, in

Maritime V/ar

Vol, II Chap.II
(vi)

0) No, 233 Sqdn, ?;as not completely operational on Hudsons
until 2 October and No, 220 Sqdn, not till 8 November 1939.
The performance figure for the Vildebeest I\'’ were as
folloYJs:- Effective radius of action - I85 n.miles,

Ciniising speed - 82 knots. Endurance - i:-,3 hours.
Bomb load - one 18 inch torpedo or 8 x 100 Ih, bomb.
No, 228 Sqdn, vfhich had re-armed to Sunderlands in
March 1939, had been detached in Juno to Malta under the
Mediterranean Air Command,
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(iv) Anti-Submarine Policy and Training

(a) *olic;

To carry this subject forward from 193^;- where it T/as left

in Chapter VI (vii) it is only necessary to say that three
years later, in March 1937> the Naval Staff submitted a
memorandum to the Committee of Imperial Defence on defence

against submarine attack in v/hich the major panb was once more

given to the ASDIC equipped surface craft. Aircraft were men
tioned only in general terms as being neoessaiy if the anti
submarine effort was to be developed with the maximum efficiency
which referred to their use in the spotting and reporting
role. In this, it was stated, they had a very great potential
value if their personnel were fully trained and conversant with

the various aspects of A/S warfare but this, value would be
largely discounted unless in peacetime a nucleous was built up
of trained personnel in suitable aircraft, and in this respect
there was much to be done before a desirable state of affanrs

The duties were still held to be the mainten-was achieved,

C.I.D,

1318.B

A.PI.B.

IIK/5V3/269A
enol.lB ance of inner and outer patrols around the Battle Fleet or the

merchant convoy so as to give warning to the surface escort
who would take the necessary attack action. Later in the year
this passive role was upheld in Joint Staff Paper (C,0,S,61|D)
on the Pi'oteotion of Seaborne Trade v/hich was approved by the

Committee of Imperial Defence on 26 November 1937«

C.I.D.

1568 B

In June 1933 the Naval Staff produced a memorandum on the

function and duties of Anti*^5ubmarine Striking Forces, Most

of this was devoted to the tactics of location and subsequent
hunt of the submarine by ASDIC fitted surfaces, A.iroraft
were only mentioned as being required to provide look-out
patrols to ensure detection of submarines at from six to ten

miles from the surface group of A/S vessels. Regarding the
possibilities of aircraft attack, it was said, the chances of
sighting a submarine at periscope depth in waters around tiie

British Isles were very small but under favourable weather
conditions an aircre.ft had a considerable chance of bringing
off an effective bombing attack on a surfaced subma,rine,
this respect the tjqje of aircraft of most use v/ould be of small
or medium size. Large flying boats, due to their imlrandiness,
were less suitable either for location or attack and, on account

of their size, would often be sighted by the submarine in time
to submerge unseen. Diagrams were given which shov/ed various

forms of air patrols considered desirable iThen co-operating with

a surface hunting group.

This memorandum was sent to the Air,Ministry'’ on 27 July
and by them to Coastal Command on 5 A-ugust 1938, In view of
the fact that No, 217 Anson Sqdn, had been allocated since the

previous Januaiy to work with the A/S School at Portland on
this subject, the Command sent the memorandum to No, 16 G-roup
saying that comments by the C,0, of the squa.dron vrere required.
On 16 December 1938 the C.O. reported that in many v/ays the
exercises carried out in collaboration with the Commanding

Officer of the A/S School had not been on the lines laid down
in the Memorandum, Furthermore, the eirperienoe gained in
these exercises was at variance with certain of the assumptions
made in it. He listed the points of difference and ended with
the observation that the Memorandum uinderestimated the power of
a fast aircraft to itself oariy out an effective attack on a

submarine sighted on the surface or in the act of diving.

In

A.H.B.

IIIC/5V5/269A
ends, 22A, B
and C

ibid

ends, 2i{A, 29A
31A and 33A-
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As an accompaniment to their memorandum on Anti
submarine Striking Eorces, the Admiralty issued a letter on

25 Eebruaiy 1939 restating the principles of imti-Submarine
Patrol which governed the use of aircraft in connection ?;ith

the defence of a fleet or convoy* This follov/ed the same

lines as heretofore of Inner and Outer air escort patrols
vri-th the emphasis on the reporting of submarines sighted as
opposed to action in attack. It v/as considered that the

Outer Patrol was generally likely to be the more valuable.
The most efficient method vras held to be a cross-sector patrol
across the mean line of advance of the Fleet at visibility
distance from the advanced surface units* In the case of a

merchant convoy the patrol should be at two hours steaming
distance aliead. of the convoy and periodically the aircraft

should return to sight the convoy. An occasional seai-ch to

the rear of a slow-moving convoy should he carried out,
especially at dusk and dav.n, to frustrate a shadoT/ing submarine
or one who was trying to get ahead on the surface in readiness

for a submerged attack* If Inner Patrols v;ere used, they
should be betT/een three and four miles ahead of the Fleet or

convoy.

ibid

End, 4OB

This letter was circulated by Headqmrters Coastal Command
to all Eroups as indicating the accepted escort docti’ine and

It can beremained in force 'well into the Second b'orld Ear,

ibid

end, 42A.

seen therefore that the tactical use of aircraft in an anti

submarine role whether employed as escort to a fleet or convoy or

in independent operations v/as envisaged, in the Admiralty view,
almost entirely as reconnaissance,
taught and tried out in the occa,sional Fleet Exercises over

the past nine years and, up to the end of 1937, in 'tke co

operation exercises Virith the A/S School at Portland,

Such tactics had been

(b) The development of methods of actual air attack

In December 1937 it had been decided at H,Q, Coastal
Command to allocate a squadron for permanent co-operation with

the a/s School at Portland, not only for continuity of

experience but to train pilots for other E,E., squadrons in

this type of duty. No. 217 j?mson Sqdn, at Earmvrell v;as

selected. By the end of 1938 there was a grov/ing interest at

Coastal Command headquarters.in the possibilities- of successful
This derived mainly

of the

It via.3 followed up enthusiastically by the
early in 1939.

independent air attack on submarines,
from the report^ already alluded to, b3^ the C.O.
S quadron.
A. 0. C. —in—C• >

A.H.B.

IIK/5V'3/1 66b
ends, 1C and

2B

There was, however, little positive information regarding
There had been athe effects of bombs against submarines,

series of aotua,! bomb dropping trials carried out in 1920 and
1921 against ex-&erman submarines but the resdts were of
little value now as the 1939 German U-boat vras of far stouter

No further tests of any useful kind had beenconstruction,

undertaken until 1938 when trials had taken place under the

auspices of H.M.S, Vernon, the Naval Torpedo and Mining
These v/ere against a full

scale target section of a modem British submarine,
ojxplosive charges of various weights v/ere fired electrically
at approximately the same depth as the target section and at

varying horizontal distances from it.

Establishment at.Tortsmouth*

■P

Early in February 1939, Coastal Command enquired of
H.M.S. Vernon as to the probable effect of modem bombs on
modem submarines and giving sizes available to the Command

A.H.B.
lW5ii/3/232A
end, 19A
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and 500 lb. in vThich the explosive was
The Vernon

as 1CXD lb., 250 lb
roughly half the actual v/eiglit of the bomb,
replied giving tabulated information but this referred almost
exclusively to the naval depth charge carr^-ing 3OO lbs. of
explosive. Accordingly the A.O.C.-in-C. wrote to the Air
Ministry on 23 February suggesting that, as the question of

jft/S bomb equipment was urgent, the Vernon might be asked to
undertake trials v;ith the e:d.sting type of bombs. Although
some months later these were approved in principle, it vras
stated that it would be a considerable time before they could

take place. They never did.

•»

ibid

end, 2QA

ibid

ends, ISA. and
2iA

Methods of attack nav! for the first time received serious

attention. It v;as considered that a beam approach v;as best

and for a stick of bombs spaced at 20 to 25 feet to be

released from 5OO feet altitude. Unfortunately there was no

mechanical bomb distributor available and in March '1939 the

Groups were aslced to investigate the possibility of releasing
sticks by hand. In the absence of practical trials, further

enquiry on the capabilities of bombs produced theoretical data
suggesting that a 500 lb, bomb must explode within 20 feet of
a submarine to ensure destruction, and within 10 feet for a

250 lb, bomb. No distance was given for a 100 lb, bomb(l) but
a direct hit with this or any of greater size was categorically
stated to be lethal to any submarine. From this it was
reasoned that once the submarine was well under the chances of

a lethal attack by delayed fuze setting not verj*- good azad
therefore all attacks should be made v/ith the ohjeot of

obtaining a direct hit. Because a submarine was a small and

fleeting target an aircraft could e2q>eot to deliver only one
attack so that sufficient bombs must be I’eleased to give the

'  . It followed that the 100 lb,

more could be carried) should be the standard
greatest possibility of a hit,
bomb (of Tirhich

ibid

end, 23A

ibid

end, 35A

anti-submarine weapon,(2)

■ An official "Notes on Anti-Submarine Bombing" embodying
these conditions v;as issued to all units in the Command on

1 July 1939 and the relevant sections in C.D.IlS v/eie amended
at the end of the month. The Command thus Trent into the

Second Uorld h'ar after less than eight months consideration of

this important subject and tied to stick bombing v/ith no

mechanical distributor using in preference a light vreight
untested bomb with an tinreliable fuze (see Appendix VIIl),
Moreover, in the short time available little or no practice
in the attack method had been given to,any of the squadrons.
Small vrender was it that the first U-boat kill by the Comiaand

did not occur until 1941 and then not ;vith a 100 lb, bomb,

(v) Air action against merchant shipping

The question of air action against merchant shipping had

been argued over and debated for many years. The subject
appears bo have first arisen at the time of the 1922 V/ashington

ibid

end, 43B

See E..A.F, in
Maritime ¥ar

Vol.II Chap,II
(vii)

(1) Later, on 28 July 1939, theoretical calculation gave this
distance as 2 feet for a 100 lb, bomb, 6 feet for a
250 lb

earlier the proper practical trials did not eventuate.
Ref:

An exception T^as made for the flying boats,, who only had a

fixed number of bomb hooks and could therefore cany no ,
more 100 lb, than 250 lb, bombs in the total load.

and 11 feet for a 500 lb, ii/S bomb. As mention
•»

ibid end. 63A,

ed

(2)
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Naval Treaty v;hen the delegation from the Air Ministry pro
posed that aircraft should he accorded the same rights of

visit, search and capture of meroha,ntmen as surface crs.ft»
The Admiralty opposed this view and urged tha,t aircraft should

he prohibited from all forms of attack on merchant shipping.
Not feeling very strongly on the point at that time the Air

Ministry agreed to this recommendation and it was endorsed hy
the C.I.D. Suh-Comraittee in Paper No, 359-B,
immediately afterv^ards the Naval Staff reversed their opinion
and pressed for the adoption of freedom of air action subject
to conformation to the laws of var as for submarines. As

this was the tme of preliminary meetings at the Hague to codify
the Rules of Air 'warrare, our delegates were instructed along
the lines of the Naval Staffs proposal. On 22 Januaay 1923
the Admiralty again changed their minds and requested the

Foreign Office to re-instruct the delegates at the Hague that
air operations against merchant vessels at sea should be

prohibited. Yet again, on 5 February 1923, the Aamiralty
reversed their vie¥^s and cancelled their previous letter to the

Foreign Office,
Imperial Defence, the Prime Minister ruled that the original
instructions to our delegates at the Hague should stand.

During 1923 the Commission of Jurists drew up the Draft
of the Hague Rules of Air Warfare but after long discussion
came to no agreement on the specific question of air action

against merchant vessels* Accordingly the Air Staff in con~
junction with the Naval Staff considered what instructions were

to be given to Air Commandeis in regard to operations against
Before any joint policy had been agreed,

another Sub-Committee of the C.I.D. was set up in March 1924

to examine the reports of the Hague Commission of Jurists,
On the question of merchant ships, the Sub-Committee recommended
that at any future international conference the Government
should press for recognition of the right of visit and search
by aircraft which should conform in all respects to the rules
binding surface craft but that aircraft should not be allowed
to divert or attack merchant vessels. They added that as

these rules would be broken by an unscrupulous enemy vre must

not neglect to protect our own shipping against the threat
The recommendation was approved by the

Committee of Imperial Defence at their I83rd Meeting,
for the moment the question was left unanswered in any detail
and with only a nebulous policy.

Almost

After discussion in the Committee of

seaborne commerce.

of air attack.
There

C.I.D.

352-B

Page 4

ibid

Page 1

C.I.D.

391-B

C.I.D.

397-B

C.I.D,

418-B
pp.47 and kB

InIt was not until 193'! that the subject re-appeared,
October of that year the Admiralty raised the question in con
nection To-th the forthcoming Disarmament Conference and

recommended that aii'craft should be allowed to visit, search,
divert or attack merchant vessels but subject to the rules

governing submarines as agreed in the 1930 London NavaJ. Treaty,
The Chief of the Air Staff v;as not in favour of negotiated

There were, he said, broadly twointernational undertakings,

C.0.S.282

possible policies.-

(a) To sink at sight regardless of the fate of crews or

passengers,

(b) Diversion, under which ships oovild be ordered into
port.

Probably it might be possible to
but what was to happen in case (b) if shipping refused to stop

obtain agreement against (a)
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or refused to go tov;a.rds the designated port? Ho^v co\£Ld a

pilot he instructed on a course of action against single ships
or against convoys and still satisfy the rules governing sur
face craft or submarines? He said that historically a nation

vdiich hoped to secure victors'- by effective action against sea
borne trade coifLd alwas?-s find some pretext for ruthless action«

He suggested therefore that if rules werg to be discussed, the

only ones likely to affoi’d general security were those which

prohibited all forms of air attack on merchant ships at sea.
But he considex’ed it v/ould be impossible to obtain international

agreement to these and he doubted if much reliance could ever
be placed on v/ritten undertakings of the kind proposed.

A.H.B.

IIA/V3A
Enol. 112

However, mindfiiL of the unique position of this country
completely dependent on seaborne supplies and trade, the
Government did their utmost in the subsequent Disarmament
Conferences to outlaw all forms of air attack on mei’chant

This and other measures toships, but without success,
regularise air warfare came to naught a few years later vdien

the Conferences finally broke down in face of the undisguised
opposition shown by Germany and Japan,

Later still, during April 1959, our general policy in

respect of air bombardment was agreed with Erance in a series
of Staff Conversations in London, In accordance v/ith this

policy, which was that of only attacking purely military'- objec
tives, both the Admiralty and Air Ministry issued instructions
at the end of August 1939 concerning the action which could

legitimately be taken in war against enemy shipping at sea.

The instructions to aircraft clearly stated that the only
forms of shipping at sea Virhioh could bo attacked from the air

without ViTaming virere enemy warships, troopships and auxiliaries

in direct attendance on the enemy fleet, provided that these

targets had been, previously identified beyond doubt. The only
action v/hioh was to be taken against merchant vessels vms that

the aircraft should, if possible, identify them, shadow them
and report their movements to our naval units or to a shore

base. Even if merchant vessels should open -fire with defen

sive armament, aircro.ft ^vere ordered to refrain from
retaliation. As the subject of commerce raiders ¥;as uppermost
in everyone's mind, there followed a most complicated procedure
to be followed by aircraft dealing with a suspected disguised
merchant raider in which only a minimum of force was to be

employed after ample T/aming signals had all been disregarded
by the suspect.

C.O.S. 915
Annex I

C.O.S. 961

A.M,

Signal X,476
27.8,39

See R.A.F, in
Ma-'itime Tfar

Vol, II Chap,I
(

Coastal Command thus entered the Second Y/orld '.Tar prohibited
from attacking enemy merchant vessels and hamstrung in any
attempts to stop disguised armed merchant ship raiders,

(vi) Bomber Command's role in Maritime War

(a) The wribe-dqvm in their major role

we have seen in Chapter XI (ii) that by October 1937 a
nominal list of objectives had been dr'a-,.rn up for the R.A.E,
Bomber force in a war with German^'-, Host of these were to be

carried out as the means of countering the expected German air

offensive against this couirtry. During si’bsequent months a
more detailed consideration of these plans revealed that the

numbers, range and bomb load capacity of the bomber force were

insuf-ficient to hold out any chance of success in prosecutingWA-,1
(attacks on the German Air force) or W.A.lf (attacks on the
German Army), Plans Yi/',A,5, 6 and 3 (attacks on German Industry)

SECRET

iv)

A.M.

S,42728
and

S.42731
end, 35A
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were all long term projects whose effects might not he felt
for months,

German attack,

in the Spring of 193S hy the realisation that the country's
aircraft industry was unequal to the demands being made upon
it and that even the accelerated Expansion Scheme  L vrould
leave +he horaher force at least two years behind the German

potential strike force in 1939 and furthermore that this

inferior force vrould be incapable of a sustained effort by
reason of an insufficient backing.

Bombing therefore vras no answer to any immediate
This unpalatable conclusion was re-eiiPorced

A.M.

S.41432
end, 53A.

The previous concept of the bomber force acting either
as a deterrent or a direct countermeasure to an all-out German

air attack had to be abandoned and the policy adopted that we

must depend on the Fighter force for comtering the enemy air
threat. Fortunately the advances made b3'- this time in R,,D,P.

location and the existence in growing nuiiibers of the fast

eight-gun fighter aircraft with tv\ro**way E/T communication
rendered this complete change of strategy more hopeful of

success than had seemed possible in 1936 when the Bomber
Offensive policy was the chosen ooxxntermeasure.

The Mtmich crisis of September 1938 confirmed this
change of air policy besides further constricting the employ
ment of bombing, for it was concluded that instead of an

immediate German air onslaught on the United Kingdom there

was a probability that the Geman Army and Air Force vrould

first be occupied in Central or even Eastern Europe and for a

time the enemy would be only on the defensive in the Uest,

If so, the "gloves might not be off" for bombing attacks and
it would be foolish with our weaker force to be the first to

take them off. Planned bombing should be severely restricted
to purely military targets with no risk to civilian life and

the bomber force, particularly the trained personnel, must be

conserved against the time the force could be built up with
modem long range heavy aircraft. Meanwhile, although every
effort was to be made to increase the strength of all Commands,
the claims of Fighter Command must have priority ?;here
interests conflicted.

A.M.

Conference

18.10.38

Further consideration of the ¥,A, plans resu3.ted in the

virtual abandonment for the time being of W.A.1, 4, 5> 6, 8
and 13« There was thus no plan which offered a solution to

the problem of how to employ the existing bomber force
effectively in the restricted period. Indeed their limita

tions were in themselves a challenge to a policy of restricted

bombing. Ultimately, hov/ever, another way was found. This

was a plan (U.A.14) for dropping propaganda leaflets from the
air. The course of the development of this plan is fully
described in R.A.F. Bomber Command Volume I; suffice to say
here that it originated in September 1938, received
Ministerial a-pproval in April 1939 and was ready for implemen
tation in May, As is well known the plan was started at the
outset of war and the sorties received the code name of

A.M,

s,46368
ends, 1CA

and 11A

A.M.

s.46650/1

"Nickel raids".

(b) The Ultimate extent of Bomber Command's participtation

Among the few T/.A. plans which could qualify under the

restricted policy were those ¥/ith a maritime objective,
Yir,A,2, 3 and 1-3 were the concern of Coastal Command,
others were, on examination, found difficult to implement,
W.A.IO (attacks on merchant shipping in port, especially the
Baltic) involved civilian targets and in any case the Baltic

The
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was out of ranee for all tut a very few of the newer heavy
•bombersj W.A.7 (attacks on naval bases) was possible only in
the case of Wilhelmshaven but very accurate bombing would be

required to avoid civilian casualties, bomber crews had not
been trained in ship recognition o.nd 1,000 lb« bombs would be
needed of which as yet there v/ere none in ezistencej W.A.9
(attack on the Kiel Canal locks) would also require the

1,000 lb. bomb and the locks were small difficult targets.

At the end of 1938 a modification of ¥,A,7 was adopted
for a bombing attack on the warships lying in Viilhelmshaven
and the offshore Sohillig Roads, A detailed plen was
prepared under the heading of ¥,A,7-^ 8Jad a copy sent to the
C,-in-C. Bomber Command on 27 Januar^r 193$. His reactions
v^ere not favourable and he pointed out that to achieve surprise
at davm would require extreme accuracy of navigation at night
over the sea with no previous landfall. The alternative viras

dayli^it approach which he thought impracticable in face of
the pov/erful defence available to such a major naval base.

However, the project was considered desirable, not so much for
infliotong damage on the v/arships, as to force the Eerman
Fleet to sea where naval forces vrould be in readiness to

engage.

a

A.M.

S.50128
ends, 1A

and 4A.

ibid

ends, 5B, 9A
and 15A-

This aspect was the subject of a conference on
30 March 1939 between the C,-in-C, Bomber Command and the
C,-in-C, Home Fleet, Both Commanders finally agreed that it

unlikely that the &e3onan Fleet v;odd put out into the open ■
sea as a result of air attack but the C,-in~C, Home Fleet said
he could have naval forces in readiness about 100 miles N,"¥,

of Heligoland, A few days later on 3 April, the C-in-C o

Bomber Command expressed doubts as to whether his aircraft
oodd hit the G-erman v/arships, especiallj^ as the majority'
might be undenmy by the time the airci-aft got over them.

He explained that Bomber Command had little experience of

bombing ships on the move and that only six of the twenty odd
sqviadrons which Virould be used on this project were even then
mdergoing any training in this type of bombing. Nevertheless
these doubts and difficulties v/ere cast aside by the Air Staff

and the plan, thou^ modified, was continued.

On 25 May 1939 sai exercise was carried out to test the

feasibility of the plan. The object was to investigate the

problem of concentrating a large bomber force in quick succes

sion over the target after a long sea flight and without a

prelijninary landfall having been made, and also to indicate to
the Royal Navy the type of attack with vdiich they might be
confronted in war. The Fleet was lying at Portland, Out of

the total of 117 aircraft briefed for the attack, 92 actually
reached the target and "bombed", V/eather conditions on the

route and in some oases at the bases, were unfavourable and

the navigation proved to be difficult. Track keeping was,
however, said to have been good, despite the fact that some
of the bombers made unauthorised depantxires from the track and
in a few oases made landfalls before reaching the target.
This woiild of course have compromised the surprise of the

attack in v/ar. Various tactics were employed. No, 3 G-roup
employed pattern bombing, the plan being for each squadron to

cover 500 yards and the "bombs" were dropped on a signal from

the leader of each formation, which attacked in line astern.

No, 2 &roup was briefed to make individual attacks and each
aircraft was to select a battleship as its target,
G-roup was to attack in formations of squadrons, each squadron

was

No, 5

ibid

end, 19B

ibid

end, 19A
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It v/as estimated that H.H.S.acting independently,
and Bo^al Sovereign received direct hits, and that hits were
also'^ohtaiWdVn the three land targets representing ships in
a dockyard.(l)

On i July 1939 the final plan vras issued as an Air Staff

Appreciation, In it the Air Aim was stated to he to cause

the maximm damage to warships lying in the harbour or roads
of Wilhelmshaven and the Naval Aim v;as to bring to action any

Cezraan ships putting to sea. The maximum bomber force
available would be 10 medium and 11 heavy squadrons. There

followed details of the enemy defences, the ships expected to
be in Wilhelmshaven and the calculated chances of hitting the

targets. As the heaviest weapon ?iras the 500 lb, bomb no

total destruction of any warship was likely but it was felt

that damage might "interfere seriously with the operation of
the German Fleet", The hopes that they wo\ild put to sea

also seemed unlilcely unless the Germans lost their heads as

there were plenty of alternative ports neaiby in the Weser or
the Elbe, On the whole the prospects of the plan achieving
any real success were rather remote, Apanb from this it must
be recognised ihat even if successfilL nothing would have been
achieved towards reducing the scale of German air attack on

Great Britain, The old pi-imary role of Bomber Command had
indeed been abandoned and the force was now to be used as a

weapon of Naval Co-operation,

A.H.B,

IIA/i/7

During 1939 further consideration was given to W.A.9
(the attack on the Kiel Canal) but in July an Air Staff paper

to the conclusion that no attack should be carried outcame

A.H,B.

IIA/M/10
Tontil more powerful weapons were available and nei'cher the

1,000 lb, nor a 2,000 lb, bomb was expected to be in service
before the end of 1939»(2)

At the time vdien the W.A, plans were being drawn up it
realised that Coastal Command vrould be for some oonsidera-T/as . - - .

ble time unable to implement W.A,12 (attacks on the German
Fleet at sea) with their short range Anson and Vildebeest
squadrons. In October 1937 the D.C.A.S, had brought up the
question of training Bomber Command squadrons for this task.
There was an unofficial understanding that twelve squadrons
shoi’ld be ti-ained for the bombing of ships but as such train

ing viTould have to include overseas navigation, ship .

recognition and other maritime subjects it was not to be

expected that many squadrons could absorb this on top of their
normal bomber curriculum, D.C.A.S. preferred not to lay doTm.
any precise number but to leave the choice to the A.O.C.-in-C.
Bomber Command who was better informed on the training

He did, hovrever, recommend that up toresources available,

A.H.B.

iia/iA
end. 61

half of the number should be of the meddm twin-engined type
in vieviT of the small number of heavy bombers then operational.
Nothing can be found in the records as to what action was

taken other than a proposal to give such training as

A report on the exercise ¥/as drawn up by the C,-in-C,
Bomber Comniand dated 21 July 1939 and further use of this

might well have been made had not the war intervened.
Ref: A.M. S,l630, end, IB,

The only bombs available to Bomber Command were the
250 lb. and 500 lb. G.P. and S.A.P. types and of these the

S.A329AS.A.P. bombs were in short supply. Ref: A.M,

(1)

(2)

end, 3B.
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was necessary" to enatle certain squadrons to participate in the

ne^ct series of homhing trials agaiiast the Ceutuiaon*

Much later and arising out of initiative taken ty the
A,0.C.-in-C, Coastal Command in March 1539 it vms suggested
that, failing more systematic training and regular practice.
Coastal Command &.R. aircraft might lead the attacking bombers

might supply &.R. pilots and observei-s in the leading bomber
After con-

or

aircraft for navigation and recognition purposes,

A.H.B.

inv'5V3/l6
ends, 1A to

15A.

siderable discussion the second alternative was accepted and at

conference held on 22 August 1539 it was proposed to exercise

eight selected Bomber Gomiaand squadrons totalling 78 aircraft
with the Home Fleet as a start to more consistent training.

Unfortunately the decision was taken too late and the vmr
broke out before any such exercise or training could take place.

aibid

enols, 22*A

to 32A.

Thus the Air Staff were forced to enter the v;ar with

little intention of doing anything with Bomber Command beyond
dropping leaflets, performing reconnaissance, and possible''
releasing a fev; bombs on ships in harbour or roadsteads#
V/ithin the political limitations of restricted action it vrould
not be worth sending out aircraft to bomb on a large scale and
it was better to av;ait the removal of these restrictions before

thinking of changing the policj^ of conservation,
realised, however, that something more might have to be done,
if only to meet public demands for action. The complete list
of the ¥,A. Plans as at 13 June 1939 is given at Appendix XII.

(vii) The protection of East Coast shipping against air attack

The problem of the protection of East Coast merchant
shipping from enemy air attack had come to the fore as the

result of the publication on 30 January 1939 of the Third

Interim Report of the C.I.D, Sub-Committee on Bombing and A/A
Cimfire FiXperiments.(l) One of the conclusions reached by this
Sub-Committee of Scientists v;as that "the problem of the pro
tection of merchant shipping frt)m air attack is at present
unsolved” .

regards air attack on and anti-aircraft defence of a fleet

and of merchant shipping should be reviewed in all its aspects -

strategical, tactical, and supply - without delay”,
independent and uncompromising view of the seriousness of the

situation was deeply disturbing, especially to the Naval Staff,

It was

The Sub-Committee also urged that "policy as

This

C.O.S.968
and

A.H.B.

IIA3/98A
enols, 2A

and kA

C.O.S. 972
29.8.39

Before the Thii-d Interim Report v/as submitted to the

Committee of Imperial Defence, Admiral Lord Chatfield, vfho was

the Minister for the Co-ordination of Defence, considered it

necessary to hold a special meeting of the Defence Ministers

and their Advisers, At this meeting, v/hich was held on

8 Februaiy, discussion centred on the necessity of reviewing
the arrangements for the diversion of shipping from the East

to the Y/est coast ports, YThen the 349th C.I.D. Meeting con

sidered the findings of the Third Interim Report on 3 Blaroh,
the Minister of Transport, who had emphasised the difficulties
entailed in any large-scale diversion of shipping, was asked
to prepare an early report shov/lng the exbent tor which it would

be practical to exercise such diversion at the outset of war,

A joint Admiralty/Air Ministry memorandum on current plans for
the protection of merchant shipping against air attack v/as
also called for.

A.M.

3,49866
end, 34

(l) See Chapter IX (ix),
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(a) The question of diversion

On the question of diversion, the conclusions reached by
the Ministry of Transport and by the Admiralty/Air Ministry did
not coincide. The Ministry of Transport advised against any
sudden or large-scale diversion of shipping from the East

coast to the West in the early stages of hostilities and was in

favour of a gradual and ad hoc redistribution T^hioh could be

put into force without serious dislocation and adjusted to the

changing needs of the war situation, lie recommended that the

general principle for dealing with overseas imports in time of
Tirar should be to make use to the greatest possible extent of

normal facilities until prevented from doing so by enemy naval
or air action, by congestion at the ports or inland, or by
supply conditions* As an exception to this principle, the

Minister suggested that ocean going ships normally proceeding
to London should on or shortly before the outbreak of

hostilities be either diverted to west coast ports or held in

relatively safe anchorages pending the development of the

situation. These recommendations were approved on April
by the Committee of Imperial Defence v;ho, at the same time,
gave instructions that the preparations for dealing in the

West with shipping diverted in time of war from East Coast

ports should be accelerated,(1)

C.I.D. 3-16^
13.4.39

This policy was, however, altered on 29 June when the
Committee of Imperial Defence had had the opporbunity of dis

cussing the Joint Admiralty/Air Ministry memorandum on the
protection of merchant shipping from air attack,
memorandum emphasised that while undesirable from an economic

point of view, the diversion of shipping to areas v/est of the
general sj^stem of air defence vrould provide a very y/elcorae

measure of securit;^'. The Secretary of State for Air
(sir Kingsley Y/ood) also pointed out that in all probability
the North Sea and English Channel v/ould constitute the main
battle zone in the next viar so far as the air forces were

concerned and that, no.matter to what extent aircraft ranges
and speeds might increase, the degree of protection we should
be able to afford to ports in the west of England v/ould always
be greater than in the East,
previous policy should, therefore, be modified to the extent
that diversion should initially be extended, not only to ocean

shipping bound for London but also to all ocean shipping pro
ceeding to east coast por~bs generally,

(b) The Trade, JEiptsotioJ^ fighter squadrons

This

The C.I.D. concluded that the
363rd C,I,D
Meeting

Another measure which was recommended in the Joint

Memorandum was that fighter aircraft shoxold be specially ea^
marked for shipping protection duties on the East Coast,
memorandum drev7 attention to the fact that aircraft carrying

out anti-submarine patrols or escorting convoys would have no

value ageinst enemy air attack since they would operate
several miles ahead of the convoys and their crev/s would need

to concentrate on searching for submarines,
ordinary defensive facilities afforded by Eighter Command
suffice since the noniial interception area could at best, and
then only along certain stretches, be exi:ended about five

miles out to sea, ov/ing to the necessity of remaining in I5/T
These limitations

The

Nor would the

touch T/ith Croup or Sector headquarters.

C,I.D,

1537-B

(j) According to the current C.I.D. ruling all ports between

the Tyne and Southampton inclusive were regarded as East
Coast Ports, 353rd C.I.D. Meeting,Ref:
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indicated that, ia^ certain areas, shipping would need to be
It was estimated that to operateescor-ked bj- figliter patrols,

in daylight patrols of three aircraft at selected points
between Southaiapton and the Eirth of forth vrould require four
squadrons of long range fighters,
that by this means some protection could be given to shipping
against sudden or low flying air attacks and that high level
bombing could be rendered inaccurate. The ultimate capital
cost of these squadrons with the necessary airfields and other
facilities would be about £5 million. The annual costs for

maintenance would be about £750,000,
.  the formation of these squadrons, if immediate authority were

given, would be October 19^0, This sanction was in fact
given by the Committee of Imperial Defence on 1 August 1935.
Hovfever, under the stress of war, these four squadrons were

formed considerably earlier than the above forecast. See
R.A.E. in Maritime far Vol. II chap, I (x).

The Air Staff calculated

The earliest date for
C.I.D, Paper
D.P.R. 527
26.7.39

371st C.I.D.
Meeting,

(viii) Operational training in 1939 up to the end of July

The year started with a full dress Exercise KA held in the

South Western Approaches, The Home fleet was leaving on their

Spring cruise and opportunity was taken to test the local
defences against attack by surface forces and submarines, four

flying boat squadrons and one Anson squadron took part between
16 and 20 Janxoary. The exercise revealed serious control
difficiilties as there was not yet a No, 15 &roup H,Q. in

existence and the air operations had to be controlled from
Lee-on-Solent which vias out of close touch with the Naval

control at Portland, Bad weather also hampered operations but

valuable lessons were learnt.

See

Appendix XI

AiH.B.

ITK/hl/k

february saw torpedo attack practices by Nos. 22 and
A2 Sqdns, against H.u, ships and a series of ni^it searches
and screening exercises with the A/S School by flying boats and
Ansons, An interesting search by No. IjiB Anson Sqdn. resulted
in the location and photographing in the channel of the German
naval tanker Y/esteCTald and U.56.

During March the torpedo and A/S practices continued in
the first fortnight follov;ed by another full scale Exercise

KG with the Home fleet when returning to the V/'estem Channel

v/aters between 16 and 24 March. An Anson and four flying
boat squadrons again took pari: and this time the air operations
T/ere adequa.tely controlled by the new Mo, 15 Group installed
in a temporary Combined Operations Room at Pl^anouth, Once

again No, Zsi) Sqdn, in the course of a search exercise located

and photographed German units, this time a squadron of vrarships
in the southern part of the North Sea,

Squadron
O.R.B.s

and

Appendix XI

ibid

April and Ma3'- provided fairly continuous exercises in

screening patrols, co-operation with submarines, and searches

culminating in to .’pedo and bombing attacks on various warship
units. On 16 May No, 217 Sqdn.'s Ansons located and
photographed four German submarines in the English Channel,

The first four days of June saw eight Coastal Command aircraft

engaged in the location of and subsequent co-operation with the

efforts to salve the sunken submarine Thetis in Liverpool Bay,
Diiring the rest of the month and in July there v/ere search and

shadowiiig exercises with various single warships as well as the

Home fleet \diile toipedo attacks were also carried out together
with the usual co-operation training by No, 217 Sqdn, with the

a/s School, August was notable, not only for being the last
month of peace, but as the last occasion of full scale combined
exercises.

ibid
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The last Combined ExerciseIX

The situation in the Ear East during the early summer of

1939 was tense,

of calculated insults against British and French interests in

Pekin, Tientsin and Shanghai,
threaten reprisals or economic sanctions for fear of pre
cipitating a war with Japan for which vie viere utterly
imprepared in the Ear East and one in which both G-ermany and

Italy T/ould probably join. Ever since November "1937 the

Chiefs of Staff had insisted that we could not hope to defend

ourselves if all tliree nations attacked us simultaneously''.

Japan had been and was pursuing a policy

The Government dare not

C.0.3,639
and

C.I.D.I366-B
v/hen, therefore, in July 1939 it was arranged to hold

negotiations with Japan at Tokyo to ameliorate the dangerous
tension it was felt that nothing should be done to jeopai’dise
them. At the same time it was proposed that naval reinforce
ment destined for the Ear East should be quietly concentrated
initially in the Eastern Mediterranean, Such reinforcement
could only'- be found if every'- available British capital ship in
Home Waters \vas fully operational vfith no. repair or refit

commitment due to take place in the near future,
best be achieved unobtrusively by’' advancing the summer leave

and refitting period of the Home Fleet to July and publicly
announcing that this change of normal programme had been made

to enable the Fleet to take part in combined exercises with

the Royal Air Force during the month of August,

This was in fact done and the exercise XKD took place

from 15 to 21 August, The exercise covered the North Sea and

its northern approaches and vms designed to practise the

whole of the Air and Navy organisation for the location and

destruction of enemy surface mits coming into, breaking out

of, or operating in ths-t area.

Red (British) naval forces were under the C,-in-C, Home

Fleet and comprised four capital ships, one aircraft carrier,
tvfo cruiser squadrons, two destroyer flotillas and several
submarines. The Red air forces consisted of the whole of

Nos, 18 and 16 Groups totalling four flying boat squadrons,
six G,R, i'jison squadrons and one torpedo bomber squadron,(I)
All these squadrons were at their v/ar stations. The two Area

Combined Headquarters at Rosyth and Chatham were fully manned
as also vi&s the Commend Headquarters no¥/ established at its

permanent site at Northvirood, Middlesex.(2)

This coiELd

C.0.S.945
17.7.39

ibid

A.M,

S.I69I

0) Disposition of squadrons

No , _1_6_ Group
"Biroham Newton

No,206”Anson Sqn.
No, k.2 Vildebeest Sqn.
Detling

No, 2fS Anson Sqn,

No. 1,8 .Group
Shetlands No,201 F/B Sqn.
Depot ship - S.S, Manela

Im’'ergordon - Nos,209 and 2A0
F/B Sqns,

Woptoayen - No,210 F/B Sqn,
- 3 A/C

Montrose - No,269 imson Sqn,
Leuqhars - No,22ii- and 233

Anson Sqns.
Thomaby - No,220 Anson Sqn,
Three officers from the Admiralty Operations Division had

been appointed to Coastal Command Headquarters, They
were Commanders G. C. Felly, D, V, Pey'i:on-Ward and
C, W. L. Meynell,

(2)
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Blue {enemv) naval forces were controlled by the Elag
Officer 2nd Cruiser Squadron and consisted of naval units

representing two battlecruisers, eight cruisers and numerous
Certain Royal Fleet auxiliaries vrere used to

represent armed merchant ship raiders. Powerful (imaginary)
air forces were assumed to be operating from Blue bases
(&erma,ny).

submarines.

ibid

Concurrently was held the subsidiary Exercise KE, designed
to test the organisation for laying the Dover Mine Barrage.
The forces allotted consisted of one minelayer, one destroyer
flotilla and tvro raines¥>reeping flotillas iinder the control of the
C.-in-C. Nore, Air cover could be provided by the Anson
squadron based at Detling, Kent, Enemy interference was

represented by two Blue light cruisers.

The scheme of the air operations comprised the maintenance
of the standard North Sea reconnaissance patrols, the reporting arid
shadowing of any Blue forces located so as to enable them to
be brought to action by the Red naval forces and if within

range to deliver squadron torpedo and bombing attacks on such
Blue forces. There is, hovrever, vmfortxmately no trace of any
records of the air operations actually carried out either at

Command or Squadron level. Neither is there any trace in the
Admiralty or Air Ministry records of a report on the Exercises
nor the lessons learnt,

author’s memor^i^ and rough notes taken at the time in the

Coastal Comiaand Headquarters Operations Room,
effect that the Exercise XKD Showed the weakness inherent in

the air reconnaissance system, by reason of its blank period
during the dark hours, it revealed a continuance of navigational
report errors, and some faixlty ship recognition,
provide valuable practice in the exercise of Command and Group
control, and in Operations Room procedure.

Ironically enough, it was during the last two days of the
exercise that fourteen U-boats were doing just T/hat it was

designed to prevent and within a day or tvro of its termination

these were follovred by two Geiman pocket battleships,

(x) The Outbreak of the Second Uorld War

All that can be said is from the

This is to the

But it did

The exercises terminated on 21 August 1939 and this date
coincided with the announcement of a Soviet-German Non

aggression Pact in conditions of serious international tension.

Headquarters Coastal Command signalled the following instruc

tions to the three operational groups;-

Units v/hich had taken part in the exercises were to return

to their parent stations to undertake inspections, after

which Nos, k.2, 201, 209, 220 and 22iD Squadrons were to go
back to tlieir war stations. Nos, 2j3, 217 anri 269
Squadrons \Tere to remain at 12 hours notice to move to
their v/ar stations.

Squadrons on the new Hudson aircraft was to be accelerated.
The operations rooms of Nos, I6 and 10 Groups v/ere to be
manned vidth skeleton crews until further notice,

landlines used in the exercises v/ere to be retained and

the landlines from No, 15 Group H.Q. to vinits and higher
formations were to be re-instated.

The training of Nos, 22A and 233

All

A.M.

S,kB21^.3
end, 58A
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On the 23 August the Soviet-G-erman Pact was officially
signed i:i Moscow and Europe now obviously'stood on the brink

of war. A precautionary stage was initiated and all Coastal

Command squadrons were deployed to their war stations.
On the 2l\- August a few North Sea reconnaissance patrols were

begun again by No. 18 Croup but the submarines did not resme

their patrols in the air gap off southwest Norway imtil early
on the 27th.

In retrospect, the maintenance of the scheduled date of

the 15 august for the start of Exercise SOD seems unv/ise in

viev/ of the ImoYni rapidly worsening of international rela

tions earlier in August. Although the objects of the
Exercise v/ere excellent it did metm that all the forces

taking parb v/ould be out of action for some days afterwards
while they replenished and regained operational readiness.
Be that as it may, in the light of after events the timing of
the Exercise vfas most unfojrtunate in that between 20 and

26 August a stream of U-boats plus two pocket battleships were

traversing the southr/est coasts of Norv/ay unseen on their way
out into the Atlantic, and the previous fears of the Admiralty
were realised.

C.O.S.96O
and

C.O.S.962

Fourteen ocean-going U-boats ha,d left Nillielmshaven and

I\iel on 19 August bound for the Atlantic northabout Scotland
and must have traversed the reconnaissance patrols during the
20th and 21st, The pocket battleship Craf Spee left
Wilhelmshaven on 21 August and passed 30 to 2f0 miles off the

southwest comer of Nonvay during daylight on tho 22nd - less

than a day after the end of Exercise XKD but nearly two days
before the resumption of air patrols on the 21j.th. Duii-ng
this cessation of reconnaissance cover two more U-boats left

Nilhelmshaven bound northabout for the Atlantic,

pocket battleship Deutschland sailed from ..-ilhelmshaven at

1500 hours on 21\. August reaching Utsire Ligjit (off S.N. Norway)
at 0915/25th in five mile visibility. Thereafter the weather
thickened and by dawn on the 26th it vfas dense fog under cover 01
which she altered' across 'north of the. Shetlands and thence to the

On 25 August a further fourteen smaller

The

north of Iceland,

U-boats left Nilhelmshaven for patrol positions in the North

Sea,(l) The foggy weather was widespread and cancelled all
Coastal Command flying over the North Sea on both the 25 and
26 August, The air patrols were not resumed until daylight
on 27 August and the five submarines v/ere again sent to patrol
in the 60 mile air gap off the southvTest comer of Norway,

It may well be asked v;hether our Intelligence vras aware

of the sailing of two pocket battleships and 30 U-boats during
this time of extreme political tension. Research into the
German Archives establishes that all their naval movements had

been carefully planned and were ready to be put in operation

(1) The authority for U-boat sailings is the S.O. U-boats
Uar Diary,
R.A.F, iir Maritime V/'ar Vol, II CIrap. II,

of the pocket battleships are recorded in their respec
tive logs held in the Admiralty Foreign Document Section,
Subsequently the Graf Spee together Tri.th her supply ship
Altmark went to a v/aiting position to the northv;est of
the Azores and the Deutschland with the Nesterwald to a

position just es.st of Greenland,

For the precise U-boat identities see
The movements
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The actual sailings v/ere under sealed orders
This gave

hy 15 August,
so that wireless silence was strictly observed,
no chance to our still rudimentaiy 'Y* service to detect
movements or subsequent dispositions in the Atlantic,
this period our sources for intelligence in Cerraan ports were
poor so that at no time did we secure reliable information on
the location in harbour of German fleet units. Although the

Director of Naval Intelligence reported at midnight on

23 August that there were unconfirmed indications that between
six and ten U-boats were absent from Geiman home waters and

on 26 August that there was a possibility that two pocket
battlesliips vrere at large, it was not till late on 3'1 August
that the Admiralty signalled all Naval Commands that there was

some indication that German large ships had left
¥ilhelmshaven and even then the date given for this departure
was given as either p,m, on the 30th or a.m, on the
31 August,

At

Admiralty
Records

Our Intelligence was not so much inefficient as totally
inadequate. German intelligence, on the other hand, was very
accurate. They knew about our Exercise XKD and carefully
surveyed the proposed routes for the pocket battleships by
previous air reconnaissance, Moreover they knew the exact
whereabouts of all our units of cruiser size and above both

in our home waters and in the Atlantic - this was undoubtedly

due tc the lax observance of signal security measures by our
warships.

The reconnaissance air and submarine patrols continued
unbroken from 27 August(l) but nothing of note vms sighted

The international crisis culminatedduring the ensuing week,
with our xYLtimatum to Germany v/hich expired at 1115 hours on

3 September 1939 and the Second World War commenced.

(1) See Map No, 3 for the Standard Reconnaissance patrols, the
Anti-submarine dispositions and the location of Coastal
Command squadrons,
at Appendix V,

The Order of Battle for this date is
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APHaiDIX I

✓VO

. 19U to 31.^t ._1918Allied Ships of 500 tons &.R.T. and above sunk by U-Boats -I Fel

ro
o

19181917K)
CT\

vn i
Aug. Sept, Oct.Apr. May Jvme JulyDeo, Jan, Feb, Mch.Area Oct, Nov,July Aug, Sept,Ma3'’ Juneiich. Apr,Feb.

North Sea and

East Coast 6
O
o 9 21 12 10 kr 112 11 317 1A20 1119 15 1327 2312

626
o
o 828 9 337 23 20 2316 2317 1729 12 2025 31inglish Channel

16 166 88 9 2 hr 10 715hr3 219 17Irish Sea

86
n n

o 13 3 5 12 16 98 10 5 96 8 7 105Bristol Channel 14 o

West coast of

Ireland 13 16 2 3 5  2
r»

325 152 33 U

1218 3 110 42 10 4N Appixiacheso
o

6 19 5 3 3128 53 11 4 324 Wi- 28S ,W. Ap;,proache s 29H3
1-3

8 2 34 5 1 1 3 3417 719 15 21 19 1314Bisca3?' area

68 4 1 12 212 2 2 3105 32 3 132 14Corunna to Dakar

¥, of Bay and
mid-Atlantio 66 6 9 5 31 3 46 1 3 59  5 211

Total -

Eastern Atlantic 3856 67 7063 73 49 h2lr h5 45 2462 82 57106 136 134 112114 102149

12 1 110American Seaboard

28 13 1020 13 1036 18 30 20 27 2056 22 3420 19 353027 17Mediterranean

Other Areas . .

and unknown 6 1 16 8 1 1 34 19 145 11 21

78 67 56108 58121 86 112 87 88 35156 133 136 87 71164 226 77138 173G-rand Total
H
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M3 APEEKDIX II

Anti-LF-Boat Flying effort in Home Eaters and resjults -1917 and 1918V>4

8
to
o AirshipsSsaplanesj Flying Boats anu Laadplanes\

No. of

Area

Patrols

No. Total

Hours

floTOl

U-Boats No. of No.
I  Area
I  Patrols Escorts

of

Total

Hoxirs

flown

U-Boats
TotalTotal

Sorties

ofMonth

S •Escorts A. Prob. Sunk Sorties S. A. Prob, Sunk

t--
Jan, to Mch. 1917 NOT mom 33 NOT KNOW

Apr, 8ind May NOT KNOW 32 19 UB.59 Sh.
uc.56
ub.36

NOT KNOYJN 4 5

k£ 56k.518 k6Jtme 1,117 7 318 361.13 1,808

2,243651July 3^-853 704 1,451 11 9 uc. 1

UB.20

W.32
UC.72
UC. 6

59 407 2 0I

Aug,

Sept,

820 6333 77 410 12 210 .243

3,116

2 1

6l1 92 1,480 28 18703 86457 6543 2!03
CO

o
o

589Oct, 514 75 1,149 14 10 2LiO 28444 4 21AQ9L

^^6_
1,934*

584Not, 636 1,266 1852 6310 337 2,jOO 5 3
68Deo. 815747 1,592 9 7 361302 59 5 5

Jan. 1918 467 6847433 3kr 2 127 47 832174 1 1

706'.671Feb. 35 1,378 2685 2 1,416231 31
80Mch. 1,209 1.289 2.718 19 14 602.470 132 ibL055_.

4.290

8,373

3 1

1,526 176Apr. 81,702 3.497 10 184415 599 1 1

May 2,751 7,328 26402 3,153 8L^ 26934 UC.49 Sh. lAll 5 4

2,364June 2,817 6,812 16453 24 518 688170 3 2

July 2^599
4,2i85

16751 3,150

5,825

7.033

12,583

22 345

8,991

m. 524 2 0

Aug. 1,340 78532 24 UB.12

UC.70 Sh.
454 1,239 3 2

Sept, 2,939 820 3,809 7,ii-08 5 3 351 2,760lilt- 495 2 1 UB.103 Sh.
UB.115 Sh.

Oct, 4,100 921 5,021 9,531 5  4 549 6,2152a;- 753 3 1
H
H
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APPENDIX III

U-Boats probably Simk or Shared S-uiik t>y aircraft in the Pirst-P/orld ¥arVO

VjJ
ro
o

U-Uoat Date Position Author Duty
VO

26 Aug, 1915 6* N.NJf. of OstendUnidentified Landplane — 65 Ih bombs Patrol

UB.39 i8» S. of Portland Bill2ii- Apr. 1917 Shared (Plying boat - 100 lb bombs
(H.H, destroyer - D.Cs

Patrol

UC.36 20 May 1917 10* E, of I'T, Hinder L.Y, Plying boat - 230 lb bombs Patrol

UB.36 28 dime 1917 10' ¥, of N, Hinder L.V. Plying boat - 100 lb bombs Convoy
Escort

03
UC.1 6' S.S.W. of N, Hinder L.V,2A July 1917 Plying boats - 230 lb bombs Patrol

o
o

UB.20 29 July 1917 7‘ W.N TT
of N, Hinder L.V, Plying boats - 100 lb bombs

230 lb bombs

1-3 Patixsl
^9

UB.32 18 Aug, 1917 25' N,E, of Cherbourg Seaplane - 100 lb bombs Patrol

—-r

UC.72 22 Sept. 1917 Near W. Hinder L,V. Plying boat - 230 lb bombs Patrol

UC.6 28 Sept. 1917

'^~May~l9T8

25‘ S. of Hinder L.V, Plying boat - 230 lb bombs Patrol

UC.49 Off Sunderland Shared (Landplane - 100 lb bombs
(subsequent air/sea hunt

Landplane - 230 lb bombs

Shared (Landplane - 520 lb bombs
(h,M, destroyer

(Airship Z.1 (sighting)

Shared (Airsliip R.29
(H.M, destroyer - D.Cs

Cs

230 lb bo

Convoy
escort

PatrolUB.12 12 Aug. 1916 N, of Ostend

28 Aug, 1918UC.70 Off Y/hitby Convoy
Escort

16 Sept, 1918UB.IO3 7‘ S,--K• ̂ of Pollcestone Patrol•

UB.115 29 Sept. 1918 Off NeY;biggin Point mbs Convoy
Escort H

H
H

Total 9 probable Kills — plus 5 probable kills shared with H.M, Ships.
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R.A.E, STEEHCTH SUIvilARY - 1918 TO 1939

The number of active R.A.E, Squadrons and Flights

CLAS3IEIGATI0N

Bomher,
Eighter, A.C,

Month

Xear
Maritime Aircraft

I

TOTAL

R.A.P.
At Home Overseas

At Home Overseas
Shore

based
Ship
borne I based

i  Shore Ship
borne

Nov. 1918 637 15 18 117 193 + 15 Pits
+ 7 Pits + 0 Pits

Coastal Area

"TOct. 1919 2 5 14 4821

Mar, 1920 2. 4 1 3 17 1 27+3 Pits
i+ 2 Pits + 1 Pit

Jan. 1922 2 3 1 1 Pit 7 20 33 + 1 Pit

P.A.A.

1 Pit

1 R.A.t'.

22 1 30 ’
P.A.A.

4 + 1 Pit ■Apr. 1923 1 4 61

Apr. 1924 1 Pit M 2 Pits 1 Pit 18 18 i 36
i+ 2 Pits

3 Pits 15 Pits

Apr. 1926 6 Pits1 Pit 1 2 Pits 1 Pit 18 1 50
!+ 2 Pits

IS Fits32

Jan. 1929 3 11 Fits 17 60
+ 1 Fit

1 12 Pits 39 23 Pits
+1 Pit

i
May 1931 4  M4Plts 4 26 Pits12 Pits 45 19 72

June 1933 5 7 4 5 47 19 75 12

+ 4 Pits + 6 Pits+ 2 Pits

June 1935 I 6 9 hS5 4 7819 13
+ 3 Pits + 4 Pits + 7 Pits

Coastal Command

Deo. 1936 6 611 7 72 21 j 110 13
+ 4 Pits + 7 Pits +11 Pits

Deo, 1937 13 8 8 1085 21 150 13
+ 4 Pits + 7 Pits +11 Pits

i
18 6Jan. 1939 106 24 154

18Aug, 1939 1067 15625
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Some First Line Strengths of the a,A,E,

October 1925

Bombers Ma3?itime Ari^y Co-op Total

(  Home 152 154 4G7 521
(10 Sqdns) (11 Sqdna) (one m) (A Sqdns)Regular

R.A.P. Overseas - 12 154 6o12 218
(  1 Sqdn) (11 Sqdns) (one Fit) (6 Sqdns)

Fighters Spotter/Reooe Torpedo

56F.A.A, Component 51 18 105
(6 Pits) (9 Fits) (5 Fits)

Grand Total 6kh

July 1929

P,i#iters Bombers Maritime Array Co-op Total

Home 156 26a 6024 504
(15 Sqdns) (22 Sqdns) (5 Sqdns) (5 Sqdns)Regular

R.A.F.
Overseas - Nil 156 24 72 252

(15 Sqdns) (5 Sqdns) (6 Sqdns)

Spotter/RecoeFighters Torpedo

F.A.A, Component 48 65 30 141
(8 Pits) (11 Pits) (5 Fits)

Grand Total 897

January 1954

Fighters Bombers Maritime Army Co-op Total

( Home 168 556 30 50 581^
Regular (
R.A.F,

(14 Sqdns) (28 Sqdns) (5 Sqdna) (5 Sqdns)

Overseas - Nil 150 32 50 252
(14 Sqdns) (4 Sqdns) (5 Sqdns)

Mghters Reoce Torpedo

F.A,A, Component 57 66 56 159

I  !4 Sqdns
5 Pits

(5 Sqdns)5 Sqdns
5 Fits

Grand Total 975

4ugust_1_95^9

■  480

(40 Sqdns)

Bombers

684
(57 Sqdns)

Maritime Army Co-op
108

(18 Sqdns) (9 Sqdns)
2li3

Total

(  Home
- 1,520

Regiilar (
R.A.P. (

Overseas — 36 216 72 43 312
(5 Sqdns) (l8 Sqdns) (7 Sqdns) (4 Sqdns)

Grand Total

Catapult Reoce

(11 Pits)

1,892
Separate

Naval Air Service -
Fighters

39 ‘
(4 Sqdns) (l1 Sqdns)

T.S.R.

152 235

(91320) SECEET
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1 APPENDIX V

ORDERS OF BATTLE, LOCATIONS AND ESTABLISHI£ENTS
AT _-m.RIOUS DATES BETl^ffiEN 1918 AND 1959~

TliE R.A.F. nyroVEMBER 1918

United Kinis;dom

Home Tfaters Anti-Submarine ® 37 squadrons

Grand Fleet shipbome.. 5 squadrons

No, 29 Group' shipbome and ashore 1 squadron plus
7 flights

Home Defence .18 squadrons

Fj^ance and Belgium

Western Front 86 squadrons

Dunkirk No, 5 Group 3 squadrons plus
1 flight

Independent Force, 10 squadrons plus
6 flights

Overseas

Italy. 4 squadrons

Mediterranean Anti-Submarine 15 squadrons

Middle East 14 squadrons plus
1 flight

R.A.F, Total including shipborne 193 squadrons plus
15 flights

*
There vrere in addition 103 Naval Airships employed on this duty.

The Maritime Component vras, therefore: -

Horae Waters 43 squadrons plus
7 flights

Mediterranean Waters 15 squadrons

/DETAILS OF PI/WIITDIE: COMPONENT
NOVEMBER 1918
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DETAILS OE MARITniB C0l£P0MEET - NOVEMBER 1918

Home Waters

Croup Location Squadrons and Flights Numhers

No. A Yarmouth to Kent Nos. 212, 219, 228, 229, 230, 231,
232, 2A7, 259, 261 and 273

11

No. 9 Devon & Cornwall Nos. 23A, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239,
250, 25i:- and 260

9

No. 10 English Channel Nos, 2A0, 22(.1, 2i;.2, 2h-l> and 253 5

No. 1Z|. Wales Nos, 2241-, 245 s-nd 255 3

No, 18 No rthmb erland Nos. 22i-6, 22(8, 251, 252 and 256 5
to

Yorkshire

No. 22 Dundee area Nos. 22f9, 257, 258, 272 and
No, 24X) Flight

h

plus 1
flight

No. 28 North Scotland Nos, 306 and 2[-30 Plights 2 flights

No. 29 North Scotland Fleet Carriers - k3 aircraft approx.
Other Y2arships - 50 aircraft approx.
Nos. 300, 309, 310 and 311 Flights

6
and

plus if
flights

Fleet

Total - 2f3 Sqdns, plus 7 Flights

Mediterranean Waters

Location Squadrons Numbers

Malta Nos, 267 and 268 2

Otranto Nos. 222i-, 225 and 263 3

Taranto No. 271 1

Aegean Nos. 12;ij., 220, 221 , 222, 223,
226, 264 and 266

8

Port Said No, 269 1

Total - 15 Squadrons

/DETAttS OF FiARITIilE COMPONENT -
AU^tT919 “
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DETAILS OE R/iRITHiIE COI.IPOKEFT - AUGUST 1919

Home Waters

Location Squadrons and Flights Active Numbers

Yarmouth to

Kent
No. 212 and Nos. 406 and itii-2 Flights
(plus Nos. 229, 230, 259 and 251 reduced
to cadre)

1  sqdn.
2 flights

Plymouth No. 238 1 sqdh.

English Channel No. 186 stationed at Nosport 1 sqdn.

Yorkshire No, 402 Plight
(plus No, 249 reduced to cadre)

Five Fleet Carriers - 48 aircraft appro
Other warships
Nos. 306 and 430 flights

- 50 aircraft appro

1 flight

Home Fleet and

No, 29 G-roup
6 sqdiis,
2 flightsx.

6 Shipbome sqdns and Active Shorebased - 3 sodns and 5 flights,
(plus 3 sqdns. reduced to cadre)

Total -

H_edite_rranean_Waters

Malta Nos, 267 and 268 2

Taranto Nos. 22Z^ and 263 2

Aegean Nos. 220, 221, 222, 223, 264, and 266 6

Port Said No. 269 1

Alexandria i  No. 270 1

Total - A fev; aircraft in 4 small carriers and 12 shorebased sqdiis.

/Tlffi R,.A.F. IN OCTOBER 1919
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APPENDIX V (Contd.)

THE R.A.E, DJ OCTOBER 1919

R.A.F, Coastal Area (Maritime) created in September J_919

k Thurloe Place - London - S,Y/,7

A.O.C, - Air Vice-Marehal A, V, Yyvyan, C.B

H,Q. ¥arsash, Southampton

A.H.Q.

D.S• i .O,

No, 10 G-roup

Cosport

(I.E.)
No, 186 Sqdn, — Torpedo - Cuokoo I,s (12)
Torpedo Development Base
Special Experimental Flight (with R.N, Signal School)

Polegate. Sussex

Airship Station

Cattewater, Plymouth .

Sea Recce - No, 238 Sqdn, - F2A. flying boats (9)

Calshot - Aerial Navi.gation School

Lee-on-Solent Naval Co-operation School

2_9 _&roup - H,Q, - 12 Great Stuart Street, Edinburgh

Units ashore

Fleet Aircraft Depot - Donibristle
Fleet Training and Practice - Leuchars
Fleet Practice Stations — Sraoogroo and T.umhouse
Seaplane stations - Dundee and Houton Bay

Units ailoa,t

In Carriers Argus. Furious. Naira^, Pegasus and Vindictive -
a total of 2)j8 aircraft approx.

In other warships - a total of 24 aircraft approx.

R.A .F. in .the^ jvfedlteg?ar^an (Maritime)

Malta

No, 267 Sqdn, - F,2A flying boats (3)
No, 268 Sqdn, - Short 320s Seaplanes (6)

Aegean

No, 221 Sqdn, - D,Ii.9A
No, 266 Sqdn, - Short 184,S

(12)
(6)

Alexandria and Port Said

No, 269 Sqdn, - D.H,9A and some Fairey IIIC floatplanes (6)
A few aircraft in Carriers Ark Royal. Bngadine and Empress

/R^A^F. Home Commands
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.APPENDIX V (Contd.)5

Home Commands - OotoDer 1919

Southejm Area - H.Q. Uxtridge

SY/ingate

Westgate
Ford

- No. 212 Sqdn. - D.H.9
- No, 219 Sqdn, - D.H.9
- No. 22 Sqdn, - Bristol fighters

Home Defence Wing

Biggin Hill

Detling
No.

No, 143 Sqdn, - Sopv/ith Camels
39 Sqdn, - Bristol fighters

Iiiidland Area. - H-.Q, Leamington Spa

No, 3 &roup

Biroham Newton - No. 27A Sqdn, - Handley Page O/pOO.s

No, 12 &roup

Spittlegate No, i(.3 Sqdn, - Snipes
No. 70 Sqdn, - Camels

_ScopY;ick

Northern Area - H.Q, York

No, 11 Sqdn, - Bristol fighters

No, 16 Group

South Carlton No. 25 Sqdn. D.H.A;.

Ireland - H.Q, Dublin

No, 11 (Irish) Nroup

Oranmore

Fermoy
Q-ornanston
Tallaght

- No, 105 Sqdn, - Bristol fighters
- No, 106 Sqdn, - Avro, R.E.8 and D.H.9
- No. 117 Sqdn. D.H.9
- No, Ikl Sqdn, - Bristol fighters.

Overseas Commands - October 1919

Rhine Coimnand - H.Q. Cologne

Heumar No, 12 Sqdn, - Bristol fighters

France and Flanders

St, Inglevert No. 100 Sqdn. - F.E.2b

No, 58 Sqdn, - Handley Page 0/A00,s and
Vickers Vimy

Heliopolis

H.Q. Training Brigade
No, 206 Sqdn. - D.Ii.9
No. 80 Sqdn, - Snipes

Helwan

AbouidLr

/Turkey
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R.A,F, Overseas Comanda » October 1919 (oontd.)

Turkey

Constantinople No. 17 Sqdn. ~ D.H.9

South Russia

El^terinodar No, W] Sqdn, - D.H.9/4.

Palestine

Ramleh

Ismailia

Abu Sueir

No, 111 Sqdn, - Snipes
- No, 113 Sqdn, - R.E.8
- No, 21 if Sqdn, - Handley Page 0/ifCXD,s
- No. 216 Sqdn. - D.H.9
- No, 216 Sqdn, - Handley Page 0/2f00,s

Suez

j^ntara

Mesopotamia

Basrah - No, 6 Sqdn. - R.E.O
~ No, 63 Sqdn, - R.E.8
- No, 72 Sqdn, - Snipes

Bagdad

India

Paraohinar

Ambala*
Allahabad

— No, 20 Sqdn, - Bristol fighters
- No, 99 Sqdn. - D.H.9A
- No. 9.7 Sqdn.' - Handley Page O/ifOO.s and

D.H.1QA

- No, 31 Sqdn, - Bristol fighters
~ No.llif Sqdn, ~ Bristol fighters
- No, if8 Sqdn, - Bristol fighters

Risa]qnir
Quetta

/TIffl R,A.F, IN imCE 1^20
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THE R.A.F. Id! MRCH 1920

R.A.E. Coastal Area (Maritime)

A.H.Q, - 4 Thurloe Place - London ~ S.W.7
A.O.C, - Air Vice-Marshal A, V. Vyvyan, C.B D.S,0,• >

Units administered direct from London

Seaplane station at Killingholme
Airship stations at East Eortune, Howden and Pulham
Various Meteorological Stations

No, 10 Group - H.Q.

Cosport

No, 210 Sqdn, - Torpedo - Cuckoo I,s (12)
Torpedo Development Squadron - Cuckoo I.s (3)
Coastal Battery Co-op Plight

Catjewater, ^ . Plyhiqu'Ui

Sea Recce - No, 238 Sqdn, - flying boats (9)

Folegate, Sussex - Airship station

Cal.shot - Aerial Navigation School

Lee-on-jSolent - Naval Co-operation School

.2-9 Pro up - H.Q, North Queens ferry

Units Ashor^

Fleet Aircraft Depot - Donibristle
Fleet Training and Practice Stations - Leuchars and Smoogroo
Seaplane Stations - Dundee and Houton Bay
No, 203 Sqdn. - forming on Nightjar fighters
No, 205 Sqdn, - forming on Panther recce, duties)

Units Afloat

In Carriers Argus
In other warships

T;-r,

arsash, 3 outhamiDton

(I.E.)

)at Leuchar

Ihm^u^s, and Pegasus - 30 aircraft approx

s

,
- S). aircraft approx.

The R,A.F. in the Mediterranean (Maritime)

- one flight of No, 267 Sqdn, - F.2A flying boats (3)

Alexandria - No, 202 Sqdn, - Fairey III D float planes

Aircraft in small carrier Engadine

Malta

(12)

Inland Area - March 1920R.A.F.

_1. Oyoyp. “ H.Q. Kenley Common, Surrey

Kenley

No, 2L\. Sqdn, - Communications

Hawkinge

No, 25 Sqdn,- Forming on Snipe fighters

Hq.« 3_..G-.roup - H.Q. Spittlegate, G-rantham

Bircham Newton

No. 207 Sqdn. - Bomber - D.H.9A

/Ireland _ - H.Q
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Ireland ~ H.Q, Dublin

No» 11 G-roup - H.Q, Baldonnell, Co, Dublin,

Oranmore - No, 2 Sqdn,-Ana3r Co-op,.Bristol figl-iters

Traininjg Squadrons and Schools

No, k- Sqdn, - Shotwiclc, Norfolk
No,31 Sqdn, - Powlmere, Norfolk
No,13 Sqdn. - Temhill, Yorks.
No,46 Sqdn, - South Carlton^ Yorks
No,30 Sqdn, - Northolt, Midto.
No, 1 Plying Training School
School of knxij Co-operation - Worthy Dovm

R.A.P. Overseas Comnanda - March 1920

Rhine Command - H.Q, Cologne

Heumar — No, 12 Sqdn, Bristol fighters

Egypt Command - H.Q. Cairo

Heliopolis

Netheravon .

Handley Page 0/2i£)0,s and Viokers Vimy
No, 47 Sqdn. - Army Co-op - Bristol fighters

- No, 56 Sqdn, - Pighter - Snipes

- No, 14 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Bristol fighters

- No, 208 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - R.E.8,

- No, 55 Sqdn. - Bomber - D,H,9A

- No, 216 Sqdn,-Bomber - Handley Page 0/400,s

No, 70 Sqdn, - Bomber

Aboaokir

Ramleh

Ismailia

Suez

Kantara

Mesiapotamia- Command - H.Q. Bagdad

Bagdad 6 Sqdti. -- No,  Army Co-op - R.E.O
30 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H,9A
84 Sqdn. - forming on D.H.9A

- No.
- No,

India Command - H.Q. Delhi

Ambala - No, 28 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Bristol fighters

- No. 20 Sqdn. - Army Co-op, - Bristol fighters

- No, 60 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.IQA

- No, 27 Sqdn, — Army Co-op, — Bristol fighters

- No, 31 Sqdn, - Army Co-op. - Bristol fighters

- No, 5 Sqdn.-Anny Co-op, - Bristol fighters
- Nos, 1 and 3 Sqdns. forming on Snipe fightei's

Bannu

Lahore

Mianwali

Risalpur

/THE R, ,P,. BI JAI'IUARY 1922
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THE R,A.E« BT JAMJMY 1922

Coasta_l__Area _(Maritlii^)

A.H.Q. - 33 to 3A Tavistock Place - London, ̂ 7.C.1
A.O.C. — Air Vice-Marshal Ai, V, Vyvyan C, .B., D.S.O.

Units administered direct

Eelixstov/e

(I.E.)
Sea Recce - No, 230 Sqdn, - E,2A flying toats (lO)
Howden

~10 Uroup - H.Q. G-osport, Hants

- xlirship Station

Gosport
n m m-jM

Shipbomc - No, 210 Sqdn, - Torpedo - Cuckoo I,s (l2)
Torpedo Development Sqdn, - Cuckoo I.s (3)
Observer and Signal Training - Westland Walrus (12)

Calshot

School of Aerial Navigation Training Plight
School of Naval Co-oper;’/bion Training Flight

Lee-on-S qlent

Seaplane Pilot training Flight - Fairey III D (Floatplanes) (6)

No, 29 Group H.Q, North Queezisferry

Leuohars

Shipborne - No, 3 Sqdn, - Westland '..'alrus (12)
Shipbome - No,203 Sqdn, - Nightjars (l8)
Shipborne - No,205 Sqdn, - Panthers (l8)

Dqnibristle - Fleet Aircraft Depot

*  No, 29 G-ix)up ceased to exist in May 1922, Thereafter all units except
No, 10 Group were administered direct from Tavistock Place

The R.A.F, in the Mediterranean (Maritime)

Malta

No, 267 Sqdn, - F.5 flying boats (3)
Fairey III D float planes (8)

Aircraft in Carrier Pegasus - Fairey III D,(5)

R,A,F, Inland Area - January 1922

NQ-» 1 Group - H.Q, Kenley Common, Sussex,
Kenley

Hav/kinge

Spittlegate

Birqham Nevrton - No. 207 Sqdn. - Bomber - D.H.9A

-No, 21+ Sqdn, - Communications

-No, 25 Sqdn.' - Fighter - Snipes

- No, 39 Sqdn. Bomber - D.H.9A

No, 7 Group - H.Q. South Farnborough

*" No, 1+ Sqdn. - Army Co-op. - Bristol fighters

/Ireland - li.Q. Dublin
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Ireland - H.O, Dublin

No, 11 &roup - H.Q, Baldonnell, Go, Dublin

-B^ldonnell — No, lOO Sqdn, — Army Co-op, — Bristol fighters
Feirnioy

Training Schools

No, 1 Flying Tra.ining School - Netheravon
No. 2 Flying Training School - Duxford
No. 5 Flying Training School - Digby
No, 5 Fl:id.ng Training School - Shotwick
No, 6 Flying Training School - Hanston

Central Flying School - Upavon
School of Army Cc-operation

R.A.F. Overseas Commands - January 1922

Rhine Command - H.Q, Cologne-

^j-Pkspdorf - No, 12 Sqdn, - Array Co-op, - Bristol fighters

D.fiypt and Palestine Command - H,Q._ Cairo

Heliopolis

-No, 2 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Bristol fighters

Old Sarum

No, 70 Sqdn, - Bomber - Vickers Vimy
No.216 Sqdn. - Bomber ,- D.H.10

Helv/an - No, 4-7 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Bristol fighters

- No, 56 Sqdn, - Fighter - Snipes

— No, ij-5 Sqdn, — Bomber — Vickers Vimy

- No, 12f Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Bristol fighters

- No, 208 Sqdn.- Army Co-op, - Bristol fighters

-No, 4 Flying Training School,

Aboukir

Almaza

Ramleh.
* -• -i-

Ismailia

Abu Sueir

Iraq Command - H.Q. Bagdad

- No.

- No.

- No.

1 Sqdn, - Fighter - Snipes
6 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Bristol fighters
8 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, — Bristol fighters

No, 30 Sqdn. - Bomber- D.H.9A

No. 55 Sqdn. - Bomber - D.H.9A

No, 84 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.K.9A

Mosul

Shaibah

India Comraand - H.Q. Delhi

Ambala No. 20 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Bristol fighter

No. 28 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Bristol fightersKohat

Risalpur No, 27 Sqdn, Army Co-op,
No, 60 Sqdn, - Bomber

No. 31 Sqdn. - Army Co-op, - Bristol fighters

No, 5 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Bristol fighters

/THE R.A.F. IN APEH. 1923

- Bristol fighters
- D.H.9A

SECRET

PeshaY/ar
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THE R,A.E. 1923

R.A.E, Coastal Area (Maritime)

- 33 to 52.|. Tavistock Place - London - W.C.1

- Air Vice-Marshal A. V, Yjrya.n^ C.B., D.S.O.

- G-roup Captain E. V;. Bowliill, C.M.G

Administered direct from London

A.II.Q.

A,0 »C *

S.A.S.O. D.S.O.• >

I^euphars Headquarters - C.O. G-i’oup Captain P. H. L. Playfair, M.C.
(I.E. I.R.)

F.A.A. No, 205 Sqdn, - Nightjars
E.A.A. No, 205 Sadn, - Panthers

(6-h 3)
(12 + 6)

Novar - emergency airfield used during Fleet firing practices.

No, 10 G-iyup - H.Q. - Lee-on-Solent,

C.O, - G-roup Captain J. L. Forbes, O.B.E.

F.A.A. - No, 3 Sqdn, - V/'estland V/alrus
F.A.A. - No,210 Sqdn, - Torpedo - Darts

12+6

12 + 6

Calshot

Sea Recce - No, 230 Sqdn, - F.5 and F,2A flying boats (5+2)

Training and development

Lee-on-S olent

Observer Training Fli^^lit - Fairey HID floatplanes (6 + 6)
School of Naval Co-operation

Calshot

^ (F,2A flying boats (2 + I)
(Fairey III D fIoaiplan.es (3 + 2)

Oosport - Torpedo Development Flij.^t - Darts (3  + I)

Isle of G-rain - Plying Boat Development - various (  6 + O)

in the Mediterranean (Maritime)

Flying boat pilot Trainin&

The R.A.F.

Malta

(f,5 flying boats (5 + 5)
(Fairey HI D floa-^]

Pegasus Flight - Fairey III D float planes (4 + !+)

Starting^from May 1923, "Squadrons" wore abolished in favour of Flights
of six aj.roraft so as to give more flexibility for naval requirements
because it was usually six machines of a type that v/ere embarked in
the Carriers,

Sea Recce - No, 267 Sqdn,
(6 + 6).anos

N.B.

R.A.F. Inland Area April 1923

A.H.Q, - Uxbridge.

No, 1, G-roup - H.Q. Kenley Common, Surrey
Kenley

Hawkinge

- No, 21\. Sqdn. - Coraim.mications

- No, 56 Sqdn. - Fighter - Snipes (one fliglit at
Constantinople)

Eastchurch - Armament and G-unnery School
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No, 11 YiTing - H.Q, Spittlegate,

Spittlegate - No. 39 Sodn, - Bomber - D.H.9A
No, 100 Sqdn, - Bomber - Vickers Viray and D.H.9A

No, 7 Oroup - H.Q. South Eamborougli

South Eamborough - No, 2 Sqdii. - Anny Co-op.
Andover

■Braining Schools

No, 1 Elylng Training School - Netheravon
No, 2 Plying Training School - Duxford
No, 5 B'13'’ing Training School - Shotwick
Central Plying School
School of Army Co-operation - Old Sarum
B.A.P. Staff College

R.A.P. Overseas Commands

- No. 11 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.Ii

- Upavon

- Andover

/tpiil 1923

Bristol fighters

,9A

Egypt and Palestine Coimnend - H.Q. Cairo

Helio_pqlis ~ No, 216 Sqdn, - Bomber - Vickers Vimy
Helwan

Ramleh

Abu Sueir

- No.

- No,

- No.

A7 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.9A

1A Sqdn, - Amy Co-op, Bristol fighters
A Plj'-ing Training School

Const ant iiaople Y/ing

No, A Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Bristol fighters
No, 25 Sqdn-, - Pighter - Snipes
No, 56 Sqdn, - Pighter - Snipes (one flight)
No,207 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.9A
No,208 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, — Bristol fighters

Iraq Command - H.Q'. Bagdad

Hinaidi

No, 1 Sqdn, - Pighter - Snipes
No, 6 Sqdn. - Army Co-op. - Bristol fighters
No, 8 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Bristol fighters
No, 30 Sqdn. - Bomber - D.H. 9A
No, A5 Sqdn, - Bomber - Vernons
No, 70 Sqdn, - Bomber — Vickers Vimy

- No, 55 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.9A
- No, 8A Sqdn,-Bomber- D.H.9A

R.A.P. India Command - H.Q, Delhi

Mosul

Shaibah

Ambala - No, 5 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Bristol fighters

- No, 28 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, Bristol fightersKohat

“No, 27 Sqdn. - Amiy Co-op. - Bristol fighters
- No. 60 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.9A

Peshawar - No. 31 Sqdn, - Army Co-op.

Quetta - No, 20 Sqdn. - Array Co-op,

Bristol fighters

- Bristol fighters

/THE R.A.P. IN APR]1 192A
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TUB R.A.E. IM APRIL 1922|.

R.A.F, Coastal Area (Maritime)
A.H.Q, - 33 to 34 Tavistock Place London- T/.C.I

A.O.C, - A.xr Vice-Marshal Sir Vyell Vyvyan, K.C.B., D.S.O.
S.A.S.O. - Group Captain C. E. Kilner, D.S.O.

Ji-ST-jchars^ Group — H.Q, at Leuciiars
(i.E, I.E.) Allocated to
(6 + 3) “ Argus and lierraes
(6+3) - Kera_^
(6 + 3
(6 + 3) “ Hermes
(6 + 3) ~ A^sus
(6+3) - Furious

- Furious

F.A.A. - No*401 Flight - Nightjar fighters
F.A.A, - No,403 Flight - Nightjar fighters
F.A.A. - No,404 Flight - Nightjar fighters
F.A,A. - No,2{41 Flight - Panther recce.
F.A.A. - No,4^j-2 Flight - Panther recce.
F.A.A, - No,/-i43 Flight - Panther recce.

No, 10 Group - H.Q. Lee-on-Solent

Gosport

F.AJl - No. 420 Flight - Nestland Tfalrus Spotters (6 + 3
- No, 421 Fliglit - Vestland ;7alrus Spotters (6  + 3

F.A.A. - No, 423 Flight - Bison spotters (6+3)
F.A.A, - No, 2(.60 Flight - Dart torpedo (6 + 3)
F.A.A, - No, 461 Fliglit - Dart torpedo (6 + 3)

F.A
- F^urious
- Furious

~ i&ms-
- F^urious
- Furious

Calshot

Sea Reooe - No, 430 Flight - F,5 flying boats (5+2)

Trainjjag and .heveJLopmeirt

Lee-on-Solent - Observer Training - Fairey III D .floatplanes (6 + 6)
School of Naval Co-operation

Calshot

(2 + 1)(F,2A flying boats
(Fairey III D floatplanes (3+2)

Flying boat Pilot Training

&0 3:pqrt

Torpedo Development Flij'^it - Dart torpedo - (3  + I)

Isle of ̂rain

Seaplane Development Fliglit - various - (6 + 0)

Cattewater, Plymouth

Development Fliglit - Fairey III D floatplanes (4  + 4)

in the Mediterranean (Maritime)The R.A.F.

Malta Allocated, to

Eagle
Eagle

F.A.A. - No, 4^|.0 Flight - Seagull III amphibians (6 + 6) Eagle
Spotter Recce,

F.A.A. (6 + 6
(6 + 6

No, 402 Flight - Nightjar fighters
F,A,A. - No, 422 Flight - Blackburn spotters

Calafrana

See Recce - No. 48I, Flight - Fairey III D floatplanes (6- + 6)

/14A.F. inland Area - April 1924
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R.A,F. Inland Area April 1924

A.H.Q, Uxbridge

No. 1 Croup - H.Q, Kenley Cornraon, Surrej’'

Kenley

No, 24 Sqdn, - Corai;iiAnioations - Bristol fighters and other types
No, 32 Sqdn, - Fighter - Snipes - (two flights)

Northolt

No. 12 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.9A (one flight)
No, 41 Sqdn. - Filter ■- Siskins III (one flight)

Biggin Hill

No. 56 Sqdn, - Fighter - Snipes
Niglit Flying Flight

jjawkinge - No, 25 Sqdn, - Fighter - Snipes and Crebes
Eastohuroh

No. 207 Sqdn. - Bomber - D.H.9A-.
Armament and Nunnery School

Ng.« 3 Nroup - H.Q. Spittlegate

Spittlegate

No, 39 Sqdn, - Bomber - I),H,9A*
No,100 Sqdn, - Bomber - Farms (two flights)

Dincford

No, 19 Sqdn. - Fighter - Snipes (one flight)
No, 29 Sqdn, - Fighter - Snipes (one flight;
No.111 Sqdn, - Fighter - Sislcins III, (one flight)

Martlesham

No, 15 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.9A (one flight)
No, 22 Sqdn, - Bomber ~ Experimental types

Bircham Newton

No, 7 Sqdn, - Bomber ~ Vickers Viray
No. 11 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.9A (one flight)

G-.^PVP - H.Q. South Famborqnigli
^M^Zarnborough - No. 4 Sqcbi, - Army Co-op. - Bristol fighters,
Andover - No. 2 Sqdii, - Army Co-op. Bristol fighters.
Training Schools

No. 1 Flying Training School - Netheravon
No, 2 Flying Training School - Duxford
No, 5 Flying Training School - Shotwick
Central Flying School - Upavon
School of Army Co-operation - Old Sarum
R.A.F. Staff College - Andover

/R.A.F. Overseas Commands
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R.A,E. Overseas Commands - April 19^

E.A.F. Middle East

Isypt and Palestine Command ~ H,Q, Cairo

lieliopolis - No, 216 Sqdn. - Bomber ~ Vickers Vimy

- No, 47 Sqdn, ~ Bomber ~ D.H.9A

- No, 208 Sqdn, - Array Co-op, - Bristol fighters

4 Plying Training School

No, 1,4 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.9A

No,

Helwan

Ismailia

Abu Sueir

Ramleh

Iraq Command - li.Q, Bagdad

Hinaidi

No, 1 Sqdn, - Pighter - Snipes
No, 6 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Bristol fighters
No, 8 Sqdn, - Army Co-op,-Bristol fighters
No,50 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.9A
No,45 Sqdn, - Bomber Transport - Vernoxis
No,70 Sqdn, - Bomber Transport - Vernons aiid Vickers Vimy

No, 55 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.9A

No, 84 Sqdn, - Bomber - D,Ii,9A

Mosul

.Shaibah

^A.P. India - H,Q. Delhi

Ambala 5 Sqdn, - Anny Co-op, - Bristol fighters

- No, 27 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Bristol fighters
No, 60 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.9A

- No, 51 Sqdn, - Array Co-op, - Bristol fighters

- No, 20 Sqdn, - Army Co-op,

- No, 20 Sqdn, - Array Co-op, - Bristol fighters

- No.

Bristol fighters

Risalpur

Dardoni

Peshawar

Quetta

/THE R.A,P. IN APRIL 1926
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THE R.A.E. IE APRIL 1926

R.A.E, Coastal Area (Maritime)

A.H.Q.
A»0,C,
S.A.S.O.

- 33-34 Tavistock Place, i7.C.1
- Air Vice-Marshal E. R. Scarlett, C.B., D.S.O.

&roup Captain P. H. L, Playfair, M.C,
- H.Q. at Leuchars

Leuchars

(1.3.)
P.A.A, — No# 404 Plight — Flycatchers
P.A.A. ~ No, 4i[.2 Plight - Pairey III D
PJL.A. - No, 2(43 Plight - Pairey III D

Donibristle

6

6 R.A.P, complement
6

in

P.A.A. - No, 401 Plight- - Flycatchers
P.A.A. - No, 405 Plight - Flycatchers
P.AJI, - No, 406 Pliglit - Flycatchers

6

6) H«M, Carrier Furious
6)

E9».JP &TOH2 ~ Ji.Q. at Lee-on-Solent

&osport

P.A.A. - No, 2^20 Plight - Blackburns
F.A.A. - No, k2\ Plight - Bisons
P.A.A, - No, 423 Plight - Bisons
P.A.A, - No, 461 Plight - Darts
P.A.A, - No, 426 Pli^t - Darts

(6

6

6

Calshot

Coastal Recce. - No, 2iD0 Plight

and Development

L ee-on-S olent

P.A.A, No, klUh Plight - Pairey III D (6)
School of Naval Co-operation

- Southampton flying boats (4 I.E.)

Calshot

Seaplane Training and Air Pilotage Plights
&osport

Torpedo Development Plight
PelixstoYre

Plying Boat Development Pliglit
£&^Ji£vJjLife(Titerranean (Maritime')

Malta - Calafrana

Coastal Recce, - No, 2.^1 Plight
P.A.A.
P.A.A.
P.A.A.

- Pairey III D floatplanes (6 I.E.)
-No, 2|X)2 Plight - Flycatchers (6)
- No, 403 Pliglit - Plyoatohers (6) complements in
- No, k22 Plight - Blackburns (6
- No, 2(40 Plight - Pairey III D (6‘
-No, 2(i[.1 Plight - Pairey HI D (g‘
-No, 2(^0 Plight - Darts

H.M. Carrier Eagle

and Pleraes

P.A.A.
P.A.A.

P.A.A.

/SaA.-?. Inland Area - April 1926("^)
6
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(1)R.A.E, Inland Area - April 1926

A.H.Q, - Uxbridge

A.O.C. - Air Marshal Sir Jolm M, Salmond, K.C.B

Ho. 1i group - H.Q. Eidbrooke

C.H.& C.V.O., D.S.O.• > • s

Manston

No, 2 Sqdn, - Army Co~op, - Bristol fighters

No, 9 Sqdn. - Bomber - Virginias and some Vickers Vimy

Eastohurch

No, 207 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.9A

Armament and Gunnery School

No, 3 Group - H.Q. Spittlegate

Spittiegate

No, 39 Sqdn, ~ Bomber - D.H.9A

No. 100 Sqdn. - Bomber - Eavms

Marblesham

No, 15 Sqdn, ~ Bomber - D.H.9A

No, 22 Sqdn, - Experimental and New types

Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment

Biroham Newton

No, 7 Sqdn, - Bomber - Virginias

No, 99 Sqdn, -« Bomber - Aldershots

No, 6 Group - H.Q, ICenley

Kenley

No, 2l\- Sqdn, - Communications Bristol fighters and other types

No, 32 Sqdn, - Fighter Grebes..

Biggin Hill

No, 56 Sqdn. - Fighter - Grebes

Night Flying Flight

/Northolt

(1) In May 1926 the bulk of the Inland Area v/as renamed "The Air Defence of
Great Britain" with a V/essex Bombing Area and a Fighter Area.
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No, 6 G-roup - H,Q, Kenley (oontd,)

Northolt

No, If1 Sqdn, - Fighter ~ Siskins III

Hawkinge

No, 17 Sqdn, - Filter - Snipes

No, 25 Sqdn, - Fighter - G-rebes

Duxford

No, 19 Sqdn, - Fighter - Snipes

No, 29 Sqdn, - Fighter - G-rebes

No,111 Sqdn, - Fighter -• Siskins III

Henlow

No, 23 Sqdn. - Fighter - Gameoooks

No, k-3 Sqdn, - Fighter - Snipes

No, 7 Group - H,Q, Andover

South Farnborough « No, A Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Bristol fighters

- No, 11 Sqdn, - Bomber - Fawns

- No, 16 Sqdn, - Aimy Co-op, - Bristol fighters

- No, 3 Sqdn, - Fighter - Woodoooks

— No, 58 Sqdn, - Bomber - Virginias

- No, 12 Sqdn, - Bomber - Fawns
- No, 13 Sqdn, - Amy Co-op, - Bristol fighters

Netheravon

Old Sarum

Upavon

Worthy Down

Andover

Auxiliary Air Force

Alflergrove — No, 502 (ulster) Sqdn, — Bomber — Viokers Vimy

- No, 600 (London^ Sqdn, - Bomber - D,H,9A
- No, 600 (London) Sqdn. - Bomber - D.H.9A

- No, 602 (Glasgow) Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.9A

- No, 603 (Edinburgh) Sqdn. - Bomber - D.H.9A

Northolt

Renfrew

Tumhouse

Training Schools

No, 1 Flying Training School — Netheravon
No, 2 Flying Training School - Digby
No, 5 Plying Training School - Sealand
Central Flying School - Upavon
School of Army Co-operation - Old Sarum
R.A.F, Staff College - Andover

/Overseas Commands - Anril 1926
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Overseas Commands - Apidl 1926

R.A.F, Middle East H.Q. Cairo

Egyptian &roup

Heliopolis - No. 216 Sqdn,

Moasoar

Bomber Transport ~ Victorias

- No, 208 Sqdn, - Amy Co-op, - Bristol fighters

47 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H,9A- No.Kelwan

Abu Sueii: - No, 4 Flying Training School

Palestine Command

Raraleh - No. 14 Sqdn, - Bomber - D,H,9A

Iraq Command - H.Q, Bagdad

Hinaidi

No.

No.

No, 30 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.9A
No, 45 Sqdn, - Bomber Transport - Vernons and D.H.9A
No, 55 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.II.9A
No, 70 Sqdn, - Bomber Transport - Vernons and Vickers Vimy

- No, 6 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Bristol fightera

- No, 84 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.SA

1 Sqdn, - Figliter - Snipes
8 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.9A

Mosul

Shaibah

R.A.F, India - H.Q. Delhi

Ambala - No, 31 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Bristol fighters

- No, 60 Sqdn. - Bomber - D.H.9A

- No, 20 Sqdn, - Amy Co-op, - Bristol fighters

- No, 28 Sqdii, - Amy Co-op, - Br’istol fighters

- No, 5 Sqdn, - Amy Co-op, - Bristol fighters
No, 27 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H,9A

Kohat

Peshawar

Quetta

Risalpur

/THE R.A.F. Bf JANUARY 1929
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THE R.A«E. HI JAMJARY 1929

R«A,E, Coastal Area

A.H.Q. - 33-34 Tavistock Place - London,
"  •fi-ii'Vice-Marshal„C. L. Lambe, C.B., C.M.&., D.S.O.

S.A.S.O, - &roup Captain A. W, Bigsworth, C.M.G-,, D.S.O,, A.E.C.
Leuohars - H.Q, and Training, Base

Donibristle

Coastal - No, % Sqdn, - Torpedo Bombers - Horsleys - (12 I.E.)

- No, 406 Plight - Elyoatohers (6)E.A.A.

Plymouth - Cattewater

Coastal Recce. - No, 2D3 Sqdn, -

Eliots in Home based Carriers

E,A,A, - No, 401 — Elyoatchers
F.A.A, - No, 422 — Blackburns
E.A.A, - No, 441 - Eairey III D

E,A,A, - No, 405 *“ Elyoatohers
E.A.A, - No, 420 - Blackbums
E.A.A, - No, 421 - Bisons

E.A.A, - No, 44-5 ~ Eairey III E
E.A.A. - No, 2^61
E.A.A, — No, ij^2 — Darts

E.A.A, - No, 2fi)4 - Eairey III D

H.Q, Lee—on-Solent

Darts

Southampton flying boats (4 I.E.)

6
6 H.M.S. Argus
6

6

6
6

H.M.S, Furious6

6

6

(6) ) H.M.S. Vindictive

No, 10 &roup

Calshot

Coastal Recce, - No, 201 Sqdn* - Southampton flying boats (4 I.E.)
Training and Development

Lee-on-Solent - School of Naval Co-operation
Calshot

Seaplane Training Flight
H.Q, Training Squadron
Navigation School

Gosport - Torpedo Development Section

- Flying boat Development PlightFelixstowe

Mediterranean (’Maritime)

A.H.Q, - Malta

A.O.C. - Air Commodore R, H. Clark*41all, C.M.G-., D.S.O.
Calafrana

Coastal Recoe. - No. 202 Sqdn. - Eairey III D floatplanes (12 I.E.)

/Plights in Mediterranean
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Flights in Mediterranean Fleet Carriers

F.A.A. - No» - Flycatchers
F.A.A, - No, AO7 - Flycatchers
F,A,A. - No, A45 ~ Fairey III F
F.A.A. - No, A46 - Fairey III F

No, 465 - DartsF,A.A.

6

6
6

H.M,S, Coxrrageous6

P,A.A, “No, A6if “ Darts
6

6

F,A,A. “No, 1+02 “ Flycatchers
FJl.A. “No, 1+23 - Bisons
F,A,A, “ No, 460 “ Darts

6

6 H.M.S, Eagle
(6 1

R.,A.F. in China (Maritime)

Hong Kong;

“ No, 442 Fliglit “ Fairey III D
F,A,A,“ No, 403 Fli£^t “ Flycatchers

6

“ No, li40 Flight “ Fairey III F
6

H,M,S, HermesF.A,A 6

R,A.F. in Malay (Maritime)

Singapore - Far East Recce Flight - Southampton flying boats (if.)

Air Defence of Creat Bi*itain (AD&b)—-January 1929

A.H.Q. “ Hillingdon House - Uxbridge

A,0,C. “ Air Marshal Sir John I.I, Salmond K.C.E

Wessex Bombing Area “ H.Q, ~ Andover

C.M.G- C.Y.O D.S• j • j •» .O.

Andover

No, 12 Sqdn, - Bomber - Poxes
R.A.F. Staff College

Bicester

No, 1;00 Sqdn, - Bomber “ Horsleys
Wojrthy Doivn.

No, 7 Sqdn, “ Bomber “ Virginias
No, 58 Sqdn, - Bomber - Virginias

Netheravon

No, 11 Sqdn, - Bomber ~ Horsleys “ en route to India
Biroham Newton

39 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.9A — en route to India
No, 101 Sqdn, - Bomber - Sidestrands

No.

Mansion

No, 9 Sqdn, - Bomber “ Virginias
Upper Plevford

No, 10 Sqdn, - Bomber “Hyderabads
No, 99 Sqdn, — Bomber — Hyderabads

Eastchurch

No, 207 Sqdn, — Bomber - Fairey III P

/Fighter Area
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^ea - Uxbridge

Keiiley

No, 23 Sqdn. - Fighter - Eamecocks
No, 32 Sqdn, - Fighter - Sislcins III

Northolt

No, 24 Sqdn, - Communications - Avro, Moth and Bristol
fighters

No, 41 Sqdia. - Fighters - Sislcins III

Hawkinee
a

No, 25 Sqdn, - Fighter - Siskins III

Upavon

No, 3 Sqdn. - Fighter - Woodcocks
No, 17 Sqdn, - Fighter - 'voodcocks

Duxford

No, 19 Sqdii. - Fighter - Siskins III

North Yfeald

No, 29 Sqdn. - Fighter - Siskins III
No, 56 Sqdn, - Fighter - Siskins III

Tangmere

No, 1 Sqdn. - Fighter - Siskins III
No, 43 Sqdn. - Fighter - Siskins III

Biggin Hill

Night Flying Flight - Horsleys and Bristol fighters

Hornchurch

No, 111 Sqdn, - Fighter - Siskins III

No, 1 Air Defence Eroup - H.7, -Sloane Square - London -

Aldergrove - No. 502 (Ulster) Sqdn. - Bomber - Hyderabads

Waddington - No. 503 (Lincoln) Sqdn. - Bomber - Fawns

1.

- No, 504 (Nottinghcjn) Sqdn. - Bomber - No aircraft yet

- No. 600
No. 601

(London)
(London)

Sqdn, - Bomber - D
Sqdn, - Bomber - D.H.9A

Huolcnall

Hendon

Turnhouse - No, 603 (Edihbm’gh) Sqdn, - Bomber

- No. 602 (Ulasgo^r) Sqdn, - Bomber - Faxrns

>S.a^lg,.BrQmmch, - No, S05 (''Tarvidck) Sqdn. - Bomber - D.H.9A

9AT-T
• A**

D.H.9A

Eenfrevf

/inland Area -
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Inlaxid Area - January 1929

A.H. :]. - Bentley Prioiy - Stanmore - Middx.

- Air Yioe-Marshal C.A.H. Longcroft, C.B., G.M.G., D.S.O., A.F.C.A.O.C.

No. 21 Group - H.'j. 7est Drwton

Martlesham

No. 15 Sqdii. - Bomter - Horsleys
No. 22 Sqdn. - Bomber - Experimental and new types
Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment

South Parnborough- •

South Parnborough

No, A Sqdn. - Army Co-op - Bristol fighters

Andover

No. 13 Sqdri, - Co-op - Atlas

Catterick

No, 26 Sqdn. - Armj' Co-op - Atlas

Mansion

No. 2 Sqdn. - Aimiy Co-op - Bristol fighters

Old 3arum

No. 16 Sqdn. - Army Co-op - Bi-istol fighters

School of Army Co-uperation

No. 23 droup - il.N. Tit. Vincents*', Orantham

No. 1 Plying Training School - Netheravon

No, 2 Plying Training School - Digby

No. 3 Plying Training School - G-rantham

No. 5 Plying Training School - Sealand

Central Placing School - Wittering

Armament and Gunnery School - Eastchurch

/Overseas Coimands -
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Overseas Comm^ids - January 1929

R.A.E. Middle East - H.1, Villa Victoria, Cairo

Egyptian Croup

Heliopolis - No. 20o 3q_dn. - Army Co-op - Bristol fighters

No, 216 Sqdn. - Bomber Transport - Victorias

Helwan - No. 45 Sqdn. - Bomber - D.H.9A

Khartoum - No, 47 Gqdn. - Bomber - Eairey III E

Arameui - No, 14 Sqdn. - Bomber - D.H.9A

,S^6dr - No, 4 Plying Trai<iing School

Aden, Khormalcsar - No. 0 Sqdn. - Bombers - Pairey III P

Iraq Command - H,'-j Baj^ad

Hinaidi No, 30 Sqdn, - Bomber - D 9A1*

No. 55 Sqdn, - Bomber - D.I1.9A

No, 70 Sqdii, - Bomber Transport - Victorias

No, 84 Sqdn, - Bomber - Napiti

No. 6 Sqdn. - Army Co-op - Bristol fighters

Shaibah

Mosul

R.A.P. India H.9. - Nevi Delhi

Ambala

No. 2o Sqdn, - krmy Co-op - Bristol fighters

Kohat

No, 27 Sqdn. - Borifoer - D.H.9A

No, 60 Sqdii. - Bomber - D.H. 9A

Risalpur

No, 11 Sqdn,
en route from U.K.

No, 39 Sqdn.

Quetta

No, 5 Sqdn. - Army Co-op - Bristol fighters

No. 31 Sqdn, - Army Co-op - Bristol fighters

Peshaivar

No. 20 Sqdn. - Arn^ Co-op - Bristol fighters

/THE R.A.P. ET MAY 193I
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THE R.A.E. IvLAY 1951

R.A.F. Coastal Area (Maritime)

- 55-54 Tavistock Place - London - W.C.1

- Air Vice-Marshal C. L. Laaihe, C.B., C.M.G-., D.S.O.
- G-roup Captain C-. R. Bromet, D.S.O., O.B.E.

Leuohars - H. and Training Base.

“ Coastal - No. 100 Sqdn, - Torpedo Bombers - Horsleys
(12 I.E.)

jl§rki-^stoYfe - Coastal Recce. - No. 210 Sqdn. - no flying boats as yet

Mount Batten, Plymouth

A.H.Q.
A.O.C.

S.A.S.O.

Coastal Recce. - No. 204 Sqdn. - Southampton flying boats (4 I.L.)

(4 I.E.)Coastal Recce. - No, 20S) Sqdn. Ii’is III flying boats

Plights in H.M.S._ Couragegu^

P.A.A. - No. 401 - Flycatchers
F.A.A. - No. 404 - Flycatchers

* P.A.A. - No, 407 - Flycatchers
F.A.A, - No. kl^3 - Pairey III F
F.A.A. - No. kh.G - Falrey III F
P.A.A. - No. Zi49 - Fairey III F
F.A.A. - No. 450 - Pairey III F
P.A.A. - No. 465 - Dai’ts
F.A.A. - No, 464 - Darts

6)
6

O'

6

6

6

b

6)
Catapult f]-ights. The

use of catapult launching
from Capital ships and
crudsers started in 1550.

No. 10 Group - H.Q, Lee-on-Solent

Lee-on-Solent

F.A.A. - No. 2)44 Flight - Pairey III D (6)

F.A.2I. - No. 243 Flight - Fairey III P (6)

Go sport

F.A.A, - No, 2)ij-2 Flight - Pairey III F (6)

F.A.A. - No, 2j.65 Flight - Ripons

P.A.A. - No, 466 Plight - Ripons

(6)

(6)

Calshot

Coastal Recce, - No. 201 Sqdn. - Southampton flying boats (4 I.E.)

Tjralning and Development

Lee-on-Solent -  School of Naval Co-operation

-  li. I. Training Squadron and Seaplaiie Training Flight
- Navigation School

- Torpedo Development Section

C al shot

Gosport

Felixstowe - Flying Boat Development Flight
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R.A.F, in Mediterranean (Maritime) - May 1931

A.H.Q, - Malta

A.O.C. - Air Conimodore J, L, Forbes, O.B.E,

Calafrana

Coastal Recce. - No. 202 Sqdn. - Palrey III D and III F
floatplanes (12 I.E.)

Fliplits in Mediterranean Fleet Carriers

(6* F.A.A. - No. 405 “ Fli' catchers
* F.A.A. - No. 406 - Flycatchers
F.A.A. —No. lj£>8 - Flycatchers
F.A.A. - No. 441 - Fairey III F

“i* F.A.A. - No. 447 - Fairey III F
F.A.A. - No. 461 - Ripons
F.A.A. - No. 462 - Ripons

F.A.A. - No, 402 - Fl37catchers
F.A.A. - No. IpliS ^ Fairey III F
F.A.A. p No, 460 - Ripons

* CatapixLt Flights,

R.A.F. Iraq Cominand (itaritime Section)

Basrah - No. 203 Sqdn. - Rangoon flying boats (4 I.S.)

R.A.F. Far East (Maritime)

Singapore

(6
6

H.M.S. Glorious
6

6

6
6

6)
H.M.S. Eagle

No. 205 Sqdn, - Southampton flying boats ( 4 I.E.)

No, 36 Sqdn, - Torpedo Bombers - Horsleys (12 I.E.)

F.A.A, - No, 433 Flight - Flycatchers (6) )

F.A.A. - No, 440 Flight - Fairey III F (6) j

Air Defence of Great Britain (ADGB) - May 1 931

H.M^S. Hermes

A.H.Q. - Hillingdon House, Uxbridge

A.O.C. - Air Marshal Sir Edward L. Ellington, K.C.B., C.M.G C.B.E.• f

Wessex Bombing Area - H.Q. Andover

Andover

No, 12 Sqdn. - Bombers - Harts
No. 101 Sqdn, - ISombers - Sidestrands
R.A.F. Staff College

Bicester

No, 33 Sqdn, - Bombers - Harts
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Bircham Ne\'rt;on

No, 35 Sqdn, - Bombers - Pairey III P
No. 207 Sqdn. - Bombers - Pairey III P ■

Boscombe Dcn,Tn

No. 9 Sqdn, - Bombers - Virginias
No, 10 Sqdn. — Bombers - Hinaidis

Upper Heyf ord

No, 2|J0 Sqdn, - Bombers - Gordons
No, 99 Sqdn, ~ Bombers - Hinaidis

lyoi-thy Dovm

7 Sqdn. - Bombers - VirginiasNo.

No, 58 Sqdn. ~ Bombers - Virginias

Pieter Area - H.Q. Uxbridge

Duxford

No. 19 Sqdn. - Pighters - Siskins III

Hav/kinge

No. 25 Sqdn. - Pigliters - Sisldrs III

Hornchurch

54 Sqdn. - Pighters - Bulldof^sNo.

No. 111 Sqdn. - Pighters - Bulldogs

Kenley

No. 23 Sqdn, - Pighters - Gamecocks
No, 32 Sqdn, - Pij^ters - Bulldogs

*

Northolt

No. 24 Sqdn. - Communications - Avros, Moth and
Pairey III P

No. 41 Sqdn, - Pighters - Siskins III

North Weald

No. 29 Sqdn. - Pighters - Siskins III
No. 58 Sqdn, - Pighters — Siskins III

Tangmere

1 Sqdn. - Pighters - Sisldrs III
Siskins III

No.

No. 43 Sqdn. - Pighters

Upavon

3 Sqdn. - Fighters - Bulldogs
Pighters - Bulldogs

No.

No. 17 Sqdn.

* Douglas Bader joined this squadron and lost both of hia legs in a
flying accident on 14.12.31 o,t '.Voedley aerodrome, near Reading.
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May 1931

Ji2s^..4H.P®Cence^Group - H.Q. - Sloane Square - London - S.W.1

ItlansLon — No, 500 (Kent) Sqdn, — Bombers — Virginias

- No, 501 (Bristol) Sqdn, - Bombers - Wapiti

Aldergrove - No, 502 (Ulster) Sqdn, - Bombers - Hyderabads

_Waddington - No, 503 (Lincoln) Sqdn. - Bombers - Byderabads

Hucigiall — No, 504 (Nottingham) Sqdn. — Bombers  ~ Horsleys

Hendon

Pilton

“No, 600 (London) Sqdn, - Bombers - Wapiti
No. 601 (London) Sqdn, - Bombers - Wapiti

Renfrew - No. 602 (Glasgow) Sqdn. - Bombers - Wapiti

Tumhouse - No, 603 (Edinburgh) Sqdn. - Bombers - Wapiti

Hendon — No, 604- (Jiiddlesex) Sqdn, “ Bombers — Wapiti

Castle Bromwich - No. 605 (7far\-d.ck) Sqdn, - Bombers - Wapiti

Usv/orth “No, 605 (Durham) Sqdn, - Bombers — Avros only as yet

Thomaby - No, 6O8 (North Riding) Sqdn. “ Bombers  - Wapiti
Inland Area

A.H.Q. “ Bentley Priory, Stanmore, Ivliddlesex

A.O.C. “ Air ViceJl'iarslial A. E. Bolton, C.B

No, 21 Group ~ H.Q. West DOrayton

Martlesham

• C.M.G D.S.O A.P.C.f • > • t

No. 15 Sqdn. - Bomber “ Experimental types

No. 22 Sqdn, - Bomber - Experimental, types

Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment

No, 22 Group “H.Q. South Pamborough

Mansion - No. 2 Sqdn. - Amy Co“Op. - Atlas

South Pamborough - No. 4 Sqdn. - Army Co-op. - Atlas

Netheravon - No. 13 Sqdn. - Amy Co-op. - Atlas

Catterick - No. 26 Sqdn. - Army Co-op, - Atlas

Old Sarum - No. I6 Sqdn, - Amy Co-op,
-  School of Amy Co-operation

Atlas
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No, 23 Group - H.Q. "St. Vincents", Grantham

No, 2 Plying Training School - Digby
No. 3 Plying Training School - Grantham
No, 5 Plying Training School - Sealand
Central Plying School - Wittering
Armament and Gunnery School - Eastchiirch
R.A.P, Practice Camps at Catfoss, Sutton Bridge and North Coates

Pitties

Overseas Commands - liay 1 931

R.A.P. Middle East - H.Q. Villa Victoria, Cairo

Heliopolis

No, 208 Sqdn, - Army Co-op. - Atlas

No. 216 Sqdn. - Bomber Transport - Victorias

Helwan - No. 1+5 Sqdn. — Bombers - Pairey III P

Ismailia - No. 6 Sqdn. - Army Co-oj). - Bristol fighters

Khartom - No, 47 Sqdn. - Bombers - Pairey III P

Amman - No, 14 Sqdn. - Bombers - Pairey III P

Abu Sueir - No. 4 Plying Training School

Aden - No, 8 Sqdn, - Bombers - Pairey III P

Iraq Command - H.Q, — Hinaidi

Hinaidi

No, 55 Sqdn. - Bombers - Wapiti

No. 70 Sqdn. - Bomber Transport - Victorias

Mosul - No, 30 Sqdn. - Bombers - 7/apiti

Shaibah - No. 84 Sqdn. - Bombers - Wapiti

R.A.P. India - H.Q. Simla

- No. 28 Sqdn. - Army Co-op - Bristol fighters

- No,' 27 Sqdn. - Bombers - Yfapiti

No. 60. Sqdn. - Bombers — Yfapiti

Ambala

Kohat

Risadpur No, 11 Sqdn, - Bombers - Wapiti

No. 39 Sqdn. - Bombers - Wapiti

Peshaiirar - No. 20 Sqdn. - Army Co-op - Wapiti

Quetta No. 5 Sqdn, - Army Co-op * Wapiti

No, 31 Sqdn. - Army Co-op - Bristol fighters
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THE R.A.F. IN JUNE 1933

R.A.P. Coastal Area (Maritime)

A,H,Q, -- Lee-on-Solent, Hants

- Air Vice-Marshal R. H. Clark-Hall, C.M.G

- Air Commodore N, J. Gill, C.B.S

A.O.C.

S.A.S.O. M.C.• i

D,S,0»• f

Leuchars - H.Q. and Training Base

Donibristle — Coastal — No, 1-00 Sqcln. — Torpedo Bombers —
Vildebeest (12 I.E.)

Calshot - Coastal Recce. - No. 201 Sqdn. - Southampton flying
boats (4 I.E.)

Mount Batten - Coastal Recce. - No. 204 Sqdn. - Southampton
flying boats (4 I.E.)

Coastal Recce. -.No, 209 Sqdn. - Iris V flying
boats (4 I.E.)

Pembroke Dock — Coastal Recce, — No, 210 Sqdn, — Southampton
flying boats (4 I.E.)

Fleet Air Arm Squadrons* and Plights in Home based Carriers

H.M.S, Courageous

No. 800 Sqdn. - Niiiirods and Ospreys (l2)
No, 810 Sqdn, - Darts (12)
No. 820 Sqdn. - Pairey III P (l2)
No. 821 Sqdn. - Seals (12)

H.M.S. Furious

No. 801 Sqdn, - Flycatchers and Nimrods (12)
No, 811 Sqdn. - Ripons (12)
No, 822 Sqdn. - Pairey III P (l2)

* In June 1953# Squadrons were formed of two Plights each.

Catapult Plights in capital ships eind cruisers

No. 406 - Flycatchers (6) - for 4th Cruiser Squadron in East Indies

No. hpi - Ospreys (6) - for 2nd Cruiser Squadron in Home Fleet

No, 443 “ Pairey III P (6) - for 6th and 8th Cruiser Squadrons in
America and West Indies, and South Africa sta;tions

No. 444 - Pairey III P (6) for 2nd Battle Squadron in Home Fleet
Training and Development

Lee-on-Solent - School of Naval Co-operation
Training and Co-operation Plights

- Navigation School
Training Squadron

- Torpedo Section Base
Torpedo Training Squadron
Coast Defence Training Plight

(l) The transfer of the A,H.Q, from London to Lee—on-^olent took place
on 18 January 1932 and involved the disappearance of No. 10 Group.

/R.A.P. Mediterranean

Calshot

Gosport
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R.A.F. Mediterranean (Maritime)

A.H.Q. Valettaj Malta,

A.O.C. Air Commodore C.E.H. Rathbome, D.S.O,

Calafrana

Coastal Recce. - No. 202 Sqdn. - Pairey III P floatplanes
(12 I.E.)

Fleet Air Arm Squadrons in Carrier H.M.S. Glorious

No. 802 Sqdn. - Nimrods and Ospreys (12)

No. 812 Sqdn. - Ripons (12)

No. 823 Sqdn. - Fairej?- m F (12)

Catapult Flight No. ijii-7 - Fairey III P (6) in 1st Cruiser Squadron

R.A.F. Iraq Command (Maritime Section)

Basrah - No. 203 Sqdn. - Rangoon flying boats (4 I.E.)

R.A.F. Far East (Maritime)

Singapore

No. 205 Sqdn, - Southampton flying boats (4 I.E.)

No. 36 Sqdn. - Torpedo Bombers - Horsleys (12 I.E.)

F.A.A. - No. 803 Sqdn. - Ospreys (l2)

F.A.A. - No. 824 Sqdn. - Fairey III P (12) )

F.A.A. Catapult Plight No. 403 - Flycatchers (6) in 5th Cruiser
Squadron.

H.M.S. Eagle

Air Defence of Great Britain (ADGB) - June 1933

A.H.Q. - Hillingdon House, Uxbridge

A.O.C.-in-C, Air Marshal Sir Robert Broote-Pophara , K.C.B
D.S.O

C.M.G

A.P.C.
•• >  f

• >

S.A.S.O. - Air Commodore E. L, Gossage D.S.O,

Wessex Bombing Area - H.Q. Andover

No. 40 Sqdn. - Bomber - Gordons

Andover - No. 12 Sqdn. - Bomber - Harts

No. 101 Sqdn. - Bomber - Sidestrands

R.A.F. Staff College

Bicester - No. 33 Sqdn. - Bomber - Harts
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Bircham Nevton - No. 35 Sqdn, - Bomber - Gordons

- No, 207 Sqdn, - Bomber - Gordons

Boscombe Domoi - No. 9 Sqdn. - Bomber - Virginias

- No. 10 Sqdn, - Bomber - Virginias

Upper Hevford - No, 18 Sqdn. - Bomber

- No. 57 Sqdn. - Bomber - Harts

- No, 99 Sqdn. - Bomber - Hinaidis

7 Sqdn. - Bomber - Virginias

No. 58 Sqdn. - Bomber - Virginias

Harts

Y/orthy DovTO. - No.

Fighter Area - H.Q. Uxbridge

Biggin Hill - No, 23 Sqdn. - Fighter - Demons

“No, 32 Sqdn. - Filter - Bulldogs

- No, 19 Sqdn. - Fighter - Bulldogs

“ No. 25 Sqdn, - Fighter - Furies

“ No, 54 Sqdn. - Fighter - Bulldogs

- No, 111 Sqdn. - Filter - Bvilldogs

~ No, 24 Sqdn. - Coninunications - Avros, Ivloth and
Fairey III F

- No. 41 Sqdn. - Filter - Bulldogs

“ No, 29 Sqdn. - Fighter - Bulldogs

No. 56 Sqdn. - Fighter - Bulldogs

“ No. 1 Sqdn. - Fighter - Furies

No, 43 Sqdn. - Fighter - Furies

“No. 3 Sqdn. - Filter - Bulldogs

“ No, 17 Sqdn. - Fighter - Biilldogs

Duxford

Hay/ldlnge

Hornchurch

Northolt

North Weald

Tangmere

Upavon

No. 1 Air Defence Group - June 1933

A,H.Q. - 33“34 Tavistock Place - London - Y’.C.I,

- No, 500 (Kent) Sqdn,

“ No, 501 (Bristol) Sqdn, - Bomber - YYallaces

“ No, 502 (Ulster) Sqdn, - Bomber - Virginias

“ No. 503 (Lincoln) Sqdn, “ Bomber - Hyderabads

Manston Bomber - Virginias

Filton

Aldergrove

Waddington
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No, 50^;- (Nottinghpjn) Sodn. - Bomber - Horsleys

No. 600 (London) Sqdn,

No, 601 (London) Sodn,

No, 602f (Middlesex) Sndn,

No, 602 (G-lasgoTir) Sqdn.

No, 603 (Edinburgh) Sqdn.

- Bomber - Harts

*• -Bomber - Harts

- Bomber ~ Wapiti

- Bomber - Wapiti

- Bomber - Wapiti

Hucknall

Hendon

Abbotsinch -

Tumhouse -

Castle Bromwich - No. 6O3 (Warv/iok) Sqdn, - Bomber - Wapiti

No, 607 (Durham) Dqdn,

No, 608 (North Riding) Sqdn, - Bomber - Y/apiti

- Bomber - vfapitiUsworth

Thornaby

Inland Area

A.H.Q, - Bentley Priory, Stanmore, Hiddx,

A.O.C, - Air Vice-Marshal A. M, Longmore, C.B., D.S.O.

No, 21 Croup - H.Q. 's/est Drayton

Martlesham No, 15 Sqdn. - Bombers - Exq)erimental types

No, 22 Sqdh, - Bombers - Experimental types

Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment

No, 22 _G-roup - II.Q,.'- South Eamborough

Manston No. 2 Sqdn. - Army Co-op, - Atlas

South Eamborough r- No, A Sqdn;' - Army Go-^op,'  - Audax

- No. 13 Sqdn, ~ Army Co-op, - Audax

- No, 26 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Atlas

-No, 16 Sqdn. - kvurj Co-op, - Atlo-s

School of Array Go-operation

Netheraygn

Catterick

Old Sarum

No, 23 G-rx)up - H.Q. Grantham

No, 2 Eliding Training School - Digby

No, 3 El^'ing Training School - Grantham

No, 5 Plying Training School - Sealsnd

Central Flying School - Wittering

Air Armament S chool - H.-Q. East church

No, 1 Armament Training Camp - Catfoss

No. 2 Armaraent Training Camp - North Coates

No, 3 Armament Training Camp Sutton Bridge
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Overseas Commands - June 1933

R«A,F. Middle East - Villa Victoria, Cairo

Heliopolis

No, 200 Sqcba, - Amy Co-op, - Atlas

No, 216 Sqdn, - BoralDer Transport - Victorias

- No, 45 Sqdn, - Bomber - Pairey III P (G.P.)

- No, if-7 Sqdn, - Bomber - Gordons

- No, 14 Sqdn, - Bomber - Gordons

- No, 6 Sqdn, - Bomber - Gordons

Sueir - No, 4 Plying Training School

- No, 8 Sqdn, - Bomber - Pairey III P (G.P.)

Helwan

Khartom

Amman

Ismailia

Aden

Iraq Command — H.Q, Hinaidi

.Hinaidi - No, 55 Sqdn, - Bomber - V/'apiti

- No, 70 Sqdn, - Bomber Transport - Victorias

~ No, 30 Sqdn, - Bomber - Wapiti

- No, 84 Sqdn, — Bomber — Wapiti

Mosul

Shaibah

a,A,P. India - H.Q. Simla

Ambala - No, 28 Sqdn, - Array Co-op, - Wapiti

-No, 27 Sqdn, - Bomber

- No, 60 Sqdn, - Bomber - Wapiti

-No, 11 Sqdn, - Bomber - Harts

~ No, 39 Sqdii, - Bomber - Harts

5 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Wapiti

-No, 31 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - \7apiti

- No, 20 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - 'Wapiti

'Wapiti

- No,

Kohat

Risalpur

Quetta

Peshawar

/TIffi_^fi.A,P. M JUNE 1935
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TUB R.A.E. IN JUEE 1935

Ao.Q’.stal Area i^aritijne)

A.H.Q.

A.O.C.

- Lee-on-Solent, Hants,

“ Air Marshal A, M. Longmore, C.B

S.A.S.O. - Air Commodore K. J, G-ill, C.B.E., M.C.

D,S,•) 0,

Donibristle

Coastal - No, 22 Sqdn. - Torpedo Boinher - Vildebeest (12 I.E.)

Felixstowe

Coastal Recce, - No, 209 Sqdn, - Short, London and Southampton
flying boats (6 I.E.)

Calshot

Coastal Recce, « No, 201 Sqdn, - Southampton flying boats (6 I.E.)

Mount Batten

Coastal Recce. - No, 20i;. Sqdn, ~ Southampton flying boats (6 I.E.)

Pembroke Dock

Coastal Recce, ~ No, 210 Sqdn. - Singapore III flying boats (6 I,B.)

Coastal Recce. - No. 230 Sqdn, - Singapore III flying boats (6 I.E.)

Fleet Air Arm Squad-rons and Plights_ in Home V/aters

H.M.S_._ Coura^e_o_us_

No. 800 Sqdn, - (Nimrods (12)
(Osprej'-s

No, 810 Sqdn, ~ Baffins

No, 820 Sqdn. - Sharks

No. 821 Sqdn.

li.M.S

No, 801 Sqdn, - (Fl3''catOnex'S (12)
(Nimrods

No, 811 Sqdn. - Baffins

No. 822 Sqdn. - Fairey III F (12)

Furious

(12) (12)

(12)

(12)Seals

H.H.S, Olorious

No, 802 Sqdn, - (Nimrods (l 2)
Ospreys

(12)No, 823 Sqdn. - Seals

Ospreys (6) for 2nd Cruiser Squadi'on at HoraeCatapxilt Flight No. AO?

Catapult Flight No, i[43 - (paire3;' III p
(0spre3?'s ] (6)

for 6th and 8th Cruiser

Squadrons in America, ¥est
Indies and South Africa

stations.

Catapult Flight No,. 2;i|4 ~ Fairey III F (6) for Home Fleet Battleships

/Training and Development
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Train tog and _DevelQpment

Leo~on~Colent - School of Naval Co-operation

Calshot - Navigation School
Training Squadron

Sqsport - Torpedo Training Squadron
Coast Defence Development Unit

Leuchars - No, 1 Elj'-tog Training School

The R.A.E. Mediterranean (Marittoe) - June 1935

A.H.Q, - Valetta, Malta

A,0,C. - Air Commodore C, E, H. Rathhone, C.B., D.S.O.

Calafrana

Coastal Recce, - No, 202 Sqdn, - Eairey lil E floatplanes ("I 2 I.E.)

Eleet Air Arm Squadrons and Fligl'ita on the Station

No. 812 Sqdn, - Baffins (12)

No, 825 Sqdn, - Eairey III E (12)

Catapult Elirjlit No, kU5 ~ Ospreys (6)

Catapult Plight No. - Ospreys (6)

The R.A,E« Iraq Command (Maritime Seotion)

Basrah - No, 203 Sqdn, - Rangoon flying boats,

to Ear East^ (Maritime,)

(6 I.E.)

The R.A.E

Singapore

No. 205 Sqdn, - Singapore III flying boats (6 I,E.)

No. 36 Sqdn, - Torpedo Bomber - Horsleys (12 I.E.)

No, 100 Sqdn, - Torpedo Bomber - Vildebeest (12 I.E.)

E.A.A. - No, 803 Sqdn, - Ospreys
E.A.A. - No, 822.. Sqdn, - Seals

Catapult Flight No, 2.J03 — Ospreys (6) for 5th Cruiser Squadron

Catapult Eliglit No, 2;.06 - Ospreys (6) for 2|.th Cruiser Squadron

Air Defence of Creat Britain (AD&b) - June 1935

i H.M.S, Hermes

A.H.Q, Hillingdon House, Uxbridge

A.0,C,-in-C, - Air Chief Marshal Sir Robert Brooke-Popham, K.C.B., C.M.&
D.S.O., A.E.C,

• 9

S.A.S.O, - Air Commodore A. D. Cunntogliam, C.B.E.

'Western Area - PI.Q. Andover

Aldergrove - No, 502 (Ulster) Sqdn, - Bomber - "Virginias

/Andover
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j/estern Area (C ontd,)

Andover - Eo. 12 Sqdn, ~ Bomber - Harts

No, 142 Sqdn, - Bomber - Harts

E.A.P. Staff College and Air Navigation School

Boscorabe Dorm— No, 9 Sqdn, — Bomber — Virginias

No, 10 Sqdn, - Bomber - Heyfords

- No, 300 (Kent) Sqdn, ~ Bomber - Virginias

*• No, 99 Sqdn, - Bomber - liejd’ords

Waddington - No, 503 (Lincoln) Sqdn. - Bomber - Hinaidis

Worthy Down -No, 7 Sqdn, - Bomber - Virginias

No, 58 Sqdn, - Bomber - Virginias

Mansion

Mildenhall

Central Area - H.Q, Abingdon

Abingdon ~ No, 15 Sqdn, - Bomber - Harts

No, 40 Sqdn, - Bomber - Cordons

Bicester No, 101 Sqdn, - Bomber - Sidestrands

Biroham Nevirbon - No, 35 Sqdn, - Bomber - Cordons

No, 207 Sqdn, - Bomber - Cordons

- No, 501 (Bristol) Sqdn, - Bomber - Y/allaces

- No, 504 (Nottingham) Sqdji, - Bomber - Wallaces

Upper Heyford - No, 18 Sqdn, - Bomber - Harts

- No, 33 Sqdn, - Bomber - Harts

No, 57 Sqdn, - Bornbei’ - Harts

Eilton

Huoknall

fighter Area - H.Q. Uxbridge

Biggin Plill - No, 23 Sqdn, - fighter - Demons

No, 32 Sqdn, - fighter - Bulldogs

Duxford - No, 19 Sqdn, - fighter - Bulldogs

No, 25 Sqdn, - fighter - furiesHav/kinge

Hornchurch - No, 54 Sqdn, - figliter - Bulldogs

No, 65 Sqdn, - figliter - Demons

KerH.ey 3 Sqdn, - fighter - Bulldogs- No,

No, 17 Sqdn, - fighter - Bulldogs

Northolt - No, 41 Sqdn, - fighter - Demons

No, 111 Sqdn, - fighter - Bulldogs
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Eigliter Area (Contd.)

North lYeald ~ No, 29 Sqdii, - Fighter - Demons ,

No. 56 Sqdn, - Fighter - Bulldogs

Tangmere - No. 1 Sqdn, - Fighter ~ Furies

No, A3 Sqdn, ~ Figliter - Furies

No, 1 Air Defence G-roup - H.Q, 33 to 3A Tavistock Place, V/.C.I

- No, 22[. Sqdn, - Comnunioations - Various t,ypes

No, 600 (London) Sqdn, - Filter - still on Harts

No, 601 (London) Sqdn, - Fighter ~ still on Harts

No, 6OA (Middlesex) Sqdn, - Fighter - Demons

- No, 602 (G-lasgow) Sqdn, - Bomber ~ Harts

~ No, 603 (Edinburgh) Sqdn, - Bonibex* « Harts

Cattle Bromwich - No, 605 (Warv/ick) Sqdn, - Bomber - Ho.rts

~ No, 607 (Durham) Sqdn, - Bomber - Wapiti

- No, 608 (North Riding) Sqdn, - Bomber ~ Wapiti

Hendon

Abbotsinch

Tumhouse

Usworth

Thomaby

Inland Area - June 1935

A.H.Q. Bentley Priory, Stanmore, Middx,

A.O.C. - Air Vice-Marshal C. S. Burnett, C.B

No, 22 G-roup - H.Q, South Famborough

South Famborough - No, A Sqdn. - Amy Co-op, - Audax

G.B.E., D.S•» .O.

Manston - No, 2 Sqdn, - Array Co-op, - Audax

-No, 26 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - AudaxCatterick

Old Sarum - No, 13 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Audax

No, 16 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Audax

School of Anny Co-operation

.Ij!Q»..23..&rqup.- H.Q, G-rantham

No, 2 Flying Training School - Digby

No, 3 Flying Training School - Grantham

Wo, 5 Flying Training School - Sealand

No, 6 Flying Trainiixg School - Netheravon

Central Fljd-ng School - Wittering
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Armament &roup - H.Q. Bastohuroh

No, i. Armament Training Camp - Catfoss

No,. 2 Armament Training Camp - North Coates

No, 3 -ihrmament Training Camp ~ Sutton Bridge

Air Armament School ~ Eastchuroh

Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment  ~ iiartlesham

Oyersea.s Commands - J\me 1935

R.A.E, Middle East Villa Victoria, Cairo

Heliopolis - No, 208 Sqdn. - Anay Co-op, - Audax and *'D" Eliglit on
Demons

No, 216 Sqdn, - Bomber Transport

- No, Ai-5 Sqdn. - Bomber - Eairey III E (&.?,)

- No, 2|-7 Sqdn, - Bomber - Gordons

Valentias

Helwan

Khartoum

Amman - No, V+ Sqdn, - Bomber - Gordons

Ismailia - No, 6 Sqdn, - Bomber - Gordons

-> No, 4 Flying Training School

- No, 8 Sqdn, - Bomber - Vincents

Abu Sueir

Aden

Iraq Command - Ilinaidi

- No, 55 Sqdn, - Bomber - WapitiHinaidi

No, 70 Sqdn, - Bomber Transport - Valentias

- No, 30 Sqdn, - Bomber - Hardy

- No, 82i- Sqdn, - Bomber - Vincents

Mosul

Shaibal'i

R,A,E. India - H.Q. Sjmla

- No, 28 Sqdn, ~ Array Co-op, - Wapiti

~ No, 27 Sqdn, - Bomber - Yifapiti

-No, 60 Sqdn, - Bomber Wapiti

Ambala

Kohat

-No, 11 Sqdn, - Bomber - HartsRisalpur

No, 39 Sqdn, - Bomber - Harts

5 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Wapiti

No, 31 Sqdn, - Array Co-op, - Y/apiti

Array Co-op, - Y/apiti

g^u^etta - No,

-No, 20 Sqdn,Peshavrar

/TliB R,A,r. IN DECEMBER 193^
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the: R.A.F. IN DECEMBER 19%

R.A.E. Coastal )

A.H.Q. - Lee-on~Solent, Plants

A.O.C.-in-C.-Air Marshal P* B. Jouhert de la Perte, C.B.,
D.S,0,

S.A.S.O, - Air Coiiunodore G-. R. Bromet, D.S.O,, O.B.E.

Mo. 16 (Reconnaissanoe) G-roup - H.Q. Lee-on-Solent

~ Mo, 22 Sqdn, - Torpedo Bomher -
Vi?debeest III (12 I.E.)

Mo, 42 Sqdn, - Torpedo Bomber -
Vildebeest III - one flight (4'>

M_rc_ham Newton -No, 206 (C-.R.) Sqdn, - Ansons (12 I.E.)

No. 220 (&.R.) Sqdn. - Ansons (12 I.E.)

No, 269 (G.R.) Sqdn, - Ansons (12 I.E.)

- No, 209 Sqdn, - Singapore III and Southampton
flying boats (6 I.E.)

- No, 201 Sqdn, ~ London flying boats (6 I.E.)

- No, 204 Sqdn, - Soapa, Perth and London
flying boats (6 I.E.)

Pembroke Look - No, 210 Sqdn. - Singapore III flying boats
(6 I.E.)

No, 228 Sqdn, - Stranraer, Scapa, London and
Singapore III s (6 I.E.)

Donibristle

Felixstowe

Calshot

Mount Batten

No, 17 (Training) Group - H.Q. Lee-on-Solent

- School of Naval Co-operation
No. 1 Gunneiy Co-operation Plight

- Training Squadron

Lee-on-Solent

Calshot

Gosport - Torpedo Section
Coast Defence Development Unit

Fleet Air Arm Squadrons and Pli^i^

H.M.S. Courageous

No, 800 Sqdn, - Nimrods (l2)

No. 810 Sqdn, - Sharlcs (12)

No, 820 Sqdn, - Sharks (l2)

No. 821 Sqdn. - Sharks (12)

No,

H.M.S. Furious

801 Sqdn, - Nimrods (12)

No, S11 Sqdn, - Svrordfish (12)

No, 822 Sqdn, - Seals (l2)

Catapult Flight No. 702 - Seals and Ualrus I (6) for 2nd Battle Squadron

Catapult Flight No, 712 - Ualrus I (6) for 2nd Cruiser Squadron

Catapult Flight No, 716 - Ospreys (6) for 6th Cruiser Squadron (S, Africa)
Catapult Flight No* 7l8 Walrus I (6) for 8th Cruiser Squadron

(West Indies)
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me) •» Decem'ber i 93^THE R.A.E, Ml

A.H.Q, - Valetta, Malta

A.O.C, ~ Air Commodore P, C, Maltly, D.S.O., A.E.C.

Calafraa:ia - No, 202 Sqdn, - Soapa Plying boats (6 I.E.)

No, 2 Ounnery Co-operation Plights

Pleet Air Arm Squa.drons_ and ,Plights on the Station

H.jl._S_._ &lo_rip_us

No, 802 Sqdn. - Nimrods (12)

No, 812 Sqdn. - Swordfish (12)

No, 823 Sqdn, - Swordfish (12)

No, 825 Sqdn, - Swordfish (12)

Catapult Plight No. 701 - Ospreys (6) - 1st Battle Squadron

Catapult Plif-lit No, 705 - Ospreys (6) - Battlecruiser Squadron

Catapult Plight No, 711 - Vfalms (6) - 1st Cruiser Squadron

Catapult Plight No, 7'! 3 “ Ospreys (6) - 3rd Cruiser Squadron

The_ R.A.P, Iraq Conmand (Maritime Section)

Basrah - No, 205 Sqdn, - Singapore III flying boats (6 I.E.)

The R.A.P. in Par East (Maritime)

Seletar, Singapore

No, 205 Sqdn, - Singapore III flying boats (6 I.E.)

No, 250 Sqdn, - Singapore III flying boats (6 I.E.)
56 Sqdn, - Torpedo Bomber - Vildebeest III (12 I.E.)

Torpedo Bomber - Vildebeest III (12 I.E.)

Pleet Air Arm Squadrons and Plights_ on the China Sta,tion

No, 803 Sqdn, - Osprejrs (12) )

No. 82A Sqdn. - Seals (12) ]
Catapult Plight No, 71 if - Walrus I (6) - l+th Cruiser Squadron

Catapult Plight No. 715 - Walrus I (6) - 5th Cruiser Squadron

Catapult Flight No, 120 - Walrus I (6) - New Zealand Division

R.A..P, Bomber Command - December 1936

No.

No, 100 Sqdn,

H.M.S. Hermes

- Uxbridge, Middx,A.H.Q.
A.O.C.-in-C. - Air Chief Marshal Sir John Steel, K.C.B
S, A. S. 0. -Air Commodore D, C, S, Evill, D.S.C,, A.

C.M.&.K.B.E• >• >

,P.C.

No, 1 Oroup - H.Q. Abingdon, Berks

Lympne.on

No, 21 Sqdn. - Hinds
No, 3i|- Sqcln, - Hinds

No, 15 Sqdn, - Hinds
No, AO Sqdn. - Hinds

/Bicester
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Bioester Upper Heyford

No, 101 Sqdn, - Overstrands No, 18 Sqcln, - Hinds
No, 57 Sqdn, - Harts
No, 218 Sqdn, - Hinds

No, 2 &roup - H.Q, Andover, Hants

Andover Huolaiall

No, 12 Sqdn, - Hinds

No,103 Sqdn, - Hinds

No,107 Sqdn, -- Hinds

R.A.E. Staff College

No, 98 Sqdn, - Hinds

No, 104 Sqdn, - Hinds

Tumhouse Worthy Dovm

No, 83 Sqdn, - tiinds No, 49 Sqdn, - Hinds

35 Sqdn, - Gordons

No, 207 Sqdn, - Gordons

No.

No, 3 Group - H.Q, Mildenhall, Sixffolk

Bosoomhe Dovn Driffield

No, 10 Sqdn, ~ Heyfords

No, 78 Sqdn, - Heyfords

No, 97 Sqdn, - Heyfords

No, 166 Sqdn, - Heyfords

Mildenhall

No, 58 Sqdn, - Virginias

No, 215 Sqdn, - Virginias

Einningley

No, 38 Sqdn, - Hendons

No, 99 Sqdn, Heyford

7 Sqdn, - Heyfords

No,102 Sqdn, - Heyfords

No,

s

Wyton Soampton

No, 112|- Sqdn. - Hinds

No, 139 Sqdn, - Hinds

9 Sqdn, - Heyfords

No,214 Sqdn, - Virginias

No,

No, 6 (Auxiliary) Group - H.Q. 35 to 34 Tavistock Place, M,C,J_
Aldergrove “No, 502 (Ulster) - Vfallaoes

Castle Bromwich - No, 605 (Warv/ick) - Harts

- No, 500 (Kent) - Harts

- No, 607 (Durham) - Demons

- No, 501 (Bristol) ~ Wallaces

“No, 608 (North Riding) “ Wapiti

“No, 503 (Lincoln) “ Wallaces

“ No, 609 (West Riding) - Harts

- No. 504 (Nottingham) - Wallaces

- No, 610 (Cheshire) - Harts

“No, 602 (Glasgow) “ Harts

“ No, 611 (W, Lancs.) “ Harts

“ No, 603 (Edinburgh) “ Harts
SECEET

Manston

Usworth

Eilton

Thomaby

Waddington

Yeadon

Huoknall

Hooton Park

Abbotsinch

Speke

Tumhouse
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R.A»F. Fighter Command »■ Decejnber 1936

A.H.Q. ~ Stamore, Middle,

A,0.C,-in-C, - Air Marshal Sir Hugh C, T, Dov/ding, K.C.B.,
S.A.S.O. - Air Comnodore A. D, Cunnhigham, C.B.E,

Ho, 11 droup - H.Q. Uxbridge

Biggin Hill

No, 23 Sqdn. - Demons
No, 32 Sqdn, - Gauntlets

Hendon

22;- Sqdn, Communications -
Various

No, 600 Sqdn, (London) - still on
Harts

- still on Harts

No, 602|. (Middlesex) - Demons

Catterick -• No, L\A Sqdn, - Demons

No,

No, 601
Duxford

No, 19 Sqdn, ~ Gauntlets
No, 66 Sqdn, - Gauntlets

Kenley

No, 3 Sqdn, - Bialldogs
No,' 17 Sqdn, - Gauntlets
No, l\£ Sadn, ~ Gauntlets

_Ha}7jcmge - No, 23 Sqdn, - Furies

Homohuroh

No, 52|. Sqdn, - Gauntlets
No, 65 Sqdn,
No, 74 Sqdn, - Demons

North ¥eald

No. 29 Sqdn. Demons
No, 56 Sqdn. - > Gauntlets
No, 151 Sqdn, - . Gauntlets Majrtlesham - No, 62;. Sqdn, - Demons

Ga.untlets

Northolt

No, 111 Sqdn, - Gauntlets

Tan^iere - No, 1 Sqdn, - Furied
No, 2,l3 Sqdn. - Furies

No, 22 (A.rmy Co~OFeratiqn3_ Group H.Q. South Fariihoro

No, K (A.C.) Sqdn, - Audax
No, 2 (A.C.) Sqdn, ~ Audax
No, 26 (A.C.) Sqdn, - Audax
No, 13 (A.C.) Sqdn, - Audax
No, 16 (a.C.) Sqdn, - Audax
School of Army Co-operation

Famhorough

Havfkinge

Catteriok

Old Sarum

R.A.F. Training Command -

- Market Drajrton, Shropshire

A,0,C.-in-C,"Air Marshal Sir Charles S, Burnett, K.C.B., C.B.E,, D.S.O.

23 (Training) Group H.Q. St, Vincents, Grantham

No, 1 Fl3d.ng Training School - Leuchars
No, 2 Flying Training School - Dighy
No, 3 Flying Train.ing School - Grantham
No, 5 Flying Training School - Sealand
No, 6 Flying Training School - Netheravon
No, 7 Flying Trajjning School - Peterborough
No, 8 Flying Training School - Montrose
No, 9 Flying Training School - Thomaby

A.H.Q.

No,

f IZ^a.g Training
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No, 10 Elying Training School - Tern Hill

kl.

No, 11 Elyiaig Training School - Wittei-ing

Central Elyirig School - Up avon

School of Air Navigation

No, Lfi (&.R.) Sqdn, - Ansons)

24 (Training) &roup ~ H.Q. Halton Gamp, Ayleshury/

Martlesham - Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment
and many other Depots and Establishments at various places

Amament Eroup - _H. Q. Eastchurqh

Air Armament School - Eastchuroh

No, 1 Armament Training Camp - Catfoss
No, 2 Armament Training Camp - Aldergrove
Nc, 3 Armament Training Camp - Sutton Bridge
Temporary Armament Training Camps at Leuchars and North Coates

P_yerseas Commands J)ecembe_r 1936

R.A.E. Middle East

Hanston

H • Villa Vieto airo

Heliopolis - No, 203 Sqdn, •- Army Co~op, - Audax
No, 216 Sqdn, - Bomber Transport - Valentias

- No, 45 Sqdn, - Bomber Vincents

- No, 47 Sqdn, - Bomber - Vincents and Gordons

- No, 14 Sqdn, - Bomfcer - Gordons

- No, 33 Sqdn, - Bomber - Harts

- No, 6 Sqdn, - Bomber - Harts with one flight on Demons
No,142 Sqdn, - Bomber - Hinds

- No, 2i-Flying Training School

" No, 8 Sqdn, - Bomber - Vincents

He1wan

IQiartoum

Amman

Gaza

Ismailia

Abu Sueir

Aden

Command - H.Q._ Hinaidi

Hinaidi -No, 55 Sqdn, - Bomber - Wapiti
No, 70 Sqdn, - Bomber Transport - Valentias

- No, 30 Sqdn, - Bomber - Hardy

- No, 34 Sqdn, - Bomber - Vincents

Dhibban

Shaibah

R.A.F. India Command - Ij.Q, Ne_w Delhi

Ambala - No, 23 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - Audax

-No, 31 Sqdn, - Army Co-op, - T7apiti

-No, 27 Sqdn, - Bomber - Wapiti
No, 60 Sqeln, - Bomber - Wapiti

Kamc.hi

Kohat

_Ris_aljpur - No, 11 Sqdn, - Bomber - Harts
No, 39 Sqdn, - Bomber - Harts

- No, 5 Sqdn. - Army Co-op. - WChakd-ala apiti

- No, 20 Sqdn, — Army Co-op, - WapitiPeshawar

/TBE R,A IN DECEMBER 1937.F
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THE R.A.P. IN DECEMBER 1937

E.A.F. Coastal Command (Maritjjiie)

- Lee-on-Solent, Hants,

A.O.C.-in-C, - Air Marshal Sir Frederick W, Bowhill, K.C.B,, C.M.G-
D.S.O.

A.H.Q.

• >

- Air Commodore G-. D, Bromet^ D.S.O., O.B.E,

Ho, 16 (Reconnaissance) G-roup - H,Q. Lee-on-Solent

A.O.C. - Air Vice-Marslial H. M, Cave-Brovm-Cave, C.B., D.S.O., D.F.C.

S.A.S,0.

Donibristle - No, 22 Sqdn* - Torpedo Bomber - Vildebeest III
(12 I.E.)

No, 42 Sqin, - Torpedo Bomber - Vildebeest IV
(12 I.E.)

- No. 269 (C-.R.) Sqdn, - Ansons (1S I.E.)

- No. 222;- (G-.R.) Sqdn. - Ansons (l8 I.E.
No. 233 (G-.R.) Sqdn, - imsons (18 I

Bircham Newton- No, 206 (G-.R.) Sqdn, - Ansons (18 I.E.^
No. 220 (&.R.) Sqdn. - Ansons (18 I.E,)

- No. 209 (G-.R.) Sqdn,’^' See R.A.P. Mediterranean

Abbotsinch

Thomaby
T?

Felixstowe

No. 217 (G-.R.) Sqdn, - Ansons (18 I.E.)

London flying boa-ts (6 I.E.)

London flying boats (6 I.E.)

Tangnrere

- No, 201 (G-.R.) Sqdn.^'^

- No, 204 (G.R.) Sqdn,"'

Pembroke Dock - No, 210 (G-.R.) Sqdn,*
No. 228 (G-.R.) Sqdn.*

Calshot

Mount Batten

see R.A..F. Mediterranean

Stranraer, Soapa and London
(6 I.E.)flying boats

The Flying Boat squadrons were rated as G-.R. from September 1937.

No, 17 (Training) G-ioup - H.Q, Lee-on-Solent
A.F.C.A..0.C, - Air Commodore C, D. Breese, C.B• >

Lee-on-Solent - School of Naval Co-operation
No, 2 a/a Co-operation Unit

- Torpedo Section and Training Squadron

- Training Squadron yri-th No, 240 (G-.R.) Sqdn,*
Soapa flying boats (6 I.E.)

Cosport

Calshot

Fleet Air Arm Squadrons and Flints at Home

H.M.S, FuriousH.H.S. Courageous

(12No. 800 Sqdn, - Nimrods (l2)
No, 810 Sqdn. - Sharks
No, 820 Sqdn, - Sharks
No, 821 Sqdn, - Sharks

12

12

12,

No, 801 Sqdn, - Nimrods
No, 811 Sqdn. - Svrardfish (12
No, 822 Sqdn, - Seals 12

/At Abingdon
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At Abingdon

No, 002 Sqdn, Nimrods (12) while
G-lorious was refittinfs.

Catapult Flight No, 702 - Walrus- I (6) - for 2nd Battle Squadron

Catapult Flight No, 712 - Walrus I (6) - for 2nd Crmser Squadron

Catapult Flight No, 7'l6 - Ospreys (6) - for 6th Cruiser Squadron
(S, AfidLca)

Catapult Flight No, 718 - Walrus I (6) - for 8th Cruiser Squadron
(West Indies)

The R,A.F, Mediterranean (Maritime) - December 1937

A.H.Q. - Valetta, Malta

A.O.C. — Air Commodore P, C. Maltby, D.S.O., A.F.C,

ualafrana

No, 202 (&,E.,) Sqdn, - London II flying boats (6 I,E.)

3 a/a Co-operation Unit

No, i (&,R.) Wing in Cyclops

No, 209 (C-.R.) Sqdn, - Singapore III flying boats (6 I.S,)

No, 210 (&.R,) Sqdn. - 2f Singapore Ills - flying boats (6 I.E.)
2 Sundorlands Is.

No.

Fleet Air Arm Squadrons and Flights

No. 812 Sqdn, - Svrordfish (12)

No, 823 Sqdn, - Sv/ordfish (12)

No, 825 Sqdn, - Swordfish (12)

At Malta while Ulorious

was refitting.

Catapult Flight No, 7OI *- Ospreys (6) - for 1st Battle Squadron

Catapult Flight No, 705 - Ospreys (6) - for Battlecruiser Squadron

Catapult Flight No, 7II ~ Walrus I (6) - for 1st Cruj.ser Squadron

Catapult Flight No, 713 ~ Seafoxes (6) - for 3rd Cruiser Squadron

R.A.F. Iraq (Maritime Section)

Basrah - No, 203 (C-.R.) - Singapore III flying boats (6 I,E.)

R.A.F. Far East (Maritime) — H.Q, Singapore

Seletar

No, 205 (&.R.) Sqdn, - Singapore III flying boats (6 I.E.)
No, 230 (G-.R.) Sqdn, - Singapore III flying boats (6 I.E.)

36 Sqdn, - Torpedo Bomber - Vildebeest III (12 I.E.}
No, 100 Sqdn, - Torpedo Bomber - Vildebeest III (12 I.E.)

/Fleet Air Arm ...

No,
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Pleet Air Arm Squadrons and Flipjits on the China Station

No. 813 Sqdn, - Swordfish (12)

No, 821i- Sqdn, - Svrordfish (12)

Catapult flight No, 714 •“ vYalrus I (6) - 4th Cruiser Squadron

Catapult Flight No, 715 ~ Walrus I (6) - 5th Cruiser Squadron

Catapxolt Flight No, 720 - V/alrus I (6) - Nevf Zealand Division

R,A,F, Bomher Command - Deoember 1937

- Uxbridge, Middx,A.H.Q.

A,0,C.-in*<I, ~ Air Chief Marshal Sir Edgar R* Ludlow-IieTiritt,  K,C,B•)
D.S.O., M.C.C.M.&•»

A.F.C.“ Air Commodore D.C.S. Evill, D.S.CS»A, S, 0, •)

No, 1 Oroup - H.Q, Abingdon, Berks

LympneAbingdon

No, , 15 Sqdn, - Hinds
No, 140 Sqdn, - Hinds

No, 21 Sqdn. - Hinds
No. 34 Sqdn, Hiirds

Upper HeyfordBicester

18 Sqdn. ~ Hinds
57 Sqdn. - Hinds

No,90 Sqdn, - Blenheim I
Overstrand-3

No.

No, 101 Sqdn, No,

No, 213 Sqdn, - Hinds

HarwellCranfield

No, 105 Sqdn, - Battles I
No, 107 Sqdn,
No, 226 Sqdn, - Battles I

Hinds
No, 62 Sqdn, - Hinds
No, 82 Sqdn. - Hinds
No, 108 Sqdn,

UsTrorth - No, I03 Sqdn, - Hinds

Hinds

No, 2 Oroup " H.l. Andover, Hants

V/'orthy Dovm

No.

No,

No. 207 Sqdn. - V/ellesley II

Upwood

No,

No.

A9 Sqdn, - Hinds
35 Sqdn, - Y/ellesley II

52 Sqdn, - Battles I
63 Sqdi, - Battles I

Andover

12 Sqdn, - HindsNo.

No, lii-2 Sqdn, ~ Hinds

Abbotsinch

No, 602 C'&lasgow) - Harts

WytonCastle Bromwich

No, 114 Sqdn. ~ Blenheim I
No. 139 Sqdn, - Blenheim I

Huclcnall

No, 605 (Warwick) - Harts

Tumhouse

98 Sqdn, - HindsNo, S3 Sqdn, - Hinds No.

No, 10A Sqdn, - Hinds

/No, 3 Uroup• a •
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No« 3 G-roup - H,Q. Mildenhallj Stiff oik

Peltvrell Marham

38 Sqdn« - Hendons
Harrows

No, 37 Sqdn, - Harrovfs
No, 214 Sqdn, - Harrows

No,

No, 115 Sqcln.

Honijigton Hildenlrall

No. 77 Sqdn, - Wellesley II
No, 102 Sqdn, - Heyfords

No, 99 Sqdn, - Heyfords
No, 1ii-9 Sqdn, - Heyfords

Orantham Scampton

No. 113 Sqdn, - Hinds 9 Sqdn, - HeyfordsNo.

No, 148 Sqdn, - '.fellesley II

No, 4 Orgup - H.Q, Mnton-upqn-Ouse, Yorks.

Bosoombe Down Driffield

No. 51 Sqdn. - Uhitley I
No, 50 Sqdii, - Virginias
Ho, 08 Sqdn, - Battles I

No.

No, 215 Sqdn, - Harrows
75 Sqdai, Harrows

Flnningley

Disliforth
^ 7 Sqdn, - Heyfords

76 Sqdn, - 'Wellesley II
No.

No,
No,

No,
10 Sqdn, - 'Whitley I
78 Sqdn, - Whitley I Leconfield

97 Sqdn, - Whitley I
Heyfords

No.

No, 166 Sqdn,

No, 5 G-roujg - H,Q. St. Vincents^ Orantham, Ljincs_,

WaMii^jmOrantham

No. 211 Sqdn. ~ Hinds No, /;4 Sqdn, - Blenheim I
No, 50 Sqdn, - Hinds
No, 110 Sqdn, - Blenheim IHemswell

61 Sqdn, - AnsonsNo,

No, 144 Sqdn, - Blenlieims I

No, 6 (Auxiliary;)&roup - H.Q. 33 to 34 Tavistock J?lace, Y/.C.I

jU-dergrove

Manston

Filton

Waddington
Huoknall

Tumhouse

Yeadon

-No, 502 (ulster) - Hinds

-No, 500 (Kent) - Hinds

-No, 501 (Bristol) - Harts

-No, 503 (Lincoln) - Hands

- No, 504 (Nottingham) - Wallaces

- No, 603 (Edinburgh) - Harts

- No, 609 (West Biding) - Harts

Hooton Park - No, 6IO (Cheshire) - Hinds
Speke

Aberdeen

- No, 611 (’W, Laircs.) - Harts

-No, 61 2 (Aberdeen)

- No, 614 (Glamorgan) - Hectors

-No, 615 (Surrey) - Audax

Hectors

Cardiff

/R.A.I', Fighter Command(91320)320 0 • o
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R.A.g. Fighter Command ~ December _1937

A.H.Q. - Stanmore, Middx,

A.0.C,~in-C, - Air Chief Marshal Sir- Hugh C. T. Dowding, &,C,V.O

S.A.S.O. ~ Air Commodore A. D. Cunningham, C.B.S.,

No, 11. &roup - H.Q, Uxbridge, Middx.

Biggin Hill Kenley

K C.B.,
C.M.Q.

• j

No, 32 Sqdn, - dauntlets
No, 79 Sqdn, - dauntlets

No, 1 A/A Co-op, Unit

No,

No.
5 Sqdn, - dladiator I
i7 Sqdn, - Gauntlets

Northolt
Debden

No.

No, 111 Sqdn, - Gauntlets
23 Sqdn, - Demons

No, 20 Sqdn, - Demons
No, 80 Sqdn, - Gladiator I
No, 87 Sqdn, - Gladiator I North ¥oald

36 Sqdn, - GauntletsHendon No.

No, 151 Sqdn, - Gauntlets
No, 2I{. Sqdn, - Communications
No.600 ''
No,601 (London) - Demons
No,60A (Middx,; - Demons

- Demons Tangmere

No, 1 Sqdn, - Euries
EuriesNo, A3 Sqdn,

Hornchurch

Kawkinge
No, 5A Sqdn. - Gauntlets
No, 65 Sqdn. - Gauntlets
No, 7A Sqdn, - Demons

No, 25 Sqdn, - Demons

No. 12 „ _Ii. 0 liuclarall Notts.

Church Fenton Pig'bj

No, 72 Sqdn, - Gladiator I
No, 213 Sqdn, - Gauntlets

No, ijjS SqcLi, - Gauntlets
No, 73 Sqdrr, Gladiator I

Duxford Martlesham

No, 19 Sqdn,
No. 66 Sqdn, - Gauntlets

Gamtlets No, 6A Sqdn, - Demons

Catterick
Usworth

No, A1 Sqdn, - Furies
No, 607 (Durham) Demons

!Kiomaby

No, 608 (North Riding) - Demons

/No, 22 (Army Co-op.)
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No, 22 (Army Co-gpj.) G-roup - H.q. South Earnborough

0diham Old Samm

(A.C.)
(A.C.)

(A.C.j
(A.C.)

No. 4
No, 15

Eamborouf-jh

No, 53 (A.C») Sqdn. - Hectors

Havfldjage

No, 2 (A.G,) Sqdn, ~ Hectors

R.A.E, Training Command - December 19^7

“ Market Drayton, Shropshire

A,0.C.-in-C, - Air Marshal Sir Charles S, Burnett, IC.C.B., C.B.E.,
D.S.O,

No, 16
No, 59

School of Army Co-operation

Sqdn, - Hectors
Sqdn, - Hectors

Sqdn, - Audax
Sqdn. - Hecto

Catterick

No, 26 (A.C.) Sqdn, - Hecto

A.H.Q.

rs

rs

No, 23 (Training) &roup .~.H,Q, &rantham

No, 1 E.T.S. - Leuohars

No, 2 P.T.S, - Brize Norton

No. 3 E.T.S, - South Cemey
No, 5 E.T.S. - Sealand
No. 6 E.T.S, - Netheravon

No.

No.

No,

No. 1

7 E.T.S. - Peterborough
8 E.T

9 E.T.S, - Hu3.1avington
0 E.T.S. - Tern Hill

No, 11 E.T.S. - V/ittex-ing

- Montrose,o,

Central Eljring School - Upavon
School of Air Navigation
No, JI;j8 (&.R.) Sqdn, - Ansons )

Np» .^i: ■C^.J^aining) Qroup jlaltqn Campi, Aylesbuxy

Martlesham - Aeroplane and Armament E2q)eriraental Establishment
and many other Depots and Establisliments at various
places

No* .23 (Armament) H,q, Eastohurch
Eastchurch

) Manston

- No, 1 Air Armament School

Noi’th Coates - No, 2 Air Amament School ,

Nos. 1 to 8 AiTasment Training Camps at various places.

-Q-Xg-JCsoarS Commands - December j1,9^7

R.A.E. Mid,dle East - H.Q. Villa Victoria, Cairo

Heliopolis

No, 208 (A.,C.) Sqdn, - Audax

No, 216 Sqdn, - Bomber Transport - Valentias

Helwan

No, 45 Sqdn, - Bomber - V/ellesley II

/Khartoum
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Khartoum - No, 2f7 Sqdn, - Bomber - Vincents and Gordons

- Ho, 33 Sqdn, - Bomber - Harts

6 Sqdn, ~ Bomber - Harts virith one flight on
Demons

No

Ismailia

Amman - No, 14 Sqdn, ~ Bomber - G-ordons

Abu Sueir - No, 4 flying Training School

- No, 8 Sqdn, - Bomber ~ VincentsAden

Nairobi ~ No, 223 Sqdn. Bomber - Vincents

R.A.F, Iraq H.Q« Hinaidi

Dhibban

No, 30 Sqdn, - Bomber ~ Hardy

No, 55 Sqdn, - Bomber Vincents

No, JO Sqdn, - Bomber Transport - Valentias

Shaibah

No, 84 Sqdn, - Bomber ~ Vincents

R.A.F. India ~ H.Q. Nev; Delhi

Ambala - No, 28 (a.C.) Sqdn, ̂  Audax

-No, 31 (A.C.) Sqdn, - Wapiti

- No, 27 Sqdn, - Bomber - Wapiti

-No, 60 Sqdn, - Bomber - Wapiti

-No, 11 Sqdn, - Bomber - Harts

No, 39 Sqdn, - Bomber - Harts

- No* 5 (a.C.) Sqdn, - Wapiti

-No, 20 (A.C.) Sqdn, - Wapiti

Karachi

Kohat

Risalpur

ChalcLala

Peshawar

/THE R.A.F. IN JidmARY.1939
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THE R.A.F, IN JANUARY 1959

R.A,E. Coastal Command Cllaritime)

~ Lee-on-6olent, HantsA.H.Q.

A,0,C,-in-*C, - Air Marshal Sir Frederick W, Bowhill, K.C.B

S»A,S»0, - Air Commodore F,&,D, Hards, D,S,C D.F.C.•I

C(MvE.f
D»S»0»

•>

No, i6 (Reconnaissance Group) - H.Q, Chathem,
S,0, - G-roup Captain R. L. G, Marix, D.S.O.

Biroham Newton
(I.E. I.R.)

(18 + 6)
(18 + 6)

(G.R.)
(g.r.)

No. 206
No, 220

Sqdn, - Ansons
Sqdn, - Ansors

Calshot

(G.R.)
(&,R.)

Sqdn, - London II (6 + 2)
Sqto, - Singapore III (6 + 2)

No, 201

No. 21iQ

Eastchurch

No, (&,R.) Sqdn, - Ansons (18 + 6)

Felixstowe

No, 209 (G.R.) Sqdn, - Singapore III and Stranraer (6 + 2)

Detling

No. 500 (Kent) (&.R.) - Hinds (18)

Mount Batten

No, 204. (&.R.) Sqdn, - London II (6 + 2)

Tanmere

No, 217 (&,R«) Sqdn, - Ansons (18 + 6)

Pemhroke Dock

(G.R.)
(&.R.)

Sqdn, - Sunderland I (6 + 2)
Sqdn, - Simderland I and Stranraer (6+2)

No. 210

No. 228

Thomey Island

(T.B.)
(T.B.)

(12+4.)
(12 + 4)

No, 22

No. 42
Sqdn, - Vildebeest III
Sqdn. - Vildebeest IV

No. 18 (Reconnaissance) Group - H.Q, Donibristle
A,0,C, Air Commodox*e C. D. Breese, C.B.,

A.F.C.

Leuchars

(G,R,) Sqdn, - Ansons
(g.R.) Sqdn, - Ansons

(18 + 6)
(18 + 6)

No, 221’,
No. 233

/Aldergrove
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Aldergrovs

No, 502 (Ulster)(G.Iu) ~ Hinds (13)

Abbotsinch

No, 269 (G.E.) Sqdn, - Anscns (1G + 6)

No, 6i2 (Aberdeen)

No, 17 (Training) Group - H.Q. Lee~cn~6olent
A.O.C. - j.iir Commodore T, E,

Hectors (12)

Ilowe, C.B.E,,
A.E.C.

-No, 2 a/a Co-op, UnitLee-on-Solent

Ford - School of Naval Co-operation

Thomey Island - School of General Reconnaissance

- Torpedo Section and Training SciuadronGosport

Calshot - Trainjjig Squadron

R.A.F. Mediterranean (ivtaiatijne)

A.H.Q. - Valetta, Malta

A.O.C. - Air Commodore R. Leckie, D.S.O D.S.C., D.F.C.•»

Calafrana

No. 202 (G.R.) Sqdn, - London II (6 + 2)

Halfar

No,. 3 4/-^ Co-op, Unit

R.A.F, Iraq (Maritime Seotionji

Basrah

No. 203 (G.R.)Sqdn,

R.A.F. Far East (Marithae - H.Q. Sjjigapojire)

Seletar

- Singapore III (6+2)

No, 205 (G.R.) Sqdn, - Singapore III (6+2)
No, 230 (G.R.J Sqdn, - Sunderland I (6 + 2)
No. 36 (T.B.) Sqdn. - Vildebeest III
No. 100 (T.B.) Sqdn, - Vildebeest III .
No, 4 a/a Co-op, Unit

(12 + A)
(12 + A)

/R.A.F, Bomber Command - January 1939
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R.A.F. BombeE Command /" Jajiuary 1939

A.H.Q, Uxbridge, Middx.

A,0.C,-in-C, Air Chief Marshal Sir Edgar R, Ludlow-Hewitt, K.C.B
C.M.G D.S.O M.C.• » •>

•»

No, 1 Uroup - H.Q. Abingdon

Abingdon

No, 15 Sqdn, - Battles I
No, ¥5 Sqdn, - Battles I
No,105 Sqdn, - Battles I

Andover

Bos combe Dovai

88 Sqdn. - Battles INo,

No, 150 Sqdn, - Battles I
No, 218 Sqdn. - Battles I

HaiTirell

No, 12 Sqdn, - Battles I
No, 12f2 Sqdn, - Battles I
R.A.F. Staff College

No, 105 Sqdn, - Battles I
No, 107 Sqdn, - Blenheim I
No, 226 Sqdn, - Battles I

Bicester Upper Heyford

No, 18 Sqdn, - Blenheim I
No, %■ Sqdn, - Blenlieim I
No, 57 Sqdn, - Blerdieim I

No.
No, 101 Sqdn, - Blenlieim I

90 Sqdn, - Blenheim I

Eastohurch - No, 21 Sqdia, - Blenheim I

No, 2 Group H.Q. Wyton, Hunts.

Bassingboum

No, 104 Sqdn, -• Blenheim I
No, 108 Sqdn, - Blenheim I

Cotte

No

smore

,
No, 207 Sqdn, ~ Battles I

35 Sqdn, - Battles I

Cranfield Upwood

No, 62 Sqdn,
No, 82 Sqdn, - Blenheim I

•Blenheim I No.
No.

52 Sqdn, - Battles I
63 Sqdn, ~ Battles I

Wyton Haoknall

No, 112). Sqdn, ~ Blenheim I
No, 139 Sqdn, - Blenheim I

No, 98 Sqdn, - Battles I

C astle Bromwich

No, 605 (Waimrick) - Harts

No, 5 Sroup - H.Q, Mildenhall. Suffolk

Mildenhall Feltwell

N», 99 Sqdn, - Vfellington lo
No,12f9 Sqdn, - Wellington lo

No, 37 Sqdn, Wellington Ic
No,212(. Sqdn, - Harrows

Stradishall Honington:

No,
No,12(£) Sqdn, - Wellington lo

Marham

No, 38 Sqdn, ~ Wellington lo
No,115 Sqdn, *- Hari-ows

9 Sqdn, ~ 'Wellington lo No,
No, 215 Sqdn, - Harrows

75 Sqdn, ~ Harrows

/No, 2j. G-rbup(91320)326 SECRET
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No, Ij. G-roup ~ L jjitqn~on»'^U3e, Yorks

L inton—on-Ous e Driffield

No, 51 Sqdn, ~ Whitley I
No, 58 Sqdn, - Whitley I

No.

No, 102 Sqdn, - Hey fords
7 Sqdn, - Yfhitley I

Leoonfield Finnin^ley

No. 97 Sqdn, - Whitley I
No,166 Sqdn, - Heyfords

iNo,

No,
7 Sqdii, - Whitley I
76 Sqdn, - Wellesley II

Dishforbh

No, 10 Sqdn, - Whitley I
No, 78 Sqdn, - l/Hiitley I

No, 5 Oroup - H.Q, St, Vincents, Orantham, Linos,

WaddingtonHemswell

No, 61 Sqdn, « Blenheim I
No, 1Zf4 Sqdn, - Blenheim I

2)4 Sqdn, - Blenheim I
50 Sqdn, - Hampden I

No,

No,

No, 110 Sqdn, - Blenheim I

Thornahy

No, 106 Battles I

No, 185 Sqdn, - Battles I

No, 6 (Auxiliary) H.Q, - 11 Tavistock Place, W.C.1

- Hinds

No, 611 (Y2, Lancs,) - Harts

Scampton

No, k-9

Hooton Park - No, 6IO

Sqdn, - Hampden I
No, 83 Sqdn, - Hampden I

R.A.F. Fiishteg Command - January 1959

A.H.Q. - Stanmore, Middx,

A,0,C,-in-G, - Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh C. T» Dowding, &.C.V.O.,
K«C.B,j C,M,&,

- Air Commodore K, R. Park, M.C., D.P.C.

No, 11 Croup - H.Q. Uxbridge, Middx,

Biggin Hill

No, 32 Sqdn, - Hurricane I
No, 79 Sqdn, - Hurricane I

S.A.S.O.

Hendon

22f (Comm,) Sqdn, - VarNo. ious
types

No, 6C0 (London^
No, 601 (London^
No, 602). (Middx,!

Demons

CauntletsDebden

Demons

No, 29 Sqdn, - Blenheim F,
No, 85 Sqdn, - Hurricane I
No, 87 Sqdn, - Hurricane I

Homohurch

52). Sqdn. - Cladiator I
65 Sqdn, - Cladiator I
72). Sqdn, - Gauntlets

No,

No.

No.

Filton

No,501 (Bristol) - Gauntlets

Hawkinge

No, 25 Sqdn, - Gladiator I

/North Weald
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North Weald K^eidey

No.

No,

No, 6i5 (Suri’ey) - Eauntlets

3 Sqdn, - Bladiator I
17 Sqdn, - Gauntlets

No, 56 Sqdn, - Hurricane I
No, 151 Sqdn, - G-aimtlets

Tansmere Northolt

No,

No, 43 Sqdn, - Hurricane I

No, 12 Group - H.Q, Huoknall, Notts

Church Fenton

1 Sqdn, - Hurricane I No, 111 Sqdn, - Hurricane I

No, 72 Sqdn. ~ Gladiator I
No, 6li- Sqdn, - Blenheim F,

No, li.6 Sqdn, - Gauntlets
No, 73 Sqdn, - Hurricane I

WitteringDuxford

No, 19 Sqdn, - Spitfire lA
No, 66 Sqdn. - Spitfire lA

No.

No, 213 Sqdn, - Gauntlets
23 Sqdn, - Blenlieim F,

Catteriok Huoknall

No, 504 (Notts) still on HindsNo, 41 Sqdn, - Spitfire lA

Doncaster (S, Yorks) Gauntlets

No, 616 (S, Yorks) Gauntlets

Yeadon

No, 609 (W, Riding) still on
Hinds

Thomaby

No* 608 (n. Riding) - Demons

Tumhouse

No, 603 (Edinburgh) still on
Hinds

Usworth (Durham) Gladiator I

No, 22 (Army Co’-op.) Group -» H,Q, South Farnborough

Odlham Cld Sarm

No, 4 (A.C.) Sqdn. -

No, 13
No. 53

Abbotsinch

Lysand
(A.C.)
(a.c.)

No, 602

(A.C.)
(A.C.)

No, 16
No. 59

School of Army Co-operation

Sqdn, - LySander I
Sqdn, - Hector’Ser II

Sqdn, - Hectors
Sqdn, - Hectors

(Glasgov/) (A.C.) - Hectors

No, 614 (Glamorgan) (A.C.) - Hectors

No, 2 (A.C.) Sqdn, - Hectors

No, 26 (a.c,) Sqdn, - Hectors

No, 1 a/a Co-op, Unit

Cardiff

Hawkinge

Catterick

Fambo rough
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R«A«F, Training Commajid — January 1939

- Market Drayton, Shropshire

•in-C, - Air Marshal Sir Charles S. Burnett, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O,

.  25 (Training) G-roup ~ H.Q. G-rantham, Linos.

No, 1 E.T.S, -• Iletheravon

A.H.Q.

A.O.C,

No, 7 - Peterborough

No, 2P,T,S, - Brize Norton No, 8 E.T.S. - Hontixjse

No, 3 E.T.S, - South Cemey No, 9 E.T.S, - ilullavington

No. 10 E.T.S. - Temhill

No, 6 E.T.S, - Little Rissington No, 11 E.T.S, - Shawbuiy

Central Elying School - Upavon

No, 5 E.T.S. - Sealand

School of Air Navigation - Manston.

No, 2k (Training) Group H.Q. Halton Camp -« Aylesbury

Martlesham - Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment and
many other Depots and Sstablislmnents at various places

No, 25 (Armament) Group ~ H«Q. Eastchurch

Manby

Eastchurch - No, 2 Air Armament School

- No, 1 Air Armament School

Nos, 1 to 3 Armament Training Stations at various places,.

No, 26 (Training) &roup ~ H.Q. Hendon

Nos, 1 to 29 Elementary and Reserve Training Schools at various
places

Overseas Commands - January 1939

R.A.E. Middle East »♦ H.Q. Victoria, Cairo

Heliopolis

No, 113 Sqdn, — Bomber - Hinds
No, 208 (A.C.) Sqdn, - Lysander I
No, 216 Sqdn, - Bomber Transport -

Valentias

Ismailia

No, 33 Sqdn, - Fighter -
G-ladiator I

No, 80 Sqdn, - Fighter -
G-ladiator I

No, 211 Sqdn, ~ Bomber - Hinds

Helwan Ramleh

No, A5 Sqdn, ~ Bomber -
Wellesley II

No, 6 Sqdn, - Bomber ~ Hardy
with one fliglrt on G-auntlets

/Ivhartoum
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Khartoum Amman

No, 47 Sqdn. - Bomber - •
Vincents and Gordons

No, I4 Sqdn, - Bomber -
V/ellesley II

Abu Sueir Aden

No, 8 Sqdn, - BomberNo, 4 Flying Training School Vincents

Nairobi

No, 225 Sqdn. - Bomber - Wellesley II

E-.A.F, Iraq ~ H.Q, Habbanjya

Habbaniya

No, 30 Sqdn, - Bomber - Blenheim I

No, 55 Sqdn, - Bomber - Vincents

No, 70 Sqdn, -* Bomber Transport ~ Valentias

Shaibah

No, 84 Sqdn, - Bomber - Vincents

R.A.E, India ~ H.Q. New Delhi

Ambala

No, 28 (A.C.) Sqdn, - Audax

Lahore

No, 31 (A.C.) Sqdn, - Wapiti

Kohat

No, 27 Sqdn, - Bomber - Wapiti

No, 60 Sqdn, - Bomber — Wapiti

Risalpur

No, 5 (A.C.) Sqdn, - Wapiti

No* 11 Sqdn, - Bomber - Harts

No, 39 Sqdn, - Bomber - Harts

Peshawar

No, 20 (A,C.) Sqdn, - Wapiti

/THE R.A.P. ON 27 AUG-UST 1939
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THE R,A,E. ON 27 AUGUST 1959

R.A.E, Coastal Command (Maritime)

A.H.Q, - Eastburj^ Park, Northwood, Middx,
A,0,C,~in-C, •- Air Marshal Sir Frederick Y/,

S,A.S,0.

Bowhill, K.C.B

- Air Commodore F. &. D. Hards, D.S.C., D.F.C.

Ho. 15 G-roup - A.H.Q, Hountwise, Plymouth
A.O.C. - Air Cormnodore R. G. Parry, B.S.O.

C,H.G.,
D.S,0,

• >

Aldergrove

No, 502 (ulster) - Arsons
(I.E. I.R.)
(14 + 5)

Mount Batten

No, 204 Sqdn, - Simderland I
(I.E. I.R.)
(6 + 2)

vYarmwell Pembroke Book

No, 210 Sqdn, - Suiiderland I
(6 + 2)

(less detachment at Yfoodhaven)
No, 228 Sqdn, - Detached to

Malta

No, 217 Sqdn, - Ansons
(18 + 6)

Carew Gheriton

No, 217 Sqdn, - one flight

No, 16 Group - A.H.Q, Chatham
S.O. - Group Captain R, L. G, Marix, D.S.O.

Bircham Nevrton Thomey Island

No, 22 (T.B.) Sqdn, -
Vildebeest III (12 + 4)

(in reserve testing Beauforts)
No, 48 Sqdn, ~ Ansons (18 + 6)

No, 42 (T.B.) Sqdn, -
Vildebeest N (12+ 4)

No, 206 Sqdn, - insons (18 + 6)

Petling

No, 500 (Kent) - Ansons (I4 + 5)

No, IS Group - A.H.Q. - Pitreavie Castle, Rosyth
A.O.C, - Air Commodore C. D. Breeze, C.B.’, A.F.C.

Leuchars

No, 22I1. Sqdn, - Hudson I
(13 + 6)
Ansons

(13 + 6)

Lerv/icjc

No, 100 YY^ing in S.S. Manela
No, 201 Sqdn, - London II (6+ 2)

No, 233 Sqdn.

Invergorden

No, 209 Sqdn, - Stranraers (6 + 2)
No, 2I.\0 Sqdn, - London II (6 + 2)

Montrose

No, 269 Sqdn, - Ansons (I8 + 6)

Dy;qe
Woodhaven

No, 612 (Aberdeen) - Ansons
(14 + 5)No, 210 Sqdn, - 3 Sunderlands

Thornaby

No, 220 Sqdn, - jlnsons (I8 + 6)
No, 608 (N, Riding) - Ansons

(14 + 5)

/No, 17 (Training Group)• « •
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jjo.±-12,(Tralning Croup) - A.H.Q. - Lee-on-6olent
A»0,C. - Air Commodore T. E. B, Howe, C.B.E.,

A.F.C.

Lee—on~Solent -No, 2 Jk/k Co-op, Unit

- School of Naval Co-operationFord

Thomey Islai^ — School of General Reconnaissance

G-osport - Torpedo Section and Training Squadron

- Training Squadron

R.A.F, Mediterranean (Maritime^ - 27 Au^ist 1959

A.H.Q. - Valetta, Malta,

Calshot

A,0 «C• - Air Commodore R, LeokLe, D.S.O D.S.C., D.F.C.•»

Calafrana

No, 86 Wing

No, 202 Sqdn, - London II (6 + 2)
No, 228 Sqdn, - Simderland 1(6+2)

Halfar

No, 3 a/a Co-op. Unit - Swordfish (3)

Iraq (Maritime Section)

Basrah - No. 203 Sqcln. - Singapore III (6 + 2)

R-.A.F. Far East (Maritime) - H.Q. Singapore
Seletar

No. 205 Sqdn. - Singapore III (6 + 2)
No, 230 Sqdn, - Sunderland I (6 + 2)
No, 36 (T.B.) ■
No, 100 (t.B.)
No,

Sqdn. - Vildebeest III
Sqdn-, - Vilclebeest ITT

k k/k Co-op. Unit
(12 + 2,.^(12 + h)

A.A.F. Bomber Command - 27 August 1939

A.H.Q.

A.O,C »—in—C,

- Uxbridge, Middx,

— Air Chief Marshal Sir Edgar R, Ludlow—Hewitt, K.C.B

B.S.O., M.C.

A.F.C.

C•> .H.G•»

S.A.S.O. -Air Commodore N. H. Bottomley, C.I.E., B.S.O
No,_ 1 Group - H.Q. Abingdon. Berks

Abingdon

No, 15 Sqdn. - Battles I
No, ko Sqdn, - Battles I

Bicester

No, 12 Sqdn, - Battles I
No, 1if2 Sqdn, - Battles I

/Benson
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Benson Harwell

No. 103 Sqdn.
No, 150 Sqdn, - Battles I

Battles I No, 105 Sqdn, - Battles I
No, 226 Sqdn, - Battles I

Boscomte Dovm Andover

No, 88 Sqdn, - Battles I
No, 218 Sqdn, - Battles I

No* 2 Oroup - H,Q, V/vton, Hunts,

Bassin^bourn

No, 10A Sqdn, - Blenheim I
No, IOS Sqdn, - Blenheim I

Granfield

R,A,F. Staff College

Wyton

No, 114 Sqdn, - Blenheim I
No, 139 Sqdn, - Blenheim I

Cottesmore

62 Sqdn, - Blenheim I
82 Sqdn, ~ Blenheim I

No.

No,
No. 35 Sqdn, - Battles I
No, 207 Sqdn, - Battles I

Upper Ple.vford

No, 18 Sqdn, - Blenlieira I
No, 57 Sqdn. - Blenheim I

Huoknall - No, 98 Sqdn. - Battles I

No. 3 Oroup - H,Q, Mildenhall

Upwood

No, 52 Sqdn, - Battles I
No, 63 Sqdn, ~ Battles I

Mildenhall Feltwell

No. 99 Sqdn, - Wellington Ic
No, 149 Sqdn, - Wellington lo

No.

Wo, 214 Sqdn, - Wellington lo
37 Sqdn, - V/ellington lo

Stradishall Honington

Wo.

No, 148 Sqdn, - Wellington Ic
9 Sqdn, - Wellington Ic No, 75 Sqdn, - Wellington Ic

No, 215 Sqdn, - Wellington lo

Marhara

No, 38 Sqdn., - Wellington Ic
Wo, 115 Sqdn, - Wellington lo

No, 4 Uroup - H.Q, Linton-on-Ouse, Yorks

Lint on-on-Ous e Driffield

No, 51 Sqdn, - Whitley I
No, 58 Sqdn, - Y/hitley I

No, 77 Sqdn, - Whitley I
No, 102 Sqdn, - Whitley I

Leconfield Dishfortii

Wo, 97 Sqdn, - Whitley I
No, 166 Sqdn, — YThitley I

10 Sqdn. - Whitley I
78 Sqdn. - Vfhitley I

No.

Wo.

/No, 3 G-roup -
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NQ» 5 G-roup - H.Q. St. Vincents. Erantham, Linos•

Einningle,v

No, 7 Sqdn, - Hampden I
No, 76 Sqdn, - Hampden I

Hemswell

Scampion

No, k$ Sqdn, - Hampden I
No, 35 Sqdn, - Hampden I

Thomaby

No, 106 Sqdn, - Hampden I
No, 185 Sqdn, « Ilampden I

No, 61 Sqdn, - Hampden I
No, 11;4 Sqdn, - Hampden I

Waddin^on

No, lily Sqdn, - Hampden I
No, 50 Sqdn, ~ Hampden I

No, 6 G-roup ~ HtQ, Ngimph

Wattisham Watton

No, 107 Sqdn, - Blenheim I
No, 110 Sqdn, - Bleniieim I

West Raynham

No, 90 Sqdn, - Blenheim I
No, 101 Sqdn, - Blenheim I

R.A.F, Fighter Command ~ 27 Au^ist 1939

A.H.Q, ~ Stanmore, Middx,

A,0,C.-in-C, - Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh C. T. Dowding, &.C.V.0
K.C,B

No, 21 Sqdn, - Blenlieim I
No, 34 Sqdn, Blenheim I

C ,ii,• t

•»

&.

S.A.S.O, - Air Commodore K. R. Park, M.C., D.E.C,

.G-roup - H,Q. JJ^ridgej, Middx,

Biggin Hill North vreald

No.

No,

No,

3 Sqdn, - Hurricane I
32 Sqdn, - Hurricane I
79 Sqdii, - Hurricane I

No, 17 Sqdn, - Hurricane I
No, 56 Sqdn, - Hurricane I
No, 151 Sqdn, - Hurricane I

Hendon Debden

No, 24 Sqdn, (Coram,) various
types

No, 600 (London) - Blenheim P,
No. 601
No, 604

Tangmere

No, 1 Sqdn, - Hurricane I
No, 43 Sqdn, - Hurricane I

Kenley

No, 615 (Surrey) - Gladiator I

(London) -
(Middx.) -

Blenheim P,

Blenheim P,

No, 29 Sqdn, - Blenheim P,
No, 85 Sqdn, - Hurricane I
No, 87 Sqdn, - Hurricane I

Hornchurch

No, 54 Sqdia, - Spitfire lA
No, 65 Sqdn, - Spitfire lA
No, 74 Sqdn, ~ Spitfire lA

HaT/ldnge

No, 25 Sqdn, - Blenheim P,

/Castle Bi-x>mwich(91520)334 SECRET
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ffAstle Bromvifioh Northolt

Wo« 605 (Varwiok) -
G-ladiator I

Hurricane I

No, 111 Sqdn, - Hurricane I

Nilton

No, 501 (Bristol) - Hurricane I

N0...12 Sroup ~ H.g. Jjuglqiall..Notts.

Abbotsinoh

No, 602 (&lasgow) - Spitfire lANo, 23 Sqdn, - Blenheim P,
No, 213 Sqdn. - G-auntlets

Church Penton Hooton Park

No, 6l;. Sqdn, - Blenlieija P.
No, 72 Sqdn, ~ Spitfire lA

Duxford

No, 610 (Cheshire) - still on
Hinds

Speke

No.

No,
19 Sqdn, - Spitfire lA
66 Sqdn, ~ Spitfire lA

No, 611 (N, Lancs,) - Spitfire lA

Digby Usworth

No, Z.J.6 Sqdn,
No.

Hurricane I

73 Sqdn,,- Hurricane I
No, 607 (Durham) - G-ladiator I

Tumliouse Doncastei’

No, 603 (Edinburgh) -
G-ladiator I

No, 616 (S, Yorks) - G-auntlets

Yeadon
Huoknall

No, 609 (w'. Riding)
1

Hinds

Spitfire lANo. 504 (Notts,) - Hurricane I

Catteriqk

No, 41 Sqdn, - Spitfire lA

,_)_ 7_H«Q^ South Pamborovigh
0diham

Hawkinge

4 (A.C.) Sqdn, - '
Lysander II

Sqdn, — Hectors
Sqdn, -
Blenheim B

(A.C,)
(a.c.)

No.
pl.C.) Sqdn, -
(Manchester) -

IMo, 2

No. 613
Hectors

No. 13
No. 53

Lysander II

Andover Old Sarum

No, 16 (A.C.) Sqdn, - Lysander II
School of Army Co-operation

No. 59 (A.C.) Sqdn.
Hectors

Blenl'ieim B

/Catteriok
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Catteriok

No, 26 (A.C.) Sqdn, - Lysander

Cai'diff

No, 6i2, (&lamorgan) - Lysander

Eamborou/^ji

No. 1: VA Co -op. Unit

R.A.F, Training Commaiid - 1919

A,H,Q, - Market Drayton, Shropshire

A. 0 • C. —m—C . Air Marshal Sir Arthur H, Longmore, K.C.B., D.S.O.

No, 2i (Training) Group - H.Q. Cranwell, Linos,

No, 13 P.T.S, - Drem No, 15 F.T.S, - Lossiemouth

No, 12, F.T.S. - Kinloss 8 P.T.S, - MontroseNo,

R.A.P, College - Cranwell

No. 23 (Training) Uroup H.Q. Urantham^ Linos.

No, 1 P.T.S, - Netheravon No, 7 P.T.S, - Peterborough

No, 9 P.T.S. - HullavingtonNo, 2 P.T.S. - Brize Norton

No. 3 P.T.S. - South Cerney

No. 5 P.T.S, - Sealand

No. 10 P.T.S. - Tern Hill

No, 11 P.T.S, - Shawbury

No, 6 P.T.S. - Little Rissington No. 12 P.T.S. - Urantham

Central Plying School - Upavon

School of Navigation - Hanston

NQ-«_ (Training) &rQup_ - H.Q. Haltqn Ajylesbuiy

M^rtlesham - Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment
and many other Depots and Establishments at various
places

No, 25 (Armament) Eroup - H.q. Brize Nortor^ pjrfnj^l^R^^^^^^^
- No, 1 Air Armament School

Eastohurch - No, 2 Air Armament School

Nos, 1 to 8 Armament Training Stations at various places

go. 5^ (Training:) Eroup - H.Q. 11 Tavistock Place, W.C.1,

Nos, 1 to 32|. Elementary and Reserve Plying Training fioliools at
various places in En^and

Manby’-

/Overseas Commands
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Overseas Commanda - 27 Au^'ust 1939

East_ - H.,Q. Villa ViotorlaT _CjLiro
Heliopolis

Wo,113 S(idaa, ~ Bomber - Blenlieims
No,208 (A.C,) Sqdn, - Lysander I
No,216 Sqdii, - Bomber - Transport - Valentias

Helwan

No, 80 Sqdn, - Pigliter - Oladiator I

Khartoum

No, l)-7 Sqdn, ~ Bomber - Vfellesley II

Abu Sueir

No, 4 Flying Training School

Nairobi

No,223 Sqdn, - Bomber - T/ellesley II

tonailia

No,33 Sqdn, - Fighter ~ Oladiator I
No.45 Sqdn, ~ Bomber -
No,211 Sqdn, -• Bomber — Blenheims

Ramleh

No. 6 Sqdn, ~ Bomber - Hardy v/ith one flight on C-auntlets

Blenlieims

Amman

No,14 Sqdn, ~ Bomber — 7/ellesley II

Aden

No, 8 Sqdn, ~ Bomber
No,94 Sqdn, ~ Fighter - Oladiator I

Blenheims

RJI.F. Iraq - H._Q_. Habbaniya
Habbaniya

No,30 Sqdn, - Bomber - Blenheims
No,55 Sqdn,
No,70 Sqdn, ~ Bomber

Bomber - Blenheims

Transport - Valentias

Shaibah No, 82;, Sqdn, ~ Bomber — Blenlieims

A«A»F,, India H,Q._ Simla

Ambala

No,6C Sqdn, - Bomber - Blenlieims

Ms_alpur

No, 5 (A.C,) Sqdn, - Wapiti
No,39 Sqdn, - Bomber - Blenheims

- No, 31 Sqdn, - Bomber Transport - Valentias

Kohat

No,28 (A.C.)

Peshawar

No,20 (A,C.)

Sqdn, - Audax
No,27 Sqdn, - Bomber - Blenheims

Sqdn, - Wapiti

R.A.F. Far East - H.Q. Singapore

Tengah — No,11 Sqdn, — Bomber — Blenheim I
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■APPmPEX VIAIECMPT TYPES MD EERFOMMCES - 1919 to 1939
'5

ED3CAL AIR FORGE - FffiET HR ARM TIRES (CARRIER BOME)
o

Eaaitas of .
action at

Gimsing speed

VjJ Speed at
5,000 ft

Intro
duced

Armament .No, ofType NameVO

crs^r

Two front fire Vickers
guns.

97 kfcs
Cruising - 85 fcfcs
Max 100 n* milesNightjar 1S.E, Pieterpre 1925

Two front fire Vickers

guns - 4 X 20 Ib. hornhs
below -wings.

- 120 kts

Cruising - 100 kts
Max 140 n, milesFlycatcher I 1S,E. Fi^er1924

One Vickers forward and
one Lewis gun aft.

180 n, milGs- 154 kts
Cruising - 98 kts
Max2Osprey TV3.1. Fighter

Recce Land or

floatplane

1931

Two front fire V iclsrs
gtms.

- 162 kts
Cruising - 130 kts
Max 150 n, milesNimrod I and II 1S,E. Fighter1932

Foxir front fire

Browning and one Lewis
gun aft. One 500 lb,
bomb and eight li^t
bombs below wings.

330 n, miles- 200 kts

Cruising - 135 kts
Max2Skua IIS.E, Fighter and

Dive bomber
1938

1 front Vickers and one
Lewis gun aft.

120 n. miles95 kts
Cruising - 75 lets
lax3Westland Walruspre 1923 S.E. Spotter

fl n-fit

One Lewis gun amidships.160 n, miles99 kts
Cruising - 80 kts
Max3 or 4Bison IIS.E, Spotter

land or-f Wtplane
1924

One Lewis gun aft.95 n, miles3 or 4 90 kts
Cruising - 78 kts
MaxBlackburn HS.E, Spotter1924



MEET AIR AM TIPES - (cantd.) AFEWmXYl .(contd.) '

>3 Eadius of

action at

cruising speed

Intro

duced
Speed at

5y000 ft
o No, of crewType Naine

180 ,n# ndlespre 1923 2 97 its
Cruising — 80 kfcs

SJS, Recce Panther One Lewis gun aft.

192i^ 3Pairey MID 96 kfcs
Cruising - 80 kts

2liO n. miles One 230 lb, hcfflib - one
Vicloers front and one

Lewis gun aft.

S.E, Recce

Land or

floatplane

S.E, Spotter/
Recce

160 n, miles1924 3 Max - - 97 kts
Cruising - 80 kfcs

One Lewis gm amidships.Seagull III
Aaiphxbian '

S.E, Spotter/
Recce

^0 n, miles1928 -  ,98 kfcs
GrtiLsing - 85 kfcs
Max. 500 lb, of hombs - one

front Vickers and one

Lewis

3Pairey MIP
Mk.IIIB

K>

S,E. potter/
Recce

280 h, miles3 - 110 kts1933 Seal Max

Cruising - 90 kfcs
One front Vickers aiid one

Lewis gun affc.

260 n, miles 500 ib, of Bombs - two or
three Vickers guns.

1936 - 110 kfcs

Cruising - 85 kfcs
3Walrus I

aE5)hibian
S,l. Cataptilt
Recce

2 - 110 kfcs

Cruising - 95 kfcs

Max 200 n. miles Light boiribs Below wings -
one Lewis gun afti.

Seafox

floatplane
1937 S.E, Catapult

92 kts
Cruising — 75 kts

Miax One 18 inch Mk,IX

To3^do (1,100 IB.) -
two guns.

150 n. milespre 1923 S»S. Torpedo Cuclsxjo I 1

Chie 18 inch Mfc,ViM

Torpedo (1,420 IB.)
1,000 IB, of BomBs,

115 n, miles- 99 kfcs
- 85 kfcs

SJE, Torpedo Dart II 1pre 1923
Cruising or

ITwo

o( (t
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FLEET MR iSRM TYRES - (contd.) APPENDIX VI eContd.)
ro
o

Radius of

action at

cruising speed

Intro

duced
Speed at
5,000 ft

Type Name No. of creviT Armament•r

1929 S.S. Torpedo Ripon IIA 2 - 108 lets

Cruising - 95 kts

Max 147 n. miles One 18 inch me. VIII or

X Torpedo or 1,600 lb.
of bombs. One Vickers

front and one Letvis
aft.

gun

1934 S.E. Torpedo Baffin 2 Max 180 n. miles- 117 kts

Cruising - 96 kts
One 18 inch liOc.VIII or

X Torpedo or 1,600 lb.
of bombs. One Vickers

front and one Lewis gm
aft.

L-J

S.S. Torpedo/
Spotter/Recce

1935 Shark II 3 for .
recce 2

for

torpedo

Max - 130 kts

Cruising - 98 kts
280 n. miles One 1,500 lb. torpedo

or the eqmvalent in
bombs. One Vickers

front and one Lewis

gun aft.

m

S.E. Torpedo/
Spotter/Recce

1936 Swordfish I 3 for
recce

2 for

torpedo

Max - 120 kts

Cruising - 94 kts
245 n. miles One 1,500 lb. torpedo

or the equivalent in
bombs. One Vickers
front and one Lewis

aft.
gm

ROYAb AIR FORCE - lMRITIi>E COASTAL TYPES

pre 1923 T.E. Plying boat P.2A 4 Cruising - 80 kts 270 n. miles 460 lb. of bombs

to seven Lewis guns

Pom

H

pre 1923 T.E. Pl3ring boat F.5 o

o4 Cruising 75 kts 260 n. miles 920 lb. of bombs - Four
Lewis gms.

ti
cH



ROYAL AIR FORCE - liARITEiE COASTAL TYFIB - (contd.) APEBNDDC VI (Contd, )MD

VjJ
jro

Radius of

action at

cruising speed

Intro

duced

o
Speed at
5,000 ft

Type Name No, of crew ArmamentV’.!
Xr-

pre 1923 S.E. Floatplane Fairey HID 3 Cruising - 80 lets 176 n. miles One 230 lb. bomb 7 One
Vickers front and one

Lewis gun aft.

1926 T,E. Flying
boat

Southampton II 5 Cruising - 75 lets 345 n. miles 1,100 lb. of bomibs —
Three Lewis guns (bows
and amidships),

1928 S.E. Torpedo
landplane

Horsley 2 Cruising - 104 kts 245 n. miles One Mk.VIII Tcxrpedo -
(1,420 lb.)
One Vickers front and

one Le\7is gun aft.

1930 Three-engined
Flying boat

Iris HI 5 Cruising - 8? kts 211 n. miles 2,000 lb. of bombs -
Three .303” guns (Bow,
waist and tail).

•P-
i!

1931 Three-engined
Flying boat

Rangoon Cruisirg - 83 kts5 290 n, miles 1,000 lb. of bombs -
One Lewis gun in bovra
and two amidships.

1934 Three-ergined
Flying boat

Perth 5 Cruising - 100 lets 350 n. miles 2,000 lb. of bombs -
One 37 1™ automatic and

one . 303" in bows, one
.303" amidships and one
in tail.

1935 T.E. Flying
boat

Scapa 5 Cruising 105 lets 475 n, miles 1,000 lb. of bombs ~
'One Lewis gun in bows
and two amidships. o

c+

P-

)) ) )
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YiABlTlim COASTAL TYPES - (contd.) APPENEO: VI (Contd.)M3

MM —

fM)
Hadius of

action at

cruising speed

o Intro-

dticed
Speed at

5,000 ft
Type Name No. of crew Armament

1935 S.E. Torpedo
landplane

Yildebeest III 3 Cruising - 90 kts 200 n. miles One Me,VIII Torpedo or
1,000 lb, of bombs.
One Viclcers front and

one Lems gun aft,

2,000 lb, of bombs —
Three Levd-s gms (bow,
T/aist and tail),

1935 Pour engined
Plying boat

TiMriirj Tcwtv^lrp

T,E. Plying
boat

Singapore III 6 Cruising - 90 kts 425 n. miles

1936 6London II Cruising - 93 lets 400 n, miles 2,000 lb. of bombs » One
Lewis gm in bows and
two amidships.

1936 6T.E, Plying
boat

Stranraer H Cruising - 100 kts 475 n. miles 1,000 lb, of bombs -
Three Lewis guns (bo;r,
waist and tail).

Mn

i
1936 T.E. Amphibian

Trainer

Cloud 2 plus
8 passengers

Cruising - 85 kts 170 n. miles Pour 50 lb. bombs - One

gun in bow and one gm
aft.

1936 T.E. G.R. land-

plane

Anson I 3 Cnaising - 120 lets 280 n. miles 360 lb, of bombs - One
,303” front and one
.303" in t\xrret.

1938 SunderlandPour-engined
Plying boat

10 to 13 Cx*uising - 137 kts 850 n. miles 2,000 lb. of bombs -
One ,303” front turret,
tvro .303" waist guns and
four .303" tail turret.

1939 T.E. G.R. land-

plane

Hudson I Cruising - I65 kts5 495 n, miles 1,000 lb. of bombs -
Twin ,303" front, ti,vin
,303" in dorsal turret

and one ,303" ventral

position.

><!

a
I

s



ROr/iL AIR FORCE - BC&imR, FIGHTER AIID ARM! CO-OP TYPES APF^mEX VI (Conta.)VO

Vm

Radius of action }
at econoiuic speed

Land miles

IP
o Intro

duced

No. of Height
Feet

Type Max, SpeedName Armaiasnt
cren

Pre 1923 96 m«p,h.T.E, Bomber Vimry IV 3 2,476 lb. of bombs - Twdii
LeiTis gtms in nose and
amidships.

10,000 450

.  •:> ■

Pre 1923 S.E. Bomfcer EH.9A 2 114 nup.h. 460 lb, of bombs - One
Victers front and one Lewis
aft.

10,000 254

1924 S,E. Bomber Aldershot I 3 110 m,p,h. 2,000 325 2,000 lb, of bcanbs - One
Lewis gun aft.

1924 2S,E, Bomber Fawn in 112 m,p.h. 460 lb. of bombs - One
Vickers front and one

Lewis aft.

10,000 325

CTi

Virginia IV^ '1924 8,000T.E, Bomber 4 93 m.p,h. 275 with 2,900 lb, of bombs -
One Lewis gun in nose,
with 1,000 lb, of bombs -
Twin Lewis guns in tail.

510

1926 126 m.p.h.2S.E, Bomber Horsley II 10,000 270 520 lb, of bonibs - One
Vickers front and one

Levd-s aft,
336 lb. of bombs.315

1926 2 460 lb, of bombs - One
Vickers front and one

Lewis aft.

S.E. Bomber Fox I 150 m,p,h. 10,000 250

X

Ci

I

O ) )»
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BCMBER, FIGHEOE Afffi) ARM! CO-CP TYPES (contd.) ■APPENDU VI (Contd.)
\o

Radiios of action

at economic speed
Land miles

intro-
d-uced

No. of
cre\T

Height
Peet

Type Name Max Speed Armament
■p-

1926 T.E, Bomber E^derabad I 4 110 m,p,h. 8,000 245 with 2,000 lb, of bombs -
Three Lewis gtms (nose, dor
sal and ventral),
with 1 ,CX)0 lb, of bombs.395

1927 S.E, Bomber General

Purposes
Pairey IIIP 2 120 nup.h. 10,000 200 with 500 lb. of bombs - One

Vickers front and one Lewis
aft,
with no bombs and extra
petrol.

760

1928 T.E. Bomber Sidestrand III 3 or 4 140 m.p.h. 10,000 250 1,050 lb. of bombs - Three
Lewis gms (nose, dorsal
and ventral).

f
1-3 ;0

1928 S.E. Bonber General
Purpose

Wapiti IIA 2 135 m.p.h. 5,000 360 500 lb. of bombs - One
Vickers front and one Lewis
aft.

1929 T.E. Bomber Hinaidi II 4 115 m.p.h. 10,000 425 1 ,448 lb. of bombs - Three
Lewis guns (nose, dorsal
and ventral).

1930 SS.E. Bomber Hart 2 172 mup.h. 23510,000 500 lb. of bombs - One
Vickers front and one Lewis
aft.

1930 S.E. Bomber Gordon I 2 145 m.p.h. 3,000 460 lb. of bombs - One
Vickers front and one Lems
aft,'

300

o
o

c+
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IM
Radius of action

at economic speed
Land miles

o
Intro

duced
No. of

crev/

Height
Feet

Type Name ArmamentMax. Speed
*r

cr\

hSO4 13,000 2,800 lb. of bombs - Three
LevTis gims (nose, dorsal
and ventral).

Heyford 1A 142 m.p.h.1934 T.E. Bomber

158 m.p.h.1934 Wallace II 2S.E. Bomber

General ‘ Piirpose
15,000 290 580 lb. of bombs r One

Vickers front and one IJe^7is

aft.

140 m.p.h.1934 Vincent 3 5,000 310S.E, Bomber

General Purpose
1,000 lb, of bombs - one
Vickers front and one Lewis

aft.

186 m.p.h. 16,000ffind I 2 2151935 S.E, Bomber 500 lb. of bombs - One
Vickers front and one Lewis

aft.

oCD

6,500 1,600 lb, of bombs - Three
Lewis guns (nose, dorsal
and ventral).

5 275Overstrand I 153 m.p.h.1935 T.E, Bomber

164 m.p.h. 2252 5,000 Two 112 lb, bombs - One

Vickers front and one Lewis
Hardy I1935 S.E. Bonibcr

General Purpose
aft.

680 1,660 lb, of bombs - Three
Lewis guns (nose, dorsal an
and tail).

1936 5 155 nup.h. 15,000Hendon IIT.E. Bomber

5603  260 m,p.h. 8,000Blenheim I 1,000 lb, of bombs - One
Browning front and one
Vickers dorsal turret.

1937 T.E. Boinber

s
rl-
Pj

) )))
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Vj4

Radius of action

at economic speed
Land miles

o Intro

duced
No, ofType Height

Peet

Name llax. Speed Armament
creYiT

1937 T.E. Bomber Vi/hitley I 5 192 m.p,h. 6257,000 3,000 lb, of bombs - One
,303" in nose turret -

Four .303" in tail turret

1937 T.E. Bomber Harrow II 200 m,p.h.5 62510,000 3,000 lb. of bombs - Fottr
,303" in turrets (nose,
dorsal and tail).

1937 S.E. Bomber

General Purpose
Wellesley II 2 228 m.p.h. 19,000 550 2,000 lb. of bombs - One

Vickers front and one

Vickers aft.

nD

ii
o

1937 S.E, Bomber Battle I 3 240 m.p.h. 13,000 500 1,000 lb. of bombs - One
Browning front and one
Vickers aft.

o

1938 T.E, Bomber 6Wellington IC 235 m.p.h. 60015,000 Td-th 4,500 lb. of bombs -
Twin ,303" in nose and
tail tiirrets,

with 1,000 lb. of bombs -
Two ,303" in beam positions

1,200

1938 T.E, Bomber Han^^den I 4 254 m.p,h. 13,000 600 with 4,000 lb, of bonibs- -
Twin ,303" in,nose, dorsai
and ventral turrets,

with 2,000 lb, of bombs.940
o

D
pre 1923 S.E. Fighter Snipe 120 m.p.h.1 10,000 142 Four 20 lb. bombs - Two

Vickers front guns.
C+

1924 S.E. Pieter Grebe H 145 m.p,li.1 10,000 150 Two Vickers front gims.
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Radius of action

at economic speed
Land miles

Intro-

d\iced

No. of

creTT

Height
Feet

Type Max. speedName Armament

I
121,.1924 S.E. Fighter Siskin III 131 m.p.h. 10,0001 !Two Vicloars front guns.

1925 145 m,p,h.S.E, Fighter Gamecock I 10,000 150 Two Vickers front gmis.1

135 m.p.h.'1925 S.E. Fighter 200 Two Vickers front gunsWoodcock II 1 10,000

1929 S.E. Fighter 174 m.p.h. 200Bulldog II 1 10,000 Four 20 I'b. bomibs- Two

Vickers front g\ms.

14,0001932 S.E. Fighter Fury I 207 m.p,h. 1501 Two Vickers front guns.

16,000182 m.p.h.1933 2 200S.E. Fighter Demon Light 'bombs larider wings -
Two Vickers front and one

Lewis gun aft. o

1935 230 m.p.h. 15,000 230S.E, Fighter Gamtlet I 1 G?wo Vickers front gims

253 m,p,h. 14,000 2201937 S.E. Fighter Gladiator I 1 Four Browning front guns.

1938 322 m.p.h. 17,000 230 Eight ,303” front guns.S,E, Fighter Hurricane I 1

480 with aux.
tanks

1938 355 nup.h. 250S.E. Fighter Spitfire lA 19,000 Eight ,303" front guns.1

448 lb. of bombs. One
Vicl®rs front and one

Lewis aft.

pro 1923 2 105 m.p.h. 10,000 150Amy Co-op S.E. Bristol Fighter II

o
O

3-

1924 3 5,000T.E. Troop Carrier
and bomber

Vernon 100 m,p,h. 135 with 10 troops,
with 3 troops.370

) )))
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Land miles
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Height
Feet

o
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\D

1926 T.E. Troop Carrier
and bomber

Victoria V 2 93 m.p.h. 5,000 154 with 22 troops,
with 11 troops.320

1927 S.E. lirmy Co-op Atlas I 2 135 m.p.h. 10,000 21iO Four 112 lb.bombs. One
Vickers front and one
Lewis aft.

1932 S.E. Army Co-op A\adax I 2 260170 m.p.h. 3,000 Two 112 lb bombs. One
Vic leers front and one
Le-wis aft.

1934 T.E. Troop Carrier
and bomber

Valentia 2 130 Dup.h. 5,000 400 2,200 lb. of bombs or up
to 22 troops.

Trro 112 lb. of bombs -One
Vickers front aaid one
Le^Tis aft.

1937 S.E. Army Co-op 187 m.p.h. 6,000Hector I 2 200

1938 S.S. Lysander IArmy Cc-op 2 229 m.p.h. 10,000 300 Six light bombs - Two
.303" front
HhTO .303" aft.

A.H.B./IIV156 end. 6 and ID2/133 end. 29
British Naval Aircraft - 1912 to 1 958)
Aircraft of the R.A.F. - I9I8 to 1 958) by

References for figures:-

0’,’i/en Thetford is

o

B
ch
Pi
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AF'PEi'iDn: VII

THE COMMITTEE OP IMPERIAL DEPEI^CE

History. Puaotions and Authority

Refe3?ence; A.H.B./ID2/68(A) - pages 6 to 12 ;
and ID2/63(b) - pages 51 to 42
and C.I.D. 696B

The genesis of the Committee was the old Defence Committee of the

Cabinet which was set up in 1899 under the chairmanship of the Dulce of
Devonshire on the formation of the first Lord Salisbury’s third
Administration. After the South African War it was remodelled in 1902
to include both the political and professional heads of the Army and
Navy, Early in 1904, in viev/ of the current reform of the War Office,
a further reconstitution of the existing Defence Committee v/as urged and
stress v?as laid on the necessity of the Prime Minister himself being its
invariable President, The recommendations were accepted by the
Government and the Committee of Imperial Defence came into being. It
was formally created by a Treasury Minute dated 4 May I904.
constituted as an advisory committee to be summoned by the Prime Minister
instead of organising it as a permanent borly. In practice, the
Ministers responsible for the Treas\ny, Foreign, Colonial, India,
Admiralty and War Offices were always summoned,
charge of other Departments ?rere also summoned when any subject concern
ing their Departments was under discussion. In addition, other
Ministers, Officers or experts on particular questions could be summoned
to the meetings of the Committee. Apart from the appointment of the
Prime Minister as Chairman, the principal change made in 1904 was the
creation of a Permanent Secretariat,

The duties of the Secretariat were as follows:-

To preserve a record of the deliberations and ctiscussions of
the Committee.

It was

The Ministers in

(1)

(2) To collect and co-ordinate, for the use of the Committee,
information bearing on the wide problem of Imperial Defence,
and to prepare or arrange vd.th Departments for the preparation
of any memoranda required for the Committee.

(5) To make possible a continuity of method in the treatment of
the questions v/hich from time to time might come before the
Committee,

During the 190^/18 War, the Committee developed first into a Ylar
Council, then through stages into a War Committee, a ?/ar Cabinet, an
Imperial 'War Cabinet, the Supreme War Council and finally extended after
the Tifar into the Peace Conference and the subsequent International and
Imperial Conferences, The Prime Minister (Mr, Lloyd George) was so
preoccupied with first the Peace Conference and later v^ith pressure of
reconstruction arising out of the virar that he was unable to hold regular
meetings of the Committee and on 29 June 1920 it was decided to set up a
Sub-Committee composed of the following;-

The Prime Minister (ex ofTicio) in the Chair
The First Lord of the Admiralty
The First Sea Lord

The Secretary of State for War
The Cliief of the Imperial Staff
The Under Secretary of State for Air
The Chief of the Air Staff

/for
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for the discussion of such questions as might from time to time be
referred to it by the Committee of Imperial Defence.

However,^the pressure of work on the Prime Minister continued to be
as great as, xf not greater than ever and nearly  a year elapsed without
any further meetings talcing place either of the main or the sub
committee. In April 1921, therefore, the Prime Minister asked the
Lord I^esident of the Council (Mr. A. J. Balfour) to talce the Chair
tos behalf at the new Sub-Committee, which v/as now termed the Standing
Defence Sub-Committee and to which the Prime Minister decided to refer
the current work of the Committee of Imperial Defence.

on

u  discovea^ed that the original membership of this Standing
Sub-Committee was inadeqviate for the problems raised were found to
involve many other Departments. The practice grew up, therefore, of
inviting representatives of the other Departments to attend according as
the nature of the business required and the tendency v^as for the
procedure of the Standing Defence Sub-Committee to approximate more aiid
more closely to that of the Committee of Imperial Defence. \7hen
Mr. Bonar Law's Dovernment came into office in October 1922, he aslced
the new Lord President of the Council (the Marquess of Salisbury)
take the Chair at the Standing Defence Sub-Committee. Occasionally it
was found necessary to reserve large qirestions of principle for the full
Committee of Imperial Defence. But up to 31 March 192A- such meetings
Mounted to only seven as against thirty-one meetings by the Standing
Defence Sub-Committee.

to

lYhile these two Committees provided the medium for discussing the
larger questions of Defence Policy, there were a number of Standing Sub
committees for discussion of inter-departmental defence questions
detail. These included Overseas Defence, Home Defence, Imperial
communications. Co-ordination on permanent armaments and Co-ordination
of Action Sub-Committees,
tions of the Main Committee
ad hoc.

of

In addition, mary of the detailed investiga-
vrere carried out by sub-committees appointed

Neither the Committee of Imperial Defence nor any of the Sub
committees mentioned above had poTirer of initiative or executive,
vrere advisory only and any conclusions reached which required executive
action were carried out under the directions and on the responsibility
of the Minister in charge of the Department concerned. But by reason
of its Cabinet content the conclusions of the Main Committee v.ere
invariably endorsed by the G-overnraent,

All

When the suggestion of creating a Defence Ministry to replace the
Committee of Imperial Defence as a co-ordinating authority came up
before Lord Salisbury's Sub-Committee in the summer of 1923, careful
consideration led to the conclusion that a Defence Ministry was undesir
able and impracticable, and that an alternative plan for the
amalgamation of the three Service Departments was equally unworkable.
On the other hand it was recommended that the membership of the Main
Committee of Imperial Defence should be increased to include the Chiefs
of Staff of the three Fighting Services and henceforth should consist
of the following;-

The Prime Minister - President

The Chairman - (deputy to the Prime Minister)
The Secretary of State for War
The Secretary of State for Air
The First Lord of the Admiralty
The Chancellor of the Exchequer or the Financial Secretary

/The
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The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
The Secretary of State for the Colonies
The Secretary of State for India
The three Chiefs of Staff of the Fighting Services
The Permanent Secretary of the Treasury (as head of the Civil
Service)

In addition to these, other British or Dominion Ministers of the Crown
and other officials or persons having special qualifications would be
summoned as members by the President according to the nature of the
business. The functions of the Chairman would be:-

(i) to preside in the absence of the Prime Minister

(ii) To report to the Prime Minister and to the Cabinet the
recommendations of the Committee.

In matters of detail to interpret the decisions of the
Prime Minister and the Cabinet,

(iv) Assisted by the three Chiefs of Staff to keep the defence
situation as a whole constantly under revievir and ensure that
defence plans and preparations were co-ordinated, and that
full information as to the changing naval, militaiy and air
situation might always be available to the Committee, and to
submit resolutions as to the requisite action considered
desirable.

The functions of the Chiefs of Staff would include individual and
collective responsibility for advising on Defence Policy as a whole,
constituting in effect a Super—Chief of s War Staff. In carrying out
this fmotion they will meet together in a Chiefs of Staff Committee for
the discussion, of questions which affected their joint responsibilities.
The Standing Defence Sub-Committee should be suppressed and its past
proceedings merged into those of the Committee of Imperial Defence.

All these conclusions and recommendations were adopted by the
G-overnment and presented to Parliament in August 1923 (Cmd. 1938).

(iii)

Later, in 1926, the question of emphasising the individual and
collective responsibility of the Chiefs of Staff for advising on defence
policy as a T/hole vms settled by issuing a warrant, signed by the
Prime Minister, formally laying down their responsibilities in this
respect. This was done on 16 June 1926, At'the same time the Chiefs
of Staff started issuing periodic reviews of o\xr defensive situation as
a v/hole, for consideration by the Committee of Imperial Defence and the
Cabinet. Such a conspectus proved of great value in enabling the
Committee to decide what questions required investigation, in settling
questions of priority, and in providing a background for comparing
estimates, effecting economies and considering questions of detail.

By June 1926, the number of Standing Committees had increased and
included those on Man-Power, Service Supplies, Disarmament, Blockade,
Censorship, Oil fuel. Air Raid Precautions, Anti-Aircraft Research, War
Emergency Legislation and Insurance,

(91320)353 SECRET
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TYPES OF BOIvIBS IM THE R.A.F. - 1922 to 1959

After the War the R.A.P. was left v/ith large stocks of
aircraft bombs ??hich were a mixed collection of shapes and sizes with
many different methods of construction and fuzing. Between 1921 and
1922 considerable discussion took place between the Air Staff and the
vexious departments connected with armament research and development as
to the formulation of policy regarding bombs and the trend of future
developments.

The G-eneral Purpose Bomb

Included in the development programme approved in April 1922
the General Purpose (G.P,) series,
was no mention of performance requirements, matters being confined to
policy of types and vreights, and size in relation to the contemporary
aircraft. After investigations lasting until October 1923 the shape of
the new G.P. bombs (50 lb., 250 lb., and 500 lb.) was settled and in
December the Design Depailment, Woolfri.ch was asked to prepare designs.
Early in January ̂ ^2k an Air Staff requirement was stated for a 120 lb.
bomb, so as to give a greater variety of bomb load,
four bomb sizes required, the Ordnance Committee being so informed in
January 1924. By May 1924 the designs had been completed and trial
bombs of each size were being manufactured at Woolwich Arsenal for
experiments.

v/as

In these early deliberations there

There were thus

A number of difficulties v;ere encountered in the ea^rly production
and it was not till 1925 that sufficient inert filled bombs of 250 and
500 lb, were ready for ballistic trials,
remained to be done, there was anxiety about the low state of bomb stocks
and in Jiily 1925 the C.A.S. decided that the 120 lb, 250 lb. and 500 lb.
bombs should go into quantity production so as to bring bomb stocks up
to six months war reserve - the 50 lb. bomb was to be redesigned,
the first G,P. bombs Mark I series came into service towards the end of

In the G.P. type bomb the charge/vreight ratio averaged 23 per
cent and the filling was 80/20 Amatol.

Meanwhile, as a result of suggestions by the D.C.A.S. in
November 1924, it was decided to go ahead with designs of larger G.P.
bombs (1,000 to 4,000 lb) in anticipation of the production of aircraft
capable of carrying them. By JiE.y 192? the design for a 1,000 lb bomb
had been approved for experimental production and by the end of 1927
the Air Staff decided that only the 1,000 lb. and  a 2,000 lb. size were
for the time being to be developed, the latter in any case having to
await successful trials of the former. By May 1928 some experimental
1,000 lb bombs were successfully tried out at the Shoeburyness testing
range. The next three years were taJcen up in comparative trials
with different fillings and improvements in the construction of the
bomb at v/hich point, after discussions lasting from June 1931 till
July 1932, the Air Staff decided that current aircraft design was tznlike-
ly in the near future to be able to carry the bomb and only three sizes
of G.P. bombs were required (the 120 lb, the 250 lb. and the 500 lb).
Thus after seven years of careful and thorough work, when the design had
passed all tests except that of live dropping, the production of the
larger bombs was shelved.

It v;as not revived until June 1938 when the re-introduction of
bombs of 1,000 lb. and over was recommended by the Air Staff for air
attack on such targets as dams, aqueducts and canals. This requirement
was enthusiastically supported by the A,0.C.-in-G, Bomber Command and

Although much research

Thus

1925.
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in December 1938 it was agreed that the 1,000 lb &.P. bomb should be
produced as soon as possible but neither this bomb nor the 2.000 pounder
came into service until 1940,

The Armour Piercing Bomb

Pollovang the First TForld War, investigations into the results
gun bombardment of enemy ships and armoured land targets with armour
piercing projectiles showed the need in future conflicts for an aerial
Mssile capable of piercing deck armour and exploding after penetration.
It was with this in mind that the Design Department produced in 1921 a
proposed design of an armour piercing bomb 11 inches in diameter and
weighing approximately 750 lb. The design was based on an assumed
release from 6,000 to 8,000 feet from which height it
that it would penetrate a 3 inch hardened steel plate. Copies of the
design were sent to armament firms inviting specifications and quota
tions for an A.P, bomb on these lines. Pour designs vrere submitted
and discussed by the Ordnance Committee on 13 March 1922. It was
decided to limit the maximum weight to 500 lb, so the designs of the
11 inch bomb were proportionately reduced to weigh about 435 lb
orders were given for trial bombs. These were made vd.th varying
e^losive capacities - 6^, 'ijfo and 19?^. Fragmentation trials estab
lished the superiority of the 135^ filling and in the subsequent plating
trials this bomb achieved penetration of a 3 inch nickel-chrome plate
on 7 May 1923, ^ For the next year there were experiments in different
kinds of explosive for the filling and during July/August 1924 trials
vfere carried out with T.N.T. filling against a target representing a
ship’s upper deck with a 4 inch armour deck beneath it. The bomb
achieved penetration but only with a much increased striking velocity
which corresponded to a free release at 20,000 feet. However, the
major phase in development, power of penetration and fragmentation,
complete and it remained only to discover the best ballistic shape,
perfect a reliable fuze and settle the method of carriage and release
in an aircraft. These were satisfactorily completed in November 1925
and the Mark I 450 lb A.P. bomb was accepted. It was not until
August 1928 that the bomb specification actually appeared, L
had been given to various private firms and the bombs thus produced
were subjected to further examinations and tests.

of

was calcifLated

and

was

Small orders

The Mark I bomb made

its final appearance in Naval trials between September and November 1930
to test the efficiency of new strengthened deck armour and fragmentation
effectiveness when detonated between-decks. Meanwhile the Mark II
had just been approved. This Mark was a modified Mark I evolved innrder to
overcome certain weaknesses inherent in the tail portion,
of it started in September 1930 but only on a low priority. After
rather inconclusive trials against the target ship Marlborough.(0
design and filling was approved in March 1932. •' Heavier deck armour
was by now being fitted in existing capital ships and even heavier
protection was projected in future battleship design. The bomb was
plainly unequal to the new task and in July 1932 the Air Staff agreed
that the reqijirement had ceased to exist and the whole 450 lb A.P.
series was abandoned.

Manufacture

the

The need for a much heavier bomb had been foreseen and as early as
1924 models of a 1,500 lb A,P, bomb were constructed, 

~

trials with two inert bomb bodies were held at Shoeburyness,
unsatisfactory and the design was changed to a longer bomb of only

12 inches in diameter instead of 15 inches. At a meeting held in the
Admiralty on 18 January 1928 it was decided to re-design the bomb to

Early in 1927,
I  These'

were

(1) Admiralty fears due to the possibility of the bomb sinking the
ship prevented a ’live drop’ and the bomb was only detonated at
rest in a position between decks.
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v/eigh 2,000 Ibobut to continue v/ith the 1,500 Ih bomb for trials data
XYhich would be of great value for the development of the heavier missile.

Trials during 1?28 established adequate penetration standards hy the
1,500 pounder but the years 1929, 1930 and most of 1; 31 were talcen up
v;ith further plate trials and many minor modifications. By November 193%
only the method and type of filling \?as still outstanding and in this

condition the 'empty' Mark I 1,500 1b,A.P. bomb was approved. However,
there v/as no subsequent Air Staff requirement for it and nothing further
was heard of tlxis bomb until June 1941 when the Admiralty requested that
twenty should be mjjnufactured for trial purposes. In October 1942 the
Naval Staff stated that theii’ requirement would be met by either the
2,000 lb. A.P. or the American 1,600 lb, A.F. and the 1,500 lb. development
item V7as deleted from the prOgraraiae.

As mentioned above, the 2,000 lb A.P. bomb was first designed in
I92G, During the ne^rb four years manj?- types Wei's made aiid numerous
triads conducted so that it was May 1932 before the complete designs of
the erapt3’' 2,000 lb. bomb were approved. Then in Jul,y 1932 came the Air
Staff decision to limit the weight of all individual aircraft bombs to a
maximum of 500 lb which resulted in the abandojiment of all A.?, bomb

development. It was not until four years later, with the improvements
in aircraft construction and the development of nexT bomb sights, that on
31 Hay 1956 the C.A.S. authorised fiud;her development and the 2,000 lb. size
Tfas adopted as the heavj'- armour piercing bomb. There XYas much final

development o.id manj' investigations necessary before production could
start. Pinalty a contract for a limited supply vms placed and in
March 193S ballistic satisfaction was confirmed in fill scale tests vfith

an inert bomb. The filling, both type and method, was not finalised
until 23 September 1939 and the fuze question not till 1;92;-1. The
2,000 lb A.P. bomb i^as not ixitroduced into service until February'' 192i-2.

The Semi-Armour Piercing Bonb

The first requirement for this tjqoe occurred during the development
of the 450 lb A.P. bomb when at a conference held at the Admiralty on
17 July 1924 the Air Ministiy agreed to produce a new design for a &.P.
bomb ’with a solid nose capable of perforating a Ip- inch plate. Sub
sequently'- it v&s decided to develop tx?o neiY types of bomb - a 250 lb. and
a 500 lb Tlth solid noses for use against the decks of capital ships ai'id
txYo of similar weight for use against submarines. Segarding the former
type, sketch designs xx/ere forxYarded and accepted by the Ordnance
Committee on 20 February 1925 and six 250 lb. bombs, noxY termed serai-
armour piercing (S.A.P.) xYere ordered for experimental firing trials.
These established the penetration to be success-ful against plates up to
2-4 inches and in March 1927 ai order xYas given for four 500 lb. bombs for
confirmatory tests. These took place at Shoeburyness in December of
the saiiie j^ear and gave similar results so from early 1928 the development
of both sizes proceeded along the lines necessary' -for effective filling,
fuzing aid the production aspect. In June 1929 these x'/ere concluded and

the Mark I S.A.P. bomb ixi the tvro weights xx'as approved for manufacture,
Pui’thc-r -tx-ials aiid modifications follovred resulting in a Hark II model as

well as Vvith slightly different filling ingredients and it x/as not till

March 1931 that the Marks I and II of both xveights w'ere introduced into

the Service a.id production orders placed.

Sith the exception of bombs used in initied ballistic trials, the
P. bombs x?ero dropped from aircraft xvas in

the trials agcdnst the Marlbo_r_ou,°'h and the 'Chatham Float' in

Februaiy 1932.

first occasion on which S
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The Anti-Submarine Bomb

It had been the considered opinion at the end of 1917 that
the optimum vreapon of air attack against submarines was a bomb
containing at least 300 lb of explosive,
standardised in a light casing giving a total weight of 520 lb
and fitted -with an impact fuze in the case of a direct hit and a
delay fuze vAich detonated at about 40 feet after entering the
water.

This had beenSee Chap,
(xiv)

II

For various reasons the interest talcen in direct air attack
This was mainly due to the

both shorebased and

on submarines lapsed .after the
fact that the maritime element of the E.A.F
shipborne, was trained exclusively for work with the Fleet and
the Admiralty policy required this to consist of sea recoiinais-
sance, gunnerj^ spotting aiad air torpedo attack,
duties, when mentioned, were limited to sighting and reporting
for the benefit of the surface forces,
the air attack of submarines was furthered in the minds of the
Air Staff by the naval claims for ASDIC, the new underwater
locating device, and the continual political efforts to have
submarines universally pr-escribed as a weapon of war.

v/ar.

• >

Anti-submarin

The lack of interest i

e

n

However, at the conference at the Admiralty mentioned in the
S.A.P, bomb section which was held on 1? July 1924, a requirement
v;as agreed upon for the production of t¥ro sizes of light case
bombs (250 and 500 lb) for use against submarines. A year later
the Admiralty asked for a third bomb of this kind to weigh 100 lb.
This was purely a naval requirement but it marked the beginning
of a long controversy about the best size of anti-submarine bomb.
It was realised that the chances of hitting a dj.ffioult target
like a submarine in the act of or having just submerged vrould be
increased by releasing two or more bombs at the same time,
as a salvo relying on natiiral spread or in quick succession,
first problem, faced in the days of very limited aircraft load
capacity, y/as what constituted the smallest bomb v/orth using,
a further Bomb Conferexice in 1925 the Admiralty decided that they
would not require the la-rger sized bombs but the Air Staff decided
to retain them and the designs for all three sizes v/ent
concurrently lyith priority given to the 100 lb. The charge/
y/eight ratio in each size was later incr’eased to

either

The

At

By the end of 1926, six 100 lb bombs had been produced for
trials. Five of these, filled y/ith T.N.T., ’were dropped from
4,000 feet and four detonated successfully. The sixth bomb was
sent to Shoeburyness in Hay 1927, for observed detonation under
yyater but the effect y/as measured only by examination of the
fragments and, though no kind of target was used, it was reported
as satisfactory, Considering that the bomb was being designed
to combat what in the recent v/ar had. been our greatest single
menace, it is strange that no efforts were made at this stage of
design to measure the effect of detona.tion on the structure of a
submarine,

The qviestion of the best type of filling occupied the rest
of 1927 and as no finality was reached only the design of the
empty bomb was approved in Iviny 1928 as the Mark  I 100 lb Anti-
Submarine Bomb, However, it v/as soon found necessauy to
strengthen the body a.id the consequent re-design was not success
fully tested as the Hark II bomb until July 1930, Firrther
objections to the filling procedure were raised which foreshadov/ed
the necessity in the future of a new/ Mark III, liov/ever, vidthout
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waiting for this the Marks I and II v/ere introduced into service in
March 195i. It is significant that, up to that date,
the value of the bomh against the structure of
been made.

no trials to test

a submarine had even yet
Still more lamentable, no scientific investigation of the

bomb’s behaviour under water had been organised.

Meanwhile the Air Council had been proceeding with the development
of the 2p0 aiid 500 lb bombs. Four experimental bombs of each size were
produced by the Ordnance Factory at boolwich for initial dropping trials.
Tnese took place in October 1928 from heights of 1,000 and 5,000 feet,
and all bombs except one detonated successfully. In 1929 a new design
was produced v/ith modifications to give more strezegth and lightness to
nose construction under the name of Hark II. Fragmentation trials
should then have been made at Shoeburyness but the next two years were
spent ̂ in spasmodic fuze trials ¥/hich exhausted the small stock of
experimental bombs; in arguments about the type of filling; and in
details of design of ̂ such parts as the suspension lug and the welding of
the nose. ^The period was one of confusion aj.id indecision, and, although
small quantities of both Marks I and II were produced, no settled
pi-ogressive policy was foidshcoming and further development of the bomb
virtually ceased imtil 1954. that year the Ordnance Committee ■„„„
approached with an application to revise the design of the whole ilnti-
Submarine series.

was

The new designs were complete by July 1934 and about the
the Air Staff v?ere investigating into reserves of bombs for

The need for such

same time

a possible
J^sserves of Anti-Submarine bombs made it

imperative that orders shonad be placed at once. The new design wasuntried, but as it appeared a great improvement on the older designs,it was decided to place all future orders for the new design (Mark III)
,v / The year 1934 is notable for it saw the start

periments by R.A.E. to determine the under-
,\2) These revealed that the anti-submarine

only unreliable in action and disturbing in its
effect on the path of the bomb under water but, because of the complica
tion of its mechanism, v^as extremely difficult to manufacture in large
quantities. ^ Development of this fuze had started in 1923 but the
complex requirements, made by the Naval and Air Staffs had made it the

The August 1935 trials by the R.A.E.
proved that even if the fuze covld be made fairly reliable a bomb so
xitted would,, due to its hopelessly irregular underwater path, be almost
completely useless.

major war.

in the three sizes
of essential but belated
water behaviour of the bomb
fuze (No. 32)

exT

was not

most complicated ever designed.

By 1936 the Fleet Air Arm requirement had risen to 5,000 bombs and
che Director of Naval Ordnarice decided that a simpler fuze vroild have to
be assigned, ab any rate for the 100 lb bomb, ¥?hich was the chief naval
requirement. ^
too much had been asked of it.

The trouble with the original bomb and its fuze was that
The Ordnance Committee and representa

tives of all branches concerned met in August 1936 and decided that
nev/ bomb aiid fuze must be designed and at extreme urgency. Accordingly
a new design was produced in September which was approved by R.A.S. and
twenty bombs were manuiactured for trial. None of these v/ere ready by

a

(l) The quantities required v/ere:-
100 lb 1,700
250 lb 14,550
500 lb 5,715

(2) During the next six years these brought to light failures in every
fuzing method tried coupled with unpredictable and erratic under
ater travel resulting in a quite useless weapon when war broke out.

/March
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vai-lous heights
into the sea at onoeburyness resulted in complete failure due to faulty
pisool^design. A re-design was tried again in both 100 lb and 250 lb
bombs in December and ag'ain failed. Further alterations were made but
oii^s in April and June 1938 were still not completely successful,
sharpened strilcer aid more sensitive detonator were then fitted and
!  of twenty-two bombs (l®0, 250 and 500 Ih) from 500
and 4,000 feet were completely successful. In October arrangements
were made for the immediate production of 50 of each size of bomb'under
ohe ti'cle oi Mark IT.

_  By may I..39 this order had been completed and the bombs filled at
i.oolv/ich, a^ quantity being sent to Martlesham and Felixstowe for live
raping triris. Once more these proved not wholly satisfactorr and
further trials were suspended pending an examination of the detonators.
Mealtime production orders for the new bomb had been placed aid
in service idien the war broke out. They i?ere not a success and the
first four months of I92.f) were spent in an investigation into frequent
laaiures of the Mark IV bomb exiierienced by the Fleet Air Arm.

some were

Thus at the^time when war broke out in September 1939 the shore
aased maritime aircraft of Coastal Commaid and the Overseas Commands
went in to attack enemy submarines with an inferior weapon. It is true
that a direct liit on a surfaced submarine v/itli the larger A/S bombs
l^cely to Be fatal (but so would one be v.dth a Cr.p. bomb). Against the
^ving U-boat, wliich during the early ̂ rears of the war was the only
target, the three sizes of Anti-submarine bomb v;ere quite useless and
vep- belatedly the depth charge was adopted as the proper weapon in1940.

was

THE BUOYANT or

(1)Ref; »■ Toi.i

3, extensive investigations went forv^^ard at the Air
Ministry laboratory on an earlier but abandoned project. The idea was
to construct a bomb for release ahead of ships so that after its doTm-
ward travel on entering the v;ater, it would by its buoyancy rise towards-
the surface and, fitted v/ith a suitable fuze, v/ould explode at apredetermiiied depth u:iderneath the bottom of the approacliing sliip. ByJuly 1-;23 a preliminary report was prepared giving theoretical figures
for underv/ater trajectory, maxirauia depth reached, and delay necessary
to detonate on its upward path at 35 feet. Fj^eriments with models in
a water taide confiimied these figures. Fidl scale trials using a
5<-0 lb. bomb case vrere put in haiid. The report also outlined the
advantage Oj. this form of attack and made the claim
might be considered as I5 times more damaging than an ordinar^T- H.3. bomb
of the same weight. Figures were given for the best point of aim aliead
of the^ship and some suggestions for mechanical design were added,
ol-iis time the idea of a fixed delay before detonation was uppermost but
later the bomb v/as fitted with sensitive horns like a mine so that the
ship herself might cause the detonation.

During 1

that the ne?/ bomb

At

During I924 a new body was designed by the Air Ministry laboratory
winch was a cylindrical case 9 feet long by 10 inches in diameter rdth
a conical head aiid drum tail of diameter 2? inches, the whole to weigh
1,000 lbs. when filled. At this time the Admiraltjr began to be
interested and the Naval Director of Scientific Research asked for
details and a l/40th scale model, v/hich ware duly supplied. With the
latter, experiments were conducted wliich established that there was no

svreeping away' effect by the disturbed water beneath and surrounl-ing
a moving ship wlrich would prevent a B-Bomb from hitting- its bottom.
(1)A.H.B./II/116/4(A)
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Meanv/hile foiar full scale bombs v/ere completed by January 1925 and sent
to Eosport where the future experiments would be mdertaken,
more, experiments ¥^ith the model bomb were carried out in the Admiralty
testing tanlc at H,ii.S, Vernon, the Mining and Torpedo Establisliment at
Portsmouth.

7

Further-

On 25 April the first full scale trial was completed at Stokes Bay,
near Oosport, No definite conclusions could be reached from the

records of one bomb but the theoretical figures v;ere confirmed and the
Portsmouth tank experiments ivith the model were shown to be directly
applica.ble to the full size bomb. Trials continued at G-osport and
brought to light inevitable teething troubles and deficiencies in
structure which necessitated several new designs. It was, therefore,
Ha^'" 1927 before a further full scale trial took place. This consisted
of a drop from 5>000 feet off Portsmouth in which the bomb re-appeared
on the surface after about 19 seconds immersion. In a second trial the

bomb Vi^as dropped from 1,500, 3»000 end 6,000 feet all ■with successful
re-appearance,
192a,
design were made.

On 18 July 1928 the Air Coimcil infoi-'med the Adi'niralty that they
vrere studying the tactical use of the B-Bomb for which they had ordered
a small number of the present design for experiment. Operational
details were given including the information that the structural wealcness
of the temporary hydrostatic fuze (designed by ‘Jcolwich) imposed a height
limit of 1,000 feet for release. They considered, however, that low
altitude attacks on ships wroi-ild in any case be preferable. Further
delays now occurred over the production of a reliable fuze and in remedy
ing this the Air Ministry Design Department was joined bj' the Torpedo
Section at Oosport v;ho favo'ured an electric firing device. Numerous
trial drops with dummy bombs were made during 1929 aiad 1930 to test
firing mechanisms and to modify the impact shock on entering the vmter
by redesigning the bomb. It xras not till the beginning of 193"! that the
bomb v;as ready for trials against a moving ship. By this time consider
able p/ork had been completed at Oosport on dummy bombs for practice
purposes fitted with audible firing devices which pvould indicate a hit
under water.

Dux'ing the remainder of 1927 and the first half of
various dropping trials took place and small modifications to the

The first sea trials against a moving ship took place on
2Zf February I93I with Iron Duke as the target,
dropped and the conclusions were that it was possible to drop the bomb
in such a position ahead of a ship that it would come up and strike the
bottom, that there was no evidence of any "sweeping away" effect, and
that the underp/ater path of the bomb was approximately vertical in both
descent and ascent,
against H.M.S, Centurion,
bombs were dropped from 300 feet aiid in a special report by the captain
of the ship to the Admiralty it was stated that nine were possible hits.
Unfortunately the fuze batteries failed during these trials ovdng to too
long storage before use and the audible device could not confirm anj'"
actual hits.

Ten bombs were

Later in 193'i, further trials were carried out
Between the 7th and 12th September eighteen

The trials ?rere considered successful enough to call for a conference
at the Admiralty to discuss the future of the bomb. This xpas held in
February 1932 and it was decided that before the bomb could be adopted
as a regulation weapon there must be positive assurance on four specific
questions;-

(a) 17111 a bomb coming up underneath a ship hit it, or vri.ll it
be deflected by the passage disturbance of the ship?

(b) Trill the bomb detonate when it hits?
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(c) '.vhat will be the effect of the explosion, remembering that
the buoyancy chamber comes betyreen the ship and the charge?

(d) If the bomb is aiiiied ahead of the ship, what are the chances
of avoiding action by the ship?

The results of the Centurion trials answered question (a) but question
(b) had not been answered definitely owing to the failure of the fuze
batteries. More trials v/ere necessary but none took place until 1957,
when the ̂ ^clms was used as a target ship and question (b) was answered
in the affirmative, 'luestions (c) and (d) remained unansv/ered.

In the interim, however, the design of the bomb had undergone a
radical change, , In the original, the size and shape had been decided

largely with the torpedo as a model but there was noticing to indicate

that this was best for tl'iis particular purpose. Indeed there v;ere good
reasons to the contrary. The shape was bad ballistically in the air,
it could only be carried in aircraft designed for torpedo Yjork, and the
charge was a considerable distance from thfe. ship when the nose was in

contact# During 1951 a^id 1952 there was continuous research by the
Royal Aircraft Establisliment vdiioh produced a design closely resembling
the standard bomb shape, with a nose and tail shaped to give good air
ballistics and vyhich broke off on entering the water so as to leave the

bomb with maximum ivater drag to stop it descending too deep, jlnother
question v/as that of the optimum size. Trials were conducted v/ith l/5rd
size models of 1,100 lbs, 500 lbs and 250 lbs during 1952 and 1955* ^he
resulting damage effect was assessed by the Admiralty experts as
"serious'’ for both the 1,100 and 250 lb, designs and "promising'’ for the
500 lbs. The handier 250 lb bomb vms therefore selected as the standard

and given the name "D,2‘’, It v/as unfortunate that the long period of
difficulties experienced in designing an efficient and reliable electric

fuzing device did not encourage more attention to the development of a
mechanical fuze. As it was, this misguided perseverance held up the
acceptance of the bomb as a standardised weapon mtil 1959 v/hen at last
the mechanical method v/as adopted,.

On the outbreak of war, quantities of completed B-horabs were issued

to Coastal and Bomber Command stations, but the B-bomb never became of
operational use.
Volume II of the R.A.P.. in Llaritirae

Volume III, pages 198, aiid i;.10 to 412

Reference to its infrequent employment are in
pages 515, 516 and 324, a^T^d in

A.H.B./II/117/5(b) and (C),
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THE LEHG-THY EEGOTIATIOITS EGR TliE TR/U'ISEER OE THE FLEET AIR ARM

A.H.B.

ID^107
encl.1

THg preliminary stage was opezied on 6 August 1957 when
the C.A.S, sziggested to the Eirst Sea Lord that the initial
step should be for the Admirs-lty to px’epare a general state
ment of their proposals for the future organisation of the
Eleet Air Azmi,
new

This was furnished on 2J September and as the
C.A.S. (Air Chief Harshal Sir Cyril Nevj-all) pointed out in

his ̂ reply, it was necessarily somewhat indeterminate as i-^gards
timing. It v;as followed on 8' .October bj^ an Admiralty scheme
in which the tra-nsfer was divided into three phases covering
the progressive advance of the following objectives

ibid

ends, 2,
3 and 2j.

1. The creation of an organisation v/ithin the Admizmilty
to supervise the administrative details.

The replacement of R.A.E. pilot personnel
hithezi:o employed in the Fleet Air Arm and certain
aspects of training.

The creation of a class of naval ratings qualified
to undertake the maintenance, overhaul and repair
of aircraft.

ibid

end, 5
2.

3.

4. The transfer of shore establishments.

No, 1 was relatively simple. The administrative arrangements
for the nev; Fleet Air Arm v/ere made the zzesponsibility of
Assistant Chief of the Naval Staff (Air), short title
A,C,N,S,(a), The first holder of this post was
Rear-Admiral J, H. D. Cunizingham who had previously
10 August been appointed as head of the Admiralty Naval Air
Division.(l) All the first detailed discussions on the sub
ject of transfer were conducted between izim and the Air Member
for Supply and Organisation (A.H.S.O.) who was Air Vice-
Marshal if, L. vfelsh, T/ith occasional joint reference to
Sir Thomas InsMp (Minister for Co-ordination of Defence),
Later, in January 1938> the Admiralty appointed Directors of
Air Material and of Air Pei''sonnel,

an

on

Nos, 2 and 3 involved the solution of the Personnel
problem which was fundamental to the whole scheme,
dash occurred over the question as to which Department should
be responsible foi- the intermediate flying training (2) of
naval personnel intending to serve in the Fleet Air Arm,
no agreement could be arrived at, the matter was referred to
Sir Thomas Inskip,

The first

As

He held a meeting on 22.;. and 25 November

ibid

ends, 7,
8 and 9

a,t Tfhich both sides put their case in full detail. The
Minister* s ruling ¥/as given in a memorandum dated 7 December
1937 in which he gave his considered reasons for deciding that
the intennediate training should be given in schools
administered by the Air Ministry and under Air Force command.

ibid

end, 14

The second clash was of far longer duration,
concerned with the conditions under which R.A.F, maintenance

It was

(1) A year later the title of A.C;,N.S.(a) was changed to
Fifth Sea Lord and Chief of the Naval Air Service,
This v/as the period which pilots spent in Service Flying
Training Schools after leaving the ab initio elementary
civil flying schools and before proceeding to the
specialised training establishments.

(2)
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personnel could be asked to volunteer for transfer or could be
loaned to the fleet Air Arm for oxi indefinite period Tvhile the

Admiralty were endeavouring to build up their o;m maintenance
personnel. After the e3:change of a nuraber of letters on the
subject between the heads of the Service Departments, a
oonferehoe was held on 1C februaiy 193^ ivith Sir Thomas Inslcip
in the Chair,

Rear Admiral Cunningham said that, in framing their
proposals for transfer, the Admiralty haA assumed that this
would take place on an agreed date, say i May or  1 August next,
but for some considerable period aftenmrds the personnel oo\ild

not be wholly provided from naval sources — particularly in

ma-intenance personnel would there be a deficiency. They had
envisaged that to make this good there would be a number of
volunteers from the R.A.P. for permanent transfer to the Navy

and failing sufficient of these that there vrauld be a loan of
the necessary'' number from the R,A,P,

A.H.B.

ibid

Air Vice-Marshal h'elsh replied that they had no wish to

prolong the implementation of the G-ovemment's decision but
the fleet Air Arm ceased to be a part of the Air force

it was outside their i^ov/ers to provide Air force personnel for
that formation except in so far as personnel volunteered for

for this there

once

They could use no compulsion.duty with it,
would have to be fresh legislation from Parliament,
personally thought it ought to be the other way ixiund and that
naval entrants should be compelled to serve in Air force manned
units until sufficient were trained so that the unit could then

be handed over to the Navy,

obtained complete control of the f
It was for them rather than the Air force to seek

Continuing, he said they were

He

After all it was the Navy who had
and it v;as their duty

to man it,

compulsory powers if neoessarj'',

ibid

greatly concerned at the many difficulties involved in this
transfer. He had fi’equently stressed the importance of the

personnel aspect vdaioh v/as fundamental to the whole project.
Seven months had elapsed since the Cabinet decision but as yet
they had received no lists of naval personnel for training nor

had any steps been taken to call for volimteers. Until the

personnel question was settled, all concerned were really
groping in the dark in regard to the transfer. Regarding
the deficiency of naval pilots he observed that since July
there had actually been a falling off in the numbers of naval
trainees at Leuchars and the Air Ministry were anxious that

future arrangements shoiild be made to avoid a sudden peak in
tra-ihing demands.

ibid

Negotiations dragged on with little result for another
tw'o months. Then in April, Rear-Admiral Cunningham made

proposals for the permanent transfer to the fleet Air Arm of
21 R.A.f, officers of Squadron Leader and Wing Commander rank

for flying duties and seven engineering specialists of

fliglit Lieutenant or Squadron Leader rank. The Air Council
replied that they had every wish to help in getting the fleet
Air Arm established as a self-contained entity but, in view of
their om further accelerated expansion, they could not see

their way to making such a transfer. They suggested that as
2SA naval officers had been trained for pilots betvreen 1926
and 1937 of Tiiom not more than 120 were at present serving in
naval air units, it seemed more desirable from every point of
view that the requirements indicated in these proposals shoiild
be met from Naval and not R sources,.

A.H.B,

ID^IO?
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A scheme for providing sufficient maintenance personnel
for the Fleet Air Arm units during the transitional period
put forward hy Sir Thomas Inskip on 26 April.
Departments considered this and the political heads exchanged
letters of opinion on it on.,17 June, 4 and 28 July 1938.
Further details V/ere discussed concerning the drafting,
discipline and administration of the E.,A,F, personnel it was
proposed that the Air Ministry shoifLd loan to the Fleet Air
Arm together with the date to be fixed for the commencement

These again

wa

The tvro

and a provisional time limit for the scheme,
d

ibid
s

ibid

ibid

and

ragged on for further months.
ID/3A

Meanwhile a difference of opinion had arisen over the
No, 4 objective - the transfer of shore establislaments. The
Air Ministry said they were \7illing to transfer the air . '
stations at Donibristle, Ford, Worthy Doivn and Lee-on-Solent,
and that the Fleet Air Arm could use spare accommodation at
Eastohurch, Andover and Mount Batten, In addition they

AiTOort (subject to agreement T/ith the Director
01 Civil Aviation) and Southampton Airport (subject to
agreement with the Port Authority), However, the Admiralty
did not consider Lympne or Southampton as suitable and held
that the R.A.F, should hand over Thomey Island and share
Gosport \idth them mder naval control. The Air Ministry
refused to entertain this and both sides appealed for a ruling
to the Minister for Co-ordinating Defence, He gave his
decision in a report dated 1 June 1938 in which he .
recapitulated in full the rival arguments and gave as his
decision that both Thomey Island and G-osport should continue
to be controlled by the Air Ministry,

ID ̂107

ibid

The long drawn-out arguments over the personnel questions
finally came to a head in a meeting held at the Air Ministry
on 22 December 193Q between the political and service heads
of the two Departments to get some finality in the provision
of R.A.r, personnel for service in the Fleet Air Arm and to
settle the conditions of transfer. It was agreed:-

That no transfer of any imit should take place until
the naval personnel in it exceeded 50 per cent of the
strength.

ID/y4
1.

2. That the Admiralty should inform the Air Ministry as
soon as possible if they vrould be in a position to
take over as a whole on 1 April 1939 or whether it
would have to be once more deferred.

That the Fleet Air Arm must be diluted in regard to
supervisory and maintenance personnel to the same
extent as had been necessary in the Central R.A.F.

That the provision of extra training facilities, of
air units for carriers in reserve or refitting, and
for the formation of new squadrons should be further
discussed in the hope of reaching an acceptable
compromise.

That the Air Ministry's proposal in answer to the
Admiralty's suggestion of training reserve pilots on
the lines of the R.A.F, Volimteer Reserve Scheme
should be left for further discussion between the
two staffs.

3.

4.

5.
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6. That as long as R.A.P. personnel vrere loaned to the
Admiralty there would he an R.A.E. officer in each
carrier and station for their administration and

welfare.

The Fifth Sea Lord then renewed the Admiralty claim to G-osport
and Thomey Island stations hut it was pointed out that this

matter had been settled in June hy Sir Thomas Inskip's ruling
and the question could not he re-opened.

ihid

Though this Conference cleared the air on some points,
there was still no agreed method of finding the ultimate
deficiency in personnel. In January 1939 the First Lord
circulated a memorandum among his colleagues in the Cabinet

.giving the existing state of the Fleet Air Arm and the measures

considered necessary for its development up to 31 March 19R2,

It was stated that the defence requirements contained in

C.I,D,1 215"B of March 193^ had envisaged an esqDansion of the

Fleet Air Ann to a first line strength of 50A aircraft hy
31 March 1942 hut it did not enter into ways and means of

reaching and maintaining that strength. The recent order to
transfer the Fleet Air Arm from the Air Ministry to the

Admiralty had raised problems, requiring much discussiop
between the tvro Departments before a detailed programme could

be presented in the Estimates*, A rough summary of the position
was given as under;-

C.P.13 (39)
in

A.II..B./ID2/107

RequiredActual Required
Nos, in

March 1939 March 1939
by By

March 1942

504312235First line strength
Reserves and

training

Aircraft

1,088650; 1,450

Exclusive of men

under training
Personnel

8,7002,600 4,530

There were thus serious deficiencies even at the present time.

The transfer decision left the Navy with the problem of provid
ing large numbers of personnel for v/hom the R.A.F, were formerly
exclusively responsible e,g, the whole of the maintenance
persomel and a proportion of the flying personnel,
naval recruiting ani training could catch up with the deficiency,
the Fleet Air Arm would have to rely on the R.A.F. to make this

good as far as possible.

On 13'February 1939 the First Lord wrote to the Secretary
of State for Air giving figures of hov/ many R.A.F, personnel
they would require to be retained on loan in the Fleet Air Arm
until April 1941,(l) This vexed question of the naval
deficiency provoked the Secretary of State on 10 March to accuse

the Admiralty of expecting 100 per cent self sufficiency
regardless of the unprecedented expansion taking place in the

Until the

ID^107

(l) The Admiralty estimated that on 1 January 1939 the numbers
of R.A.F, maintenance personnel employed in the Fleet Air

Arm were 280 supervisory and 1,060 non-supervisory airmen
of all grades. They therefore required this total of
1 >340 to be retained and loaned to the Royal Wavy until
1 April 1941 and thereafter be gradually reduced.
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R«A,P, where wholesale defioienoies were oonunonplaoe* They
simply could not make their oivn ti*oubles worse in order to
bring the Fleet Air Arm to Full strength, fiurthermore it •
v/as plain that the extensive dilution already practiced in
the R.A.F, was not being matched by the Admiralty, The letter
v;ent on to analyse the supervisory grade figures shov/ing that
160 was the maximum which might be claimed and invited the
Atoiralty to amend their figure for the non-supervisory
airmen required. It concluded that the provisional ultimate
Tri.thdrawal date for the last of these ratings shotild be not
later than March 1942 and observed that, as the Fleet Air AfiH
was to become naval, the R.A.P. could not go on indefinitely
providing personnel for another Service, Replying to this
letter on I5 March the First Lord suggested that the two
Departments were not considering the actual nuiabers from the
same point of view and the consequent delay in getting the
maintenance personnel question settled made it impossible
for the Admiralty to take over control on 1 April as hoped.

After further discussion about these numbers the two

manisters came to the conclusion that, pending complete
agreement, some sort of transfer should take place immediately
and on 1 May 1939 the Air Ministry proposed that the Admiralty
should on 15 May officially take over the administration of the
Fleet Air Am and transfer of the R.A.F, Stations at
Lee-on-5olent, Ford, Southampton, V/oiiihy Down, Donibristle and
Bermuda.

5

ibid

ibid

A.M.

8,918135/39
enol,1A

On 6 May the Admiralty replied in a long letter stating
tlia-fc for certain of the services involved, arrangements had
progressed sufficiently for the Board to undertake responsi
bility but until Naval resources had been increased they
unable in certain other important services to assume complete
responsibility and were dependent on sources under the control
of the Air Coxinoil, A number of questions affecting these
latter were still in various stages of progress between the
two Departments, However, subject to and without prejudice
to the Board's position on these items they suggested that the
effective date of transfer of administration and R.A.F,
stations should be 2i(. May,
opinions on matters with which they hoped the Air Cotinoil
would agree and the Information that they proposed to appoint,
from the date of transfer, a Flag Officer to be designated
Rear Admiral Naval Air Stations who would be responsible for
the administration of Fleet Air Arm shore stations in the

Regarding the repair and maintenance of
aircraft the Board did not contemplate the assumption of full
responsibility until the new Naval Repair Establishment had
been built which was not expected until about April 1941,
an appendix to the letter were listed the major questions still
outstanding and these included the numbers of pilots, reserve
pilots and maintenance ratings required to be loaned to the
Fleet Air Arm on mobilisation besides requirements for
additional accommodation at R.A.F, shore bases until the 1
R.N, Stations were available and provision of Fleet Air Ann
requirements at Overseas bases. Attached to the letter was a
draft Fleet Order embodying a broad pioture, for the informa
tion of all Naval authorities concerned, of the system under
which the Fleet Air Aim would be administered in the future.
The letter concluded with the hope that the Air Council
in agreement with the foregoing summary of the position and
the terms of the draft Fleet Order,

were

There followed a number of

United Kingdom,

In

ire re

ibid

ibid
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After careful scrutiny in Air Ministry'’ departments an

ansY/er was given to the ■Adniiraltj'' on I6
proposed date of transfer was agreed as 2i|. Hay 1939 with an
also agreed postponement in the case of Hastleigh and Lympne
stations until 1 July. v/ith regard to the Fleet Order,
certain amendments YYere suggested of which the most important
concerned the R.A.F, officers and airmen to he loaned. These
vrould be drafted, not to the Fleet Air Arm units in vrhich they

, Yirere to serve, but to the'R.A.F, components of these units,
so remaining under the care of the Air Ministry.(l)

During the suBimer of 1959 the deficiencies in the
maintenance personnel of the Fleet Air Ann vrere gradually made
good. It was fouiid possible by the Air Ministry to l*an
1,350 trained maintenance personnel and the call for volunteei’S
for permanent transfer to the Navy produced 8OO more of all
grades while 200 R.A.F, artificer class apprentices volunteered
to become naval ratings before completing their training, 

'

great majoirtty of all these men were required to remain vrell
into the 1939 lAr and in November 19^!-0 there Yvere still 2,000
odd R.A.F. personnel serving in the Fleet Air Arm,

In this theay. .

The

ibid

enols.6A, 6b
and6C

A.H.B.

103/6124.

(1) This was regularised in a subsequent ariiplification of the
Fleet Order (A.F.O.I358/3S) by.which any'units'containing
.ii.l, personnel should oanp' a Rojnil Air Force numbering

and such numbers vrould be allotted out of the R.A.F.
series.

R.i

A.M. Pile 3.918135/39,/ ends. 21A, 2?A aRef: nd 31-A-.
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APPENDIX XI

OPERATIONAL TRAINPT& EXERCISES - 1929 to 1959

Squadrons
Taking part

Date Nat\ire of Exercise

1929'

January
14th and 15th A/S exercise IviA - with the Portland i/S

School

201No.

March

19th and~20th

21st

No. 201

No. 201

Exercise AP - search for and shadow a convoy

Interchange of pilots and naval officers from
a/s School

a/s exercise and demonstration by submarines

Torpedo attacks on naval units on 8th, 13th,
14th and 15th

Torpedo attacks on naval units on 1st, 11th
and 15th

A/s exercises - with Portland A/S School
Torpedo attack on the Battle Fleet

26th No, 201

36Mo.May

36June No.

No.

No.

201October

25th

November

6th and 7th

36

201No.Submarine exercise AR

N.B. Only Noa., 36 and 201 Squadrons were operationally fit. No, 203 Squadron
went overseas to Basrah in March and Nc, 202s. Squadron v/as still working up.

1930

March

30th to

Apr» 2nd

April
■ 14th

No. 201Fleet exercise AS - Search, locate and report
for the benefit of submarines

A/S exercise - Portland - and demonstration
by submarines

Nos.201 and 204

June

Exercise AT - convoy location in St. G-eorge*s
Channel

Local exercises v/ith the Fleet in Tfestem

Channel

Exercises with naval units to Irish waters

1st to 3rd No. 201

8th to 12th Nos,204 and 209

No, 20425th to 31st

September
24th’ No. 209Exercise with naval units in the Channel

October

a/s exercises - with the Portland School

Exercise AU - A/S screen to Iron Duke

No, 204

No. 201

13th to 17th

27th to 29th

N.B, No, 36 Squadron continued torpedo training up to July and then went
overseas to Singapore, The relief No, 100 Squadron was not fonned
till November,
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Squadrons
taking part

Date Nature of Sxeroise

1931

Eebruary

25th to 28th ■ Exercises vfith 5th Subiaarine Flotilla off
.  I.O.vf.

No. 201

Marqh
17th to 20th a/s Exercises off Portland - Naval officers

taken up to view submarines from the air

Fleet exercise A? in Western Channel

No. 201

31st Nos. 201 and 204

Miff
19th No. 100Torpedo attacks on Fleet at anchor in

Cromarty Firth

Toi^edo training exercises with Courageous
off l.O.N.

Fleet exercise M in Western Channel

No. 100June

15th to 18th

October

13th to 16th

Nsatenb^
17th to 19th

26th

No. 204

A/s exercises with the Porblond School No. 201

Nos.201 and 204

No. 201

Fleet exercise AX in Western Channel

Shadovdng and course estimation exercises
with Repulse

N.B. No. 209 Squadron was having continuous trouble with their lads flying boats.
No.- 210 Squadron was formed in March but had no aircraft till the autumn

and took no part in exercises.

1932

No. 201January 28th

to Feb. 3rd
Tiyixig to locate the lost submarine M.2

March

No. 201I6th Pilots taken to sea in submarines and

desta?oyers to witness submaidne hunts
with ASDIC

Convoy escort exercise with Poadland School No. 20117th

April
26th ~ No. 204Fleet exercise M- in festem Channel

6th No. 201

No. 201
Exercise with Rodney against submarines
Naval officers talcen up to witness submarine
demonstration

20th

June

No. 204Fleet exercise AA10th to 13th

July
6th"to 8th
13th. and 14th

October

17th to 19th

No. 204
No. 204

No. 100

No. 201

Fleet exercise AB

Exercises v;ith li/S School at. Portland

Several squadron torpedo attacks on the
Battle Fleet Exercise P.H.D, with A/S School
at Portland

November

14th to 17th No. 204Fleet exercise AC

Nos, 209 and 210 Squadrons were still not operationally fit.N.B.

In the Mediterranean, No,202 Squadron took part from 1 September in several
search, shadowing, spotting and anti-submarine exercises with the Fleet.
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Squadrons
taking part

Date ilatijre of Exercise

1933

March

8th Fleet exercise AE in Channel area

Exercise with the Malaya

Fleet exercise AF - Inner and Outer A/S
screens

Night exercise TX.20 with Renown and York

No. 210

No. 204

No. 204

15th

28th

28/25th No. 201

9th Night recce, and shadovjing ivith Nelson and
Rodney

Torpedo attacks on Fleet in Moray Firth

No. 201

11th, 19th
and 25th No. 100

June

15th and 30th Torpedo attacks on naval mits off 1,0,N.

Search patrol exercises with the Fleet

Exercises ¥;ith F.O, Submarines in W. Scottish
waters

No. 100

19th and 20th

During June
and up to

14 July

September

No. 204

No. 201

While on E,
DE,

Scottish waters cruise - Exercise No. 201

October

20th 'and 21 st

November

i3th"
and 13/14th

Exercise DT ¥;ith Portland A/S School No. 201

Fleet exercise AR - In V'estern Channel -

Imier aiid Outer A/S screens, and night
shadowing exercise with Malaya

Nos,201 and 209

N.B. Nos, 209 and 210 Squadrons not yet fully operational
In the Mediterranean, No, 202 quadron took part in A/S exercises with
descroyers aiid submarines during January'", February and April.

1934
Januarjr
12th"and

!  12th/l3th
Fleet exercise AS - Inner and Outer screening
patrols and night shadowing exercise vvdth
Hood.

No. 201

February
Bth Night shadovdng exercise with Vanquisher No. 201

March

‘ TTth Fleet exercise AT - Location and shadowing
using air reports to aid submarine attack
on the Fleet

Wos.201,20/^,209
and 210

May
9th Night search and shadoidng of naval units

Fleet exercise EB - Night shadowing

Continuous day and night A/S exercise with
Captain D.6 and the ASDIC branch

Torpedo attacks on 15th, 20th, 21st, 24th
and 28th on naval miits

Coast Defence exercise in the Chaiinel and
night search exercise wdth the Curacoa

No. 201

I0S.2OI and 204

No. 204

13th to 16th

27th to 30th

September ■ No. 22

20th and

20/21 St
No, 201
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Squadrons
talcing part

Date Nature of Exercise

1934 (Gontd.)

October Torpedo attacks on 2nd, 5th, 11th, 15th,
1?th, 30th and 31st against Home Fleet uiiits

No. 22

4[qveinber
1 st to 33^d Fleet exercise

shadowing
;F - Search, location and Nos.201, 204

!  and 209

N.B. No.100 Squadron went overseas to Singapore in Jaiiuai^'" 1954 snd
Squadron was not transferred to Coastal Area uiitil Mag-
210 Squadrons were still only partially operational,
formed on 1 Deoeraber.

No. 230

o. 22

Nos. 209 snd

Squadron

There were no air exercises with the Navg^ in the Uediterraieai.

1935

J anuary
Ho. 20115th A Coast Defence exercise

February
2<afch

March

5th to 8th

No. 201Exercise with the ','ioolston - Night flj’-ing

A Trade Protection exercise with the Portland

a/s School

A Fleet Exercise

Ho. 204

No. 20124th to 25th

May

IIos.22, 201 aic.
204

Fleet exercise FB vn.th Home Fleet off the

East Coast,

attack

Torpedo attacks on Curaooa

Torpedo attacks on Curaooa on 4th, 12th aid
25th ■

Exercises 'with 5th Submarine Flotilla off
Oban

Location, shadow and bombing
21st to 24th

No. 22

No. 22

29th

June

No. 2045th to 20th

October

9th lo. 210Patrol aid search exercises fi’om G-ibraltar

i'i.B. From Jaiuarg'- to June No. 210 Squadron v/as flying Singapore boats out to
No, 205 Squadron in the Far East. Thej'- then re-equipped at home v.dth

kangoon boats aid in September v/ere detached to Gibraltar,
Squadron was sent in the sane month to iilexandria together with the

nevirly formed No. 230 Squadron., No, 22 Squadron was sent out to Malta
in October. No. 209 Squadron was still having troubles wi'bh their
aircraft.

Ho. 204

In the Mediterranean, No, 202 Squadron took part in search patrol and
shadowing exercises with the Fleet in Jaiuaiy and again in July. From early
October to the end of the year they carried out various A/S patrol schemes
vd-th the Coastal A.rea detachments in connection with precautions during the
11alo/libyssinian ¥ar,
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Squadrons
taking part

Date Nature of Exercise

1-236

February
20th and 21 st

March

I6th“

Exercises v/ith the Navy from Oibraltar No. 210

Shadovdng exercises with Royal Sovereign No. 201

May

a/s escort and 3hado^fing exercises with 1 st
Battle Squadron and position reporting in
aid of submarine attack.

25th to 28th Nos.201 and 209

June

9th and 10th Exercises in Irish Sea with ships and
Submarine s

No. 201

20th and 21 st

October

29th to 31 st

Exercises with the A/S School at Portland No. 209

Fleet exercise in North Sea with Home Fleet -

Search, location and shadov;ing day and night

A/s exercises with H.M. S/M,s Otway and
Oberon

Nos. 201, 204,
209 and 48

November

' T9th‘ No. 201

December

1 st Night patrol exercise with Hodney

Exercises with ,Eaaolij.tian in the Eastern
Channel

Night shadowing exercise vdth Rodney

N.B. No, 210 Squadron remained at Gdbraltar and Nos, 204 and 230 Squadrons
in the Mediterranean until August, In October No. 230 Squadron was
sent overseas to Singapore and No, 22 Squadron returned home.

No. 204

Nos,204 and3rd and 4th

7th No. 201

209

In the Mediterranean there vrere exercises every month up to August in virhich
No, 202 Squadron and the Coastal Area detacliment took part. They included
Fleet exercises in search and shado?d.ng, A/S exercises, and patrol reporting
in aid of submarines.

1937

January

18th to 21 st Trade Protection exercise in the S.Yif.

Approaches - Searches, A/S imier and outer
screens, torpedo and bombing attack.

Nos.22, 48, 204,
209 and 210

February

1st to 5th

15th

21st and 22nd

Exercises v/ith the Portland 4/S School

Night flying exercise v/ith the Wallace

Long range search patrols with Home Fleet
en route through S.W. Approaches to
Gibraltar

No. 204

No. 204

Nos.201 and 204

March

2nd to 12th Exercises PX.2 and PX.3 with 2nd Submarine
Flotilla in West Scottish waters

Long range search, shadov/ and final attack on
Home Fleet returning from Gibraltar

Nos.210 and 228

21st to 23rd Nos.22, 42, 201,
210 and 228
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Date Squadrons
taking part

Natin?e of Exercise

1937(Contd.)

Bombing trials during the month against
Bacchus

Bomb attack exercise on 2nd Battle Squadron
Night location and shadov/ing of the Battle
Squadron

No. 22

6th
No. 217

No. 201
13th

24th

24th to 31 st

June

Ship recognition practices with Home Fleet

A/s exercises with Portland A/S School
No. 217

No. 201

Nos. 22 and 42During the month there were numerous torpedo
attacks against various Fleet units

7th Fleet exercise in recce
and outer screens

Exercises ̂ »d.th 2nd Submarine Flotilla in
Bristol Channel

A/s exercises off Oban

Location and bombing exercises in N. Sea mth
Durban

shadowing, inner•» No. 204

8th and 9th
Nos.210 and 228

10th to 17th

17th and 18th
No. 204

No. 206

24th Exercise 4D - Convoy shadoviring in aid of
submarine s

Exercise TDXE Location and shadovdng of
merchant raider

No. 228

29th to 4th
July

July
13th to 16th

No. 228a

Combined Coast Defence Exercise GDX - ,
shadow, inner and oirfcer screens, bomb and
torpedo attacks

search, Nos.22, 42,201,
204,209 dnd 210

August

7th and 17th Exercises with Fleet units in location and
bomb attack

No. 217

September

2nd and 4th' Exercises with Home Fleet en route from the
Channel to Invergordon. Locate, shadow and
bombing attacks including exercise HPIX

Nos.48,206,209,
210 and 21?

and

10th to 12th

October

27th and 28th Exercises vrf.th the Horae Fleet in Eastern
Channel area. Day and night search, ni

Nos,22, 42, 201,
217 and 228ght

shadowing (XflC), torpedo and bomb attacks.

December

11th~ Search patrol exercise vd.th Dunedi. No. 217n

N.B. Nos. 204, 209 and 210 Squadrons were sent to the Mediterranean in
September for special patrols.

Squadron took part in several fleet exercises
t /^n Februap- and July v/hich included search, report and shadowing, A/S

patrols, mid bombing attack exercises. From September to the
Squadron together with the Coastal Command squadrons

o^rxed out Anti-Piracy patrols under the Nyon Agreement. In addition during
this period, several A/S exercises were done with destroyers and submarines.
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Squadrons
taking part

Date Nature of Exercise

1918

J anuary
6th and 10th

10th

17th to 19th

Torpedo attacks on Sahre off Inch Keith
A/s exercise v/ith the Portland School

Fleet exercises - Search, day and night
shadowing, bombing and torpedo attacks.

Bombing and torpedo practice against naval
units

No. 42
No. 217

Nos.22, 48, 217,
228 and 269

Nos, 22 and 4227th

February

7th to 14th
21st to 24th

March

1st to 4th

26th to 31st

Torpedo attacks on Sabre off Firth of Forth No. Z^2

a/s exercises with Portland School

Fleet exercise XJC - Long raiige searches,
report, shadow vath torpedo and bombing
attacks

No. 228

Nos.42, 201,206,
209, 210, 217

and 228

May
6Tth Experimental parallel sweep and track searches

Trade Protection exercises A, B and C - :
Location and attack

"B" bomb trials from Calshot against Bacchus

A/s exercises v/ith Portland School

No. 210

No. 21711th to 18th

I6th and 19th

23rd to 26th

No. 210

No. 210

June

2nd to 6th Further "B" bomb trials aiid bombing
Centurion

Nos.210 and 206on

3rd, 4th and
15th

23rd

30th

July
1st to 15th

16th to 23rd

Submarine exercises BA, BB and BC

Torpedo attacks on Di^din

Bombing on Gentm?ion

No. 228

No. 42

No. 217

!

1

Bombing on Centurion

Combined exercise CDX off east coast of

Scotland. Day and Night searches, shadowing,
bomb and torpedo attacks (First employment of
Sunderlands)

i Nos. 42 and 209

Nos. 42, 201,
204, 206, 210,
228 aiad 269

September
'6th Three Sunderlands in Bristol Channel exercise

with CornwaU

Inner and Outer A/S screen practice with
Portland

No. 210

20th No. 201

I

October

" 19th Bombing trials against Bacchus No. 42

20th and 27th Trade Protection exercises D and S in
Channel area

No. 217

.,1
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Date Squadrons

talcing part
Nature of Exercise

November

12th to l6^th Fleet exercise XJM in North Sea - Day and night
search, shadow, and torpedo attacks.

Bombing trials against Bacchus

Submarine exercises SFX and TTX off Portland

Nos.22, 209,210,
233 and 269

No. 42

No. 217

24th

17th and 2.7th

December

7th and 14th Search for foreign submarines on passage in
Channel

No. 217

In the Me^terranean, No. 202 Squadron took part in Fleet and A/S exercises
with naval units in January, May, Jime and July,
on 26 September in the Munich Crisis and
exercises were done until the end of the

The squadron was mobilised
was moved to Alexaiidria from which
year with II.M. ships in the area.

1939

January

I6th to 20th Fleet exercise XEvA in S.T Approaches - Day
and night searches, A/S inner and outer
screens.

loa, 48,201,204,
210 aird 228

February On 1st, 6th aird 21st, torpedo attacks
Resolution and Dunedin

Search, location and photographs of Cerraan
vessels.

Night searches off Portland and A/S exercise SF
Local Defence exorcise off Leuchars

A/s exercise with Portland School

On ?Ith, 14-th, 15th and I6th, torpedo attacks
on Dunedin

Long range search exercise for Home Fleet from
Falmouth

a/s exercise SAX - Inner and Outer screens

Fleet exercise XKC in S. ;. Approaches - Day
aiid night searches etc.

Search, location and photographs of Oerman
vessels

Night flying and bombing exercises during the
month

Trade protection exercise TPS - Search for a
convoy and torjedo/bombing attacks.

During the month four days of torpedo attacks
on naval units

Submarine exercise SMAX

Search, location aiid photographs of G-erman
submarine s

a/s exercise TSX .2 - Screening and escort
patrols

on Nos. 22 and li2

11th
No. 48

I6th and 17th

17th

27th

March

No. 217

No. 269

No. 201

No. 42

I6th
No. 201

16th and 17th

17th to 24-th

No. 217

Nos.204, 209,
217 aiid 228

No. 48
20th

April
No. 22

2Cth
Nos. k2
and 217

Nos. 22 and li2May

15th and I6th
No. 217

16th
No. 217

26th to 31st No. 217
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Squadrons
taking part

Date

T9Sr(c^d7J
June

1st to 4th

Nature of Exercise

Co-operation in searches for and salvage of
lost SA Thetis

Search exercises and attacks on naval units
in Channel

Location, shadowing, and attacks on Home Fleet
in N, Sea.

a/s exercises TCX.1 and TCX.8

Location and shadovidng exercises with Home
Fleet

Nos,201, 209
and 269

Nos.217 and 225th

6th Nos,206 and 269

12th and 15th

13th to 15th

No, 217

No. 204

July
23rd to 27th

28th to Aug,

Dummy torpedo attacks on Dunedin

Successful locations of several Cerman

merchantmen

No. h2

No. 217
3rd

August
1st to 3rd
8th to 12th

Torpedo attacks on Duriedin
Defence exercises - Searches, strilce and A/S
patrols

A convoy exercise in the Western Channel

Exercise AEX with local naval units from

Plymouth

I The last Fleet exercise XKD - In the North Sea
Subsidiary minelaying exercise XKE - off
N, Foreland,

No. 42

Nos.48 and 206

13th

15th to 18th

No. 217

No. 204

Nos.42,48,201,
206,209,210,
220,224,233,
240 and 269

15th to 21 St

In June, No, 228 Squadron viras detached to MaltaN.B.

In the Mediterranean, No, 202 Squadron took part in Fleet exercises in January
and February, In March, bombing practice was done on the Centurion. Early
in August Nos. 202 and 228 Squadrons were moved to Alexandria and between the
9th and 15th took part in Fleet exercises XUA ahd XUC - Search and shadow day
and night,
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1 APPENDIX XII

AIR FORCE PLANS IN THE v.'ESTERI'T SERIES AGAINST G-ERMANY
■ V. i:

c,0.s, 915 (J.P.)An at 13 Jmie 1939 Ref;

Plan ^UbjeQl; Remarks

W.A. 1 Attack on the German Air Striking Poroe and
its maintenance organisation, including the
aircraft industry.

Plan complete.

WJi. 2 Reconnaissance in co-operation vdth the Navy
in Home Waters and the Eastern Atlantic,

Plan complete.

f  :

WJl. 3 Close co-operation vd.th the Navy in convoy
protection in Horae Waters and the Eastern
Atlantic,

Plan complete.

w,A,-.4 Attack on German military rail, canal and
road communications,

WJL,2^(a) - In Western Germany,
W,A.4(b) - To delay invasion of Southern

Holland, Belgium and Prance.

Being discussed
"between British and

French General and

Air Staffs,

W.A, 5 Attack on German manufacturing resources,

■' Attack of German war industry,
k^,A,5(l>) - Attack on the Ridir and its

effect on the military’' lines of
communication in "'./estem Germany,

W,A,5(o) - Attack of Germany's war
resources of oil.

Plan complete.

Plan complete.

Plan in draft form.

W.A, 6 Attack on Italian manufacturing
(not prepared yet).

W.A,6 was originally
num"bered for attack
on German aircraft
industry nmv included
in W.A,1,

resources

W.A, 7 Attack on Fleet or on the bases of
surface, submarine and air forces operating
against our trade,

Y/.A.7(a) - Attack on Wilhelmshaven,

enemy

Being re-considered
by the Naval and Air
Staffs,

W.A. 8 Attack on ^peqially important depots or
aocumiolaticns 'of warlike stores other than
air, ■ ■ ' "

No plan possible in
peacetime.

W.A. 9 Attack on the Kiel Canal, Draft plan being
considered at the
Air Ministry,

WJI.10 Attacks on enemy shipping and facilities in
Geiman mercantile ports - precedence to be
given to the Baltic,

Not practicable until
Bomber Command has
more long range
aircraft.
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Plan Subject Remarks

W^,11 Attacks on forests. ¥ .A. 11 was formerly
attacks on enemy manu-
feioturing resources •
which is now embodied
in W.A.5.

W.A.12 Attack of the Serman Fleet
thereof at sea,

(Being considered bj^ the Air Staff).

or a section Fonnerly this pleai
included attack in

harbour as well as at
sea.

harbour is now

included in TI.A.J

In or near

W.Ao-13 Attack on enemy* s headqTjiarters and
administrative offices in Berlin and
elsewhere.

Not being planned as
at the moment it is

not sufficiently
attractive.

W.A.14 The dropping of pz’opaganda leaflets. Read;'- to be carried
out.

l

J-
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(The suffix letter *n* denotes a footnote)

Admiralty; pre-l9l4 War policy for the Naval Wing of the R.P.C., 13, 14;
a new department set up to supervise the Naveil Wing, 1, 14; Naval Wing
becomes the R.N.A.S., 2, 14; Naval ranks instituted, I4n; takes over
the air defence of G-reat Britain on outbreak of war, 14; takes over
passenger ships as seaplane carriers, 15; rivalry with R.P.C. and War

Office for aircraft output, 2; integration of the R.N.A.S. into the

Navy, 18; reorganisation of the Naval Air Service, l8n, 19; opposition
to suggestions for an Air Ministry, 3, 4; support for long range
bombing into Geraany, 4, 2i, 22; help given to the R.P.C., 2, 4, 2l, 22;
departmental changes during 2nd U-boat Campaign, 25; introduction of

convoy, 26; disagreements on the Second Air Board, 5; development of
carriers and shipborne aircraft, 32-54; the Smuts Committee on a sepau*ate
Air Force, 6-8; creation of new post of Admiral Commanding Aircraft, 34;
policy for air work with the Fleet, 36; fusion of the R.N.A.S. into the
R.A.F., 57, 38; Air Ministry takes over administration of all maritime

aviation, 41; Admiralty retains policy and operational control, 41;
policy for anti-submarine aircraft, 41, 42; failure of protected air
lane scheme for coastwise shipping, 41, 43; conclusions on war

experience, 2+4, 45; favourable reaction to first proposals for the

postwar Air Force, 48; claim for naval control of all Air Force personnel
afloat, 49, 50; disagreement over the seconding of officers, 50;
airship service transferred to Air Ministry, 52, 52n; protest against
inadequate provision for air co-operation, 54; claim to own the maritime

portion of the R.A.F., 57; claim relinquished, 58, 59; disagreement
over seconding of officers, 59~62; disagreement with the role, status
and duties of the R.A.F., 64, 65; disagreement with findings of the
Geddes Committee, 67, 68; renewed demand for the abolition of the
R.A.F., 68; Cabinet decision against this, 69, 70; Churchill’s attempt
to achieve agreement between the two Services, 70-73; demand for

ovmersliip of the Fleet Air units, 73; a compromise put forv/ard, 76;
disagreement over effects of Air Power on movement of shipping, 79; the
Balfour Committee on Fleet ilir Arm, 79-87; disagreement vdth the

findings, 89, 90; Lord Haldane’s Enquiry and the Trenchard-Keyes
discussions, 90-93; the question of comparative Sei*vice rank settled,
93-95; disagreement over the Burney Airship Scheme, 95, 96; renewed
claim for a Naval Air Service, 97; the Colwyn Committee finds against
the Admiralty, 98, 99; another claim for a Naval Air Service, 100;
declaration by Prime Minister on integrity of the R.A.F., 100; further
claim for Coastal Area, 101; the Prime Minister’s arbitration, 101-103;
the ownership of shorebased maritime aviation settled, 103; naval rating
pilot entry refused by Lord Salisbury, 103-105; refusal to accept R.A.F.
doctrine of ubiquity, I07n; requests increases in maritime air strength,
108-110; airborne torpedo development, 112-116; disagreements over

training, 116-118, 119; future threat from enemy submarines played
down, 121; resistance to any cuts in carrier tonnage, 125; further
requirements for increase in F.A.A. Strength, 126-128; disagreement
over F.A.A. officer quotas, 128, 129; further demand for entry of naval
rating pilots, 134; dissatisfaction with whole F.A.A. situation, 135;
clash over the manning question, 140; the first Inskip Enquiry, 141-143;
requirements for Trade Defence aircraft, 146-148; renewed claim to take
over sho rebased maritime air, 149-151; the Joint Planners on Trade

Defence, 151-153; a tactless requirement for 150 extra aircraft, 153, 154;
the report on Trade Defence, 154, 155; dive bombing adopted in lieu of
high level bombing, 174n; demands for ownership of all maritime aviation,
191, 192; the Second Inskip Enquiry into this, 192-202; the Cabinet

decision, 202-204; the lengthy negotiations for the transfer of the

P.A.A., Appendix IX; policy for anti-submarine forces, surface and air,
240, 241; air action against merchant ships, 242-21+4; policy for
diversion of shipping in war, 248, 249; inadequate intelligence on moves
of German warships just prior to war, 253, 254.
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Admiralty Air Department: instituted, 1, 14; took over control from the
Central Air Office, 18; abolished, l8.

Admiralty Air Services, Director of: appointed to the Naval Air Service, 18;
joined the Board as a Fifth Sea Lord, 25, 25n.

Admiralty Anti-Submarine Division: instituted, 25.

Admiralty Naval Air Division: instituted, Appendix IX, p.1.

Agamemnon. H.M.S.: used in bombing trials, 82, 164, 171; replaced by the
Centurion. 173*

Aircraft, bomber and fighter:
into Service, Appendix VI;
Fairey IIIF, 111, 117, 173;
Hart. 170, 174, 175, I76n;
230;

types, performance and year of introduction
types mentioned in text: Blenheims. I84n;
Fury. 2l3; Gauntlet. 2l3; Gordon. 174, 175;
Hector. 230; Heyford. 183, 213; Hind. 183-185,

Overstrand. l84, 185; Sidestrand. 173-175; Virginia. 173.

Aircraft, Maritime shorebased:
108, 118;
I3ln, I36n;
to take over, 101, 141;
145, 146;
claim to take over, 149-151, the Joint Planning Committee on their
employment in Trade Defence, 149, 151-155; operational training of and
increasing strength, 155-157; renewed Admiralty claim to take control of,
191, 192;
200, 204;
207; the strength of in November 1937, 207n;
of their definite allocation, 207;
for in subsequent expansion schemes, 209; operational training in 1938
and faults revealed, 219, 220; operational training and the last combined
exercise in 1939, 250-252.
Types of the aircraft, performance, and year of introduction into service.
Appendix VI pp. 3-5; flying boat types mentioned in text; Catalina, 239;
F.2A and F.5. 23, 108; Fairey HID seaplane, 107n, 108, 113, 1l8n;
Iris. 118, 119, 155; Lerwick. 239; London, 139n, 156, 213, 229n, 239;
Perth, 155; Rangoon. 155; Scapa. 139n, 155, 156; Singapore. 139n, 145,
155, 156, 213; Southampton. 108, 118, 1l8n, 119n, 139n, 145, 156;
Stranraer. 156, 229n, 239; Sunderland, 2l9, 2l9n, 227, 237, 239, 239n;
landplane types mentioned in text: Anson, I39n, 156, 156n, 2i3, 222, 223,

,, Beaufort. 236, 237; Bolinbroke,
Cuckoo, 36n; Hoi’sley, 11^^

diminutive strengths up to 1929, 53, lOln, 107,
slight increase by 1934, I20,l20n, 127, 145; proposed expansio

refusal by the Second Inskip Enquiry endorsed by the Cgbinet,
Joint Planners final report on requirements for Trade Defence,

assurance by the Air Minist

225, 234-238, 237n, 240, 247, 250, 251;
237; Botha. 237-239; 119;

n,
numbers still small even in 1936, 139n; Admiralty's claim

corresponding position of in the United States,
policy for their use in Trade Defence, 146; further Admiralty

ry
minimum requirements, 208n; provision

Hudson. 238, 238n, 239;
236, 239, 239n, 247.

Cloud, 156n;
Vildebeest, 120, 139n, 145, 156, 211, 2l3, 225,

Aircraft, Ship and Carrier borne (Fleet Air Arm): types, performance, and
year of introduction. Appendix VI pp. 1-3; types mentioned in text:

Dart, 113; Fairey IIIF. 111, 117n; Nimrod. I76n; Osprey. 176n;
Ripon IIA, 117n; Seagull III, 111; Shark, 111; Swordfish. Ill;
Walrus. 112, II3.

Aircraft Carriers: pre-1914 War experiments with, 13; ex-passenger vessels
taken over for, 15; operations by, 16, 19, 20, 22, 23; further additions,
32, 32n, 33; first deck landing on, 33; first experiments with ship
borne aircraft, 33, 34; policy for, 36, 36n; redesigning forflying-on
decks, 37; skid lighters, 37; operations in July 1918, 37; policy for
at end of war, 45; those in commission in October 1919, Appendix V p. 4;
reduction by April 1924, Appendix V pp. 7, 13; their influence on

Disarmament proposals, 123; authorised total tonnage, 124-126; proposed
large new carrier, 130; Admiralty scheme for small carriers, 147, 148.
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Carriers mentioned by name in the text; Argus. 32, 37, 83, 85, 109, 109n;
Ark Royal, 13, 13n, 108; Campania. 15, 22n, 32; Courageous. 109, 11 On,
119;_ Eagls, 36, 36n, 85, 109, 11 On, 114; Empress, 15. 16; Engadine. 15.
16, 22, 22n; Furious. 33, 36, 37, IO9, 11 On; glorious. 109, 11 On;
Hemes_(first), 13, 15; Hermes (second), 33n, 109, 11 On; Manxman. 32.
32n, 33; Nairana. 33; Pegasus. 33, 109; Riviera. 15, 16, 19, 20;
Vind^, 20, 22, 23, 33; Vindictive. 33, I09n, 11 On.

Air Defence of great Britain during the First World War: assumed pre-war by
the War Office, 14; after outbreak of war, devolved on the Admiralty, 14;

^gainst Zeppelins, 15, 15n, 16, 17, 19; responsibility for reverts
to the War Office, 20; the daylight gotha raids on London, 5; Smuts’
reports on air defence and reorganisation of, 6-8; the first night raids
on London by gothas, 8, 39; public demand for retaliation, 8, 9, 39;
hastening effect on the formation of an Air Ministry, 9.

Air Expansion Schemes:

the

see under Royal Air Force.

Air Ministry: first suggested need for, 3, 5; Smuts recommends a separate Air
Force, 6-8; government agreement, 8; creation of  a retaliatory bombing
force, 8; delays before the passing of the Air Force Act, 9; an Air
Council created, 9, lOn; The Royal Air Force comes into being, 10;
reorganisation of Maritime Aviation, 37, 38; R.A.F. uniform and ranks
introduced, 41, 4ln; maritime policy and operational control still under
the Navy, 41; Admiralty’s future policy for anti-submarine aviation
accepted, 42; four new maritime groups established, 42; the intended and
the actual strengths in 1918, 43n; conclusions on war experience, 44, 45;
proposals for the postwar Air Force, 47, 48; new posts created, 48;
Admiralty claim to all aviation afloat, 49, 50; rapid demobilisation of
the wartime R.A.P., 50, 51; introduction of permanent comraissions and new
titles of ranic, 51, 5ln; Airship Service transferred to Air Ministry, 52,
52n; creation of the R.A.F, Coastal Area, 51, 52; wholesale demobilisation
results in the virtual liquidation of the R.A.F., 53, 54; Trenchard’s
permanent reorganisation of the postwar R.A.F., 54*57; further development
of the Airship Service abandoned, 56n; extreme importance of research and
training, 56; Admiralty claims to own the maritime component, 58; degree
of Admiralty operational control defined, 59; claim for a separate Naval
Air Service abandoned by the Admiralty, 59; disagreements with the
Admiralty over seconding of officers, 59*62; the air threat to battleships
discounted, 63, 64; the role of the R.A.F, stated by Churchill, 64;
disagreements by Admiralty^ and War Office, 64; the Balfour Committee
defines the status and duties, 65; disagreements from the two older
Services result in the examination by the Ceddes Committee, 65-67; the
R.A.F, economy praised, 68; further demands for the abolition of the R.A.F.
refused by the Cabinet, 68-70; Churchill attempts to effect agreement
the Fleet Air units question, 70-73; more claims by the Admiralty for
control of Fleet Aviation, 73, 74, 76; The Balfour Committee on Fleet Air
work, 77, 79*88; the Admiralty disagree with the findings, 89, 90; Lord
Haldane’s Eqnuiry and the Trenchard-Keyes discussions, 90-93; the question
of relative Service rank settled, 93*95; disagreement over the Burney
Airship Scheme, 95, 96; renewed Admiralty claims result in the Colwyn
Committee and finally in arbitration by the Prime Minister, 96-103;
ownership of shorebased maritime aviation settled, 103;
rating pilots refused by Lord Salisbury, 103-105;
Disarmament Proposal conferences, 123-127;

over

entry of naval
policy during the

more disagreements over F.A.A,
strength and officer quotas, 127-129; discussions on the interchangeability
of F.A.A. and Home Defence squadrons, 131*134; another clash with the
Admiralty results in the First Inskip Enquiry, 134, 135, 140-143;
for Trade Defence, 146*149; aircraft requirements for Trade Defence,
151*155; Air Staff opinion in 1928 on best methods against battleships,
164, 165; the changed opinion in 1935, 176, 177; renewed Admiralty demand
for the F.A.A. results in the Second Inskip Enquiry and recommendation for
transfer to the Navy, 191-202;

Policy

approved by the Cabinet with some important
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the lengthy negotiations for the transfer,
assurance given on employment of shorebased maritime aviation,

detailed plans for war, 209-211; policy for air action against
drastic reduction of Bomber Command's role in war,

2itif-248; policy for protection of East Coast shipping, 248-250.

Air Reconnaissance: considered as the major role for shorebased maritime
aviation, 62, 108, 123, 148, 151, 157j emphasis on North Sea reconnaissance,
220, 221; detailed plans for, 223, 224; final details, 234, 235*

reservations, 202-205;
Appendix IX;
207;
merchant ships, 242-244;

Airships: first pre-1914 War mention of, 13; policy for future development,
14; strength in August 1914, 14n; first use of small non-rigids (Blimps),
l6; expansion in Blimp types, 19n, 23, 24, 24n; stations for and
functions of, 24;
hydrophones, 31, 32;
first ilgids, 34, 34n;
being, lOn, 41 n;
to economy, 56n;
ovmership, 96;

invaluable as convoy escorts, 30; fitted to tow
larger types for Fleet reconnaissance, 32, 34; the

remained under Admiralty vdien the R.A.F. came into
transferred to the Air Ministry, 52, 52n; paid off due

resuscitated in the Burney Scheme, 95; quarrels as to

the Admiralty relinquish their claim, 102.

Air Stations: those established pre-1914 War, 13; increases after outbreak of

war, 14-18; placed under local naval operational control, I8; further
increases in, 24-26, 29-31; postwar stations mentioned, 82, 83, 108, II8,
I39n, 224-227, 234-237, 251n. Map No, 3, and the maritime sections of
Appendix V.

Air warfare against merchant shipping: meetings at the Hague to codify rules
for, 243; further efforts tov/ards international agreement, 244; a
complicated instruction, 244.

used in bombing trials, 163.Alabama, old U.S. battleship:

Alexander, Mr, A.V.: appointed First Lord of the Admiralty, I24n.

Altmark, German supply ship: met the Graf Spee, 253n.

Amery, Mr. L.S.: appointed First Lord of the Admiralty, J6; mentioned, 76,
77n, 90.

Andover: institution of the R.A.P. Staff College at, 57, 57n.

Anglo-German Naval Agreement; terms of, 136, I36n.

Anti-Aircraft Gunnery, Naval: early trials, 171; the 2 pdr. Pom-Pom, 171, 172;
development of radio controlled target aircraft, 172, 172n, 173, l8ln;
claims for and against, 177-182; naval claims not substantiated,  I86,
l86n, 187.

Anti-Submarine, Air: first suggested use of aircraft for, 13; anti-submarine
air patrols early in 1914 War, 14-16; use of non-rigid airships for, 16,
23, 24; further increase in air patrols but to no avail, 25; warning by
Admiral Jellicoe, 25; still further increase in patrols but still

inadequate, 25, 26; introduction of escorted ocean convoys, 26; maritime
strategy against U-boats, 27; shipping losses fall, 27, 28n; first shared
air kill, 28; introduction of the Spider Web type of search, 28; area
patrol flying value much inferior to convoy air escort, 29, 30; the air
strength at end of 1917, 30; early camouflage and airborne hydrophones,
31, 32; general policy and strengths of A/S aviation, 41, 42, 43n;
failure of air patrolled lane scheme, 4l, 43; coastal convoy adopted with
immediate success, 43; strength of A/S aviation at end of war, 44; war
experience vindicated convoy system and condemned area patrol, hkl
lessons of the First World War, 44, 45; statistics for 1917 and 1918,
Appendix II; lack of postwar anti-submarine training, 120, 121; the
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lessons of the war forgotten, 121-123; possible German submarine threat
discounted by the Admiralty, l2l, I5i, 220; policy for in 1938 which still
included no attack training, 219, 221, 223; detailed patrols for in
Coastal Command's War Plan, 235» 236; no attacking role envisaged by the
Naval Staff, 21f0, 241; the attack possibilities realised at last by
Coastal Command in spite of previous lack of encouragement, 241, 242;
results limited by a useless anti-submarine bomb, 242, and Appendix VIII.

_  sunk by U-boat in August 1915 and resulted in strained relations
between America and Germany, l6.

Arabic, S.S.:

Army Co-operation Squadrons: strengths and dispositions. Appendix IV p. 2 and
Appendix V pp. 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17-19, 23 , 24, 28, 29, 33 , 34, 38, 39,
43, 44, 49-51, 55-57, 62, 63;
introduction. Appendix VI pp. 10, 11.

types of aircraft, performance, and year of

Asdic: influence on maritime air policy, I20,l2l, I2ln, 123, 151.

Asquith, Mr. Herbert:
Service development, 1;
the Joint War Air Committee, 3;

as Prime Minister appointed the Committee on Aerial
formed a Coalition Government, l8n; appointed

succeeded by Mr. Lloyd George, 5, 25.

Asturias, hospital ship: sunk by a U-boat in April 1917 and as a reprisal the
town of Freiburg was bombed, 21.

Baird, Major J.L
5n, 8n, lOn.

• M.P.: a member of various Air Boards and Committees, l+n.,

Baldwin, Mr. Stanley:
unsuccessful arbitration on Service Rank, 94;
on National Defence, 77n; ceased to be Prime Minister, 90j
office, 96;
Minister in the Coalition Government, I35j
Germany, 135, I35n;
the P.A.A., 141, 192;
199.

on committee which adjucated the Geddes c

endorsed the integrity of the R.A.F., 100-103;
his pledge on a

uts, 68;
on the Salisbury Committee

returned to

was Prime

ir parity with
appointed Inskip on first and second enquiries into

replaced as Prime Minister by Neville Chamberlain,

Balfour, Mr. A.J., later Lord: was First Lord of the Admiralty from May 1915,
3, I8n; opposition to idea of an Air Ministry, 3, 4;
and duties of the R.A.F

work, 76, 79-87.

Beatty, Admiral Lord:

65; demanded autonomy for the Fleet Air Arm, 71, 73;
the Balfour Committee on Fleet Air work, 84.

Blimps: see under Airships.

defined the status

enquired into the control of Fleet Air65;•»

opposition to Balfour's definition of the R.A.F. status,
his evidence before

Bomb versus Battleship controversy:
battleships turned down, 63, 64, l6l;
163;
in England, l63, I64;

proposal to discontinue construction of

trials in American waters, 1 62,
the American Navy Board findings, l63; the start of similar trials

Air Staff appreciation on the problem, 164, 165;
development in bombs, sights and releases, 166-171, and Appendix VIII;
differing opinions on effectiveness of naval A/A gunnery, 171-173; a new
bombsight favours high altitude bombing, 173-175; dive bombing adopted
by the Admiralty, 174n; further Centurion trials, 175; the fitting of
'blisters' to battleships causes a change in Air Staff opinion, 175~177;
disagreement as to effectiveness of naval A/A gunnery, 177, 178; the
controversy comes into the public eye, 178, 179; the Government committee
on the vulnerability of capital ships from the air, 179-182; cidticism by

the last series of organised bombing trials,
the scientific committee's report, l85; finds the average

the 'Times', 182, l83;
183-185;
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weather conditions not conducive to high level bombing success, 186;
the claim for k/k gunfire accuracy not substantiated, 186, 187;
protection of merchant ships unsolved, 18?;
far the most formidable threat, 187;
preparations for more trials, 188, 189;
controversy, 189.

the

the airborne torpedo was by
reflections on the report, 188;

a summary of the long

Bomber Forces in the First World ’.Yar; R.N.A.S. squadrons carried out first
long range bombing operations, 15, 21, 22; bombing in the Flanders area,
34-36, 38; the independent bombing force, 5, 8, 38, 38n, 39, 39n;
intention for a much larger force under Trenchard, 4O; the operations and
effects of, 4O; war experience conclusions, 45*

Bomber squadrons, postv/ar: strengths and dispositions up to June 1935,
Appendix IV, Appendix V pp. 5-12, 14, 15, 17-19, 21-24, 26-29, 31-34,
36-39; types of aircraft, performance and year of introduction.
Appendix VI pp. 6-9.

Bomber Command, R.A.F.: created, 137, 138; took part in last series of bombing
trials, 184; evolution of its role in war, 209-211; further consideration
results in a very reduced role, 244-246; an exercise in bombing a fleet in
harbour, 246, 247; no training in finding and attacking an enemy squadron
at sea, 247, 248; strengths and dispositions up to August 1939, Appendix V
pp. 41, 42, 47, 48, 53, 54, 59, 6O; types of aircraft, performance and
year of introduction. Appendix VI pp. 6-9*

Bombing, against land targets in First World War:
20-22, 35, 36, 38-40.

instances of, 15, I6, 19,

Bombing, against submarines in First World War: 1912 proposal, 13; instances
of, 19, 28-30, 43; development of l/S bombs and optimum size, 31, 31n, 44.

Bombing training, postwar: 116, 173-175, I76n, 184, 185.

Bombs: Types developed postwar, 166-168, and Appendix VIII,

Bomb release gear: general policy for in 1914, 14; postwar development,
169-171.

Bomb sights: general policy for in 1914, 14; postwar development, 168, 169.

Bowhill, Air Marshal Sir Frederick W.:
Coastal Area, Appendix V p.11;
2l3n; mentioned, 232, 232n.

as a group captain was S.A.S.O. of
appointed A.O.C.-in-C. Coastal Command,

Breese, Air Commodore, C.D.:
225.

the first A.O.C. of No. I8 Group Coastal Command,

Bromet, Squadron Commander G.R.:
the R.F.C., 21;
Appendix V p. 25;
pp. 40, 45.

formed No. 8 Naval fighter squadron to reinforce
as a group captain R.A.F. was the S.A.S.O. of Coastal Area,
and, as an air commodore, of Coastal Command, Appendix V

Bruges, Belgium: occupied by the Gemians, 15; bombing attacks on, 15, 34.

95, 96.Burney Airship Scheme:

Cabinet, The: approved creation of the R.F.C. and an Air Committee, 1;
appointed the Joint War Air Committee, 3; the War Cabinet formed, 5;
ordered the Smuts Enquiry following the Gotha daylight raids, 6-8; accepted
the Smuts Report in favour of a separate Air Force, 8; agreed to the
creation of an independent bombing force, 8, 39, 40; delays in passing the
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Air Force Act, 9, 10; approved Lord Weir’s proposals for the postwar Air
Force, Kli sanctioned permanent commissions in the R.A.F
transferred the Airship Service to the Air Ministry, 52n; instituted the
Ten Years R\ile, 53; approved the Trenchaand scheme for the permanent R.A.F
5I4.; appointed the Ceddes Committee, 66; appointed the adjudication
committee, 68;
the integrity of the R.A.F., 69;
Home Defence, 75;
further increase in the R.A.F

51;• f

endorsed the findings of the first Balfour Committee and
appmved an increase in the R.A.F. for

approved the Salisbury Committee findings and the
78; reaffirmed the integrity of the R.A.F

• 9

79; approved the second Balfour Committee findings on the Fleet Air Arm,
88; the 1923 Expansion Programme slowed down, 107; again slowed down,
I25n; at last cancelled the 'No war for ten years' rule, and appointed
the Defence Requirements Committee, 129, 130; accepted Air Expansion
Schemes A, C and F, 131, 135-137; approved the report on the vulnerability
of the capital ship to air attack, l82; accepted the second Inskip repojrt
for the transfer of the F.A.A. subject to Lord Swinton’s reservations,

202-204; accepted Air Expansion Schemes K, L and M, 209n, 225n.

•»

Camouflage, Air; early form of against U-boats, 31, 31n.

Carrier borne aircraft; see under Aircraft Carriers and Fleet Air Arm.

Catapult aircraft in F.A.A.; first appearance of. Appendix Y p. 25;
subsequent increases, Appendix V pp. 30, 31, 35, 36, 40, 41, 46; some
personnel based at Bermuda, I40n.

Central Air Office, Sheemess; instituted to control the new R.N.A.S., 14;
abolished, 18.

Central Flying School; set up for the original R.F.C., 1.

used in bombing trials, 118, 173-175, I84-I86, 219.

Chamberlain, Mr. Austen; statement by reaffirming  a Separate Air Force, 69, 70.

Chamberlain, Mr. Neville: became Prime Minister, 199*

Chatfield, Admiral Sir Ernie: First Sea Lord, 179, I79n; demands full control
of the F.A.A., 191; as Lord Chatfield was Minister for co-ordination of
Defence, 188, 248.

Chelmsford, Lord; became First Lord of Admiralty, 90, 94; was replaced, 96.

Chiefs of Staff Committee, The; first initiated, 78, 78n; duties of.
Appendix VII pp. 4 and 5.

Centurion, H.M.S.;

Churchill, Mr. Winston; was First Loixi of the Admiralty until May 1915, l8n;
was Minister of Munitions, 8n; as S. of S. for War was also appointed
S. of S. for Air, 48, 48n; backed Trenchard in reorganising the R.A.F

54; ceased to be S. of S. for Air, 68n; as S. of S. for Colonies he
headed a committee to adjudicate on the Geddes cuts, 68; his attempts to
achieve agreement over the maritime component of the R.A.F

•,

70-73.*,

was A.O.C.was A.O.C. Malta, Appendix V p.20;Clark-Hall, Air Commodore R.H.;
Coastal Area, Appendix V p.30.

Coastal Area, R.A.F.; first formed and initial strength of, 51-53;
air units constituted the major portion of, 80-83, 107, and see under
Fleet Air Arm; the shorebased units of, lOln, 103, I03n, 107;
and slow expansion of, 108-110;

the F

traini

introduction of shorebased torpedo

leet

ng
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squadron, 1l8j further expansion and training, 118-120; naval criticism
of efficiency, 119; lack of anti-submarine training, 120-123; strengths
in 1931 and 1932, 126, 127; deficiencies up to 1936, 137, 145, 155, 155n;
was upgraded to Coastal Command in 1936, 138-140; strengths and
dispositions up to 1936, Appendix IV and Appendix  V pp. 4, 7, 9, 11, 13,
l6, 20, 25, 30, 35j types of aircraft, performance, and year of
introduction. Appendix VI pp. 3~5*

Coastal Command, R.A..F,; formed, 138-140, 157; initial strengths of, 139, 139n,
156, 157; operational training, 155“157; delays and vacillation in
deciding the operational role in war, 155, 157-l60; the Fleet Air Arm
component transferred to the Admiralty, 191-205, and in Appendix IX; the

general war plans, 211; the need for
schemes for area control and direction

an Intelligence Staff instituted, 2l5n;
the operational status of the

operational training in
detailed war plans with emphasis on

the Munich Crisis and

permanent H.Q.s for the Groups,
strength increased with auxiliary squadrons, 230; concurrent

standard method adopted for
the final location at Northwood of H.Q.C.C

Group boundaries determined, 233, 234; final details of the War Plan,
the role of the Command reaffirmed, 236; final re-equipment of

policy for anti-submarine aircraift, 240-242; a
no strike power in the Command, 247;

operational training in 1939 and the last combined exercise, 250-252;
dispositions, 251n; events immediately preceding the outbreak of war,
252-254; strengths and dispositions up to August 1939, Appendix IV and
Appendix V pp. 40, 45, 52:, 58; types of aircraft, performance, and year of
introduction. Appendix VI pp. 3~5*

role in war at last determined, 209;
Combined Headquarters, 212, 213;
of Trade Protection, 213-217;
the A.C.H.Q. scheme under test, 217-219;
A.0,C.-in-C. and one fundamental weakness, 219;
1938 and fa.ults revealed, 2l9, 220;
reconnaissance, 220-224; dispositions, 224;
correction of defects revealed, 224-230;
23O;
mobilisation for Navy and Coastal Comma,nd, 230;
position reporting, 231, 232;
232;
234-237;
squadrons, 237-239;
hampering anti-ship policy, 244;

•»

Coastal Area and Coastal Command Groups mentioned in text:

No. 10, 52, 80; abolished. Appendix V p. 30 footnote;
No. 15. 250, 252;
No. lg. 139, 139n, 157, 213, 217, 2l8, 220, 223 , 225, 226, 228, 230, 240,
251', 252;
No. 17. 139.

No. 1“8. 217, 220, 225, 226, 228, 230, 251, 252;
No. 29, 37. 52; abolished. Appendix V p. 9;

(F/B) Yang. 147;
No. 100 G.R. Wing. 230.

Coastal Area Flights mentioned:
No. 480, lOln, 118;
No. "461. lOln, 118;
No. 482. 1l8n;

No. 4

Coastal Area and Coastal Command Squadrons mentioned in text:

No. 22. 120, 155, 223, 236, 25O;
No. 3^. 118, 119, 120;
No. 42. 156, 223, 225, 227, 236, 239, 250, 25m, 252;
No. 48. 156, 156n, 235, 250, 25m, 252;
No.100. 119, 120;
No.201. 118-120, 155-157, 223, 225, 234, 237, 239, 251 n, 252;
No.202. 1l8n, I20n, 155;
No.203. 118, I20n, 147;
No.204. 118-120, 155-157, 223, 226, 235, 237, 239;
No.205. 1l8n, I20n, 155;
No.206. 156, 223-225, 258, 251n;
No.209. 118, 119, 155-157, 223-226, 234, 239, 25m, 252;
No. 210. 1l9n, 147, 155-157, 219, 223-227, 235, 237, 239, 25m;
No.217. 156, 223, 224, 226, 235, 238, 240, 241, 250, 252;
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No. 220. 156, 223-225, 235, 238, 239n, 251n, 252;
No. 224. 156, 223-225, 235, 238, 239, 251n, 252;
No. 226, 156, 223-225, 234, 237, 239n;
No. 230. 155, 156;
No. 233. 156, 223-225, 234, 238, 239n, 251n, 252;
No. 240, 156, 239, 251n, 252;
No. 267. 108;
No. 2^9. 156, 223-225, 235, 238, 25m, 252;
No. 500 Aux.. 230, 236, 238;
No. 502 Aux.,
No. 608 Aux.,
No. 612 Aux

230, 236, 238;
230, 238;
230, 238.•,

Committee of Imperial Defence and Sub-Committees of: history and authority of.
Appendix VII; approved creation of the R.F.C., 1; turned down proposal
to build no more battleships, 63, 63n, 64; defined the status and duties
of the R.A.F 64, 65; approved formation of Home Defence squadrons, 75;
examined National Defence measures, 77, 77n, 78, 79; examined the Fleet

Air work question, 77, 80-88; enquired into the interpretation of this
latter, 90, 91;
129;

Sub-committee on the vulnerability of capital ships to air attack, 179~l82;
Scientific sub-committee appointed for the last series of bombing trials,
183, l83n; the sub-committee’s report, I85-I88; sub-committee's final
reports on Trade Defence measures, 208; scheme for higher direction of
Trade Defence approved, 2l7; the diversion of shipping in war approved,
249; Trade Protection Fighter squadrons approved, 250.

•,

C.O.S. sub-committee warning against German rearmament,
C.O.S. sub-committee on Trade Defence measures, 149, 151;

Committees, Other Governmental: the first Air Committee formed, 1; ceased to
exist, 2; the Joint War Air Committee, 3, 3n; failed to resolve
conflicting Service policies and lapsed, 3; the First Air Board, 3, 4, 4n;
the Second Air Board formed with wider powers, 5, 5n; Smuts' Committee
and reports of, 6-8;
Force, 8, 8n;
Committee, 9, 9n;
Churchill's Committee to adjudicate the cuts, 68;
Service Expenditure, 97“99;
Expansion, 130, 131, 136;
sub-committee on Defence Plans for war, 210, 211.

Air Organisation Committee to plan the Separate Air
the War Priorities Committee, 8, 8n, 9;’ the Air Policy

the Geddes Committee on Defence Expenditure, 66, 67;
the Colwyn Committee on

Defence Requirement Committee on Air
the War Organisation Committee, 137;

Convoy: introduction of in First World War, 26;
27, 29, 30;
of Kite balloons in convoy escorts, 30;
30, and Appendix II;

strategy of, 27; benefits of,
the first possible U-boat kill by escort aircraft, 30; use

statistics of air escort flying,
the costly delay in instituting coastwise convoys,

43; immediate success when finally adopted, 43; lessons of the war in

favour of convoy, 44; no postwar interest in convoy air escort until

December 1936, 154; even then it was only a defensive role, 221-223,
240, 241.

Co-ordination of Defence, The Minister for: see under Defence Ministry.

Cowdray, Lord: appointed president of the Second Air Board, 5; was a member
of the Air Organisation Committee, 8n; was a member of the V^ar Priorities

Committee, 8n; resigned from the Air Board in protest, 9.

Cranwell: central training'school set up,at for Navy Air Seirvice, 1 9> 19n;
later, in postwar days, the R.A.F. cadet college was instituted at, 56, 56n.

Cunliffe-Lister, Sir Philip: see under Swinton, Lord.

his part in the F.A.A. transfer negotiations.Cunningham, Rear-Admiral J.H.D.:
Appendix IX.
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Curzon, Lord: appointed president of the First Air Board,
Lord Salisbury’s Committee on National Defence, 7?n.

Cuxhaven: air raid on, l6.

Daedalus. the central naval air training depot

was a member of

, see under Cranwell,

drew off home based naval air strength, 16, 19;
air resources released after the evacuation, 20.

navaDardanelles Campaign; l

Defence, Ministry of; first suggested by the Geddes Committee, 67;
considered necessary by the Salisbury Committee, 78; or by the Colwyn
Committee, 98; a minister for Co-ordinating Defence appointed, 1M, iMn;
mentions of, 141-143, 149, 153, 154n, 179n, 188, 191-204, 248, Appendix IX.

Derby, Lord: chairman of the first Joint War Air Committee, 3;
of the War Priorities Committee, 8n;
Committee on National Defence, 77n;
findings, 79.

Deutschland. German Pocket Battleship;
in August 1939, 253.

Disarmament, International:
the Conference opened, 129;

Diversion of shipping in war; first mentioned, 79;
249.

not

was a member

was a member of the Salisbury
and dissented from the majority

left Wilhelmshaven for the Atlantic

first mentioned, 123; proposals for, 123-126;
final failure of, 130.

seriously considered, 248,

Douglas, Air Commodore, W. Sholto; mentioned, 183, 188;
Assistant Chief of Air Staff, 2l6n.

Dover Mine Barrage:

Duff, Rear-Admiral, A.L.:
at the Admiralty, 25.

Duff-Cooper, Sir Alfred:
202, 202n.

made effective against U-boat passa

appointed the first Director

his remarks as First Lord, on th

appointed as the first

ges, 43.

of the A/S Division

e F.A.A. controversy.

Dunkirk Air Command: the first R.N.A.S. landplanes based at, 15; the first
seaplanes attached to, 15; amalgamated with the Dover Command, 19;
operations by and expansion of, 19, 20; lessons learnt and further
operations by, 20, 21, 34, 35; reinforcements to R.F.C., 35;
Handley Page operations, 35; enemy counter-attack on, 35;
our bombing on Flanders ports, 35, 36; reorganisation of following the
creation of the R.A.F., 37, 38; assistance given in the Zeebrugge and
Ostend blocking operations and Army support, 38.

Dunning, Squadron Commander E.H.:

Eastbury Park:

first

effects of

first man to alight on a moving ship, 33.

the final location of Coastal Command H.Q 232, 232n.

was a member of the Joint War Air Committee, 3n;
as a major-general became a member of the early Air Council, 11;
Marshal Sir Edward, was A.O.C. Air Defence of Great Britain, Appendix V
p. 26; as an Air Chief Marshal was C.A.S., 134; his remarks on the
First Inskip Enquiry, 143; his views on the vulnerability of capital
ships, 180, I8l; his part in the Second Inskip Enquiry, 193, 193n, 197,
198, 201.

•,

as Air

Ellington, Lieut-Colonel E.L.:

Excellent. H.M.S.; Naval Gunnery School, mentioned, 80.
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Fighter Squadrons, postwar: strengths and dispositions up to June 1935>
Apperdix IV p. 2 and APPENDIX V pp. 7, 8, 11, 12, 1A, 17, 18, 22, 27, 32, 37;
types of aircraft, performance, and year of introduction. Appendix VI
pp. 9, 10.

Fighter Command, R.A.F.: formed, 137, 138; protection for coastwise shipping,
2U9; Trade Protection squadrons, 249, 250; strenths and dispositions up
to August 1939, Appendix IV p.2 and APPENDIX V pp. 43, 49, 54, 55, 6l;
types of aircraft, performance, and year of introduction. Appendix VI
pp. 9, 10.

Fleet Air Arm component of the R.A.F.: the Fleet Air Units first named as, 79;
organisation, supply and training of in 1923, 80-83; units formed into
Flights, 80n; the Balfour Committee on, 84-88; the Trenchard-Keyes
discussions on, 90-93; the Colwyn Committee on, 96-100; Baldwin’s
arbitration on, 100-103;
inferior aircraft to other navies, 110, 111;
111; general training of, 112-118;
124, 126, 127; expansion Scheme A, 131; no integration possible with
R.A.F. Home Defence units, 131-134; disagreements on manning culminate in
the First Inskip Enquiry, 140-143; strength in 1934, 145; further
increase in demanded by Admiralty, 147, 148; Admiralty demand for complete
control, 191, 192; the Second Inskip Enquiry, 192-202; Cabinet approval
for transfer to the Navy, 202-205; the length period of transfer

negotiations. Appendix IX; strengths and dispositions. Appendix IV and
Appendix V pp. 9, 11, 13, l6, 20, 2l, 25, 26, 30, 31, 35, 36, 40, 41, 45,
46; types of aircraft, performance, and year of introduction. Appendix VI
pp. 1-3.

Fleet Air Unit Personnel: seconding of officers to, 48; Admiralty propose only
25^ R.A.F., 5O; proposals for seconding in the new permanent Air Force
Scheme, 57; discussions with the Admiralty concerning, 58-62; the system
of seconding upheld by Winston Churchill, 70, 71; proposals for by the
C.A.S. and the S. of S. for Air, 7l, 74, 75; the situation in 1923, 8l;
recommendations by the Balfour Committee, 87; the Trenchard-Keyes

agreement on, 92, 93; the quotas reversed by the Colv;yn Committee, 98, 99;
arbitration by Mr. Baldwin, 102.

expansion of between 1923 and 1929, 109, 110;
Flights fused into Squadrons,

Admiralty requests for increase in.

initiated and developed by Commander J.C. Porte, 23; forFlying Boats:
employment in the 191i*/l8 War see under Royal Naval Air Service; for

types and employment during the inter-wars period see under Aircraft,
maritime shore based.

sunk by a U-boat in January 1915, 16.

bombing trials against, l62.

Formidable. H.M.S.:

Frankfurt, ex-German cruiser:

in command of Home Defence forces at the time ofFrench, Field Marshal Lord:
the Gotha raids, 6.

member of the War Priorities Committee, 8n;Geddes, Sir Eric:
member of the Bonar Law Committee on the future of the battleship, 63n;
appointed to enquire into Service Expenditure, 66.

was awas' a

Germany: first postv/ar appearance of threat from: 130; was officially
recognised as our probable enemy, 131; ■ our air rearmament against this
threat, 135, 136; reoccupied the Rhineland, 137.

Goeben, German battle cruiser: bombed in the Dardanelles, l6ln.

resulted in thedaylight attacks on London, 5;
night attacks on London, 8;

ultimate effect in

Gotha, German heavy bomber:
appointment of the Smuts Committee, 6;
resulted in preparations for retaliatory bombing, 8;
hastening the formation of the R.A.F., 9.
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Graf Spee. German pocket battleship:
August 1939, 253.

left Wilhelmshaven for the Atlantic in

Guest, Captain F.E.: took over post of S. of S. for Air, 68n; opposed the
War Office claim to take over the Air Ministry, 68; opposed the Admiralty
claim to a separate Naval Air Service, 73-75;
Air by Sir Samuel Hoare, 76n.

replaced as S. of S. for

Haig, General Sir Douglas;
A, 22;
bombing, 8;
first C.A.S., 10.

opposition to any long range bombing of Germany,
was lukewarm about a separate air force and against any strategic

opposed the recall of Trenchard from France to become the

Haldane, Lord: was chairman of C.I.D. sub-committee which created the R.F.C.,
1; enquired into the interpretation of the Balfour Report on the F.A.A.,

gave a ruling on the comparative officer ranks in the Services,
enquired into the ovmership of the revived air ship construction.

90, 91;
94, 95;
96.

Halton Park:

57n.
institution at of the training base for R.A.F. apprentices, 57,

Handley Page, heavy bomber:
further mention of, 39n.

first naval squadron of and operations by, 35;

Hankey, Sir Maurice: secretary to various Government Committees, 3n, 69, 77n;
chairman in Admiralty - Air Ministry clash on F.A.A. manning, 14O.

Henderson, Major-Goneral then Lieut.-General Sir David:
a member of the Joint 'Jar Air Committee and the First Air

opposition to long range bombing, 4; a membex' of the
Second Air Board, , the Air Organisation Committee, and the first Air
Council, 5n, 8n, lOn; resigned owing to differences, 10.

commanded the R.F.C.

in Franco, 2n;
Board, 3n, 4n;

Hitler, Adolf:
Mr. Eden, 135.

first mention of, 13O; conversation with Sir John Simon and

Hoare, Sir Samuel: appointed S. of S. for A.ir, 7611; on the Salisbury Committee
for National Defence, 77n; summarised the differences over the Balfour
Report on the F.A.A., 89; replaced by Lord Thompson and then reappointed
again, 90, 96n; appointed as First Loi^d of the Admiralty, 191, 191n;
backs the Admiralty demand for the F.A.A,, 191; replaced by Duff-Cooper,
202n;' his remarks in favour of the transfer of the F.A.A., 203.

Hjndrophones, airborne: first use in anti-submarine operations, 31, 32.

initiated, 78, 78n.

see under Committee of Imperial Defence.

Imperial Defence College, The:

Imperial Defence Committee:

Independent Bombing Force, The:

Inskip, Sir Thomas: appointed as the first Minister for the Co-ordination of
Defence, I4ln; his enquiry into F.A.A. manning and reserves, 141-143;
his enquiry into the ownership of maritime aviation, 192-205; his part
in the subsequent F.A.A. transfer negotiations. Appendix IX,

Italo-Abyssinian War:
155, 156, 178.

see under Bomber Forces in the First World W

our precautionary measures in the Mediterranean, 137,

ar.

Jellicoe, Admiral Sir John; was a member of the First Air Committee, 1;
C,-in-C. Grand Fleet he laid down the functions of a Naval Air Service, 18;
agreed to the War Office taking over the R.N.A.S. ground defence force, 18;
operational control of naval aviation to be exercised by local naval
commands, 18; urged for more energetic action against U-boats, 25;
First Sea Lord and introduced the ocean convoy system, 25, 26.

as

became
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Joubert de la Ferte, Air Marshal P*B,; appointed A.O.C.-in-C. Coastal Command,
I39n; his schema for Area Combined Headquarters and the higher direction
of Trade Defence, 213, 21V; succeeded by Sir Frederick Bowhill, 213n,

Jutland, Battle of: the use of aircraft during, 22, 22n.

Keyes, Vice-Admiral Sir Roger:
organisation, 9l“93j
to the Admiralty, 192.

discussions with Lord Trenchard on F.A.A.

his Press campaign for the transfer of naveJL aviation

Kite Balloons; first use for Fleet Reconnaissance, 30, 32, 32n; use in convoy
escort craft, 30; in general use in the Fleet, 34.

Lambe, Wing Commander C.L.: appointed to command the Dunkirk Air Force, 19;
as a Brigadier-General R.A.F. commanded No. 5 Group, 38; as an Air Vice-
Marshal R.A.F. was A.O.C. Coastal Area, Appendix  V pp. 20, 25.

Landplanes, Maritime; for employment in the 1914/18 War see under Royal Naval
Air Service; for types and employment during the inter-wars period see
under Aircraft, maritime shorebased.

Law, Mr. A. Bonar; chairman of the Committee on the future of the battleship,
63, 63n. became Prime Minister, ?6n.

Liaison, Navad: attachment of three R.N. officers to Coastal Command, 251n.

Lloyd George, Mr; became Prime Minister, 5, 25; formed the first War Cabinet,
5; constituted the Second Air Board, 5; set up the Smuts Committee, 6;
offered Lord Northcliffe the new post of S. of S. for Air, 9; instituted
the Ten Years Rule, 53; appointed a Committee on the future of the
battleship, 63; announced decision to increase the R.A.F. for Home Defence,
75; resigned, 75, 76n.

London; first Zeppelin raid on, 17; first Gotha daylight raid on, 5; first
Gotha night raids on, 8, 9.

London Naval Conference; 124-126; the agreement lapsed, 179n.

Londonderry, Lord; was S. of S. for Air, I27n; mentions of, 127, 135*

Longmore, Air Marshal Sir Arthur; A.O.C. Inland Area, Appendix V p. 33;
A.O.C. Coastal Area, Appendix V p.35; appointed as the first A.O.C.-in-C.
Coastal Command, I39n.

strained U.S./German relations after the sinking of, 16.Lusitania. S.S.;

Luxeuil; base for naval long range bombing force, 4, 21, 22.

MacDonald, Mr. Ramsay; became Prime Minister, 90; resigned, 96; again Prime
Minister, I24n; again resigned, 135.

Manela, S.S.: used as a base vessel for a flying boat wing, 147; fitted out
as a flying boat depot ship, 229; based in the Shetlands, 237»

Maritime Aircraft;

Ship and Carrier borne.
see under Aircraft, maritime shorebased and Aircraft,

Marix, Plight Lieutenant R.L.G.; destroyed Zeppelin, 15; later, as a group
captain R.A.F. was S.O. of No. I6 Group Coastal Command, 225 and Appendix V
pp. 52, 58.

used as a target for bombing trisQ-s, I64, 177, 178.Marlborough, H.M.S.;

used as a target for bombing trials, 164.Monarch. H.M.S,;
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Munich Crisis; 224; effects on Coastal Command, 224-228.

Naval Flying School, Eastchurch: mentioned, 1.

Navy-Air Force Controversy; first signs of, 49» 50, 54; renewed claim to own
the maritime portion of the R.A.F., 58; claim, temporarily withdrawn, 59;
disagreement over the seconding of officers, 59-62; the status of the
Air Force denounced, 64, 65; demand for the abolition of the Air Force,
67-69; refusal by the Cabinet, 69, 70; the demand reduced to a claim for
a Separate Naval Air Service, 7*1-73; refuted by the Air Ministry, 73-75;
the First Lord's compromise refused by the Air Ministry, 76; disagreement
as to probable effect of Air Power on the movement of shipping, 79; the
Balfour Committee on Fleet air work, 79-87; Admiralty disagreement with
the findings, 87-90; Lord Haldane’s Enquiry and the subsequent Trenohard-
Keyes discussions, 90-93; quarrels over the Burney Airship Scheme, 95>
96; renewed Admirailty claim for a separate Naveil Air Service, 97; the
Colwyn Committee, 96, 97-99; renewed Admiralty claims for all maritime
aviation and Baldwin’s Arbitration, 99-103; shore based maritime aviation

stays with the Air Ministry, 103; disagreement over proposal to introduce
naval rating pilots, 103, 104; arbitration by Lord Salisbury, IO4, 105;
recapitulation of controversy up to March 1928, IO5, IO6; disagreement
over F.A.A, strength, 12if., 125, 127, 128; disagreement over F,A.A. quotas,
and strength, 128-130; the naval rating pilot question reopened, 134;
fundamental differences over the whole F.A.A, problem, 134; clash over
the manning of the F.A.A., 140; the First Inskip Enquiry, 141-143;
renewed Admiralty claim to control shorebased maritime aviation, 149-151;
disagreement over Trade Defence policy and an ill-timed request for extra
aircraft, 151-154; renewed demands from Admiralty for transfer of the

F.A.A., 19I; extreme views in the Press and the lobbying of M.P.s, 192;
the Second Inskip Enquiry refuses Admiralty claim to shorebased aviation
but recommends the transfer of the F.A.A., 192-200; Inskip’s handling of
the^Air Ministry protests, 201, 202; the Cabinet approves the transfer
subject to important reservations by Lord Swinton, 202-20l\.; afterthoughts
on this final decision, 20i|., 205; the lengthy negotiations before the

transfer became fact. Appendix IX.

Newall, Lieut-Colonel, C.L.N.: given command of a Wing for retaliatory bombing
in answer to the Gotha raids, 39; much later as an Air Chief Marshal was

C.A.S., Appendix IX p. 1.

used in bombing trials, 163.New Jersey, old U.S. battleship:

Oohey, near Nancy; base for the Independent Bombing Force, 39» 40.

Ostend; occupied by the Germans, 15; boipbing attacks on, 2l, 38,

Ostfriesland, ex-German battleship: used in bombing trials, l62.

Paine, Commodore Godfrey M.; appointed to command new naval training depot at
Cranwell, I9n; became Director of Naval Air Service, 25n; was a member of
the Second Air Board, 5n; was a member of the Air Organisation Committee

and of the first Air Council, 8n, lOn.

Parry, Air Commodore R.G.; appointed as the first A.O.C. of No. 15 Group, 232n.

Peel, Lord; on the Salisbury Committee on National Defence and the Balfoxur
Committee on Fleet Air work, 77n, 77, 84-88.

Phillimore, Rear-Admiral R.F.; appointed as Admiral Commanding Aircraft, 34.

Porte, Commander J.C.: initiated and developed the flying boat, 23.

172, 173, l8ln.Queen Bee, radio controlled target aircraft:

Research Establishments, R.A.F.: in 1920, 56n.
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was President of the Mr Board and became the first S. of S.

resigned owing to differences in the Air Council, 10.
Rothermere, Lord;

for Air, S;

Royal Mr Force, The: a unified Mr Force recommended by Smuts, 6-8; the Mr
Force Act passed, 9; the R.A.F. comes into being, 10; reorganisation in
the maritime part, 37, 58; R.A.F. uniforms and ranks introduced, 41, 4ln;
maritime policy and operational control still under the Navy, 4l ,* four
new maritime Groups established, 42; the strength of the maritime R.A.F.

at end of the war, 44, Appendix IV, Appendix V p. 2; conclusions on war

experience, 44, 45; total R.A.F. strength at the Armistice, 47,
Appendix IV, Appendix V p. 1; proposals for postwar functions and

strength, 47, 48; the demobilisation of the R.A.F., 50, 51; new titles
for officers and permanent commissions introduced, 51, 51n; the Airship
Service transferred to Air Ministry, 52, 52n; creation of R.A.F. Coastal

Area and strength of, 51~53, Appendix IV, Appendix V pp. 5, 4; the virtual
liquidation of the R.A.F., 53; Trenchard's permanent organisation of the
postwar R.A.F., 54-57; strength and location of in March 1920, 59,
Appendix IV, Appendix V pp. 7, 8; Winston Churchill states the role of the
R.A.F., 64; status and duties defined by the First Balfour Committee, 65;
the Geddes Committee upholds the integrity of the R.A.F., 66, 67;
reaffirmed by the Government, 69, 70; naval demands for the maritime
component, 71-73; R.A.F. expansion approved for Home Defence, 75, 78; the
Cabinet again confirm the autonomous Air Force, 79; relative rank in the
three Services, 93-95; R.A.F. integrity once moi'e reaffirmed by the Colwyn
Committee, 98; endorsed once again by Prime Minister Baldwin, 100-103;
recapitulation of attempts to abolish the R.A.F. up to March 1928, 105, 106;
the 1923 Expansion Programme slowed down by Cabinet in 1925, and again in

the Ten Year Rule repealed and Expansion Scheme A
effect of the threat from Germany, 133; window

1929, 107, I25n;
approved, 129, 130, 131;
dressing policy for expansion schemes, 133; Expansion Schemes C and F
approved, 136, 137; the Western Plan and phases relative to war emergency,
137; formation of Bomber, Fighter, Training and Coastal Commands, 137-140;
the transfer of the F.A.A. to the Royal Navy, 191-205, Appendix IX;

a war plan for the R.A.F., 209-211;
Expansion Schemes L and M

Bomber Command’s role in war, 244-248, Appendix XII;
types of aircraft, performance,

Expansion Scheme K approved, 209, 209n;
Coastal Command's 7/ar Plan, 220-224, 234-237;
approved, 225n;

Orders of Battle 19l9 to 1939, Appendix V;
and year of introduction. Appendix VI.

Royal Flying Corps, The; created in two V/ings, 1; roles of the Wings, 13, 14;
the naval wing drifts apart and becomes the R.N.A.S., 1, 2, 14; the
military 'Wing continues as the R.F.C. under Army control, 2, 14; strength
in 1914, 2, I4n; rivalry with R.N.A.S. over supply problems, 2, 3;
reinforcement from the R.N.A.S., 2, 4, 5, 21; actual strength early in
1917, 5; intended contrasted with actual strength late in I9l7, 39n;
amalgamated into the new Royal Air Force, 37, 38, 41.

Royal Naval Mr Service, The; officially came into being, 2, 14;
strength in August 1914, 14n;

the first carrier borne units, 13, 15; initial war
armoured car and armoured train units, 15n; attacks

the first U-boat Campaign and bombing of U-boat
action against Zeppelins, 17; integration into the Royal

expansion of and operations by the Dunkirk air force, I9~2l;
air support to the Fleet and

the Second

pre-1914 role
13, 14;
problems, 2, 3;
operations, 14, 15;
on Zeppelin sheds, 15, 16;
bases, 16, 17;
Navy, 17-19;

long range bombing into Germany, 2l, 22;
attacks on Zeppelins, 22, 23; the first flying boats, 23;

,
rivalry with R.F.C. over supply

U-boat Campaign and departmental changes, 23-25; unrestricted U-boat
warfare and critical conditions, 26;
26, 27;
submarine aviation, 28-31, Appendix H; weapons against the U-boat, 31, 32;
development of Fleet reconnaissance and larger barriers, 32, 33; successful
use of flying boats against Zeppelins, 33, 37; Development of ship borne
aircraft, 33, 34; creation of an Admiral Commanding Mrcraft, 34; the
Dunkirk air operations during 1917, 34-36; expansion in Fleet Carriers and
ships capable of carrying aircraft, 36, 37,' skid lighters for towing
ail-craft, 37; more successes against Zeppelins, 37; amalgamated into the
new Royal Mr Force, 37, 38, 40, 4l.

introduction of escorted ocean convoys,
anti-submarine operations during 1917 and the growth of anti-
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initiatedR.N.A.S. aircraft types: Flvin.fi; Boats; pre-war intention for, 14;
by Commander Porte, 23; duties of, 25; first convoy escorted by, 27;
successful use in search patrol for U-boats, 28, 29; first possible
U-boat kill when escorting a convoy, 30; successfully used to intercept
Zeppelins, 33, 37; general duties of in 1918, 41; end of war requirements,
42. Landplanes: pre-war intention for, 14; first war use, 14; used for
bombing7T571T7 19, 20-22, 34-36, 38; used as night fighters, 17; used
as day fighters, 20, 2l, 29, 35; used for anti-submarine patrols, 19» 25,
26, 29, 30, 41, 42, 45; first borne in carriers, 22, 23, 32, 33; first
borne in ships, 33, 34; duties of when afloat, 36, 37; used in support
for the Zeebrugge and Ostend raids, 38; end of war requirements, 42.

pre-war intention for, 14^ used from carriers, l6, 17, 20, 22,
22n, 23, 32; first used from a seaplane base, 15; used for anti-submarine
patrols, 16, 24, 26, 29, 30, 41; used for bombing and for fighters, l6,
20, 35.

Seaplanes;

R.N.A.S. Vfings and Squadrons mentioned in text;
No. 1 Wing, 19» 20, 36.
No. 3 Wing, 21.
Ho. 4 V^ing, 20, 35.
No. 5 vang. 20, 35.
No. 1 Sqdn., 15, 16, 19.
No. 2 Sqdn., 15, 19.
No. 3 Sqdn., 15, l6.
No. 8 Sqdn., 21 .

No. l6 Sqdn., 39, 39n.
Ail squadrons and Wings rentimbered on fusion into the R.A.F., 38.

Salisbury, Lord; chairman of Committee on National. Defence, 77, 77n;
proposal for entry of naval rating pilots, 104.

Salmond,. Air Chief Marshal Sir John M.: gave his views on the vulnerability of
capital ships, 180.

Samson, Commander C.R.: head of naval flying school, 1;
Dunkirk, 15; organised armoured car and train sections, 15n.

arbitrat

on

C.O. of No. 3 Sqdn. a

ed

t

see under Royal Naval Air Service, Aircraft types,

suggested use for in night operations against U-boats,

Seaplanes;

Searchlights, Airborne:
44.

Seely, Colonel J.E.B.; chairman of the 1912 Air Committee, 1.

Shipborne aircraft: first used in H.M. warships as opposed to Carriers, 33, 34.

Shipping Losses: by U-boat action in the First World War, Appendix I.

Shorebased Maritime Aircraft; see under Aircraft, Maritime Shorebased.

instituted, 57, 57n.Short Service scheme for R.A.F. officers;

his clear statement of anti-U-boat strategy, 27.Sims, Admiral W.S. U.S. Navy;

Skid Lighters; carriage of aircraft on, 37.

Smuts, Lieut-General, J.C.; called upon to report on Air Defence and Air

Organisation, 6; his two reports, 6-8; headed the Air Organisation
Committee, 8; appointed chairman of the War Priorities Committee, 8;
headed the Air Policy Committee, 9.

Somme Front: air distraction in aid of, 2l; naval air reinforcements for, 21,
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Coastal Command squadrons employed under the Nyon Agreement,Spanish Civil War:
156.

anti-submarineStatistics: Allied shipping losses by U-boat action, Appendix I;
flying effort and results 1917 and 1918, Appendix II; U-boats probably
sunk by aircraft, Appendix III; R.A.F. Strength Summary 1918 to 1939,
Appendix IV; Orders of Battle I9l8 to 1959, Appendix V; Aircraft types,^
performance, and year of introduction. Appendix VI; Torpedo Attack Exercises
1921 to 1926, Appendix X.

Sueter, Rear-Admiral Murray: appointed as the first Director of Naval Air
Department, 1; created Superintendent of Aircraft Construction, 18;
member of the Joint War Air Committee, 3n; gave evidence before the
Balfour Committee on Fleet Air work, 85*

was a

a passenger ship sunk by a U-boat and was the subject of a protestSussex, S.S,:

to Germany by the U.S.A., 21+,

Swinton, Lord: as Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister became S. of S. for Air, I35j
opposition to Admiralty demands for transfer of the P.A.A. 192; protest
at Inskip's change of procedure, 198, 199; argues for the retention of
the F.A.A. and extracts two important reservations, 203, 201f

Sykes, Major-General F.H.: appointed Chief of the Air Staff, 10.

S.132, ex-German destroyer: used in bombing trials, 163.

Ten Years Rule, The: instituted, 53; replaced by  a yearly assumption of no war
for ten years, 109; reaffirmation in years, 1929, 1950 and 1951, 109, I26n,
127; cancellation recommended, 127, 128; final end of, 129; disastrous
cumulative effects of, 153*

ft

Thompson, Lord: appointed S. of S. for Air, 90; put forward a revised Burney
Airship Scheme, 95; on leaving office deplored Admiralty claim to the new-
airships, 96; reappointed as S. of S. for Air, ̂ 21+nm

Torpedoes, Airborne: tardy development during 19lV^l8 War, 36n; in high regard
as a weapon by both Trenchard and the Air Staff, 112, 111f~1l6, 1l6n; postwar
torpedo attack training, 83, 112-116, 1l6n, Appendix X and Appendix XI;
details of airborne torpedoes, 1l5n; first land based torpedo bomber
squadron, 118; subsequent additional squadrons, 119, 120, 156.

first policy for use of shorebased maritime aircraft in, 1A6;
the first part of their

the second and third parts, 207; approval by the C.I.D.,
the first combined Trade

Trade Defence:

examination by the Joint Planners, 149, 151~154;
report, 154, 155;
208; minimum air requirements for, 208n;
Protection exercise and the lessons learnt, 213, 214; schemes for

co-ordinating Trade Defence measures, 214-217; the Area Combined Head
quarters Scheme under test, 217-219; requirements for air co-operation, 222,
223; dispositions, 224; the final plan for Defence, 234-237; protection
of East Coast shipping, 248-250; the last combined exercise, 251, 252.

Trenchard, Hugh Montague: as a major commanded the remnants of the R.F.Ci left
in England in August 1914, 2; as a brigadier-general commanded the R.F.C.

in France from August 1915, 2n; recalled to advise the Government on

counter-bombing of Germany, 8, 39; adviser to the Air Policy Committee; 9n;
appointed as the first Chief of the Air Staff, 10; resigned owing to
differences with the S. of S. for Mr, 10; appointed to command the

Independent Bombing Force, 4O;
again, 48; his permanent organisation of the postwar R.A.F
evidence before the Committee on the future of the battleship, 63;

recalled after the war to become C.A.S.

54-57; his
his

opposition to Beatty's demand for a separate Naval Air Service, 71, 72;
he initiated the formation of the Chiefs of Staff Committee and the creation

of the Imperial Defence College, 78; his evidence before the Balfour
Committee on Fleet Air work, 84, 85> bis discussions which resulted in the

•»
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Trenchard-Keyes Agreement, -93} resistance to renewed Admiralty claims,
and evidence to the Colwyn Committee, 97} his appeal to Winston Churchill
and the Prime Minister, 99, 100; gave his views on the vulnerability of
capital ships to air attack, 180; his Press campaign against the transfer
of the P.A.A. to the Admiralty, 192.

Ubiquity: mentions of this Air Force doctrine of flexibility, 107, I0?n, 111,
1A5, 1A-6, I2f8, 149, 158-16O.

U-boats in the First World War: first campaign and shipping losses, 16, 17; a
temporary flare up, 24, 24n; the second campaign and serious shipping
losses, 25;
war, 26, 26n;
losses result in institution of escorted ocean convoys, 26, 26n, 27;
shipping losses fall immediately, 27, 28n; a change in U-boat tactics, 40;
the start of night attacks, 40, 40n; heavy inshore shipping losses, 41, 45;
these losses fall when inshore escorted convoy is adopted, 43«

Air attacks on U-boats: 19, 28-30, 43.
Probable kills by aircraft: Appendix III.
Shipping sunk by U-boats: Appendix I.
U-boats mentioned in text: U.21, 16; UB.6 and UC.1, 19; UB.39» 28;

UC.36, UC.1 and UB.20, 29; UC.6, UB.32 and UC.72, 29; UB.36 and U.69.
30; UC.49. UC.70 and UB.115. 43-

U.48, 117 and 140, ex-German submarines: used in bombing trials, I63.

United States of America; protests to Germany on certain sinkings by U-boats,
16, 22f.; declared war on Germany, 26n; postwar rivalry between the Army
and Navy Air Forces, 145, 146; our purchase of American aircraft, 237-239.

Vaughan-Lee, Rear-Admiral C.L.: appointed Director of Air Services in the

Admiralty, 18n; was a member of the Joint War Air Committee and the First
Air Board, 3n, 4n; relinquished the post of Director of Air Services, 25n,

Vernon, H.M.S. naval tor;)edo school: mentions of,, 80, 83, 241, 242.

Versailles, Treaty of; the effect of in hastening the demobilisation of the

R.A.F., 50.

Virginia, U.S. battleship: used in bombing trials, 163.

Vyvyan, Air Vice-Marshal, A.V.: the first A.O.C. of Coastal Area, 52n.

War Office, The; initially claimed responsibility of Home Defence against air
raids, I4j transferred this commitment to the Admiralty, I4j reassumed
control of Air Defence, 20; opposition to long range bombing, 4,
disagreements in the Second Air Boaid., 5, disagreement with the 1920 Role
of the R.A.F., 64, 64n; rejected the findings of the First Balfour
Committee and demanded the abolition of the R.A.F., 65; rejected the
findings of the Geddes Committee and again claimed the dismemberment

of the R.A.F., 68; fui'ther attacks on the Air Force disallowed by the
Salisbury Committee, 79} differences over the question of relative rank
in the Services, 93, 94; renev/ed claim for the abolition of the R.A.F
97; refuted by the Colwyn Committee, 98.

Wameford, Flight Sub-Lieutenant, R.A.J.; awarded the V.C. for destruction of
a Zeppelin, 17.

Washington Naval Treaty; Carrier tonnage allowed, 124;
discussion in, 242, 243.

Washington, uncompleted U.S. battleship; used in bombing trials, 163.

unrestricted U-boat warfare results in the U.S.A. declaring

strength of the U-boat fleet, 26; very heavy shipping

•»

the rights of aircraft
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excellent lecture on anti-submarine work by-Waugh, Squadron Leader, J.K.:
aircraft, 121,122.

member of the Second Air Board and the first Air Council,

became S. of S. for Air, 11j his proposals for the postwar
Weir, Lord: was a

5n, lOn;
R.A.F., 47, 48; succeeded by Mr. Winston Churchill, 48; was a member
of the Salisbury Committee on National Defence, 77n; appointed to
Lord Balfour's Committee on Fleet Air work, 77» 84-88; chairman of a

sub-committee on duplication of expenses, 79; opposed any alteration
in the existing F.A.A. status, 143*

took part in the F.A.A. transfer negotiations.Welsh, Air Vice-Marshal W.L,:
Appendix IX.

instituted for mobilisation and dispositions in
subsequent mentions of, 223, 224, 225n, 229, 234, 236.

Westerwald, Carman naval tanker: photographed with a U-boat in the Channel,
25O; met the Deutschland off Greenland in August 1939, 253n.

Wilson, General Sir Henry; As C.I.G.S. rejected the First Balfour Committee
findings and pressed for the abolition of the R.A.F., 65.

Wood, Sir Kingsley: S.of S. for Air in 1939, 249.

Ypres Front: naval air support for, 5, 35*

Zeebrugge: occupied by the Germans, 15; bombing attacks on, 20, 21, 35, 38.

Zeppelins: Z.9 destroyed at Dusseldorf, 15: new one damaged at Friedrichshafen,
16; increased R.N.A.S, effort against and early raids on England, 17, I7n;
LZ.39 damaged, LZ.37 and LZ.38 destroyed, 17; L.12 seriously damaged, 19;
L.22, L.43 and L.23 destroyed, 33, 34; L.62 destroyed, 37; L.54. L.6O
and L.53 destroyed, 37.

Western Plan and phases of;
case of war, 137;
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